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Programa | Program
Domingo 8 | Sunday 8th
16:30-18:00

REGISTRO GEP-SLAP 2022 | Registration

18:00-18:30

INAUGURACIÓN | CONFERENCE INAUGURATION

18:30-19:15

PLENARIO | PLENARY ASUA

19:15-21:00

COCKTAIL DE BIENVENIDA | WELCOME COCKTAIL

SESIONES | SESSIONS
Polímeros para aplicaciones biomédicas y
nanomedicina, hidrogeles, electrohilado
Avances en síntesis y
caracterización de polímeros
Polímeros para aplicaciones en
energía, optoelectrónica e inteligentes
Reciclaje de polímeros, polímeros biobasados
y biodegradables, economía circular
Copolímeros de bloque, polímeros multifásicos,
mezclas, nanocompuestos y nanohíbridos
Proyectos europeos y
Polímeros en la Industria
Estructura y propiedades de
polímeros, teoría y simulación
Reología, procesado, manufactura aditiva
y propiedades mecánicas de polímeros

BIO

SINT

ENERG

REC

COPO

EU_IND

EST

REO

Polymers for biomedical applications and
nanomedicine, hydrogels and electrospinning
Advances in polymer synthesis
and characterization
Polymers for energy applications, sensing,
optoelectronics and smart appliications
Polymer Recycling, biobased and
biodegradable polymers and circular economy
Block copolymers, multiphasic polymers,
blends, nanocomposites and nanohybrids
European Projects and
Polymers in Industry
Polymer structure,
properties and characterization
Rheology, processing, additive manufacturing
and mechanical properties
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Lunes 9 | Monday 9th
8:00-9:00

REGISTRO GEP-SLAP 2022 | Registration

9:00-9:45

PLENARIO | PLENARY HADJICHRISTIDIS
SESIÓN 1 | SESSION 1
Salas | Rooms 1+2

SESIÓN 2 | SESSION 2
Salas | Rooms 4+5

SESIÓN 3 | SESSION 3
Salas | Rooms 6+7

9:55-10:25

KN VILLAR

KN GARCIA

KN LANCEROS

9:55-10:15

INV GRAYSON

10:25-10:45

INV AGUILAR

INV SERRA

INV
ORTIZ-VITORIANO

10:15-10:35

INV RAQUEZ

10:45-11:00

BIO1 - Calderon

SINT1 - Maya

ENERG1 - Liras

10:35-10:55

INV CAVALLO

11:00-11:30

Café | Coffee Break

11:30-11:50

INV HAAG

INV TATON

INV TOMOVSKA

11:30-11:50

INV MOYA

11:50-12:05

BIO2 - García-Astrain

SINT2 del Barrio Lasheras

ENERG2 - Lingua

11:50-12:10

INV CASADO

12:05-12:20

BIO3 - Oriol

SINT3 Barroso-Bujans

ENERG3 Adam Cervera

12:10-12:30

INV MINARI

12:20-12:35

BIO4 García Fernández

SINT4 - Vidal

ENERG4 Álvarez Gómez

12:30-12:50

INV
FERNANDEZ DE LUIS

12:35-12:50

BIO5 - Bosch Sarobe

SINT5 - Navarro Crespo

ENERG5 Rico Martínez

12:50-13:05

EU_IND1 - Piccio

12:50-13:05

BIO6 Andrade del Olmo

SINT6 - Mesa Rueda

ENERG6 - Grieco

13:05-13:20

EU_IND2 - Gallastegui

13:05-13:20

BIO7 - Muñoz-Espí

SINT7 - Elgoyhen

ENERG7 Martín de Leon

15:00-15:15

REC1 - Flores

15:15-15:30

REC2 - Siragusa

13:20-15:00

15:00-15:30

COMIDA | LUNCH

FLASH 1-6

KN RIVAS

KN MARCILLA

15:30-15:50

FLASH 7-10

INV SAVE

INV GERBALDI

15:30-15:50

INV ECEIZA

15:50-16:05

FLASH 11-13

SINT 8 - Doyle

ENERG8 - Lizundia

15:50-16:05

REC3 - Vega

16:05-16:20

FLASH 14-16

SINT9 - Afonso Pérez

ENERG9 - Boaretto

16:05-16:20

REC4 - Aguirre Arrese

16:20-16:35

FLASH 17-19

SINT10 - Matesanz

ENERG10 - Culebras

16:20-16:35

REC5 - Romero

16:35-16:50

FLASH 20-22

SINT11 Jaramillo-Quiceno

ENERG11 - FJ González

16:35-16:50

REC 6 - Merino

16:50-17:05

FLASH 23-25

BIO16 - Hevilla

ENERG12 - Gregorio

16:50-17:05

REC 7 - del Amo

REUNION SLAP |
MEETING SLAP

ENERG16 - Eguizábal

17:05-17:20

REC 8 - Borrero-López

17:05-17:20
17:20-19:00
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SESIÓN 4 (EU) | SESSION 4 (EU)
Salas | Rooms 8+9

POSTER 1+CAFÉ | POSTER 1+COFFEE
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Martes 10 | Tuesday 10th
8:00-9:00

REGISTRO GEP-SLAP 2022 | Registration

9:00-9:45

PLENARIO | PLENARY VICENT
SESIÓN 1 | SESSION 1
Salas | Rooms 1+2

SESIÓN 2 | SESSION 2
Salas | Rooms 4+5

9:55-10:25

KN NORIEGA

KN ABETZ

9:55-10:15

INV ANTOGNAZZA

10:25-10:45

INV SANTANA

INV BRONSTEIN

10:15-10:35

INV KRAMER

10:45-11:00

BIO8 - Vilas-Vilela

COPO1 - Trigo

10:35-10:55

EU_IND3 - Criado

11:00-11:30

SESIÓN 3 (EU) | SESSION 3 (EU)
Sala | Room 3

Café | Coffee Break

11:30-11:50

INV PALZA

INV MEDINA

11:30-11:50

INV MEIER

11:50-12:05

BIO9 - González Munduate

COPO2 - María Muñoz

11:50-12:10

INV LLEVROT

12:05-12:20

BIO10 - Tomadoni

COPO3 - Schaefer

12:10-12:30

INV CAILLOL

12:20-12:35

BIO11 - Vallejos

COPO4 - Barquero

12:30-12:50

INV DETREMBLEUR

12:35-12:50

BIO12 - Escalera

COPO5 - Hermoso de Mendoza

12:50-13:05

EU_IND4 - Ruiz Rubio

12:50-13:05

BIO13 - Juanes

COPO6 - Rodríguez-Guadarrama

13:05-13:20

BIO14 - Sanz Horta

COPO7 - Mabel Sánchez

13:20-15:00

COMIDA | LUNCH

15:00-15:30

FLASH 26-31

KN ARBE

15:00-15:30

KN GOMEZ

15:30-15:45

FLASH 32-34

EST1 - Romay

15:30-15:50

REO1 - Marcos Fdz

15:45-16:00

FLASH 35-37

EST2 - Maiz

15:50-16:05

REO2 - Aguirresarobe

16:00-16:15

FLASH 38-40

EST3 - Larrañaga

16:05-16:20

REO3 - J. Fdz Fdz

16:15-16:30

FLASH 41-43

EST4 - Ramos

16:20-16:35

REO4 - Chabert

16:30-16:45

FLASH 44-46

EST5 - Rodríguez Peña

16:35-16:50

REO5 - González-Benito

16:45-17:00

FLASH 47-48

16:50-17:05

REO6 - Larraza

17:05-17:20

REO7 - De la Flor

KN CRESPO
17:00-17:15
17:20-19:00

POSTER 2+CAFÉ | POSTER 2+COFFEE
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Miércoles 11 | Wednesday 11th
8:00-9:00

REGISTRO GEP-SLAP 2022 | Registration

9:00-9:45

PLENARIO | PLENARY KUMAR
SESIÓN 1 | SESSION 1
Salas | Rooms 1+2

SESIÓN 2 | SESSION 2
Salas | Rooms 4+5

9:55-10:25

KN STINGELIN

KN MANCHADO

9:55-10:25

INV TOMAS

10:25-10:45

INV RIBEIRO

INV ALTSTADT

10:25-10:45

INV LAGARON

10:45-11:00

EST6 - Aranguren

REC9 - Ladmiral

10:45-11:05

INV NIETO

11:00-11:30

Café | Coffee Break

11:30-11:50

INV FILIPPONE

INV ALVAREZ

11:30-11:50

INV ELIZETXEA

11:50-12:05

EST7 - Gracia Fernández

REC10 - Vitiello

11:50-12:10

INV DEL AGUA

12:05-12:20

REO8 - Fdz Blázquez

REC11 - Blázquez

12:10-12:30

INV DUPIN

12:20-12:35

REO9 - Rubio

REC12 - Mosquera

12:30-12:50

INV CORONA

12:35-12:50

REO10 - Molina

REC13 - Cuellar
12:50-13:10

INV NUÑEZ

12:50-13:05

REO11 - Calafel

REC14 - A. González

13:10-15:00

15:00-15:30
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SESIÓN 3 (INDUSTRIA) | SESSION 3
Sala | Room 3

FOTO CONGRESO | CONFERENCE PHOTO + COMIDA | LUNCH

KN GUERRERO

15:00-15:20

INV MONJE

15:20-15:40

INV ASUETA

KN PETZHOLD

15:30-15:45

REO12 - Urbano

REC15 - Bautista

15:40-15:55

EU_IND5 - Jehanno

15:45-16:00

REO13 - Fdz San Martín

REC16 - Rangel

15:55-16:10

EU_IND6 - Osorio

16:00-16:15

REO14 - Haeberle

REC17 - Calvo-Calvo

16:10-16:25

EU_IND7 - Lacruz

16:15-16:30

REO15 - Aguilar-Bolados

REC18 - de Dios Caputto

16:25-16:40

EU_IND8 - Germán

16:30-16:45

REO16 - Sanz de León

REC19 - Díez Rodríguez

16:40-16:55

EU_IND9 - Guissi

16:45-18:45

REUNION GEP Salas 1+2 | MEETING GEP Rooms 1+2

20:30-22:30

CENA DEL CONGRESO | CONFERENCE DINNER
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Jueves 12 | Thursday 12th
8:00-9:00

REGISTRO GEP-SLAP 2022 | Registration

9:00-9:45

PLENARIO | PLENARY LIZ-MARZAN
SESIÓN 1 | SESSION 1
Salas | Rooms 1+2

SESIÓN 2 | SESSION 2
Salas | Rooms 4+5

9:55-10:25

KN MASPOCH

KN KLEIJ

9:55-10:25

KN PENICHE

10:25-10:45

INV ACOSTA

INV VEGA BAUDIT

10:25-10:40

BIO15 - Montané

10:45-11:00

REO17 - Pascual

REC20 - Cabedo

10:40-10:55

BIO17 - Valderrama

11:00-11:30

SESIÓN 3 | SESSION 3
Salas | Rooms 6+7

Café | Coffee Break

11:30-11:45

REO18 - Konuray

REC21 - Nicolau

11:30-11:45

BIO18 - Aizarna

11:45-12:00

REO19 - Fontana

REC22 - Peñas Núñez

11:45-12:00

BIO19 - Olmos

12:00-12:15

REO20 - Perchicot

ENERG13 - Luque

12:00-12:15

BIO20 - Ronchi

12:15-12:30

REO 21 - Albornoz

ENERG14 - Sessini

12:15-12:30

BIO21 - Bondi

12:30-12:45

REO22 - Martínez Pérez

ENERG15 - Olmedo

12:30-12:45

BIO22 - González Gándara

12:45-13:00

REO23 - Arribasplata

12:45-13:00

BIO23 - De Lama

13:00-13:30

CLAUSURA DEL CONGRESO Y PREMIOS MEJOR POSTER | CLOSING CEREMONY AND POSTER AWARDS

PREMIOS POSTER

POSTER AWARDS

Se otorgarán ocho premios de 250 € a los mejores

Poster Awards, worth €250 each, are awarded to the

Poster presentados en el Congreso GEP-SLAP2022,

eight best posters on display at the GEP-SLAP2022.

patrocinados por las revistas Polymers (MDPI) y ACS

Poster awards are sponsored by the journals Polymers

APPLIED POLYMER MATERIALS (ACS).

(MDPI) and ACS APPLIED POLYMER MATERIALS (ACS).

Los criterios de evaluación incluirán el diseño y

The evaluation criteria will include the design and

contenido estructurado del poster y su calidad

structured content of the poster and its scientific

científica. Los ganadores se anunciarán en la

quality. The winners will be announced at the GEP-

ceremonia de clausura del congreso.

SLAP2022 closing ceremony.

GEP-SLAP 2022
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Lista de contribuciones |
List of contributions
INVITADOS | INVITED
Plenary
Pl 1

Polymer Colloids. A Control Resistant Amazing World | José M. Asua (1) | (1) POLYMAT, University of the Basque
Country UPV/EHU

Pl 2

C1, C3 and C5: Three unconventional polymerizations | Nikos Hadjichristidis (1) | (1) King Abdullah University of
Science and Technology (KAUST)

Pl 3

Versatile Polypeptide-based Therapeutics for Unmet Clinical Needs | María J. Vicent (1) | (1) Polymer Therapeutics
Lab. Centro de Investigación Príncipe Felipe

Pl 4

Controlling Nanoparticle Ordering by Directional Polymer Crystallization | Sanat Kumar (1) | (1) Columbia
University

Pl 5

Plasmonic Polymer Nanocomposites | Luis M. Liz-Marzán (1,2,3) | (1) CIC biomaGUNE, (2) CIBER-BBN, (3)
Ikerbasque

Keynote
KN 1

Biodegradable thermoplastic starch (TPS): Present and future applications | Marcelo Villar (1,2) | (1)
Departamento de Ingeniería Química, Universidad Nacional del Sur, Bahía Blanca (Argentina), (2) Planta Piloto
de Ingeniería Química, PLAPIQUI (UNS-CONICET), Bahía Blanca (Argentina)

KN 2

Polymer Chemosensors: Sensing Target Species the Easy Way | José Miguel García Pérez (1) | (1) Universidad de
Burgos

KN 3

Polymer materials to remove contaminants in water | Bernabé L. Rivas (1); Daniel Palacio (1); Carla Muñoz (1) |
(1) Polymer Department, Faculty of Chemistry, University of Concepcion, Concepcion

KN 4

Multifunctional and smart polymer based materials: improving integration - expanding application | Senentxu
Lanceros-Mendez (1,2) | (1) BCMaterials, Basque Center for Materials, Applications and Nanostructures, UPV/
EHU, Leioa (Spain), (2) IKERBASQUE, Basque Foundation for Science, Bilbao, Spain

KN 5

Redox- Active Conjugated Microporous Polymer as High Performing Electrodes for More Sustainable Batteries
| Rebeca Marcilla (1); Nagaraj Patil (1); Antonio Molina (1); Diego A. Alván (1); Rebecca Grieco (1); Marta Liras (1)
| (1) IMDEA Energia

KN 6

Evaluation of pharmaceutical and nutraceutical formulations developed by Hot Melt Extrusion (HME): Case
Study | Maria del Pilar Noriega E (1); Laura Restrepo-Uribe (2); Tim Osswald (3) | (1) Daabon Organic Group, (2)
ICIPC – Instituto de Capacitación e Investigación del Plástico y del Caucho, (3) University of Wisconsin-Madison

KN 7

Structure and Properties of Membranes from Self-assembled Block Copolymers | Volker Abetz (1,2) | (1)
Helmholtz-Zentrum Hereon, (2) Universität Hamburg

GEP-SLAP 2022
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KN 8

Potential of neutron scattering (combined with other techniques) to investigate the structure and dynamics
of polymer-based systems | Arantxa Arbe (1) | (1) Centro de Física de Materiales (CFM) (CSIC--UPV/EHU) -Materials Physics Center (MPC)

KN 9

Bacterial Biopolymers for Membrane Development | João G. Crespo (1) | (1) LAQV-REQUIMTE, Dept. of
Chemistry, FCT – NOVA University of Lisbon, Caparica, Portugal.

KN 10

Pushing the limits of electron microscopy of polymers | Enrique Gomez (1) | (1) The Pennsylvania State University

KN 11

Phase Diagrams of Macromolecular Materials: Comparing the Katana, Swiss Chocolates with Plastic Electronics
| Natalie Stingelin (1) | (1) School of Materials Science & Engineering / School of Chemical & Biomolecular
Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA

KN 12

Absorbent and superabsorbent materials from agro-polymers. Rheology, processing, and applications |
Antonio Guerrero (1); Estefanía Álvarez Castillo (1); Mercedes Jiménez Rosado (1); Alberto Romero (1); Carlos
Bengoechea (1) | (1) Universidad de Sevilla

KN 13

New Advances Towards Sustainable Fibre Reinforced Polymer Composites | M.A. Lopez-Manchado (1); A.
Santiago Bethencourt (1); M. Peñas Caballero (1); M. Hernandez Santana (1); R. Verdejo (1) | (1) Instituto de
Ciencia y Tecnología de Polímeros, ICTP-CSIC, Madrid (Spain)

KN 14

Polymeric composites from recycled LDPE and coal mining waste: Is it a way to mitigate environmental impacts
generated by acid drainage? | Cesar Petzhold (1); Marcelo Gryczak (1) | (1) Institute of Chemistry - Federal
University of Rio Grande do Sul - UFRGS

KN 15

Wastes rubber recycling: toward the design of high added value rubber composites and thermoplastic
elastomers | Mª Lluisa Maspoch (1); Nicolas Candau (1); Noel León Albiter (1); Tobias Abt (1); Miguel SánchezSoto (1); Orlando Santana (1) | (1) Centre Català del Plàstic – Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (CCP-UPC,
e-PLASCOM, research group)

KN 16

Functional Polyesters and Polycarbonates from Renewable Carbon Sources | Arjan Kleij (1,2); Arianna Brandolese
(1); Fernando Della Monica (1) | (1) Institute of Chemical Research of Catalonia (ICIQ), (2) Catalan Institute of
Research and Advanced Studies (ICREA)

KN 17

Polymer nanoparticles for delivery of drugs and agrochemicals | Carlos Andrés Peniche Covas (1); Javier
González Quiñones (2) | (1) Universidad de La Habana, Cuba, (2) 2 Johannes Kepler University Linz, Institute of
Polymer Chemistry, Austria

Invited
INV 1

Polymeric Nanoparticles for the treatment of Inflammatory diseases | María Rosa Aguilar (1,2); Eva EspinosaCano (1,2); Miguel Huerta-Madroñal (1,2); Patricia Cámara-Sánchez (2,3,4); Joaquín Seras-Franzoso (4); Simo
Schwartz Jr (2,4); Ibane Abasolo (2,3,4); Julio San Román (1,2) | (1) Biomaterials Group, Institute of Polymer
Science and Technology (ICTP-CSIC), (2) Networking Biomedical Research Centre in Bioengineering, Biomaterials
and Nanomedicine (CIBER-BBN), (3) Functional Validation & Preclinical Research (FVPR), Vall d’Hebron Institut de
Recerca (VHIR), Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (UAB), (4) Drug Delivery & Targeting, CIBBIM-Nanomedicine,
Vall d’Hebron Institut de Recerca (VHIR), Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (UAB)

INV 2

Synthesis and characterization of new fully bio-based poly(acylhydrazone) vanillin vitrimers | Angels Serra (1);
Adrià Roig (1); Aina Petrauskaité (1); Silvia De la Flor (1); Xavier Ramis (1,2) | (1) Universitat Rovira i Virgili, (2)
Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya
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INV 3

Sintering of composite materials made of recycled plastics and recovered wood particles for the manufacturing
of economic-feasible components for the industry | Julio Acosta (1); Adan Arribasplata (1); Luz Brañez (1); Walter
Tupia (1) | (1) Sección Ingeniería Mecánica, Facultad de Ciencias e Ingeniería, Pontificia Universidad Católica del
Perú

INV 4

Development of innovative and sustainable agroinputs | Vera Alvarez (1); Merari Chevalier (3); Sergio Martin
Saldaña (3); Danila Merino (1); Andrea Yamila Mansilla (2); Florencia Salcedo (2); María José Iglesias (2); Silvana
Colman (2); Alberto Chevalier (3); Claudia Casalongue (2) | (1) INTEMA, (2) IIB, (3) GIHON

INV 5

Naturally-derived biopolymer-based electrolyte for Zn-air batteries | Nagore Ortiz-Vitoriano (1,4); Estíbaliz
García-Gaitán (1,2,3); Maica C Morant-Miñana (1); Ainhoa Bustinza (1); Igor Cantero (2); Daniel Gónzalez (2)
| (1) Centre for Cooperative Research on Alternative Energies (CIC energiGUNE), (2) CEGASA Energía SLU, (3)
University of the Basque Country (UPV / EHU), (4) Ikerbasque, Basque Foundation for Science

INV 6

Graphene-Polymer Porous Composites for CO2 Capture | Radmila Tomovska (1,2); Nikolaos Politakos (1); Iranzu
Barbarin (1); Ronen Zangi (1,2) | (1) POLYMAT, University of the Basque Country, (2) IKERBASQUE, Basque
Foundation for Science

INV 7

Design and modelling of a HDPE nanocomposite film with oxygen scavenging properties with potential
application in active packaging systems | Jorge Alberto Medina (1); Juan Felipe Alvarado (1); Daniel Fernando
Rozo (1); Luis Miguel Chaparro (1); Felipe Salcedo (1) | (1) Universidad de los Andes, Grupo de Materiales y
Manufactura

INV 8

Reactive processing of Ecofriendly plastics: Manufacture of in situ MFC by FDM from PLA/Bio PA10.10 bioblends
| Orlando Santana Pérez (1); Leandro Martínez Orozco (1); Noel León Albiter (1); Tobias Abt (1); Nicolas Candau
(1); Miguel Sánchez Soto (1); M. Lluïsa Maspoch Rulduà (1) | (1) Centre Català del Plàstic - Universitat Politècnica
de Catalunya (ePLASCOM research group)

INV 9

New biobased polyurethane materials | Arantxa Eceiza (1); Ainara Saralegi (1); Tamara Calvo-Correas (1);
Lorena Ugarte (1); Julen Vadillo (2); Izaskun Larraza (1); Oihane Echeverria (3); Raquel Olmos (1); Stefano Torresi
(1); Eider Mendiburu (1) | (1) University of the Basque Country, UPV/EHU, (2) CIDETEC, Basque Research and
Technology Alliance (BRTA), (3) Aerospace Unit, Industry and Transport Division, TECNALIA, Basque Research
and Technology Alliance (BRTA)

INV 10 Supramolecular Polyamine Gene Vectors for Cancer Therapy (MSCA RISE SUPROGEN PROJECT) | Sergio E.
Moya (1); Cristian Salvador (1,2); Patrizia Andreozzi (1,3) | (1) Soft Matter Nanotechnology, CIC biomaGUNE, San
Sebastián (Spain), (2) CIDETEC Nanomedicine, (3) University of Florence
INV 11 Biorefinería y economía circular de la piña en Costa Rica para la obtención de materiales de alto valor agregado
| J.R. Vega-Baudrit (1,2); A.G. Montes de Oca (1); M. Camacho (1); D. Batista (1); S. Paniagua (1); R. Mora (1); C.
Redondo (1); R. Pereira (1); Y. Corrales (1); A. Araya (1); L. Castillo (1); M. Lopretti (3) | (1) Laboratorio Nacional de
Nanotecnología LANOTEC CENAT, San José, (Costa Rica), (2) Escuela de Química, Universidad Nacional, Heredia
(Costa Rica), (3) UDELAR, Montevideo (Uruguay)
INV 12 Active and smart polymer composites based on MoS2 layered particles: from packaging to 4D printing
applications | Humberto Palza (1); P. Castillo (1); C. Vergara (1); L. Medi (1); F. Olate (1); B. Barraza (1); J. Maureira
(1); L. Flores (1) | (1) Facultad de Ciencias Físicas y Matemáticas, Universidad de Chile
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INV 13 Synthesis of photoactive polymer colloids by polymerization in aqueous dispersed media for interfacial singlet
oxygen production | Maud Save (1); Charlène Boussiron (1); Luca Petrizza (1); Mickaël Le Bechec (1); Virginie
Pellerin (1); Helen Minsky (2); Costantino Creton (2); Patrice Castignolles (3); Marion Gaborieau (3); Sylvie
Lacombe (1) | (1) CNRS/ Univ Pau & Pays Adour/ E2S UPPA, IPREM, UMR5254, Pau, France, (2) Laboratory of Soft
Matter Science and Engineering, ESPCI Paristech-CNRS-UPMC,(3) Western Sydney University, Australian Centre
for Research on Separation Sciences Medical Sciences Research Group, School of Sciences and Health
INV 14 From Nanostructured Silica Materials to High Performance Polyolefins: Recent Approaches and Developments
| M. Rosário Ribeiro (1); Duarte Cecílio (1); João P. Lourenço (2); Auguste Fernandes (1); Ernesto Perez (3); Maria
Luísa Cerrada (3) | (1) Centro de Química Estrutural, Institute of Molecular Sciences, Instituto Superior Técnico;
Universidade de Lisboa, (2) Faculdade de Ciências e Tecnologia, CIQA – Universidade do Algarve, (3) Instituto de
Ciencia y Tecnología de Polímeros (ICTP-CSIC)
INV 15 Two approaches to tailor crystallization and mechanical properties of semicrystalline polymers and foams
thereof by using nanotechnology | Volker Altstädt (1); Michaela Mörl (1); Merve Aksit (1); Mahboubeh Shahnooshi
(1) | (1) University of Bayreuth
INV 16 An overview on crosslinked polymer-based electrolytes for solid-state batteries operating at ambient
temperature | Claudio Gerbaldi (1); Marisa Falco (1); Gabriele Lingua (1); Silvia Porporato (1); Ying Zhang (1);
Elisa Maruccia (1); Alessandro Piovano (1); Giuseppina Meligrana (1); Giuseppe Antonio Elia (1) | (1) Politecnico
di Torino
INV 17 Universality in the arrest of relaxation dynamics in filled polymers above the percolation threshold | Giovanni
Filippone (1) | (1) Università di Napoli Federico II
INV 18 Selective organic catalysis of polymerization and macromolecular engineering for catalysis | Daniel Taton (1) |
(1) University of Bordeaux
INV 19 Biodegradable Dendritic Polysulfates as Intrinsic Tumor Targeted Drug Nanocarriers | Rainer Haag (1); M
Schirner (1); Y. Zhong (1); D. Braatz (1) | (1) Institut für Chemie und Biochemie, Freie Universität Berlin
INV 20 Towards efficient organic solar cells: Understanding the relationship between conjugated polymer photophysics
and their nanostructure | Hugo Bronstein (1) | (1) Cambridge University, UK

EU Proyect
INV 21 Cholinuim-based iongels for bioelectronic applications | R. J. Minari (1,2); G.C. Luque (1,2); A. Aguzin1 (1); L.
Ronco (1,2); I. del Agua (3); D. Mecerreyes (4) | (1) Instituto de Desarrollo Tecnológico para la Industria Química
(INTEC), CONICET, Santa Fe, Argentina, (2) Facultad de Ingeniería Química, Universidad Nacional del Litoral,
Santa Fe, Argentina, (3) Panaxium SAS, Aix-en-Provence, France, (4) POLYMAT, University of the Basque Country
UPV/EHU, Donostia-San Sebastian, Spain
INV 22 Polymeric Mixed Ionic-Electronic Conductors for Energy Storage | Nerea Casado (1); Rafael Del Olmo (1); Maria
Forsyth (1,2) | (1) POLYMAT, University of the Basque Country, (2) Deakin University
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INV 23 Metal-Organic Frameworks polymeric composites for environmental remediation | Roberto Fernández de Luis
(1); Ainara Valverde de Mingo (1,2); Gabriel Tovar (3); Jonás Pérez Bravo (3); Arkaitz Fidalgo-Marijuan (1); Luis
Lezama Diago (4); Senentxu Lanceros-Méndez (1,5); Guillermo Copello (3) | (1) Basque Center for Materials,
Applications & Nanostructures (BCMaterials), (2) Macromolecular Chemistry Group (LABQUIMAC), Department
of Physical Chemistry, Faculty of Science and Technology University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU), (3)
Fac. de Farmacia y Bioquímica, (IQUIMEFA-UBA-CONICET) Instituto de Química y Metabolismo del Fármaco,
Dept. de Química Analítica y Fisicoquímica, Universidad de Buenos Aires (UBA), (4) Departamento de Química
Inorgánica, Facultad de Ciencia y Tecnología University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU), (5) IKERBASQUE,
Basque Foundation for Science
INV 24 MALDI-TOF MS study of the electrophilic zwitterionic ring expansion of cyclic polymers with various
monosubstituted epoxides | Scott Grayson (1); Farihah Haque (1); Jon Matxian (2); Fabienne Barroso-Bujans (2)
| (1) Tulane University, (2) Donostia International Physics Center
INV 25 Surface nucleation of dispersed polyethylene droplets in immiscible blends revealed by polypropylene matrix
self-nucleation | Dario Cavallo (1); Enrico Carmeli (1); Seif Eddine Fenni (1); Maria Rosaria Caputo (2); Alejandro
J. Muller (2); Davide Tranchida (3) | (1) Dipartimento di Chimica e Chimica Industriale, Università degli studi di
Genova, (2) Polymat and Department of Polymers and Advanced Materials: Physics, Chemistry and Technology,
Faculty of Chemistry, University of the Basque Country UPV/EHU, (3) Borealis Polyolefine GmbH, Innovation
Headquarters
INV 26 Enhanced aminolysis of cyclic carbonates for sustainable polyhydroxyurethanes | Sylvain Caillol (1) | (1) Institut
Charles Gerhardt
INV 27 Cellulose nanocrystals as renewable nanofillers for the design of biosourced polymeric (nano)composites with
advanced thermomechanical properties | Jean-Marie Raquez (1) | (1) University of Mons
INV 28 Renewable NIPUs – sustainability and other challenges | Michael Meier (1) | (1) Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
INV 29 Transformation of carbon dioxide into advanced non-isocyanate polyurethanes and sustainable materials |
Christophe Detrembleur (1); Florent Monie (1); Maxime Bourguignon (1); Fabiana Siragusa (1); Thomas Habets
(1); Bruno Grignard (1) | (1) University of Liege
INV 30 Light-sensitive Nano and Microstructures based on Conjugated Polymers: Optical control of the Cell Fate |
Maria Rosa Antognazza (1) | (1) Italian Institute of Technology, Center for Nano Science and Technology, IIT@
PoliMI
INV 31 Polymer Semiconductor/Electrolyte Interfaces: Novel Concepts for Biomedical Transducers | Tobias Cramer (1)
| (1) University of Bologna
INV 32 Synthesis of waterborne poly(hydroxyurethane)s | Audrey Llevot (1) | (1) University of Bordeaux, CNRS,
Bordeaux INP, Laboratoire de Chimie des Polymères Organiques

Industria
IND 1

Programas de ayudas públicas de I+D+I, a nivel nacional e internacional, enfocado a los polímeros en la industria
| María José Tomás Sánchez (1) | (1) Centro para el Desarrollo Tecnológico Industrial (CDTI)

IND 2

Polyhydroxyalkanoates as Organic Recyclable Food Packaging Materials | Jose María Lagaron (1); C. Prieto (1);
A.O. Basar (1); C. Marcoaldi (1); M. Pardo (1,2); L. Cabedo (3) | (1) Novel Materials and Nanotechnology Group,
IATA-CSIC, Paterna (Valencia), Spain, (2) R&D Department Bioinicia S.L, Paterna (Valencia), Spain, (3) Polymers
and Advanced Materials Group, Universitat Jaume I, Castellón, Spain
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IND 3

Interaction between molecular composition and blown film processing conditions of Polyethylene | Jesús
Nieto (1); Anna Helgert (1); Sylvie Vervoort (1); Jaap Den Doelder (1); Kenneth Kearns (1) | (1) Dow

IND 4

CAPROCAST: Automotive Continuous Fibre Polyamide 6 composite parts based on the “in situ” polymerization
of ε-caprolactam | Cristina Elizetxea (1); S. García (1); A. De la Calle (1); O. Ollo (1) | (1) TECNALIA, Basque
Research and Technology Alliance (BRTA), Donostia-San Sebastián, Spain.

IND 5

A sustainable future with plastics | David del Agua Hernández (1) | (1) SABIC, Cartagena (Spain)

IND 6

Polysaccharide-based emulsifier for lung administration via inhalation | Damien Dupin (1); Marcos Navascuez
(1); Raquel Gracia (1); Marco Marradi (3); Natividad Díaz (1); Iraida Loinaz (1); Fernado López-Gállego (2); Jordi
Llop (2) | (1) Fundación CIDETEC, (2) CIC-biomaGUNE, (3) University of Florence

IND 7

Practical anionic synthesis of in-chain functional polymers by homo- and copolymerization of silylstyrene
monomers with styrene and butadiene | Sergio Corona Galván (1); Roderic Quirk (2); Jonathan Janoski (2);
Sumana Roy Chowdhury (2) | (1) Grupo Dynasol, (2) The University of Akron

IND 8

Star branched polyamides by reactive extrusion: Study on the rheological and mechanical properties for
use as matrix in thermoplastic composites | Karina Carla Núñez Carrero (1); Manuel Herrero Villar (2); María
Asencio Valentín (1); Julia Guerrero Fernandez (1); Juan Carlos Merino Senovilla (1,2); José María Pastor
Barajas (1) | (1) Foundation for Research and Development in Transport and Energy (CIDAUT), (2) Escuela de
Ingenierías Industriales, University of Valladolid

IND 9

Novel bio-based PLA copolymers for more sustainable developments | Belén Monje Martínez (1); Rafael
Alonso Ruiz (1); Miguel Ángel Valera Gómez (1) | (1) AIMPLAS

IND 10

Chemical Recycling of Real Complex Waste Streams | Asier Asueta (1); J. Leivar (1); I. Amondarain (1); L.
Fulgencio (1); R. Miguel (1); S. Arnaiz (1); A. Barredo (1); I. Nekoiza (1) | (1) Gaiker Technology Centre, Basque
Research and Technology Alliance (BRTA)

ORALES | ORALS
Orales_SINT
O_SINT 1 Synthesis, characterization and catalytic performance of iron phthalocyanine based knitting aryl polymer |
Eva M. Maya (1); A. Valverde-González (1); M. Iglesias (1) | (1) Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de Madrid
(ICMM); Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas (CSIC), Madrid (Spain)
O_SINT 2 Neighboring group interactions in dynamic covalent networks | Jesús del Barrio (1); Enrique Guerreiro (1);
Joseba Ruiz (1); Pilar Romero (1); Luis Oriol (1) | (1) Universidad de Zaragoza
O_SINT 3 Zwitterionic Polymerization with B(C6F5)3: a Simple Access to Branched Cyclic Polyglycidol | Fabienne
Barroso-Bujans (1) | (1) Donostia International Physics Center (DIPC)
O_SINT 4 Functional Polymeric Marterials Obtained via Controlled Polymerization of Tricoordinated Organoboranes |
Fernando Vidal (1,2); Charlotte K. Williams (1); Frieder Jäkle (2) | (1) University of Oxford, (2) Rutgers University
- Newark
O_SINT 5 Synthesis of P(BMA/HEA) copolymer within AAO nanoreactors. Kinetic study and monomer reactivity ratios
| Rodrigo Navarro (1); Laia León-Boigues (1); Carmen Mijangos (1) | (1) Instituto de Ciencia y Tecnología de
Polímeros
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O_SINT 6

Mechanical and Thermal characterization of Epoxy Resin Modified with an Engineering Material | Fabio
Augusto Mesa Rueda (1,2,3); Alneira Cuellar Burgos (1,2,3) | (1) Universidad Nacional de Colombia, (2)
Laboratorio de Polímeros y Materiales Compuestos, (3) Departamento de Ingeniería Química

O_SINT 7

Thiol-ene waterborne coatings and crystallization: towards innovative packaging | Justine Elgoyhen (1);
Alejandro J. Müller (1,2); Radmila Tomovska (1,2) | (1) POLYMAT, University of the Basque Country UPV/
EHU, (2) IKERBASQUE, Basque Foundation for Science

O_SINT 8

Hydrolytic degradation of closed cell PET foams | Lucía Doyle (1); I. Weidlich (1) | (1) HafenCity University,
Hamburg (Germany)

O_SINT 9

Facile Preparation of Hydrophobic PET Surfaces | Elisabet Afonso Pérez (1); Aránzazu Martínez Gómez (1);
Andrea Huerta González (1); Pilar Tiemblo Magro (1); Nuria García García (1) | (1) Instituto de Ciencia y
Tecnología de Polímeros - Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas (ICTP-CSIC)

O_SINT 10 Gas Separation Membranes obtained by Partial Pyrolysis of Polyimides having Polyethylene oxide moieties
| Laura Matesanz Niño (1,2); Camino Bartolomé (3); Jesús María Martínez Ilarduya (3); Pedro Prádanos
(1); Antonio Hernandez (1); Jesus Ángel De miguel (3); José G. de la Campa (4); Laura Palacio (1); Michele
Galizia (5); Cristina Álvarez (1,4); Alfonso González Ortega (2); Ángel Emilio Lozano (1,3,4) | (1) SMAP, UAUVA_CSIC, Associated Research Unit to CSIC. University of Valladolid, (2) Department of Organic Chemistry,
Faculty of Science, University of Valladolid, (3) IU CINQUIMA, University of Valladolid, (4) Department of
Macromolecular Chemistry, Institute of Polymer Science and Technology, ICTP-CSIC, (5) CBME, Sarkeys
Energy Center, University de Oklahoma
O_SINT 11 Thermal cross-linking of silk sericin based hydrogels for soil water retention | Natalia Jaramillo Quiceno (1);
Catalina Álvarez López (1) | (1) Universidad Pontificia Bolivariana

Orales_COPO
O_COPO 1 Porous aramids reinforced with functionalized carbon nanocharges as high-performance materials |
Miriam Trigo López (1); Jose Antonio Reglero Ruiz (1); Saúl Vallejos Calzada (1); Félix García García (1); José
Miguel García Pérez (1) | (1) Universidad de Burgos
O_COPO 2 PVDF arms crystallization in (PVDF)2-b-(PEO)2 miktoarm star block copolymers | Nicolás María (1); Jon
Maiz (1,2,3); Alejandro J. Müller (1,3); Nikos Hadjichristidis (4) | (1) POLYMAT and Department of Polymers
and Advanced Materials, (2) Centro de Física de Materiales (CFM) (CSIC–UPV/EHU) – Materials Physics
Center (MPC), (3) IKERBASQUE, Basque Foundation for Science, (4) King Abdullah University of Science and
Technology (KAUST)
O_COPO 3 10nm resolution in chemical and topographic analysis of polymer structures | Philip Schäfer (1) | (1)
neaspec, nanoscale analytics - attocube systems AG
O_COPO 4 Polyurethane-(meth)acrylic hybrids for anticorrosion coatings | Aitor Barquero Salaberria (1,2); Oihane
Llorente Zabala (1,2); Jose Ramon Leiza ekondo (1,2); María Paulis Lumbreras (1,2) | (1) Polymat, (2) Euskal
Herriko Unibertsitatea UPV/EHU
O_COPO 5 Correlation between morphology and mechanical properties of V2O5/CTA and V2O5-EPE/CTA
nanocomposites from nano to macroscale | Joseba Gomez-Hermoso-de-Mendoza (1); Junkal Gutierrez (1);
Agnieszka Tercjak (1) | (1) Universidad del País Vasco/Euskal Herriko Unibertsitatea (UPV/EHU)
O_COPO 6 Synthesis, characterization and applications of multibranched styrene-butadiene block copolymers | Luis
Antonio Rodríguez-Guadarrama (1) | (1) Grupo Dynasol
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O_COPO 7 FLOWER-LIKE MAGNETIC NANOSTRUCTURES CONFINED INTO POLYVINYL ALCOHOL BEADS | Laura Mabel
Sanchez (1); Camila Pereda (1); Daniel Actis (2); Pedro Mendoza Zélis (2); Vera Alejandra Alvarez (1) | (1)
Materiales Compuestos Termoplásticos (CoMP), Instituto de Investigaciones en Ciencia y Tecnología de
Materiales (INTEMA), CONICET - Universidad Nacional de Mar del Plata (UNMdP). Argentina, (2) Instituto
de Física de La Plata (IFLP), CONICET-Departamento de Física, Universidad Nacional de La Plata (UNLP).
Argentina.

Orales_EST
O_EST 1

Modelling and experimental validation of temperature influence on thermodynamic of ternary systems |
Marta Romay Romero (1); Nazely Diban Gómez (1); Ane Urtiaga Mendia (1) | (1) Universidad de Cantabria

O_EST 2

Neutron scattering investigation of poly(tetrahydrofuran)-based single chain nanoparticles synthesized via
“click” chemistry | Jon Maiz (1,2); Ester Verde-Sesto (1); Isabel Asenjo-Sanz (1); Peter Fouquet (3); Lionel
Porcar (3); Bernhard Frick (3); José A. Pomposo (1,2,4); Paula Malo de Molina (1,2); Arantxa Arbe (1); Juan
Colmenero (1,4,5) | (1) Centro de Física de Materiales (CFM) (CSIC-UPV/EHU)-Materials Physics Center (MPC)
Donostia-San Sebastián, Spain, (2) IKERBASQUE-Basque Foundation for Science, Bilbao, Spain, (3) Institut
Laue-Langevin, Grenoble, France, (4) Departamento de Polímeros y Materiales Avanzados: Física, Química
y Tecnología, Universidad del País Vasco-Euskal Herriko Unibertsitatea (UPV/EHU), Donostia-San Sebastián,
Spain, (5) Donostia International Physics Center, Donostia-San Sebastián, Spain.

O_EST 3

Aging effects on high toughness poly(L-lactide) composites for resorbable devices | Xabier Larrañaga (1);
Jose-Ramon Sarasua (1); Ester Zuza (1) | (1) POLYMAT and Department of Mining-Metallurgy Engineering
and Materials Science. Faculty of Engineering in Bilbao, University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU)

O_EST 4

Multiscale simulations applied to polyolefin crystallization | Javier Ramos (1); Juan Francisco Vega (1); Javier
Martínez-Salazar (1) | (1) Agencia Estatal Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas

O_EST 5

Insight into the Ionic Transport of Solid Polymer Electrolytes in Polyether and Polyester Blends | Sergio
Rodriguez Peña (1,2); Leire Meabe (1); Maria Martinez-Ibañez (1); Yan Zhang (1); Elias Lobato (1); Hegoi
Manzano (2); Michel Armand (1); Javier Carrasco (1); Heng Zhang (1) | (1) Centre for Cooperative Research
on Alternative Energies (CIC energiGUNE), (2) Department of Condensed Matter Phisycs, University of the
Basque Country (UPV/EHU)

O_EST 6

Time Evolution of Structure and Properties of Vegetable Oil-Based Materials | Mirta Aranguren (1) | (1)
Instituto de Investigaciones en Ciencia y Tecnología de Materiales (INTEMA), Facultad de Ingeniería,
Universidad Nacional de Mar del Plata-CONICET

O_EST 7

Simultaneous Dielectro/Rheological measurements in thermoplastics, rubbers and thermosets materials
| Carlos Alberto Gracia Fernández (1); César Del Rio (1); Gonzalo Anguera Pujadas (1) | (1) TA Instruments
(Waters Cromatografia SA)

Orales_REO
O_REO 1

Design of a PU formulation for tire filling | Angel Marcos Fernandez (1); Rodrigo Navarro (1); Alejandra Rubio
(1); Horacio W. Bonifacio (2) | (1) Instituto de Ciencia y Tecnologia de Polimeros (CSIC), (2) Valora Teruel SL

O_REO 2

Rheological criteria for material screening in extrusion based additive manufacturing | Robert Aguirresarobe
Hernández (1); Itxaso Calafel Martínez (1); José Ignacio Conde (2); Belén Pascual (2); Miguel Tierno (2); Antxon
Santamaria (1) | (1) Universidad del País Vasco, (2) Ercros S.A.
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O_REO 3

Mechanical properties of cross-linked Elastin Like Recombinamer hydrogels | Julio Fernández Fernández
(1); Luis Quintanilla Sierra (1); Mercedes Santos García (1); José Carlos Rodríguez Cabello (1) | (1) BIOFORGE
Lab, University of Valladolid

O_REO 4

Non-intrusive temperature measurement to predict the morphology of PEEK/PEI interphase in ultrasonic
welding of thermoplastic composites | Fabrice Carassus (3); Margot Bonmatin (1,2); France Chabert (1);
Gérard Bernhart (2); Thierry Cutard (2); Toufik Djilali (3) | (1) École Nationale d’Ingénieurs de Tarbes,
Laboratoire Génie de Production (LGP), Université de Toulouse, INP-ENIT, Tarbes, France, (2) Institut
Clément Ader (ICA); Université de Toulouse; CNRS, IMT Mines Albi, INSA, ISAE-SUPAERO, UPS; Tabes, France,
(3) Lauak France, Tarbes, France

O_REO 5

Solution Blow Spinning a Recent Approach to Prepare Multifunctional Thermoplastic Composites | Javier
González-Benito (1); Dania Olmos Díaz (1); Víctor Manuel Ruiz (1); Jorge Teno (2); José Ernesto Domínguez
(3); Ali Kasiri (4) | (1) Universidad Carlos III de Madrid, (2) R&D Department, Bioinicia S.L., (3) Universidad
Tecnológica del Centro de Veracruz, (4) Universidad Rey Juan Carlos

O_REO 6

FDM 3D printing of cellulose and graphene based flexible polyurethane nanocomposite filaments | Izaskun
Larraza (1); Julen Vadillo (1,2); Tamara Calvo-Correas (1); Alvaro Tejado (3); Cristina Peña-Rodriguez (1); Aitor
Arbelaiz (1); Arantxa Eceiza (1) | (1) Universidad del Pais Vasco/ Euskal Herriko Unibertsitatea (UPV/EHU), (2)
Université de Pau et des Pays de l’Adour (UPPA), (3) TECNALIA

O_REO 7

Improving the adhesive properties of thiol-acrylate-epoxy thermosets obtained by dual-curing procedure |
Silvia De la Flor (1); Claudio Russo (1); Francesc Bustamante (1); Xavier Fernández-Francos (2) | (1) Universitat
Rovira i Virgili, (2) Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya

O_REO 8

Thermomechanical behaviour and interface characterization of PEEK/PEI multilayer composites | Juan
Pedro Fernández blázquez (1); Ángel Alvaredo-Atienza (1); Verónica San Miguel Arnanz (3); Álvaro Ridruejo
Rodríguez (2) | (1) Instituto IMDEA Materiales, (2) Departamento de Ciencia de Materiales, ETSI Caminos,
Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, (3) Departamento de Ciencia e Ingeniería de Materiales e ingeniería
Química, Universidad Carlos III de Madrid.

O_REO 9

Development of Electrospun Kraft Lignin/Cellulose Acetate with Potential Aplication as Template to Produce
Oleogels | José Fernando Rubio Valle (1); Maria del Carmen Sanchez Carrillo (1); Concepción Valencia
Barragan (1); José Enrique Martín Alfonso (1); José María Franco Gomez (1) | (1) Pro2TecS – Chemical Product
and Process Technology Research Center. Department of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science.
Universidad de Huelva. ETSI.

O_REO 10

Orthotropic Mechanical Properties of Carbon Fibres Reinforced ABS Composite Fabricated by Material
Extrusion 3D Printing | Andoni Molina (1); D. A. Ramírez (1); Q.M. Valverde (1); J. A. Acosta (1) | (1) Pontificia
Universidad Católica del Perú

O_REO 11

Ductile biomaterials for extrusion-based 3D printing | Itxaso Calafel Martínez (1); Robert Aguirresarobe (1);
Oihane Varela (1); Antxon Santamaria (1) | (1) POLYMAT-EHU/UPV

O_REO 12

Coated nanoparticles for enhanced distribution and softness of physical nanocomposite hydrogels | Bruno
Urbano (1); Susana Sánchez (1) | (1) Universidad de Concepción

O_REO 13

Viscoelastic behavior and bioadhesion of hydrogels to optimize ophthalmic drug delivery application
| Mercedes Fernandez (1); Itxaso Calafel (1); Antxon Santamaria (1); David Esporrín-Ubieto (2); Marcelo
Calderón (2) | (1) POLYMAT and Department of Polymers and Advanced Materials: Physics, Chemistry and
Technology, Faculty of Chemistry, Basque Country University UPV/EHU, (2) POLYMAT Basque Center for
Macromolecular Design and Engineering, Applied Chemistry Department, Basque Country University UPV/
EHU
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O_REO 14

Characterization of the frequency and temperature dependency of the viscoelastic Poisson’s ratio by
combining axial and torsional measurements in a single rheometer | Jan Haeberle (1); José Rodriguez Agudo
(1); Christopher Giehl (1); Dominik Fauser (2); Gunther Arnold (1); Holger Steeb (2) | (1) Anton Paar Germany
GmbH, Ostfildern, Germany, (2) Institute of Applied Mechanics (CE), University of Stuttgart, Stuttgart,
Germany

O_REO 15

Preparation and characterization of graphitic-based FKM fluoroelastomer compounds | Héctor Aguilar
Bolados (1); Alejandro Zagal (1); Bruno Urbano (1); Santiago Maldonado-Magnere (2); Mehrdad YazdaniPedram (2) | (1) Universidad de Concepción, (2) Universidad de Chile

O_REO 16

Synthesis and characterization of graphene-based nanocomposites via stereolithography | Alberto Sanz de
León (1); Sergio I Molina (1) | (1) Universidad de Cádiz

O_REO 17

Thermo-mechanical effects of post-processing on the performance of 3D printed continuous fibre
composites | Cristina Pascual-González (1); Juan P. Fenández-Blázquez (1) | (1) Institute IMDEA Materials,
Getafe, Madrid, Spain

O_REO 18

Stress-relaxing thermosets with easily regulated bond exchange kinetics | Osman Konuray (1); Sasan Moradi
(1); Xavier Fernández-Francos (1); Àngels Serra (2); Xavier Ramis (1); José Maria Morancho (1) | (1) Universitat
Politècnica de Catalunya, (2) Universitat Rovira i Virgili

O_REO19

Electrochemical multi-sensors obtained by applying a electric discharge treatment to 3D-printed poly(lactic
acid) | Adrian Fontana Escartin (1,2); Sonia Lanzalaco (1); Oscar Bertran Canovas (2); Carlos Aleman Llanso
(1,3) | (1) Departament d’Enginyeria Química and Barcelona Research Center in Multiscale Science and
Engineering, EEBE, Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, Barcelona, Spain, (2) Departament de Física EETAC,
Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, Castelldefels, Spain, (3) Institute for Bioengineering of Catalonia (IBEC),
The Barcelona Institute of Science and Technology, Barcelona Spain

O_REO 20

Manufacture and characterization of all recycled opaque-PET/PP microfibrillar blend | Romain Perchicot (1);
Mojtaba Kharghanian (1); Silvia Irusta (2); Cristina Yus Argon (2); Frederic Leonardi (1); Sylvie Dagreou (1) |
(1) Université de Pau et des Pays de l’Adour (UPPA), (2) Aragon Institute of nanoscience (INA)

O_REO 21

The role of lignin in the rheological, morphological, and electrical characteristics of lignocellulose nanofibrils
| Gregory Albornoz-Palma (1); Roberto Teruel-Juanes (2); Miguel Pereira (1); Amparo Ribes-Greus (2) | (1)
Universidad de Concepción, (2) Universitat Politècnica de València

O_REO 22

Rheological studies of a 3D Printable Sodium Alginate/Vitreous Humor Ink Carlos | Alberto Martínez Pérez
(1); Esmeralda Zuñiga-Aguilar (1); Lorena Rivera (1) | (1) Universidad Autónoma de Ciudad Juárez

O_REO 23

Rotational molding of composite materials made of recycled polyethylene and wood particles: A preliminary
study for making double-wall wood-plastic composite materials | Adan Arribasplata (1); Roger Quispe (1);
Ademir Vilcayauri (1); Julio Acosta (1) | (1) Pontificia Universidad Catolica del Peru

Orales_BIO
O_BIO 1

Near infrared (NIR) responsive nanogels for combinatorial cancer treatment | Marcelo Calderon (1) | (1)
POLYMAT - Basque center for macromolecular design and engineering

O_BIO 2

3D-printed Hydrogel-based Plasmonic Scaffolds for SERS Sensing and Imaging | Clara García Astrain (1,2);
Malou Henriksen Lacey (1,2); Beatriz Molina (1); Elisa Lenzi (1); Judith Langer (1); Dorleta Jimenez de Aberasturi
(1,2,3); Luis M Liz-Marzán (1,2,3) | (1) CICBiomagune, Basque Research and Technology Alliance (BRTA), (2)
CIBER-BBN, Centro de Investigación Biomédica en Red de Bioingeniería Biomateriales, y Nanomedicina, (3)
Ikerbasque Basque Foundation for Science
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O_BIO 3

Amphiphilic block copolymers containing 2,6-diacylaminopyridine moieties as nanocarriers prepared by
different techniques for biomedical applications | Luis Oriol (1,2); Miriam Abad (1,2); Laura Usón (1,3,4);
Gracia Mendoza (3,4,5); Martina Nardi (6); Manuel Arruebo (1,3,4); Víctor Sebastián (1,3,4); Eva Blasco (7);
Milagros Piñol (1,2) | (1) Instituto de Nanociencia y Materiales de Aragón (INMA) - Universidad de Zaragoza,
(2) Departamento de Química Orgánica, Facultad de Ciencias, Universidad de Zaragoza, (3) Department of
Chemical Engineering and Environmental Technologies, University of Zaragoza, (4) Networking Research
Centre on Bioengineering, Biomaterials and Nanobiomedicine (CIBER-BNN), (5) Aragon Health Research
Institute (ISS Aragon), (6) Institute for Chemical Technology and Polymer Chemistry (ITCP), Karlsruhe Institute
of Technology (KIT), (7) Ruprecht-Karls-Universität Heidelberg, Organic Chemistry Institute (OCI)-Centre of
Advanced Materials (CAM)

O_BIO 4

Composite polysaccharide scaffolds for bone tissue regeneration | Luis García-Fernández (1,2); Hector
García-Robledo (3); Basilio de la Torre (3); Rocio Martín-López (4); Juan Parra (2,4); Blanca Vázquez-Lasa
(1,2) | (1) Grupo de Biomateriales, Instituto de Ciencia y Tecnología de Polímeros (ICTP-CSIC), (2) Centro
de Investigación Biomédica en Red en Bioingeniería, Biomateriales y Nanomedicina, (3) Hospital Ramón
y Cajal, (4) Unidad Asociada de I+D al CSIC Unidad de Investigación Clínica y Biopatología Experimental.
Complejo Asistencial de Ávila, SACYL

O_BIO 5

CLEAR

POLYURETHANE

COATINGS

WITH

EXCELLENT

VIRICIDAL

PROPERTIES.

PREPARATION,

CHARACTERIZATION AND RAPID INACTIVATION OF CORONAVIRUSES: HUMAN HCoV-229E AND SARS-CoV-2
| Paula Bosch Sarobe (1) | (1) Instituto de Ciencia y Tecnología de Polímeros, ICTP-CSIC, Departmento
de Química Macromolecular Aplicada, Madrid (2) Grupo de Síntesis Orgánica y Bioevaluación, Instituto
Pluridisciplinar (UCM), Unidad Asociada al ICTP, IQM (CSIC), Madrid, Spain, (3) Centro de Biología Molecular
Severo Ochoa-CSIC, Madrid, Spain
O_BIO 6

Antibacterial catechol-based polymeric coatings onto Ti6Al4V surfaces for application as biomedical
implants | Jon Andrade del Olmo (1,2); Jose María Alonso (1); Leyre Pérez Álvarez (2,3); Virginia Sáez
Martínez (1); Leire Ruiz Rubio (2,3); Miguel Ángel Pacha Olivenza (4,5); Raúl Pérez González (1); Jose Luis
Vilas Vilela (2,3) | (1) i+Med S. Coop. Parque Tecnológico de Álava, Vitoria-Gasteiz, Álava, Spain, (2) Grupo de
Química Macromolecular (LABQUIMAC), Departamento de Química Física, Facultad de Ciencia y Tecnología,
Universidad del País Vasco UPV/EHU, Leioa, Spain, (3) BCMaterials, Basque Center for Materials, Applications
and Nanostructures, UPV/EHU Leioa, Spain, (4) Department of Biomedical Sciences, Faculty of Medicine,
University of Extremadura, Badajoz, Spain, (5) Networking Research Center of Bioengineering, Biomaterials
and Nanomedicine (CIBER-BBN), Badajoz, Spain.

O_BIO 7

Polysaccharide/Silica Hybrid Hydrogels for Controlled Release: From Macroscopic to Nanosized Systems |
Rafael Muñoz-Espí (1); Asmaa Elzayat (1); Francisco F. Pérez-Pla (1) | (1) Universitat de València

O_BIO 8

3-D Printed bi-functional hybrid alginate hydrogel actuators | José Luis Vilas-Vilela (1); Leire Ruiz-Rubio (1);
Cristian Mendes-Felipe (1); Antonio Veloso-Fernández (1); Leyre Pérez-Álvarez (1); José Manuel Laza-Terroba
(1); Caterina Lopes (1); Isabel Moreno (1) | (1) University of the BAsque Country (UPV/EHU)

O_BIO 9

3D printing of starch-based tablets for on demand drug delivery | Kizkitza González Munduate (1); Izaskun
Larraza Arocena (1); Arantxa Eceiza Mendiguren (1); Nagore Gabilondo López (1) | (1) University of the
Basque Country (UPV/EHU)

O_BIO 10

Pure agar-based microcapsules: electrosprayability and morphological study | Barbara Tomadoni (1); Maria
Jose Fabra (2,3); Amparo Lopez Rubio (2,3) | (1) Research Institute of Materials Science and Technology
(INTEMA, CONICET-UNMDP), Mar del Plata (Argentina), (2) Institute of Agrochemistry and Food Technology
(IATA-CSIC), Paterna (Spain), (3) Interdisciplinary Platform for Sustainable Plastics Towards a Circular
Economy- Spanish National Research Council (SusPlast-CSIC), Madrid (Spain)
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O_BIO 11

A reusable antimicrobial material for its use in food packaging as an absorbent food pad | Saul Vallejos
(1); Lara González-Ceballos (1); José Carlos Guirado-Moreno (1); Marta García-Guembe (1); Jordi Rovira (1);
Beatriz Melero (1); Ana Arnaiz (1); Ana María Diez (1); José Miguel García (1) | (1) Universidad de Burgos

O_BIO 12

Elastin-like recombinamer based nanodevices for targeted breast cancer gene-therapy | Sara EscaleraAnzola (1); Sofía Serrano-Ducar (1); Mónica Queipo-Riera (1); Raquel Muñoz (1); Alessandra Girotti (1);
Francisco Javier Arias (1) | (1) Smart Biodevices for Nanomedicine, University of Valladolid

O_BIO 13

Characterization of Elastin-like Recombinamer-Based Membranes produced at a Liquid-Liquid Interface |
Diana Juanes-Gusano (1); Lubinda Mbundi (1); Miguel Gonzalez (1); Jose Carlos Rodriguez-Cabello (1) | (1)
Universidad de Valladolid

O_BIO 14

Modifying fibrin hydrogels through succinimidyl ester functionalized polymers | Raúl Sanz-Horta (1); Ana
Matesanz (2); Diego Velasco (2); José Luis Jorcano (2); Alberto Gallardo (1); Helmut Reinecke (1); Carlos Elvira
(1) | (1) Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas, (2) Universidad Carlos III de Madrid

O_BIO 15

Design and assembly of biodegradable capsules based on novel alginate hydrogel composite suitable for
the encapsulation of blue dye | Xavier Montané (1); Yasmin Kabalan (1); Bartosz Tylkowski (2); Silvia de la
Flor (1); Marta Giamberini (1) | (1) Universitat Rovira i Virgili, (2) Eurecat, Centre Tecnològic de la Química de
Catalunya

O_BIO 16

Incorporation of poly(mannitol sebacate) into PLA electrospun fibers | Victor Hevilla (1); Agueda Sonseca (2);
Coro Echeverria (1); Alexandra Muñoz-Bonilla (1); Marta Fernández-García (1) | (1) ICTP-CSIC, (2) Instituto de
Tecnología de Materiales de la Universitat Politècnica de València

O_BIO 17

Synthesis of chitosan nanoparticles - TPP and its application in the loading and release of the ethanolic
extract of the Phyllanthus stipulatus (raf.) Webster (chancapiedra) | Ana Cecilia Valderrama (1); Carlos
Salazar Gallupe (1); Golfer Muedas Taype (1); Ingrit Collantes Díaz (1); Christian Jacinto Hernandez (1) | (1)
Universidad Nacional De Ingeniería

O_BIO 18

Smart Hybrid Multifunctional Bioinks and their Application in 3D-printing of Disease Models | Uxue
Aizarna Lopetegui (1); Carlos Renero Lecuna (1); Clara García Astrain (1,2); Luis Liz-Marzán (1,2,3); Malou
Henriksen Lacey (1,2); Dorleta Jiménez de Aberasturi (1,2,3) | (1) CIC biomaGUNE, Basque Research and
Technology Alliance (BRTA), Donostia-San Sebastián, Spain, (2) Centro de Investigación Biomédica en Red de
Bioingeniería Biomateriales, y Nanomedicina (CIBER-BBN), Donostia-San Sebastián, Spain, (3) Ikerbasque
Basque Foundation for Science, Bilbao, Spain.

O_BIO 19

Design of drug-loaded 3D printing biomaterial inks and tailor-made pharmaceutical forms for controlled
release | Raquel Olmos Juste (1); Olatz Guaresti (1); Tamara Calvo Correas (1); Nagore Gabilondo (1); Arantxa
Eceiza (1) | (1) UPV/EHU

O_BIO 20

Optical modulation of cardiomyocytes derived from human induced pluripotent stem cells by red lightabsorbing conjugated polymer | Carlotta Ronchi (1); Marta Mazzola (2); Camilla Galli (2); Gabriele Tullii (1);
Silvia Crasto (2); Camilla Marzuoli (1,3); Elisa Di Pasquale (2,4); Maria Rosa Antognazza (1) | (1) 1Center for
Nano Science and Technology@Polimi, Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia, Milano, Italy, (2) Humanitas Clinical
and Research Center-IRCCS, Milan, Italy, (3) Politecnico di Milano, Physics Dept,Milano, Italy, (4) Institute of
Genetic and Biomedical Research (IRGB), UOS of Milan – National Research Council of Italy (CNR), Milan, Italy

O_BIO 21

Photocurrent and Photovoltage Generation Dynamics at the Organic Semiconductor/Water Interface in
p-Type Conjugated Polymers | Luca Bondi (1); Edgar Gutièrrez-Fernandéz (2); Camilla Marzuoli (4); Gabriele
Tullii (3); Jaime Martìn-Pérez (2); David Mecerreyes (2); Maria Rosa Antognazza (3); Beatrice Fraboni (1);
Tobias Cramer (1) | (1) Università di Bologna, (2) POLYMAT-UPV/EHU, (3) CNST-IIT, (4) Politecnico di Milano
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O_BIO 22

Novel Composite Nanofibers by Green Electrospinning | Edurne González (1); Aitor Barquero (1); Eva
Stefanovska (2); Jose Ramon Leiza (1); María Paulis (1) | (1) POLYMAT, University of the Basque Country
UPV/EHU, (2) Ss Cyril and Methodius University

O_BIO 23

Doxycycline-loaded ACP NPs and their incorporation in electrospun PLA fibers for regulated drug release
in antitumoral therapy | María del Carmen De Lama-Odría (1); Juana Mercedes del Valle-Mendoza (2);
Immaculada Martínez-Rovira (3,4); Ibraheem Yousef (3); Jordi Puiggalí (1,5); Luis J. del Valle (1,5) | (1)
Chemical Engineering Department, Escola d’Enginyeria de Barcelona Est-EEBE, Universitat Politècnica
de Catalunya, Barcelona (Spain)., (2) School of Medicine, Research and Innovation Center of the Health
Sciences, Universidad Peruana de Ciencias Aplicadas, and Laboratorio de Biología Molecular, Instituto
de Investigación Nutricional, Lima (Peru)., (3) MIRAS Beamline BL01, ALBA-CELLS Synchrotron, Barcelona
(Spain)., (4) Ionizing Radiation Research Group, Physics Department, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
(UAB), Barcelona (Spain)., (5) Barcelona Research Center for Multiscale Science and Engineering, Universitat
Politècnica de Catalunya, Barcelona (Spain)

Orales_ENERG
O_ENERG 1

Hybrid materials based on Conjugated Porous Polymers (CPPs) as photocatalysts in artificial photosynthesis
| Marta Liras (1); Carmen G. López-Calixto (1); Laura Collado (1,2); Miguel Gómez-Menzoza (1); Teresa
Naranjo (1); Mariam Barawi (1); Javier Marugán (2); Víctor A. de la Peña O´Shea (1) | (1) IMDEA energy, (2)
Universidad Rey Juan Carlos

O_ENERG 2

Unique solid carbonate-based single ion conducting block copolymer for high-voltage lithium metal
batteries | Gabriele Lingua (1); Patrick Grysan (2); Petr S. Vlasov (3); Pierre Verge (2); Alexander S. Shaplov
(2); Claudio Gerbaldi (1) | (1) GAME Lab, Department of Applied Science and Technology (DISAT), Politecnico
di Torino, Italy, (2) Luxembourg Institute of Science and Technology (LIST), Luxembourg, (3) Department of
Macromolecular Chemistry, Saint-Petersburg State University, Saint Petersburg, Russia

O_ENERG 3

Nanoencapsulation of Phase Change Materials and Integration in Polymer Coatings for Thermal Energy
Storage | Inés Adam-Cervera (1); Christian Rodríguez-Boscà (1); José F Serrano-Claumarchirant (1); Mario
Culebras (1); Clara Maria Gómez (1); Rafael Muñoz-Espí (1) | (1) Institut de Ciència dels Materials (ICMUV),
Universitat de València

O_ENERG 4

POROUS CARBON FIBERS FROM PAN-BASED COPOLYMER FOR ENERGY APPLICATIONS | Ainhoa Álvarez
Gómez (1); Berna Serrano Prieto (1); Verónica San Miguel Arnanz (1); Juan Pedro Fernández Blázquez (2) |
(1) Universidad Carlos Iii De Madrid, (2) Instituto Imdea Materiales

O_ENERG 5

Enhancement of CO2/N2 separation using Mixed Matrix Membranes containing a Porous Organic Polymer
| Sandra Rico Martínez (1); Antonio Hernández Giménez (2); Cristina Álvarez Sancho (1,2,3); Ángel E.
Lozano López (1,2,3); Jesús Ángel Miguel Martín (1); Pablo Espinet Rubio (1) | (1) IU CINQUIMA, University
of Valladolid, Valladolid (Spain), (2) SMAP, UA-UVA_CSIC, Associated Research Unit to CSIC, University of
Valladolid, Valladolid (Spain), (3) Department of Applied Macromolecular Chemistry, Institute of Polymer
Science and Technology, ICTP-CSIC, Madrid (Spain)

O_ENERG 6

A Significantly Improved Polymer||Ni(OH)2 Alkaline Rechargeable Battery Using Anthraquinone-based
Conjugated Microporous Polymer Anode | Rebecca Grieco (1); Antonio Molina (1); Jaime S. Sanchez (2);
Nagaraj Patil (1); Rebeca Marcilla (1) | (1) imdea energy, (2) Industrial and Materials Science, Chalmers
University of Technology

O_ENERG 7

Transparent insulating polymers, from imagination to reality | Judith Martín-de León (1); Victoria Bernardo
(2); Miguel Ángel Rodriguez-Perez (1) | (1) Universidad de Valladolid, (2) CellMat Technologies S.L.
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O_ENERG 8

Cellulose and its derivatives as a platform for energy storage | Erlantz Lizundia (1,2); Senentxu LancerosMendez (2,3) | (1) University of the Basque Country, (2) BCMaterials, Basque Centre for Materials,
Applications and Nanostructures, (3) IKERBASQUE, Basque Foundation for Science

O_ENERG 9

SAFELiMOVE: Advanced all solid-state safe lithium metal technology towards vehicle electrification |
Nicola Boaretto (1); Leire Meabe (1); Itziar Aldalur (1); Haritz Perez (1); Elias Lobato (1); Xabier Casas (1);
Pierre Ranque (1); María Martínez (1) | (1) Centre for Cooperative Research on Alternative Energies (CIC
energiGUNE)

O_ENERG 10 Lignin, the sustainable biopolymer to develop the next generation of energy materials | Mario Culebras
Rubio (1); José F. Serrano Claumarchirant (1); Maurice Collins (2); Rafael Muñoz Espi (1); Andrés Cantarero
(1); Clara Gomez Clari (1) | (1) Universidad de Valencia, (2) Univeristy of Limerick
O_ENERG 11 Graphite/activated carbon-conducting polymers composite materials for electrochemical applications |
Francisco González (1); Abigail Suárez (1); Susan Flores (1); Carmina Terán (1); Marco Garcia-Lobato (1) | (1)
Universidad Autónoma de Coahuila
O_ENERG 12 PEO gel polymer electrolytes based on Li-doped ionic liquids and Deep eutectic solvents | Víctor Gregorio
Martínez (1); Nuria García García (1); Pilar Tiemblo Magro (1) | (1) Instituto de Ciencia y Tecnología de
Polímeros (ICTP-CSIC)
O_ENERG 13 Biocompatible and printable cholinium based iongels for body sensor applications | Gisela Luque (1,2);
Matias Picchio (1); Ana Martins (3); Antonio Dominguez-Alfaro (3); Nicolás Ramos (3); Isabel Del Agua (4);
Bastien Marchiori (4); Liliana Tomé (3); Roque Minari (1,2); Mecerreyes David (3) | (1) Instituto de Desarrollo
Tecnológico para la Industria Química (INTEC), CONICET, (2) Facultad de Ingeniería Química, Universidad
Nacional del Litoral, (3) POLYMAT, University of the Basque Country UPV/EHU, (4) Panaxium SAS
O_ENERG 14 Sustainable large-scale production of green bioplastics with piezoelectric properties | Valentina Sessini (1);
Jesús Damián Burgoa (1); Christian Rentero (1); Asier Medel García (1); Jean-Marie Raquez (2); Marta E. G.
Mosquera (1) | (1) Universidad de Alcalá, (2) University of Mons
O_ENERG 15 Poly(ethylene oxide)/Poly(lactic acid) blends as Solid Polymer Electrolytes for high-temperature lithium
batteries | Jorge Luis Olmedo Martínez (1); Luca Porcarelli (1,2); Gregorio Guzmán González (1); Itxaso
Calafel (1); Maria Forsyth (1,2); David Mecerreyes (1); Alejandro J. Müller (1) | (1) POLYMAT and Department
of Polymers and Advanced Materials: Physics, Chemistry and Technology, Faculty of Chemistry, University
of the Basque Country UPV/EHU, (2) ARC Centre of Excellence for Electromaterials Science and Institute for
Frontier Materials, Deakin University
O_ENERG 16 Novel hybrid Cu2O-polymer based photocathodes for solar fuel generation | Alejandro García Eguizábal
(1); Miguel García Tecedor (1); Freddy Oropeza (1); Mariam Barawi (1); Marta Liras (1); Víctor A. De La Peña
O’Shea. (1) | (1) IMDEA Energía

Orales_EU_IND
EU_IND 1

Mixed ionic and electronic conductive eutectogels for wearable health monitoring | Matias Luis Piccio (1);
Antonela Gallastegui (2); Nerea Casado (2); Lopez-Larrea Naroa (2); Marchiori Bastien (3); Del Agua Isabel
(3); Criado-Gonzalez Miryam (2); Mantione Daniele (4); Roque Javier Minari (1); David Mecerreyes (2,5) |
(1) Instituto de Desarrollo Tecnológico para la Industria Química (INTEC), CONICET,Santa Fe, Argentina,
(2) POLYMAT University of the Basque Country UPV/EHU, Donostia-San Sebastián, Spain, (3) Panaxium
SAS, Aix-en-Provence, France., (4) POLYKEY POLYMERS s.l., Donostia-San Sebastian, Spain, (5) Ikerbasque,
Basque Foundation for Science, Bilbao, Spain
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EU_IND 2

Proton Trap Effect on Catechol-Pyridine Redox Polymer Nanoparticles as Organic Electrodes for Lithium
Batteries | Antonela Gallastegui (1); Daniela Minudri (1); Nerea Casado (1); Nicolas Goujon (1); Nagaraj Patil
(2); Rebeca Marcilla (2); Christophe Detrembleur (3); David Mecerreyes (1) | (1) POLYMAT, (2) Electrochemical
Processes Unit (IMDEA Energy), (3) Centre for Education and Research on Macromolecules (CERM)

EU_IND 3

Poly(3-hexylthiophene) porous materials for bio-photonics | Miryam Criado-Gonzalez (1); Edgar GutierrezFernandez (1); Luca Bondi (2); Camilla Marzuoli (3); Elena Gabirondo (1); Gabriele Tulli (3); Jaime Martín
(1,4,5); Maria Rosa Antognazza (3); Tobias Cramer (2); David Mecerreyes (1,4) | (1) POLYMAT and Department
of Polymers and Advanced Materials: Physics, Chemistry and Technology. Faculty of Chemistry, Basque
Country University UPV/EHU,San Sebastián (Spain), (2) Department of Physics and Astronomy. University
of Bologna, (Italy)., (3) Center for Nano Science and Technology@PoliMi, Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia,
Milano (Italy), (4) Ikerbasque, Basque Foundation for Science, Bilbao (Spain), (5) Universidade da Coruña,
Grupo de Polímeros, Centro de Investigacións Tecnolóxicas (CIT), Ferrol (Spain)

EU_IND 4

Photoprintable polycaprolactone triol based polyurethane acrylated resin | Leire Ruiz Rubio (1,3); Cristian
Mendes Felipe (1,3); Antonio Veloso Fernández (1); Leyre Pérez Álvarez (1,3); Caterina Lopes (1); José
Manuel Laza (1); Isabel Moreno (2); José Luis Vilas Vilela (1,3) | (1) Macromolecular Chemistry Group,
Department of Physical Chemistry, Faculty of Science and Technology, University of the Basque Country,
(2) Macromolecular Chemistry Group, Department of Organic and Inorganic, Faculty of Science and
Technology, University of the Basque Country UPV/EHU, (3) Basque Center for Materials, Applications and
Nanostructures, Martina Casiano Building,UPV/EHU Science Park

EU_IND 5

From lab to market, opportunities and challenges of a young spin-off | Jehanno Coralie (1,2); Basterretxea
Andere (1); Mecerreyes David (2); Sardon Haritz (2) | (1) POLYKEY POLYMERS, (2) POLYMAT

EU_IND 6

Polymers in wound care and upcoming challenges in the field | Ernesto Rafael Osorio Blanco (1); Anne
Wibaux (1); Maike Kuhlmann (1) | (1) Beiersdorf AG

EU_IND 7

Fluorine-free waterborne textile finishing agents for anti-stain and solvent-water separation based on
low surface energy (co)poly(methacrylate)s | Amado Lacruz (1,3); Mireia Salvador (1); Miren Blanco (2);
Karmele Vidal (2); Antxon Martínez de Ilarduya (3) | (1) Color Center, S.A., (2) Tekniker, Basque Research
and Technology Alliance (BRTA), (3) Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC)

EU_IND 8

Green chemistry in aqueous polyurethane dispersion | Lorena Germán Ayuso (1); Jose María Cuevas
Zarraga (1); Rubén Cobos (1); Rubén Seoane (1); José Luis Vilas-Vilela (2,3) | (1) Gaiker Centro Tecnológico,
Basque Research and Technology Alliance (BRTA), (2) Macromolecular Chemistry Group (LABQUIMAC),
Department of Physical Chemistry, Faculty of Science and Technology, University of the Basque Country
UPV/EHU, (3) BCMaterials, Basque Center for Materials, Applications and Nanostructures, UPV/EHU
Science Park,

Orales_REC
O_REC 1

Mechanical properties of thermoreversible polyurethane adhesives by flat punch indentation | Araceli
Flores Aguilar-Amat (1); Susana Quiles-Díaz (1); Horacio J Salavagione (1); Marián A. Gómez-Fatou (1); Helga
Seyler (1) | (1) Instituto de Ciencia y Tecnología de Polímeros, CSIC

O_REC 2

Engineering the next generation of plastics: degradable polycarbonates from waste resources | Fabiana
Siragusa (1); Jeremy Demarteau (2); Thomas Habets (1); Bruno Grignard (1); Haritz Sardon (2); Christophe
Detrembleur (1) | (1) Center for Education and Research on Macromolecules (CERM), CESAM Research
Unit, University of Liège, (2) POLYMAT, University of the Basque Country UPV/EHU
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O_REC 3

Study of polymer interactions for the eco-design of packaging multilayers | Juan Francisco Vega Borrego
(1); Virginia Souza-Egipsy Sánchez (1); Maria Teresa Expósito Espinosa (2); Javier Ramos Díaz (1); Javier
Martínez-Salazar Bascuñana (1) | (1) Instituto de Estructura de la Materia (CSIC), (2) Universidad Rey Juan
Carlos

O_REC 4

Incorporation of degradable Crosslinkers into Waterborne Pressure Sensitive Adhesives: Towards
removable Adhesives | Miren Aguirre (1); Fabian Wenzel (1); Jose R. Leiza (1) | (1) POLYMAT, Euskal Herriko
Unibertsitatea UPV/EHU

O_REC 5

Influence of composition and processing conditions on malt-sprout based bioplastics obtained by injection
moulding | Alberto Romero (1); María Alonso-González (1,2); Víctor Pérez-Puyana (1); Pablo Sánchez-Cid
(1); Manuel Félix (2) | (1) Departamento de Ingeniería Química, Facultad de Química, Universidad de
Sevilla, (Spain), (2) Departamento de Ingeniería Química, Escuela Politécnica Superior, Universidad de
Sevilla, (Spain)

O_REC 6

Optimization of the preparation conditions of vegetable waste-derived bioplastics intended for agricultural
applications | Danila Merino (1); Roberto Simonutti (2); Giovanni Perotto (1); Athanassia Athanassiou (1) |
(1) Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia, (2) Università di Milano-Bicocca

O_REC 7

GLYCOLYSIS OF ADVANCED POLYURETHANES COMPOSITES CONTAINING STYRENE- ACRYLONITRILE AND
CALCIUM CARBONATE AS FILLERS | Jesús del Amo León (1); Ana María Borreguero Simón (1); Juan Francisco
Rodríguez Romero (1) | (1) Instituto de Tecnología Química y Medioambiental (ITQUIMA), UCLM

O_REC 8

Coal tar residues as precursors of hypercrosslinked polymers: using mechanosynthesis as a green
synthesis protocol | Antonio M. Borrero-López (1); Jimena Castro-Gutiérrez (1); Alain Celzard (1); Vanessa
Fierro (1) | (1) Institut Jean Lamour (IJL), Université de Lorraine, CNRS,Epinal, France

O_REC 9

Catalyst-free transesterification vitrimers: the remarkable activating effect of Fluorine | Vincent Ladmiral
(1); Florian Cuminet (1,2); Dimitri Berne (1); Sébastien Lemouzy (1); Christine Joly-Duhamel (1); Eric Dantras
(2); Eric Leclerc (1); Sylvain Caillol (1); Rinaldo Poli (3) | (1) ICGM, (2) CIRIMAT, (3) LCC

O_REC 10

Effect of natural fibers on degradation of polylactic acid biocomposites | Libera Vitiello (1); Martina Salzano
de Luna (1); Giovanni Filippone (1) | (1) Dipartimento di Ingegneria Chimica, dei Materiali e della Produzione
Industriale, Università di Napoli Federico II, Naples (Italy)

O_REC 11

Recycling metallocene isotactic polypropylene: the effect of antioxidants incorporation | Enrique BlázquezBlázquez (1); Tamara M. Díez-Rodríguez (1); Ernesto Pérez (1); María L. Cerrada (1) | (1) Instituto de Ciencia
y Tecnología de Polímeros (ICTP-CSIC)

O_REC 12

Aluminium complexes as active catalysts for the homo and co-polymerization of terpene epoxides in batch
and REX conditions | Marta Elena Gonzalez Mosquera (1); Valentina Sessini (1); Miguel Palenzuela (1);
Christian Rentero (1); Jesus Damian (1); Belen Monje (2); Carolina Acosta (2); Begoña Galindo (2); Miguel
Ángel Valera (2) | (1) Universidad de Alcala, (2) Aimplas

O_REC 13

Thermal and mechanical characterization of composite material Epoxy-rubber recycled tire | Alneira Cuellar
Burgos (1,2,3); Cristian Alejandro Garcia Acosta (1,2,3); Fabio Augusto Mesa Rueda (1,2,3) | (1) Universidad
Nacional de Colombia, (2) Laboratorio de Polímeros y Materiales Compuestos, (3) Departamento de
Ingeniería Química

O_REC 14

Study of the crosslinking of wall materials in the microencapsulation of omega-3 rich oils | Agustín González
(1); Paola A. Gimenez (1); Antonela E. Bergesse (1); Nahuel Camacho (1); Pablo D. Ribotta (1); Marcela L.
Martinez (1) | (1) Universidad Nacional de Córdoba. Consejo Nacional de Investigaciones Científicas y
Técnicas (CONICET)
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O_REC 15

Evaluation of the compatibility of PVC/PBAT-PLA blends | Mayka Irina Bautista Betancur (1); Juliana Lasprilla
Botero (1); Ricardo Santana Castillo (1) | (1) Proquinal SAS

O_REC 16

Imidazolium-based hypercrosslinked ionic polymer to promote the oxidative esterification of furfural |
Elizabeth Rangel Rangel (1); Beatriz Fuerte (1); Marta Iglesias (1); Eva Maya (1) | (1) Instituto de Ciencia de
Materiales de Madrid (ICMM), Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cientificas (CSIC)

O_REC 17

Advanced and traditional processing of thermoplastic polyurethane waste | Tamara Calvo-Correas (1);
Miriam Benitez (1); Izaskun Larraza (1); Lorena Ugarte (1); Cristina Peña-Rodríguez (1); Arantxa Eceiza (1) |
(1) Universidd del País Vasco/Euskal Herriko Unibertsitatea (UPV/EHU)

O_REC 18

Synthesis of Polyurethanes as high-added value products from Chemical Upcycling of PET waste | María
Dolores de Dios Caputto (1); Rodrigo Navarro Crespo (1); Alejandra Rubio (1); Ángel Marcos-Fernández (1)
| (1) ICTP-CSIC

O_REC 19

Composites Based on Poly(Lactic Acid) (PLA) and SBA-15: Effect of Mesoporous Silica on Isothermal
Crystallization from Either Glass or Molten State | Tamara María Díez Rodríguez (1); Enrique Blázquez
Blázquez (1); Ernesto Pérez Tabernero (1); María Luisa Cerrada García (1) | (1) Instituto de Ciencia y
Tecnología de Polímeros (ICTP-CSIC)

O_REC 20

Towards industrial use of PHA: performance and end of life | Luis Cabedo (1); Patricia Feijoo (1); Kerly
Samaniego-Aguilar (1); Anna Marín (1); Estefanía Sánchez-Safont (1); Alex Arrillaga (2); Jon Anakabe (2); José
Tena (3); José García-March (3); Sergio Torres-Giner (4); José María Lagarón (4); José Gámez-Pérez (1) | (1)
Universitat Jaume I, (2) Leartiker S.Coop, (3) Universidad Católica de Valencia, (4) IATA-CSIC

O_REC 21

Development of a Bio-based High Pressure Laminate (HPL) by Partial Replacement of Phenol with
Hardwood Kraft Lignin: Design, Optimization and Scaling-up | Veronica Nicolau (1); Micaela Peralta (1) |
(1) GPol, Facultad Regional San Francisco, Universidad Tecnológica Nacional

O_REC 22

Preparation of poly(butylene succinate)-based novel materials: layer-by-layer assembly of biopolyesters
and its combination with polysaccharides | Mario Iván Peñas (1,2); Rebeca Hernández (1); Alejandro J.
Müller (2,3) | (1) Instituto de Ciencia y Tecnología de Polímeros - Consejo Superior de Investigaciones
Científicas (ICTP-CSIC), (2) POLYMAT y Universidad del País Vasco (UPV/EHU), (3) IKERBASQUE
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FLASH
Lunes | Monday
FLASH-ENERG 1 How Plasmon Nanoparticles Can Improve the Power Performance in Wearable Thermoelectric
Materials | José Francisco Serrano-Claumarchirant (1); Mario Culebras Rubio (1); Inés Adam-Cervera
(1); Rafael Abargues López (1); Andrés Cantarero Sáez (2); Rafael Muñoz-Espí (1); Clara María Gómez
Clari (1) | (1) Institute of Materials Science, University of Valencia, Valencia, Spain, (2) Molecular Science
Institute, University of Valencia, Valencia, Spain
FLASH-ENERG 2 Porous Organic Polymers Containing Active Metal Centers for Suzuki−Miyaura Heterocoupling
Reactions | Noelia Esteban Hernández (1,4); Maria L Ferrer (2); Conchi O Ania (3); Jose G de la Campa
(4); Angel E Lozano (1,4,5); Cristina Alvarez (1,4,5); Jesús A Miguel (1) | (1) IU CINQUIMA, University of
Valladolid, Valladolid (Spain), (2) Materials Science Factory Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de Madrid,
ICMM-CSIC, Madrid (Spain), (3) CEMHTI CNRS (UPR 3079), University of Orléans, Orléans (France), (4)
Department of Applied Macromolecular Chemistry, Instituto de Ciencia y Tecnología de Polímeros,
ICTP-CSIC, Madrid (Spain), (5) SMAP, UA- UVA_CSIC, Associated Research Unit to CSIC, University of
Valladolid, Valladolid (Spain)
FLASH-ENERG 3 Nitrogen-Containing Conjugated Polymers from Bulk Thermally Induced Polymerization of
Diaminomaleonitrile | Carlos Hortelano De La Fuente (1); Marta Ruiz Bermejo (2); Jose Luis De La
Fuente Gomez (1) | (1) Instituto Nacional De Tecnica Aeroespacial, (2) Centro De Astrobiologia, Cab
FLASH-ENERG 4 QCM gas sensors based on –waterborne polymer/graphene nanoribbon composites | Ana Trajcheva
(1); Radmila Tomovksa (1) | (1) POLYMAT, Facultad de Ciencias Químicas, University of the Basque
Country UPV/EHU
FLASH-ENERG 5 Chitosan/graphene oxide aerogels for broad-spectrum water purification | Martina Salzano de Luna
(1,2); Chiara Santillo (2); Marino Lavorgna (2); Giovanni Filippone (1) | (1) Department of Chemical,
Materials and Production Engineering - University of Naples Federico II, (2) Institute for Polymers,
Composites and Biomaterials - National Research Council of Italy
FLASH-ENERG 6 Aging effect on catechol redox polymer nanoparticles and its application as organic electrode in an
aqueous hybrid supercapacitor | Ousmane Camara (1,2); Antonela Gallastegui (1); Daniela Minudri
(1); Nagaraj Patil (2); Rebecca Grieco (2); David Mecerreyes (1); Rebeca Marcilla (2) | (1) UPV/EHU POLYMAT, (2) Electrochemical Process Unit, IMDEA Energy
FLASH-SINT 8

Poly(oxazolidone)s as the next generation of non-isocyanate polyurethanes | Thomas Habets (1) | (1)
Université de Liège

FLASH-SINT 9

Synthesis of Polyurethanes by Utilizing Continuous Flow Reactors and Real-Time Process Monitoring
| Xabier Lopez de Pariza (1); Tim Erdmann (2); Pedro L. Arrechea (2); Nathaniel H. Park (2); James L.
Hedrick (2); Haritz Sardon (1); Charles Dausse (2); Leron Perez (2) | (1) UPV/EHU-POLYMAT, (2) IBM
Almaden Research Center
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FLASH-SINT 11 Tailoring glass fiber surface for the polymerization and crystallization of anionic polyamide 6 to improve
the composite properties | France Chabert (1); Achraf Belkhiri (1,2); Olivier De Almeida (2); Nick Virgilio
(3); Hélène Welemane (1); Valérie Nassiet (1) | (1) Laboratoire Génie de Production (LGP), Université
de Toulouse, INP-ENIT, Tarbes, France, (2) Institut Clément Ader, Université de Toulouse, CNRS UMR,
IMT Mines Albi, UPS, INSA, ISAE-SUPAERO, Campus Jarlard, Albi, France, (3) CREPEC, Department of
Chemical Engineering, Polytechnique Montréal, Montréal, Canada
FLASH-SINT 12 Membranas de nanofibras electrohiladas | Laura Margarita Valencia Osorio (1); Mónica Lucía Álvarez
Láinez (1) | (1) Eafit University
FLASH-SINT 13 Inline monitoring of particle size in emulsion polymerization processes by Photon Density Wave (DPW)
Spectroscopy | Usue Olatz Aspiazu (1); Marvin Münzberg (2); Jose Ramon Leiza (1); Maria Paulis (1) |
(1) POLYMAT, Kimika Aplikatua saila, Kimika Fakultatea, University of the Basque Country UPV/EHU,
Donostia-San Sebastián (Spain), (2) innoFSPEC Potsdam, Institute of Chemistry, University of Potsdam,
Potsdam (Germany).
FLASH-SINT 14 Nylon 7 10: An odd-even polyamide with peculiar crystalline structures and morphologies | Matteo
Arioli (1); Jordi Puiggalí (1,2); Lourdes Franco (1,2) | (1) Departament d’Enginyeria Química, Universitat
Politècnica de Catalunya, Escola d’Enginyeria de Barcelona Est-EEBE, Barcelona, Spain, (2) Barcelona
Research Center in Multiscale Science and Engineering, Barcelona, Spain
FLASH-SINT 15 Thermal and tensile properties of a composite system with recycled tire / epoxy resin modified by
castor oil | Christian Alejandro Garcia Acosta (1); Alneira Cuellar Burgos (1); Fabio Mesa Rueda (1) | (1)
universidad nacional de colombia sede manizales
FLASH-BIO 16

Polypeptidic Redox-responsive Drug Delivery: Drug Loading Influences Polymer Conformation and
Activity | Tetiana Melnyk (1); Inma Conejos-Sánchez (1); Oleksandr Zagorodko (2); Ester Masiá (1); Angel
Montero Carcaboso (3); Maria Jesus Vicent (1) | (1) Centro de Investigación Príncipe Felipe, (2) Eindhoven
University of Technology, (3) Hospital Sant Joan de Déu

FLASH-BIO 17

Modulation of the thermal sensitivity of Vinylcaprolactam-based copolymer hydrogels | Pedro Liz
Basteiro (1); Alberto Gallardo Ruíz (1); Carlos Elvira Pujalte (1); Enrique Martínez Campos (1); Felipe
Reviriego Picón (1); Helmut Reinecke (1); Juan Rodríguez Hernández (1) | (1) Instituto de Ciencia y
Tecnología de Polímeros, ICTP-CSIC

FLASH-BIO 18

Thermoresponsive polycarbonates functionalized with ureido groups having UCST behaviour in
aqueous solution | Javier Martín Martín (1); Luis Oriol Langa (1); Milagros Piñol Lacambra (1); Manual
Arruebo Gordo (1); Víctor Sebastián Cabeza (1) | (1) Instituto de Nanociencia y Materiales de Aragón
(INMA), CSIC-Universidad de Zaragoza

FLASH-BIO 19

Biofunctionalized particles for successful removal of bilirubin in critical patients with liver failure | María
del Prado Garrido Martín (1); Juan Francisco Rodríguez Romero (1); Ana María Borreguero Simón (1);
María Jesús Ramos Marcos (1); Manuel Carmona Franco (1); Francisco Javier Redondo Calvo (2); David
Padilla Valverde (2) | (1) Instituto de Tecnología Química y Medioambiental (ITQUIMA), Universidad de
Castilla-La Mancha, (2) Unidad de Investigación Traslacional, Hospital General Universitario de Ciudad
Real (SESCAM)

FLASH-BIO 20

Porous polycaprolactone/gelatin/graphene oxide scaffolds prepared by non-solvent induced phase
separation method | Carlos Loyo (1); Humberto Palza (2); Paula Zapata (1) | (1) Departamento de
Ciencias del Ambiente, Facultad de Química y Biología, Universidad de Santiago de Chile (USACH),
Grupo Polímeros, Santiago, Chile, (2) Departamento de Ingeniería Química, Biotecnología y Materiales,
Facultad de Ciencias Físicas y Matemáticas, Universidad de Chile, Santiago, Chile
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FLASH-BIO 21

Fine tunning thermoresponsive behaviour of nanogels to enhance antimicrobial delivery | Maria
Soledad Orellano (1); Agustin Picco (2); Cristian Huck (3); Carlos Escudero (4); Marcelo Calderón
(1,5) | (1) POLYMAT, Applied Chemistry Department, Faculty of Chemistry, University of the Basque
Country UPV/EHU, (2) CONICET, Instituto de Investigaciones Fisicoquímicas Teóricas y Aplicadas, (3)
ITECA, Laboratorio de Cristalografía Aplicada, Universidad Nacional de San Martin, Argentina, (4) LBA
Synchrotron Light Source, Experiments Division, Cerdanyola del Vallès, Spain, (5) Ikerbasque, Basque
Foundation for Science,

FLASH-BIO 22

Solution Blow Spun PEO/TiO2 Nanocomposites: Monitoring of Structural changes and Study of Thermal
behavior | Dania Olmos Díaz (1); Jorge Teno Díaz (2); Gustavo González Gaitano (3); Javier González
Benito (1) | (1) Universidad Carlos III de Madrid, (2) Bioinicia SL, (3) Universidad de Navarra

FLASH-BIO 23

Construction of biocapsules from glycolipid-like conjugates | Jackeline Soto-Cruz (1,2); Vincent Mukuaya
(1); Mehwish Naz (1); Paipei Zhang (1); José Saavedra-Arias (4); Giovanni Sáenz-Arce (4); Oscar RojasCarrillo (2,3); Hongjing Dou (1) | (1) State key laboratory of metal matrix composites, School of Materials
Science and Engineering - Shanghai JiaoTong University, (2) Laboratorio de Polímeros (POLIUNA), (3)
CENIBiot (Centro Nacional De Innovaciones Biotecnológicas), (4) Departamento de Física, Universidad
Nacional.

FLASH-BIO 24

SUCCINIC ACID USED AS CROSSLINKING AGENT IN MODIFIED CELLULOSE EXTRACTED FROM OAT
HULL | Jessica Fernanda Pereira (1); Marin Beatriz Marjorie (1); Mali Suzana (1) | (1) State University of
Londrina

FLASH-BIO 25

Tri-peptide functionalized alginate hydrogels as bioinks for 3D extrusion printing | Alejandro Hernández
Sosa (1); Miryam Criado González (2); Fouzia Boulmedais (3); Luís Rojo del Olmo (1,4); Maria Rosa
Aguilar de Armas (1,4) | (1) Instituto de Ciencia y Tecnología de Polímeros (ICTP-CSIC), Madrid, Spain, (2)
POLYMAT and Department of Polymers and Advanced Materials: Physics, Chemistry and Technology,
University of the Basque Country UPV/EHU, San Sebastián, Spain, (3) Université de Strasbourg, CNRS,
Institut Charles Sadron (UPR 22), Strasbourg, France, (4) CIBER-BBN, Instituto de Salud Carlos III. Madrid,
Spain

Martes | Tuesday
FLASH-BIO 26

Sericin/cellulose-based scaffolds for future biomedical application: evaluation of ethanol treatments
| Maria Camila Arango (1); Yuliet Montoya (1); Maria Celeste Iglesias (2); Maria Soledad Peresin (2);
Santiago Betancourt Parra (1); Catalina Alvarez Lopez (1); John Bustamante (1) | (1) Universidad Pontificia
Bolivariana, (2) Auburn University

FLASH-BIO 27

Eudragits: Versatile polymers for the preparation of physical-crosslinked hydrogels with mucus
adhesion. From bench to animal model assays | David Esporrín Ubieto (1); Maria Merecedes Fernandez
(2); Ayla Basasoro (3); Ana Sonzogni (4); Arantxa Acera (5,6); Itxaso Calafel (2); Marcelo Calderón (1,6) |
(1) POLYMAT - Basque Center For Macromolecular Design And Engineering, University of the Basque
Country, (2) POLYMAT - Institute for Polymer Materials, University of the Basque Country, (3) Biodonostia
Health Research Institute, (4) Instituto de Desarrollo Tecnológico para la Industria Química - Universidad
Nacional del Litoral, (5) University of the Basque Country, (6) Ikerbasque, Basque Foundation for Science

FLASH-BIO 28

Anti-inflammatory Poly(L-Lactide)-based biocoating for surgical implants | Julia Sánchez Bodón (1);
Isabel Moreno Benítez (1); Leire Ruiz Rubio (1); José Luis Vilas Vilela (1) | (1) UPV(EHU

FLASH-BIO 29

Influence of Choline Bitartrate Ionic liquid on thermal and mechanical properties of PLGA/CNTs
electrospun mats | Vanessa Oliveira Castro (1,2); Sebastien Livi (1); Claudia Merlini (2) | (1) INSA LYON,
(2) Federal University of Santa Catarina
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FLASH-BIO 30

EVALUATION OF BACTERIAL CELLULOSE AS A BIOMATERIAL IN THE TREATMENT OF BULLYUS
EPIDERMOLYSIS | Angie Viviana Salguero Parra (1); Alis Pataquiva Mateus (1) | (1) Universidad Jorge
Tadeo Lozano

FLASH-BIO 31

Light-induced modulation of endothelial cells physiological activity mediated by red light-absorbing
conjugated polymer-based nanoparticles | Gabriele Tullii (1); Edgar Gutièrrez-Fernández (2); Carlotta
Ronchi (1); Christian Bellacanzone (1); Luca Bondi (3); Tobias Cramer (3); Miryam Criado-Gonzalez (2);
Jaime Martin (2,4,5); David Mecerreyes (2,5); Maria Rosa Antognazza (1) | (1) Center for Nano Science
and Technology@PoliMi Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia, Milan, Italy, (2) POLYMAT and Department of
Polymers and Advanced Materials: Physics, Chemistry and Technology. Faculty of Chemis-try, Basque
Country University UPV/EHU, San Sebastián (Spain), (3) Department of Physics and Astronomy, University
of Bologna, Bologna, Italy, (4) Universidade da Coruña, Grupo de Polímeros, Centro de Investigacións
Tecnolóxicas (CIT), Ferrol (Spain), (5) Ikerbasque, Basque Foundation for Science, Bilbao, Spain

FLASH-BIO 32

Injectable hydrogels loaded with mesenchymal stem cells for bone regeneration therapies | Luis Rojo
del Olmo (1) Daniel Fernández-Villa (1,2); Luis Rojo (1,2); Blanca Vázquez-Lasa (1,2) | (1) Instituto de
Cienca y Tecnología de Polímeros, Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas (ICTP-CSIC), (2) Centro
de Investigación Biomédica en Red de Bioingeniería, Biomateriales y Nanomedicina (CIBER-BBN)

FLASH-REO 33 The influence of fenbendazole on poly(ethylene oxide) thermal and processing properties | Gilberto
Silva Nunes Bezerra (1); Vicente Froes Moritz (1); Declan M Devine (1); Joseph Geever (1); Luke Geever
(1) | (1) Technological University of the Shannon: Midlands Midwest
FLASH-REO 34 New conducting and scalable polymer composites for 3D printing composed by PLA and MWCNT | Silvia
Lage-Rivera (1); Ana I. Ares-Pernas (1); Goretti Arias-Ferreiro (1); Aurora Lasagabáster-Latorre (2); María
Victoria González-Rodríguez (1); María-José Abad (1) | (1) Universidade da Coruña, Campus Industrial de
Ferrol, Grupo de Polímeros-CIT, 15403 Ferrol, A coruña, Spain, (2) Dpto Química Orgánica I, Escuela de
Óptica, Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Madrid, Spain
FLASH-REO 35 Inducing molecular chain orientation of poly (L-lactic acid) out of melt for future piezoelectric applications
| Richard Schönlein (1,2); Robert Aguirresarobe (1); Jone M. Urgartemendia (2) | (1) POLYMAT and
Polymers and Advanced Materials: Physics, Chemistry and Technology, Faculty of Chemistry, University
of Basque Country UPV/EHU, (2) POLYMAT and Department of Mining-Metallurgy Engineering and
Materials Science, School of Engineering EIB 1, University of Basque Country UPV/EHU
FLASH-REO 36 Study of a novel 3D-printed piezocapacitive pressure sensor based on vat polymerization of an
polianyline/lignin acrylic resin | Goretti Arias-Ferreiro (1); Sonia Dopico-García (1); Aurora LasagabásterLatorre (2); M. Pablo Ligero (3); Ana Ares-Pernas (1); Silvia Lage-Rivera (1); Pedro Costa (4); Senentxu
Lanceros-Mendez (5,6); María José Abad (1) | (1) Universidade da Coruña, Campus Industrial de Ferrol,
Grupo de Polímeros-CIT, Ferrol, Spain, (2) Dpto Química Orgánica I, Facultad de Óptica, Universidad
Complutense de Madrid, Madrid, Spain, (3) Universidade da Coruña, Enxeñería Química Ambiental
Group-CICA, A Coruña, Spain, (4) Centro de Física, Universidade do Minho, Braga, Portugal, (5)
BCMaterials, Basque Center for Materials, Applications and Nanostructures, UPV/EHU, Leioa, Spain, (6)
IKERBASQUE, Basque Foundation for Science, Bilbao, Spain
FLASH-REC 37

Recovery of Polyurethane Foams Waste For Chemical Deployment Through the Glycolysis Process in
the Circular Economy Concept | Diego Fernando Triana Navarro (1); Alneira Cuellar Burgos (1); Fabio
Augusto Mesa Rueda (1); Juan Sebastian Rey Valencia (1) | (1) Universidad Nacional De Colombia
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FLASH-REC 38

Devulcanized tyre rubber as a reinforcement for self-healing rubbers: Key factors | Luis Eduardo
Alonso Pastor (1); Karina Carla Nuñez Carrero (2); Marianella Hernández Santana (3); José
María Pastor Barajas (1,2) | (1) Departamento de Física de la Materia Condensada, Universidad
de Valladolid (UVa), Valladolid, España, (2) Fundación para la Investigación y el Desarrollo en
Transporte y Energía (CIDAUT), Parque Tecnológico de Boecillo, Valladolid, España, (3) Instituto de
Ciencia y Tecnología de Polímeros (ICTP-CSIC), Madrid, España

FLASH-REC 39

Compostable polymeric materials for active food packaging | Ignacio Mena Prado (1); Alexandra
Muñoz Bonilla (1); Adolfo del Campo (1); Julián Jiménez Reinosa (1); José Francisco Fernández
Lozano (1) | (1) Csic

FLASH-REC 40

Structure properties of recycled rubber compounds from end-of-life tires | Zenen Zepeda
Rodríguez (1); Fernando Martín Salamanca (1); Juan López Valentín (1); Rebeca Herrero Caldeón
(1); Alberto Fernández Torres (1); Rodrigo Navarro Crespo (1) | (1) Instituto de Ciencia y Tecnología
de Polímeros (ICTP-CSIC)

FLASH-REC 41

Enhancement of the fatigue life of recycled opaque PET from household milk bottle wastes |
Adrian Korycki (1); Christian Garnier (1); Silvia Irusta (2); France Chabert (1) | (1) LGP-ENIT-INPT,
Université de Toulouse, (2) Department of Chemical and Environmental Engineering, Institute of
Nanoscience of Aragon, University of Zaragoza

FLASH-REC 42

Sustainable slippery liquid infused surfaces | María Hernández Rivas (1); Nuria García García (1);
Pilar Tiemblo Magro (1); Aránzazu Martínez Gómez (1); Elisabet Layla Afonso Pérez (1) | (1) Instituto
de Ciencia y Tecnología de Polímeros. Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas. (ICTP-CSIC)

FLASH-REC 43

THERMOSET POLYURETHANES BASED ON BIOBASED POLYOLS FOR STRUCTURAL COMPOSITES
| Oihane Echeverria Altuna (1); Olatz Ollo (1); Tamara Cavo Correas (2); Isabel Harismendy (1);
Arantxa Eceiza (2) | (1) TECNALIA, Basque Research and Technology Alliance (BRTA), (2) EHU/UPV,
Euskal Herriko Unibertsitatea

FLASH-COPO 44

h-BN modification using hydroxylation and grafting and its incorporation into PMMA/PA6 polymer
blend | Abdelwahab Boukheit (1); Aurélie Taguet (1); Belkacem Otazaghine (1); France Chabert (2)
| (1) IMT Mines Alès, (2) ENIT-INPT University of Toulouse

FLASH-COPO 45

Synthesis of tunable core-shell nanoparticles by emulsion processes | Jakes Udabe (1); Neha Tiwari
(2); Agustin Picco (3); Cristian Huck (4); Carlos Escudero (5); Marcelo Calderon (1,6) | (1) POLYMAT,
Applied Chemistry Department, Faculty of Chemistry, University of the Basque Country UPV/
EHU, Donostia - San Sebastián, España, (2) University of Bayreuth, Faculty of engineering science,
Biofabrication, Germany (3) INIFTA-UNLP-CONICET, Instituto de Investigaciones Fisicoquímicas
Teóricas y Aplicadas, La Plata, Argentina, (4) ITECA, Laboratorio de Cristalografía Aplicada,
Universidad Nacional de San Martin, Argentina, (5) ALBA Synchrotron Light Source, Experiments
Division, Cerdanyola del Vallès, Spain, (6) Ikerbasque, Basque Foundation for Science, Bilbao,
España

FLASH-COPO 46

Impact of rGO in PVDF/PMMA blends on thermal and dielectric properties | Ingrid Esguerra Arce
(1); Berna Serrrano Prieto (1); Harvey Amorín González (2); Cristina Pascual González (3); Juan
Pedro Fernández Blàzquez (4) | (1) Universidad Carlos III de Madrid, (2) Instituto de Ciencia de
Materiales de Madrid, (ICMM, CSIC), (3) Universidad Rey Juan Carlos, (4) IMDEA Instituto Materiales
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FLASH-EST 47

Advanced characterization of rubber compounds using a combination of experimental techniques
| Fernando Martín Salamanca (1); Zenen Zepeda Rodríguez (1); Antonio González Jiménez (2);
Rebeca Herrero (1); Alberto Fernández Torres (1); Rodrigo Navarro (1); Juan López Valentín (1) | (1)
ICTP-CSIC, (2) URJC

FLASH-IONBIKE 48

Gelatin and phenolic compounds based iongels for bioelectronic applications | Ana Aguzin (1);
Gisela Carina Luque (1,2); Ludmila Irene Ronco (1,2); Isabel del Agua (3); Gregorio Guzman (4);
Bastien Marchiori (3); Liliana Tomé (5); Luis Gugliotta (1,2); Roque Minari (1,2); David Mecerreyes
(4,6) | (1) Instituto de Desarrollo Tecnológico para la Industria Química (INTEC), CONICET, (2)
Facultad de Ingeniería Química (FIQ), Universidad Nacional del Litoral (UNL), (3) Panaxium SAS,
(4) POLYMAT, Basque Country University UPV/EHU, (5) LAQV-REQUIMTE, Chemistry Department,
NOVA School of Science and Technology, Universidade Nova de Lisboa, (6) PIkerbasque, Basque
Foundation for Science

POSTERS
Lunes | Monday
P-ENERG 1

How Plasmon Nanoparticles Can Improve the Power Performance in Wearable Thermoelectric Materials
| José Francisco Serrano-Claumarchirant (1); Mario Culebras Rubio (1); Inés Adam-Cervera (1); Rafael
Abargues López (1); Andrés Cantarero Sáez (2); Rafael Muñoz-Espí (1); Clara María Gómez Clari (1) | (1)
Institute of Materials Science, University of Valencia, Valencia, Spain, (2) Molecular Science Institute,
University of Valencia, Valencia, Spain

P-ENERG 2

Porous Organic Polymers Containing Active Metal Centers for Suzuki−Miyaura Heterocoupling Reactions |
Noelia Esteban Hernández (1,4); Maria L Ferrer (2); Conchi O Ania (3); Jose G de la Campa (4); Angel E Lozano
(1,4,5); Cristina Alvarez (1,4,5); Jesús A Miguel (1) | (1) IU CINQUIMA, University of Valladolid, Valladolid
(Spain), (2) Materials Science Factory Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de Madrid, ICMM-CSIC,Madrid
(Spain), (3) CEMHTI CNRS (UPR 3079), University of Orléans, Orléans (France), (4) Department of Applied
Macromolecular Chemistry, Instituto de Ciencia y Tecnología de Polímeros, ICTP-CSIC, Madrid (Spain)., (5)
SMAP, UA- UVA_CSIC, Associated Research Unit to CSIC, University of Valladolid, Valladolid (Spain)

P-ENERG 3

Nitrogen-Containing

Conjugated

Polymers

from

Bulk

Thermally

Induced

Polymerization

of

Diaminomaleonitrile | Carlos Hortelano De La Fuente (1); Marta Ruiz Bermejo (2); Jose Luis De La Fuente
Gomez (1) | (1) Instituto Nacional De Tecnica Aeroespacial , (2) Centro De Astrobiologia, Cab
P-ENERG 4

QCM gas sensors based on –waterborne polymer/graphene nanoribbon composites | Ana Trajcheva (1);
Radmila Tomovksa (1) | (1) POLYMAT, Facultad de Ciencias Químicas, University of the Basque Country
UPV/EHU

P-ENERG 5

Chitosan/graphene oxide aerogels for broad-spectrum water purification | Martina Salzano de Luna (1,2);
Chiara Santillo (2); Marino Lavorgna (2); Giovanni Filippone (1) | (1) Department of Chemical, Materials
and Production Engineering - University of Naples Federico II, (2) Institute for Polymers, Composites and
Biomaterials - National Research Council of Italy

P-ENERG 6

Aging effect on catechol redox polymer nanoparticles and its application as organic electrode in an
aqueous hybrid supercapacitor | Ousmane Camara (1,2); Antonela Gallastegui (1); Daniela Minudri (1);
Nagaraj Patil (2); Rebecca Grieco (2); David Mecerreyes (1); Rebeca Marcilla (2) | (1) UPV/EHU - POLYMAT,
(2) Electrochemical Process Unit, IMDEA Energy
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P-ENERG 8

Polyionic scaffolds for the fabrication of chemoenzymatic integrated nanoreactos | Pablo Muñumer (1,2);
Ana Beloqui Elizazu (1,2,3) | (1) POLYMAT, (2) University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU), (3) Ikerbasque
Foundation of Science

P-ENERG 9

Metal-organic enzyme nanogels as nanointegrated self-reporting systems for the detection of glucose |
Daniel Sanchez de Alcazar (1,2); Ana Beloqui (1,2,3); Pablo Muñumer (1,2) | (1) POLYMAT, (2) University of
the Basque Country (UPV/EHU), (3) Ikerbasque Foundation of Science

P-ENERG 10 Chloroaluminate gel electrolytes based on imidazolium ionic liquid copolymers/ AlCl3:urea for aluminium
secondary batteries | Teresa Corrales (1); Jesús L. Pablos (1); Pilar Tiemblo (1); Gary Ellis (1) | (1) Instituto
de Ciencia y Tecnología de Polímeros (CSIC)
P-ENERG 11 Thermal behavior of high mobility polymer IDTBT | Nicolás Ramos Gómez (1,2); Jaime Martín Pérez (1,2,3)
| (1) POLYMAT, (2) UPV/EHU, (3) Universidade da Coruña
P-ENERG 12 Shape memory effect on electrospun fibres based on PLA | Laura Peponi (1); Adrian Leones (1); Valentina
Salaris (1); Daniel Lopez (1); Marcela Lieblich (2); Stefano Fiori (3) | (1) ICTP-CSIC, (2) CENIM-CSIC, (3)
Condensia Quimica
P-ENERG 13 A novel application for sensory polymers as colorimetric anticounterfeit and security labels | José Carlos
Guirado Moreno (1); Marta Guembe García (1); José Miguel García (1); Roberto Aguado (2); Artur J. M.
Valente (2); Saúl Vallejos (1,2) | (1) University of Burgos, (2) University of Coimbra
P-ENERG 14 Synthesis and characterization of novel dendronized poly(2-oxazoline)s: precursors in the construction of
biomimetic membranes | Jordi Guardià (1); Alireza Zare (1); Marta Giamberini (1); Jose Antonio Reina (1);
Xavier Montané (1) | (1) Universitat Rovira i Virgili
P-ENERG 15 Contact Electrification in Polymer Materials for Energy Harvesting | Kaspars Malnieks (1); Andris Sutka (1);
Linards Lapcinskis (1) | (1) Riga Technical university
P-ENERG 16 Study of bitumen/paraffin wax blends for thermal energy storage applications | Clara Delgado-Sánchez
(1); Coraima Gutiérrez-Blandón (1); Antonio A. Cuadri (1); Pedro Partal (1); Francisco J. Navarro (1) | (1)
Pro2TecS-Chemical Product and Process Technology Centre, Department of Chemical Engineering,
Physical Chemistry and Materials Science, University of Huelva, 21071, Huelva, Spain).
P-ENERG 17 Improving Thermoelectric Efficiency in Acrylic Fabrics without Compromising Mechanical Properties |
Clara Maria Gómez (1); Jose Francisco Serrano-Claumarchirant1 (1); Mario Culebras (1); Ines Adam (1);
Andrés Cantarero (1); Rafael Muñoz-Espí (1) | (1) Universidad de Valencia
P-ENERG 18 Solid-phase synthesis as convenient strategy for the development of oriented protein-polymer hybrids |
Marcos Heredero (1,2); Ana Beloqui Elizazu (1,2,3) | (1) University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU), (2)
POLYMAT - UPV/EHU, (3) Ikerbasque Foundation of Science
P-ENERG 19 Analysis of the Dielectric Properties of Modified Polysulfone Membranes for CO2 Capture | Borja PascualJosé (1); A. Zare (2); M. Giamberini (2); José Antonio Reina (3); A. Ribes-Greus (1) | (1) Institute of Technology
of Materials (ITM), Universitat Politècnica de València (UPV), València (Spain), (2) Department of Chemical
Engineering, Universitat Rovira I Virgili (URV), Tarragona (Spain), (3) Department of Analytical Chemistry
and Organic Chemistry, Universitat Rovira I Virgili (URV), Tarragona (Spain).
P-ENERG 20 Biocatalyst supported on structured reactors through polymeric linkers | Oihane Sanz (1); Aitor Ontoria (1);
Leire Unanue (1); Marcelo Calderón (1,2,3); Ana Beloqui (1,2,3) | (1) Faculty of Chemistry, Basque Country
University UPV/EHU, (2) POLYMAT-BERC, Basque Country University UPV/EHU, (3) IKERBASQUE
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P-ENERG 21 Cheap and easily processable polymer-based electrolytes for sustainable sodium-ion batteries | Giuseppe
Antonio Elia (1,2); Silvia Porporato (1,2); Alessandro Piovano (1,2); Marisa Falco (1,2); Gabriele Lingua (1,2);
Mattia Bartoli (3); Elisa Maruccia (1,2); Alberto Tagliaferro (3); Giuseppina Meligrana (1,2); Claudio Gerbaldi
(1,2) | (1) Department of Applied Science and Technology (DISAT), Politecnico di Torino, (2) National
Reference Center for Electrochemical Energy Storage (GISEL) - INSTM, (3) Department of Applied Science
and Technology (DISAT), Politecnico di Torino
P-SINT 22

Poly(oxazolidone)s as the next generation of non-isocyanate polyurethanes | Thomas Habets (1) | (1)
Université de Liège

P-SINT 23

Synthesis of Polyurethanes by Utilizing Continuous Flow Reactors and Real-Time Process Monitoring |
Xabier Lopez de Pariza (1); Tim Erdmann (2); Pedro L. Arrechea (2); Nathaniel H. Park (2); James L. Hedrick
(2); Haritz Sardon (1); Charles Dausse (2); Leron Perez (2) | (1) UPV/EHU-POLYMAT, (2) IBM Almaden
Research Center

P-SINT 25

Tailoring glass fiber surface for the polymerization and crystallization of anionic polyamide 6 to improve
the composite properties | France Chabert (1); Achraf Belkhiri (1,2); Olivier De Almeida (2); Nick Virgilio
(3); Hélène Welemane (1); Valérie Nassiet (1) | (1) Laboratoire Génie de Production (LGP), Université de
Toulouse, INP-ENIT, Tarbes, France, (2) Institut Clément Ader, Université de Toulouse, CNRS UMR 5312,
IMT Mines Albi, UPS, INSA, ISAE-SUPAERO, Albi, France, (3) CREPEC, Department of Chemical Engineering,
Polytechnique Montréal, Montréal, Canada

P-SINT 26

Membranas de nanofibras electrohiladas | Laura Margarita Valencia Osorio (1); Mónica Lucía Álvarez
Láinez (1) | (1) Eafit University

P-SINT 27

Inline monitoring of particle size in emulsion polymerization processes by Photon Density Wave (DPW)
Spectroscopy | Usue Olatz Aspiazu (1); Marvin Münzberg (2); Jose Ramon Leiza (1); Maria Paulis (1) | (1)
POLYMAT, Kimika Aplikatua saila, Kimika Fakultatea, University of the Basque Country UPV/EHU, DonostiaSan Sebastián (Spain)., (2) innoFSPEC Potsdam, Institute of Chemistry, University of Potsdam, Potsdam
(Germany).

P-SINT 28

Nylon 7 10: An odd-even polyamide with peculiar crystalline structures and morphologies | Matteo Arioli
(1); Jordi Puiggalí (1,2); Lourdes Franco (1,2) | (1) Departament d’Enginyeria Química, Universitat Politècnica
de Catalunya, Escola d’Enginyeria de Barcelona Est-EEBE, Barcelona, Spain, (2) Barcelona Research Center
in Multiscale Science and Engineering, Barcelona, Spain

P-SINT 29

Thermal and tensile properties of a composite system with recycled tire / epoxy resin modified by castor
oil | Christian Alejandro Garcia Acosta (1); Alneira Cuellar Burgos (1); Fabio Mesa Rueda (1) | (1) universidad
nacional de colombia sede manizales

P-SINT 30

Effect of molecular weight on nucleation, growth and overall crystallization of poly(ε-caprolactone) |
Ainhoa Fernández Tena (1,2); Leire Sangroniz (1,2); Gonzalo Guerrica-Echevarria (1,2); Olivier Coulembier
(3); Alejandro J. Müller (1,2,4) | (1) University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU), (2) POLYMAT, (3) University
of Mons (UMONS), (4) IKERBASQUE

P-SINT 31

Crystallization, morphology, thermal and barrier properties of synthetic poly(hydroxybutyrate) | Maria
Rosaria Caputo (1); Haritz Sardon (1); Eugene Y.X. Chen (3); Andrew H. Westlie (3); Xiaoyan Tang (3); Alejandro
J. Müller (1,2) | (1) POLYMAT and Department of Polymers and Advanced Materials: Physics, Chemistry and
Technology, Faculty of Chemistry, University of the Basque Country UPV/EHU, Donostia-San Sebastián,
Spain, (2) IKERBASQUE, Basque Foundation for Science, Bilbao, Spain, (3) Chemistry Research Building,
Colorado State university, Colorado
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P-SINT 32

Effects of Composition and Supercooling on the Isothermal Crystallization Kinetics of Isodimorphic PBSran-PCL Random Copolymers | Maryam Safari (1,2) | (1) UPV, (2) POLYMAT

P-SINT 33

Study of the inter-particle crosslinking reactions in waterborne coatings | Maria Paulis (1); Sheraz Tariq (1);
Lourdes Irusta (1); Mercedes Fernández (1) | (1) POLYMAT-Unversity of the Basque Country-UPV/EHU

P-SINT 34

Characterization of the Internal Particle Morphology and Internal Grafting Properties of ABS Polymer
Particles | Ainara Agirre Mikelarena (1,2); Miren Aguirre Arrese (1,2); Jose Ramon Leiza Recondo (1,2) |
(1) Universidad del País Vasco/Euskal Herriko Unibertsitatea (UPV/EHU), (2) POLYMAT, Basque Center for
Macromolecular Design and Engineering

P-SINT 35

Use of zwitterionic monomer for colloidal stabilization of waterborne polymer dispersions | Sumi Murali
Nair (1) | (1) POLYMAT

P-SINT 36

Thermoplastic elastomers based in functionalized polycarbonate-containing triblock copolymers from
renewable resources | Aarón Pérez Das Dores (1); Gerard Lligadas Puig (1); Juan Carlos Ronda Bargalló (1);
Marina Galià Clua (1); Virginia Cádiz Deleito (1) | (1) Universitat Rovira i Virgili - Grup de recerca: SUSPOL

P-SINT 37

The influence of 4-(7-Octen-1-yl)-N,N-diphenylaniline on the SSA thermal fractionation and isothermal
crystallization of polypropylene | Yilong Liao (1); Ruining Shang (2); Li Pan (2); Zhe Ma (2); Alejandro J.
Müller (1,3) | (1) POLYMAT and Department of Polymers and Advanced Materials: Physics, Chemistry and
Technology, Faculty of Chemistry, University of Basque Country UPV/EHU, San Sebastián (Spain), (2) Tianjin
Key Lab of Composite and Functional Materials, School of Materials Science and Engineering, Tianjin
University, 1Tianjin (China) , (3) IKERBASQUE, Basque Foundation for Science, Bilbao (Spain)

P-SINT 38

Exploration and synthesis of novel polyols obtained from biobased diols | Ane Olazabal (1,2); Coralie
Jehanno (1,2); Andere Basterretxea (1); Haritz Sardon (1,2) | (1) POLYKEY POLYMERS, (2) POLYMAT

P-SINT 39

Synthesis of poly-L-lactic acid using potassium-based catalysts | Christian Rentero Llorente (1); Asier
Medel García (1); Jesús Damián Burgoa (1); Velentina Sessini (1); Marta Elena González Mosquera (1) | (1)
Universidad de Alcalá

P-SINT 40

Synthesis in Continuous Flow Reactors of Polycarbonates to Bio-Applications | E. Cordero (1,2); X. Lopez
de Pariza (1); H. Sardon (1) | (1) UPV/EHU-POLYMAT, (2) 2Universidad de Ciencias Médicas, Costa Rica

P-SINT 41

Injectable hybrid hydrogel physically crosslinked based on carrageenan and green graphene for tissue
repair | Danny Robert Moncada (1); L. Barral (1,2); Y. Farrag (2); B. Montero (1); M. Rico (1); R. Bouza
(1,3) | (1) Universidade da Coruña, Grupo de Polímeros, Departamento de Física y Ciencias de la Tierra,
Escuela Universitaria Politécnica, (2) IDIS (Instituto de Investigación Sanitaria de Santiago), Molecular and
Cellular Cardiology Group, Santiago University Clinical Hospital, Building, (3) IDIS (Instituto de Investigación
Sanitaria de Santiago), NEIRID Group (Neuroendocrine Interactions in Rheumatology and Inflammatory
Diseases), Santiago University Clinical Hospital

P-SINT 42

Origin of Exciton Dissociation in Hybrid Organic-Aqueous Electrolyte Devices | Manuel Gößwein (1);
A.Gagliardi (1) | (1) Associate Professorship Simulation of Nanosystems for Energy Conversion, Department
of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Technical University of Munich

P-SINT 43

Design of Sensitive Hydrogel Composites for Body Thermoregulation | Marjorie Gabriela Garzón
Altamirano (1,2); J. Odent (1); J. Lejeune (2); A. Cayla (2); C. Campagne (2); E. Devaux (2); Jean Marie Raquez
(1) | (1) Laboratory of Polymeric and Composite Materials (LPCM), Center of Innovation and Research
in Materials and Polymers (CIRMAP), University of Mons (UMONS), (2) Laboratory of Textile Materials
Engineering (GEMTEX), Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Arts et Industries Textile (ENSAIT)
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P-SINT 44

Y-TEC: The major company of R&D in Argentina and Its purpose of becoming a regional leader of innovative
polymer development for the oil and gas industry | Juan Martín Giussi (1); IN. Vega (1) | (1) YPF-Tecnología
SA YPF-CONICET, Berisso (Argentina)

P-BIO 45

Polypeptidic Redox-responsive Drug Delivery: Drug Loading Influences Polymer Conformation and Activity
| Tetiana Melnyk (1); Inma Conejos-Sánchez (1); Oleksandr Zagorodko (2); Ester Masiá (1); Angel Montero
Carcaboso (3); Maria Jesus Vicent (1) | (1) Centro de Investigación Príncipe Felipe, (2) Eindhoven University
of Technology, (3) Hospital Sant Joan de Déu

P-BIO 46

Modulation of the thermal sensitivity of Vinylcaprolactam-based copolymer hydrogels | Pedro Liz Basteiro
(1); Alberto Gallardo Ruíz (1); Carlos Elvira Pujalte (1); Enrique Martínez Campos (1); Felipe Reviriego Picón
(1); Helmut Reinecke (1); Juan Rodríguez Hernández (1) | (1) Instituto de Ciencia y Tecnología de Polímeros,
ICTP-CSIC

P-BIO 47

Thermoresponsive polycarbonates functionalized with ureido groups having UCST behaviour in aqueous
solution | Javier Martín Martín (1); Luis Oriol Langa (1); Milagros Piñol Lacambra (1); Manual Arruebo
Gordo (1); Víctor Sebastián Cabeza (1) | (1) Instituto de Nanociencia y Materiales de Aragón (INMA), CSICUniversidad de Zaragoza

P-BIO 48

Biofunctionalized particles for successful removal of bilirubin in critical patients with liver failure | María
del Prado Garrido Martín (1); Juan Francisco Rodríguez Romero (1); Ana María Borreguero Simón (1); María
Jesús Ramos Marcos (1); Manuel Carmona Franco (1); Francisco Javier Redondo Calvo (2); David Padilla
Valverde (2) | (1) Instituto de Tecnología Química y Medioambiental (ITQUIMA), Universidad de Castilla-La
Mancha, (2) Unidad de Investigación Traslacional, Hospital General Universitario de Ciudad Real (SESCAM)

P-BIO 49

Porous polycaprolactone/gelatin/graphene oxide scaffolds prepared by non-solvent induced phase
separation method | Carlos Loyo (1); Humberto Palza (2); Paula Zapata (1) | (1) Departamento de Ciencias
del Ambiente, Facultad de Química y Biología, Universidad de Santiago de Chile (USACH), Grupo Polímeros,
Santiago, Chile, (2) Departamento de Ingeniería Química, Biotecnología y Materiales, Facultad de Ciencias
Físicas y Matemáticas, Universidad de Chile, Santiago, Chile

P-BIO 50

Fine tunning thermoresponsive behaviour of nanogels to enhance antimicrobial delivery | Maria Soledad
Orellano (1); Agustin Picco (2); Cristian Huck (3); Carlos Escudero (4); Marcelo Calderón (1,5) | (1) POLYMAT,
Applied Chemistry Department, Faculty of Chemistry, University of the Basque Country UPV/EHU, (2)
CONICET, Instituto de Investigaciones Fisicoquímicas Teóricas y Aplicadas, (3) ITECA, Laboratorio de
Cristalografía Aplicada, Universidad Nacional de San Martin, Argentina, (4) LBA Synchrotron Light Source,
Experiments Division, Cerdanyola del Vallès, Spain, (5) Ikerbasque, Basque Foundation for Science,

P-BIO 51

Solution Blow Spun PEO/TiO2 Nanocomposites: Monitoring of Structural changes and Study of Thermal
behavior | Dania Olmos Díaz (1); Jorge Teno Díaz (2); Gustavo González Gaitano (3); Javier González Benito
(1) | (1) Universidad Carlos III de Madrid, (2) Bioinicia SL, (3) Universidad de Navarra

P-BIO 52

Construction of biocapsules from glycolipid-like conjugates | Jackeline Soto-Cruz (1,2); Vincent Mukuaya
(1); Mehwish Naz (1); Paipei Zhang (1); José Saavedra-Arias (4); Giovanni Sáenz-Arce (4); Oscar Rojas-Carrillo
(2,3); Hongjing Dou (1) | (1) State key laboratory of metal matrix composites, School of Materials Science
and Engineering - Shanghai JiaoTong University, (2) Laboratorio de Polímeros (POLIUNA), (3) CENIBiot
(Centro Nacional De Innovaciones Biotecnológicas), (4) Departamento de Física, Universidad Nacional.

P-BIO 53

SUCCINIC ACID USED AS CROSSLINKING AGENT IN MODIFIED CELLULOSE EXTRACTED FROM OAT HULL |
Jessica Fernanda Pereira (1); Marin Beatriz Marjorie (1); Mali Suzana (1) | (1) State University of Londrina
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P-BIO 54

Tri-peptide functionalized alginate hydrogels as bioinks for 3D extrusion printing | Alejandro
Hernández Sosa (1); Miryam Criado González (2); Fouzia Boulmedais (3); Luís Rojo del Olmo (1,4);
Maria Rosa Aguilar de Armas (1,4) | (1) Instituto de Ciencia y Tecnología de Polímeros (ICTP-CSIC),
Madrid, Spain, (2) POLYMAT and Department of Polymers and Advanced Materials: Physics, Chemistry
and Technology, University of the Basque Country UPV/EHU, San Sebastián, Spain, (3) Université de
Strasbourg, CNRS (UPR 22), Institut Charles Sadron Strasbourg, France, (4) CIBER-BBN, Instituto de
Salud Carlos III. Madrid, Spain

P-BIO 55

Dynamic covalent systems based on 2-formylphenylboronic acid derivatives | Enrique Guerreiro
Gómez (1,2); María Pilar Romero Soria (1,2); Luis Oriol Langa (1,2); Jesús del Barrio Lasheras (1,2)
(1) Universidad de Zaragoza, (2) Instituto

P-BIO 56

Nanocarriers based on orthogonal clickable block copolycarbonates | Sara Bescós Ramo (1); Javier
Martín Martín (1); Milagros Piñol Lacambra (1); Luis Oriol Langa (1) | (1) Instituto de Nanociencia y
Materiales de Aragón (INMA), CSIC-Universidad de Zaragoza

P-BIO 58

Nanoparticles made of poly(g-glutamic acid) derivatives for drug delivery systems | Porochista Dorost
(1); Antxon Martínez de Ilarduya (1); Montserrat García Álvarez (1) | (1) Universitat Politècnica de
Catalunya
Evaluation of enantiomeric compounds sorption by Pirkle-type chiral selector based on polymer

P-BIO 59

membranes | Priscila Vedovello (1,2); Carla Fernandes (2,3); Maria Elizabeth Tiritan (2,3,4); Caio Marcio
Paranhos (1) | (1) Federal University of São Carlos, (2) Faculty of Pharmacy, University of Porto, (3)
Interdisciplinary Centre of Marine and Environmental Research (CIIMAR), (4) University Institute of
Health Sciences
Functional triblock copolyesters using lactide enantiomers prepared by ring-opening polymerization |

P-BIO 60

Alfredo Martínez Cutillas (1,2); Antxon Martínez de Ilarduya (1); Sejin Oh (2) | (1) Universitat Politècnica
de Catalunya, (2) Artificial Nature S.L.
Wound-healing hydrogels synthetized by photopolymerization to improve skin tissue repair and

P-BIO 61

disinfection | Gonzalo Emanuel Cagnetta (1); Antonela Gallastegui (2); Josefa Martucci (3); Luis
Ibarra (4); Sol Martinez (1); Rodrigo Palacios (1); Carlos Chesta (1); Lorena Gomez (1) | (1) Instituto de
Investigaciones en Tecnologías Energéticas y Materiales Avanzados (IITEMA) , (2) POLYMAT, (3) Instituto
de Investigaciones en Ciencia y Tecnología de Materiales (INTEMA), (4) Instituto de Biotecnología
Ambiental y Salud (INBIAS)
Role of QK peptide and proteolytic sequences in the promotion and direction of angiogenesis in

P-BIO 62

Elastin-Like Recombinamer (ELR) hydrogels | Fernando González-Pérez (1); Arturo Ibáñez-Fonseca (1);
Matilde Alonso (1); José Carlos Rodríguez-Cabello (1) | (1) Universidad de Valladolid
Elaboration of levothyroxine-selective molecularly imprinted nanostructured films | Diana Alejandra

P-BIO 63

Estenoz (1); Federico Adrian Fookes (1); Carlos Alberto Busatto (1); Natalia Casis (1) | (1) INTEC (UNLCONICET)
P-BIO 64

Design and preparation of injectable carboxymethyl chitosan/PEG based hydrogels for soft tissue
engineering | Nikolaos Politakos (1); Carlos Busatto (2); Neha Tiwari (1); Diana Alejandra Estenoz (2);
Marcelo Calderón (1,3) | (1) POLYMAT, Faculty of Chemistry, Basque Country University UPV/EHU, San
Sebastián , (2) INTEC (Universidad Nacional del Litoral – CONICET). Santa Fe, (3) Ikerbasque, Basque
Foundation for Science, Bilbao

P-NIPU-EJD 65

Sustainable derivatization of water-soluble polyamines for coating applications | Luca Narducci
(1,2); Bruno Grignard (1); Dafni Moatsou (2); Michael A. R. Meier (2); Christophe Detrembleur (1) | (1)
University of Liège, (2) Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
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P-NIPU-EJD 66

3D Printing of CO2-Based Non-Isocyanate Polyurethanes | Marco Caliari (1,2); Nicolas Zivic (1); Alvaro
Gomez Lopez (1); Thomas Habets (2); Haritz Sardon (1); Bruno Grignard (2); Christophe Detrembleur
(2) | (1) Basque Country University UPV/EHU, (2) University of Liège

P-NIPU-EJD 67

Study of transurethanization reaction in non isocyanate polyurethanes | Pauline Bron (1,2); Haritz
Sardon (1); Sylvain Caillol (2); Vincent Ladmiral (2); Lourdes Irusta (1) | (1) POLYMAT, Department
of Polymers and Advanced Materials: Physics, Chemistry and Technology, University of the Basque
Country UPV/EHU, Donostia-San Sebastián, Spain, (2) ICGM, University of Montpellier, CNRS, ENSCM,
Montpellier, France

P-NIPU-EJD 68

Non-Isocyanate Polyurethanes based composites: a new route to more sustainable structural
composites | Guillem Seychal (1,2); Connie Ocando (1); Nora Aranburu (2); Bruno Grignard (3);
Christophe Detrembleur (3); Haritz Sardon (2); Leila Bonnaud (4); Jean-Marie Raquez (1) | (1) University
of Mons UMONS, (2) University of Basque Country UPV/EHU, (3) University of Liege ULiege, (4) Materia
Nova asbl

P-NIPU-EJD 69

Preparation and characterization of biocomposites from non-isocyanate polyurethanes and cellulose
nanocrystals | Pavithra Wijeratne (1,2); Connie Ocando (2); Jean-Marie Raquez (2); Qi Zhou (1) | (1) KTH
RoyalInstitute of Technology, Sweden, (2) University of Mons, Belgium

P-NIPU-EJD 70

Study on the synthesis of new bio-based diamines from terpenes | Francesca Chiara Destaso (1); Henri
Cramail (2); Michael A. R. Meier (1) | (1) Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, (2) University of Bordeaux

P-NIPU-EJD 71

New strategies to produce self-blown NIPU foams from easily accessible reactive formulations |
Florent Monie (1,2); Bruno Grignard (2); Thomas Vidil (1); Etienne Grau (1); Henri Cramail (1); Christophe
Detrembleur (2) | (1) Laboratoire de Chimie des Polymères Organiques (LCPO), University of Bordeaux,
CNRS, Bordeaux INP, UMR Pessac, France, (2) Center for Education and Research on Macromolecules
(CERM), CESAM Research Unit, University of Liège, Liège, Belgium

P-NIPU-EJD 72

Aminolysis of activated cyclic carbonates for the synthesis of non-isocyanates polyurethanes | Federico
Mundo (1,3); Sylvain Caillol (1); Michael Meier (2,3); Vincent Ladmiral (1) | (1) ICGM, Univ Monpellier,
CNRS, ENSCM, Montpellier, France, (2) Laboratory of Applied Chemistry, Institute of Organic Chemistry
(IOC), Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Karlsruhe, Germany, (3) Laboratory of Applied Chemistry,
Institute of Biological and Chemical Systems-Functional Molecular Systems (IBCS‑FMS), Karlsruhe
Institute of Technology (KIT), Karlsruhe, Germany.

P-NIPU-EJD 73

Design of NIPUs through transfer reactions and complementary reactions | Nichollas Guimarães
Jaques (1,2); Audrey Llevot (1); Étienne Grau (1); Thomas Vidil (1); Michael A. R. Meier (2); Henri Cramail
(1) | (1) University of Bordeaux (LCPO), (2) Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (IOC and IBMCS-FMS)

P-NIPU-EJD 74

Study of the kinetics for the synthesis of novel NIPUs by continuous reactive extrusion | Katherine
Gouveia (1,2); Connie Ocando (1); Jean-Marie Raquez (1); Vincent Ladmiral (2); Sylvain Caillol (2) | (1)
University of Mons, (2) University of Montpellier

P-NIPU-EJD 75

TEMPO-oxidized Nanocelluloses as Emulsion Stabilizers for Waterborne NIPU Latexes | Hsin-Chen
Chen (1); Henri Cramail (2); Audrey Llevot (2); Qi Zhou (1) | (1) KTH Royal Institute of Technology, (2)
Université de Bordeaux

P-NIPU-EJD 76

Chemical recycling of non-isocyanate polyurethanes | Seyedeh Maliheh Razavi Esfali (1); Bruno
Grignard (1); Haritz Sardon (2); Christophe Detrembleur (1) | (1) university of Liege, (2) University of
the Basque Country - UPV/EHU
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Martes | Tuesday
P-BIO 77

Sericin/cellulose-based scaffolds for future biomedical application: evaluation of ethanol treatments
| Maria Camila Arango (1); Yuliet Montoya (1); Maria Celeste Iglesias (2); Maria Soledad Peresin (2);
Santiago Betancourt Parra (1); Catalina Alvarez Lopez (1); John Bustamante (1) | (1) Universidad Pontificia
Bolivariana, (2) Auburn University

P-BIO 78

Eudragits: Versatile polymers for the preparation of physical-crosslinked hydrogels with mucus
adhesion. From bench to animal model assays | David Esporrín Ubieto (1); Maria Merecedes Fernandez
(2); Ayla Basasoro (3); Ana Sonzogni (4); Arantxa Acera (5,6); Itxaso Calafel (2); Marcelo Calderón (1,6) |
(1) POLYMAT - Basque Center For Macromolecular Design And Engineering, University of the Basque
Country, (2) POLYMAT - Institute for Polymer Materials, University of the Basque Country, (3) Biodonostia
Health Research Institute, (4) Instituto de Desarrollo Tecnológico para la Industria Química - Universidad
Nacional del Litoral, (5) University of the Basque Country, (6) Ikerbasque, Basque Foundation for Science

P-BIO 79

Anti-inflammatory Poly(L-Lactide)-based biocoating for surgical implants | Julia Sánchez Bodón (1); Isabel
Moreno Benítez (1); Leire Ruiz Rubio (1); José Luis Vilas Vilela (1) | (1) UPV(EHU

P-BIO 80

Influence of Choline Bitartrate Ionic liquid on thermal and mechanical properties of PLGA/CNTs
electrospun mats | Vanessa Oliveira Castro (1,2); Sebastien Livi (1); Claudia Merlini (2) | (1) INSA LYON, (2)
Federal University of Santa Catarina

P-BIO 81

EVALUATION OF BACTERIAL CELLULOSE AS A BIOMATERIAL IN THE TREATMENT OF BULLYUS
EPIDERMOLYSIS | Angie Viviana Salguero Parra (1); Alis Pataquiva Mateus (1) | (1) Universidad Jorge Tadeo
Lozano

P-BIO 82

Light-induced modulation of endothelial cells physiological activity mediated by red light-absorbing
conjugated polymer-based nanoparticles | Gabriele Tullii (1); Edgar Gutièrrez-Fernández (2); Carlotta
Ronchi (1); Christian Bellacanzone (1); Luca Bondi (3); Tobias Cramer (3); Miryam Criado-Gonzalez (2);
Jaime Martin (2,4,5); David Mecerreyes (2,5); Maria Rosa Antognazza (1) | (1) Center for Nano Science
and Technology@PoliMi Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia Milan, Italy, (2) POLYMAT and Department of
Polymers and Advanced Materials: Physics, Chemistry and Technology. Faculty of Chemis-try, Basque
Country University UPV/EHU, San Sebastián (Spain), (3) Department of Physics and Astronomy, University
of Bologna, Bologna, Italy, (4) Universidade da Coruña, Grupo de Polímeros, Centro de Investigacións
Tecnolóxicas (CIT), Ferrol (Spain), (5) Ikerbasque, Basque Foundation for Science, Bilbao, Spain

P-BIO 83

Injectable hydrogels loaded with mesenchymal stem cells for bone regeneration therapies | Luis Rojo (1,2);
Daniel Fernández-Villa (1,2); Blanca Vázquez-Lasa (1,2) | (1) Instituto de Cienca y Tecnología de Polímeros,
Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas (ICTP-CSIC), (2) Centro de Investigación Biomédica en Red
de Bioingeniería, Biomateriales y Nanomedicina (CIBER-BBN)

P-BIO 84

Hyaluronic acid-based hydrogels crosslinked at physiological conditions | Luis Andrés Pérez Pérez (1,2);
Rebeca Hernández Velasco (2); José María Alonso Carnicero (1); Raúl Pérez González (1); Virginia SáezMartínez (1) | (1) I+Med, (2) CSIC-ICTP

P-BIO 85

Multi-responsive Hydrogels for Biomedical Applications | María Regato Herbella (1,2); Antonella
Gallastegui (1); Miryam Criado (1); David Mecerreyes (1); Sergio Moya (2) | (1) Polymat, (2) Cic Biomagune

P-BIO 86

Synthesis of functionalized branched cyclic-poly(glycidol) | Carlo Andrea Pagnacco (1,2); Fabienne BarrosoBujans (1,2,3) | (1) Donostia International Physics Center (DIPC), (2) Materials Physics Center (CFM), (3)
IKERBASQUE - Basque Foundation for Science
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P-BIO 87

Optimization and characterization of electrospun nanofibers with bovine serum albumin | Rocío Díaz
Puertas (1); Alberto Falcó (1); Ricardo Mallavia (1) | (1) Universidad Miguel Hernández

P-BIO 88

NANO-REINFORCED POLYMERIC FIBRES OBTAINED BY ELECTROSPINNING | Valentina Salaris (1); Adrian
Leones (1); Daniel Lopez (1); Laura Peponi (1) | (1) ICTP-CSIC

P-BIO 89

Design of Polymeric Theranostics for Breast Cancer Treatment | Maria Medel (1); Snežana Đorđević
(1); Inmaculada Conejos (1); David Charbonnier (1); Ana Armiñán (1); María J. Vicent (1) | (1) Centro de
Investigacion Principe Felipe

P-BIO 90

Yolk-shell thermo-responsive hybrid nanogels based on upconverting nanoparticles for cancer
theranostic | Huiyi Wang (1); Marcelo Calderón (1,2) | (1) POLYMAT and Applied Chemistry Department,
(2) IKERBASQUE, Basque Foundation for Science

P-BIO 92

Novel antioxidant catalase-SENs nanoreactors for biomedical applications | Irene Alonso-Sampedro (1);
Daniel Sánchez (1); Edurne Marin (2); Aitor Larrañaga (2); Ana Beloqui (1,3) | (1) POLYMAT and Department
of Applied Chemistry, University of the Basque Country, (2) Basque Country University UPV/EHU, (3)
Ikerbasque Foundation for Science

P-BIO 93

cPGMA-lysozyme assemblies with effective antimicrobial properties | Miguel Palenzuela Cebrián (1);
Laura Valenzuela (1); Georgiana Amariei (1); Juan Francisco Vega (2); Marta Elena González Mosquera (1);
Roberto Rosal (1) | (1) Universidad de Alcalá (UAH), (2) Instituto de Estructura de la Materia, IEMCSIC

P-BIO 94

Sustainable Carbon Dots as promising material for biomedical applications | Camilla Marzuoli (1,2);
Gabriele Tullii (1); Paola Lagonegro (3); Umberto Giovanella (3); Christian Bellacanzone (1); Mariacecilia
Pasini (3); Maria Rosa Antognazza (1) | (1) Istituto Italiano Di Tecnologia, (2) Politecnico Di Milano, (3)
Istituto Di Scienze E Tecnologie Chimiche

P-BIO 95

Biomedical textile converted to a thermosensitive sensor and SERS device | Elaine Armelin (1); Sonia
Lanzalaco (1); Pau Gil (1); Júlia Mingot (1); Carlos Alemán (1) | (1) Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya

P-REO 96

The influence of fenbendazole on poly(ethylene oxide) thermal and processing properties | Gilberto Silva
Nunes Bezerra (1); Vicente Froes Moritz (1); Declan M Devine (1); Joseph Geever (1); Luke Geever (1) | (1)
Technological University of the Shannon: Midlands Midwest

P-REO 97

New conducting and scalable polymer composites for 3D printing composed by PLA and MWCNT | Silvia
Lage-Rivera (1); Ana I. Ares-Pernas (1); Goretti Arias-Ferreiro (1); Aurora Lasagabáster-Latorre (2); María
Victoria González-Rodríguez (1); María-José Abad (1) | (1) Universidade da Coruña, Campus Industrial de
Ferrol, Grupo de Polímeros-CIT, 15403 Ferrol, A coruña, Spain, (2) Dpto Química Orgánica I, Escuela de
Óptica, Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Madrid, Spain

P-REO 98

Inducing molecular chain orientation of poly (L-lactic acid) out of melt for future piezoelectric applications |
Richard Schönlein (1,2); Robert Aguirresarobe (1); Jone M. Urgartemendia (2) | (1) POLYMAT and Polymers
and Advanced Materials: Physics, Chemistry and Technology, Faculty of Chemistry, University of Basque
Country UPV/EHU, (2) POLYMAT and Department of Mining-Metallurgy Engineering and Materials Science,
School of Engineering EIB 1, University of Basque Country UPV/EHU
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P-REO 99

Study of a novel 3D-printed piezocapacitive pressure sensor based on vat polymerization of an polianyline/
lignin acrylic resin | Goretti Arias-Ferreiro (1); Sonia Dopico-García (1); Aurora Lasagabáster-Latorre (2); M.
Pablo Ligero (3); Ana Ares-Pernas (1); Silvia Lage-Rivera (1); Pedro Costa (4); Senentxu Lanceros-Mendez
(5,6); María José Abad (1) | (1) Universidade da Coruña, Campus Industrial de Ferrol, Grupo de PolímerosCIT, Ferrol, Spain, (2) Dpto Química Orgánica I, Facultad de Óptica, Universidad Complutense de Madrid,
Madrid, Spain, (3) Universidade da Coruña, Enxeñería Química Ambiental Group-CICA, A Coruña, Spain,
(4) Centro de Física, Universidade do Minho, Braga, Portugal, (5) BCMaterials, Basque Center for Materials,
Applications and Nanostructures, UPV/EHU Leioa, Spain, (6) IKERBASQUE, Basque Foundation for Science,
Bilbao, Spain

P-REO 100

Adhesive, mechanical and thermal properties of epoxy and epoxy/PCL blends cured with ionic liquids |
Lidia Orduña Velasco (1,2); Nerea Alegre Santa Cruz (1,2); Iker Razquin Martin (1,2); Nora Aranburu Okariz
(1,2); Gonzalo Guerrica-Echevarría Estanga (1,2) | (1) Universidad del País Vasco EHU/UPV, (2) POLYMAT

P-REO 101

Electrical behaviour of 3D printed carbon nanotube-based polybutilene succinate-co-adipate
nanocomposites | Eneko Iruretagoyena Ajuria (1); Robert Aguirresarobe (1); Nora Aranburu (1) | (1) UPV/
EHU

P-REO 102

Vinylogous urethane-based vitrimers obtained by suspension polymerization | Laura Ballester Bayarri
(1); Robert Aguirresarobe Hernandez (1); Nicholas Ballard (1,2) | (1) Polymat/ EHU, (2) Ikerbasque Basque
Foundation for Science

P-REO 103

Extrusion-based 3D printed atenolol tablets with poly(vinyl alcohol) inks | Laura Saenz-del-Burgo (1,2,3);
Markel Lafuente-Merchan (1,2,3); Sandra Ruiz-Alonso (1,2,3); Albert Espona-Noguera (1,2); Jose Luis
Pedraz (1,2,3) | (1) NanoBioCel Group, Laboratory of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Technology, Faculty
of Pharmacy, University of the Basque Country, UPV/EHU, Vitoria-Gasteiz, Spain, (2) Networking Center
on Bioengineering, Biomaterials and Nanomedicine (CIBER-BBN), (3) Bioaraba Health Research Institute,
NanoBioCel Research Group, E-01009 Vitoria-Gasteiz, Spain

P-REO 104

Dynamic polyurethane thermosets: triggering associative exchange reactions by visible light | Giulia
Vozzolo (1); Fermin Elizalde (1); Daniele Mantione (1); Lourdes Irusta (1); Haritz Sardon (1) | (1) University
of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU)

P-REO 105

High-performance co-polyesters for material-extrusion 3D printing: A molecular perspective of weld
properties | Andrea Costanzo (1); Dario Cavallo (1); Claire McIlroy (2) | (1) Department of Chemistry and
Industrial Chemistry, University of Genoa, (2) School of Mathematics and Physics, University of Lincoln

P-REO 106

Intermolecular compatibility in thermoplastic-thermoset couples applied to high performance composites
| Enrique Hernández-Murillo (1); Luis Palenzuela (2); Cristina Elizetxea (2); Rober Hernandez Aguirresarobe
(1); Nora Aranburu (1); Gonzalo Guerrica-echevarría (1) | (1) Department of Advanced Polymers and
Materials: Physics, Chemistry and Technology, Faculty of Chemistry, University of the Basque Country
(UPV/EHU), San Sebastián (Spain), (2) TECNALIA, Donostia-San Sebastián (Spain)

P-REO 107

Effect of processing on the super-toughness of blends based on bio-based polyamide 4,10 | Itziar Otaegi
Tena (1); Nora Aranburu Ocariz (1); Gonzalo Guerrica-Echevarría Estanga (1) | (1) POLYMAT & Department
of Advanced Polymers and Materials: Physics, Chemistry and Technology
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P-REO 108

Rheological and adhesion performance of UV-curable polyurethane adhesives: Optimizing the reagents
proportions | Adrián Tenorio Alfonso (1); David B Guzmán (2); Francisco Germán Blandón Cumbreras
(2); Concepción Valencia (1); Uwe Pischel (2); José M Franco (1) | (1) Pro2TecS-Chemical Product and
Process Technology Centre, Department of Chemical Engineering, Physical Chemistry and Materials
Science, University of Huelva, Huelva (Spain)., (2) CIQSO-Centre for Research in Sustainable Chemistry
and Department of Chemistry, University of Huelva, Huelva (Spain).

P-REC 109

Recovery of Polyurethane Foams Waste For Chemical Deployment Through the Glycolysis Process in the
Circular Economy Concept | Diego Fernando Triana Navarro (1); Alneira Cuellar Burgos (1); Fabio Augusto
Mesa Rueda (1); Juan Sebastian Rey Valencia (1) | (1) Universidad Nacional De Colombia

P-REC 110

Devulcanized tyre rubber as a reinforcement for self-healing rubbers: Key factors | Luis Eduardo Alonso
Pastor (1); Karina Carla Nuñez Carrero (2); Marianella Hernández Santana (3); José María Pastor Barajas
(1,2) | (1) Departamento de Física de la Materia Condensada, Universidad de Valladolid (UVa), Valladolid,
España, (2) Fundación para la Investigación y el Desarrollo en Transporte y Energía (CIDAUT), Valladolid,
España, (3) Instituto de Ciencia y Tecnología de Polímeros (ICTP-CSIC), Madrid, España

P-REC 111

Compostable polymeric materials for active food packaging | Ignacio Mena Prado (1); Alexandra Muñoz
Bonilla (1); Adolfo del Campo (1); Julián Jiménez Reinosa (1); José Francisco Fernández Lozano (1) | (1) Csic

P-REC 112

Structure properties of recycled rubber compounds from end-of-life tires | Zenen Zepeda Rodríguez (1);
Fernando Martín Salamanca (1); Juan López Valentín (1); Rebeca Herrero Caldeón (1); Alberto Fernández
Torres (1); Rodrigo Navarro Crespo (1) | (1) Instituto de Ciencia y Tecnología de Polímeros (ICTP-CSIC)

P-REC 113

Enhancement of the fatigue life of recycled opaque PET from household milk bottle wastes | Adrian
Korycki (1); Christian Garnier (1); Silvia Irusta (2); France Chabert (1) | (1) LGP-ENIT-INPT, Université
de Toulouse, (2) Department of Chemical and Environmental Engineering, Institute of Nanoscience of
Aragon, University of Zaragoza

P-REC 114

Sustainable slippery liquid infused surfaces | María Hernández Rivas (1); Nuria García García (1); Pilar
Tiemblo Magro (1); Aránzazu Martínez Gómez (1); Elisabet Layla Afonso Pérez (1) | (1) Instituto de Ciencia
y Tecnología de Polímeros. Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas. (ICTP-CSIC)

P-REC 115

THERMOSET POLYURETHANES BASED ON BIOBASED POLYOLS FOR STRUCTURAL COMPOSITES | Oihane
Echeverria Altuna (1); Olatz Ollo (1); Tamara Cavo Correas (2); Isabel Harismendy (1); Arantxa Eceiza (2) | (1)
TECNALIA, Basque Research and Technology Alliance (BRTA), (2) EHU/UPV, Euskal Herriko Unibertsitatea

P-REC 116

Enzymatic polymerization of macrolides and their cyclodepolymerization | Antxon Martínez de Ilarduya
Sáez de Asteasu (1); Alfredo Martínez Cutillas (1,3); Salvador León Cabanillas (2); Sejin Oh (3) | (1) Universitat
Politècnica de Catalunya, (2) Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, (3) Artificial Nature S.L.

P-REC 117

Environmental and physical characterization of chitosan/collagen scaffolds | Koro de la Caba (1,2); Mireia
Andonegi (1); Pedro Guerrero (1,2,3) | (1) Universidad del País Vasco/Euskal Herriko Unibertsitatea (UPV/
EHU), (2) BCMaterials, (3) Proteinmant materials SL

P-REC 118

Bio-inspired electro-conductive soy protein films | Pedro Guerrero (1,2,3); Jone Uranga (1); Koro de la
Caba (1,2) | (1) Universidad del País Vasco/Euskal Herriko Unibertsitatea (UPV/EHU), (2) BCMaterials, (3)
Proteinmant materials SL

P-REC 119

Exploring the effect of different compatibilizers on the properties of model and recycled Polyethylene/
Polypropylene blends: a way to obtain upgraded materials | Jorge Sebastián Coba-Daza (1,2); Davide
Tranchida (2); Dario Cavallo (3); Ajelandro J Müller (1) | (1) POLYMAT, (2) Borealis, (3) University of Genova
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P-REC 120

Fast SSA thermal fractionation protocol for characterization of polyolefin blends from mechanical recycling
| Magdalena Góra (1,2); Davide Tranchida (2); Andreas Albrecht (2); Alejandro Müller (3,4); Dario Cavallo
(1) | (1) Dipartimento di Chimica e Chimica Industriale, Università degli studi di Genova, Genova (Italy). , (2)
Borealis Polyolefine GmbH, Innovation Headquarters, Linz (Austria)., (3) POLYMAT and Polymer Science
and Technology Department, Faculty of Chemistry, University of the Basque Country UPV/EHU, DonostiaSan Sebastián (Spain)., (4) IKERBASQUE, Basque Foundation for Science, Bilbao (Spain).

P-REC 121

Biobased polymers derived from itaconic acid with clickable groups to conjugate bioactive molecules |
Alberto Chiloeches Suárez (1); Marta Fernández García (1); Alexandra Muñoz Bonilla (1); Coro Echeverria
Zabala (1) | (1) Instituto de Ciencia y Tecnología de Polímeros (ICTP-CSIC)

P-REC 122

Temperature Modulated DSC for Composition Analysis of Recycled Polyolefin Blends | Andromeda
Scoppio (1,2); Dario Cavallo (3); Alejandro J. Müller (2); Davide Tranchida (1) | (1) Borealis GmbH, (2)
POLYMAT-University of the Basque Country, (3) Universitá degli Studi di Genova

P-REC 123

Chitosan derivatives based on dynamic imine chemistry for pH-dependent release of antifungal volatiles
| Raquel Heras-Mozos (1); Rafael Gavara (1); Pilar Hernández-Muñoz (1) | (1) IATA-CSIC

P-REC 124

Chitosan derivatives with enhanced antimicrobial activity | Carolina Muñoz-Nuñez (1); Alexandra MuñozBonilla (1); Marta Fernández-García (1) | (1) CSIC

P-REC 125

Designing new composites for eco-friendly electronic applications | María José Abad López (1); David
Fernández (1); María Victoria González Rodríguez (1); Goretti Arias Ferreiro (1); Silvia Lage Rivera (1); María
Sonia Dopico García (1); Ana Isabel Ares Pernas (1) | (1) Universidad de A Coruña

P-REC 126

Chemical valorisation of polylactide aided by the protic ionic liquid 2-hidroxyethylammonium acetate |
José David Badia (1); Alexander Björling (1); Cristina Almonacil Gámez (1); Ramón Fernández Domene (1);
Amparo Cháfer (1) | (1) Universitat de València

P-REC 127

Glycolysis

of

post-consumer

poly

(ethylene

terephthalate)

with

the

protic

ionic

liquid

2-hidroxyethylammonium acetate as catalyst | Amparo Chafer (1); Alejandro Gamir-Cobacho (1); Ramón
Fernández-Domene (1); José David Badia (1) | (1) Universitat de València
P-REC 128

Desarrollo de nanocompósitos a base de PLA y óxido de grafeno funcionalizado | Raul Quijada (1);
Remilson Cruz (1); Mehrdad Yazdani-Pedram (1); Humberto Palza (1); Hector Aguilar-Bolados (2) | (1)
Universidad de Chile, (2) Universidad de Concepción

P-REC 129

Organocatalytic carbamate scission for the selective depolymerisation of polyurethanes into ureas | Ion
Olazabal Lorea (1); Coralie Jehanno (2); Haritz Sardon (1) | (1) Polymat, (2) Polykey

P-REC 130

Orthogonal Reactivity of Thiols towards Cyclic Carbonates for the Preparation of Self-Blowing Polycarbonate
Foams | Tansu Abbasoglu (1); Haritz Sardon (1); Lourdes Irusta (1) | (1) POLYMAT-University of Basque
Country (UPV-EHU)

P-REC 131

Screening of novel acid-base mixtures as organocatalysts for polycondensation of polyethers polyols |
Flore Kilens (1,2) | (1) POLYKEY POLYMERS, (2) POLYMAT

P-REC 132

Combination of disulfide – vinylogous urethane chemistry and their application in vitrimer materials |
Jacopo Teotonico (1); Fernando Ruiperez (1); Haritz Sardon (1); Nicholas Ballard (1) | (1) POLYMAT

P-REC 133

Performance Improvement of a Geocomposite Through a Material Formulation Based on Recycled
Polymer and PLA with Reinforcement in SiO2 layer | Omar Santiago Mayorga Diaz (1,2); Johan Esteban
Garcia Puentes (1,2) | (1) IEEE universidad nacional, (2) EMB universidad nacional
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P-REC 134

Magnetic inks based on water- soluble cellulose derivatives for screen printing | Mikel Rincon-Iglesias
(1); Nikola Peřinka (1); Erlantz Lizundia (1,2); Senentxu Lanceros-Méndez (1,3) | (1) BCMaterials, Basque
Center for Materials, Applications and Nanostructures, UPV/EHU Leioa, Spain, (2) Department of
Graphic Design and Engineering Projects, Faculty of Engineering in Bilbao, University of the Basque
Country (UPV/EHU), Bilbao, Spain, (3) IKERBASQUE, Basque Foundation for Science, Bilbao, Spain.

P-COPO 135

h-BN modification using hydroxylation and grafting and its incorporation into PMMA/PA6 polymer
blend | Abdelwahab Boukheit (1); Aurélie Taguet (1); Belkacem Otazaghine (1); France Chabert (2) | (1)
IMT Mines Alès, (2) ENIT-INPT University of Toulouse

P-COPO 136

Synthesis of tunable core-shell nanoparticles by emulsion processes | Jakes Udabe (1); Neha Tiwari (2);
Agustin Picco (3); Cristian Huck (4); Carlos Escudero (5); Marcelo Calderon (1,6) | (1) POLYMAT, Applied
Chemistry Department, Faculty of Chemistry, University of the Basque Country UPV/EHU, Donostia-San
Sebastián, España, (2) University of Bayreuth, Faculty of engineering science, Biofabrication, Germany,
(3) INIFTA-UNLP-CONICET, Instituto de Investigaciones Fisicoquímicas Teóricas y Aplicadas La Plata,
Argentina, (4) ITECA, Laboratorio de Cristalografía Aplicada, Universidad Nacional de San Martin,
Argentina, (5) ALBA Synchrotron Light Source, Experiments Division, Cerdanyola del Vallès, Spain, (6)
Ikerbasque, Basque Foundation for Science, Bilbao, España

P-COPO 137

Impact of rGO in PVDF/PMMA blends on thermal and dielectric properties | Ingrid Esguerra Arce
(1); Berna Serrrano Prieto (1); Harvey Amorín González (2); Cristina Pascual González (3); Juan Pedro
Fernández Blàzquez (4) | (1) Universidad Carlos III de Madrid, (2) Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de
Madrid, (ICMM, CSIC) , (3) Universidad Rey Juan Carlos, (4) IMDEA Instituto Materiales

P-COPO 138

Effect of plasticizer release on the final properties of latex films for industrial coatings | Wichsuda
Tangsongcharoen (1); Maria Paulis (1) | (1) Polymat University of the Basque Country UPV/EHU

P-COPO 139

PLA based-Nanocomposites: product assessment and sustainability | Helena Oliver-Ortega (1); Francesc
Xavier Espinach (1); Manel Alcalà (1); Alba Bala (2); Maria Àngels Pèlach (1); José Alberto Méndez (1) | (1)
Universitat de Girona , (2) Universitat Pompeu Fabra

P-COPO 140

Processability of nanocomposites materials based on PLA reinforced with polar nanoclays for its use in
food industry | José Alberto Méndez González (1); Helena Oliver-Ortega (1); Fernando Julián Pérez (1);
Josep Tresserras Picas (1) | (1) Universitat de Girona
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Accardo (2); Pedro López-Aranguren (2); Irune Villaluenga (1) | (1) POLYMAT, Basque Country University
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(1) | (1) Universidad Carlos III de Madrid
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Ordered Nanostructures formed by Epitaxial Crystallization of Polyethylene-Syndiotactic Polypropylene
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(1); Claudio De Rosa (1) | (1) Università degli Studi di Napoli Federico II
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Polymer colloids. A control resistant amazing world.

José M. Asua
POLYMAT, University of the Basque Country UPV/EHU, 20018 Donostia-San Sebastián, Spain
Email: jm.asua@ehu.eus

and the application properties depend on the
film morphology, which depends on the
particle
morphology.
However,
the
relationship between particle and film
morphologies is not straightforward as it is
affected by the processes occurring during
film formation.

Polymer colloids are used in applications that
involve both high tonnage products (e.g.,
coatings and adhesives) and very specialized
products as carriers for drug delivery and
theranostics. The application properties of
these materials are determined by multiple
characteristics
such
as
copolymer
composition, monomer sequence distribution,
molar mass distribution, polymer architecture,
particle morphology, particle size distribution,
and surface chemistry. They are product-byprocess materials, namely products that get all
their characteristics in the reactor and little can
be modified afterwards. Unfortunately, they
are produced through processes such as
(mini)emulsion polymerization, which are
prone to suffer run-to-run irreproducibility.
Therefore, plenty of effort has been devoted to
control these polymerization processes. As a
result, robust strategies to control the
copolymer composition [1], molar mass
distribution of linear polymers [2] and particle
size distribution [3] are available. On-line
control of particle morphology and molar mass
distribution of non-linear polymers are the
long-standing unsolved problems. The reason
is that these characteristics cannot be
monitored on-line [4].

The second part of the lecture, will discuss the
link between particle morphology and film
morphology.
1. Urretabizkaia, A., Leiza, J.R., Asua, J.M. (1994).
AIChE J. 40, 1850–1864.
2. Echevarria, A., Leiza, J.R., de la Cal J.C., Asua,
J.M. (1998). AIChE J. 44, 1667–1679.
3. Mariz, I., Leiza, J.R., de la Cal J.C. (2011). Chem.
Eng. J. 168, 938–946.
4. Hamzehlou, S., Leiza, J.R., Asua, J.M. (2020). Adv.
Chem. Eng. 56, 31-57.
5. Rajabalinia, N., Ballard, N., Hamzehlou, S., Leiza,
J.R., Asua, J.M. (2021). Chem. Eng. J. 408,
127252.
6. Faust, J.M.M., Hamzehlou, S., Leiza, J.R., Asua,
J.M., Mhamdi, A., Mitsos, A. (2021). Chem. Eng. J.
414, 128808.

The first part of this lecture will focus on the
recent advances on the on-line control of
particle morphology [5-7].

7. Ballard, N., Gerlinger, W., S., Asua, J.M. (2021).
Chem. Eng. J. 425, 131508.

On the other hand, the waterborne polymer
dispersions are most often applied as films,
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C1, C3 and C5: Three unconventional polymerizations
Nikos Hadjichristidis
-King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST), Physical Sciences and
Engineering Division, KAUST Catalysis Center, Polymer Synthesis Lab., Saudi Arabia
Abstract
In contrast to the well-known C2 polymerization of vinyl monomers (chains are growing by
two carbons at a time) and C4 polymerization of dienes (chains are growing by four carbons at a
time), the borane-initiated polymerization of sulfoxonium and arsonium ylide monomers are
leading to C1 (chains are growing by one carbon at a time), C3 (chains are growing by three
carbons at a time) and C5 (chains are growing by five carbons at a time) polymers.
By designing/synthesizing suitable ylide monomers and alkylborane initiators, we were able to
direct the polymerization to C1 (dimethylsulfoxonium methylide), C3 (methylallyltriphenyl
arsonium ylide), or C5 (dienyltriphenylarsonium ylide) mode. These findings open new horizons
for the synthesis of unprecedented polyethylene (PE)-, polymethylallyl- and polymethyl
pentadienyl-based polymeric materials. Some examples are given in Scheme 1. The results of the
initial studies on the properties and potential applications will also be discussed.

Scheme 1. Some examples of PE-, polymethylallyl- and polymethylpentadienyl-based polymeric materials
synthesized in our Laboratory

Representative References
D. Wang, N. Hadjichristidis, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed., 58, 6275 (2019); V. Ladelta, G. Zapsas, E.
Abou-hamad, Y. Gnanou, N. Hadjichristidis, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed., 58, 16267 (2019); Y. Jiang,
N. Hadjichristidis, Macromolecules, 53, 267 (2020); Macromolecules 53, 4355 (2020); X. Wang,
N. Hadjichristidis, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed., 60, 8431 (2021); P. Liu, N. Hadjichristidis, ACS Macro
Letters, 10, 1287 (2021); X. Wang, N. Hadjichristidis, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed., 60, 22469 (2021)
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Versatile Polypeptide-based Therapeutics for Unmet Clinical
Needs
María J. Vicent
Polymer Therapeutics Lab. Prince Felipe Research Center. 46012 Valencia (Spain).
Email: mjvicent@cipf.es

design [6] enabled in vitro and in vivo evaluation,
revealing a lack of toxicity, an enhanced in vitro
cell internalization rate and significantly greater
terminal and accumulation half-life in vivo together
with a significant lymph node accumulation [5].
These results allow us to envisage these systems
as promising nanocarriers for therapeutic or
diagnostic applications, especially in anti-cancer
treatments including lymph node metastasis and
cancer immunotherapy. Proof of Concept for
metastatic breast cancer [6] and for
immunotherapy design in melanoma will be also
shown as well as the use of this self-assembled
architectures in applications such as
neurodegenerative disorders [7], spinal cord injury
[8] or acute kidney injury [9].

Introduction
Polypeptides are already playing a major role on a
number of different relevant areas such as
nanomedicine [1]. The physico-chemical
parameters of a polypeptide-conjugate, and hence
its biological performance, are defined by an
intricate interplay of multiple structural factors.
This highlights the need for detailed structureactivity relationship studies to develop the
hierarchical strategies of polypeptide conjugate
design. However, structural complexity also
represents a unique opportunity, since small
changes at the structural level might endow
nanomedicines with outstanding and unexpected
biological performance [2].
In our group, we have overcome the main classical
limitations for the synthesis of defined
polypeptides using precise controlled reactions
followed by an adequate characterization yielding
to well-defined polypeptidic architectures by NCA
polymerization techniques [3]. In addition, postpolymerization techniques allow us the
introduction of a variety of functionalities yielding a
set of orthogonal reactive attachment sides [1,4].

Acknowledgments:
This work has been supported by European Research
Council (grant ERC-CoG-2014-648831 “MyNano”,
Grant ERC-PoC-2018-825798 Polymmune), the
Spanish Ministry of Science and Innovation (SAF201680427-R, PID2019-108806RB-I00), Fundació Marató
TV3, Fundación Step by Step and Agencia Valenciana
de Innovación (AVI) INNVAL10/19/047. Part of the
equipment employed in this work has been funded by
Generalitat Valenciana and co-financed with FEDER
funds (PO FEDER of CV 2014–2020).

Results and Discussion
Using these techniques and following a bottom-up
strategy we have been able to obtain star-based
polypeptide architectures with the capacity to selfassemble yielding supramolecular nanostructures
with interesting properties [5]. This strategy
together with an adequate polymer-drug linker

References
1. a) Duro-Castano A., Conejos-Sánchez I.,
Vicent M.J. (2014) Polymers 6, 515-551; b)
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Controlling Nanoparticle Ordering by Directional Polymer
Crystallization
Sanat K Kumar
Department of Chemical Engineering
Columbia University
New York, NY
Adding nanoparticles (NPs) to a polymer is a well-established means to improve the organic
materials’ thermomechanical properties. To date much interest has been focused on amorphous
polymer hosts – instead, here, we consider semicrystalline polymers which constitue more that
65% of all polymers sold. We first revisit our previous finding that nanoparticles (NPs), which are
initially miscible with a polymer melt, can be ordered by polymer crystallization under ppropriate
conditions. The key variable here is a Peclet number (Pe) that compares the time scale of NP
motion to the rate of polymer crystallization. For large Pe the NPs are “frozen” in place during
polymer crystallization. However, for Pe values less than 1 the NPs are moved by the growing
crystals and selectively placed in the interlamellar, interfibrillar and interspherulitic regions. These
results are in line with the Keith and Padden’s findings, expanded on by Russell et al., on the spatial
dispersion of amorphous polymer defects in a semicrystalline morphology. The resulting samples
have Young’s moduli that are increased by a factor of ~2 relative to ones where the NPs are
randomly ordered.
We believe that additional synergies in properties can be obtained if we could move from spherulitic
polymer morphologies (which are locally anisotropic but spatially isotropic) to more directionally
crystallized samples with a preferential orientation. To this end we employ the zone annealing
methodology, a directional crystallization protocol popular in metallurgy and first applied to
semicrystalline polymers by Lovinger and Gryte nearly 50 years ago. Using this method, we show
that we can order and orient the NP assemblies into desired directions. In addition to these novel
experimental findings, we propose a new theoretical framework that allows us to model the
directional crystallization of polymers and the key variables that control them.
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Plasmonic Polymer Nanocomposites

Luis M. Liz-Marzán1,2,3
CIC biomaGUNE, Basque Research and Technology Alliance (BRTA), 20014 Donostia-San Sebastián, Spain
2 Ikerbasque Basque Foundation for Science, 48013 Bilbao, Spain.
3 CIBER de Bioingeniería Biomateriales, y Nanomedicina (CIBER-BBN), 20014 Donostia-San Sebastián, Spain
Email: llizmarzan@cicbiomagune.es
1

also be implemented in the form of 3D-printed
scaffolds, so that it can be applied in a wide variety
of relevant biomedical applications, related to the
detection of metabolites or other biomarkers, as
well as the capability to release drugs or other
biomolecules, on demand.

Introduction
A key challenge for modern chemistry research is
to create materials that can respond to their
environment. Here we discuss the promising
features of a particular class of hybrid material plasmonic polymer nanocomposites. We discuss
their application in sensing and imaging, as well as
composite gels for 3D tissue monitoring and in vivo
therapy platforms. Polymer dispersed plasmonic
particles can be used for molecular detection, pH,
temperature and humidity determination in the
solid state. Colloidal composites may vary
significantly, ranging from a single nanoparticle
stabilized by a polymer shell through a polymeric
carrier decorated with hundreds of particles. We
focus here on composite colloids comprising gold
nanoparticles, with an emphasis in systems with
potential application in surface enhanced Raman
scattering (SERS). The focus is on selected
strategies for synthesis and functionalization, such
as: encapsulation of gold nanoparticles by
amphiphilic polymers, polymeric matrices as
nanoparticle carriers and smart polymer based
composites. We stress the benefits derived from
the combination of polymers and metal particles
toward SERS, such as chemical and colloidal
stabilization in complex environments, and
collective optical effects through hot spot
generation for optimized SERS enhancement or
improved imaging tags.
On the other hand, bulk/film polymer
nanocomposites combine a responsive material
(the hydrogel) with a signal transduction element
(the plasmonic particles). Such a combination can

Figure 1. Top: Schematic illustration of the localized
surface plasmon in a metal nanoparticle induced by an
external electromagnetic radiation. The interaction with light
causes enhanced absorption and scattering processes as
well as highly intense electric fields at the nanoparticle
surface (represented by a magenta halo). Bottom:
Summary of the main stimuli and responses reported for
polymeric hydrogels.
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Biodegradable thermoplastic starch (TPS):
Present and future applications
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Nowadays, several new bio-based materials are
developed in order to partially substitute synthetic
ones. Among others, starch is a good candidate
because of its availability, biodegradability, and
low cost. Native starch presents a semi-crystalline
granular structure which can be destroyed to
convert it into thermoplastic starch (TPS), when
processed under conditions of pressure and
temperature in the presence of plasticizers such
as water and glycerol [1,2]. On the other hand,
thermoplastic starch can be processed using
technologies used for synthetic polymers, such as
extrusion and blow molding, compression and
injection molding, among others [3,4]. Given the
wide range of botanical sources, native starches
can meet the requirements for some applications.
However, native starches are not always suitable
for some industrial applications due to functional
limitations, such as low resistance to shear stress,
poor thermal properties, and a high tendency
toward retrogradation. These limitations can be
improved greatly by starch modification, which
generally involves physical (heat-moisture
treatment, annealing, pregelatinization, highpressure treatment, radiation, and sonication),
chemical (crosslinking, substitution, acid
hydrolysis, and oxidation/bleaching), or enzymatic
processes [5]. However, the hydrophilic nature of
starch conditions its use in many applications,
since it gives the final materials poor mechanical
properties and a low barrier to water vapor. Then,
for different applications, it is improbable to use
starch as raw material, even after some
modifications. Hence, it is necessary to use starch
blends and composites [6]. One approach to

overcome these drawbacks is the reinforcement of
TPS matrix adding natural organic or mineral
fillers. There are many works dealing with TPS
based materials containing different clay minerals
[7-10]. Among mineral fillers, talc is considered as
a good candidate in order to reinforce different
kind of matrixes [11,12]. Talc is a phyllosilicate
with a layered structure which consists of
octahedral brucite [Mg(OH)2] sheets sandwiched
between two tetrahedral silica [Si2O5] sheets. Talc
structure is composed of two kinds of surfaces: a
weakly energetic “basal surface” with basic and
hydrophobic Si-O-Si groups and a more energetic
“edge surface” with acid and hydrophilic Si-OH
groups and residual magnesium cations [13].
Thus, both layered structure and the nanometric
size thickness make talc particles suitable to be
intercalated by polymer chains during composite
processing [12]. Composites final properties and
performance depend on the starch botanical
source, its physical or chemical modifications and
also on the filler nature, composition, and size. On
the other hand, processing is also relevant in order
to obtain a proper filler dispersion and adhesion to
the matrix in order to guarantee a significant
improvement in composites final properties
[14,15].
Blending TPS with other polymers also represents
an alternative to improve some of the
aforementioned limitations of TPS [16]. However,
there are some research and industrial challenges
in terms of producing starch-based blends with
commercial utility, such as: miscibility problems
and poor mechanical properties at high starch
contents, and costs reduction, especially for
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biodegradable starch-polyester blends at low
starch contents (< 30 wt%) [17]. The most
common biodegradable materials are blends of
TPS and aliphatic/aromatic polyesters, such as
poly(lactic acid) (PLA), poly(butylene adipate
terephthalate) (PBAT), poly(hydroxybutyrate)
(PHB), and poly(vinyl) alcohol (PVA). In the last
years, PLA and PHB have attracted attention
because they are obtained from renewable
resources [18-21].
As it has been mentioned, mechanical, thermal,
and barrier properties of TPS materials can be
tailored to meet specific products’ requirements.
For vegetables packaging, TPS materials with low
to moderate barrier to moisture and gases should
be adequate to maintain the freshness, thus
prolonging the shelf life of vegetables.
Considering the global market of polymer
materials, starch-based plastics occupied a
relevant position amongst the bio-based ones,
with a relevant role in several applications and an
increasing market among bio-based materials in
the last few decades [22-26].
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drawbacks. Thus, though the exciting media to
sense is water, they are usually water-insoluble.
They may also be dispersed in physical support to
increase their applicability, but they tend to migrate
and have low light and thermal stability.

Introduction
Selective interactions of chemical species are at
the very foundation of life. Among them, molecular
recognition plays a crucial role in nature. It comes
from weak intermolecular interactions (e.g.,
hydrogen bonding, electrostatic or hydrophobic
interactions) of two or more species that bring
them spatially close because they are structural,
geometrical, and chemically complementary.

Background
A way to avoid these disadvantages is to prepare
polymer chemosensors, i.e., polymers with
binding and signalling units chemically bonded to
the lateral or within the main polymer or copolymer
chain. These materials can be used in the solid
state, preventing the migration and contamination
of the measuring media, permitting their use as
biomaterials, and their reuse. Also, the sensing
motifs chemically anchored to the polymer may be
hydrophobic. Simultaneously, the overall polymer
can be designed to have a proper
hydrophilic/hydrophobic balance mimicking, as a
system, the recognition phenomena in the binding
sites of enzymes.

In naturally occurring recognition events,
macromolecules, or even highly organized
systems such as cells, are usually involved (e.g.,
antigen/antibody
and
enzyme/substrate
interactions, synthesis of mRNA from DNA, or
synthesis of proteins).
Pedersen, Cram, and Lehn developed
supramolecular chemistry in the 1960s, launching
the new chemosensory, or chemical sensory, field.
Chemosensors have both host (receptor or
binding units) and signalling units (or antennas).

Moreover, crosslinked solid polymeric chemical
sensors exhibit exotic behaviour of the sensory
motifs within the solid material. This can be
exploited to develop cutting-edge applications to
detect species in a water environment or even in
the air. For instance, the solid macromolecular
structure provides environmental protection for
stabilizing unstable chemical groups that cannot
be isolated when prepared in solution in
conventional organic chemistry. These unstable
chemical groups, obtained upon modification of

Thus, upon recognition (i.e., selective interaction
of the host moieties with the targets or guests), a
macroscopic signal, or response, provides
information on the presence and concentration of
the said target. The response must be
macroscopically measurable, e.g., a colour or
fluorescence change, an electrical response, a
shape variation, or a solubility modification.
Generally, chemosensors are discrete low-mass
organic, or organometallic, species with significant
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the polymers in the solid-state, can be used
without much care as sensory motifs.
Discussion
Our strategy is related to the preparation of solid
sensory materials for the detection and
quantification of species for biomedical
applications (disease detection), food security
(food safety and food control), environmental
protection
(contaminant
detection
and
quantification), and security (explosive detection)
applications. The materials are mainly acrylic
copolymers prepared from hydrophilic and
hydrophobic monomers, and a small quantity of a
monomer, usually less than 1% regarding the
other co-monomers, bears the organic sensory
motif.

Figure 2. Monitoring of the evolution of chronic human
wounds. Analyses using a ninhydrin-based sensory
polymer and a smartphone [1].

We mainly prepare the sensory materials as dense
films, which change their colour or fluoresce upon
contacting the target species. Thus, the naked eye
can detect the target species in solution or even in
the gas phase. Also, they can be broadly
quantified
visually
or
by
using
a
spectrophotometer. Furthermore, even at the ppb
level, the quantification can be easily performed by
computer processing a picture taken to the
sensory film or, even better, with the help of a
mobile app (Figure 1).

Figure 3. A simple one-pot determination of both total
phenolic content and antioxidant activity of honey by
polymer chemosensors [2].

Figure 4. chromogenic anticounterfeit and security papers.
Chromogenic polymers used to build an intelligent label for
security paper applications [3].
Figure 1. Example of the automatic titration of a sample
using the app 'Colorimetric Titration' (developed by our
Research Group for Android and IOs).
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Contmainants pollution in water concern to
worldwide due the toxic effect on humans. There are
organic pollutants like antibiotics and inorganic like
metal ions, particularly heavy metals. The metals are
introduced into the environment during industrial
processes, refining of ores, mining, disposal of
industrial and domestic waters, etc. Therefore, the
removal of metal ions has attracted considerable
interest for many applications. Currently, there are
available several technologies to remove metals
from aqueous sources, such differential precipitation,
solvent extraction, distillation, ion exchange,
flotation, and filtration membranes, etc.

possible to separate a series of metal cations as well
as toxic inorganic anions such as arsenates,
dichromate, and borate from an aqueous solution [1].
The combination of polyelectrolytes and ultrafiltration
membranes is a potential alternative for the removal
of hazardous pollutants as arsenic, chromate, and
boron anions from aqueous solution under different
experimental conditions as well as by using composite
resins.
Thus, some results show that the ability of the
polymers to retain arsenate, chromate, and borate
ions in aqueous solution is strongly influenced by pH.
Furthermore, it was determined that an increase in the
concentration of polyelectrolyte produced higher
yields in the removal until a critical point is reached.
In general, the removal of the inorganic pollutant
depended on the pH, type of the polymer functional
group, relationship between the functional polymer
and the contaminant, and it is also possible find a
higher affinity for one hazardous inorganic specie by
the removal under competitive conditions.

A drawback of gel-type resins is that they have poor
mechanical properties, especially in the swollen state,
which is a disadvantage for packing procedures in
column operations and makes these resins more
susceptible to osmotic shock and resin particle
rupture. The degree of crosslinking has the most
marked effect on swelling abilities and the mechanical
properties of an ion exchanger. The greater degree of
crosslinking the better the mechanical properties,
however, the water absorption is reduced.

On the other hand, is growing the interest to decrease
or eliminate the presence of organic pollutants like
antibiotics. Therefore, in the current talk are also
presented results on the removal of antibiotics as
tetracycline (TET), ciprofloxacin (CIP), and amoxicilin
(AMX) by using functional polymers under different
experimental conditions.

Respect to the membrane processes, it involves the
simultaneous use of a ultrafiltration membrane and
water-soluble polymers, WSPs, having functional
groups which interact with the ionic species of low
molecular weight, form complexes which cannot pass
through the membrane with a molecular mass cut off
(MMCO) of 10.000 Da. Through LPR technique, it is
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Smart and multifunctional materials are a key driving force for the development of
wireless, sustainable and interconnected systems, playing a central role in the scope of
the digitalization and circular economy paradigms. Active and multifunctional materials
are being, in fact, increasingly implemented in areas such as sensors and actuators, energy
generation and storage, among others. The successful development of applications relies
both in the ability to proper tailor their functional response and in their application with
suitable (and sustainable) fabrication technologies.
Polymer based multifunctional materials processable by additive manufacturing
technologies is an area of increasing interest due to improved sustainability, simple
integration into devices and the possibility of obtaining multifunctional materials over
large and flexible areas.
Relevant results, strategies and challenges in the development of specific active and
multifunctional materials, including electro-, magneto-, thermo and photoactive, will be
shown, together with applications in the areas of sensors, actuators and energy generation
and storage.
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2Photoactivated

polymers, commonly polymerized by conventional
methods, are obtained as irregular solid particles
which are insoluble and difficult to disperse in
common solvents for further processing as films.
This fact hinders their practical application in fields
such as optoelectronics or energy storage.
In this work, the synthesis of CMP having redoxactive functionalities is developed via a two-step
pathway
combining
miniemulsion
and
solvothermal techniques that results in polymer
nanostructures that are much easier to disperse
facilitating the fabrication of electrodes. Among
huge variety of redox-active CMPs, here we
present our research on Anthraquinone-based
Conjugated Microporous Polymers (IEP-11) as
excellent candidates for battery electrodes.
Moreover, we also present our latest results on
the fabrication of hybrid electrodes by combining
Anthraquinone-based CMPs with nanocarbons.
This hybridization strategy dramatically increases
the electrical and electrochemical properties of the
material allowing the preparation of practical
electrodes with small content of carbon additives
and very high mass loading. These two factors
contribute to the excellent electrochemical
performance of the electrodes exhibiting the
highest values of areal capacity and rate
performance reported for an organic electrode.

Introduction
In the last two decades the development and
research of Lithium ion batteries (LIBs) has greatly
increased. Nowadays, LIBs are dominated by
carbon composite electrodes and inorganic
intercalation compounds which often contains
toxic and scarce metals such cobalt or nickel.
Even though their success in commercial LIBs,
there is a need for cost-effective, large scale,
environmentally friendly, sustainable and safer
electrode materials.
One of the most promising alternatives are organic
electrodes and specifically those based on redoxactive polymers [1]. These materials have
extraordinary properties such as, environmentally
friendly, cheap, abundant and can be obtained
from natural sources. Furthermore, redox-active
polymers present high theoretical capacity,
tunable redox potential and fast kinetics which
make them ideal for battery use. To date, several
linear redox-active polymers have demonstrated
improved cycling performance compared to the
small molecules in LIB. However, capacity fading
is still an issue over long cycling since
polymerization can only mitigate rather than totally
prevent the dissolution of active material.
Conjugated microporous polymers (CMPs) are a
unique subclass of amorphous polymers that
combine extended π-conjugation with inherent 3D
permanent microporosity which results in large
specific surface area and high physico–chemical
stability [2]. However, conjugated microporous

Results and Discussion
Here, we report the synthesis of anthraquinonebased CMPs by combining miniemulsion
polymerization method as a strategy to get
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constituting a great leap forward in the
development of practical organic batteries.

nanostructured polymers easy to process as high
performing electrodes (see Figure 1). We
demonstrated that CMPs synthesized by
miniemulsion technique combine excellent redox
behaviour due to antraquinoyl redox groups, fast
charge transport due to π-conjugated backbone,
fast ion mobility due to porous structure and
extraordinary (electro)chemical stability over
cycling due to the shape-persistent 3D
microporous nature [3]. The reported redox
microporous polymer exhibits ultrahigh specific
surface area (>2000 m2 g−1) with dual micromesoporosity. These interesting textural
properties and the inherent robustness of
conjugated porous polymers contribute to their
excellent electrochemical performance such as
high gravimetric capacity (100 mAh g‒1), excellent
rate capability (50% capacity retention at 30 C)
and unprecedented long-term cyclability.
We also demonstrated an innovative approach for
developing practical organic electrodes through
the synthesis of conjugated microporous polymers
in the presence of carbon nanostructures and
further processing into self-supported buckypaper
electrodes (see Figure 1) [4].

Figure 2. Comparing the performance of IEP-11 hybrid
electrode with the state-of-the art polymeric electrodes.

Conclusion
We believe that the combined approach of
miniemulsion-solvothermal
technique
and
hybridization will open up new horizons in
developing safe, environmentally benign,
economical, and practical organic batteries.
In the last part of the talk I will also show the most
recent results on the performance of this IEP-11
hybrid polymer in aqueous batteries besides a
flavour of the new microporous polymer structures
that we are investigating.
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pressure, fill factor, among others, to prevent
degradation of the API or polymeric excipient and
achieve dissolution of the API in the polymer.

Introduction
Pharmaceutical extrusion or hot melt extrusion
(HME) is a continuous process that has grown in
the pharmaceutical, nutraceutical and healthcare
industry, due to its application to obtain different
drug dissolution profiles [1], increase the
bioavailability of the Active Pharmaceutical
Ingredient (API) or Active Nutraceutical Ingredient
(ANI) [2], without the use of solvents and it can be
implemented for the development of different drug
delivery systems, such as pellets, granules,
tablets, minitablets, soft and hard capsules,
ophthalmic inserts, suppositories, stents, and
transdermal and transmucosal patches [3] [4].

The general objective of this research was to
develop a continuous extrusion process with a
wide processing window for an anti-inflammatory
drug, with an active ingredient with low water
solubility, to guarantee an improved in vitro
efficacy of the drug and an improved solubility of
the active ingredient in pharmaceutical polymeric
excipients.
Experimental
A phased methodology was implemented,
qualitative and quantitative, as well as a scientific
method to answer the research questions. At each
stage, characterization techniques were used and
samples were discarded that did not meet the
established criteria of each stage. For the
pharmaceutical formulations, the active antiinflammatory ingredient, Ketoprofen (KTO), and a
combination of the copolymers, Soluplus® and
Kollidon® SR, were used as excipients, were
processed in a corotating twin screw extruder
(TSE), Leistritz Nano 16, following a design of
experiments (DoE) in which three melt
temperatures, three screw rotation speeds, and
three filling factors were determined. The DoE was
run with two screw geometries. The samples were
characterized by Film Casting, thermal analysis,
DSC and TGA, Optical and Polarized Light
Microscopy, Hot Stage Microscopy, X-ray
Diffraction (XRD), Scanning Electronic Microscopy
(SEM), High Efficiency Liquid Chromatography

HME can be used for the development of new
drugs and dietary supplements with improved
bioavailability, since it increases the solubility of
the water-insoluble active ingredients, by
dissolving them in water-soluble or hydrophilic
polymeric excipients, in a combination of
hydrophilic and hydrophobic polymers, or in
amphiphilic copolymers. However, the application
of HME is restricted by two technical problems: (1)
the API or polymeric excipients can degrade at the
high processing temperatures of the polymers or
the long residence times in extruders, and (2) the
physicochemical stability of the extrudate and
dosage forms during its shelf life. To avoid this
problem and obtain a homogeneous and stable
solid dispersion, the HME process must be carried
out under enhanced extrusion conditions, the
barrel temperature profile, melt temperature,
screw design, screw rotation speed, back
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enhanced API solubility were achieved in
polymeric excipients.

(HPLC), and Dissolution Profiles following the
parameters of KTO-specific USP 41 Monograph.
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water as a coagulant, which led to the formation of
the integral asymmetric structures.

Introduction
Membrane technology is present in everyday life
but its potential for energy and resource efficient
cleaning and processing of water, air, and
chemicals is not fully exploited. Besides process
engineering also membrane development and
especially material development are important
parameters on the way to develop competitive
membrane processes.
Polymers are very attractive candidates for
membranes in many separation tasks, as they are
much cheaper, easier to upscale and easier to
handle in applications as compared to ceramic or
metallic membranes. Polymers fail, however, if
separations have to be carried out at very high
temperatures or under chemically very harsh
conditions.

Also the influence of an electric field during the
evaporation step prior the precipitation step was
studied.
After precipitation, membranes were washed and
dried, before they were further functionalised and
characterized in terms of morphology and
separation performance.
Morphological investigations were carried out by
electron
microscopy.
Contact
angle
measurements, water flux measurements and
retention tests were carried out for
characterisation of the membrane performance.

Results and Discussion

In this contribution a few highlights in the material
development of polymer membranes will be
presented. These will be block copolymers as
candidates for a new generation of ultrafiltration
and nanofiltration membranes.

First the structure formation of self-assembling
block copolymers and their phase separation from
the non-solvent (coagulant) during the non-solvent
induced phase separation (NIPS) process will be
presented for flat sheet membranes [1-5] including
the influence of an electric field on the order and
length of the cylindrical pores of the top surface [5],
which are characteristic for these isoporous
membranes.

Experimental
Block copolymers were synthesized by living
anionic polymerization. Integral asymmetric
membranes were prepared from casting the block
copolymers dissolved in a suitable mixture of
solvents on a non-woven support using a doctor
blade. After some time allowing a part of the
solvent to evaporate the films were dipped into

In the second part different ways to tune the pore
size and functionalities of these membranes will be
presented [6-11], with an emphasis on different
postfunctionalization strategies of the pores.
These
postfunctionalizations
may
alter
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hydrophilicity, pore size, and ionic charges of the
pores, which can lead to very promising separation
performance of these membranes on different
length scales covering bothe the ultrafiltration and
nanofiltratrion regimes. This will be demonstrated
on separation of proteins [9,11,12] and the
separation of low molecular weight organic dies [610].
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reptation, mainly, contour length fluctuations
(CLF) —fluctuations of the length of the tube—
and constraint release (CR) —probe relaxation
driven by the motions of surrounding chains. CR
becomes particularly important in polydisperse
melts and binary blends, especially where long
polymer chains are mixed with short additives of
the same chemistry (iso-frictional blends) but
sometimes of different polymer architecture. A
simplified model of the many-body CR
mechanism, called dynamic tube dilation (DTD),
considers that CR leads to an increase with time
of the tube diameter. The effective terminal tube
dilation of the long chains in polymer blends can
be determined by obtaining the long-time tube
diameter from macroscopic techniques such as
dielectric spectroscopy (DS) and rheology.
However, these techniques cannot resolve the
time evolution of the tube diameter involved in the
dilation phenomenon. Here we show how we have
exploited the spatial and time resolution of neutron
spin echo (NSE) to directly probe the timedependent tube dilation in model blends based on
polyisoprene (PI) with different topologies: short
linear chains and small star polymers blended with
long linear entangled chains. The smaller
additives have faster dynamics that affect the tube
dynamics of the longer chains and enhance the
mechanism of CR.

Introduction
There is no doubt about the importance of
understanding the structure and dynamics (and
their interplay) of the structural units of materials.
Neutron scattering (NS) techniques can provide
this information at molecular level. H/D contrast
can be exploited to selectively follow particular
labeled macromolecules or molecular groups by
NS. This strategy was crucial to e.g.
experimentally confirm the random coil
conformation and the reptation mechanism of
polymeric chains in bulk. In addition, NS
combined with H/D labeling allows the selective
scrutiny of different components in a complex
material, opening a myriad of possibilities in the
soft matter field, and, in particular, in polymerbased materials [1]. A recent application of these
capabilities [2] has been focused on getting insight
into the constraint release mechanism in
polymeric materials.
Nowadays, it is well accepted that the viscoelastic
properties of high molecular weight polymer melts
are controlled by entanglements: topological
constraints imposed by mutually interpenetrating
and uncrossable polymer chains. In the tube
model for entangled chains, these constraints are
represented by a fictitious tube that restricts the
lateral motion of the polymer chain within its
diameter leading to a reptation motion of the chain
along the tube. However, the pure reptation tube
model fails in real materials, which are
polydisperse and most times multicomponent. In
these cases other mechanisms compete with

Experimental
Iso-frictional blends based on PI were studied.
Long chains were mixed with `additives' of two
different topologies: short PI linear chains and
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star-branched PI at a volume fraction of the longlinear PI chains φL=0.5. Nearly monodisperse
long-linear PI as well as additives (short-linear and
8-arm star-branched PI) (both, protonated and
deuterated) were synthesized by anionic
polymerization. The entanglement mass of PI is
Me≈5kg/mol. Long-linear PI had Z=M/Me≈16
entanglements per chain while the short-linear and
the star-branched PI had Z≈2.4. The samples for
neutron scattering experiments contained 10% of
long protonated PI chains in the otherwise
deuterated material. With this labeling, we
selectively accessed the static and the dynamic
single chain structure factor of the long PI chains
within the corresponding bulk. This was realized
by small angle neutron scattering (SANS) and
NSE experiments, respectively. DS and
rheological experiments complemented the study.

design of polymeric materials with the desired
rheological properties.

Figure 1. Chain dynamic structure factor measured by NSE
for PI chains at 423 K and the three Q-values indicated.
Empty symbols correspond to the pure PI system and filled
symbols to PI chains (matrix) in the presence of short linear
additives. Solid lines are the description of the dynamic
structure factor of pure PI based on pure reptation
mechanism. Dashed lines correspond to a
phenomenological model for the PI-chains in the presence
of the additives, for which the tube diameter increases
according to the dotted lines.

Results and Discussion
SANS results showed that conformation of longlinear PI chains follows an unperturbed Gaussian
random walk, which does not change in the
presence of additives. Regarding the dynamics,
first, by means of DS in the terminal range we
confirmed a dilated tube mechanism for the long
chains relaxation. Second, we demonstrated that
the time-dependent tube dilation can be directly
inferred from the NSE data. As can be seen in Fig.
1, it shows itself in an additional time dependence
of the dynamic structure factor in the local
reptation regime. The experimental observation
can be well described assuming a
phenomenological model where the tube diameter
increases with time as shown in the Figure. By
considering also the rheological and DS results on
the additive, the characteristic time that governs
tube dilation was identified as the terminal time of
the additive.
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Table 1. Performance of a Galactopol type composite
membrane (biopolymer rich in galactose) for dehydration
of bioethanol (with 5% and 10% w/w of water).

Introduction and Context
This lecture discusses de production of
biopolymers by bacterial cultures and their use for
the production of membranes, aiming their stability
under operating conditions and their
biodegradability after use. Different techniques for
the purification of the biopolymers produced will be
presented and discussed critically.

In a second example, it can be seen (Table 2) that
a composite membrane prepared with a top layer
of Fucopol, also a biopolymer produced by
fermentation of glycerol, supported on a porous
substrate of polyethersulfone, can be used for
drying of industrial gas streams (namely flue gas
and biogas) with excellent selectivity.

The protocols for preparation of homogeneous
and composite membranes will be discussed as
well as the characterisation of the membranes
developed, in what concerns their mechanical,
structural and transport properties.
The use of these membranes in different
applications, namely on the processing of organic
solvents and on gas filtration, permeation and
drying will be presented and discussed.

Table 2. Performance of a Fucopol (biopolymer rich in
fucose) type composite membrane for drying of flue gas
(80% N2 + 20% CO2 with controlled humidity) and biogas
(70% CH4 + 30% CO2 with controlled humidity).
Mixtures

Gas humidity
content

Sel
Pgas* (Barrer)

PCO2 (Barrer)

PH2O (Barrer)

(wt.%)

Results
As an example, Table 1 shows that a composite
membrane prepared with a top layer of Galactopol,
a biopolymer produced by fermentation of
glycerol, supported on a porous substrate of
polyethersulfone, can be used for dehydration of
bioethanol per pervaporation, exhibiting an
extremely high selectivity for the removal of water.

Sel

Flue gas

0.0

1.6 ± 0.1

0.9 ± 0.0(5)

-

-

(N2/CO2)

0.7

1.9 ± 0.0(3)

2.6 ± 0.1

565.0 ± 23.0

218.3 ± 11.6

0.0

0.6 ± 0.0(3)

1.3 ± 0.1

-

-

0.8

0.4 ± 0.0(4)

2.0 ± 0.2

1766.3 ± 43.6

888.4 ± 76.9

Biogas
(CH4/CO2)

(H2O/gas*)

(H2O/CO2)

294.4 ± 12.7

4041.9 ±
344.0
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damage [2]. We then use antioxidants as
additives, which do not incorporate into the
crystalline structure of conducting polymers, to
quench reactive species formed after irradiation
with the electron beam and thereby achieve a
resolution limit down to 3.6 Å [3]. This enables
mapping of pi-stacking of conjugated polymers,
and insights on the conductive pathways in these
materials (Figure 2).

Introduction
Imaging of polymers by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) or scanning transmission
electron microscopy (STEM) remains a challenge
due to the low contrast between domains and
sensitivity to the electron beam. Recent advances
in instrumentation for electron microscopy have
aimed to push the resolution limit, leading to
remarkable instruments capable of imaging at 0.5
Å. But, when imaging soft materials, the resolution
is often limited by the amount of dose the material
can handle rather than the instrumental resolution.
Results and Discussion
Despite the strong constraints placed by radiation
sensitivity, recent developments in electron
microscopes have the potential to advance
polymer electron microscopy. For example, we
have used electron tomography to map nanoscale
inhomogeneity in the density of membranes used
for reverse osmosis (Figure 1). The key was to
combine two techniques, energy-filtered
microscopy and electron tomography, to reveal
new insights on how mass is distributed at the
nanoscale. We find that controlling these
fluctuations in density is key to maximize water
transport [1].

Figure 1. 3D reconstruction of a desalination membrane.
Red and blue slabs represent feed and permeate, and gray
cylindrical objects denote pathways for water flow obtained
from transport simulations carried out on electron
tomography data. From ref. [1].

Altogether, the field of polymer electron
microscopy is poised to make significant advances
in the near future.

We have also used a chemical approach to
minimize radiation damage and push imaging
resolution. Key to this effort is characterization of
the mechanism for radiation damage in the TEM,
which suggests new strategies to minimize
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Figure 2. Adding antioxidants can push the resolution limit
of polymer electron microscopy to reveal a structure smaller
in scale (blue) compared to the structure previously
observed (pink) in this false-color image. TEM image from
ref. [3].
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The physical organisation, from the molecular to
the macro-scale, of essentially all macromolecular
materials can profoundly affect the properties and
features of the resulting architectures. Here, rules
will be discussed that explain the mechanical
properties of the Katana and help distinguishing
good from lesser tasty chocolates. It will be shown
how similar understanding of the solidification
process can be applied to organic semiconductors
to manipulate their properties and, hence, and
their consequent performance when used as
active layers in organic photovoltaic cells, organic
thin-film transistors, sensors, and electrochemical
devices. To illustrate this, a survey will be given on
the principles of structure development from the
liquid phase with focus on how to use phase
diagrams
to
manipulate
their
phase
transformations and solid-state order for the
controlled design and manipulation of the final
‘morphology’ towards technological and practical
applications, including organic solar cells.
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Figure 1. Temperature-composition phase diagrams, as measured via optical microscopy (a) or differential scanning
calorimetry (b) are highly useful to deliver rationales on specific device functions (e.g., optimum performance of polymer
photovoltaic devices).
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Introduction

applications in hygiene and sanitary products or
as controlled release matrices for horticulture.

Plastics are the most employed materials
worldwide due to the wide spectrum of properties
that display. But their vast production and relative
fast disposability, particularly as compared to the
time required to undergo degradation, have
caused severe environmental issues. This is the
case of acrylic derivative-based superabsorbent
polymers (SAP), which show outstanding
properties since they can absorb a huge amount
of water (i.e. from 10 to 1000 times its weight,
g/g). Unfortunately, these polymers exhibit very
poor biodegradability, in addition to some toxicity
and low cost-efficiency, such that alternative
materials are required to face those issues. On
these grounds, materials obtained from byproducts and wastes of the agri-food industry
have been studied, resulting in much lower
biodegradability and greater water absorption
capacities, overpassing the superabsorbent
threshold.This excellent interaction with water,
found in some protein-based materials, (e.g. soy
[1] or plasma protein [2]) has been supported by
a marked content in hydrophilic amino acids
(aspartic and glutamic acids). The feasible use of
this kind of absorbent and porous materials have
been reported to be useful in different fields such
as medicine, hygiene and horticulture. In
horticulture, the use of these materials with
fertilizers incorporated allows to improve the
efficiency of assimilation of nutrient and water by
crops, reducing cultivation costs and the pollution
generated due to their controlled release [3]. The
objective of this work was to assess different
agro-polymers that can be processed to produce
enhanced absorbent materials with potential

Experimental
Soy protein isolate (SPI) and porcine plasma
protein (PPP) were used as bioplastic matrices.
Glycerol (GL) was used as the plasticizer. Zinc
sulphate (ZnSO4·H2O) was incorporated into the
matrix as the micronutrient, following different
procedures.
Bioplastic matrices were processed by injection
moulding in a lab-scale Minijet piston II (Haake,
Germany), using a previous mixing stage to
obtain a protein/plasticizer blend which was
heated in the cylinder at 40 ºC and injected at
high pressure (500 bar) into a rectangular mould
(1x10x60 mm3). The mould was maintained at a
temperature ranging from 70 to 90 ºC for 150 s.
These protein/GL blends were submitted to
temperature ramp tests from 30 to 140 ºC, at 5
ºC/min (1 Hz, within the linear viscoelastic range).
These tests were performed using an RSA-3
DMA (TA Instrument, USA) in compression
mode, using a cylinder geometry (dia: 8 mm).
The water uptake capacity (WUC) was calculated
according to ASTM D570-98 standard. Finally,
zinc content was determined by inductively
coupled plasma-atomic emission spectroscopy
(ICP) using an ICP SpectroBlue TI (Germany)
and zinc release was measured by conductivity
(EC-metro BASIC30, Spain) in distilled water.
Results and Discussion
The evolution of the elastic (E’) and viscous (E’’)
moduli with temperature can be observed in
Figure 1. Both SPI/GL and PPP/GL blends show
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capacity is limited when incorporating fertilizers,
they have excellent properties for use in
horticulture.

a predominantly elastic behaviour (E’>E’’) with a
quite different dependence on temperature.
SPI/GL blends displayed a typical thermoplastic
behaviour, where the glass-like, transition, and
rubbery plateau regions may be identified. In
contrast; PPP/GL blends exhibited a minimum
value for E’ and E” at ca. 67 ºC showing a
marked increase in both moduli, related to the
gelation of the albumin protein, which is dominant
in the PPP [4]. It is also well known that proteins
do not show any tendency to melt. Instead, a
thermoset response was eventually observed.
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Figure 2. Zinc release of SPI/GL systems with different
concentration of ZnSO4·H2O
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To sum up, SPI and PPI have shown their great
capacity as SAP (e.g. to be applied in sanitary
pads). Besides, although their absorption
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Introduction
Fibre reinforced polymer composites (FRP)
possess outstanding specific strength and
stiffness, high impact resistance, good corrosion
resistance, easy handling and lightweight.
Compared to metallic structures, both their lower
weight and similar mechanical properties make
them attractive for reducing their environmental
footprint and fuel consumption. They are useful for
a wide range of structural applications, including
aeronautical, windmills, automotive, marine, civil
infrastructure, and sport goods, among others [1].
However, their main disadvantage is that, once
processed, they cannot be transformed again or
recycled, generating an increase of waste in
landfills. The European Union has already
launched a set of initiatives and new legislations,
"European Green Deal" to reach a globally
competitive, low‐carbon, resource‐efficient, and
Circular Economy, whilst protecting environmental
and human health [2]. Therefore, new strategies to
reduce FRP waste and improve their recyclability
are gaining traction. Among them, continuous fibre
reinforced thermoplastic polymeric composites
(FRTP) offer some substantial advantages like
high productivity, high impact resistance,
thermoforming, ease of repair, indefinite storage
life and the ability to weld or fuse parts together [3].
However, their extremely high viscosity in the
molten state makes then impossible to process
through conventional manufacturing techniques
and, thus, would require a heavy investment to the
composite producers. An alternative, more reliable
and cost-effective to melt processing is the

reactive resin transfer of low viscosity liquid
polymer precursor. Without the need for high
pressures, the precursor can readily impregnate
the fibre and, then, polymerise in-situ inside the
mould by applying low temperatures. A second
strategy to extend their life cycle and reduce waste
is by developing composites less susceptible to
damage or by implementing advanced
mechanisms to repair efficiently a damage. Selfhealing of FRPC is scarce but has already
demonstrated its potential, mostly by autonomic
processes though some initial studies have been
reported via reversible healing.
The main goal of our work is to bring circular
economy and sustainability to FRP by developing
a new liquid thermoplastic resin (named Akelite,
patented by CSIC) that enables the manufacture
of sustainable FRP with current processes [4]. In
addition, we have developed self-healing FRP as
a way of extending their lifetime and to reduce the
cost of repair processes.
Experimental
Four-ply laminates of unidirectional carbon fibre
reinforced polymer (CFRP) are prepared using a
vacuum-assisted resin infusion moulding
(VARIM). The infusion is made in the direction of
the fibre and the carbon fibre content is about of
75%. Once infused, the material is cured at 70 ºC
for 120 minutes. Mechanical testing was done to
determine the tensile, flexural, impact and
interlaminar strength (ILSS) properties of the
composites. At least six laminates of each
composite were tested. The properties of the
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composites with thermoplastic resin were
compared to those of a commercial epoxy resin,
Resoltech 1050. For the development of
multifunctional FRP with self-healing capability, an
intrinsic approach based on the blend of a
thermoplastic polymer, ionomeric ethylene
methacrylic acid copolymer (EMAA) with epoxy
resin. EMAA is deposited on the fibre surface by
spraying. A suspension of EMAA nanoparticles in
ethanol, at the desired concentration, was sprayed
onto the surface of the fibres, to add 3 and 6 wt.%
of thermoplastic in the laminates. Mode I
interlaminar fracture toughness testing were
carried out to evaluate the healing efficiency.

derived from those primary led to a material with
similar mechanical properties (Fig. 2).
Figure 1. Thermoformed (left) and recycling of Akelite
laminates (right)

Figure 2. Mechanical properties of the recovered laminates

Results and Discussion
The mechanical properties of CFRP with Akelite
and epoxy as resin are shown in Table 1. UD
laminates exhibit high anisotropy, which is clearly
observed in a higher modulus and strength in the
fibre direction. In general, Akelite-based laminates
show better mechanical properties. Thus, it is
possible to prepare structural CFRTPs with high
mechanical performances similar to conventional
epoxy resin-based CFRPs.

Samples with EMAA showed a healing efficiency
of 63% for the first cycle, and over 40% for the
third cycle (Fig. 3, left). As observed by SEM,
EMAA acts as a "bridge" between the fibre and
the resin at the interface (Fig. 3, right).
Figure 3. Healing efficiency (left) and fracture surface
microscopy (right)

Epoxi

η Force (%)

Property
Akelite
Tensile 0º (ASTM D3039)
Young’s modulus, GPa
159±9
Strength, MPa
1830±174
Tensile 90º (ASTM D3039)
Young’s modulus, GPa
4.8±0.7
Strength, MPa
33.7±3.2
Flexural 0º (ASTM D790)
Young’s modulus, GPa
52.5±4.3
Strength, MPa
1026±72
Flexural 90º (ASTM D790)
Young’s modulus, GPa
5.0±2.1
Strength, MPa
73.4±31.7
ILSS (ASTM D2344)
Strength, MPa
58.2±1.2
Charpy impact (UNE ISO 179)
Strength, MJ/m2
78.6±17.1

100

130±12
1732±190

100

80

80

60

60

40

40

20

20
0

0

1st

4.6±0.2
38.6±4.3

ηGI(%)

Table 1. Mechanical properties of CFRP with Akelite and
epoxy resin

2nd

3rd

Conclusions
It is crucial to develop a new generation of
sustainable fibre reinforced polymer composites,
100% recyclable, that comply with the principles of
the circular economy.

58.7±7.4
939±83
6.7±2.0
89±25
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50.1±2.7
58.5±7.1

The main advantage of these CFRTPs is that they
can be thermoformed into the desired shape by
applying heat and pressure (Fig. 1, left), and the
material is 100% recyclable, recovering the fibres
and the resin in optimum conditions (Fig. 1, right).
The fabrication of a 2nd generation laminates
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temperature for 24 h and shredded in a Metvisa™
CUT.8 laboratory shredder obtaining films with
irregular dimensions smaller than 1 cm. (MFI index
= 0.8 g/10 min, 190 °C, 2.16 Kg).
Coal mining waste was added to LDPE at 20 %,
40 %, 60 % and 80 % wt. For the preparation of
the composite material, the recycled LDPE was
first processed at 130 °C and 50 rpm in a dynamic
thermomixer (Thermo Scientific™ HAAKE™
Rheomix). After the LDPE melting, coal waste was
added and further processed for 10 min under the
same conditions. For the tests, the samples were
molded in a hydraulic press Carver Monarch
Model 371, at a temperature of 130 °C. The tests
were performed in quintuplicate.
The composite formulations were characterized by
tensile-stress tests, hardness Shore D, melt flow
index, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA),
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), thermal conductivity,
and flammability test.
The evaluation of the mitigation of the
ecotoxicological effects in organisms of soil and
aquatic systems caused by the CMW leachate
through the formulation of a composite material
using recycled LDPE as a matrix was previous
reported [2] and, a pH test and ecotoxicological
evaluation with bioluminescence inhibition with
aquatic biomarkers were presented.

Introduction
The mining process in a coal industry is
responsible for a great environmental impact, 60%
of the total extracted is discarded, which is sent to
a controlled dam due to its potential toxicological
effect when exposed to the environment. Coal
mining waste (CMW) generally contains metals
and sulfur ions, thus environmental problems
become critical, such as geotechnical instability
due to slope or erosion and the formation of acid
drainage [1].
On the other hand, low density polyethylene
(LDPE) polymers are an environmental concern
due to their high usage, and slow degradation in
the environment. In this study both waste materials
were used to develop a composite with good
mechanical and thermal properties allowing to be
used in specific applications and, also to mitigate
the environmental impacts of coal mining waste
(CMW).
Experimental
CMW was acquired prior to disposal at the tailing
dams of a mining company located in the city of
Treviso, Santa Catarina state, Brazil. The material
was first dried in an oven at 110 °C for 6 h, then
dry milled in a Quimis™ Q298 laboratory ball mill
at 150 rpm on a traction roller for 2 h to obtain
particles smaller than 0.05 mm having an average
diameter of 18.52 µm.
For recycled LDPE, supermarket plastic bags
were used, washed with water, dried at room

Results and Discussion
LDPE composites containing 0, 20, 40, 60 and 80
%wt of coal mining waste were prepared as
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described in the experimental section and
characterized by mechanical tensile tests.
Figure 1 shows the stress-strain curves of the
composite materials, in which can be clearly
observed the increase of elasticity modulus with
the CMW weight fraction, followed by a decrease
of the elongation at break of the composite
material.

Figure 2. pH and ecotoxicological test of the leachate
formulations

The results of the evaluated ecotoxicological
parameters [2] showed that coal mining waste
contains characteristics of contamination in
aquatic systems and pH decrease However, the
composite material of polymeric matrix tends to
block these adverse effects. The formation of acid
drainage and traces of toxic elements in this acidic
leachate, as well as its potential of contamination
are mitigated by the addition of LDPE polymers.
The hydrophobic nature of the composite's
polymeric matrix as well its physical properties
contributed to a better coating of the coal residue
particles, blocking the contact with water, and
reducing the environmental risks of CMW.
These results showed that the production of
LDPE/CMW composite is a viable alternative route
for materials to the construction industry and to
treat coal and LDPE waste.

Figure 1. Stress-strain curves of composite materials

There was also a decrease in the impact
resistance of the material with increasing fraction
of coal mining waste.
SEM micrographs showed some irregularities in
the fracture surfaces. In composites with 60 and
80 %wt CMW, a homogeneous dispersion of the
load grains is observed throughout the matrix.
DSC curves showed for all samples two
endothermic peaks at around 112 and at 125 °C,
corresponding to the melting of the polymeric
matrix, indicanting that the recycled LDPE matrix
from plastic bags, is in fact a HDPE/LDPE blend.
The polymeric matrix crystallinity decreased with
increasing CMW fraction. No nucleation effect was
observed.
TGA analysis showed that the thermal stability
was increased with the presence of CMW,
probably due to the barrier effect caused by the
good dispersion of the grains, hindering the
diffusion of volatile products and heat through the
polymeric material, which also improved the
resistance to flammability.
Figure 2 showed the pH and ecotoxicological test
in aquatic systems with bioluminescence inhibition
with Aliivibrio fischeri.
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peroxide (DCP). 5 minutes later and mixed for 5
more minutes. The NR/GTR blend was vulcanized
under hot-pressed at 4 MPa and 170 °C for 5
minutes. The Polylactic acid (PLA) is an extrusion
grade (PLA2002D®) obtained from NatureWorks.
Melt blending was performed in an internal mixer
at 170 °C and a rotation speed of 60 RPM. The
PLA was first added, with an antioxidant (Irganox®
1010, BASF). After 5 minutes, the previously
prepared mixture of NR/GTR containing DCP was
added and further mixed for 5 more minutes. The
blends were hot-pressed at 4 MPa and 170 °C for
5 minutes and then cooled down to RT at 50
°C.min 1.

Introduction
Each year in Europe, mega-tons of plastics and
rubber waste are generated, forcing the polymer
industry to solve ecological issues [1]. To tackle
this, the design of rubber composites or bio-based
thermoplastics elastomers using wastes rubber
from the pneumatic industry (so-called ground tyre
rubber, GTR) can be proposed as potential
solutions [2]. Nonetheless, providing high values
to these materials still require investigation to
deliver products economically suitable to be
reintroduced in industrial circuits.
This paper reports the preparation and
characterization of natural rubber / ground tyre
rubber (NR/GTR) composites and polylactic acid /
natural rubber / ground tyre rubber
(PLA/NR/GTR). The results reveal these materials
to be potential candidates for high added values
applications such as heating/cooling technology or
high impact structures.

Results and Discussion
Deformation mechanisms of vulcanized natural
rubber (NR) / ground tire rubber (GTR) composites
are studied by combining mechanical (UTS),
microstructural (WAXS) and thermal (IR)
characterization techniques. The incorporation of
GTR into the NR matrix shows a nucleation ability
on strain induced crystallization (SIC) as
demonstrated in figure 1a-b. This is accompanied
by an increasing number of oriented crystallites
that behave as reinforcing fillers in the NR/GTR
composites as compared to the neat NR [3]. This
is associated with a large strain reinforcement
(figure 1c). Moreover, due to latent heat
accompanying crystallization, tensile tests
performed in adiabatic conditions reveal a heating
(figure 1d-e), that is found superior in the NR/GTR
blends as compared to neat NR [4].

Experimental
The Ground tire rubber (GTR) is supplied by J.
Allcock & Sons Ltd and originates from the
transformation of tire buffing into finer rubber
crumbs via cryo-grinding. The particles were then
sieved using a vibratory sieve shaker. The natural
rubber (NR) is an SMR (Standard Malaysian
Rubber) supplied by Akrochem. NR was
masticated in an internal mixer (Brabender PlasticCorder) at 80 °C and at a rotation speed of 40 rpm.
After 5 minutes, the sieved GTR was added,
followed by the vulcanizing agent dicumyl
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the shape recovery in PLA/NR/GTR are
maintained as compared to their homologues
PLA/NR that do not use GTR wastes (figure 2a-c).
These properties are thought to be due to the
encapsulation of the GTR particles into the NR
matrix forming an elastic continuous phase with
limited cavities growth (figure 2d). Moreover,
PLA/NR/GTR blends exhibit a ten-fold increase of
the impact strength as compared to the neat PLA.
Conclusion
This paper presented novel strategies of materials
design incorporating wastes rubber with high
added value. To do so, rubber composites
NR/GTR
and
thermoplastic
elastomers
PLA/NR/GTR were prepared. The tensile
properties in NR/GTR composites were found to
be associated with an improvement of straininduced crystallization and elastocaloric effect.
The tensile and impact properties of PLA/NR/GTR
revealed an elastic modulus, impact strength and
shape recovery comparable to the ones of their
homologues PLA/NR. The NR/GTR and
PLA/NR/GTR materials are hence thought to be
promising candidates for applications such as
heating/cooling technology or high impact pieces.

Figure 1. (a) Wide angle X-Rays scattering (WAXS) during
tensile test of NR/GTR, (b) crystalline fraction versus
deformation in NR and NR/GTR, (c) stress-strain behaviour
(d-e) temperature field and maximum temperature from IR
camera versus deformation.
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bonds) as a precursor towards functional polymer
structures by copolymerization with cyclic
anhydrides [6]. This has allowed us to devise
polyesters with two built-in functional groups that
can be addressed and transformed individually
giving impetus to materials with tuneable
mechanical and thermal features that are not
easily
feasible
through
conventional
polymerization processes (Figure 1).

Introduction
Terpenes are naturally occurring unsaturated
hydrocarbon compounds produced predominantly
by plants. Their unsaturation in combination with
their rich structural diversity make them interesting
building block candidates for biosourced polymer
development. While direct homo-polymerization of
terpenes is a well-known approach to more
complex polyolefin analogues, formation of
polyester or polycarbonate macrostructures that
incorporate terpene monomers is still at its infancy
[1]. In this regard, development of novel catalysts
that can address the copolymerization of terpene
oxides with either cyclic anhydrides (to form
polyesters) or CO2 (to provide polycarbonates) is
of high current interest
Our group has been interested in the use of
renewable compounds for heterocyclic and
polymer synthesis, and initially our focus was on
the copolymerization of D-limonene and CO2 [2-3].
The resultant polycarbonates demonstrated a
versatile synthetic behaviour allowing to fine-tune
functionality, thermal behaviour and application
potential such as increasing the hydrophobicity. At
a later stage, we developed polyesters from a
range of terpene oxides (including those on
limonene, menthene and carene) illustrating a
further diversity of structurally useful polymer
backbones that allowed to fine-tune the thermal
properties over an extensive glass transition
temperature range (50-235 ºC) [4-5]. In a more
recent embodiment of our work, we have used
beta-elemene (a terpene with three distinct double

Figure 1.
polyesters.

Beta-elemene

based

functional

More recently we have also examined the use of
renewable fatty acids as “carbon” precursors for
polyester synthesis, and studied both irreversible
and reversible cross-linking phenomena [7].
Approach
Key to the development of all these polycarbonates and polyesters has been the enabling
power of aluminium- and iron-based
aminotriphenolate complexes that have privileged
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catalytic reactivity in the activation of sterically
congested terpene oxide monomers (further
details in references 1-7).
In this presentation, both the importance of
catalyst design and the potential of the functional
terpene-derived polymers will be discussed in
detail.
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respectively). Sustained release of the anticancer
drugs over 96 h was observed in phosphate
buffered saline at pH 7.4. CPT- and DOX-loaded
testosterone-HA particles exhibited moderate to
good in vitro anticancer activity, as shown in
Figure1 for doxorubicin.

Introduction
Polymer nanoparticles are good candidates as
platform for developing delivery systems. In
particular,
nanoparticles
prepared
from
biocompatible, non-toxic polymers whether of
natural or synthetic origin have been proposed for
application in drug delivery. Many different
procedures are followed for obtaining polymer
nanoparticles. Particularly, the introduction of
hydrophobic moieties into hydrophilic soluble
polymer molecules by grafting to generate a
hydrophobic-hydrophilic balance promoting selfassembling is a current and appealing approach.
The grafting agent can be a hydrophobic moiety to
form micelles that can entrap lipophilic drugs or it
can be the drug itself. This presentation shows the
results obtained by preparing nanoparticles by
self-assembling through hydrophobic modification
of three hydrophilic polymers: hyaluronic acid
(HA), silk fibroin (SF) and polyethylene glycol
(PEG) and their potential application in the delivery
of lipophilic molecules.

Figure 1. MCF-7 WST-8–based relative cell viability of
control (C), blank (NP) at 0.04 mg/mL of DOX-loaded
testosterone-HA particles. (a) DOX-HAhy7-MSTest, (b)
DOX-HAhy25-MSTest, (c) DOX-HA-MSTest.

Based on the in vitro results it is concluded that
HA-testosterone nanoparticles are promising
candidates in chemotherapy treatment of cancers
[1].

Results and Discussion
Self-assembled hyaluronic acid-testosterone
particles for release of anti-cancer drugs

Steroid-grafted silk fibroin conjugates for drug and
agrochemical delivery

Self-assembled hyaluronic acid (HA)-testosterone
conjugates were prepared for encapsulating
anticancer drugs camptothecin (CPT) and
doxorubicin (DOX). The conjugates were obtained
by functionalization of either sodium hyaluronate
(HA-MSTest) or hydrazide-modified HA (HAhy7
and HAhy25, with substitution degrees 7 and 25%,

Steroid-grafted SF conjugates with a degree of
substitution of 1.1–4.3 mol-% were synthesized for
controlled release of two synthetic analogues of
brassinosteroids (DI31 and S7) that exhibit good
plant growth enhancer activity. Agrochemical-
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and no cytotoxicity to the human microvascular
endothelial cell line in the MTS test (Figure 4) [3].

grafted SF conjugates showed better plant growth
enhancing effect than parent DI31 and S7 when
evaluated on radish plants. Structures of SF
conjugates with DI31 (SF2) and S7 (SF3) are
shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Agrochemicals in SF conjugates: SF2, D31; SF3,
S7

The conjugates showed low cytotoxicity at
concentrations below 0.025 mg/mL. The increase
in radish cotyledons weight produced by SF2 and
SF3 compared to the untreated cotyledons is
shown in Figure 3. These results indicate that the
conjugates are good candidates for agrochemical
use [2].

Figure 4. HMVEC cytotoxic activity expressed as percent
cell viability of S7 and its PEG micelles.
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Figure 2. Agrochemical activity of SF2 and SF3 conjugates.

Brassinosteroid-modified polyethylene glycol
micelles for controlled release of agrochemicals
Four different PEGs (PEG1000, PEG6000,
PEG10000, and PEG20000) were used to
synthesize the brassinosteroid-modified PEG
conjugates. Conjugate micelles are approximately
spherical with average hydrodynamic diameters of
22−120 nm. Sustained in vitro releases of
brassinosteroids performed at pH 5.5 were
extended up to 96 h.
Prepared PEG micelles showed good
agrochemical activity in the radish seed bioassay
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inflammation-related diseases including cancer
will be presented. For this purpose, NSAID-based
NPs were coated with hyaluronic acid (HA) in
order to improve the NP stability, reduce protein
adsorption and increase their hemocompatibility.
Moreover, HA is the most common ligand for
CD44, a widely accepted marker, not only of
activated pro-inflammatory macrophages, but
also of cancer stem cells (CSC). Therefore,
enhanced cellular uptake and selectivity towards
immune cells and CSC can be achieved by
directly targeting this receptor.

Introduction
Chronic inflammation diseases are ranked as
the first cause of morbidity and mortality
worldwide. They also cause long-term suffering,
disability reduction on the quality of life and high
cost to the society. Moreover, it has long been
linked to carcinogenesis, playing decisive roles
at different stages of tumor development.
Non-steroidal
anti-inflammatory
drugs
(NSAIDs) have not only been explored for the
treatment of inflammatory processes, but also as
therapeutic candidates for cancer treatment and
development. However, NSAIDs present a limited
effectiveness due to their hydrophobicity, low
bioavailability, and lack of specific targeting.
Moreover, anti-inflammatory treatments have
associated several side effects limiting their safe
use in the clinic.

Materials and methods
Naproxen (NAP), a well-known NSAID, was
chemically modified and the methacrylic
derivative was prepared (i.e. HNAP) [2]. This
synthetic monomer was used for the synthesis of
a polymer drugs with a pseudo-gradient
microstructure by free radical copolymerization
with 1-vinylimidazole (VI). These amphiphilic
pseudo-block copolymers self-assembled in
aqueous media by nanoprecipitation forming
nanoparticles with spherical shape, nanometric
size (between 100 and 200 nm) and positive
surface charge. These physico-chemical
properties demonstrated non-toxicity and a fast
sequestration by macrophages which favour
accumulation and retention at inflamed areas.

Our group has dedicated great efforts to the
preparation of more efficient derivatives of these
drugs: drug conjugates [1], drug combinations
showing synergistic effects [2] and nanometric
drug delivery systems (NDDS) [3,4].
In this presentation the application of polymer
nanoparticles (NPs) as actively targeted drug
delivery systems for the treatment of
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Moreover, HA was used for the surface coating of
the mentioned NPs by electrostatic interaction
between cationic NAP-based NPs and anionic
HA.
NPs morphology was characterized by cryo-TEM,
size and polydispersity by Dynamic Light
Scattering (DLS) and zeta potential by Laser
Doppler Electrophoresis (LDE). NAP release
mediated by esterase was studied by UV
spectrophotometer.

Figure 2: Cryo-TEM micrographs of a) uncoated and b) HAcoated NP

Concluding remarks
Hemocompatibility was determined by hemolysis
and plasma aggregation assays. CD-44-mediated
active targeting was studied using non-phagocitic
cells with differential CD44 expression. Moreover,
cell viability studies were performed to
demonstrate the specific cytotoxicity against
CD44-expressing cancer cells.

The NPs not only presented potent antiinflammatory activity, but also can be considered
a good platform for the development of new antiCSC therapies for metastatic cancer treatment.
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In recent years, products derived from renewable
resources have attracted a huge interest in
materials science to reduce the use of
petrochemical compounds as well as to find
greener synthetic routes to avoid the depletion of
fossil resources. Vanillin is very interesting as a
starting compound due to its phenolic and
aldehyde groups that can be further modified to
get the suitable functionality. Moreover, the rigid
structure due to the aromatic ring provides high
thermal and mechanical properties to the obtained
materials. In this presentation we will describe the
synthesis and characterization of a series of new
bio-based poly(acylhydrazone) vitrimers. Three
different dihydrazides derived from biobased
glutaric, suberic and dodecandioic acids were
obtained in high yields via two-step synthesis as
well as the glycidyl derivate of vanillin (EPO-Van).

In the present century the need to recycle
thermosets to reach a sustainable environment
has led a huge number of researchers to develop
new reshapable networked polymers. In this
scenario, vitrimers, materials able to change their
topology via exchange of the covalent bonds,
usually activated by thermal stimulus, are
attracting growing interest. They can potentially be
reshaped, self-welded, repaired and recycled at
high temperature without appreciable degradation
[1]. These materials behave as thermosets at
room temperature but becomes malleable at high
temperature when the exchange reaction occurs.
In 2004, Lehn and co-workers reported the ability
of acylhydrazone dynamic bonds to produce
dynamers [2]. They stated that the reversibility of
these linear polymers relies on the imine group of
the acylhydrazone while the amide group provides
hydrogen bonding like in polyamides. They not
only successfully reported the synthesis of
different poly(acylhydrazone)s by mixing different
dihydrazides with dialdehydes but also the
exchangeable behaviour of these bonds upon
heating by combining the synthesized
poly(acylhydrazone)s with structurally different
aldehydes or dihydrazides. However, the
interchange reaction between acylhydrazones in
thermosets by imine metathesis has never been
reported. In our study, it has been confirmed by the
use of model compounds and GC analysis. This
process does not require any excess of
dihydrazide or the presence of any catalyst.
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Scheme 1. Monomers used in the preparation of
poly(acylhydrazone) vitrimers

Dihydrazides were prepared by Fischer
esterification of dicarboxylic acids and further
reaction with hydrazine hydrate. Dihydrazides and
EPO-Van monomers were condensed to get
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For these materials, the Tvs calculated are much
lower than their Tgs but this is a hypothetical value,
since below Tg, no exchange reactions can occur
because of the lack of the network’s mobility. Once
Tg is overpassed the exchange reaction proceeds
very fast.

vitrimers containing acylhydrazone dynamic
covalent bonds. To increase flexibility
trimethylolpropane triglycidyl ether (TMPTE) was
added. Since EPO-Van has epoxy and aldehyde
reactive groups, in this curing system, before
epoxy-amine reaction, aldehydes react with -NH2
of dihydrazides due to the latent character of these
compounds as epoxy curing agents [3]. The
dihydrazides were added in stoichiometric
proportions, with an Epo-Van/TMPTE molar
relation 3:1.

Their recyclability was also investigated. The
temperature of the recycling process was set to
190 °C to avoid degradation. The DMTA curves of
the original and recycled materials were similar,
proving the possibility of recycling.

Cross-linked materials were successfully obtained
as thin red films with high transparency. They were
characterized by FTIR to confirm the complete
reaction and then, they were characterized by
TGA and DMTA. The materials lose 1% of weight
at temperatures around 220 °C and have Tgs of
134, 113 and 100 °C for the derivatives of GDH,
SDH and DDH, respectively.

Figure 1. Photographs of the original, grinded and recycled
samples of the poly(acylhydrazone)s.

To confirm the thermosetting nature of these
materials they were maintained at reflux for 12 h
in dichlorobenzene and above a 98.5 % in weight
was recovered. However, on treating them with a
2M HCl solution/THF 8:2 mixture for 24 h at 70 °C,
the starting dicarboxylic acids could be recovered,
indicating that these thermosets can be
hydrolysed in acidic conditions.

To confirm the vitrimeric nature of the networked
poly(acylhydrazone)s, the time and temperature
dependent relaxation behaviour was investigated.
The stress relaxation curves reveal that these
materials are capable to rapidly relax stress, by
reaching the reference relaxation value of 63%
(σ/σ0 = 0.37) in less than one minute at 185 °C for
poly(GDH), in 1.5 min at 170 °C for poly(SDH) and
in almost 3 min for poly(DDH) at 160 °C. From
these experiments, it can also be calculated the
time for almost total relaxation of the networks,
which is reached in nearly 3.5, 5 and 10 min,
respectively at 190 °C (see Table 1).

Self-healing characteristics were also analysed
and we could prove that the longer the dihydrazide
chain length the faster the self-healing ability.
Acknowledgments

Table 1. Relaxation times at 190 °C, topology freezing
temperature and activation energy for poly(acylhydrazone)s
Material
poly(GDH)
poly(SDH)
poly(DDH)

τ37%

τ100%

(s)
43
46
48

(s)
200
300
600

Tv
(°C)
25.2
36.8
61.7

Ea
(kJ/mol)
52.5
61.4
77.2
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lnA
(s)
9.90
12.45
16.20
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has a great influence of the final properties of
WPC.
In this perspective, the main goal of this
investigation is to find the sintering process
parameters of wood-plastic composite materials
that allows the manufacturing of products which
have suitable properties from the point of view of
the engineering

Introduction
The environmental pollution caused by solid
waste and the low technological development of
manufacturing processes for making wood-plastic
composite materials were the main facts that
motivated this investigation.
The wood-plastic composite materials (WPC)
have a great potential and the few things
investigated about them makes it necessary to
develop optimum processes for manufacturing
products using these materials as an alternative
to high-cost reinforced-plastic technologies and
conventional molding techniques.
Investigations that reported to have used wood
particles for the manufacturing of composite
materials indicated that mechanical and physical
properties of such materials are negatively
affected by low adhesion between the
thermoplastic matrix and those particles [1]. This
fact is presented as a significant limitation for the
manufacturing of useful products of suitable
properties. It is true that there are many types of
chemical and physical treatments that can be
applied to wood particles to improve adhesion [2],
but these treatments require the use of materials
that are potentially harmful for the environment
and its use can be seen as contradictory for the
taking care of the environment.
On the other hand, the sintering is a thermal
process that can be accomplished with or without
pressure. In this process, a system of individual
particles becomes a solid which properties are
defined by of the way how the process was
carried out [3]. Particularly, the sintering process

Experimental
Plane and cylindrical WPC samples have been
made by compression molding and rotational
molding in order to study the influence of
sintering process parameters on the final
proprieties of such materials. The WPC materials
were produced using recycled high density
polyethylene (HDPE) and recycled polypropylene
(PP) as well as recovered pine wood particles
(PWP) and recovered capirona wood particles
(CWP).
The WPC samples were made according to a
by-stage experimental design which considered
the following main parameters: size and quantity
of wood particles, heating temperature, heating
time, cooling time among others. In each stage, it
was studied the influence of a certain parameter
on the mechanical properties while the other
parameters remained constant.
The WPC materials were characterized using
different tests (Figure 1) and the results obtained
from those tests were used as validation criteria
of the sintering processes with and without
pressure respectively.
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4. It has been possible to make WPC materials
using the sintering process with and without
pressure. These materials have good mechanical
properties, low specific weight, specific strength
that can be regulated, good chemical resistant
and to insects, low water absorption and suitable
dimensional stability.

In addition, these results let to determine the
values of parameters of the compression molding
and rotational molding processes which allows
the manufacturing of WPC materials of suitable
properties.

5. From the results of this investigation, it can be
concluded that by using the sintering process, it
is possible to make components of complex
shapes employing plastic and wood particles as
raw materials. Also, the sintering can be
considered as a low temperature economicfeasible process which can be used to make
WPC parts of suitable mechanical properties. It is
an ecologic technology that promotes recycling,
recovering and reuse of solid waste and it also
tunes with the circular economy and taking care
of the environment.

Fig. 1. Flexion test of a WPC compression molding sample
made of recycled PP and CWP.

Results and discussion
The following results were found in this work:
1. For the same size and quantity of wood
particles, the sintering process develops more
effectively at higher temperatures and longer
heating times and it is mainly limited by the
degradation of wood particles. The increasing of
the temperature and time also improve
mechanical properties up to a maximum value
(Figure 2).
Figure 2. Elastic modulus (E) vs. heating time of a WPC
material made by compression molding
70% PPR – 30% MC

2. The compression molding parameters that
allow the manufacturing of WPC of the best
mechanical properties are: (a) 60% of recycled
PP, (b) 40% of CWP which sizes vary from
3,3 mm to 5,2 mm, (c) working temperature of
210 °C, (d) heating time of 20 min, (e) cooling
time of 10 min at a pressure of 70 bar.
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Introduction

capacity, large surface area and porosity.
Consequently, it has the possibility of lodging
multiple organic cations between its sheets.
The aim of our project is the production and
characterization of sustainable agroimputs based
in innovative nanoformulations. On one hand, we
have developed CS microparticles (MP), based
on the polymer obtained from local shrimp waste,
loading with different amounts of salicylic acid
(SA) as the anti-stress phytohormone and a
master regulator of plant defense programs
against biotic and biotic stresses. Both, CS-MP
and CS-SA-MPtrigger growth stimulation and
plant defense responses withpositive traits to be
used in agriculture. . On the other hand, in
addition to CS, SA, and the multifunctional free
aminoacid proline (Pro-L) as an antioxidant and
osmoprotector against draught and salt were
immobilized in Bent.; and

Agriculture faces a growing global demand for
food in combination with a reduction of fertile
area due to climate changes and accumulation of
pesticides and fertilizers worldwide. In this
context, the development of new bioactive
materials with emerging properties fits with the
actual challenge of augmenting crop productivity
with reduced environment impact. In agriculture,
the use of toxic pesticides to control plant
diseases is a common practice which causes
hazards to the human health and environment
[1].
Chitosan (CS) is the second most abundant
polysaccharide in natureafter cellulose, and it is a
deacetylated derivative of chitin found mainlyin
the exoskeletons of crustaceans [2].Despite the
valuable contribution of new pesticides to control
plant diseases, smart and sustainable options to
develop a bioplaguicide as an alternative to agrochemicals still remains as a challenge in
phytopathology. In this sense, CS has been
proved as an environmental friendly polymer for
agricultural uses due to its wide spectrum
biological activity including antimicrobial effect
against many bacteria, fungi and yeasts, with a
lower toxicity toward mammalian cells [3] and
induce host defense responses in both
monocotyledons and dicotyledons plants [4]
Bentonite (Bent) is one of the most commonly
used clays because of its easy industrial scaling,
and low toxicity which allows its use in food and
agriculture. Bent displays high cation exchange

Experimental
Chitosan MP
CS was synthesized from exoskeleton of
Pleoticus muelleri associated to fish industry
waste in Argentine. CS is obtained through
typical three steps of demineralization,
deproteinization and deacetylation.
MP Preparation. CS-based MPs were prepared
by the gelation method with modifications using
TPP as crosslinker. Firstly, 1 L of asolution of CS
(0.1 or 0.2% w/v, pH 3.0), prepared in an
aqueous solutionof 1% (v/v) acetic acid was kept
under vigorous stirring. When CS was completely
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indicates that at least some part of the AP were
intercalated and housed in the clay strata. In the
thermogram DTGA curves showed a peak of
approximately 300 °C corresponding to the
modified clay. However, it did not appear in those
of the unmodified clay. This peak would indicate
retarded degradation of intercalated active
principle inside the clay. The absence of the peak
corresponding to the hydroxyls (OH), centred at
3500 cm-1 and the carbonyl group (C=O) centred
at 1710 cm-1 in the infrared spectra (FTIR) of the
modified clay could be also related to the
intercalation of the AP in the clay sheets. BentCS and Bent-SA clays sprayed on 10 days-old
tomato seedlings elicited the accumulation of the
PR2 which is a pathogenesis-related (PR) protein
currently used as markers for innate immunity.
Bent-SA application protected tomato plants
against the infection with the phytopathogenic
bacterium Pseudomonas syringe pv. tomato
DC3000. In the case of Bent-CS showed
antimicrobial actions against Pseudomonas
syringe p.v. tomato DC3000 and the necrotrophic
fungus Fusarium solani f. sp. eumartii. Similarly
effects were also demonstrated for Bent-SA.
Currently, experiments are in progress in order to
evaluate the role of formulated Bent-AP in the
protection of plants against environmental
stresses in the field.

dissolved, SA was added in different ratios (1, 5,
10and 20% w/w with respect to CS)
Bent
Materials: Bent was provided by Minarmco SA
(Argentina??) SA was provided by Sigma Aldrich
(USA) and CS was obtained from Drogueria
Sapporiti (Argentina?). Pro-L was provided from
Biopack (pais). Modified nano clay Preparation:
Bent−CS, Bent-SA and Bent-Pro nanoclays were
obtained by cationic exchange by preparing a
solution of the active agent and stirred it with a
Bent dispersion in distilled water for 2 h. The
anoclays obtained were then centrifuged,
washed, and lyophilized.
Characterization. Thermo gravimetric analysis
(TGA): Analyses were performed using TA AutoMTGA Q500 Hi-Res equipment in air
atmosphere. X- Ray Difraction (XRD) patterns
were obtained in a Analytical Expert Instrument
equipment (K∞Cu=1.54 Å) from 2θ = 3 º to 60 º.
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR):
Nicolet FT-IR 7600 spectrometer was used with
an ATR accessory. Bioassays: For the analysis of
biochemical and physiological responses,
composites were sprayed at different times and
concentrations on tomato (Solanum lycopersicum
cv. Platense) plantlets. Growth parameters and
defense compounds were analysed along the
plant life cycle.
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Results and Discussion
CS based MPs were capable to entrap SA and
prepared using TPP as crosslinker. MPs display
sizes between 1.57 µm and 2.45 µm. Entrapment
efficiencies from 59% to 98% and SA sustained
release was measured over 24 h. CS MPs were
non-toxic in most of the doses applied in lettuce
seedlings. MPs were able to modulate lettuce
growth in addition to improve plant defence
responses against environmental stress. In
particular, SA loaded MPs activated defence
protein in lettuce plants which were tested as a
model of horticultural plant species. ForBent,
powder XRD patterns showed that the distance
between the planes of the crystal lattice of the
modified clays (with SA, CS and Pro) was found
to be higher than for unmodified Bent. The
increased interlayer spacing of the clay after
modification with each active principle (AP)
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characterization will be presented, as well as its
use in a Zn-air battery.

Introduction
High energy demand and concerns about climate
change have urgently promoted a transition from
fossil fuels to clean renewable energy. The fast
advancement of portable electronic devices has
driven the necessity to develop new rechargeable,
long-lasting and safe batteries. Rechargeable
lithium batteries, currently on the market, are at
fever pitch and are a good alternative to fossil
fuels. However, its use in stationary energy
storage systems involves a great cost, being
necessary to seek new highly competitive
technologies at low cost. On one hand, Zn-air
batteries are attracting a lot of attention due to
their: (1) abundancy in the earth's crust - Zn is one
of the most abundant minerals -; (2) high energy
density (6136 W h L-1) and a relatively high specific
energy (1218 Wh kg-1); (3) low cost and (4)
operational safety. [1] On the other hand, Zn-air
batteries present a great problem of leakage or
evaporation of the alkaline liquid electrolyte due to
its open system, which causes a decrease in the
performance and short cycle life. [2, 3] However,
this problem can be tackled by developing a stable
solid electrolyte.

Results and Discussion
This novel electrolyte presents a conductivity of
4.5x10-1 S cm-1, similar to the commonly used
liquid KOH electrolyte (8M KOH solution presents
a conductivity of 6.1x10-1 S·cm-1) [4]. The
electrochemical testing in a Zn-air battery shows
an excellent performance and high Zn-extraction.
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Experimental
The development of an emerging solid electrolyte,
based on a natural, linear, and biodegradable
polymer will be presented. The biopolymer soaked
in a saline solution forms a suitable gel to be used
as a solid electrolyte, which also acts as a
separator. In this study, its manufacture and
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hierarchical morphology structure and high
specific surface area that can be tuned by the
production conditions. Polymer particles provide
CO2-filic functionalization and excellent physicochemical properties. The resulting composite
monolithic structures have shown to be potential
material for selective CO2 capture over that of N2.
The simple preparation method, along with the
excellent stability in cycle operation, open
opportunities for practical applications.

Introduction
CO2 is a natural component in the life cycle on
Earth, however, the balance of this cycle has been
increasingly disturbing since the Industrial
Revolution. The anthropogenic activities (burning
fossil fuels, transportation and industry) release
huge amounts of CO2, turning it to be the main
greenhouse gas, contributing 64 % to the whole
green house effects [1].
In 2015, United Nations countries signed the so
called Paris Agreement on Climate Change,
presenting the aspirations to combat together the
climate changes. However, the world is moving too
slowly from fossil fuels energy to renewable
sources to avoid the worst impacts of global
warming. It is reflected by the drop of the annual
Global Trends in Renewable Energy investment
by 23% in 2016, rendering the mitigation of
anthropogenic CO2 emissions highly desirable.
Carbon capture and sequestration using solid
adsorbents arose as potential technology for that
aim. However, there is still a lack of suitable
adsorbents that will provide techno-economic
solutions, because for most of the investigated
solid adsorbents high energy production methods
are used. Moreover, these adsorbents present
performance drawbacks, such as low adsorption
and selectivity, cycle operations instability,
sensitivity to humidity or temperature, etc. [2].
In the present work, 3D monolithic structures
based on reduced graphene oxide (rGO)
decorated with functionalized polymer particles
were developed. The rGO aerogel offers a

Experimental
GO aqueous dispersion (4mg/mL) is mixed with
appropriate amount of polymer latex, produced by
emulsion polymerization of methyl methacrylate
(MMA) and various functional monomers (glycidyl
methacrylate (GMA), sodium styrene sulfonate
(NaSS) and 2-acrylamido-2-methyl-1-propane
sulfonic acid (AMPS). The mixture was reduced by
ascorbic acid at different temperatures (45º-90º
C). The wet monoliths were freeze-dried.
Results and Discussion
The monolithic composite structures were formed
by self-assembly of the rGO platelets decorated
with polymer particles, induced by the GO
reduction process. Fig. 1 (left) shows the typical
porous morphology of the neat rGO structure.
The porous morphology can be tailored by
synthesis conditions, resulting in variable SBET (up
to 330 m2/g) and tuneable functionalization (up to
29%). Maximum CO2 adsorption of 2.1 mmol/g
was achieved for rGO with high amount of oxygen
functionalities and high SBET, for which selectivity
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over N2 (Fig.1, middle) was 53 (IAST method using
Freundlich isotherm for CO2/N2 molar ratio of
15/85). However, in 5 cycles, the efficiency fell by
13% (Fig.1, right) due to collapsing of the thin
graphene walls of the micropores during
desorption at decreasing pressure.
Figure 3. Simulation results for CO2 adsorption by various
graphene (G) – polymer systems

Based on these results, the polymer
functionalization was augmented by copolymerizing MMA with 10% GMA.
Figure 1. Typical morphology of 3D rGO (left) CO2 vs N2
selective adsorption (down left) and stability in 5 cycles
(down right)

To improve the cycle operation capability, hard
MMA particles functionalized with 1% NaSS and
AMPS were added to the structures in 10%
amount. The 3D structures became less porous
and in general their CO2 adsorption capacity
dropped, while the selectivity raised one order of
magnitude higher than for neat rGO (maximum
achieved was 527).

Figure 4. CO2 adsorption (black bars) and stability in 4
cycles (red bars) of rGO/polymer composites with 10%
polymer containing 10% epoxy functionalities. The
temperature in the x-axe is of 3D material production.

Although addition of polymer dropped the SBET
(Fig.4), due to multiple interaction points, the CO2
adsorption was as high as 3.85 mmol/g. This is 12
times higher than N2 adsorption (under the same
conditions), exhibiting stable adsorption during 5
adsorption-desorption cycles.
Conclusion remark: self-assembly graphene 3D
structures, reinforced with functionalized polymer
particles were developed as prospective material
for selective CO2 capture.

Figure 2. Left: SEM image; right: 5 cylces of Co2
adsorption desorption

Moreover, stable operation in five cycles were
attained as observed in Fig. 2, right, due to
polymer support of the micropores thin walls.
All-atom molecular dynamics simulations were
performed to investigated the capture capacity of
different graphene-polymer (1:1) composite
systems. The different polymers were studied:
aromatic, hydrogen-bond acceptors, and donors.
The simulation results in Fig.3 show that the type
of polymer affects the graphene coverage and
CO2 adsorption, which was enhanced for polymer
with higher number of functional groups (as
PDAFMA in Fig.3). For it, CO2 adsorption is almost
as good as for neat graphene.
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surfactant and 25% ammonia solution as the
catalyst. Oil content in the obtained nanocapsules
was determined using TGA with an inert N2
atmosphere and a heating ramp of 10°C/min from
r.t. to 700°C. Porosity parameters were
determined using nitrogen adsorption isotherms at
a temperature of -196°C. Loaded nanoparticles
were incorporated in a HDPE-g-MAH polymeric
matrix (20% w/w) using an internal mixer. The
obtained mixture was milled, and the pellets
obtained were mixed with a HDPE matrix to obtain
a nanocapsule concentration of 5% w/w using the
same technique. Active films (average thickness
0.2mm) were produced using compression
moulding.

Introduction
Regarding food packaging, the presence of
oxygen within headspace gas is one of the
principal causes of food spoilage [1]. To improve
food protection against oxygen, a new kind of OS
has been developed by the Materials and
Manufacturing research group (CIPP-CIPEM) of
Universidad de los Andes, by using linseed oil as
active agent encapsulated in silica nanoparticles
and incorporated in HDPE based films. These
active films showed a competitive oxygen
absorption through a moisture independent
mechanism, which is uncommon to commercial
OS polymeric nanocomposites.

Oxygen Headspace Evolution

Since oxygen absorption measures require a large
quantity of OS films as well as long times, it is not
practical to experimentally study the different
effects of variables on the OS absorption
performance. Computational modelling rises as a
practical alternative approach to study this kind of
systems [2]. A computational design tool is being
developed, to accurately predict the performance
of OS films. This tool will enable to study the effect
of different performance variables over the oxygen
uptake of the film through its useful life, helping in
the optimization of the design of this new
technology.

An evaluation over the nanocapsules absorption
as well as over the performance of OS film with
nanocapsules load was done. To do this, triple
layer packages with 120mL of atmospheric air
were filled with 1.2g of nanocapsules or 12 g of
HPDE films with a 5% capsule load. Every week a
sample of the gas within a package was extracted
an its oxygen molar concentration was analysed,
after which the package was discarded. This was
done through 2 month and by triplicate.
Computational Methodology

Nanocapsule Synthesis, Characterization, and
Incorporation

The nanocapsule performance model was
obtained by stablishing the oxygen mass
transports equation in the linseed oil capsule core,
silica shell and package headspace. With respect
to the film oxygen absorption problem two
approaches were considered to solve its transport
equations: a homogenous model where reaction

Linseed oil loaded SiO2 nanocapsules were
synthesized using the sol-gel emulsion templating
method using a mixture of water and ethanol as
solvent, TEOS as silica precursor, CTAB as
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occurred through the whole film, and a
heterogeneous in which the reaction occurred only
in specific active site. In all cases numerical
methods were used to solve the PDEs.

A

Results and Discussion
Table 1 show the main characterization
parameters for the obtained SiO2 nanoparticles.
Table 1. Characterization parameters for loaded SiO2
nanocapsules.

Parameter

Linseed oil content (%)

Value
34.21 ± 1.49

Mean diameter (nm)
Mean pore size (nm)
BET surface area (m2/g)

121.71 ± 3.61
3.660 ± 0.078
747.23 ± 104.77

B

SEM analysis showed the desired spherical shape
while nitrogen adsorption isotherms revealed
mesoporosity, which enhances oxygen diffusion
through the shell. TGA showed a considerable
amount of linseed oil present in the nanocapsule.
Figure 1 shows the STEM analysis of a thin slice
of the active film. Picture show a good dispersion
of nanoparticles in the film section and low level of
aggregation due to favorable interactions between
the nanoparticle and the polymeric matrix.

Figure 2 Headspace oxygen concentration evolution
obtained experimentally and computationally for a)
nanocapsules and b) OS Films

Results showed that nanocapsules have an
oxygen absorption capacity of 13.89ml O2/g. This
absorption value and profile is predicted by the
computational tool which implies that the reaction
diffusion approach to model nanocapsules is
validated. The performance of the films was
analyzed and an absorption of 10 mL O2/g of film
in ~71 days was determined, which shows an
improvement compared to other reported active
packaging [3]. Some currently implemented
technologies with better performance were also
found [4], however, these are highly dependent on
the relative humidity of the environment.
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appropriate choice of blend components, in terms
of dispersed to matrix viscosity (p) and elasticity
(k’) ratios an MFC’s could be produced. Taking
this in mind, fused deposition modeling (FDM)
manufacturing process can take advantage of this
technique as an “in situ” MFC could be generated,
reducing the former 3 step process method to just
2 step (melt blend preparation + final product
manufacture).
The aim of this communication is to explore the
ability of “in situ” MFC of PLA/Bio-based PA10.10
bioblends via FDM with pellet suply and its
consequences in mechanical behaviour at low and
high (impact) loading rates.

Introduction
Melt blending of PLA with other polymers has been
a practical and economic way for improving the its
properties and widen its spectrum of industrial
applications. Recently, blends with bio-sourced
polyamides (PAs) have gained interest, regardless
of their limited miscibility. The main challenge is
the control of the resulting morphology of these
blends that has proven to tailor their mechanical
and thermal properties. Previous works [1] have
demonstrated that adjusting the rheological
properties of PLA via reactive extrusion with a
mulfunctional epoxide reagent (SAmfE), product
named RexPLA, and optimizing the processing
conditions let this morphology control.
A fibrilar morphology of the dispersed phase,
suitably compatibilized and oriented during
processing could generate a reinforcing effect by
increasing the fracture toughness, particularly
during crack propagation stage. This type of
induced morphology is referred to as
microfibrilated composites (MFCs) and have
demonstrated a great potential to enhance the
crystallization, the mechanical properties and the
melt strength of the matrix, as was demonstrated
with PP/PET and PE/PET blends, with
microfibrilated PET phase [2], and for PLA/PA
blends [3].
Few studies have been developed from a
rheological point of view to predict the formation of
such morphology. Garcia et al. [4] working with
PLA/PAs blends have confirmed that, through the

Experimental
Three bioblends of PLA/BioPA10.10 in a
proportion of 70/30 wt/wt were prepared by melt
blending in a co-rotating twin-screw extrusion.
Two of them using a PLA with different degree of
structural modification by reactive extrusion
(identified as PLA0.5 and PLA1.25). Details about
the raw materials,reagent agent (SAmfE), reactive
extrusion process and melt blending conditions
are reported in [1]
Test specimens where printed in an FDM
equipment with pellets suplply (Voladora NXpellets from Tumaker S.L.) Two different type of
samples were printed. On one hand, ISO 527 1BA
type specimens were printed using a concentric
rectilinear pattern that allowed the study of the
strengthening effect of the in-situ microfibrillation
in the same direction as the application of the load
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probably as a consequence of its interconnected
morphology, followed by the PLA based one, and
leaving the PLA0.5 based bioblend as the one with
the lowest properties, what could be explained the
poorest surface and inner cohesion quality
obtained, as a consequence of its rheological
behavior which in the FDM conditions used is
more prone to melt fracture during the deposition.

in tensile tests. On the other hand, with the aim of
studying the fracture behavior of the blends at
high-loading speeds (Pendular instrumented
impact in SENB configuration), prismatic bars
(4x8x45 mm3) were produced, implementing a
mesh rectilinear infill pattern with interleaved
layers printed at angles of 0◦, 45◦, 90◦ and - 45◦ in
order to promote a more isotropic reinforcement
for this type of tests.
In order to compare the final performance, all the
bioblends were manufactured with a print speed
resulting in an apparent shear rate of
approximately 300 s-1 1 at the nozzle exit (nozzle
diameter 0.8 mm). at 230 ºC and the bed
temperature at 50 ◦C. The print multiplier was set
to 4, while the extruded filament width was set to
0.38 mm, the thickness of the layers was defined
at 0.2 mm and a 100% filling mode.
Bioblends morphologies before and after
processing were assessed by SEM observations
on cryogenic fractured surfaces. A selective
etching was performed to improve the morphology
analysis.
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SEM observations reveals that all systems, under
the FDM conditions used, that a decrease on
diameter BioPA10.10 microfibrils is observed
when RexPLA is used as matrix, reaching a
microfibrillar interconnected morphology with
PLA1.25 (Figure 1)

PLA1.25

PLA0.5

The uniaxial tensile characterization revealed that
the rheological modification of the PLA phase does
not generate significant changes in the
mechanical parameters. However, the colddrawing process observed, attributed to the strain
hardening process after yield, increase with the
degree of structural modification reached in the
PLA.

Figure 1. SEM micrographs of the dispersed phase
morphology of blends referenced. Scale bar 1µm.

“crack arrest”

“crack
arrest”

Traces of contact load vs. indenter contact time
(Figure 2) obtained from instrumented impact
tests showed that a crack arrest behavior is
observed during its propagation which is more
pronounced for PLA1.25. A quantitative analysis
of the fracture process under these conditions
reveals that the PLA1.25 based blend shows the
highest of the values for the studied properties,

“crack
arrest”

wf (kJ.m-2)
PLA0:
5.83
PLA0.5: 4.34
PLA1.25: 7.77

Figure 2. Load-contact time form impact tests and specific
work of fracture (wf) obtained for the blends studied.
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reduction of volatile organic compounds (VOC)
emissions [4].
Therefore, this work focuses on the development
of new biobased PU and WBPU materials and the
assessment of their use in different advanced
manufacturing techniques, such as 3D printing or
electrospinning.

Introduction
The increasing environmental awareness has
resulted in a growing demand for more
environmentally friendly materials in order to
substitute
more
polluting
conventional
alternatives, as well as in the development of new
more efficient and lower-residue producing
synthesis routes and processing techniques [1]. In
this regards, the plastic industry is one of the most
affected sectors and, due to the stricter legislations
implemented in the last decade, there is a strong
need for more eco-friendly materials. Among
different polymers, polyurethanes (PUs) have
come up as a potential alternative to conventional
materials, thanks to their great versatility, good
processability by conventional and advanced
manufacture techniques, and wide field of
applications [2]. Though traditional PUs are not
environmentally friendly, in the last years the
possibility to completely alter this is being studied.
The use of green precursors as a substitute for
petrol-borne conventional ones has gained great
interest. Polyols and isocyanates obtained from
different eco-friendly sources can be used to
produce polyurethanes, and have shown ability to
form materials with great properties [3]. Moreover,
PUs can be obtained in the form of aqueous
dispersions (waterborne polyurethanes, WBPUs)
and their synthesis is characterized by being
organic solvent-free, thus contributing, to the

Experimental
In this work, new partially and fully biobased PUs
and WBPUs will be synthesised using polyols
derived from vegetable oils, and isocyanates and
chain extenders derived either from fossil or from
renewable sources. Moreover, the isocyanate or
the chain extender would incorporate specific
chemical groups for ulterior chemical reactions of
functionalization.
The obtained new polyurethanes will be
processed by compression, casting, direct inks
writing (DIW) and/or by electrospinning.
The synthesis process and the obtained new
materials will be characterized by several
physicochemical, mechanical, morphological and
rheological techniques, such as Dynamic Light
Scattering (DLS), Zeta potential, Gel Permeation
Chromatography (GPC), Fourier Transform
Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR), Differential
Scanning
Calorimetry
(DSC),
Dynamic
Mechanical Analysis (DMA), rotational and/or
oscillatory rheology, tensile tests and Atomic
Force Microscopy (AFM), among others.
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Moreover, the obtained PUs showed good
spinability. Electrospun nanofibers platforms with
furan groups at the surface were prepared. The
click reaction through Diels Alder with a maleimide
containing molecule was verified by UV-Vis,
following the maleimide peak at 270 nm (Figure 3).

Results and Discussion
Partially and fully biobased PUs were synthesised
from a renewably sourced polyol (castor oil
derived polybutylene sebacate diol) and chain
extender (corn sugar derived 1,3-propanediol,
PD). A fossil derived disocyanate (1,6hexametylen diisocyanate) was used in the
former, while a diisocyanate derived from L-lysine
amino acid (ethyl ester L-lysine diisocyanate, LDI)
was used in the later. Both PUs showed a phase
separated microstructure and shape-memory
properties (Figure 1). In the partially biobased PU,
the shape fixity was governed by the polyol rich
phase and the shape recovery by the urethane rich
phase, while in the fully biobased PU the role of
the phases was inverted.

Figure 3. UV-vis absorbance variation during Diels Alder
reaction of furan containing electrospun PU nanofibers and
3-maleimidopropanoic acid.

Conclusions
The synthesised biobased PUs and WBPUs
showed outstanding properties, interesting
functionality and capability to be processed by
advanced manufacturing techniques, making
them attractive for a wide range of applications.
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Figure 1. Evolution of storage modulus and tan δ with
temperature for partially and fully biobased polyurethane
series (up) and shape-recovery of a fully biobased
polyurethane at 25 and 40 ºC switching temperatures (Ts)

New WBPUs were synthesised and reactants
molar ratio and solid content were optimized in
order to prepare inks for DIW 3D Printing (Figure
2). Moreover, additives like nanocellulose,
graphene or plant extracts were incorporated in
order to develop functional inks.
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Figure 2. WBPU with different solid content (from lower on
the left to higher on the right) and DIW printed part

Biobased PUs with clickable functional groups
along the polymer backbone were synthesised.
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Poly(allyl amine) hydrochloride (PAH), a cationic
polyelectrolyte displaying primary amines, can
form nanoparticles by complexation with
phosphate buffer (PB). Polyamine Phosphate
Nanoparticles (PANs) show an interesting
behavior with pH, being stable at a narrow pH
range between 6 and 10. At pH below 6 and over
10 nanoparticles dissolve into molecular
component (Figure 1). This response with pH
makes PANs suitable for endosomal delivery
since the nanoparticles will be stable at
physiological pH, 7.4, during circulation and only
dissolve releasing cargo in the endosomal
environment, pH 5-5.5. We will show that PANs
can encapsulate siRNAs and show a good
transfection efficacy in vitro (Figure 2), [1], [2].
siRNA delivery intracellularly has been monitored
by Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy and

Introduction
Gene therapy provides the means to inhibit or edit
the expression of any gene of interest. Optimal
gene therapy vectors should be capable of
transporting different types of nucleic acids
protected from nucleases. Vectors should also
not be toxic, and should be capable to enter the
target cell and escape the endosome and deliver
the encapsulated nucleic acid.
Although viral vectors for gene therapy are very
effective, they are limited in their cargo size, can
lead to immunogenic and mutagenic responses
and are difficult to produce on a large scale.
Therefore, there is an urgent need to find non-viral
vectors with low toxicity and high transfection and
targeting efficacies.
The aim of the H2020 MSCA-RISE 2020 Project
SUPROGEN (Supramolecular Polyamine Gene
Vectors for Cancer Therapy) is the
nanoarchitectonic design of non-viral vectors
based on polyelectrolytes and lipids through
supramolecular self-assembly.
In this presentation we will present work
conducted in framework of the SUPROGEN
project related to the use of polyamine phosphate
nanoparticles (PANs) for siRNA delivery. Vectors
will be developed with lipid and polyethylene glycol
(PEG) modified polyamines for enhanced
transfection and reduced toxicity aiming at
applications in cancer therapy.

Figure 1. Derived light scattering intensity (kcounts) of
PAH at 1 mg/mL in 5 mM PB in 50 mM NaCl at different
pHs.

Results and Discussion

Confocal Scanning Laser Microscopy, using
labeled siRNAs and polymers. [3]
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In order to enhance transfection efficact and
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Figure 2. Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy
images of GFP-A549 after transfection with different
vectors (Top). Fluorescence intensity maximum (au)
measured by flow cytometry to evaluate the efficacy
of the silencing of GFP expression in the GFP-A549
cell line exposed to PANs (Bottom, left). Western blot
analysis of GFP content for A549 cells after
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higher
transfection,
comparable
with
lipofectamine, and in a significant decrease in
toxicity. We will show the silencing of the CD47
receptor in vitro as a potential application of the
nanoparticles
for
immunotherapy.
Polyamines can also be PEGylated before PANs
assembly to reduce toxicity and enhance
nanoparticle circulation in vivo. We will show that
physico chemical properties and toxicological
endpoints of PANs vary with the number of PEG
molecules attached for PAH chain, which were
functionalized through carbodiimide chemistry. As
the number of PEG chains increase zeta potential
of PANs decrease practically to zero while
nanoparticle size decreases. PEG chains form a
shell coating around a polyamine core, screening
positive charges, decreasing nanoparticle toxicity,
with the lowest toxicity for the case of 10 PEG
molecules per PAH chains. Positron emission
tomography (PET) imaging of 18F labelled PANs
shows longer circulation time in healthy mice for
PEGylated PANs than for non-PEGylated ones.
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desecho del cultivo de piña de una misma fuente
con las cuales se produce nanocelulosa y otros
compuestos químicos de alto valor como el
dióxido de silicio biogénico, ligninas y sus
derivados, PLA a partir de desechos de los jugos,
dextranos mediante procesos biotecnológicos,
entre otros (Figuras 1 y 2). En este documento se
presentan algunos resultados de la aplicación de
la nanocelulosa en mezclas de cemento [5].

Introducción
Los nanocompuestos representan materiales
compuestos en una matriz donde al menos uno de
sus componentes tiene una dimensión
nanoscópica (10–9 m) y que en cantidades
pequeñas pueden modificar drásticamente sus
propiedades [1]. En la actualidad es común el uso
de diversos materiales u aditivos en distintos
compuestos, lo cual genera la posibilidad de
mejorar, preservar o incluso crear nuevas
propiedades o nuevas aplicaciones.

Resultados y Discusión
La biomasa utilizada (Figura 1) fueron las fibras
desfibriladas obtenidas de los procesos de
reducción mecánica de la planta de la piña. Este
material se compone por una mezcla de
hemicelulosa, celulosa, lignina, extractivos y otros
componentes minoritarios, con una proporción y
estructura química afectada por la variedad [4].
Como se esperaba, la celulosa fue el componente
de mayor presencia (70,78%) (Tabla 1). El alto
contenido de celulosa describe al material apto
para su uso en industrias como la producción de
pulpa o papel y en consecuencia una buena
fuente de nanocelulosa (Figura 2).

Por otro lado, Costa Rica es de los principales
productores de piña a nivel mundial y desde el año
2007 ocupó el primer lugar como mayor
exportador de piña fresca en el mundo [2, 3]. Esta
actividad genera grandes cantidades de
desechos. Desde sus inicios, el LANOTEC
CeNAT ha venido trabajando en la obtención de
una serie de productos como la celulosa, y las
ligninas a partir de los residuos sólidos, y de los
dextranos a partir del jugo de piña [4-12]. Este
trabajo tiene como objetivo presentar algunas
alternativas limpias para la obtención de
materiales de mayor valor agregado a partir de la
biorefinería y economía circular de la piña.
Sección experimental
Una parte del estudio realizado buscaba evaluar
la producción de nanocelulosa a partir del
desecho del cultivo de piña por medio de procesos
químicos limpios. Se obtuvieron muestras de

Figura 1. Materia prima empleada [5].
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Tabla 1. Resultados obtenidos en la caracterización de la
piña [5].

Producto
Holocelulosa

Celulosa
Hemicelulosa
Lignina

https://issuu.com/revistapinadecostarica/
docs/pin__a_de_cr_24 (2017)

%
94,22
70,78
23,44
6,86
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Figura 2. Nanocelulosa de piña obtenida [5].
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Figura 3. Briquetas (izquierda) y cubos (derecha) de mortero
hidráulico fabricados según los requerimientos de las
normas ASTM C307 y ASTM C109 respectivamente [5].

Como se muestra en la figura 3, se encontraron
resultados positivos referentes al comportamiento
de un mortero de cemento hidráulico con
inclusiones de nanocelulosa a base fibra natural.
Los residuos agrícolas del cultivo de piña, que
generalmente son desechados o destruidos,
probaron ser una significativa fuente de biomasa
lignocelulósica apta para la producción de
nanocelulosa. En la medida que se aprovechen
los materiales lignocelulósicos se consigue un
doble efecto: el beneficio ecológico al eliminar una
fuente de contaminación y el económico al dotar
al material de un valor agregado.
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Introduction
(LLDPE) and PLA were prepared by a melt
mixing method using a Brabender Plasticorder
equipment. The composites presented semiexfoliated MoS2 nanoparticles as characterized
by UV-vis and Raman spectroscopy.

The study of 2D-layered MoS2 nanomaterials,
its
broad
range
of
electrical,
and
physicochemical, biological, and mechanical
properties, can be considered as a natural
evolution after the scientific/technological impact
of 2D graphene derivatives [1]. MoS2 has a
structure consisting of chemically bonded S–Mo–
S nanosheets or layers being together by van der
Waals' interactions. These characteristics explain
that nano-structured MoS2 (i.e., few layered
particles by exfoliation of natural sources or by
chemical synthesis) presented outstanding
properties with high amount of potential
applications in electronics, catalysis, biomedical,
and energy-related fields [1]. From the polymer
point of view, MoS2 nanosheets can be
considered as a promising filler for the
preparation of nanocomposites due to their
layered structure having high surface area and
aspect ratio, alongside outstanding mechanical
properties [2,3]. Moreover, MoS2 presents
antimicrobial behaviour, photoactivity, and high
absorption in a wide wavelength range,
converting NIR light into heat [1, 4].

Results and Discussion
Figure 1 displays results from the surface
roughness of pure LLDPE and the LLDPE/MoS2
composites as measured from atomic force
microscopy (AFM). MoS2 reduced this property in
the composites, that together with the higher
hydrophilicity and the generation of reactive
oxygen species, can explain the high
antimicrobial behaviour against Salmonella. The
presence of MoS2 further increase the oxygen
permeation and decrease the water vapor
permeation of LLDPE. These results show that
this filler can be used for active packaging.
Results from polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB) will be
further presented toward this application.
The high NIR absorption of MoS2 and
polymer/MoS2 nanocomposites allowed the
design of a smart bilayer compound formed by a
layer of a standard paper with a second layer of
the composite (Figure 2, upper-part). The
difference in thermal expansion between these
layers explains that under NIR irradiation
(heating-up the materials), a stress is generated
curving the bilayer. Noteworthy, after cooling
(removing the NIR source), the bilayer returns to
the original shape.

Experimental
MoS2 nanoparticles were obtained from bulk
powders through a sonication process in an acid
aqueous solution of chitosan (CS) [5]. The
dispersion was then dried to obtain a powder to
be mixed with the polymers. Composites based
on a commercial linear low density polyethylene
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Conclusions
The addition of exfoliated MoS2 nanoparticles into
polymer matrices generates a novel family of
multifunctional composite materials with a broad
range of properties. In a LLDPE matrix, these
nanoparticles decrease the surface roughness
and hydrophobicity, that together with other
mechanisms such as ROS generation, render a
high antimicrobial behaviour in LLDPE/MoS2
composites. In PLA matrix, the presence of MoS2
allowed a smart bilayer remotely actuated by
NIR. This smart material presented reversible
deformation that can be used for the design of
novel bioinspired soft-robots presenting
locomotion.

Figure 1. Atomic force microscopic (AFM) images from the
pure LLDPE and the composites.
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Figure 2. Optical images of a bilayer formed by a paper and
polymer/MoS2 composites under NIR radiation. Upper-part:
a flat bilayer that after 30 seconds change the curvature;
Lower-part: a biobased locomotion mechanism using this
smart response of the bilayer. Red images are under NIRon.
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prepared from core-shell latex particle to produce
photoactive polymer films.

Introduction
The design of photoactive polymer substrates
producing singlet oxygen under visible light
irradiation has great technological potential.
Production of singlet oxygen (1O2), a selective
reactive oxygen species (ROS) produced by
irradiation under visible light of organic
photosensitizers, has attracted increasing interest
in the fields of fine chemistry,[1] photodecontamination of air/water,[2] antimicrobial
materials,[3] or Photodynamic Therapy (PDT).[4]
Covalent immobilization of photosensitizers onto
solid substrates improves their handling,
recyclability, stability and purification from
reactants. Both the preparation of films by a
straightforward method and the design of tunable
submicronic particles effective in alcoholic
medium were still challenging for the interfacial
production of 1O2.
Results and Discussion

Figure 1. Synthesis of P(AA-co-MRB)-TTC and PAA-TTC
by RAFT polymerization used as reactive stabilizer for the
synthesis of photosensitizer-based waterborne latex by
emulsion PISA:. Route 1 for RB in the shell and Route 2 for
RB in the core (from reference [6]).

In that context, functional waterborne latex
synthesized by the scalable emulsion
polymerization process, are versatile to prepare
photosensitizer-supported materials either as
stable colloidal particles or as polymer film with
reinforced mechanical properties. So, film forming
latex particles with a Rose-Bengal decorated shell
were synthesized by polymerization-induced selfassembly (PISA) (Figure 1).[5,6] Nanostructured
reinforced poly(n-butyl acrylate) films were

In a second strategy devoted to the
implementation of interfacial photooxygenation of
organic molecules, crosslinked particles were
prepared by miniemulsion copolymerization to
produce core-functionalized particles (Figure 2).[7]
An interesting OFF-ON system was designed as
the aqueous dispersion of polymer colloids was
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not photoactive during storage due to
photosensitizer aggregation but the swelling of the
colloids transposed into ethanol triggered the
production of singlet oxygen by visible light
irradiation.[7]

Figure 2. Miniemulsion copolymerization of vinyl acetate, Nvinylcaprolactam, vinyl benzyl Rose Bengal and divinyl
adipate to synthesize switchable photosensitizer-grafted
polymer colloids for interfacial photooxygenation reactions
(from reference [7]).
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biomedical applications [7]. The morphological
and textural characteristics of the mesoporous
silica particles employed, the optimization of the
synthetic in-situ polymerization methodology and
the choice of suitable phase compatibilization
strategies to improve the dispersion of the
nanoscale filler particles within the polymer matrix
were the key elements for the obtention of highperformance nanocomposites and/or nanoblends.
The aim of this work is to provide a comprehensive
view of research and knowledge gained thereof
and use it in the development of our most recent
approach, applying a novel type of nanostructured
silica material, made up of dendrimer-like silica
nanospheres (DS). Its unique morphology and
highly accessible surface make DS a promising
candidate as nanofiller in high-performance HDPE
nanocomposites. The effect of the different
synthetic conditions and filler content on the
properties of the composites is evaluated.

Introduction
Nowadays, the development of polymer
nanocomposites is one of the most promising and
emerging research areas and has a tremendous
technological and economical potential, as clearly
demonstrated by the value of the polymer
nanocomposites market, which is expected to
reach above $11,549 million by 2022 [1].
Our research group has extensively investigated
the production of polyolefins and, particularly the
reinforcement of PE and PP with several types of
nanostructured silica materials to produce high
performance polyolefin-based materials. In order
to boost filler dispersion within the polymer matrix
and ensure mechanical reinforcement, an insitu polymerization technique was applied, using
mesoporous silica particles both as catalyst
support and as filler. The very nature of the
morphology and mesoporous character of this
type of silica materials creates favourable
conditions wherein the channels act as
nanoreactors influencing the polymer chain growth
and – consequently – the properties of the final
polymer. Applying this methodology, different
families of self-reinforced nanocomposites and inreactor nanoblends were prepared, based in
HDPE [2-6], UHMWPE [7-9], and PP [10],
matrices combined with neat and decorated MCM41 and SBA-15 particles. The resulting materials
showed enhanced phase compatibility [5] and gas
permeation properties [4] along with an improved
mechanical performance [2,3,5-7,10b] and
processability, enabling their potential application
as substitutes of traditional composites or in

Experimental
The DS reinforced nanocomposites were
prepared via two different methods, named DSMAO and SA-DS [11]. A meticulous
characterization of the nanocomposites was
performed with respect to morphology,
crystallinity, charge dispersion, as well as their
mechanical properties.
Results and Discussion
A remarkable polymerization activity and a more
well-defined spherical polymer morphology was
observed for SA-DS procedure. The average
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molar mass of the polymeric matrix present in the
nanocomposites decreased with increasing load.
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Introduction

Experimental

Outstanding mechanical properties, induced by
strong intermolecular forces, make semicrystalline polymers quite attractive for industry
(e.g., packaging, electronic,
automotive
components). Type of crystal modification such as
alpha and beta, and the size of super structure
(e.g. spherulite, shish-kebab) are of great
importance in terms of mechanical properties like
toughness of a semicrystalline polymer. Here, we
present two approaches to tune the crystal
modification and superstructure of isotactic
polypropylene (i-PP) and polylactide (PLA) with
the application of nanotechnology: The control of
crystal morphology and enhancement of the
mechanical properties of i-PP and PLA by
(I) supramolecular
nano
additives
(SPAs) and (II) in-situ melt-spinned polymer
nanofibers (NFs). SPAs can be dissolved
completely in i-PP melt at the operated processing
temperatures and have a tendency to crystallize
upon cooling in very finely dispersed, onedimensional, highly ordered nano-fibrillar objects
which are formed by intermolecular hydrogen
bonds between the stacks composed of trisamide
based molecules. Self-assembly of these nanofibrils into three-dimensional objects, which act as
crystal nucleating sites. PBT NFs, which were
produced via in-situ melt spinning, were used as a
crystal nucleating agent to tune the crystal
morphology of the PLA. Finally, first results will be
presented on the efficiency of the additives as
nucleating agents for polymer foams made
thereof.

Two experimental 1,3,5-benzenetrisamide-based
SPAs, one commercially available beta nucleating
agent (NA) and alpha NA were used to control the
crystal modification and superstructure of i-PP
(Moplen HP500V from LyondellBasell). The
experimental beta-NAs (beta NA1 and NA2) were
synthesized at the Department of Macromolecular
Chemistry I, University of Bayreuth. As a
reference, alpha-NA, the commercially available
alpha NA (Irgaclear XT386) and ref. beta NA
(NJStar
NU-100
(N,N-dicyclohexyl-2,6naphthalene dicarboxamide) were supplied by
BASF SE and New Japan Chemical Co,
respectively The selected concentrations (0.02
wt% for alpha NA, 0.04 wt% for beta NA1 and
0.3 wt% for beta NA2, 0.03 wt% for beta Ref). The
i-PP with SPA compounds were manufactured in
a co-rotating twin screw extruder (Brabender DSE
20/40). The compounded materials were then
foamed by using a tandem extrusion line from Dr.
Collin GmbH (twin-screw extruder with 25mm
screw and L/D 42; single-screw extruder with
45mm screw and L/D 30) equipped with a 3mm
round die [1].
PLA under the trade name of 2003D comprising
∼4.5 % of D-Lactide content was purchased from
Nature Works (U.S.A.). PBT (Pocan B1300) with
melting temperature of 225 °C was kindly provided
by Lanxess AG (Cologne, Germany). PLA and
PBT were melt blended in different compositions
of PBT (1, 2, 3, 5 and 10 wt.%) in a double screw
extruder (Process11, Thermoscientific, L/D ratio of
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These nano-objects feature a corrugated surface
as well as a high surface to volume ratio. Both are
attributed to provide a large quantity of nucleating
sites for foam cell nucleation. SEM micrographs of
the neat i-PP foam and i-PP with 0.04 wt% SPA
are shown in Figure 2.

40) with a spinneret die. The melt-blended
samples of PLA/PBT were stretched at the die and
collected using a take up roller rotating with speed
of 190 m/min that resulted in 80 µm diameter PLA
fibers. Fabricating the isotropic nanofiber
composites (NFCs), PLA fibers including PBT NFs
were chopped into 1 to 2 mm long pieces and then
compression-molded. A schematic of the spinning
line, single PLA/PBT fiber and the manufactured
NFCs are presented in Figure 1 [2].

Figure 3 SEM micrographs of the foam extruded (a) neat iPP and (b) i-PP with 0.04 wt% SPA

As depicted in Figure 3a, the neat i-PP exhibits a
non-uniform morphology and larger cell sizes.
0.4 wt% SPA leads to smaller cell size with a
reduction from 68 to 27 µm and a narrower cell
size distribution compared to those of the neat iPP (Fig. 3).

Figure 1 Illustration of the spinning line (a), single PLA/PBT
fiber (b), chopped fibers (c) and NFCs (d) [2].

The PBT NFs (Fig. 4) with the aspect ratio of 400
resulted in dramatic changes in the crystal
morphology of PLA where very small PLA crystals
oriented in the PBT nanofibers direction. Improved
mechanical properties of PLA were achieved by
increased crystallinity (around 27 %), the smaller
and well-oriented crystallites induced by
nanofibers.

NFCs were then batch-foamed to determine the
role of NFs as a foam nucleating agent on the
morphology and properties of PLA foams.
Results and Discussion
In the presence of SPAs, i-PP exhibited up to 4
times smaller crystallite sizes, beta-modification
induced by beta NA1 and shish-kebab structure
featuring increased impact strength (around 4
times) and fatigue crack resistance of i-PP (one
order of magnitude) at room temperature. Figure 2
exhibits the toughness of the i-PP with various
crystal modifications [1].

2 µm

Figure 4 PBT NFs after molding PLA/PBT NFCs and etching
PLA by solvent (Methanol/water 2:1 NaOH 1 mol/lit)
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Figure 2 Charpy impact strength ak for the neat and
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approaches have been adopted to enhance the
performance of solid-state polymer-based
electrolytes, such as addition of plasticisers, active
ceramic fillers and proper crosslinking, which are
here overviewed with practical examples from
results obtained in our laboratories in both Libased and post-lithium electrochemical cells [3-7].

Introduction
Commercial secondary batteries use as ion
transport media liquid electrolytes, which are
based on toxic and volatile organic carbonate
solvents, and their flammability raises safety
concerns. The most striking solution at present is
to switch on all solid-state designs exploiting
polymer materials, films, ceramics, low-volatile,
green additives, etc. [1] Polymer-based
electrolytes are proposed as a valid alternative
and, particularly in the Li-ion battery (LiB) sector,
the transformation from liquid-state to solid-state
architecture is expected to improve safety, fast
and reliable fabrication, and temperature stability.
Nonetheless, several constraints have impeded
the massive intrusion of solid-state systems into
the mainstream, which include low ionic
conductivity, low cation transport properties and
stringent processing conditions (use of organic
solvents and complex preparations). Thus,
researchers worldwide have proposed several
approaches including the most promising in situ
preparation of thermoset polymer electrolytes
using the well-established solvent-free processes
[2]. Ionic conductivity can be controlled by
reducing the crystallinity, which in turn increases
the amorphous character of the polymer matrix;
indeed, alkali metal ion conduction is directly
linked to polymer chain mobility.
In addition, the use and/or addition of oxide
ceramic super Li+ ion conductors (viz., garnet-type
LLZO, NASICON, etc.) recently attracted much
attention owing to their relatively high ionic
conductivity at ambient temperature (approaching
10-3 S cm–1), negligible electronic conductivity and
absence of harmful decomposition products upon
contact with atmospheric moisture. Several

Experimental
In our Labs, we develop different kind of polymerbased electrolytes by means of different
techniques, including simple solvent casting and
free radical UV-induced photopolymerization (UVcuring) [3,4]. UV-curing takes place at ambient
conditions: a liquid poly-functional monomer,
containing a proper photo-initiator, forms a crosslinked film upon UV irradiation. It appears highly
advantageous, due to its easiness and rapidity in
processing, very short time with high efficiency
and eco-friendliness as the use of solvent is
avoided, thus easily scalable to an industrial level.
All samples are thoroughly characterized in the
physico-chemical, structural-morphological and
electrochemical viewpoint.
Results and Discussion
In the first part of the talk, an overview will be
offered of the recent developments on innovative,
crosslinked polymer-based electrolytes for alkali
metal ion batteries, particularly Li- and Na-based
batteries. They exhibit excellent ionic conductivity
and wide electrochemical stability window, which
ensure safe operation even at ambient conditions.
Electrochemical performances in lab-scale
devices can be readily improved by the use of
different kind of RTILs or other specific low-volatile
additives and evaluated by means of cyclic
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added with active ceramic particles, thoroughly
mixed, formed into a film and cross-linked under
UV radiation to obtain a composite hybrid
electrolyte. Overall, crosslinking allows obtaining
self-standing CPEs with desirable properties of
flexibility, shape retention upon thermal stress,
improved interfacial contact with the metal
electrodes and ionic conductivity suitable for
practical application.
Overall, lab-scale Li-/Na-metal cells as well as Li/Na-ion full cells assembled with the abovementioned solid-state electrolytes and either
cathodes like lithium iron phosphate (LFP) and
high-voltage NMC or NVPF or anodes like Si/C,
MX-enes, hard carbons demonstrated specific
capacities approaching theoretical values even at
high C-rates and could work for hundreds of cycles
at ambient temperature.

voltammetry and galvanostatic charge/discharge
cycling coupled with electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy exploiting different electrode
materials (e.g., LFP, Li-rich NMC, Si/C, NVPF,
hard carbons, possibly prepared by water-based
procedures exploiting green NaCMC as binder).
Direct polymerization procedures on top of the
electrode films are also used in order to obtain an
intimate electrode/electrolyte interface and a full
active material utilization in both half and full cell
architectures [3,4,7].
Processing of solid-state ceramic electrolytes in
pellets by sintering, results in brittle and porous
electrolytes, which often display poor interfacial
contact with metal electrodes. To circumvent
these problems, recent efforts have been
dedicated to the formulation of new NASICONtype structures with LAGP and/or LAGTP following
new glass-ceramic synthesis routes [6] to allow
rapid preparation of highly conductive and stable
ceramic electrolytes. In addition, composite hybrid
polymer electrolytes (CPEs), where the ceramic
material is embedded in a polymeric matrix, are
prepared. As compared to the pristine
components, CPEs are stiff while preserving
flexibility, are easily processed, and can be
conceived to attain improved ionic conductivity
and interfacial contact with the electrodes [5].
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Figure 1 Digital photograph of (a) UV-crosslinked
methacrylic-based polymer electrolyte and (b) nonflammable composite PEO/LLZO-based polymer electrolyte
and (c) example of constant-current cycling in Li-metal cell
with LiFePO4-based cathode.

As a result, in the second part of the talk, the
results will be given about the development of a
polymer based matrix containing poly(ethylene
oxide) (PEO), lithium imide salts (LiTFSI/LiFSI),
various additives and a photoinitiator, which was
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(i) polymer nanocomposites made of polystyrene
(PS, Edistir® 2982, by Polimeri Europa, Italy) filled
with different amounts (Φ ranging between 0.9 and
4.9 vol.%) of graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs,
obtained from graphite flakes (GICs, Faima S.r.l.,
Italy) intercalated with sulphuric acid) [3];
(ii) two blends of PS and polymethylmethacrylate
(PMMA) with drop-in-matrix (PS/PMMA=85/15
wt/wt)
and
co-continuous
morphology
(PS/PMMA=55/45 wt/wt) filled with different
amounts (Φ ranging between 0.18 and 2.24 vol.%)
of organo-modified montmorillonite (Cloisite® 15A
by Southern Clay Products, Inc.) [4, 5];
(iii) a biocomposite made of poly(lactic acid)
(Luminy® LX175 by Total Corbion) filled with
different amounts (Φ ranging between 5 and 30
wt.%) of hemp shives (HS, provided by Equilibrium
Srl, Italy) or kenaf bast fibers (KB, by Kenaf Eco
Fibers Italia, Italy).
The nanocomposites of (i) and (ii) were prepared
by melt blending using a co-rotating twin-screw
extruder (15 ml Micro Compounder, DSM Xplore,
Netherland). Further details on sample
preparation are provided in the reference papers.
The bio-composites of (iii) were prepared using a
batch mixer operating at 180°C and at mixing rate
of 60 rpm and subsequently compacted using a
hydraulic press (mod. 20MT by Lab Tech
Engineering Company LTD).

Introduction
Most of everyday polymer-based objects are
composite materials in which variable amounts of
solid fillers are embedded in the host matrix. When
the amount of such particulate exceeds a critical
“percolation threshold” (Φc), the solid phase forms
continuous paths throughout the material and
properties radically change. The percolation
threshold can be predicted based on mere
geometrical considerations for non-Brownian
particles with well-defined geometry and under the
assumption of random distribution [1]. Such
hypotheses are rarely fulfilled in filled polymers,
which often contain Brownian particles that tend to
flocculate forming fractal aggregates. Further
difficulties in predicting Φc emerge in case of
flexible particles such as fibers, which can bend
changing size and shape necessary for theoretical
calculations. As a result, Φc can vary in a wide
range of composition (from ~10-3 to ~10-1 vol.%).
An effective rheological method is herein
presented to easily – and yet accurately – estimate
the percolation threshold. After a short recall of the
“two-phase model” [2] underlying the proposed
approach, three applications will be presented to
highlight its advantages: (i) a polymer
nanocomposite based on highly flexible
nanoplatelets; (ii) polymer blends filled with
interfacial-located clay nanoparticles; (iii) a biocomposite filled with short natural fibers.

Results and Discussion
When a whole-space spanning network of
particles has built up, the material loses its liquidlike features and acquires thixotropic

Experimental
The three families of samples are:
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of the polymer phases affects (and is in turn
affected by) the space arrangement of the filler. As
a result, changing the blend morphology from
drop-in-matrix to co-continuous leads to filler
networks with different structure and strength
[4, 5].
The third example proving the utility of the twophase model concerns the biodegradability of biocomposites. PLA biodegradation is a complex
process that starts with PLA hydrolysis. This
causes a decrease of molecular weight necessary
for microorganisms to start digesting the
biopolymer. Hygroscopic fillers can accelerate this
hydrolytic process. For this mechanism to be
effective, the sample must be above Φc. The twophase model was applied to identify Φc. The
estimate was corroborated through dielectric tests,
and accelerated hydrolytic degradation tests
highlighted the relevance of Φc to promote
biodegradation in PLA-based bio-composites.

characteristics. Rheological methods can be
hence used to identify Φc. An easy way to reveal
this transition is performing small amplitude
oscillatory shear tests. The rheological fingerprint
of samples above Φc is the arrest of relaxation
dynamics. The latter results in a predominance of
the elastic shear modulus over the viscous one
(G'>>G") and in a plateau of the G' at low
frequency (ω): ′ = lim G′
. G'0 is a
→

measure of the shear elasticity of the filler network,
thus being a function of the filler content Φ. The
G'(ω) curves of samples at different Φ>Φc can be
scaled onto a single mastercurve with a simple
procedure [2]. The scaling factors possess precise
physical meaning: the vertical shift factor, b(Φ), is
the network elasticity; the horizontal shift factor,
a(Φ), represents the frequency at which the
network elasticity equals the viscous modulus of
the polymer matrix corrected by the hydrodynamic
contribution of the filler.
One of the consequences of the deterministic
feature of the shift factors is the accurate estimate
of the elasticity of samples with a filler network too
tenuous to be appreciated with conventional linear
viscoelastic analysis. In the first case study, the
elasticity of a PS/GNP sample at Φ=0.024 vol.%
(>Φc=0.020 vol.%) was estimated to be G'0≈3 Pa,
which is far below the sensitivity of the rheometer.
The accuracy of the rheological percolation
threshold estimated through the two-phase model
was confirmed by electric conductivity
measurements, which were possible because of
the inherent conductive feature of GNPs [3].
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Figure 2. Rubbery modulus from DMA for PLA-kenaf
composites as a function of immersion time in water at
45°C to promote biodegradation; full symbols: samples at
Φ<Φc; open symbols: samples at Φ>Φc.
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nanoplatelets lying at the polymer-polymer
interface of immiscible blends. The microstructure
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monomers under the same conditions (Fig. 1).
Remarkably indeed, and in contrast to most
reported catalysts, BA allows inserting both
monomer units simultaneously in the growing
chain during ROcP, yielding truly statistical

Introduction
The work to be presented is at the interface of
molecular
chemistry,
catalysis
and
macromolecular synthesis. It deals both with
"organic catalysis of polymerization" and
"macromolecular design for organic and
organometallic catalysis". Regarding the former
topic, the aim is to use or to design small and
easily accessible "task-specific" organic
molecules, to broaden the range of monomers
polymerizable by organic catalysis, possibly under
conditions that are easy to implement.[1] Another
objective is to develop polymerization reactions
combining both high catalytic activity and high
(stereo)selectivity. Access to structurally welldefined metal-free polymers is also attractive for
applications in microelectronics, cosmetics, or the
biomedical field.[1] In relation with the second topic,
we have specifically designed polymeric micelles
derived from imidazolium-based ionic liquids that
are immobilized and confined in the hydrophobic
core of the micelles, and serving as precursors of
N-heterocyclic carbene (NHC) motifs.

L-LA + ε-CL

+ ROH
O

155-180 °C
BULK

OH
ROcP

O
R

O

O
O

O

O

H

O

PLA-co-PCL

copolymers.[2-4]
Fig. 1. Statistical copolyesters by ROcP of L-LA
and ε-CL using benzoic acid as catalyst.
In another part, we will discuss the possibility to
trigger the isoselective ROP of racemic lactide
(rac-LA), i.e. by kinetic resolution, at room
temperature from commercial chiral aminothiourea catalysts, namely, Takemoto catalysts
(Fig.2).[5] When used in presence of a
phosphazene base, a chiral binary organocatalytic
system can be generated, allowing for fast,
chemo- and stereoselective ROP of rac-LA at RT,
yielding highly isotactic, semi-crystalline and
metal-free polylactide, with a melting temperature
as high as 187 °C. [6]

Results and Discussion
In the context of organocatalyzed polymerization,
we will show that benzoic acid (BA), a cheap, biobased, thermostable and recyclable compound,
can be used to catalyze the ring-opening
polymerization (ROP) of L-lactide and εcaprolactone at 155 °C under bulk conditions.[2-4]
BA has also proven highly efficient to perform the
ring-opening copolymerization (ROcP) of the two
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Fig. 2. Stereoselective ROP of rac-LA in
presence of a chiral thiourea.
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3777-3780.

The last part will be dedicated to the design of
polymeric nanoreactors, resulting from the precise
synthesis and self-assembly of an amphiphilic
block copolymer.[7-8] The as-obtained micellar
nanostructures are constituted of a hydrophobic
core, where NHC entities are immobilized and
protected from water (Fig. 3). In addition to being
readily recycled, these custom-designed micellar
polymer-supported NHCs show an exceptionally
high catalytic activity in benchmark reactions of
organometallic and organic catalysis (e.g. Suzuki
coupling or benzoin condensation, respectively),
including in aqueous media. This NHC-mediated
micellar catalysis strategy is inspired by enzymes
that use microcompartments to carry out many
biocatalytic transformations in mild conditions.

7. Lambert, R., Wirotius, A.-L., Vignolle, J., Taton, D.
(2019). Polym. Chem. 10, 460-466.
8. Taton, D. Wirotius, A.-L., Lambert, R. (2021).
WO2021083997 A1 2021-05-06.
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Fig. 3. NHC-mediated micellar catalysis (here
applied to the benzoin condensation reaction).
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vehicle-treated controls or doxorubicin. However,
stable long-term survival 100% for 80 days of
implanted tumors was only achieved by repeated
treatment with cleavable doxorubicin-loaded
dPGS copolymer micelles.3,4

Introduction
Today, the state-of-the-art targeted tumor therapy
is frequently based on poorly water-soluble
inhibitors of tumor cell signaling and growth. While
the tumor signaling inhibitors selectively target
crucial and indispensable pathways of tumor cell
growth and survival, they widely distribute in the
healthy tissue and do not accumulate in tumors
and metastasis at high concentrations due to their
physicochemical properties. We discovered the
strong tumor and inflammation targeting property
of the biocompatible polymer dendritic polyglycerolsulfate (dPGS).1
Results and Discussion
Based on its strong tumor targeting property,
dPGS copolymers were synthesized for targeted
drug delivery and biologically evaluated. Dendritic
dPGS-based polymer micelle and the dPGS
dendritic copolymer are highly potent candidates
for targeted delivery of poorly water-soluble
drugs.2,3 For this purpose the hydrophobic
anticancer drug doxorubicin was encapsulated
within both the cleavable and non-cleavable dPGS
PCL copolymer micelle. We showed in vitro growth
inhibition of human MCF-7 mammary carcinoma
cells with both formulations. Further proof of
concepts is provided by the treatment of
established human mammary MCF-7 xenografts
in nude mice. We demonstrated that both
cleavable and non-cleavable dPGS copolymer
micellar formulations of doxorubicin may increase
the survival of tumor bearing mice compared to

Figure 1. Drug-loaded Biodegradable Dendritic
Polysulfates for Tumor Trageting
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Introduction
Conjugated polymers are an important class of
chromophores for next generation optoelectronic
devices such as flexible solar cells. Understanding
and controlling their excited state properties, in
particular,
radiative
and
non-radiative
recombination processes are among the greatest
challenges that must be overcome for organic
photovoltaics to suceed. In this presentation I will
show the synthesis and characterization of a
series of molecularly encapsulated conjugated
polymers and explore their structural and optical
properties. The molecular encapsulation enables
a detailed understanding of the effect of
interpolymer interactions. We reveal that the
photophysics of these materials can be
dramatically altered (both positively and
negatively) through the suppression of
intermolecular interactions. These studies
demonstrate the key importance of understanding
and controlling intermolecular interactions in
conjugated polymers.
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concentration varied between 5 and 20%.
Materials were characterized in terms of their
thermal, mechanical (compression test) and
rheological properties. Also, ionic conductivity (IC)
was measured. IGs applications were assayed to
register ECG, EMG and human motions.

Introduction
Nowadays, bioelectronics area is looking for new
soft-ionic systems to improve the performance in
recording signals across this interface between
biology and electronics.[1] In this scenario, iongels
(IGs) are excellent candidates due to their ionic
conductivity, self-healing, thermo-responsiveness,
or biocompatibility. Unlike hydrogels, IGs have the
capability to maintain the ionic conductivity
practically unaltered over time, allowing an
excellent performance for the signal recordings.[2]
In this work, we report the preparation of iongels
formed with a polymer matrix (poly(vinyl) alcohol
(PVA) or gelatin), a phenolics compound (PhCs)
as crosslinker, and a cholinium based ionic liquid
(ILs). The mechanical, thermal, and rheological
properties, ionic conductivity, and stability of the
iongels were investigated. In terms of applications,
the iongels were tested in different body sensor
devices such as electrocardiogram (ECG),
electromyography (EMG) recording over time, and
as pressure sensor layers to detect human motion.

Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the pictures of the prepared PVAbased iongels, employing gallic acid (GA),
pyrogallol (PGA) and tanic acid (TA) as PhCs and
cholinium acetate ([Ch][Ac]) and cholinium lactate
([Ch][Lac]) as ILs. Regarding the mechanical
properties, in all cases the IGs were elastics with
Young modulus between 14 and 70 kPa. The
predominant elastic behavior of IGs was
confirmed by compression, where samples
returned to its original shape and dimensions after
multiple cycles of deformation. This result satisfies
the general material requirement for bioelectronics
of being flexible and elastic. Also, the PVA based
IGs have thermoreversible properties with gel–sol
transitions ranging from 85 to 110 °C, which allows
the iongel processing via direct 3D printing by
material extrusion at temperatures over their
transition.

Experimental
Synthesis of IGs involves a simple
dissolution/evaporation method. First, dissolution
was at 90 °C. In the case of gelatin-based IGs, the
mixture was maintained for one hour at 90°C in
order to assure the formation of covalent bonds
between gelatin and PhCs. In all cases, polymer
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This work proposes iongel systems fully
composed of biocompatible materials, where a
phenolic compound acting as a crosslinker in a
gelatin or PVA matrix that can incorporate different
cholinium carboxylate ILs. The resulting iongels
are flexible and elastic, and in general, these
materials exhibited high ionic conductivity values
and showed excellent performance when used as
electrodes
in
electromyography,
electrocardiogram, and muscle stimulation.
Overall, the cholinium-based iongels here
proposed unveiled good mechanical and ionic
conductivity properties, as well as great suitability
to be employed as body sensors in bioelectronic
devices.

Figure 1. Pictures of the PVA and cholinium-based
iongels.[3]

Furthermore, excellent and stable IC values were
registered between 25 and 60°C. Figure 2 shows
IC values, around 10–2 S cm–1, PVA and gelatinbased IGs.

References
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Figure 2. Variation of IC of iongels based on PVA (A) and
gelatin-TA (B).[3-4]

[3]

In order to analyze the performance of the
cholinium-based IGs in the bioelectronic
applications, they were tested in different body
sensor devices such as ECG, EMG, and pressure
sensor to detect human motion. Figure 3 shows
the performance of IGs in ECG (PVA-based IGs)
and EMG (gelatin-based IGs) recordings. The
electrodes containing cholinium-based IGs
displayed a similar performance of ECG
recordings using medical standard electrodes
(Figure 3.A).

[4]

Figure 3. A) comparison of ECG recording on PVA-PGA[Ch][Lat] IG and a medical electrode. B) EMG recording on
gelatin-TA-[Ch][Lac] IG.

Conclusions
Biocompatible IGs are a very attractive alternative
for long-term recording of electrophysiological
activity, maintaining their performance over time.
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Mixed ionic and electronic conduction plays a key
role in energy storage and health monitoring
devices [1,2]. The operating mechanism of these
devices involves the concomitant processes of ion
conduction along with the electron transfer, which
determines the efficiency of the device. Mixed
ionic-electronic conductors (MIECs) are potentially
ideal additives for electrodes to provide that
electron conduction together with ionic
conductivity, which makes possible the transport
of the ions through the electrode. MIECs can be
used in electrode formulations to replace carbon
and binder additives used nowadays and improve
the energy density of batteries [3].

characterization, as well as their application in
energy storage systems. It will also be shown the
synergy created in the composites to improve the
intrinsic properties of the individual components
[5].

In this presentation, we will present mixed ionicelectronic conducting materials based on the
conducting
polymer
poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) and Organic
Ionic Plastic Crystals. Nowadays, PEDOT is the
most used conducting polymer due to its high
electronic conductivity, stability and easy
processing. On the other hand, OIPCs consist of
an organic cation and anion pairs that have regular
crystal structures in the solid state. One or both
ions in the crystal can exhibit translational motions,
which allow the material to flow under stress.
These motions provide OIPCs of multiple solidsolid phase transitions and plastic mechanical
properties, which are highly desirable in
electrochemical devices to improve the poor
contact between the electrode and electrolyte and
facilitate ion diffusion [4]. In this talk, we will
present the development of MIEC composites,
together with their structural, and electrochemical
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Introduction
The zwitterionic ring expansion1,2 has been
proposed by Isabel Asenjo-Sanz3 with B(C6F5)3 for
glycidyl phenyl ether to give a cyclic poly(GPE)
polymer. The majority of the products appeared to
be cyclic polymers, with only a trace amount of
linear polymers via coupling with water. At this
point we would like to understand what other types
of cyclic products that one can get from something
other than glycidyl phenyl ether.
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1.2
1
0.8
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Results and Discussion
We first decided to study the products of the
phenyl glycidyl ether polymerization. Via gel
permeation chromatography (GPC), we could see
that there were three (or more) peaks from the
distribution Figure 1. Then each of these peaks
was separated by preparative gel permeation
chromatography (prepGPC). Although only a few
milligrams could be done by prepGPC, mass
spectrometery requires even less (a few
micrograms) to get optimal resolution.
Next, matrix assisted laser desorption
ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry
(MALDI-TOF MS) was carry out to understand
what type of molecules were in the products. The
lower molecular weight (the teal, figure 1) appears
to be mostly cyclic polymers, which makes sense
because a cyclic polymer is backfolded and
therefore have a lower “molecular size” than the
exact same molecular weight linear polymers. The
next higher molecular weight (the purple, figure 1)
appear to be predominantly the tadpole. While the

0
15

17

19

te (mins)

Figure 1. a) GPC of the poly(glycidyl phenyl ether) with
three (or more) distributions.

lower molecular weight (below 1000) are largely
cyclic, the higher molecular weight (from 1000 to
2500) are tadpoles because each of these are
formed when two cyclic chains merge to become
a tadpole dimer. While these have the exact same
molecular weight, we can remove the tadpole
because it has an alcohol end group that can be
coupling to an alkynyl ether.4 An azide resin can
then be used to remove this. The minor product
then is a small amount of the linear. The final
distribution is the higher molecular weight (the
gray) which is largely linear. In addition to water
interacting with this chain to give a linear diol, there
are a few others, including one side which has a
phenol group and one side which has a glycidyl
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Conclusions
The majority of the B(C6F5)3 cyclic
polymerizations of phenyl glycidyl ether and its
various monomers show that these all have byproducts that include a linear and a tadpole.
Simulations tell us that if we have p-chlorophenyl
glycidyl ether, that we can remove the remainder
of the linear and tadpoles because they all have at
least one alcohols, to get the pure cyclic product.

group, a few which have two one each side (and
no alcohols).
C12, TP12-OH, PhO-L11-OGly
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Figure 2: MALDI-TOF mass spectra of the b) cyclic (Cx), c)
tadpole (TPx) and d) linear (Lx).

Next we decided to polymerize benzyl glycidyl
ether,
epichlorohydrin,
and
1,2epoxytetradecane.5 The benzyl ether made a
cationic resonance structure that complicated the
products reducing the amount of cyclic polymer,
however, the epichlorohydrin and 1,2epoxytetradecane gave low molecular weights
that were cyclic and linear mixtures. Next, we
polymerized styrene oxide, as well as
fluorostyrene oxide and chlorostyrene oxide.
These showed a small percentage of the cyclic
polymer, but had a number of by-products from the
styrenyl precursor.
The final thing that was done was a study and
computer simulation of the para-chlorophenyl
glycidyl ether.5 The para-chlorinated substituent
had fewer of the linear by-products (e.g. a phenoxy
or a glycidyl group on one or both sides), making
this a simpler product. The simulations make it
clear that while the phenyl glycidyl ether had a
portion of the boron attacking the ether (getting
either the phenoxy or the glycidyl groups), the pchlorophenyl glycidyl ether had this transition state
a bit higher. Obviously, having no alcohol groups
makes it very hard to purify,4 but the chlorophenyl
glycidyl ether has purely the cyclic, the tadpole,
and the diol.
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surface nucleation, i.e., nucleation at the interface
between matrix and droplet.
Nucleating effects toward the dispersed phase in
immiscible polymer blends were found for
polycarbonate(PC)/polypropylene (PP) blends [2]
and for polystyrene/styrene-maleic anhydride
copolymer/polyamide 6 (PA6) blends [3]. For
blends of semicrystalline polymers, an example
of surface-induced nucleation was found by
Ikkala et al.[4]
In the present investigation, we propose a novel
approach
for
studying
surface-induced
crystallization in blends of semicrystalline
polymers, which consists of detecting variations
in the crystallization kinetics of the dispersed
phase when changing the crystalline state of the
matrix through the self-nucleation (SN) technique.

Introduction
The formation of a nucleus is the first step in the
transition from an undercooled liquid into a
crystalline solid. In bulk polymers, nucleation is
followed by growth into lamellar-shaped crystals
Despite great interest in understanding the initial
stages of crystallization, an issue encountered is
that the contributions of nucleation and growth
are not easy to discriminate.
A method that has been widely employed to
isolate nucleation consists of confining the
crystallizing polymer into small micro- or nanodomains within a matrix. In this way, nucleation of
the dispersed polymer might become the ratedetermining step in the overall crystallization
process. This means that, once a droplet is
nucleated, crystallization fills the small volume of
the droplet very quickly, and the contribution of
the growth time is negligible with respect to the
time needed for nucleation to happen.
Generally, if the number of dispersed particles is
larger than the number of heterogeneities
originally present in the bulk sample, fractionated
crystallization is observed in immiscible blends.
[1] During cooling from the melt, the droplets
crystallize at different undercooling and,
therefore, generate more than one crystallization
exotherm. Usually, the droplets crystallize at low
undercooling, when specific heterogeneities
become active (heterogeneous nucleation). On
the contrary, impurity-free droplets crystallize at
large undercooling, due to homogeneous or

Experimental
Materials
A PP homopolymer with a Molecular Weight
(MW) of 565 kg/mol was employed as the matrix
phase of the blends. A high-density polyethylene
(HDPE) with MW of 160 kg/mol and a density of
0.945 g/cm3 was used as the dispersed phase.
The blends were prepared by melt-mixing at 200
°C for 10 min at 100 rpm, using a Brabender type
internal mixer. The codes assigned to the blends
report the content of the two phases; for instance,
H/P-10/90 is the blend containing 10 wt% HDPE
and 90 wt% PP.
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Methods
The thermal protocol for studying self-nucleation
(SN) and annealing of PP samples consists of: i)
producing a sample with standard thermal
history; ii) heat to the self-nucleation temperature
of the PP matrix and keep there for 5 minutes; iii)
cool to 20 °C and record the crystallization
temperatures of matrix and dispersed phase; iv)
final heating to reveal possible annealing of the
matrix phase.
Results and Discussion
The Tc values of each phase are reported in
Figure 1 as a function of PP self-nucleation
temperature for all the studied blends. The SN
domains of PP phase that are reported in the plot
allow us to relate the enhancement of the
crystallization kinetics of the dispersed phase
with the one of the matrix. In Domain I of the PP
phase, no variation of Tc was found for the
polyethylene (PE) phase as well. On the contrary,
a significant increase of Tc for HDPE is found at
TsPP in Domain II, where the crystallization
kinetics of the matrix is greatly enhanced by the
presence of PP self-nuclei that were left in the
melt. The crystallization temperature of the
dispersed phase continues to increase with
decreasing the seeding temperature and, thus,
on entering the SN Domain III of the PP phase.
The overall increase of Tc for HDPE in the range
of seeding temperatures shown in Figure 1 is of
circa 3 °C. This is a rather significant result, since
specific nucleating agents of HDPE produce
enhancement of its crystallization temperature of
1 to 3 °C at most, due to the intrinsically high
number of active heterogeneities present in this
polymer.
For the sake of comparison, Tc of neat HDPE
increases of about 2.5 °C at the ideal selfnucleation temperature, i.e., 128.5 °C. This
seeding temperature corresponds to the
formation of the highest density of nuclei in the
material. This means that the nucleating effect
exerted by the PP phase towards the PE phase
in the blend has a higher efficiency than the selfnuclei of the PE phase themselves.

Figure 1. Tc values for HDPE (left y-axis) and PP (right yaxis) in the HDPE/PP-10/90, HDPE/PP-20/80 and
HDPE/PP-30/70 blend as a function of polypropylene selfnucleation temperature

Concluding remarks
In the present work, it was reported that with
changing the crystalline state of a polypropylene
matrix through the self-nucleation technique, a
variation in the crystallization kinetics of the
polyethylene dispersed phase was obtained. For
the studied systems, surface nucleation of
polyethylene onto polypropylene is driven by
epitaxy. A proof of this phenomenon was the
increase in the crystallization temperature of the
dispersed phase (polyethylene) upon nonisothermal cooling. Furthermore, this explanation
was also confirmed by means of morphological
analysis, in which a transcrystalline layer is
observable in polyethylene domains at the
interface with the matrix, when the lamellar
thickness of the latter was enlarged by the selfnucleation and annealing protocol.
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step process is inexpensive, does not require
complex purifications and can be easily
implemented. We have thoroughly investigated
the aminolysis of a cyclic carbonate by comparing
a β-hydroxyamine to non-functionalized
alkylamine. The higher reactivity of βhydroxyamines toward cyclic carbonates was then
confirmed by rheological experiments and 100%
biobased thermosets were synthesized and
characterized.

Introduction {Style: Arial Narrow 12 bold}
Polyurethanes (PUs), ranking 6th among all
polymers based on annual worldwide production,
are commonplace in everyday life as foams,
coatings, adhesives, elastomers, insulation,
composites, and so forth.1–3 They are present in a
wide range of applications due to the numerous
industrially available polyols, which allow to cover
a large panel of properties.4,5 However, their
synthesis requires the use of isocyanates, known
to be harmful for human health and for the
environment.6,7 In order to limit the use of
isocyanates, the development of isocyanate-free
PUs has emerged over the last decade and has
gained increasing attention in both the academic
and industrial communities.8–10 Hence, the
aminolysis of 5-membered cyclic carbonates,
which yields polyhydroxyurethanes (PHUs), is
nowadays the most promising and described route
to non-isocyanate polyurethanes (NIPUs).11–14
However, five-membered cyclic carbonates suffer
from lower reactivity compared to isocyanates or
larger cyclic carbonates.15,16 Therefore, the
aminolysis of cyclic carbonates has been
thoroughly investigated in order to understand and
optimize the ring opening reaction. For this reason,
the influence of many parameters such as solvent,
temperature,
catalyst,
cyclic
carbonate
substituents or amine structure has been
studied.17–19 Recently, our team demonstrated the
higher reactivity of primary β-hydroxyamines
toward epoxy monomers compared to
alkylamines.20 In addition to high reactivity, the use
of β-hydroxyamines also presents strong
advantages. Indeed, biobased β-hydroxyamines
can be easily synthesized by reacting biobased
epoxides with aqueous ammonia.,21, 22 This one-

Experimental {Style: Arial Narrow 12 bold}
Synthesis
of
trimethylolpropane
hydroxyamine (TMPT-β-HA)

tri-β-

Trimethylolpropane triglycidyl ether TMPTGE (10
g, 0.099 mol, 1 eq.) was dissolved in 139 mL of a
25% NH3 aqueous solution (0.99 mol, 10 eq.) in a
sealed reactor. The reaction was carried out at 100
°C for 4 h. The ammonia solution was then
evaporated with a rotatory evaporator and then
freeze-dried to remove water traces. The pure
product was obtained as a yellow viscous liquid
(yield = 99%).
General procedure of PHU thermoset synthesis
Materials were synthetized with a cyclic
carbonate/amine molar ratio of 1/1. The cyclic
carbonate and the amine were stirred using a
SpeedMixerTM under vacuum for 5 minutes at 2
500 rpm. Then, the resulting homogeneous
mixture was poured in a silicon mold and cured at
80 °C for 10 h, then 6 h at 120 °C and finally 1 h
at 150 °C.
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Results and Discussion {Style: Arial Narrow 12
bold}
β-hydroxyamines are readily available from
biobased epoxides by aminolysis with ammonia.
Indeed, polyfunctional β-hydroxyamines are
obtained through a one-step process without
involving complex purifications. In addition to their
eco-friendly synthesis, we have highlighted their
higher reactivity toward cyclic carbonates
compared to conventional alkylamines. Kinetic
studies have revealed that butylamine exhibits a
pure second order rate law for the EC aminolysis
in CDCl3, whereas both first and second order
pathways contribute to the aminolysis with 1amino-2-butanol. Moreover, 1-amino-2-butanol
had a greater k2 value of 5.6·10-3 L² mol-2 s-1
against 1.79·10-3 L² mol-2 s-1 for butylamine, which
also justifies its higher reactivity. A DFT
investigation highlighted the key role of the β-OH
substituent in lowering the activation barrier
through H-bonding assistance relative to the
alkylamine. The β-OH substituent is able to
participate in the proton transfer chain both interand intramolecularly. Nevertheless, the single
molecule pathway still represents a minor
contribution relative to the two-hydroxyamine
pathway.
Furthermore, the higher β-hydroxyamine reactivity
toward cyclic carbonates was confirmed for PHU
thermoset synthesis by rheology. Indeed, the
gelation time was reduced by a factor of five
compared to alkylamine-based PHUs. Moreover,
the two fully biobased PHU thermosets
synthesized had very similar physico-chemical
properties as expected from their complementary
formulations. However, PHU2 presented a
heterogeneous network with two Tα probably due
to the ester linkages from Pripol-C5. These ester
linkages also reduced the thermal stability of
PHU2 compared to PHU1. β-hydroxyamines are
very promising curing agents combining a green
synthesis pathway and a higher reactivity toward
epoxides and cyclic carbonates
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Introduction
Acknowledgements

Cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) are an attractive
class of emerging renewable nanoparticles [1].
Cellulose is a semicrystalline polymeric material
consisting of microfibrils that can be deconstructed
into highly crystalline CNCs by controlled
hydrolysis of amorphous domains. CNCs possess
exceptional physical and chemical properties
making them as promising nanofillers for
polymeric composites [2]. In addition to their
excellent mechanical properties, CNCs possess
impressive optical properties due to the
cholesteric structure observed in suspension [3-5].
Interestingly CNCs possess high surface areas
relating to the presence of reactive hydroxyl
groups at their surface, which facilitate their
surface modification in order to fine tune their
surface topochemistry and, therefore, to extend
their applications. However, such modifications
are critical to enable their dispersion within
(bio)plastic matrices and to create strong fibermatrix adhesion. Hence the lecture will highlight
the benefits of these extraordinary nanofillers as
self-assembled within different polymeric matrices
using appropriated chemical modifications. Selfassembling CNCs into renewable polylactide
matrix of exceptional mechanical properties and
microbial
poly(hydroxybutyrate)-copoly(hydroxyvalerate) will be herein reported.
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Non-isocyante polyurethanes (NIPUs) have the
potential to substitute classic polyurethanes (PUs)
and thus address the related concerns regarding
the toxicity of isocyantes and their common
preparation via the phosgene route.[1-3] NIPUs can
be prepared via two main routes, i.e. the
aminolysis of cyclic carbonates or the
transcarbamoylation of carbamates. Herein,
several approaches using both routes will be
described, thereby focussing on the synthesis of
suitable monomers from renewable resources in
the most sustainable way possible.
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The synthesis of thermoplastic NIPUs derived
from fatty acids,[4] terpenes,[5] as well as
carbohydrate renewable[6] feedstocks will be
discussed. Key approaches for monomer
synthesis rely on olefin metathesis, catalytic
Lossen rearrangements, thiol-ene additions as
well as organocatalysis. A new concept of
pre-synthesizing carbamate containing monomers
that are polymerizable via different routes, here
thiol-ene polyadditions, will be introduced.[7] This
approach can address issues with reaching high
molecular weights when applying the two major
synthesis routes mentioned in the introduction.
Advantages and disadvantages, also in terms of
sustainability, will be discussed for the different
synthesis approaches.[8]
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mainly describe some recent applications, e.g.
hydrogels,[3-5] indoor air depolluting coatings[5]
and recyclable self-blown NIPU foams[6-7], all
obtained by the polyaddition of CO2-sourced
poly(cyclic carbonate)s with polyamines. For the
first time, we will show the synthesis of NIPU
hydrogels and coatings in water at room
temperature without using any catalyst.[3-5]
Crosslinked NIPU foams are also prepared by a
similar chemistry in the presence of additives
needed for promoting the foaming.[6-7]
Importantly, these foams can be easily repurposed
into second-life materials (e.g. coatings or
structural composites), offering the first example of
recyclable NIPU foams.[7] In the last part of the
talk, we will describe the preparation of other
families of NIPUs, e.g. poly(oxo-urethane)s and
poly(oxazolidone)s,[8-9] at room temperature from
novel activated CO2-sourced cyclic carbonates.

Introduction
Polyurethanes (PU) belong to one of the most
important family of step-growth polymers, with an
annual production of about 18 MT. They find
multiple applications as rigid and flexible foams
(representing about 50% of the PU business),
coatings, adhesives and elastomers, in all sectors
(construction, transportation, furniture, etc.). Since
decades, they are produced by the polyaddition of
polyisocyanates to polyols. As this toxic
isocyanate chemistry is currently raising severe
environmental and regulatory concerns, as well as
restriction of use, greener and safer alternatives to
the PU preparation are urgently needed (ideally
from readily available and cheap carbon
feedstocks). Waste carbon dioxide is an
inexhaustible and cheap C1-feedstock, available
everywhere, that is of great utility for producing
greener variants of PUs, called non-isocyanate
polyurethanes (NIPUs).[1,2] Indeed, this
emblematic waste can be turned into various
value-added organic molecules and engineering
plastics by employing dedicated catalysts able to
deal with the inherent thermodynamic and kinetics
stability of this gas.[2]

Experimental
All experimental protocols and materials are
available in the cited references.
Results and Discussion
Up to very recently, NIPU hydrogels could not be
produced directly in water at room temperature.
Here, we will discuss how the polyaddition of
poly(cyclic carbonate)s (obtained by the
quantitative coupling of CO2 to epoxide
precursors) to polyamines can furnish hydrogels in
water without any catalyst at rt. The importance of

In this presentation, we will discuss how CO2 can
be utilized to furnish various NIPUs by step-growth
copolymerization. We will show how CO2-based
monomers of the cyclic carbonate-type can be
easily produced and converted into NIPU-based
materials under mild operating conditions. We will
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the reaction conditions, more particularly the pH,
will be discussed and the versatility of the process
will be illustrated. We will then show how this
process can be exploited to the facile and scalable
production of coatings able to capture
formaldehyde, an emblematic toxic reagent that
accumulates in our closed area.
We will then describe the preparation of self-blown
NIPU-foams by a similar polyaddition process,
however in the presence of a thiol compound as
additive. The aminolysis of the cyclic carbonate
provides the hydroxyurethane linkage of the NIPU
matrix, while the addition of the thiol to the
methylene site of the cyclic carbonate yields a
thioether linkage and the blowing agent (CO2) by
decarboxylation. The thiol has thus a dual role, i.e.
constructing and foaming the polymer matrix. By
changing the nature of the polyamine, the
properties of the foams are easily modulated, e.g.
from a flexible to a rigid foam by switching from an
aliphatic to an aromatic polyamine. We will also
illustrate that thiols in the latent form, e.g. as a
commercially available thiolactone, can be used in
place of the thiol, to produce self-blown NIPU
foams
containing
multiple
linkages
(hydroxyurethanes, amides, thioethers). For the
first time, we will show that these crosslinked NIPU
foams can be easily repurposed into second life
materials, notably by hot pressing the foams to
yield films or textile coatings. In contrast to
conventional PU foams that can only be recycled
by chemical recycling means, we illustrate that
physical recycling can be applied to NIPU foams,
opening enormous perspectives for the design of
more sustainable polyurethane-based foams. As
multiple cyclic carbonates are easily obtained at
large scale, and the other reagents (amines, thiols,
masked thiols) are readily available at the
industrial scale, scale-up of the technology is no
more a limitation.
In the last part of the talk, we will report a novel
family of CO2-based cyclic carbonates (prepared
by the quantitative coupling of CO2 to propargylic
alcohols) for the facile preparation of other families
of functional NIPUs at room temperature. As other
functionalities are available on the polyurethane
backbone by this process, new applications are
envisioned for these NIPUs.
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our group, include optical modulation of the activity
of both excitable and non-excitable cells, control of
essential cellular switches like transient receptor
potential channels, and effective modulation of
intracellular calcium signalling for precise control
of cell metabolic processes. We will describe in
detail fabrication and optimization of micro- and
nano-structured interfaces, based on optically
active semiconducting polymers, which further
enhance the peculiar properties of the cell/material
biohybrid interfaces.

Introduction
Current research in Bioelectronics deals with the
coupling of the worlds of electronics and biology.
This coupling can go both ways, allowing the
realization of new biosensors and bioactuators.
Tools generated in this arena, such as medical
diagnostics and bioelectronics implants, will
dominate the future of healthcare and help
increase the span and quality of our lives. Organic
electronics seems to be ideally suited for the
interface with biology: the “soft” nature of organic
materials offers better mechanical compatibility
with tissue than traditional electronic materials,
while their natural compatibility with mechanically
flexible substrates suits the non-planar form
factors often required for biomedical implants.
Interestingly, their ability to conduct ions in
addition to electrons and holes opens up a new
communication channel with biology. In this
scenario, we reported the successful interfacing of
light-sensitive conjugated polymers with different
model cells, tissues, live animals. Modulation of
cells by polymer photoexcitation may lead to a new
generation of neuronal communication and photomanipulation techniques, representing a simpler
and valuable alternative to existing optogenetic
tools.

Results and Discussion
As representative examples, we report on (i)
functional interaction with intracellular proteins,
leading to non-toxic modulation of the cell
metabolism [1]; (ii) a novel strategy to gain optical
control of Endothelial Progenitor Cell (EPC) fate
and to optically induce angiogenesis in vitro [2,3];
(iii) optical modulation of mesenchymal stem cells
and human-induced pluripotent stem cells
physiological pathways [4]; (iv) effects of lightsensitive 3D scaffolds on neuron and astrocyte cell
models [5].
Current knowledge about the photo-activated
processes occurring at the conjugated
polymer/living cell interface, obtained by
complementing
several
physical/chemical/biological
characterization
techniques, will be extensively discussed.
The above mentioned study-cases represent
original reports on use of organic semiconductors
for optical modulation of the cell fate, with
disruptive perspectives in cell-based therapies.

Experimental
Devices able to selectively and precisely modulate
the activity of living cells upon visible light will be
presented and critically discussed. Examples of
breakthrough applications, recently reported by
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Future opportunities for further implementation of
the optoceutic technique and its perspective
applications in regenerative medicine will be
critically evaluated in the conclusions.
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Interfacing the biological world of cells with
electronic sensor and transducer devices opens
novel opportunities for understanding and treating
diseases. Progress in biomedical devices relies on
material science to develop and investigate
multifunctional electronic materials that combine
biocompatibility with robust electronic properties in
the cellular environment. An emerging class of
such biomedical transducer materials are organic
semiconductors.[1] Depending on their chemical
structure and processing, they can combine fast
electronic carrier transport with tunable
optoelectronic properties and electrochemical
stability in water.[2] In this talk I will present a few
examples from our laboratory that feature how
organic semiconductors can contribute to increase
the sensitivity of implantable devices while making
them less invasive. Examples cover lowimpedance stretchable microelectrodes for
recordings
from
peripheral
nerves[3],
photoelectrochemical stimulation of cells with
organic semiconductors[4], [5] and electrodes with
intrinsic amplification properties for single cell
interfaces.
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Figure 1. Illustration of photocapacitive and photofaradaic
stimulation of organic semiconductor heterojunction in
contact with aqueous electrolyte. Pictures show (a) a
scheme of the illuminated junction, (b) photocurrent
transients obtained at different bias conditions (c) KPFM
photovoltage map (d) energy level diagram of the
heterojunction in contact with water.

[2] J. Hopkins et al., “Photoactive Organic
Substrates for Cell Stimulation: Progress and
Perspectives,” Adv. Mater. Technol., vol. 4, no. 5,
pp. 1–10, 2019.
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substrates compared to PUs with similar
structures. The participation of the hydroxyl
groups into intramolecular and intermolecular
hydrogen bonds also results in material with
greater chemical resistance [4].
Despite all these advantages, only few examples
of syntheses of waterborne PHUs are reported in
literature and several issues still have to be
addressed. In this work, we implemented
miniemulsion polymerization for the synthesis of
waterborne PHUs and PHU-hybrids.

Introduction
The sustainability of a polymer production is of
crucial importance, especially when the polymer is
used for widespread applications such as coating.
Solvent-borne polyurethane dispersions constitute
important products in the manufacturing of
coatings, paints, and inks. With the objective to
decrease the emission of volatile organic
compounds (VOC), waterborne polyurethanes
were developed as environmentally-friendly
alternatives [1]. However, the development of
more sustainable processes should also address
the renewability issue of the starting material and
the sustainability of the synthesis, especially by
avoiding the use of hazardous molecules [2].
Classically, PUs are prepared by polyaddition of
petroleum-based
polyols
with
harmful
isocyanates, which are generally water sensitive
and produced from hazardous phosgene. For
health prevention, different alternative synthetic
approaches have been developed. Currently,
intensive research is carried on the polyaddition of
cyclic carbonates and amines, which generates
urethane linkages [3]. This reaction results in the
formation of poly(hydroxyurethane)s (PHUs)
bearing additional primary or secondary hydroxyl
groups in comparison to classic PUs. This route is
particularly interesting for coating applications as
the reaction does not release any volatile organic
compound and thus enables the production of
defect-free coating. Additionally, the presence of
hydroxyl groups, adjacent to the formed urethane,
provides improved adhesion properties on several

Experimental
An amine-terminated PHU was synthesized by
aminolysis between a sebacic acid-derived biscyclic carbonate and an excess of the
commercially available PriamineTM 1075. The
excess of diamine was chosen to target a degree
of polymerization of 10. The reaction was
performed without catalyst for 4 h at 90 °C in bulk
in a Schlenk tube using a helical stirrer. The NH2terminated PHU was then reacted with the
equimolecular amount of mono-carbonate
derivative of glycidyl methacrylate at 90 °C for
20 h. No purification of the functionalized PHUs
was performed after reaction. The second type of
methacrylic-functionalized PHUs containing the
methacrylic groups distributed along the PHU
chain was synthesized as followed. Methacrylic
anhydride (0.5 eq. of the theoretical amount of OHmoieties produced during PHU synthesis) was
added to the NH2-terminated PHU and the system
was kept for 20 h at 90 °C. No purification of the
functionalized PHUs was performed after reaction.
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The synthesis of the waterborne grafted PHU(meth)acrylic hybrids was carried out by dissolving
PHUs containing methacrylic groups in a mixture
of butyl methacrylate (BMA) and stearyl acrylate
(SA) (the PHU was 20 wt% based on BMA, and
SA was 4 wt% based on the total organic phase),
dispersing the mixture in an aqueous solution of
Dowfax 2A1 using sonication, and polymerizing
the resulting miniemulsion employing a redox
initiator system (TBHP/AsAc).
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In a first study, waterborne PHUs were prepared
from a fatty acid-based bis-cyclic carbonate and
the fatty acid diamine Priamine, through miniemulsion process. PHUs latexes with solid
contents up to 30 wt.% were achieved. However,
these polymers exhibited lower molar masses
than the ones formed in bulk, phenomenon
explained by the partial hydrolysis of cyclic
carbonates [5]. In general, some limitations in
terms of kinetics, conversion and molar masses
impact the PHUs properties and their expansion.
To overcome these issues, other polymers are
used in addition to PHUs and the resulting
materials are named hybrid PHUs [6]. In this work,
a volatile organic compound (VOC)-free method
for the synthesis of poly(hydroxyurethane)–
(meth)acrylic waterborne hybrid dispersions was
developed. As the characteristics and properties
of the hybrids are expected to depend on the
interactions between the PHU and the acrylic
polymer, both grafted and non-grafted hybrids
were synthesized and the properties of the
resulting coatings investigated [7,8]. In both cases,
a NH2-terminated PHU was first synthesized by
reaction of a fatty acid-based bis-cyclic carbonate
with the fatty acid diamine Priamine. In the grafting
strategy, on the one hand, a bi-functional
methacrylate-terminated PHU was prepared by
reaction of the terminal NH2 with a monocarbonate derivative of glycidyl methacrylate and,
on the other hand, a functionalized PHU having
multiple methacrylic groups in the backbone was
prepared by reacting the OH groups of the PHU
with methacrylic anhydride (Figure 1). From these
monomers, waterborne PHU-PolyBMA polymerpolymer hybrids were obtained using a
miniemulsion process.
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Figure 1. Synthesis of a PHU prepolymer by polyaddition of
a bis-cyclic carbonate and diamine and introduction of
methacrylate functional groups

Clear films were cast from all the hybrid
dispersions. The influence of the structure of the
hybrid on the minimum film forming temperature,
film morphology and mechanical properties was
studied.
The versatility of the synthetic method that is not
limited to the type of (meth)acrylic monomers
opens the way to a broad range of environmentally
friendly VOC- and isocyanate-free waterborne
urethane–acrylic coatings and adhesives.
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nanomaterials to substitute traditional petroleum
derived polymers processed either by traditional
melt compounding strategies and by innovative
disruptive processing technologies such as high
throughput electrohydrodynamic processing.

Introduction
Among the different compostable biopolymers
available, biopolyesters are today the most widely
used biopolymers, since they have balanced
physical properties and can be processed with
conventional plastic equipment. In this context
polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHAs) have attracted a
great deal of attention.
PHAs are a family of naturally occurring
thermoplastic polyesters synthesized by a wide
range of microorganisms, as carbon and energy
reserve materials accumulated in intracellular
granules, under metabolic stress conditions. The
use of mixed microbial cultures (MMCs)
technology for PHA production using biowastes as
feedstock is considered one of the most promising
technologies to develop biopolymers that can be
compatible with Circular Bioeconomy strategies,
having in mind organic recycling as end-of-life
scenario. PHAs are fully biodegradable even in
marine environments and have good barrier
properties, best in the biopolyesters family, but
suffer from excessive rigidity and narrow
processing window. Latest research efforts are
new focussing on the development of less
crystalline with better balanced in terms of tensile
strength and stiffness, such as PHBV derived from
food waste, which have higher 3HV contents than
commercially available grades.
This conference paper will present several case
studies (1-5) developed by our research team
where PHAs from different origins have been
utilized in combination with other biopolymers and
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Introduction

Experimental

Polyethylene makes about 30% of all plastics used
in the world. Half of it is processed as film or sheet
for a broad range of appliations, requiring the best
mechanical properties to guarantee its
performance as packaging material, for example,
to protect the goods in the package and ensure
recyclability. Properties like dart impact or tear
resistance are the result of the molecular
composition of the polymer and the processing
conditions, which together provide a certain
morphology. The effect of molecular architecture
on intrinsic mechanical properties is relatively well
known. However, it is observed that properties of
certain families of PE are more sensitive than
others to changes in processing conditions. To
understand this effect, resins with the same overall
molecular weight and crystallinity, but different
molecular composition, have been subjected to
varying processing conditions during blown film
extrusion. Several parameters are used to
characterize processing conditions, which result in
different molecular orientation and crystallinity in
the film. The interaction between these
parameters and the heterogeneity of the molecular
composition of the PE resins are studied in this
work. The objective is to determine how said
composition heterogeneity makes the resin more
or less sensitive to changes in mechanical
properties.

Two different linear low-density polyethylene
(LLDPE) resins have been chosen for this work.
One is a heterogeneous, Ziegler-Natta catalysed
ethylene/1-octene copolymer. The second is a
homogeneous, metallocene catalysed ethylene/1hexene copolymer. Their composition has been
characterized by gel permeation chromatography
(for the molecular weight distribution) and by iCCD
(for comonomer distribution). Crystallization
kinetics has been followed by Fast Scanning
Calorimetry. Films (50µ) have been produced in a
lab-scale Collin GmbH blown film line at 22.5 kg/h
and also in an industrial scale Macchi blown film
extrusion line at between 75 and 275 kg/h. Film
properties have been measured according to
ASTM methods.
Results and Discussion
Dart impact resistance for the ZN-LLDPE varies
from 310 to 340g for four widely different extrusion
conditions. Under the same circumstances, dart of
the m-LLDPE varies from 700 to 1050g. The
difference in the average values is mostly related
to the difference in the probability of tie-chains
between crystals in the structure as indicated by
the comonomer distribution of both materials.
Once the melt exits the extruder die, chains tend
to relax while cooling air quickly decreases
temperature. Flow-induced crystallization takes
place to an extend depending on the shearing of
the melt and the capacity of the chains to relax [1].
Heterogenous ZN-LLDPE contains high MW
species (long relaxation times) that align with the
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upon further cooling, will favor flow-induced
crystallization faster than for homogeneous mLLDPE. The alignment of these slow relaxation
chains, easy to crystallize, contained in the ZNLLDPE but not in the mLLDPE result in faster
crystallization and nucleation rate. Crystallization
rate is measured to be one order of magnitude
faster for ZN-LLDPE than for m-LLDPE.
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Figure 1. Relationship between dart impact resistance
for ZN-LLDPE (squares) and m-LLDPE (diamonds)
measured at different processing conditions, as
reflected in the Weissenberg number (shear rate
times melt relaxation time)

The crystallization, and probably nucleation,
process is so strongly favoured for ZN-LLDPE that
it is very little affected by changes in flow rates or
cooling rates. This stabilizes the resulting structure
and therefore film properties. On the other hand,
m-LLDPE, which does not contain the molecular
types that induce crystallization, will be more
dependant on specific conditions to start the
process, but always later (cooler) and slower than
ZN-LLDPE. At low flow rates and slow cooling, mLLDPE’s chains will be able to relax much more
than ZN-LLDPE, resulting in different crystal
morphology and lower orientation, and therefore
physical properties. The balance between intrinsic
relaxation time (a molecular property) and the
process characteristic time (shear rate) is
measured for example by the Weissenberg
number (Figure 1).
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Experimental

Introduction

Focused in the automotive structural parts as main
target to reach, during this time Tecnalia has been
involved in the selection and validation of the most
suitable commercial available catalysts systems;
selection and study of compatible fibres (aramid,
glass and carbon) as reinforcements; design and
manufacturing of a laboratory scale casting
machine; optimization of process parameters
which assures the best composite mechanical
performance in the shorter time; realization of a
testing campaign (physical, thermal and
mechanical) on developed thermoplastic
composites and, finally, manufacturing of a
laboratory scale prototype as demonstrator of
technology potential.

Since 2004, TECNALIA is involved in the
development of a new process for composite
continuous fibre composites manufacturing. The
technology behind the proposed solution
(CAPROCAST technology) is the “in situ”
polymerization of ε-caprolactam were the
caprolactam (monomer of Polyamide 6) is cast or
injected at very low pressure in a mould, were
continuous fibre preform is placed, to obtain a final
part in a one shot process. This technology
provides the capability to produce engineering
plastic parts using raw materials (monomers)
instead of polyamide pellets. This change implies
advantages as cost reduction, elimination of part
size limitation and manufacturing energy
reduction. On the other hand, the possibility of
adding additives like fibres or nanofillers might
improve the final product properties. The very low
viscosity of the melted monomer allows an easy
infiltration/infusion of fabrics and textile preforms,
increase the structural behaviour of the final part.

Results and Discussion
The main results achieved on technology
development can be summarized as:
• The control and optimization of matrix
polymerization reaction parameters with the
aim of obtaining the best mechanical
properties of the final parts
• Materials Selection in terms of compatibility.
To assure an optimum performance of the
final composite material, the reinforcement
fibre has to be compatible with the matrix
allowing a good adhesion in between them.
Proper sizing has to be identified/applied to
assure this good chemical compatibility.
• Preform Manufacturing. High reinforced
composites parts required a huge number of

Figure 1. Schematic description of CAPROCAST
technology.
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•

•

•
•

textile fibre layers to be placed and oriented
in the right position. A hand lay-up is not
allowed for mass production volumes, as
automotive parts are, and an automated
process for preform manufacturing is required.
Manufacturing equipment concept and
design. A versatile equipment which allows to
prepare “ad-hoc” material formulations, in
function of the required material performance
and process parameters has been developed
including: Melting and Dosing zones, Mixing
head, Cleaning system and Control and
monitoring systems.
Mould Concept, Design and Manufacturing: A
mould with the final geometry of the part is the
reactor for both, material and part
manufacturing. Heating and cooling systems,
feeding points (number and position) venting
points (number and position), distribution
channels, etc… have been defined for each
prototype to be produced
Parts Manufacturing: Process parameters
have been defined, probed and optimized
accordingly to each part to be produced.
Parts Testing and Validation: A test campaign
has been defined and performed reproducing
real service conditions of the parts

References
1. EP 2336665 B1 & US 9,290622 B2. Process and
device for polymerizing lactams in moulds
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Figure 2. Summary of CAPROCAST Technology
development.
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generate serious problems, such as the increase
in waste accumulation. Such residues, when
inadequately disposed, may cause or aggravate
environmental problems, which harm the
population's health, being considered socio
environmental problems [5].

Introduction
It would not be possible to understand the way we
live today without the plastic materials. The
technological evolution achievements in many
different sectors along the last 50 years are due to
the use of plastic materials and they will continue
shaping the future of the humankind by making our
lives easier, safer and more enjoyable.
It is important to remark that the plastic materials
become a key critical materials in many different
applications due to combination of a spectrum of
balanced properties such as: low cost [1], low
density - lightweight [2], flexibility, durability [3],
strength, user-friendly design, and mass
fabrication capabilities [1]. Due to their remarkable
physical and chemical characteristics, plastics
have become a major commodity worldwide and
are used in several applications in commercial and
industrial products.
On the other hand, the plastic industry has a clear
economic impact in our current society. At high
level, we could estimate that the plastic industry
enables direct employment close to 1.50 million of
people in Europe and other 3x indirect jobs. Close
to 52.000 company are related with the plastics
industry with a turnover of more than 330 billion
euros in 2020. This industry ranks 8th in Europe in
industrial value added contribution at the same
level than the pharmaceutical [4].
However, the speed of changing society's habits
and the durability of the plastics were quite
different. So, the entire benefit of the application of
plastic combined with changes in habits began to

Discussion
Bearing in mind the current situation of this
challenge for plastics and taking into account that
plastics are materials that are leading many of the
latest technological breakthroughs (EV, 5G) it is
important to work on more sustainable solutions
for the plastic industry which allow us to keep the
benefit of their utilization without compromising
our future.
From the plastic producer industry SABIC, a world
leader petrochemical company, in the 2019,
launched the TRUCIRCLETM initiative that
encompasses circular materials and technologies.
The TRUCIRCLETM portfolio is based on five
sustainable pillars [6].
Pillar 1: Mechanically recycled products
Compounds with a post-industrial/consume
recycled content up to 30% which can reduce the
carbon footprint up to 25% and the lower the
energy consumption by up to 30% (according with
ISO14040) [7]
Pillar 2 Certified Circular Products: Use virgin [8]
like polyolefin resins and chemicals from difficult to
recycle used plastics through advance recycling,
to create this new feedstock, we break down used
plastic into its building blocks which are then used
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2. Francis, R, Gopalam. G.P. Sivadas, A. 2017,
Introduction. et al., 2017 Francis, R. (Ed.),
Recyclingof Polymers: Methods, Characterization
and Applications. Wiley, Weinheim

to create chemicals and high performance plastics
akin to virgin materials.
Pillar 3: Certified Renewable products:
These products, which reduce [8] reliance on fossil
fuels and therefore help mitigate potential effects
of climate change, consist of resins and chemicals
made from tall oil, a bio-based renewable
feedstock of a wood-based residue from pulping
process that are not in competition with the human
food chain.
Pillar 4: Design for Recyclability:
Through this line of services, we are partnering to
create tailored resins for the development of
products that have improved recyclability [9]
characteristics. This includes mono-material
solutions that are easier to recycle than multimaterials solutions.
Pillar 5: Closed-Loop Initiatives:
Through these value chain collaborations, we are
working to recycle plastics back into high-quality
applications and help prevent valuable used
plastics from becoming waste

3. Callister, W.D., 2016. Materials Science and
Engineering: an Introduction. John Wiley & Sons,
New York
4. Plastic Europe, Plastics the facts 2021,
5. de Sousa, F. D. B., Cleaner and responsible
consumption 3 (2021), 100020
6. SABIC,
sustainability
report
2020,
https://www.sabic.com/en/news/28940-sabic2020-sustainability-report
7. https://www.sabic.com/en/news/30776-sabic-andmicrosoft-collaborate-to-create-microsoft-s-firstproduct-made-with-recycled-ocean-plastic

Conclusions
Plastics positively impact our daily lives due to
their basic applications in household activities and
industrial packaging of various end products.
Although plastics have several important roles in
our lives due to their inherent properties, they can
cause different problems to human life and the
ecosystem, if the post-use disposal is not wellmanaged. The future solution to this problem is the
responsibility of different actors such as
governments, plastic producers and convertors,
universities, research centres and end users. It is
our responsibility to drive the plastic material
towards a sustainable future.
SABIC , a world leader chemical company, is
leading the sustainable transformation in the
plastic industry with an extended portfolio in
sustainable solutions [10]
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system at 100% of amplitude and pulse during
4 minutes (400 W) with a H3 sonotrode tip (3
mm diameter, 100 mm length).

Introduction
Nanoemulsions (NEs) are heterogeneous
systems based on the dispersion of nanodroplets
(< 500nm) of one phase emulsified in a second
immiscible phase, resulting very attractive for
encapsulation of active molecules in cosmetic and
pharmaceutical formulations.[1,2] Low molecular
weight surfactants commonly used to stabilise
emulsions (e.g. sodium dodecyl sulfate) can
exhibit
undesired
cytotoxicity,[3]
while
macromolecular PEGylated synthetic emulsifiers
such as Cremophor, poloxamers and Triton X,
have recently raised concerns due to Complement
Activation-Related Pseudoallergy (CARPA).4,5
Thus, there is an urgent need for sustainable In
this work, we systematically investigated the
capacity of Dextran (DXT) polysaccharide and
DXT-SCPN functionalised with MA groups (DXTMA and DXT-SCPN-MA, respectively) or
carboxylate groups (DXT-COO- and DXT-SCPNCOO-) to stabilise O/W emulsions produced by
sonication (Figure 1).

Enzyme-responsiveness
Experimentally, 2 mg of CALB were incubated
towards 100 mg of a sunflower oil-in-water
emulsion prepared at 40wt% oil and 0.5wt% of
DXT-MA (DS=52%) emulsifier. An emulsion
fraction of 100 mg were mixed with 100 µL of
lipase (CALB, 20 mg/mL) in an HPLC glass
vial. Mixture was kept in rest 20 h at room
temperature for OM analysis and 40 h for
digital pictures acquisition.
Results and Discussion
First, the most promising emulsifier was selected
based on its surface tension (ST) value, the final
droplet size of the emulsion produced, i.e. below
500nm, narrow size distribution, and good
emulsion stability (> 1 week). Next, the effect of
the degree of substitution (DS) on the interfacial
activity was investigated. Finally, envisaging the
potential applications in the controlled delivery of
hydrophobic drugs, emulsion stability was
evaluated in the presence of lipases, a family of
enzymes that can hydrolyse ester bonds.

Experimental
Production of oil-in-water (O/W) emulsions
Each dextran derivative (DXT-R) was
dissolved in deionized water in an 8 mL glass
vial. To this solution, the oil was added. The
relative amounts of DXT-R, water and oil were
modified to reach always a final amount of 2g.
The emulsion was then formed by sonication
(0°C, no stirring) using an UP400S (Hielscher)

Pristine DXT did not show any interfacial activity.
A clear phase separation was observed after
sonication of n-dodecane or vegetable oils such as
olive oil and sunflower oil, either at 10 or 50 wt%,
with 0.5 wt% of an aqueous solution of DXT (See
Table 1 and Fig. 1). On the other hand, stable O/W
emulsions were achieved with our four selected
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stabilisers (from DXT-MA with DS = 52%) when ndodecane was used as non-polar dispersed phase
(Fig. 1). As expected, the presence of hydrophobic
MA groups resulted in enhanced interfacial
activity. Counter-intuitively, highly hydrophilic
DXT-COO- and DXT-SCPN-COO- showed
sufficient interfacial activities to stabilize O/W
emulsions, despite the lack of hydrophobic groups
in their structure that anticipated low affinity
towards the oil phase. The unexpected stabilising
capacity of both DXT-COO- and SCPN-DXTCOO- could be explained by the relatively low pH
of emulsification, at around pH 5.5. At this pH, ca.
10% of the carboxylate groups (pKa around 4.5)
are in their protonated, hydrophobic form, thus
providing sufficient interfacial activity to adsorb at

Figure 3. Schematic representation of sunflower oil-in-water
emulsion at 40wt% using 0.5wt% DXT-MA (DS=52%) as
enzyme-responsive materials.
As

model lipase, we selected the Candida
Antartica Lipase B from (CALB) as this enzyme
has been widely employed for oil hydrolysis in a
diversity of biotechnological applications. After
20h incubation, droplet aggregation and
coalescence were observed, while creaming effect
and phase separation were visually observed after
40h incubation (Fig. 3b). On the other hand, the
same emulsion without the enzyme remained
unaltered (Fig. 3a). These results confirmed that
CALB triggers ester bond hydrolysis from DXTMA, recovering pristine DXT with no interfacial
activity, and ultimately compromising the emulsion
stability and sustaining the demulsification
process.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that a minor
modification of natural DXT polysaccharide is
sufficient to confer interfacial activity and stabilize
O/W emulsions. The resulting emulsions are
enzyme-responsive thanks to the presence of
ester bonds, inherent to MA functionalization.
These properties open opportunities for
encapsulation of hydrophobic drugs and/or active
ingredients and triggered controlled release in the
presence of biologically relevant enzymes, such
as lipases.

the O/W interface.
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the structure nd
emulsions obtained with DXT and its derivatives (DXT-MA,
DXT-COO-, DXT-SCPN-MA and DXT-SCPN-COO-).

The presence of ester bonds generated during the
production of DXT-MA, together with the absence
of interfacial activity of the pristine DXT, suggests
that lipases or esterases may catalyse their
hydrolysis, compromising the stability of the
resulting emulsion. Therefore, we anticipated that
the action of these enzymes over DXT-MAstabilised emulsions might trigger a selective and
controlled release of the oil phase (Fig. 2), and
consequently the delivery of an eventual drug
confined into the hydrophobic oil phase.
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Figure 2. SBS thermoplastic elastomers
containing 4DMS were synthesized also by
anionic polymerization in hydrocarbon solvents
using lithium initiators by sequential monomer
addition, by adding first styrene and/or 4DMS
followed by butadiene and styrene and/or 4DMS.

Introduction
Grupo Dynasol has a Technology group
specialized in developing new synthetic rubbers,
new thermoplastic elastomers, new chemical
substances and new applications. Many of these
developments are carried out through external
collaborations with Universities and Technology
Centers in Spain, Mexico and other countries. In
this presentation, some success stories will be
cited, and a collaboration with the University of
Akron, where a silylated styrene monomer was
developed and used to develop new in-chain
functional polymers by homo and copolymerzation
of silylstyrene monomers with styrene and
butadiene, will be seen in greater detail.
Experimental
4-dimethylsilylstyrene (4DMS) monomer has been
synthesized as shown in Figure 1 with a yield of
90%. After treatment with alumina followed by
vacuum distillation a monomer with 99.7% purity
was obtained.

Figure 2. 4-dimethylsilylstyrene homo and block
copolymerization with styrene.

SBS block copolymers containing 4DMS were
hydrogenated in Buchi rectors and functionalized
with several functionalization agents by
hydrosylilation reactions with Pt catalyst (Figure 3)
[1].
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H 3C
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H
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Figure 1. 4-dimethylsilylstyrene synthesis

4-dimethylsilylstyrene homo and copolymerization
reactions with styrene were made by anionic
polymerization in Buchi-type reactors using lithium
initiators in hydrocarbon solvents, as seen in

Figure 3. Reaction scheme showing 4DMSS containing
SBS subjected to hydrogenation followed by
functionalization.
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Styrene-butadiene copolymers containing 4DMSS
have been hydrogenated without detecting
interference with the hydrogenation catalyst.

Results and Discussion
4DMSS anionic polymerization inherently
produces branching reactions, which increase with
reaction time (see Figure 3), reaction temperature
(Figure 4), 4-DMSS content, and THF content,
regardless of the deactivation agent used. These
branching reactions occur after all the 4DMSS has
been consumed, indicating that they can be
controlled as a function of reaction time and
temperature. In this way, it has been possible to
synthesize linear triblock copolymers, as well as
gradient (tapered) and random copolymers of
styrene and butadiene containing variable
amounts of 4DMSS, where the level of branching
has been controlled in function of time and initial
reaction temperature.

Hydrogenated copolymers containing various
amounts of p-DMSS have been functionalized by
hydrosilylation reactions, in the presence of
Karstedt's catalyst, with secondary amine,
hydroxyl, and fluorine, using allyl amine, allyl
alcohol, and 1H,1H,2H-perfluoro-1- octene,
respectively. The functionalization reaction of
hydrogenated copolymers is completed within 3060 minutes at 40 0C.
References
1. US9238765B2, assigned to Dynasol Elastomers
and to The University of Akron.

Figure 3. 4-dimethylsilylstyrene homopolymerization as a
function of reaction time.

Figure 4. 4-dimethylsilylstyrene homopolymerization as a
function of reaction temperature.
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GL. The extrusion temperature profile ranged
from 250 to 260ºC and the material was extruded
at 30 rpm (about 3 minutes of residence time).
Morphological characterization of sPAs: 1H NMR,
GPC, WAXS, DSC and TGA analyses were
performed. Intrinsic viscosities and MFI values
were calculated.
Mechanical characterization of sPAs: Tensile
tests according to ISO 527-1, Charpy test
according to ISO 179 and HDT test according to
ISO 75 were carried out.
Obtaining of the thermoplastic composite
Calendering process of PA6 and 2.5sPA6 was
performed using COLLIN equipment: rolls speed
10–30 rpm; rolls temperature: 10 ºC; extrusion
temperature: 240-245ºC and screw speed:
120rpm. Successive stacking of thermoplastic
films and glass fibre textile was performed. The
laminates were manufactured using six sheets of
sPA6 film and five layers of glass fibber textile.
Once stacked, a Teflon-coated film was placed
on the top and bottom faces, sealed between two
metal sheets and placed in the press (240 ºC for
polyamides and 12 bars) for two minutes.
Mechanical characterisation of the composite
Tensile and Charpy test were measured following
the same test conditions as for the sPAs.
Welding tests of composites
The welding equipment used is a 40kHz LPX
ultrasonic generator, with a power of 500W. The
validity of the bonding of the welded composites
was studied with tensile tests. Energy directors
fabricated with sPA6 (by FFF using a FILABOX
EX6 extruder) were used at the interface.
Results and Discussion
In order to choose the experimental extrusion
parameters a first design of experiments (DoE)
was carried out (figure 1a). A linear relationship
between the increase or decrease in Young´s

Introduction
This work demonstrates the successful use of
reactive extrusion to prepare star branched
polyamides (sPA6) with low viscosity and high
polarity that show better interaction with fibres
and offer improved properties in the thermoplastic
composites studied. The effect of the amount of
5-aminoisphthalic acid, used as a linking agent
(LA), was evaluated to observe the influence on
the structural, thermal, rheological and
mechanical behaviour of the final 3 arm star
branched polyamides. The results showed that
an increase of LA content in the final structures
resulted in a strong decrease of melt viscosity,
toughness and impact strength, as well as an
improvement of stiffness. Thermoplastic
composites made with sPA6 matrix show
improved processability, compared to those
made with PA6, without losing mechanical
properties. In addition, their use as an energy
director also showed an improvement in their
ultrasonic weldability. Therefore, the designed
sPA6 are especially interesting as thermoplastics
for fabric impregnation applications.
Experimental
Materials
The 5-aminoisophthalic acid (98% purity) used as
linking agent was supplied by Cymit Quimica.
The commercial polyamide from DSM (Akulon
K222-D) and biaxial glass fabric of 520 g/m2 by
SAERTEX was used.
Reactive Extrusion (obtaining sPAs matrix)
PA6 and LA were dried under vacuum at 80ºC
and 60ºC respectively for 16 hours before
processing. Once the materials were dried, four
star branched polyamides (sPA6) with 0.5, 1, 2.5
and 5 wt.% of LA (0.5sPA6, 1sPA6, 2.5sPA6 and
5sPA6 respectively) were obtained using a corotating twin-screw extruder model Leistritz 27
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2.5sPA6 as matrix at low temperature (240°C)
and low consolidation times (10min) must be
manufactured by film stacking.

Module or MFI (fluidity) and parameters such as
temperature, amount of LA and residence times
was found. In order to find a balance of sPA6
properties, the following parameters were
chosen: temperature profile ranging from 250 to
260ºC at 30 rpm, LA<5%wt. This reaction was
based on the condensation of the polyamide end
groups with the multifunctional groups of the
aromatic compound. (See Figure 1b).

Figure 2. Tensile and Charpy test of composites.

Regarding the weld test, using the energy
director, specimens of the composite made with
the sPA6 show a stronger weld (more than 30%
compared to PA6). This is due to the fact that the
sPA6 is more polar and less crystalline, as
demonstrated in microstructural tests. This
significantly improves the efficiency of local remelting of the thermoplastic to weld the individual
parts [2]. Furthermore, at these low consolidation
times (10 min), the composite made with 2.5sPA6
has achieved better impregnation into the glass
fabric due to its high fluidity, i.e. more polymer
surface is in contact with the fibre and the
welding energy.

Figure 1. (a) DOE results (b) Synthesis process of 3-armstar type polyamides.

RMN, DSC and WAXS analyses provided indirect
evidence to confirm the existence of a star
branched
structure and
a significant
transformation of the crystalline system
compared to the virgin PA6. These changes had
a major influence on the rheological, thermal and
mechanical response of these materials.
To evaluate the suitability of the matrix-fibre
systems, laminates of PA6 or 2.5sPA6 and glass
fibre were prepared. Regardless of temperature,
at low consolidation times, the sPA6 composite
exhibits higher stiffness compared to virgin PA6,
but this trend is reversed at high consolidation
times (Figure 2a), demonstrating the significant
improvement of the matrix-fibre interaction with
the new microstructure obtained. In addition, the
higher fluidity of sPA6 allows it to penetrate more
easily into the mesh fabric in less time [1].
However, it is observed that consolidation times
longer than 15 min lead to a decrease in values.
This is associated with the degradation that the
polymer undergoes during the forming stage.
In the case of the impact tests (Figure 2c), the
best values were obtained for the raw PA6
composites, irrespective of temperature and
consolidation times. This is a consequence of
their higher toughness and higher resistance to
thermal degradation. To achieve a balance of
properties a thermoplastic composite with

Table 1. Weld strength of composites

Specimens
Composite
(matrix)

Energy
director

2.5sPA6
2.5sPA6
Raw PA6
Raw PA6

No
Yes
No
Yes

Welded test specimens
Max.
Displac Tensile
strength ement strength
(N)
(mm)
(MPa)
2059
0.88
12.2
2134
0.91
14.5
1782
1.32
8.4
1898
1.74
10.1
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biodegradability combined with improved physical
properties.

Introduction
In 2020, more than 29 million tonnes of plastic
post-consumer waste were collected in the
EU27+3. More than one third was sent to recycling
facilities inside and outside the EU27+3 but over
23% was still sent to landfill and more than 40%
was sent to energy recovery operations, thus high
amounts of plastic packaging still have a deficient
end of life. Thus, improvements are needed to
provide cost effective solutions with high biobased contents and suitable performances for
demanding applications, while still achieving
compostability in mild conditions.

Results and Discussion
In BIOnTOP project, novel copolymers of PLA by
using lactide, malic acid, succinic acid and itaconic
acid have been developed, in which succinic acid
have shown the best approach up to now. These
copolymers have been developed by reactive
extrusion (REX). At this regard, several PLA-PBS
oligomers with different proportions of PLA and
PBS and Mw were obtained (Figure 1) that can be
joined in a second stage to produce higher
molecular weight copolymers.

In this sense, BIOnTOP project aims to deliver
recyclable-by-design cost competitive packaging
solutions that can be mechanically recycled,
industrially/home composted or even suitable for
anaerobic digestion using sustainably sourced
comonomers, additives and fillers to formulate
novel PLA copolymers and compounds.

Table 1. PLA-PBS copolymers

PLA-PBS copolymers
3:1
4:1
5:1
7:1
10:1
20:1

A related project is UPLIFT which has a dual
strategy: on one hand, it seeks to develop
industrial scalable enzymatic and microbial
degradation
processes
to
selectively
depolymerize and upcycle plastic packaging
waste materials, which are currently considered
unrecyclable; on the other hand, the project will
manufacture at pilot scale new renewable ecopolymers specifically designed to ensure easier
end-of-life processing. Among others, PCL-PLA
and PHA-PLA copolymers are produced because
of their high potential and improved

Mw (g/mol)
4600
5500
6000
7100
14000
19000

The barrier properties of delivered bio-packaging
trays, films and derived packaging, will be
enhanced using removable protein-based
coatings and a novel fatty acid grafting technology
to decrease permeability and compete with fossil
packaging. The demonstrators that will be
produced in next months are the following:
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• Recyclable, home-compostable monomaterial
trays & films for F&V (fruit and vegetables).
• Recyclable, multilayer trays & films compatible
with MAP (modified atmosphere packaging), e.g.
dairy and personal care products.
• Home compostable & organically recyclable nets
for F&V.
• Home compostable & organically recyclable
coated textiles.
Figure 3. Reactive extrusion (REX) to produce PLA hotmelt in PERCAL

• Recyclable, reusable coated woven fabrics, e.g.,
food wraps.
• Recyclable, reusable secondary packaging from
SRM (secondary raw material): extruded blown
bags and non-woven bags.

Validation was achieved demonstrating that some
of the developed copolymers showed even better
behaviour than commercial EVA hot-melt in the lap
shear test (ISO 4587) (Figure 4).
LAP SHEAR TEST (ISO 4587)
Hot Melt Adhesives in MOLPED carboard

Regarding UPLIFT we will take advantage of the
knowledge acquired along the development of
several research projects to develop tailor-made
PLA copolymers as for example the ones achieved
in PERCAL project in which biobased and
compostable holt melt adhesives (HMA) were
developed based on lactic acid and caprolactone
for application in the packaging sector to close
carboard boxes (Figure 2). The first stage
consisted in the conversion of lactic acid into
lactide which was later copolymerized with
caprolactone by reactive extrusion (Figure 3) and
finally validated in the application.
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Figure 4. Lap shear test results for PLA copolymers in
PERCAL
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Introduction
Nowadays, the huge growing of plastic production has resulted in a massive generation of this kind
of waste. Despite not being considered a hazardous waste, plastic waste causes cumulative and
long-term environmental impacts due to its high lifetime [1,2]. In order to reduce adverse effects
presented by plastic waste, recent European Directive 2018/851 has been renewed to promote the
recovery of plastic waste for recycling, avoiding the deposition in landfill [3]. Nevertheless, the
amount of waste that ends up in landfill is still very high. According to a recently published report,
in Spain, landfill is the most recurrent measure to get rid of post-consume plastic waste (46%) [4].
Increasing the recycling rate and reducing the landfill disposal only through conventional
mechanical recycling routes is sometimes complicated and not an economically viable alternative,
since there are a lot of plastic waste streams that are composed by a wide and intermingled variety
of materials, especially those that came from industrial recovery processes [5,6]. Therefore, new
recycling alternatives are required, and chemical recycling, seems to be a promising option [7,8].
Chemical recycling is based on the decomposition of polymers by means of heat, chemical agents
and catalysts to obtain a variety of products from the starting monomers to mixtures of compounds,
mainly hydrocarbons, with applications as a source of chemicals or fuels.
In this work different chemical recycling processes have been studied for the treatment of real and
complex waste streams. On the one hand, catalytic solvolysis processes applied to PET wastes
have been studied for the recovery of the chemical monomers bis(2-hydroxyethyl)terephthalate
(BHET) and terephthalic acid (PTA), from glycolysis and alkaline hydrolysis processes,
respectively. Likewise, the catalytic glycolysis process of rigid PU wastes for the recovery of green
polyols has been studied. And finally, the pyrolysis process applied to reject fractions with a high
plastic content, generated in 1) light packaging waste sorting plants, 2) paper recycling industry,
and 3) waste treatment plants of electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE), has been studied.
The results obtained allow evaluating the suitability of the different real and complex waste to be
treated by means of the proposed chemical recycling processes. Thus, the most suitable operating
conditions are defined to carry out the chemical reactions, and the post-treatment processes
necessary to achieve the necessary specifications for the chemical monomers and the pyrolysis
oils, for their inclusion in the synthesis of new plastics (Plastic2Plastic concept). Specifically, the
suitability of the chemical monomers (BHET and PTA) from the catalytic solvolysis of PET for the
synthesis of new chemically recycled PET and for the manufacture of polyester resins (PET2PET
concept), the validation of the inclusion of the recovered polyols, in the processes of catalytic
solvolysis of rigid PU foams, for the manufacture of new rigid PU foams (PU2PU Concept), and
finally the analysis of the pyrolysis oil to be used as a feedstock for polymer production in, for
example, a steam cracker (replacing naphtha).
Experimental
Purified BHET recovery by catalytic glycolysis of PET waste streams
Purified bis(2-hydroxyethyl)terephthalate (BHET) has been obtained from catalytic glycolysis of
different types of polyethylene terephthalate (PET) post-consumer and pre-consumer waste
streams, using Zn salt as catalyst. In this work, the PET samples used to analyse the effect of
depolymerization reaction have been (1) post-consumer PET bottles, (2) PET from multilayer
packaging, (3) PET from marine litter and (4) industrial PET waste from extrusion lumps. To
determine the characteristics of these waste streams, each PET waste sample has been
characterized to measure parameters such as dirt, moisture, particle size, etc. In order to study the
suitability of the samples for the depolymerization process, catalytic glycolysis conditions have
been kept constant for all reactions performed. Glycolysis reactions have been carried out in a 500
mL three necked glass reactor for five hours at 198 ºC in an inert atmosphere to avoid oxidation,
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with reflux condenser and stirring. The solvent used was Ethylene Glycol (EG), 7.6:1 (mol EG: mol
PET) and the catalyst used was Zinc Acetate, 1 wt.% over input PET. Purity of the obtained bis(2hydroxyethyl) terephthalate (BHET) has been analysed by means of FTIR and DSC at different
reaction times. In addition, conversion of PET, BHET production, oligomer production and BHET
yield have been given at different reaction times. A decolorization process has been carried out to
obtain a colourless and pure BHET, aiming to use the recovered BHET in an industrial
polymerization process. Finally, the obtained BHET samples from glycolysis of different PET waste
streams have been polymerized to obtain rPET.
The resulting BHET production results have been 86.2%, 92.5%, 93.8% and 96.8% for PET from
multilayer packaging, post-consumer PET bottles, PET from marine litter and industrial PET lumps,
respectively. The recovered BHET is pure and colourless after the purification and decolorization
stages, and conversion is high in all cases. PET waste residues show good performance when
recycled by means of catalytic glycolysis, as high conversion and production values of desired
products are achieved. It is worth mentioning that the most problematic waste stream has been
PET from multilayer packaging, due to the presence of other materials in the composition.

Figure 1. BHET obtained after purification and decolorization steps

Purified PTA recovery by alkaline hydrolysis of PET waste streams
Purified terephthalic acid (TPA) has been obtained from the alkaline hydrolysis of polyethylene
terephthalate (PET), under moderate operating conditions and using the quaternary salt of
tributylhexadecylphosphonium bromide as catalyst. The effect of the catalyst, particle size and
agitation has been studied, as well as the effect of the type of material fed, for a temperature of
100ºC and an atmospheric pressure, based on conversion criteria of the PET material and yield
and production towards the terephthalic acid monomer. As shown in Figure 2, the use of catalyst
is fundamental, since without its use a 50% lower yield is achieved compared to the lowest studied
mass ratio of catalyst to PET of 0.05. The highest conversion was obtained for a ratio of 0.2.
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Figure 2. TPA yield TPA as a function of the mass ratio of catalyst to PET monolayer fed

The type of feed PET waste has also been studied, determining from Figure 3 that textile PET
provides a higher yield followed by monolayer PET. The higher yield of the textile material may be
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due to the lower internal diffusional controls compared to the other materials. The high yield of the
monolayer material is caused by its higher PET content than the other materials.
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Figure 3. TPA yield depending on the type of PET waste fed

Synthesis of rigid polyurethane foams incorporating polyols from chemical recycling of
post-industrial waste polyurethane foams
Glycolysis is undoubtedly the most important polyurethane material recovery process with
remarkable advances in all different classes of polyurethane, including rigid foams [9-11]. The
glycolysis of RPUFs consists of treating the residues with a low molecular mass glycol, thus
obtaining a homogeneous, single-phase product with low viscosity and high hydroxyl value that can
be used as a partial substitute for commercial polyether polyols in the synthesis of new rigid foams
[12,13]. The preparation and characteristics of rigid polyurethane foams (RPUFs) synthesized from
polyols obtained by glycolysis of post-industrial waste RPUFs have been studied in the present
work.

Figure 4. FTIR spectra of recycled polyols obtained by glycolysis of Pu waste in comparison with a commercial
polyether polyol.

Recycled polyols show similar absorption peaks in comparison with the commercial polyol,
corresponding to the stretching vibrations of the hydroxyl groups (3,345-3,420 cm-1), sp3 stretching
vibration of the C-H bond (2,870 and 2,968 cm-1), bending vibrations of the methyl (-CH3, 1,373
and 1,454 cm-1) and stretching vibrations of the C-O-C group (1,082 cm-1). However, FTIR spectra
of recycled polyols present characteristic peaks at 1,737 cm-1 corresponding to the C=O bond of
the urethane and urea groups and bending vibrations of the N-H bond (1,514 and 1,614 cm-1), due
to the limitation of the PU glycolysis reaction. New PU foams derived from recycled polyols from
glycolysis of post-industrial waste RPUFs are developed. Foam synthesis reactions have been
monitored, performing an analysis of the reactivity and exothermicity of the process. Temperature
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profiles and characteristic times of the reactions have been observed as a function of the amount
of recycled polyol incorporated. Microscopic structures of foams obtained with recycled component
have been compared to conventional foams and physical, chemical and mechanical properties of
interest have been verified. Higher reactivity and viscosity of the recycled polyols caused
acceleration of foaming reaction and influenced smaller cell size according to SEM images. Cell
size decreases while recycled polyol content is increased due to the fast reactivity and high
viscosity of the recycled polyols.

Figure 5. Physical appearance and internal structure of rigid polyurethane foams synthesized with recycled polyols.

Figure 6. SEM image of cross section of a sample foam synthetized with recycled polyol based on waste
polyurethane.

Bulk density and compressive strength values of the RPUFs decreased slightly with the
incorporation of 5 wt.% and 10 wt.% of recycled polyol. However, tensile properties of RPUFs were
remarkably increased with the addition of recycled polyol. Consequently, the results confirm that
these polyols obtained via glycolysis of waste PU foams represent favourable alternatives for the
preparation of RPUFs with quality performance.

Figure 7. Tensile strength, compressive strength and bulk density according to recycled polyol content.
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Oil production by pyrolysis of real plastic waste
The chemical recycling (pyrolysis) of real waste with high plastic content was studied for the
production of pyrolysis oils and their potential applications such as processing in refineries [4].
Concretely, three different the rejected waste streams were collected from (1) a light packaging
waste sorting plant, (2) the paper recycling industry, and (3) a waste treatment plant of electrical
and electronic equipment (WEEE). The influence of pre-treatments (mechanical separation
operations) and temperature on the yield and quality of the liquid fraction were evaluated. In order
to study the pre-treatment effect, the samples were pyrolyzed at 460 °C for 1 h. As pre-treatments
concentrate on the suitable fraction for pyrolysis and reduce the undesirable materials (metals,
PVC, PET, inorganics, cellulosic materials), they improve the yield to liquid products and
considerably reduce the halogen content. The sample with the highest polyolefin content achieved
the highest liquid yield (70.6 wt.% at 460 °C, see Table 1) and the lowest chlorine content (160
ppm) among the investigated samples and, therefore, was the most suitable liquid to use as refinery
feedstock. The effect of temperature on the pyrolysis of this sample was studied in the range of
430 - 490 °C. As the temperature increased the liquid yield increased and solid yield decreased,
indicating that the conversion was maximized. At 490 °C, the pyrolysis oil with the highest calorific
value (44.3 MJ kg -1) and paraffinic content (65 % area), the lowest chlorine content (128 ppm)
and more than 50 wt.% of diesel was obtained (see Figure 8) [14].
Table 1. Yields (% wt) obtained in the pyrolysis of raw and pre-treated (PT) samples at 460 °C and 1h

Sample
Film
PT-Film
Paper
PT-Paper
WEEE
PT-WEEE

Liquid yield
Organic

Aqueous

61.0
69.0
17.8
42.5
51.6
60.1

0.0
0.0
19.9
10.9
0.0
0.0

Gas yield

Solid yield

20.6
19.7
21.7
20.1
19.9
20.8

18.5
11.3
40.6
26.6
28.5
19.1

Figure 8. Paraffin, naphthene, olefin and aromatic content (%) present in the liquid fraction obtained in the pyrolysis
of Film sample at different temperatures
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Thus, metal-triphenylphosphine, metal-porphyrin
or metal-salphen complexes are some of the
metal monomers that have been used in this
strategy. In this work, iron phthalocyanine (FePc)
has been applied for the first time as metal
containing monomer to prepare a porous knitted
polymer network (2K-FePc2Ph) from commercial
un-functionalized FePc (Figure 2). The new
polymer has been fully characterized by EA,
TXRF, FT-IR, 13C-RMN solid state, UV-vis, TGA,
N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms, SEM and
EDX, and was used as catalysts in two different
reactions: for the oxygen reduction reaction3 and
in CO2 conversion.4

Introduction
The union of not functionalized aromatic
monomers by an external cross-linking agent
yields an interesting type of relative new porous
polymers known as Knitting Aryl Polymers
(KAPs). This new strategy was described in 2011
by B. Tan’s group who reported a simple onestep Friedel-Crafts reaction to connect aromatic
molecules through –CH2- spacers using
formaldehyde dimethyl acetal as an external
cross-linker and FeCl3 as catalyst.1 Most of the
reported KAPs are used for gas separation and
storage.2 The incorporation of metals in this type
of networks opens the possibility of using them as
heterogeneous catalysts. The most reported
strategy of obtaining metal-containing KAPs has
been by post-functionalization of a pre-formed
network (Figure 1a). However, the use of metal
coordination complexes as building block has
been less explored, and it supposes a great
advance since is a most direct synthetic method
(Figure 1b).

Figure 2. Synthesis of Iron phthalocyanine based knitting
aryl polymer

Experimental
A solution of 0.35 mmol of FePc and 0.35 mmol
of biphenyl (for K-FePc2Ph) in 30 mL of CH2Cl2
was placed in a Schlenk. The solution was
purged with nitrogen over 20 min and then 3.5
mmol of formaldehyde dimethyl acetal (FDA) and
3.5 mmol of FeCl3 were carefully added. The
mixture was stirred for 48h at 80°C. Then, HCl
was added to the suspension and after filtration,
the green solid was washed with hot methanol for
24 hours. Finally, the polymer was washed with
water and THF under stirring.

Figure 1. Strategies for preparing metal-coordinated KAPs.
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Results and Discussion

Catalytic performance

Synthesis and characterization

The versatility of this polymer as heterogeneous
catalyst has been demonstrated by using it in two
different reactions: 1) As electrocatalyst in the
oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) (Figure 4). In
this reaction oxygen is used to produce water and
K-FePc2Ph presented high mass activity and
half-wave potential, being an interesting
alternative to Pt-based ORR electrocatalysts; 2)
As catalysts in the CO2 conversion into
chloropropene carbonate (Figure 4) in which KFePc2Ph exhibited an excellent activity with a
TON value of 2700 reached in 3 h in a solvent
free reaction under mild conditions, namely 3 bar
of CO2 and 90°C.
Comparing with the
phthalocyanine-based catalysts reported it can be
seen that K-FePc2Ph ishighly competitive in
terms of both reaction times and catalyst loading.

FePc was reacted with biphenyl (2Ph) under
standard solvent knitting conditions (FriedelCrafts type) in presence of FDA, as external
linker, and using FeCl3 as catalyst to yield the
knitting polymer K-FePc2Ph (Figure 2).
The elemental analysis (EA) and total-reflection
X-Ray Fluorescence (TXRF) revealed network
with a 1:3 FePc:biphenyl ratio which indicted
lower reactivity of the iron complex monomer
compared to the aromatic one and an N:Fe ratio
close to 8 suggesting the preservation of the
FeN4 coordination during the synthetic process.
The presence of the FePc units was also
confirmed by FT-IR which showed the five
representative strong bands of the FePc ring
between 1331 and 729 cm-1 (Figure 3 left) and by
UV-vis which showed an intense Q band
centered at 684 nm.

Figure 3. (Left) FT-IR spectra of K-FePc2Ph and FePc
monomer; (Right) N2 adsorption -desorption of K-FePc2Ph.

Figure 4. Catalytic performance of K-FePc2Ph.

TGA indicated high thermal stability with
decomposition patterns in one step as
consequence of a high cross-linking degree. The
–CH2- linkers were also observed through the
broad signal at 35 ppm in the 13C-NMR solid state
spectra.
The N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms at 77 K
(Figure 3 right) suggested the formation of a
micro-mesoporous network with an specific
surface area of 427 m2.g-1 which within the range
of other conjugated porous polymers based on
functionalized phthalocyanines reported (118-580
m2.g-1). The morphology observed by SEM
revealed irregular particulate structure and the
mapping analysis for Fe and C by EDX confirms
the homogenous dispersion of the iron in the
sample.
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also delineate our synthetic strategies leading to
dynamic polymeric materials, which exploit
neighboring-group interactions.

Introduction
Anchimeric assistance or neighboring group
participation is of fundamental importance to a
number of chemical transformations and
self-assembling systems. In this regard, a
promising interaction is the reversible
condensation of ortho-substituted aryl aldehyde or
ketone boronic acids with amines and
other nucleophiles (Figure 1a).1 Quantitative
condensation takes place in aqueous media at mM
concentrations and neutral pH when a boronic acid
group is in close proximity to the carbonyl group of
the electrophile. The remarkable stability of the
adducts is associated with neighboring-group
interactions between the electron-rich imine
nitrogen and the electron deficient boron. It has
been suggested that Lewis acid–base interactions
dominate in the case of adducts of 1 (Figure 1b)
whereas hydrogen bonding and Coulombic
interactions operate in concert to stabilize the
adducts of 2 (Figure 1b).2 Additionally, the
presence of a boronic acid group in 1 and 2
provides an opportunity to form, in the presence of
a cis-diol derivative, the corresponding boronic
ester.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of adduct formation (a),
and selected low molecular weight (b), and polymeric
building blocks (c).

Experimental
All low molecular weight compounds (1 to 5,
Figure 1a) were purchased from Merck KGaA
(Germany), and used without further purification.
Polymer 6 (Figure 1c) was synthetized following
well-established procedures. Isothermal titration
calorimetry (ITC) experiments were carried out in
an AutoITC200 (MicroCal) that was thermostated
at 25 °C. Typically, 10.0 mM nucleophile and
cis-diol solutions were used to titrate the
electrophile (ca. 500 µM) in a 200-µL cell.
Titrations were performed by injecting the titrating
the nucleophile or cis-diol compound in a

We report, here, the formation of a series of
dynamic covalent adducts derived from a family of
ortho-substituted aryl aldehydes and ketone
boronic acids. An overview on the binding mode
(i.e. stoichiometry), thermodynamics and kinetics
associated with the formation of the adducts, both
in organic and aqueous media, is provided. We
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Based on these principles, we have prepared a
series of dynamic covalent polymer gels with
fine-tuned rheological properties and stimuli
responsive behavior. Some of the new polymer
networks exhibit canonical Maxwell model
viscoelasticity (Figure 2), and offer opportunities to
link molecular to macroscale behavior.

step-wise fashion. Up to 19 injections of 2 µL each
were added to the calorimetric sample cell and
mixed at a stirring speed of 1000 r.p.m. ITC data
was analyzed with Origin 7.0 and
Affinimeter-ITC-Advanced software. Rheological
measurements were performed on a HAAKE™
MARS™ 40 rheometer with a parallel plate
measuring system.
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Results and Discussion
The thermodynamics associated with the
formation of imines, hydrazones, oximes and
boronic esters from a set of small molecule
building blocks have been investigated by ITC and
nuclear magnetic resonance in aqueous buffer.
Such techniques allow for the determination of the
binding stoichiometry and affinity as well as the
kinetics of adduct formation and exchange. Stable
binary complexes (Keq in the range of
102 - 106 M-1), and also tetramers, result from the
binding of 1 and 2 to selected nucleophiles. Some
of the adducts form in neutral aqueous buffer with
rate constants of ca. 103 M-1 s-1. We have also
investigated the stability of heteroternary adducts
and the cooperativity associated with the reaction
of nucleophiles and cis-diol compounds with 1
leading to termolecular complexes. These results
contribute to our fundamental understanding of the
formation of dynamic covalent adducts and the
role of specific intramolecular neighboring-group
effects, which unveils new opportunities for the
design of dynamic materials.
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Figure 2. Frequency-sweep plot of G' and G'' for a selected
dynamic covalent polymer network
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([H2O]/[B(C6F5)3] >>1), B(C6F5)3 is still active
producing branched linear polyglycidols with Mn
∼1.2 kg/mol. The non-dependence of the glass
transition temperature on topology and branching
indicates that these architectural features play a
secondary role behind a most important factor that
is the formation of associated networks induced by
hydrogen bonds. This study has been recently
submitted for publication [3].

Introduction
Cyclic polymers possess unique physico-chemical
properties compared to their linear counterparts as
a result of the absence of end-groups and their
more compact conformation. The overall interest
over these cyclic structures or rings is really
growing. Today, there are two primary methods for
the synthesis of cyclic polymers: (1) ring closure
and (2) ring expansion polymerization. In
particular, the electrophilic zwitterionic ring
expansion polymerization (eZREP) of epoxides
with B(C6F5)3 was proposed in our group already
in 2014 for the synthesis of cyclic polyethers [1]
and copolyethers [2] containing a diversity of
functional side groups.
Polyglycidol (PG) is a polyether used in biomedical
and pharmaceutical applications. The hydroxyl
groups of PG render it with multiple choices for
chemical modification and immobilization of drugs.
The linear and hyperbranched forms of PG have
been very much studied. However, very few is
known about the cyclic structure of PG.
In present study we expand upon our previous
reports and present a complete study on the
synthesis of cyclic polyglycidol (cPG) in bulk and
quasi-bulk conditions by using B(C6F5)3 as a
catalyst and glycidol as a monomer. We include
kinetic experiments that evidences an abrupt
chain growth at high monomer conversions. Ring
fusion and branching mechanisms are invoked to
explain such phenomenology. Branched cPG are
the major compounds with Mn up to 8 kg/mol and
Ð ∼ 2. In the presence of large amounts of water

Experimental
Bulk and quasi-bulk polymerization of glycidol was
carried out in roundbottom flasks under magnetic
stirring. 0.5 mL of glycidol was cooled to 0 ºC and
then, corresponding amounts of B(C6F5)3 were
added. [Gly]0/[B(C6F5)3]0 mol ratios of 297, 594 and
799 were used. In quasi-bulk conditions, B(C6F5)3
was previously dissolved in 86 µL of a solvent.
Termination was done by addition of methanol
after 2, 24 or 48h. The obtained PG was
precipitated in diethyl ether and dried at 60 ºC in a
vacuum oven overnight.
Results and Discussion
The polymerization of glycidol in solvents such as
dichloromethane, chloroform and toluene has the
disadvantage of exhibiting a change in solubility
from monomer to polymer causing the
precipitation of the polymer over the course of the
polymerization. PG is soluble in polar solvents
such as water, methanol, pyridine and N, Ndimethylformamide. None of them can be used in
the eZREP of glycidol due to an inhibition of the
catalytic activity of B(C6F5)3. Therefore, the solvent
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Investigations of the glass transition temperature
of branched cPG, branched linear PG and
unbranched linear PG showed a clear nondependence with the polymer architecture (Figure
2). The difference in Tg with literature data can be
explained by the different amount of water in the
samples as a result of different preheating
treatments. The formation of associative networks
introduced by the large number of hydroxyl groups
in the structure would predominate over the chain
architecture, leaving a secondary role to topology
and branching.

choice is very limited. In this study, bulk or quasibulk polymerizations were able to generate
branched cPG in very high yields (∼99 %). Our
results demonstrate that molecular weight can be
tuned by varying the reaction conditions such as
the temperature, the monomer to catalyst ratio,
and by adding molecular sieves in bulk conditions.
Kinetic experiments demonstrated that the
molecular weight of the polymer is triggered at
high conversions which can be explained by the
occurrence of transfer reactions such as
branching and ring fusion (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Mechanisms of ring formation by intramolecular
and intermolecular (ring fusion) reactions.

Figure 2. DSC Tg of PG obtained in this study and from the
literature [4, 5].
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Introduction
Many applications have recently benefited from
the installation of boron centers into linear
polymers, including flexible optoelectronics,
chemical sensors, and self-healing materials.
However, the Lewis acidity of many tricoordinated
boranes also limits the direct and well-controlled
polymerization of such functionalized monomers.
Instead, most organoborane-containing materials
rely on ill-defined post-polymerization modification
reactions, step-growth or free radical
polymerizations.[1] The scarcity of available
methods contrasts with the many benefits brought
by this direct approach, including better tuning of
polymer molecular weight and polymer
architecture, precise placement of reactive sites,
and synthetic ease. For these reasons, new
strategies are needed to complement the polymer
chemists toolbox to make new functional boroncontaining materials.[2]

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the synthesis of
polyphenylnorbornenes containing Lewis acidic triaryl
borane and its application as heterogeneous and recyclable
organocatalyst.

Experimental
The synthesis of the halogenated triarylborane B1
was accomplished on gram scale and in 48%
combined yield in four steps by a modified method
from the literature [4]. The acceptor number (AN)
of B1 was determined by the Gutmann−Beckett
method. ROMP was carried out with Grubbs’ third
generation catalyst (G3) in anhydrous THF.
Polymer resins were obtained by combining B1
with exo-phenylnorbornene and 1,4-bis-(exobicyclo[2.2.1]hept-5-en-2-yl)benzene. Polymeric
materials were characterized by gel permeation
chromatography in dimethylformamide against
polymethylmethacrylate standards. Thermal
analyses were recorded by differential scanning
calorimetry and thermalgravimetric analysis.

Here we demonstrate how tricoordinated
organoboranes can be designed to display at the
same time an excellent performance as a
monomer platform (if bearing a suitable
polymerization handle) while retaining its intrinsic
and valuable reactivity. We exemplify the utility of
this approach in the development of recyclable
organocatalyst by ring-opening metathesis
polymerization (ROMP) of functional triarylborane
norbornenes.[3]
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The catalytic studies with molecular and polymeric
boranes were conducted under air and in the
benchtop with unpurified and undried reagents.
Product yields were determined by 1H NMR
analysis and the species confirmed by gas
chromatography.

work to expand into new such platforms for
installing other tricoordinated borone centers into
monomers and polymers is ongoing.[5]

Results and Discussion

2. Yolsal, U.; Horton, T. A. R.; Wang, M.; Shaver, M.
P. (2020). Prog. Polym. Sci. 111, 101313

A hetero-halogenated triarylborane was rendered
polymerizable by direct attachment of a
norbornene functional handle to one of the phenyl
substituents, yielding Lewis acidic (AN = 73)
monomer B1. Polymerizations with G3 were fast,
well-controlled, and amenable to copolymerizations with a phenylnorbornene spacer
to render soluble linear copolymers. Both
molecular and polymeric boranes presented
almost identical activity as Lewis acidic catalysts.
This was demonstrated in the catalytic reductive
amination of aldehydes and anilines (11 different
substrates with various electron withdrawing and
electron donating groups), achieving high to
quantitative conversions (65-100%) under mild
conditions and low catalyst loadings (0.5 mol%).
Importantly, these organoborane species were
moisture and air stable, allowing all benchtop
manipulations. The remarkable similarities
between free and polymer-bound boranes were
further confirmed by in-situ NMR analysis and
speciation studies. Moreover, slight modification of
the ROMP conditions allowed to construct a
crosslinked resin loaded with 3.33 × 10−4 mol/g of
borane units to impart catalyst recyclability.
Indeed, the reductive N-alkylation of aniline
proceeded quantitatively in THF (swollen gel) and
MeCN (heterogeneous particles) over several
cycles, indicating great promise as a recyclable
organocatalyst or implementation as a reactive
stationary phase for continuous-flow methods.

3. Vidal, F.; McQuade, J.; Lalancette, R.; Jäkle, F.
(2020). J. Am. Chem. Soc. 142, 14427–14431
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These results indicate that the ROMP reaction is
perfectly orthogonal to the Lewis acidic boron site
and a suitable route for its attachment to a solid
support. In addition, the transfer of
structure/reactivity from monomer to polymer
exemplify here hints to other polymerizable
platforms judiciously designed to deliver desired
properties, such as luminescence, drug delivery or
ion-sensing, for specialty applications. Further
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Introduction

Nevertheless, even the advantages of free radical
copolymerization reactions, they have never been
studied under confinement conditions in AAO
geometries. This work deals with the study of
copolymerization of BMA and HEA monomers in
AAO nanoreactors. It includes the kinetic study by
NMR and DSC monitoring, the determination of
monomer reactivity ratios and the evaluation of
P(BMA/HEA) copolymer properties.

Copolymerization reaction continues to be of great
scientific importance due to the ability to produce
materials with a high diversity of properties
compared to those of their homopolymers. In
particular, free radical copolymers of acrylate and
methacrylate monomers are widely used, among
others, as coating and biomedical applications [1].
As an example, 2-Hydroxyethyl acrylate (HEA)
monomer is widely used in biomedical application,
i.e. contact lenses, artiﬁcial tissues or as a
component in hydrogels owing to its excellent
biological properties and low cytotoxicity.
However, the main disadvantage of hydrogels is
their poor mechanical properties, mainly in the
swollen state. Therefore, polymer reinforcement
through copolymerization with a high resistance
monomer, such as butyl methacrylate (BMA),
could be a feasible alternative.
Concerning the synthesis of polymers for
nanotechnology applications, the “in situ”
polymerization of a monomer in AAO templates
(nanoreactors) has been presented as a direct,
fast and low energetic process to prepare polymer
nanostructures of a great variety of polymers,
including polymers that cannot be dissolved or
molten. The obtained polymer nanostructures
make them suitable for applications in
nanotechnology, either alone or in combination
with other polymers or charges [2], [3].

Experimental
AAO nanoreactors were prepared following a twostep anodization process to achieve size selected
nanocavities [4]. The copolymerization of BMA
and HEA was carried out for different monomer
feed, fBMA: 0, 0.30, 0.50, 0.70, 0.87 and 1.00; the
polymerization kinetics was studied by NMR and
DSC. The values of the reactivity ratios, rBMA and
rHEA, were determined using the Copol software
from FBMA and fBMA plot at low copolymerization
conversion. The characterization and evaluation of
the most significant properties of a nanostructured
P(BMA/HEA) copolymer of 50/50 composition was
carried out by DSC, SEM and AFM.
Results and Discussion
P(BMA/HEA) copolymer nanostructures have
been obtained through the successful free radical
copolymerization of BMA and HEA monomers in
AAO nanoreactors of suitable size. P(BMA/HEA)
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copolymer was 68±5º while for bulk copolymer is
86±4º.

copolymer nanostructures were obtained by
means of a quick double process: 15 min of AAO
nanoreactor immersion in a monomer solution at
room temperature and 90 min of polymerization
reaction at 60ºC. Polymerization kinetics has been
followed by DSC calorimetry and H-NMR
spectroscopy in confinement and in bulk at
different temperatures. DSC technique allowed
the kinetic analysis of copolymerization process
while NMR spectroscopy also allowed the
unambiguous chemical analysis of formed
copolymer. DSC and NMR analysis give the same
kinetics results and showed a gel-effect in all the
cases. Moreover, the NMR analysis allowed
determining unambiguously the molar composition
of copolymers synthesized in confinement and
bulk. In addition, for different composition feeds
and for low copolymerization conversion, the
monomer reactivity ratios, rBMA and rHEA has been
determined, see figure 1. These values are
different from those obtained for ATRP
copolymerization of the same monomers [5], see
Figure 1.

SEM morphology of P(BMA0.5/HEA0.5) copolymer
nanofibers, once extracted from the AAO
nanoreactor, showed homogeneous aspect/size
along the length of nanopillar and exhibits a rather
elastic behavior, Figure 2.
While the same nanostructures are obtained by
polymer infiltration of PBMA at 200 ºC in about 6
hours, polymerization conditions are very much
softer than those of polymer infiltration process.

Figure 2. SEM micrographies of P(BMA0.5/HEA0.5)
copolymer.
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and demonstrates that very significant increases
in toughness may be obtained from using relatively
low an intermediate concentrations of the
thermoplastic.
Due to its excellent elasticity and good impact
strength, polyurethane (PU) was used to improve
the resistance to brittle fracture of epoxy resin.
Compositions containing PU with excess
isocyanate groups showed increased impact
strength without decrease of the elastic modulus
or the compressive yield stress. The use of chain
extender with the PU prepolymer caused an
increase of the impact strength and increase of the
critical in comparison with unmodified epoxy resin.

Introduction
The epoxy materials are widely used as matrices
for high performance composite materials, surface
coatings, and adhesive joints. However, due to
their highly cross-linked density these materials
exhibit low impact strength, poor resistance to
crack propagation, and small elongation at break
[1].
In order to improve the toughness of thermosetting
polymers, a most successful route is to form a
blend with a low molecular-weight rubber, where
the rubber undergoes phase separation upon
curing the rubber-epoxy blend. The rubbertoughened epoxy often possesses outstanding
fracture properties. However, the presence of the
rubbery phase may somewhat decrease the
modulus and thermal stability of the material, and
increase the tendency for water absorption with an
accompanying loss of properties at elevated
temperatures. Whilst for adhesive applications
such decreases in modulus and temperature
resistance are usually of no significance. This
approach has been based upon blending the
thermosetting resin with a thermoplastic polymer
that phase separates upon curing of the resin, but
where the thermoplastic phase has a relatively
good thermal stability and a low water uptake
compared to the rubbery phase in rubbertoughened thermosetting polymers. The
thermoplastics employed have typically been
functionalised poly (ether sulphone), poly (ether
imides) and others. The present work describes
the major increases in toughness that have been
obtained from using a thermoplastic/epoxy blend

Experimental
PU prepolymer was prepared using two
equivalents of toluene diisocyanate (TDI) and one
equivalent of Desmophen 1200 supplied by Bayer.
The TDI were poured into a reaction kettle,
connected with a thermometer, mechanical stirrer,
and dropping funnel and heated to 50°C, then the
Desmophen was added drop-by-drop to the TDI
via the dropping funnel. When the addition was
completed, the mixture was heated to 80°C and
reaction was carried out for 2h at that temperature.
Epoxy resin DER-331 (EP) was mixed with PU in
different proportions and heated to 140°C. After
that, the hardener trimethylene glycol di-paminobenzoate (TMAB) was added with an
oxirane and hydrogen amine relation 1:1 until
complete melting and slow agitation for to avoid
burbles. The mixtures were then poured to moulds
with required geometries for mechanical
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flexibilities and therefore allows the polymer matrix
to sustain large deformations before fracture [2].

characterization and pans for thermal
characterization respectively. The curing was
carried out at 150°C for 6 hours in oven.
The tensile strength, tensile modulus and
elongation at break were estimated on samples
according ASTM-D668 using a Shimadzu tensile
machine AGX-50kN with a cross head speed of
5mm/min.
Differential scanning calorimetry measurements
were carried out using a calorimeter TA
Instruments Q-2000. The thermal response and
the temperature were calibrated with the heat of
fusion and the melting point of pure indium. A dry
nitrogen flow of 40 ml/min was used as purge gas.
Samples of about 10 mg were sealed in aluminium
pans. Two modes of experiments were carried:
heating and isothermal runs. For heating
experiments, each sample was heated until 360°C
with ramp of 10°C/min for residual heat and
isothermal heat was at 150°C for kinetic
information.
The characterization of the TMAB and EP
monomers and of the thermosetting material was
done through high-resolution Raman confocal
spectroscopy, using a LabRamHR-800 equipment
with an excitation laser of wavelength 473 nm,
power nominal 10 mW and a 10X objective.

1364.82
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-1

1500

1653.82

2000

Figure 1. Some vibrational normal modes using microRaman spectroscopy of trimethylene glycol di-paminobenzoate-TMAB

On the other hand, the glass transition
temperature Tg decreases by more than 45°C with
the addition of 10% of PU and lower values than
that with 15% PU. The significant glass transition
temperature shift gives evidence of softness of the
tested compositions containing polyurethane, as is
also indicated by the decrease of elastic modulus.
The depression of glass transition temperature
might be attributed to the additional free volume
provided by the plasticizer facilitating segmental
movements [2]. The lowering of Tg is taken as a
measure of plasticizer efficiency, which is more
pronounced in polymers containing rigid chains.

Results and Discussion
The Raman Spectroscopy is of both academic and
industrial interest to study epoxy/amine systems in
the production of thermosetting polymers,
including to identify vibrational normal modes in
the epoxy oligomer Diglycidyl ether of bisphenol-A
(DGEBA) and trimethylene glycol di-paminobenzoate (TMAB) system. Figure 1
represents the principal vibration modes around
1626, 3333 y 3436 cm-1 were determined for
amine groups of TMAB, and 915, 933, 1131, 12491252, 1407, 2713, 2760 y 3006 cm-1 for EP [1].
The experimental tests showed that as the amount
of PU increases, the strain at break passes
through a maximum and strain at break is
improved by almost 100% with 10% of PU and
180% with the addition of 15% PU in comparison
with the epoxy resin without modifier. The PU acts
as plasticizers and its incorporation between
polymer chains breaks the polymer segment
interactions, enabling increased segment
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consistent film for the intended application.
Additionally, crystallization has already been
observed in linear poly(thioether) latexes after
water evaporation [1], but small input was taken
into investigating this process. Controlling the
ordering of crystalline domains could yield smarter
coatings presenting passive barrier to oxygen and
water, and could be a good option to replace
PVDC. For that aim, we present here selfnucleation processes to accelerate the
crystallization kinetics [2] of as-synthesized films
to potentially improve barrier properties and add
value to films produced from thiol-ene chemistry.

Introduction
Oxygen barrier waterborne coatings for food
packaging represent a highly open market in terms
of innovations. Driven by the growing awareness
of ecological issues, the vinylidene chloride
copolymer coating (PVDC), currently used
industrially and presenting outstanding barrier
properties, tends to be replaced by halogen-free
and more sustainable options. To expand the
range of products commercially available, we
propose an approach that unites thiol-ene stepgrowth radical process and photopolymerization in
dispersed media to obtain high sulfur content
polymers that can be used as waterborne
coatings.

Experimental
Latex synthesis by photopolymerization
Bifunctional monomers diallyl terephtalate (DATP)
and glycol dimercaptoacetate (GDMA) were mixed
with a targeted 1:1 ratio of thiol-ene functionality
and
the
radical
inhibitor
2,5-di-tertbutylhydroquinone (DBHQ, 0,004eq with respect
to GDMA) and dispersed in an aqueous solution of
4wt% (based on monomers mass) surfactant
(Dowfax 2A1), followed by sonication step (5
minutes at 70% amplitude) in an ice bath. 0,5wt%
of the water soluble photoinitiator lithium phenyl2,4,6-trimethylbenzoylephosphinate (TPO Li) was
added after sonication step and the reaction
mixture was exposed to UV light under stirring for
1 hour.

Figure 1. Chemical Structure of Diene monomer Dially
Trephtalate (DATP) and Dithiol monomer Glycol
Dimercaptoacetate (GDMA) and Poly(thioether) from DATP
and GDMA step-growth polymerization.

Herein, we report the synthesis of a 30% solid
content poly(thioether) latex based on the
monomers diallyl terephtalate (DATP) and glycol
dimercaptoacetate (GDMA) (Figure 1.) forming a

Results and Discussion
Chemical instability in thiol-ene formulations has
been reported in the literature, and results in
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premature polymerization. [3] In our system,
based on the monomers DATP and GDMA, the
radical mediated spontaneous polymerization
could be efficiently controlled by adding small
amount of the radical scavenger 2,5-di-tertbutylhydroquinone (DBHQ).
A stable latex was obtained from the UV-initiated
thiol-ene polymerization in dispersed media. High
conversion was achieved and polymers with a
molecular weight of 14kD were obtained. As both
monomers DATP and GDMA are bifunctional, the
step-growth mechanism facilitates the synthesis of
linear poly(thioether) (Figure 1.), which is highly
desirable to promote crystallization. After water
evaporation a homogeneous film was obtained,
consistent with coating applications.

Figure 3. Method used in self-nucleation experiments

Successful SN was achieved in the Ts range of
45°C - 51°C, as shown in Figure 2.b. It
accelerated the overall crystallization kinetics, and
exothermic recrystallization peaks could be
observed by DSC at 16°C upon cooling from Ts.
Upon subsequent heating, melting peaks were
observed at 34°C and 54°C.
Concluding remarks
Thiol-ene photopolymerization in aqueous
dispersed media turns out to be a privileged mean
to obtain high solid content linear poly(thioether)
latexes that can be used as waterborne coatings.
Control of poly(thioether) crystallization could be
achieved by SN, which could pave the way, in the
future, to a new portfolio of barrier coatings.
Acknowledgements

Figure 2. (a) DSC heating scan of as-synthesized
poly(thioether) film and (b) Self-nucleated poly(thioether)
film: DSC cooling scan from the indicated self-nucleation
(Ts) temperatures and subsequent heating scans.
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The semicrystalline behaviour of the assynthesized film was evidenced by non-isothermal
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis.
The sample has a glass transition temperature (Tg)
of -20°C and a multimodal melting peak at 43°C
(Figure 2.a). When the film was slowly cooled from
its molten state, no recrystallization peak was
observed by DSC attesting for slow-crystallizing
material. In our example, the presence of an
aromatic ring in the polymer backbone may
drastically slow down the ordering into crystalline
domains. One way to accelerate crystallization
kinetics is to perform self-nucleation (SN), a
thermal protocol detailed in Figure 3, in which selfnuclei are generated within the material at a selfnucleation temperature (Ts). SN allows the control
of the nucleation step, preceding the crystal
growth.
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these three fractions with the hydrolysis reaction
and their role in the ductile-brittle transition are
discussed, bringing new insights towards lifetime
prediction.

Introduction
Polymeric foams are the material of choice for
applications requiring insulating and load-bearing
properties. Pre-insulated district heating pipes are
one of such applications, with the further
requirement of high service temperature and long
service life. While currently polyurethane foam is
used, the high toxicity of the required isocyanates
and the recently approved restriction on their use
[1] highlights the need for a sustainable
alternative. Closed-cell polyethylene terephthalate
(PET) foam has been found a promising
candidate. In order to assess its service life,
embrittlement due to hygrothermal degradation
needs to be evaluated. It is known that PET
undergoes hydrolysis at high moisture levels
above Tg (i.e [2]). Reaction rate is related to the Tº
and humidity, initial crystallinity, and the sample
thickness, which could lead to a diffusioncontrolled process [3]. Reported studies of
hydrolytic degradation of PET relate to films or
sheets. The cellular structure of a foam may lead
to different diffusion mechanisms than films, since
the transport is to be divided between the solid
fraction and the voids. It is known that
chemicristalization accompanies the hydrolysis
reaction. So far these structural changes have
been discussed in terms of a two phase
(crystalline/amorphous) system, which has been
found to fail for PET (i.e [4]). In this work the
morphological changes of PET upon hydrolysis
are evaluated in terms of crystalline, mobile
amorphous (MAF) and rigid amorphous (RAF)
fractions. The relationship between the change of

Experimental
Commercial PET foam of two densities, 80 and
100 kg/m3 were evaluated. Microstructure was
examined in an optical microscope (Leica DMLP).
The cell size and wall thickness were measured
from the micrographs using Fiji. Foam samples
were aged in an environmental chamber (Weiss
WK1 340) at 90ºC and 95% relative humidity.
Samples were removed from the chamber at
different intervals and characterized through
different techniques, including gravimetry, FTIRATR (Thermo Scientific Nicolet is 10 FTIR
spectrometer with a diamond ATR), DSC (Netzsch
DSC 200F3), H1 NMR (Bruker Advance II HD, 600
MHz) and 3-point flexural test (1.5 mm/min, force
was measured with a 2 kN load cell, strain
measured by 3D digital image correlation using an
ARAMIS 6M adjustable stereo camera system).
Presented results refer to the foam tested the
extrusion (E) direction of the foaming.
Results and Discussion
A hydrolysis-induced embrittlement was
evidenced. Figure 1 presents the evolution of the
flexural strength with ageing time. We can see a
progressive degradation of the mechanical
properties. The ductile to brittle transition occurred
after ca. 100 h of exposure, after which there is a
change on the degradation rate.
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coinciding with the ductile-brittle transition. This
motivated a more detailed analysis of the
crystallinity changes, evaluating the MAF and RAF
fractions for the first time in the context of the
hydrolysis of PET. The evolution of XMAF with
ageing time is presented in Figure 3. It can be
seen that the trend fits perfectly the weight
decrease in the gravimetric curve, and the ductilebrittle transition point and maximum weight loss
coincides with the attainment of the minimum
XMAF. The outcomes of the study include:
• the hydrolytical degradation of PET foams does
not appear influenced by the cellular structure.
• Considering a three-phase structure, the
hydrolysis
of
PET
and
related
chemicristallization occurs at the expense of
the MAF fraction until the ductile-brittle
transition is reached. Embrittlement occurs
when the MAF fraction is consumed This brings
new insights on the nature of the embrittlement
mechanism, which appear better interpretated
micromechanically than molecularly.

Figure 1. Evolution of the flexural strength with ageing time.

An increase of carboxylic acids content was
detected in the FTIR spectra, which are products
of the hydrolysis reaction. An increase of the
hydroxyl end groups content was detected in the
proton nmr spectra. This confirmed that the
degradation of the mechanical properties is due to
the chain scission caused by the hydrolysis
reaction. The ratio between the monomer protons
and end group protons gives us the rate of
hydrolysis. A progressive increase in crystallinity
could be derived from the FTIR spectra, consistent
with the well-known chemicrystallization process
upon hydrolysis. The spectral results were
confirmed with the DSC analysis. The ageing
process was also studied gravimetrically. The
weight variation (%) with ageing time is presented
in Figure 2.

Figure 3. Evolution of XMAF with ageing time.
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Figure 2. Weight variation upon ageing

An initial weight increase was observed in the first
measured point after 18h, caused by moisture
sorption, after which a progressive weight loss was
registered until reaching a minimum point,
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Introduction

Experimental

Anti-wetting behavior in surfaces has vast
implications in many technological areas. Surface
treatments to achieve hydrophobicity or
oleophobicity properties usually imply either
topography or chemical alteration or a
combination of both. Several approaches based
on bottom-up and top-down methods have been
used to develop micrometric, nanometric, or
hierarchical rough surfaces, whereas chemical
modification is commonly done by fluorination
and plasma treatments. In this sense, one of the
most popular strategies is the application of
particle coatings, specifically modified silica
nanoparticles or all-organic particles. However,
efforts must focus on fabricating mono-materials
with inherent non-stick properties as a
replacement of added top-layer coatings in the
search of sustainability and scalability, and
commitment with the circular economy.
In this work, Polyethylene terephthalate (PET)
films were used as starting material to develop
hydrophobic surfaces. PET is an extensively
used polymer involving 63% of the plastic used in
the European Union [1] mainly in the food
packaging industry. However, PET has been
rarely considered probably as an anti-wetting
surface because of its hydrophilic chemical
nature. Based on previous experience of the
group [2], the semicrystallinity nature of PET has
been exploited for the generation of roughness by
a solvent-induced method. Finally, a fluorinated
silane is used to enhance the hydrophobicity of
the surface [3].

PET films were prepared from pellets by hot
compression using a Specac press and Upilex
foils as separators at both sides. The material
was first melted at 260 °C for 1 min and after
that, 150 bar pressure was applied for 3 min. A
fast cooling process was applied to obtain
amorphous PET starter films. Circular films were
obtained with 4 cm of diameter and 120–130 µm
of thickness. Solvent treatments were performed
to generate roughness by induced crystallization.
Several solvents were tested to induce PET
crystallization [4]; the most suitable results were
obtained by immersion in Dichloromethane
(DCM) for 1h and room temperature drying. This
treatment gives rise to a particulate topography
that is covered by a thin polymer layer or skin,
which must be removed to uncover the desirable
rough surface. With this aim, a surface washing
process was performed following two different
protocols: (A) by spraying acetone under
pressure or (N) by immersion in a 20% NaOH
solution for 15 min at 80 °C. Finally, the last step
was surface fluorination using Trichloro (1H, 2H,
2H-perfluorooctyl) silane (PFOTCS). The
modification was performed by immersion in a
solution of 10 µL mL−1 PFOTCS in hexane for 20
min and room temperature was carried out.
Figure 1 summarizes the methodology followed in
this work. The crystallization of the sample was
analyzed before and after the treatment by X-Ray
Diffraction (XRD) and Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR IR). The surface morphology was analyzed
by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and
Optical Profilometry. The non-stick behavior was
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OH residual groups at the surface. A hydrophilic
behavior was found featured by a contact angle
of 66 ± 2°. The subsequent fluorination step is
effective in both cases. The contact angle after
the modification increases above 150° regardless
the skin removal method.

evaluated by measuring the contact angle and
the hysteresis of droplets of water.

Conclusions
Figure 1. Scheme of the methodology followed in this work.

Summarizing, in this work a first approach has
been made to the use of a polymer of high
consumption such as PET as a substrate for the
preparation of surfaces with repellent properties.
The roughness necessary for the appearance of
the hydrophobic properties has been generated
by means of a simple, fast, and cheap method
that involves immersion in a common solvent,
and that can be applied independently of the
shape and dimensions of the parts. With the
generation of roughness and a subsequent
fluorination step, it is possible to obtain surfaces
that present contact angles higher than 150°.

Results and Discussion
Amorphous transparent PET films have been
used as starting surfaces. After immersion in
dichloromethane for one hour, the film crystallizes
and turns white, a evidence of the appearance of
roughness. Polymer crystallization has been
studied by X-Ray diffraction and infrared
spectroscopy. Characteristic diffraction peaks
located at 16.4°, 17.1°, 23.2°, and 25.5°, as well
as crystalline infrared bands 1473, 1343, 973,
and 846 cm―1, appear after the treatment. SEM
images of the sample after immersion show the
occurrence of a particulate structure on the
surface. Particles have a homogeneous size of 510 µm. This particle layer is covered by a thing
skin-like layer. For the removal of this skin, two
procedures were successfully performed. SEM
imagines after the two protocols and the wetting
behavior after the fluorination step are shown in
Figure 2.
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On one hand, the skin was mechanically
removed by acetone spraying at room
temperature (A method). The contact angle, in
this case, increases from 72 ± 2° for the planar
film to 125 ± 3° for the treated sample. On the
other hand, the PET skin was dissolved by
immersion in a 20% NaOH solution (N method).
This method produces not only the removal of the
layer but also a slight solution of the particles and
the hydrolytic degradation of the polymer leaving
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attain the sought polyimide, was used to obtained
aromatic copolyimides with DABA. The
copolyimides with PEO groups were obtained,
employing the classical methodology, without insitu silylation [5].

Introduction
In a previous work, it was studied a set of
membranes obtained by blending an aromatic
copolyimide, PI, with an aliphatic-aromatic
copolyimide having polyethylene oxide chains
(PEO) in the aliphatic part, PI-PEO. After the
thermal treatment, membranes showed interesting
gas separation properties, but an unavoidable
shrinkage was observed.
Herein, the main idea of this work has consisted in
improving the gas separation properties by
decreasing the shrinkage. Thus, new PIs and PIPEOs were made by adding as a comonomer, 3,5diaminobenzoic acid (DABA) [1], which is able to
form physical and chemical crosslinkings before
and during the thermal removal of the PEO groups
[2]. A thermal treatment, at 375 oC under nitrogen,
produced highly-crosslinked materials with good
mechanical properties and low shrinkage. Gas
separation properties were very good. Besides,
Plasticization and physical aging were enhanced,
which permits the use of these membranes in high
performance gas separation applications.

Finally, blends compositions (weight/weight) were
prepared by dissolving the required (m/n) weight
ratio of the aromatic copolymer and the copolymer
PI-PEO, at 10 wt% (w/v) in THF.
Results and Discussion
Thermogravimetric analyses showed the thermal
stability of copolyimide membranes with different
amounts of DABA (10 % and 20 %) and PEO (1/1,
1/2 and 1/4). Membranes containing PEO
underwent a weight loss around 400 ºC,
associated to the PEO removal. Besides a tiny
weight loss above 440 ºC was observed,
associated with the loss of carboxyl groups from
the comonomer. Finally, a weight loss above 500
ºC, which corresponded to the degradation of the
remained polyimide was observed.
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treatment were characterized by TGA, ATR-FTIR,
WAXS and permeability measurements.
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Figure 1: TGA of copolymides membranes with different
amount of DABA and PEO
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Infrared spectroscopy, FTIR-ATR, was used for
the characterization of all the membranes, original
and after the thermal treatment. As an example,
Figure 2 shows the FTIR-ATR graph of the PI with
10 % of DABA and PI-PEOs having different
amounts of PEO. The spectrum of the PI10
membrane showed typical absorption bands
associated with the imide groups: bending
vibration of C=O at 1780 cm-1 and 1720 cm-1 and
bending vibration of C-N at 1360 cm-1. For the PIs
with PEO, in addition to the bands corresponding
to the imide groups, they were observed
characteristic bands of PEO: bending vibrations of
C-H near 2900 cm-1 and bending vibration of CO-C at 1100 cm-1. When PI-PEOs were compared
with the thermally treated ones, it could be seen
that the bands at 2900 cm-1 disappeared indicating
the complete elimination of PEO.
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As detemined for PIs and PI-PEOs, blends
showed an increased in permeability and
selectivity after the thermal treatment (Figure 4).
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Figure 2: FT-IR of copolymides membranes having 10 % of
DABA and differents amount of PEO.
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under wet conditions was evaluated through
swelling tests and the obtained results were
correlated with those found in the morphological,
structural and thermal characterization of the
hydrogel materials.

Introduction
The growing demand for food represents an
important challenge to agricultural production
systems worldwide, especially in terms of water
and fertilizers use efficiency [1]. Recently research
on hydrogels for agricultural applications has
showed promising results regarding the use of this
type of material for improving water retention in
soil and reducing the environmental impact of
leaching and evaporation of water and nutrients
[2]. Most of these hydrogels have been made from
synthetic polymers, using chemical cross-linking
techniques, which limit their biodegradability and
make them potentially toxic in some cases [3, 4].
Silk sericin (SS) is an amorphous protein mainly
considered as a byproduct in the silk textile
industry [5]. This protein material has been widely
studied for hydrogel synthesis due to its
biodegradability, remarkable water absorption and
barrier properties. However, SS absorbent
materials research has been majorly oriented to
biomedical, cosmetic and pharmacological
applications [6], being less explored its use for
agriculture.
The current work explores the use of silk sericin in
the synthesis of a hydrogel for improving water
retention in soil. A polymer blend of SS,
carboxymethylcellulose (CMC) and polyvinyl
alcohol (PVA) is used for the obtention of the
hydrogel material, which is subsequently modified
by a thermal cross-linking technique. The
incidence of the processing method on the
structural stability of SS-based hydrogels (SS-H)

Experimental
Extraction and concentration of silk sericin
Colombian hybrid Bombyx mori L. defective
cocoons (i.e. unreelable, double, stained and
pierced cocoons) were obtained from the
Corporation for the Development of the Sericulture
of Cauca – CORSEDA (Popayán, Colombia). Silk
sericin was extracted using a high temperature
and pressure (HTHP) degumming method and a
cryo-concentration procedure [7–9] was adopted
to increase the amount of sericin in the solution.
Synthesis of SS-CMC-PVA hydrogel
For hydrogel blend preparation, a suitable amount
of CMC was incorporated into an aqueous solution
of PVA (0,7% w/v). The mixture was mechanically
stirred for 1 h at room temperature. After this
period, SS was added to obtain the final
SS/CMC/PVA solution used to form the SS-H films
using solvent casting method. Finally, SS-H was
modified by thermal cross-linking. Different
temperatures (80 and 90°C) and time (4, 6 and
12h) were evaluated in this step.
Determination of water absorption and gel
fraction.
The behaviour of SS-H under wet condition were
evaluated using the tea-bag method. Samples into
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be promoted by intra and inter molecular
interactions and conformational changes.

tea-bag were immersed in distilled water at room
temperature for 24 h. After this period, water
uptake was measured and the wet samples were
dried at 60 °C until they reach constant weight to
evaluate the gel fraction.

Concluding Remarks

Characterization of hydrogel films
Morphology of hydrogels were studied by SEM.
Before the analysis, swelled film samples were
cryofracture to facilitate the observation of the
porous structure. FTIR and TGA analysis were
performed to evaluate the structural properties
and thermal stability of the hydrogel, respectively.

A novel SS-based hydrogel was prepared by
polymer blending with CMC and PVA, followed by
thermal cross-linking. SS-H treated at 90°C and
4h exhibited desirable water absorption properties
for improving water soil retention. Moreover,
morphological analysis of SS-H showed a porous
structure that could be beneficial for its proper
interaction with the soil substrate and plant roots.

Results and Discussion
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Figure 1. SEM image of SS-H (2000X)

According to FTIR results SS/CMC/PVA blend
was homogeneous and hydrogel formation could
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containing an azide group. The model aramid was
prepared following common organic procedures.

Introduction
Porous cellular polymers outstand for their low
density while keeping the properties of the dense
materials, and can even show improved
characteristics. Aramids or aromatic polyamides
are outstanding materials for their thermal and
mechanical resistance combined with low density,
and thus they are used in advanced applications
such as protective equipment or in the aerospace
industry. To further lower their density and expand
their applications, we prepared porous m-aramids
(poly(m-phenylene isophthalamide) (MPIA)) using
an ionic liquid (1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium
bromide, IL) in the casting procedure [1]. In a step
forward, these cellular aramids can be reinforced
with carbon nanomaterials. To improve the
mechanical properties of composite materials, a
good dispersion of the nanocharge together with
an effective interfacial interaction of the
nanocharge with the matrix and good load transfer
are needed [2]. To achieve this, we functionalized
carbon nanomaterials (carbon nanofibers, NF;
carbon nanotubes, NT; and graphene with carbon
black, GN/CB) with a model polyamide [3]. This
way, we tested the behaviour of porous aramid
films with neat and functionalized nanocharges,
regarding their dispersion, the morphology and
size of the pores and the mechanical performance
of the films.

Figure 1. Model polyamide

Preparation of reinforced dense and porous
aramid films
Aramid films containing carbon nanocharges are
prepared following the common solution casting
method. MPIA was dissolved in DMA containing
LiCl at 80ºC. Then, a 75/25 proportion of IL respect
to the MPIA was added to the solution. 1 % wt. of
the nanocharge (neat or functionalized) respect to
the MPIA was added to the solution and stirred
until full dispersion. The mixture is poured into a
glass and kept in an air-circulating oven at 80 ºC
for 24 h to remove the solvent. The IL is removed
from the films to generate the porosity by
immersing them in distilled water at 80 ºC for 4
hours replacing the solvent at least 4 times.
Results and Discussion
Elemental analysis of the functionalized
nanocharges (NFf, NTf and GN/CBf) revealed that
the functionalization of the NF was more effective
than the functionalization of the NT (10.4 %wt. of
nitrogen in the case of NF vs 4.8 %wt. of nitrogen
in NT). The functionalization of GN/CB resulted in
only 2.9 %wt. of nitrogen due to the CB content.
To test the influence of the modification of the
nanocharges in the aramid properties and their
porosity, 12 different dense (d) and porous (p)
MPIA films with different pore sizes and densities

Experimental
Functionalization of the carbon nanocharges
The surface of NF, NT and GN/CB was
functionalized by suspending them in DMA at 150
ºC together with a model polyamide (Figure 1)
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AFM (Figure 3), revelling that the functionalization
allowed a better dispersion and embedding of the
nanocharges in the MPIA matrix in all the cases.
This way, dispersion of the nanocharges and
mechanical performance are intimately related in
aramid films.

were obtained. Table 1 shows the polymer films
and the resulting average pore radius ( , density
(ρ) and the relative Young’s moduli (Er, Yung’s
moduli relative to the film density).
Table 1. Average radius, density and relative Young’s
moduli of the films

Nomenclature
d-MPIA
p-MPIA
d-MPIA+NF
d-MPIA+NT
d-MPIA+GN/CB
p-MPIA+NF
p-MPIA+NT
p-MPIA+GN/CB
d-MPIA+NFf
d-MPIA+NTf
d-MPIA+GN/CBf
p-MPIA+NFf
p-MPIA+NTf
p-MPIA+GN/CBf

(µm) ρ (g/cm3) Er (GPa)
0.52
1.56
1.91
1.87
0.45
0.47
0.24

1.38
0.47
1.16
1.18
1.19
0.40
0.35
0.41
1.15
1.17
1.19
0.48
0.38
0.42

1.2
1.6
1.1
1.4
1.6
0.7
1.6
1.5
1.5
1.5
2.0
1.6
1.6
2.3

Figure 3. AFM surface profiles of dense aramids

Concluding Remarks
We successfully prepared low density porous
aramid films reinforced with carbon nanocharges
using ionic liquids to generate and control the
porosity. In addition, we functionalized carbon
nanocharges with a model aramid to obtain a
better dispersion in the MPIA matrix, which led to
the improvement of the mechanical performance
of the aramid films. Also, alternative porosity
formers are currently being studied to enable the
preparation of porous aramids at a larger scale, as
well as the preparation of composites of aramids
with covalently bonded carbon nanocharges .

d-dense films, p-porous films, f-funcionalized nanocharges

A density reduction between 3 and 4 times of the
porous respect to the dense films is observed.
Also, more homogeneous porous structures are
obtained when using functionalized nanocharges
(Figure 2) together with a reduction of the pore
radius below 1 µm.
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Introduction

Experimental Methods

PVDF (polyvinylidene difluoride) plays a vital role
in electronic devices, energy storage, or renewal
energies due to its ferroelectric and piezoelectric
properties. This polymer and its copolymers as
PVDF-co-TrFE [1] have been studied during the
last years to improve their polarization, chemical
stability, and physical properties. PVDF is a
polymorphic polymer and can crystallize in at least
four phases: α, β, γ and δ phases [2]. The most
stable one is the α-phase, and it can be easily
obtained when the polymer is quickly cooled from
the melt. However, this crystalline phase is
paraelectric (non-polar), and it cannot be used for
the aforementioned properties. The most desired
phase is the β-phase. Due to its high dipole
moment perpendicular to the chain axis, it
represents the most polar phase [3]. This phase is
not easily obtained, but PVDF can crystallize
predominantly in the ferroelectric β-phase when
certain processing conditions are applied. One of
the strategies used during the last few years is to
copolymerize PVDF with another block. In this
work, (PVDF)2-b-(PEO)2 4-miktoarm star block
copolymers have been synthesized, and we have
explored how the chain topology affects the
crystallization and especially the formation of the
most interesting β-phase in the PVDF component
[4].

(PVDF)2-b-(PEO)2 copolymers with three different
compositions, but the same overall molecular
weight, were synthesized by combining iodine
transfer and anionic polymerizations with ‘‘click’’
chemistry [4]. Moreover, one of the PVDF and
PEO precursors are also studied for comparison
reasons. To study the polymorphic character,
different techniques were used, such as
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC), Fourier
Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), Small
Angle X-Ray Scattering (SAXS), Wide-angle X-ray
Scattering (WAXS), and Polarized Light Optical
Microscopy (PLOM).
Results and Discussion
First, SAXS experiments were performed, and the
results showed that these star copolymers are
either weakly segregated or form a single phase in
the melt. In addition, by PLOM experiments we
have shown that the PVDF arms can indeed form
spherulites during crystallization from the melt, a
result that is consistent with either crystallization
from a one phase melt or break out crystallization
from a weakly segregated melt. Figure 1a shows
DSC heating scans at 20 ºC min-1 after different
cooling scans at 60, 20, 5, and 1 ºC min-1 for the
(PVDF66)2-b-(PEO227)2 sample. The β-phase is
dominant when the cooling is performed at 20 ºC
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min-1 as is demonstrated by WAXS in Figure 1b. If
the cooling rate is decreased to 5 or 1 ºC min-1, a
single melting endotherm can be observed in all
samples, which corresponds to the melting of
PVDF β-phase crystals.

a)

By FTIR analysis we have also proved that for
these PVDF based copolymers always the βphase is promoted when the cooling rate
decreases, independently of the composition. The
β-phase characteristic band at 1275 cm-1 is always
observed in these experiments [5].
Finally, DSC isothermal experiments were also
carried out in the PVDF precursor and its
copolymers. The results from these experiments
are consistent to that observed for the lowest
cooling rate (1 ºC min-1) applied during the nonisothermal crystallization process and we can say
that when the crystallization procedure is slow or
isothermal, the crystalline β-phase is enhanced in
these PVDF based 4-miktoarm star copolymers. In
order to corroborate the results obtained by DSC,
FTIR and PLOM experiments were also carried
out.
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We also demonstrate nano-FTIR spectroscopy
and infrared mapping of self-assembled polymer
films with less than 7nm thickness as well as
chemical identification in core-shell nanoparticles
[5]. nano-FTIR spectra are reproducible and are in
good agreement with standard FTIR spectra from
similar, yet bulk materials.

Introduction
Scattering-type scanning near-field optical
microscopy (s-SNOM) has emerged to the
forefront of key technologies to study the optical
and electronic properties of plasmonic, electronic
and dielectric materials as well as the chemical
composition of polymeric synthetic and biological
materials, not on the macroscopic scale but on the
10nanometre length scale – far beyond the
diffraction limit of light [1].
Experimental
s-SNOM employs a sharp metallic AFM tip which
is side-illuminated to create a nanoscale optical
hot-spot at the tip apex. The light within the optical
hotspot interacts with the sample surface below
the tip and is modified by the local dielectric
properties (e.g. absorption, reflection) of the
sample material. Detection of the elastically tipscattered light simultaneous to AFM imaging
yields nanoscale resolved optical near-field
images and broadband near-field spectra (nanoFTIR) with <20nanometre spatial resolution and
unprecedented signal quality [2].

Figure 1. Nanoscale absorption and reflection spectra of a
polymer ethylene oxide nano-patch and hyperspectral
absorption and reflection images for a compositional map
of the polymer surface.

Results and Discussion
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In this work, we combine the excellent corrosion
protection of the phosphate modified acrylic
coating with the improved mechanical
performance of polyurethanes to produce
waterborne dispersions. To ensure that a hybrid is
obtained, the polyurethanes are terminated with
polymerizable groups, thus, acting as
macrocrosslinkers of the (meth)acrylic moieties of
the hybrid (Figure 1).

Introduction
Mild Steel is one of the most relevant materials
used today, with a wide use in construction,
transport and others. However, it is very easily
corroded, leading to the degradation of the
structures and provoking great economic loss. The
use of a protective coating will extend the durability
of the steel, and therefore reduce the maintenance
cost. Moreover, the positive environmental impact
of increasing the lifetime of steel structures cannot
be underestimated.
Typically the protective coatings are solvent borne
paints, but due to environmental concerns the
market is shifting towards waterborne paints.
Recent works have shown that the use of a
phosphate polymerizable surfactant (Sipomer
PAM 200) can provide (meth)acrylate based
waterborne dispersions excellent anticorrosive
properties, thanks to the formation of a passivation
iron phosphate layer on the surface of the steel [13].

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the formation of the
crosslinked polyurethane-(meth)acrylic hybrids

We have explored the type and amount of
functionality of the polyurethane, as well as the
combination of different (meth)acrylic monomers
to tune the properties of the coating to give the
best performance of a PU-acrylic binder with
phosphate functionality.

However, for some high performance applications
such as coatings for marine environments,
(meth)acrylic coatings may be insufficient.
Nonetheless, acrylic-polyurethane hybrids have
shown that they can combine the outdoor and
alkali resistance, good compatibility with pigment
and low cost of (meth)acrylic coatings with the
greater toughness, flexibility and film forming
performance of polyurethanes [4].

Experimental
The synthesis of the hybrid dispersions was done
in two steps. First, the polyurethane was
synthetized in acetone solution. A typical
formulation if given in Table 1.
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Table 1. Formulation of the PU

Ingredient

Acetone
Polypropylene glycol (PPG)
(Mn = 2000 g/mol)
2-Bis(hydroxymethyl) propionic
acid (DMPA)
1,4-Butanediol (BD)
Functional alcohol
Isophorone diisocyanate (IPDI)
Triethylamine (TEA)

40%. The addition of the phosphate polymerizable
surfactant did not negatively affect to the stability
either.

Amount (mmol)
16.59 (g)

It was observed that the particle size of the initial
dispersion was higher (350 nm) than the particle
size of the final hybrid dispersion (180 nm),
suggesting that the behaviour of the PU was
closer to an alkali soluble resin than to a classical
emulsion seed.

13.3
10.4
5.6
11.2
34.9
11.0

High molar masses were obtained by the end of
the polymerization (>107 g/mol), showing that the
methacrylic functionality of the PU successfully
reacted with the (meth)acrylic monomers acting as
macrocrosslinkers.

After dispersing the PU in water and removing the
acetone, the PU aqueous dispersion (~25% S.C.)
was used as a seed to polymerize the
(meth)acrylic monomers by semibatch emulsion
polymerization in the second step (see Table 2).
The acrylic monomers were fed to the reactor
using a syringe pump and KPS was used as
radical initiator. The different (meth)acrylic
monomer mixtures were methyl methacrylate/nbutyl acrylate (50/50 wt%), methyl methacrylate
and isobornyl methacrylate. Reactions without the
Sipomer PAM 200 were also performed as control.

Moreover, despite the crosslinked nature of the
material film forming dispersions were obtained
when the Tg of the (meth)acrylic moieties was low
enough. However, when the Tg of the methacrylic
phase was too high (> 100 ºC) the film cracked
during the drying, showing that both phases (the
polyurethane and poly(methacrylate)) contribute
to the film formation of the coating.

Table 2. Formulation of the free-radical polymerization step

Ingredient

PU dispersion
Monomer mixture
Sipomer PAM 200
KPS
Water (for KPS)

Acknowledgements

Amount (g)
38.5
10.0
0.4
0.05
2.0
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Experimental

Introduction

Materials
Cellulose triacetate (CTA, Mn 50,000 g mol−1, DS
2.92) was employed as nanocomposite matrix and
poly(ethylene oxide-b-propylene oxide-b-ethylene
oxide) triblock copolymer (EPE, Mn 12,600 g mol-1
and 70 wt% of PEO) as nanostructuration agent.
Vanadium (V) oxytriisopropoxide (VOIT) was used
as sol-gel precursor to obtain V2O5 nanoparticles.
Acetone, acetic acid and isopropanol were
employed as solvents.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a relevant tool
to analyse the morphology and topography of
materials, being an indispensable technique in
the field of nanocomposites due to the essential
information that it provides [1]. In recent years,
this technique has been intensively improved
leading to development of quantitative
nanomechanical mapping (QNM) mode, which
allows the measurement of properties such as
adhesion and modulus at nanometric scale [2, 3].
This has generated scientific interest in
comparative studies of mechanical properties at
macro and nanoscale [4], as well as in
investigations about the interphase between the
matrix and the filler in composite materials [5]. In
this way, results obtained from both AFM and
QNM techniques provide a comprehensive study
on the correlation between the morphology and
mechanical properties of materials [6].
In this work, cellulose triacetate (CTA) based
nanocomposites
modified
with
sol-gel
synthesised
V2O5
nanoparticles
and
poly(ethylene oxide-b-propylene oxide-b-ethylene
oxide) triblock copolymer (EPE) were prepared.
The morphology and mechanical properties at the
nanometric scale were analysed by AFM and
QNM, respectively. Mechanical properties at
macroscale were also analysed by mechanical
testing and compared with those at nanoscale.

Preparation of nanocomposites
CTA and EPE/CTA solutions were prepared in
acetone. Simultaneously, sol-gel solution was
prepared mixing isopropanol, VOIT and acetic
acid (80:1:1 volume ratio). Sol-gel solution was
mixed with CTA and EPE/CTA to obtain
V2O5/CTA and V2O5-EPE/CTA nanocomposites
solutions with 1, 3, 5, and 10 vol% of sol-gel.
Finally, solutions were deposited in Petri dishes
and solvent vapour annealed under acetone
vapour atmosphere, obtaining films with 0.1 cm
average thickness.
Results and Discussion
Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
V2O5/CTA nanocomposites showed CTA
lamellae, which changed its morphology from
lamellar to granular structure as long as sol-gel
content increased. Moreover, some V2O5
nanoparticles aggregates were observed for
nanocomposites with higher sol-gel content.
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Mechanical testing
The results obtained by AFM and QNM were in
strong correlation with the mechanical properties.
The Young’s modulus slightly decreased for
10V2O5/CTA due to the presence of nanoparticles
aggregates. In the case of nanocomposites with
EPE, 3V2O5-EPE/CTA presented the highest
Young’s modulus, as it was expected for its wellordered structure.

As for V2O5-EPE/CTA nanocomposites, the EPE
triblock copolymer acted as nanostructuration and
surfactant agent, provoking the appearance of
microseparated PPO domains in the CTA matrix,
as observed in Figure 1 for 3V2O5-EPE/CTA, and
preventing the formation of V2O5 nanoparticles
aggregates. The self-assembly ability of the EPE
was affected by the V2O5 nanoparticles content,
increasing the number of PPO domains and
worsening its dispersion with the increase of solgel
content.
Thus,
V2O5-EPE/CTA
nanocomposites with lower sol-gel content
presented more ordered structures.

Concluding Remarks
The present work provides a deep investigation
on mechanical properties of designed
nanocomposites from nano to macroscale in
strong relationship with obtained morphology.
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Figure 1. (a) AFM phase image (1 µm × 1 µm) and (b) a
representation of PPO domains of 3V2O5-EPE/CTA

Quantitative nanomechanical mapping (QNM)
The QNM modulus of V2O5/CTA increased with solgel content. The same tendency was showed for
the maximum value ascribed to V2O5 nanoparticles.
Height and adhesion images of V2O5-EPE/CTA
matched with AFM, showing nanocomposites
with regular arrangement, especially in the case
of 3V2O5-EPE/CTA. In this nanocomposite, the
V2O5 nanoparticles were homogenously
dispersed in the matrix, resulting in a higher QNM
modulus (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. (a) Height, (b) adhesion, (c) QNM modulus
images, and (d) modulus profile of 3V2O5-EPE/CTA
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A pressure sensitive adhesive (PSA) is
permanently tacky at room temperature and can
adhere to a substrate with very light pressure.
Hot melt PSA is one type of adhesive that is
manufactured and processed at high
temperatures in its molten state, and exhibits
PSA characteristics after being cooled down and
solidified. Styrenic block copolymers such as
styrene-isoprene-styrene (SIS) and styrenebutadiene-styrene (SBS) are widely used as base
polymers for hot melt PSA. In a hot melt PSA
formulation, base polymer provides cohesive
strength and elasticity. The use of high molecular
weight base polymer usually promotes cohesive
strength and adhesion, however, it also results in
significant melt viscosity increase. There is
market need for a high cohesive strength PSA
adhesive with low melt viscosity that can be used
to bond various types of substrates for certain
end use applications. The current paper
addresses this need by using multibranched
styrene-butadiene block copolymers. In this
paper is presented the synthesis, characterization
and application in adhesives of multibranched
styrene-butadiene.

Introduction
Polymers produced by living anionic
polymerization of styrene and diene monomers,
such as polybutadiene rubbers (BR),
polyisoprene rubbers (IR), styrene/butadiene
rubbers (SBR) and styrenic block copolymers
(SBC), already dominate important positions in
industries; examples include thermoplastic
elastomers, adhesives, impact modifiers,
lubricant modifiers, asphalt modification and
others SBC combine the properties of a
thermoplastic resin, polystyrene, and those of an
elastomer:
polybutadiene,
polyisoprene,
poly(ethylene-co-propylene) or poly(ethylene-cobutylene). Living anionic polymerization
technology can produce polymers with a narrow
molecular weight distribution, a block copolymer
structure, and a controlled microstructure suitable
for a variety of applications. Leveraging these
advantages, Dynasol Group commercializes a
broad range of SBC for many applications.
Branched polymers structures have attracted
interest in expectation of a great variety of
applications.1-3 It is well known that branched
structures offer increased solubility due to their
high density of functional end-groups, while at the
same time the viscosity is lowered in comparison
to analogous linear macromolecules. It is
possible to prepare multibranched polymers with
controlled structure by terminating the living
polymer chains with a polyfunctional reagent.4

Experimental
Multibranched
styrene-butadiene
block
copolymers were synthetized in a 2L batch
reactor. n-Butyllithium was used as the initiator
and cyclohexane as the polymerization solvent.
All reactions were carried out at about 60 ºC.
Functionalized liquid polybutadienes were used
as the linking agents for the synthesis of
multibranched copolymers. 1H-NMR spectra were
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obtained on a Bruker Avance III 500 HD
spectrometer working at 500 MHz (1H NMR). Gel
permeation chromatography (GPC) is the most
widely used tool for the measurement of
molecular weight and molecular weight
distribution of polymers. Advanced detection
additionally offers absolute molecular weight and
branching analysis through intrinsic viscosity (IV).
A concentrated combination of detectors offers
the ability to characterize polymers. In this work
polymer molecular weight distributions were
determined with a GPC multi-detector (Malvern
Instruments).5 Rheological characterization was
determined using a rotor less shear rheometer,
MDR-3000 (MonTech).

Figure 2 shows the melt-flow index and the
viscosity in toluene of the multibranched
copolymers as a function of the absolute
molecular weight (Mw).

Results and Discussion

Figure 3 shows the viscosity of adhesives
formulated with the multibranched copolymers at
different temperatures. As shown from figure, it
can be formulated pressure-sensitive hot melt
adhesives using multibranched copolymers with
low viscosity. In this work is shown that the
optimal design of copolymer macrostructure
allows to design low viscosity adhesives with high
cohesive strength.

Figure 2. Melt-flow index (MFI) and viscosity in solution
(TSV) of multibranched styrene-butadiene copolymers.

Figure 1 shows the molecular weight distribution
of multibranched styrene-butadiene copolymers
where it can be seen that there are two
populations; one corresponds to the linear
segment (low molecular weight) and the other
corresponds to the branched (high molecular
weight).

Figure 1. Molecular weight distributions of multibranched
styrene-butadiene copolymers.

Figure 3. Viscosity of adhesives base on multibranched
copolymer as a function of temperature

Table 1 shows the characteristic molecular
weights of the multibranched copolymers
determined with light scattering detector.
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beads
exhibited
self-oriented
Tillandsia
Aeranthos-like flowers and porous spheres both
being composed by iron oxides. Even though other
researchers have prepared this kind of iron oxidebased nanomaterials, it is important to remark that
they were not formed inside a polymeric matrix.
Additionally, the desired increased hydrogels
adsorption versatility objective was achieved since
the two tested dyes were captured from aqueous
systems.

Introduction
Dye pollutants sources are usually related to
wastewaters from the dying, printing and textile
industries. Since the need for their removal from
polluted water is widely recognized, a variety of
methodologies and treatments have been
researched [1]. Among them, water remediation
through adsorption processes is considered a
promising alternative from costs, operational
complexity and reusability points of view.
Adsorbents should be as green as possible and at
the same time they should be able to perform an
efficient water treatment.
The authors have previously prepared and studied
magnetic polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) hydrogels that
were capable of removing methylene blue (MB)
from aqueous model systems [2]. However, the
materials were completely incapable of removing
anionic dyes. Then, in the very beginning of this
investigation, the authors desired to employ
similar starting materials and to change the
magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) content. Then,
magnetic beads were generated instead of
magnetic films, looking for increasing the contact
surface between the adsorbent and the polluted
solution. As a result, the developed materials were
completely characterized and tested as both
cationic (MB) and anionic (methyl orange, MO)
dyes adsorbents from aqueous model solutions
conveniently prepared. The obtained magnetic

Experimental
Materials
PVA was supplied by Sigma-Aldrich (Molecular
weight 89000-98000 g/mol, hydrolysis degree of
98-99%). For iron oxides preparation,
FeSO4.7H2O
and
FeCl3.6H2O
(Cicarelli
Laboratory) were used as starting materials. Other
reactants were also incorporated: NaOH (Biopack)
and bidistilled water. MB and MO were used as
model pollutants to perform adsorption tests.
Methods
An aqueous PVA solution (5 w/v %) was prepared
under constant stirring at 85 °C. Then, the iron
salts were added, and the stirring and heating
were kept constant for 30 minutes. After this, the
solution was cooled to room temperature to be
dropped onto a NaOH solution, where the
magnetic beads were almost instantaneously
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that the materials were not only crosslinked by the
physical F-T treatments but also that the MNPs are
acting as crosslinking dots.
The analyzed samples showed a poor swelling
capability, being the highest the corresponding to
the C3 beads (< 40%) and this could be explained
in terms of their more porous structure. Regarding
the magnetization studies, they revealed that there
is no significant difference between the saturation
magnetization (Ms) of the C0 and C3 samples.
Finally, it was observed that the efficiency towards
the removal of MB (> 80%) is higher than the
corresponding to MO (< 30%), but it is possible to
affirm that the magnetic materials have certain
versatility to act as adsorbents. Particularly, the
hydrated beads offered a better performance in
the two analyzed dyes removal, and it could be
attributed to the fact that the dried beads pores
structure apparently collapses and it could not be
completely restored. Additionally, it must be
considered the possible influence of the iron
oxides nanostructures confined in each kind of
bead: H-samples contain nano-flowers which have
larger surface area than the porous nano-spheres
present in the dried beads.

formed. Once again, the stirring was kept constant
for a fixed amount of time and then the beads were
washed with distilled water. Some of the samples
were then frozen (-18 °C, 1 h, F) and after that they
were placed at room temperature (25 °C, 1h, T),
completing 3 of these freezing-thawing (F-T)
cycles, and thus obtaining physically cross-linked
hydrogels through the F-T method (C3 samples).
In order to explore the effect of the iron salts and
NaOH concentration on the magnetic beads
properties, several formulations were prepared
and characterized. Furthermore, some of the
prepared beads were kept in distilled water (C0-H
and C3-H samples) whereas the other ones were
dried at 40 °C (C0 and C3 samples).
A complete characterization of the different beads
was conducted: SEM, XRD, TGA, DSC, VSM,
Soluble fraction, and Swelling determinations
were made. Additionally, in order to determine the
capability of the selected beads towards MB and
MO adsorption, separated batch aqueous
solutions (10 mg/L) of each pollutant were treated.
Results and Discussion
Eight different kind of beads were successfully
obtained, and all of them were analyzed through
the observation of SEM micrographs.
Independently of the iron oxides content, both
hydrated samples (C0 and C3) exhibited selforiented iron oxides flowers, whereas the
analogous dried samples presented porous
spheres also composed by iron oxides (Figure 1).

Concluding remarks
Magnetic beads composed by PVA and MNPs
were successfully prepared through a simple and
low-cost procedure, and they were also fully
characterized. The experiments performed
confirmed that the adsorbent, once the treatment
has ended, can be removed off through the simple
employment of a permanent magnet. Good
removal results were obtained towards both MB
and MO adsorption.
Acknowledgements
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Figure 1. SEM micrographs (5000x): Left) C0-H High FeOx
sample; Right) C3 Low FeOx sample.

From XRD studies it was determined that the
samples were mainly composed by magnetite and
maghemite. TGA measurements showed that the
prepared beads presented the three expected
water evaporation and matrix degradation steps.
From DSC studies the glass transition (Tg), βrelaxation (Tβ) and melting (Tm) temperatures
were determined. Then, from both the thermal and
the soluble fractions results, it could be inferred
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purpose, four systems commonly used for
membrane manufacture were evaluated using as
the polymers polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), a
semi-crystalline,
rubbery
polymer,
and
polyethersulfone (PES), an amorphous, glassy
polymer; n-methyl pyrrolidone (NMP) and
dimethylacetamide (DMAc) as the solvents; and
water as the non-solvent, at three temperatures.

Introduction
Non-solvent induced phase separation (NIPS) is a
synthesis technique widely used to manufacture
polymer membranes [1]. Thermodynamically, the
mechanism of membrane formation, represented
in Figure 1, is described by the Flory-Huggins
theory, based on the Gibbs free energy of a
mixture, Eq. (1), and the interaction parameters.
Temperature is one of the membrane synthesis
variables used at industrial scale [1] but slightly
studied in terms of thermodynamics of the NIPS
process.
∆GM
RT

= ∑ (ni ln φi ) + ∑ (χij ni ϕj )+χ123 n1 ϕ2 ϕ3

Experimental
Theory
When a polymer solution is introduced in a nonsolvent the exchange between the solvent and the
non-solvent begins. When the polymer solution
crosses the binodal curve, liquid-liquid demixing
begins and the polymer solution separates in two
equilibrium phases with equal chemical potential
but different composition. The chemical potential
of each component Eq. (2) is calculated from the
partial derivative of Eq. (1),

(1)

∆µi
RT

∂

= ∂n

i

∆GM

(2)

RT

The constant binary interaction parameters
between the solvent/polymer and nonsolvent/polymer (χ13 and χ23, respectively) are
calculated using Eq. (3), where Hansen solubility
parameters (δi,d , δi,p and δi,h ) are temperature
dependent:

Figure 1. Ternary diagram

V

2

2

χij = RTi δi,d -δj,d +0.25 δi,p -δj,p +0.25 δi,h -δj,h

The aim of this work is to experimentally evaluate
the influence of the temperature on the
thermodynamics of ternary polymer/solvent/nonsolvent systems, and to develop a mathematical
model to include temperature as variable. For this

2

(3)

The concentration- and temperature-dependent
binary interaction parameter between the solvent
and non-solvent g12 is expressed as Eq. (4) where
Gibbs free energy (GE) is obtained from activity
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polymer at certain ratios of solvent and nonsolvent.

coefficients calculated using UNIFAC-Dortmund
methodology [2].
E

g12 = x φ

G

1 2 RT

x

x

+x1 ln φ1 +x2 ln φ2
1

(4)

2

The phase equilibrium or binodal curves are
obtained by minimizing the objective function Eq.
(5) using GAMS IDE (33.1.0, GAMS).
F= ∑i ∆µαi -∆µi

β

(5)

Experimental Cloud points
The binodal curves were experimentally obtained
through cloud point measurements. Drops of nonsolvent were added to a polymer solution till
permanent turbidity was achieved under
continuous stirring. Experiments were performed
for (a) PVDF/DMAc/Water, (b) PVDF/NMP/Water,
(c) PES/DMAc/Water, and (d) PES/NMP/Water at
polymer concentrations in the range 2 – 15 wt% at
293, 313, and 333 K.
Results and Discussion
Figure 2 presents cloud points for the 4 systems,
at three temperatures. The experimental cloud
points fairly reproduce cloud points reported in the
literature previously at 293 K [3, 4]. It is worth to
notice the different effect of temperature
depending on the polymer used. In the case of
PVDF, at rubbery state at the working temperature
range, the temperature increase shifts the cloud
points to the right part of the diagram. On the other
hand, when PES, at glassy state, is used the cloud
point is barely affected by the change in
temperature.

Figure 2. Simulated binodal curves (solid lines) with
experimentally fitted χ123 interaction parameter and
experimental cloud points (single points) of the four studied
ternary systems

Thermodynamically it can be seen that the use of
the temperature as a membrane synthesis
variable is more advisable for PVDF than for PES
systems. Nevertheless, the coupled effect
between kinetics and thermodynamics on
membrane morphology at different working
temperatures must be further studied.
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Introduction

Experimental

Over the last years new fields are developing in
order to start synthesizing new polymers with
properties similar to those of folded biomolecules.
This new family of macromolecular objects based
on purely intra-molecular bonding of single
polymer chains emerges as promising tool.
Among others, the so-called single chain polymer
nanoparticles (SCNPs) have attracted significant
attention due to their potential applications and
their special characteristics as their small size,
softness and internal segmentation [1]. SCNPs
are unimolecular nano-objects obtained by intramolecular cross-link of individual macromolecular
chains (functionalized linear polymers called
‘precursors’). Bulky materials exclusively made of
SCNPs are particularly interesting since they are
systems half-way between polymers and colloids.
In this work we present a neutron scattering
investigation on samples consisting of
poly(tetrahydrofuran)-based linear precursors and
SCNPs. These SCNPs were obtained from
protonated or completely deuterated linear
copolymer precursors (hPrec and dPrec)
respectively, via copper “click” chemistry
mechanism. The aim of our experiments is to
follow the self-atomic motions (hydrogen) and
collective features (deuterium) in energy-resolved
experiments.

Synthesis method
The linear copolymers (hPrec and dPrec) were
synthesized following a similar synthetic method
described by our group [2]. SCNPs (hSCNPs and
dSCNPs) were synthesized via copper-catalyzed
azide alkyne cycloaddition.
Sample preparation
A solution containing either the precursor or the
SCNPs and 2 mL of CH2Cl2 was stirred until
completed dissolution. Then, the solution was
drop-casted onto the aluminum flat holders and
the solvent was slowly evaporated in the fume
hood. Finally, the samples were well-dried in an
oven under vacuum at 343 K for 24 h.
Characterization techniques
The structure in the low Q-region (Q: scattering
vector) was explored by means of the D22 small
angle neutron scattering (SANS) instrument and
with wide-angle-X-ray diffraction (WAXS) in the
inter-molecular region. The dynamic structure
factor of dSCNPs and their precursors in bulk were
studied with the neutron spin echo (NSE)
spectrometer IN11c. The quasielastic neutron
scattering (QENS) experiments on the hPrec and
on the hSCNPs were carried out on the
backscattering IN16B spectrometer and the timeof-flight IN5 instrument, to cover a wide dynamic
range. All the neutron scattering experiments were
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additionally hinders the decay of density
fluctuations at intermediate length scales.
a) 1

carried out at the Institute Laue Langevin (ILL) in
Grenoble. Three temperatures (285, 320 and 365
K) well above glass transition temperature (Tg)
(202-210 K) were investigated for all samples.
Complementary techniques (SEC, calorimetry,
rheology) were also combined.
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Results and Discussion
The structural results (WAXS, SANS) show that
internal cross-links do not influence the average
inter-molecular distances in the melt (reflected by
the amorphous halo centered at Qmax ≈ 1.4 Å−1
[3]). However, they have a profound impact at
larger length scales, in the so-called intermediate
length scales (ILS) region, not yet in the
hydrodynamic regime. This impact manifests
through the emergence of heterogeneities at
nanometric scale in the SANS patterns [3].
Regarding the dynamics, QENS results on the
self-motions of the protons in the melt of hSCNPs
[Figure 1 (a)] reveal a slower underlying dynamics
than that corresponding to the hPrec sample,
indicating indeed an influence of the internal crosslinks in the segmental relaxation [4]. NSE results
on the collective dynamics are presented in Figure
1 (b). At Qmax NSE directly monitors the temporal
evolution of inter-chain correlations. The same
difference in the dynamical behavior as for the
self-H motions is observed at this Qmax. This
difference becomes more dramatic in the ILS
regime, as illustrated in Figure 1 (b) for a Q-value
of 0.27 Å−1. While for the dPrec sample the decay
of the density correlation function is faster than at
Qmax, for the dSCNPs the dynamic structure factor
displays a much more pronounced stretching and
decays at much longer times (more than one
decade) than the inter-molecular correlations.
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Figure 1. a) Fourier transformed and deconvoluted QENS
spectra obtained from IN5 and IN16B on the precursor
(red) and hSCNPs (blue) samples at the different
temperatures investigated and a Q-value of 1.18 Å-1; and b)
normalized dynamic structure factor of dPrec and dSCNPs
samples at Q ≈ Qmax (1.37 Å-1) and a representative Q
value in the ILS region (0.27 Å-1) at 360 K. Lines are
stretched exponentials fits to the results above 2 ps.
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Concluding Remarks
Thus, intra-molecular cross-links lead to a more
complex relaxation behavior including processes
that allow relaxation of internal domains [3]. The
structural relaxation is slowed down if bulky crosslinking agents are used. We also found that any
residual amount of cross-links is critical for the
rheological behavior, which can vary from an
almost entanglement-free polymer bulk to a gel.
The presence of such inter-molecular cross-links
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Thermal transitions and aging were determined
by means of differential scanning calorimetry on a
DSC 200 (TA instruments).
X-ray powder diffraction patterns were collected
on a Philips X’pert PRO automatic diffractometer
with Cu-Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å), irradiating an
area of 1 cm2.

Introduction
Poly(L-lactide) (PLLA) is a biodegradable
polyester obtained from renewable resources,
widely investigated and used in the medical field.
Due to its bioabsorbability, tuneable mechanical
properties and biodegradation rate, PLLA is an
exceptional material for resorbable devices such
as stents or orthopedic fixation anchorages [1].
However, PLLA particularly is featured by its
mechanical brittleness. In order to overcome this
drawback, previous works have been reported
adding 10 wt.% of barium sulphate (BaSO4)
particles to the polylactide matrix obtaining a
radiopaque composite with high toughness and
ductility [2].
Nonetheless, the physical aging in PLLA takes an
important role in the properties because they may
vary along the time [3]. The effect of aging in the
before mentioned composites shall be stated to
ensure a proper long term performance as
materials for resorbable devices.
Consequently, this work consists in the analysis
of physico-chemical properties and mechanical
behaviour of these high toughness composites
within progressive aging times, paying attention
in the effect of particle amount in the composites.

Results and Discussion
In DSC results (not provided here) it is observed
that upon aging the glass transition temperature
rises and an enthalpy relaxation signal,
characteristic of physical aging, appears
regardless of the particles fraction. The presence
of particles broadens the cold crystallization peak
and makes possible a crystallization phase to
happen at high temperature before melting, which
is related to the change from α´ disordered
crystals to more perfect α polymorph [4].
Regarding the measured mechanical properties,
Figure 1 shows a stiffening effect with the particle
addition together with a decrease on the yield
stress, result of the debonding mechanism on the
particle/matrix interface [2].

Experimental
Commercial PLLA of molecular weight of
150,000 g/mol and BaSO4 with a mean size of
1.45 µm was used.
Samples were prepared by melt blending using a
Vertical DSM Xplore model 5 mini-mixer and
injected in a dumbbell-shape mould. PLLA neat
samples (PLA_N) and PLLA composite samples
with selected ascending particle quantities of
0.5 (PLA_0.5), 1 (PLA_1), 5 (PLA_5) and
10 wt.% (PLA_10) have been aged at 21 ± 2 ºC
and 50 ± 5% relative humidity up to 5 months.
Tensile tests were performed on 1 mm thick
specimens at a crosshead displacement rate of
5 mm min-1.

Figure 1. Stress-strain curves of PLA_N, PLA_1 and
PLA_10 at different aging times.

Toughness of the composite specimens
diminishes upon aging. Samples with low
particles quantity, i.e. PLA_0.5 and PLA_1, show
an early embrittlement after 10 aging days.
PLA_5 and PLA_10 remain ductile after a month,
however, a loss in fracture strain is observed.
Therefore, high toughness PLLA composites are
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found to be sensitive to the enthalpy relaxation of
chains, conditioned by the particle proportion.
On account of the heterogeneous width of the
post-yielding phase observed in tensile tests,
necking and breakup energy values have been
measured on ductile and brittle samples,
respectively.
In Figure 2 it is observed that the measured
energy values are higher for ductile composite
samples than those obtained for neat PLLA.
Moreover, the energy absorption values tend to
rise upon aging and specimens with low particles
quantity that turn brittle earlier reach higher
absorption values. PLA_10 retains the lowest
yielding energy absorption values and ductility
over time.

Concerning the role of the crystalline fraction of
PLLA, WAXS analyses have been carried out.
Results on Figure 3 show a single peak for the
PLLA, coincident with the (200)/(110) plane of α
crystals. After the tensile test this signal is gone
only in ductile samples, relating crystal
disintegration with the activation of the primary
structure.
Summarizing, in this study we propose that the
debonding of BaSO4 particles embedded in the
PLLA matrix increases the kinetic energy level of
nearby areas, helping the chain network to yield
the surrounding vitrified primary structure.
Nevertheless, physical aging still affects the
composite and toughness is decreased, even
experiencing embrittlement of the samples.
Among the tested particle concentrations, only
the addition of 10 wt.% of particles has been
found effective on preserving high toughness
values after severe aging of 5 months.
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Figure 2.Evolution of energy absorption values upon aging.

We propose that particle debonding enhances
the mobility of surrounding segments, increasing
the kinetic energy level of the primary structure
nearby and easing its activation and yielding.
Nonetheless, severe physical aging brings the
energy landscape of the primary structure to a
shallower
energy
minimum,
hindering
activation [5]. In composites with few particles the
sample keeps stretching unable to activate the
primary structure globally, resulting on high
energy absorption before a brittle failure. On the
contrary, with high particles concentration active
points are closer, which leads to an activation of
the primary structure at lower stress-strain levels.
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Figure 3. WAXS result of ductile PLA_10 before and after
the tensile test the rest of the peaks are BaSO4 signals.
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crystallization process from the melt are
presented.

Introduction
The crystallization process as well as the semicrystalline structure of polymers is of paramount
importance in materials science with broad
industrial applications. The formation of polymer
crystallization nuclei is the result of the back and
forth folding into stems of the chain perpendicular
to the lamellar surface. The formation of these
nuclei involves complex collective motions of
segments that pass from a disordered state
(amorphous) into an ordered state (crystalline). In
spite that classical polymer crystallization theories,
such as Lauritzen-Hofmann theory, are widely
used, they are not able to capture all physics
involved in the crystallization process [1].
In this framework, multiscale simulation (MS) is
nowadays a valuable complementary tool to
experimental work providing a better
understanding of polymer crystallization process
[2]. MS approaches combine well-suited
computational models at different scales with the
aim to cover the wide range of length-time scales
characteristic of polymer materials.
In this contribution, we present a multiscale
workflow to study the crystallization process of
polyethylene (PE) based-polymers as a function of
its structure. To do this, short chain branches
(SCB) are introduced into the polyethylene
backbone. At the first stage, a polymer singlechain model is discussed as an example of
crystallization in dilute solutions. Then, atomistic
and coarse-grained simulations of the

Experimental
Polymer materials span their behaviour across a
very large length-time scales. Thus, no single
computational technique is able to encompass the
physics and chemistry that govern the properties
of PE-based materials on these diverse scales. In
this work, concurrent coupling of atomistic
molecular dynamics (AAMD) and coarse-grained
(CGMD) simulations within a MS single simulation
framework have been performed.
Single-chain simulations have been performed
using Langevin dynamics mimicking the singlemolecule crystals in dilute solutions. A chain length
of 2000 united atoms (CH2 units) with 0 (PE0), 5
(PE5) and 10 (PE10) butyl branches/1000C was
cooled and the ordering process was monitored.
To study the crystallization from the melt, two
united atom (UA) models were built, the UA-model
1 contains 75 chains of 196 CH2 (CH3 for the
terminal carbons) united atom (UA) units and UAmodel 2 with 50 chains of 100 CH2 (CH3) UA units.
In some models, SCB were introduced to assess
its effect on the kinetic and structure of the
crystallization process. The intra and
intermolecular interactions were described with a
modified PYS and the TraPPE-UA force fields, for
UA-model 1 and 2, respectively.
Finally, iterative Boltzmann inversion (IBI)
technique was carried out on the UA-model 2 [3].
The IBI method is known as a structural CG
approach in which distributions from atomistic
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UA model 2 are used as reference in the IBI
technique to create CG models for CG0, CG5 and
CG10 models. Crystallization and a subsequent
melting simulation have been performed at
different cooling/heating rates for each system.
Figure 2 summarizes some of the results obtained.

simulations are used as a reference to obtain intra
and intermolecular potentials. This allows one to
built CG models of high molecular weight and to
span the MD simulations up to the microsecond
scales. The CG models contain 500 chains of 500
CG units, which are equivalent to a PE of around
14000 g/mol of molecular weight. Different degree
of SCB was study with the CG models (CG00,
CG05 and CG10 for linear, 5 and 10 branches per
1000 backbone atoms).
Results and Discussion
Single-chain simulations. 20 randomly initial
random-coil structures of PE0, PE5 and PE10
systems have been cooled down. Systems start to
gain order from the initial random coil structure
increasing the ordered regions as the time
evolves. In the branched systems, the SCB are
excluded from the ordered regions (Fig. 1). Global
and local bond-orientation parameters are used to
study the formation of ordered regions. Order
parameters, stem lengths and crystallization
temperatures decrease as the number of SCB
increases.

Figure 1. Top: Snapshots of the CG linear system during
the cooling-heating cycle. The red and blue colours stand
for crystalline and amorphous regions. Bottom:
Crystallization and melting processes and temperatures
at different cooling/heating rates. All units are given in
reduced units (T* unit of temperature and t* time unit in
the CG model.)

The CG model reproduces the decrease of
crystallization and melting temperatures,
crystallinity and lamellar thickness as the amount
of SCB increases. All these changes are, at least
quantitatively, in well agreement with the
experimental observations. In addition, the CG
models reproduces the isothermal annealing at
different undercoolings. Thus, an increase of the
crystal thickness is observed in linear systems as
a function of the undercooling whereas in the SCB
systems this annealing process is mitigated by the
presence of defects along the backbone chain.
Acknowledgements
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Figure 2. a) Initial random-coil and final ordered
structures for PE5 system. b) Global bond-orientation
parameter.
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Crystallization from melt state. Linear (C191) and
two SCB (C191-C1 and C191-C4) systems for UA
model 1 were built. The crystallization process is
simulated by cooling all systems. A clear effect of
the branches is detected, the presence of defects
delays the onset of the nucleation and the growth
of the semi-crystalline structure. A close
inspection of the conformational features of the
chains suggest a “switchboard” re-entry model.
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and polyester [poly(ε-caprolactone), PCL], in
hope of shedding light on the rational design of
robust SPEs.

Introduction
In conventional Lithium ion batteries (LIBs) two
electrodes with different redox potentials are
opposed with a liquid electrolyte between them
[1]. However, the total energy density of these
batteries is very limited. The use of Lithium metal
(Li0) negative electrode, with a capacity of 3860
mAh g-1, can largely mitigate this issue. Yet, in
Lithium metal batteries (LMBs) the use of liquid
electrolytes is not advised due to safety concerns
and, therefore, the design of new solid
electrolytes is required.

Experimental and Computational Methods
Five compositions were subjected to study the
effect of the molar ratio between PEO/x and
PCL/y, x/y = 100/0, 80/20, 50/50, 20/80, and
0/100. The concentration of LiTFSI was kept
constant at a ratio [repeating unit/Li+] of 20:1. The
ionic conductivity was determined by impedance
spectroscopy using a Multichannel VMP3
(Biologic, Claix France) and the lithium
transference number was measured at 70 ºC
following Bruce et al. method [5].

Poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) has been
consolidated in the community of Solid Polymer
Electrolytes (SPEs) as a good solvating matrix
since Armand proposed its use as solid
electrolyte for rechargeable lithium batteries [2].
Nevertheless, the anodic stability of PEO is
limited by the easy oxidation of C-O-C bonds and
the ionic conductivity is mainly dominated by the
anions.

MD simulations were conducted on LiTFSI
immersed in ratios x/y = 100/0, 50/50, and 0/100
at 70 ºC. The ionic diffusion coefficients (D) were
computed from corresponding mean-square
displacement (MSD), taking into account only
Fickian diffusion regimes. The energy potentials
of PEO, PCL, TFSI- and Li+ were described by
the OPLS_AA force field, and a scale factor of
0.7 was applied to the partial charges of both
TFSI- and Li+.

Inspired by the high anodic stability of the cyclic
carbonates used in liquid electrolytes, recent
studies explored the use of carbonyl-containing
polymers [3-4]. In this work we combine
Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations and
experiments to investigate fundamental
physicochemical properties and ionic conductivity
mechanisms
of
the
lithium
bis(trifluoromethanelsulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI) salt
immersed on a blend matrix of polyether (PEO)

Results and Discussion
Both experimental ionic conductivity and MSD
analysis from theoretical simulations show a big
decrease
in
ionic
conductivity
of
LiTFSI/PEO0PCL100 system compared to
LiTFSI/PEO100PCL0. In the former, the similar
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diffusivity of Li+ and TFSI- indicates the formation
of ion pairs. This is confirmed with the computed
radial distribution functions (RDFs). While in the
latter, there is a total absence of ion pairs. In the
mixture system (LiTFSI/PEO50PCL50), RDFs
show a preferential coordination of Li+ with ether
groups in PEO, but coordination with the carbonyl
group of PCL and the formation of ion pairs is
also present.

The incorporation of PCL in a PEO-based SPE
results in a competition in the solvation of Li+
between the ether and carbonyl groups in PEO
and PCL, respectively. Li+ preferentially
coordinates with the ether groups of PEO. The
coordination with the carbonyl groups allows the
formation of ion pairs, thus increasing them when
increasing the ratio of PCL.
This study provides therefore in-depth insights of
the ion transport mechanism and the solvating
competition between two polar polymers, which
might help design and structurally optimize SPEs
for high-performance LMBs.

Raman analysis supports the results that the
formation of Li+ TFSI- ion pairs increases when
increasing the amount of PCL. In addition,
infrared spectra probe the coordination between
Li+ and carbonyl groups.
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) shows
two melting temperatures (Tm) for neat polymer
blends suggesting the immiscibility of PEO and
PCL. However, adding LiTFSI induces the
presence of only one Tm for all mixtures (of
intermediate values between those of
LiTFSI/PEO0PCL100 and LiTFSI/PEO100PCL0).
Melting enthalpies confirm the better solvation of
Li+ in EO units compared to CL ones.
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Based on the aforementioned theoretical and
experimental observations into coordination
environment and phase separation, the ionic
transport mechanism in polyether and polyester
blends was elucidated and schematically
depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Proposed ionic transport mechanism in polyether
and polyester blended electrolytes.
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crosslinking and aging on the mobility of the
polymer chains [4].

Introduction
The last decades have been marked by a return to
the use of bio-based sources in the formulation
and development of new materials. Following this
environmentally-driven path, vegetable oils have
been one of the most investigated and used
sources, due to their large availability worldwide,
relative low cost and the possibility of using
different types of reactions to modify their
molecular structure or to obtain derived monomers
[1]. Since unsaturated oils are frequently used and
because the polymers derived from them usually
contain unreacted, remaining unsaturations, the
resulting materials can suffer chemical aging
during use or storage.
The chemical changes occurring in the materials
can be simply described as a free radical
mechanism in which hydroperoxides are initially
formed through reaction with ambient oxygen,
followed by decomposition that leads to the
elimination of low molecular weight volatiles and
simultaneous crosslinking [2].
Different types of thermosets derived from
vegetable oils have been prepared in our group
and the effect of light, oxygen on the change of the
properties in time have been registered [3,4]. The
materials were characterized by FTIR and the
mechanical and dynamic mechanical properties of
the polymers or derived composites were
measured. In the case of the materials prepared
from tung oil, the changes were also monitored by
positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy (PALS)
and the results were related to the effect of

Experimental
Linseed oil-based thermoset
Materials: Linseed oil (LO, acid value: 77.4 mg
KOH/g; saponification value: 199.8 mg KOH/g)
was from Grainer S.A. (Argentine), glycerol was
99.5% pure (Científica Central, Argentine). Maleic
anhydride and 2-methyl imidazole (Fluka) were
used in a following maleinization step. Styrene (St)
and benzoyl peroxide (initiator, Lucidol 0.75, Akzo
Chemical S.A) were used in the final crosslinking
step. Dried pine wood flour, WF, (J. Do Santos
Freire, Argentine) was used in the formulation of
composites (aver. particle size =150 to 250 µm).
Synthesis of the resin: A linseed oil resin was
synthesized by glycerolysis followed by
maleinization. Hydroquinona was added in the
maleinization step to protect the double bonds.
The resulting viscous liquid was stored in
refrigerator.
LO-thermosets and composites: The synthesized
resin was mixed with 40 wt.% St and 2.5 wt.% of
benzoyl peroxide. The mixture was filled in a
closed mold and a curing cycle was performed,
finishing with a postcure at 150 °C (1.5h).
Composites were prepared by mixing the reactive
mixture with 40 wt.% WF. The heating program
was the same as that used in the neat polymer
preparation, but under applied pressure.
Sample conditioning: Samples were: i) stored in
dissicator under low humidity at RT and ii) some of
those samples were further subjected to artificial
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Table 1. Flexural properties of linseed oil composite [3]

weathering at 50°C and 60% RH, with alternating
cycles of 4 h of exposure and non-exposure to
irradiation [3].
Tung oil-based Thermosets
Materials: Tung oil (TO) from Cooperativa Agrícola
Limitada de Picada Libertad, Argentina was
employed (major fatty acid component, 84 wt.%:
α-elaeostearic acid, containing three conjugated
C-C double bonds). Other used chemicals were
methanol (99.98% pure, Biopack, Argentina),
sodium hydroxide (97% pure, Anedra, Argentina)
and sulfuric acid (98.5% pure, Anedra, Argentina).
Acrylated-epoxidized soybean oil (AESO) was
from Sigma-Aldrich (CAS-No: 91722-14-4);
divinylbenzene 80% pure (DVB), styrene 99.5%
pure were from Cicarelli Laboratory (Argentina)
and boron trifluoride diethyl etherate, the intitiator
of the cationic polymerization (BF3.OEt2) was
obtained from Sigma-Aldrich.
Preparation and conditioning: The modifier AESO,
and co-reactants ME, St or DVB were mixed with
unmodified TO, then mixed with the initiator to
carry out the cationic polymerization leading to the
formation of the crosslinked materials. A curing
program was performed that ended with a
postcure at 100°C for 24 h. Recently prepared
samples ("F"), samples aged at room temperature
("RT") and at 50°C ("T50") for one yeat were
considered for comparison. [4]
Characterization methods
The changes experienced by the two sets of
thermosets during time were followed by FTIR,
dynamic mechanical measurements. The tung oil
samples were additionally analyzed by using
PALS, while mechanical characterization (tensile,
flexural and impact testing) was performed on the
linseed oil composites.

Sample conditioning
recently prepared
2 years RT
2 years RT + 18 days
weathering

Eb (GPa)
1.47 ± 0.3
2.12 ± 0.3
3.19 ± 0.1

σb (MPa)
19.9 ± 6.6
32.2 ± 6.6
42.6 ± 2.4

The studies performed on cationically crosslinked
TO also illustrated this effect. Figure 1a shows the
changes observed on the storage modulus, G', by
aging the samples at RT. Comparison of the
recently prepared and aged samples shows that in
all cases the Tg of the samples increased, in
agreement with the expected oxidative
crosslinking. Figure 1b presents the volume of the
nanoholes, vh, (related to the free volume of the
samples) vs. time for T50 samples. After an initial
rapid reduction of the free volume the samples
reach a final structure. Although, the entire
process takes a longer time at room temperature,
the trend is similar: a fast change at the start of the
process that becomes slower with aging time.

Figure 1. a) Storage modulus of the tung oil thermosets
(filled symbols: F, open symbols: RT), b) average volume of
the nanoholes vs. aging time at 50°C. The colors used
refer to the same formulations in both images. [4]
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curing materials. The disposable plates offer a
unique platform for the most challenging samples
such as epoxies. In this work, an EVA copolymer,
a Rubber/carbon black system and an Epoxy
thermoset has been characterized with this
coupling techniques. The 3 applications presented
here only show a portion of what simultaneous
rheology and dielectric analysis can do.

Introduction
Rheology is, more and more, a technique that can
be used coupled with other techniques. For
example, Dielectric Analisys. Dielectric Analysis
measures the two fundamental electrical
characteristics of a material –capacitance and
conductance- as function of time, temperature and
frequency. Dielectric analysis is powerful
technique for characterizing polar materials (with
permanent or induced dipoles) such as most of
polymers, foods, pharmaceuticals, etc. There is a
broad range of applications where this technique
is very valuable like phase separating systems,
curing kinetics of materials such as epoxy and
urethane systems, polymer blends, and
nanocomposites.
.

Results and Discussion

Experimental
The technique involves applying an oscillating
electrical field (AC Field) to measure the degree to
which the sample is storing (capacitance) or
transferring electric charge (conductance) through
its bulk. The system used provides a frequency
range of 20 Hz to 2 MHz and a temperature range
of -160°C to 350°C. It can be used in stand-alone
or simultaneous mechanical and dielectric
techniques. A novel feature is the fact that with the
DETA accessory of the DHR or ARES G2 (TA
Instruments), it is possible to perform experiments
with disposable plates in for example, thermosets

Figure 1. Figure 1 G´ and ε ´ for a Temperature ramp of 3
EVA polymer.
• The blue one has a 60 % Ethylene and 40 % vinyl acetate.
• The green one has a 72 % Ethylene and 28 % vinyl acetate
• The red one has a 80 % Ethylene and 20 % vinyl acetate

In The Eva polymer, the amount of VA groups
have an influence in the melting temperature.
More VA groups decreases the lamellar thickness
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In the Figure 2, it is posible to observe that the
storage modulus decreases with the strain applied
and also the ionic conductivity. The breakage of
the cluster not only decreases the modulus but
also decreases the paths that the ions can keep
moving.
References
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G´ (melting). A higher ethylene content means
higher crystalinity. That is the reason why the Tg
(alpha relaxation) increases with the ethylene
content. It is interesting to observe that the change
in G´ and also in ε ´ in the Tg increases with the
VA content. The explanation could be that the VA
content increases the amorphous phase which is
the responsible of the glass transition.
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Figure 2. Simultaneous (DETA & Rheology) Test on cured
Rubber under constant strain oscillation at 60°C (Origin of
Payne Effect).
Freq sweeps at strain: 0.1 % (blue curve), 1 % (green
curve), 10 % (red curve), 30 % (yellow curve), 60 % (black
curve).
The ionic conductivity and the storage modulus is
represented

The Payne effect [A.R. Payne 1963] is a particular
feature of the stress-strain behaviour of rubber,
especially rubber compounds containing fillers
such as carbon black. The effect is observed
under cyclic loading conditions with small strain
amplitudes and is manifest as a dependence of the
viscoelastic storage modulus on the amplitude of
the applied strain. The Payne effect depends on
the filler content of the material and vanishes for
unfilled elastomers. Physically, the Payne effect
can be attributed to deformation-induced changes
in the material's microstructure, i.e. to breakage
and recovery of weak physical bonds linking
adjacent filler clusters.
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Most of the literature on this application is found
in patents, and no systematic study has been
performed so far on the influence of the
components on the final properties. Therefore, in
this study, solid polyurethane formulations have
been designed with different isocyanates,
polyols and plasticizers in different ratios, and
the effect on the kinetics and the physical
properties (compression resistance and
hardness) studied.

Introduction
Industry requires that the pneumatic tired
machines have the maximum operating
efficiency and minimum downtime. This is
especially critical in very costly heavy equipment
such as mine or military vehicles. To avoid flat
tires, several fillings have been tested and the
so-called deflation proof tires have been
available for years.
Polyurethane materials are probably the most
important materials for this niche application. A
liquid polyurethane formulation is injected
through the valve in the pneumatic tire cavity
where it gels. The final material can be foamed
or solid, and must fulfil very specific
requirements. It should allow for a comfortable
driving while maintaining the tire performance
and resist the service conditions. In terms of
material properties, it must be soft and low
hysteresis (not excessive heat generation during
use to avoid degradation). In terms of
processing, the gel reaction has to be slow
enough to allow for the complete tyre filling, that
can take even hours in the case of the biggest
industrial tires.

Experimental
“Polyol” and “isocyanate” parts were formulated
by mixing the components with magnetic stirring
in glass flasks. Care was taken to seal the flasks
to avoid water contamination. MDI and TDI
isocyanates and prepolymers were used in the
“isocyanate part”. Several plasticizers were used
in both parts, up to a final plasticizer content of
approximately 55% weight in the material.
Polypropylene based glycols were used as
polyols, with different molecular weight and
functionality. Primary or secondary aromatic
amines were also introduced in the “polyol” part.
Tin based catalyst DBTL was used to increase
the reactivity of the hydroxyl groups towards
isocyanate groups.

Foamed materials have shown to give lower
performance than solid materials, but to achieve
solid materials as soft as foamed materials,
plasticizers have to be introduced in the
formulation in a high amount, helping also to
reduce the viscosity of the formulation
components.
Usually,
a
polyurethane
formulation is composed of two parts,
denominated
generically
“polyol”
and
“isocyanate”, that are mixed in dedicated mixing
machines, usually in a 1:1 volume ratio.

Parts were mixed for one minute in a 1:1 volume
ratio in plastics tubes by hand using a spatula.
Curing took place at ambient temperature for at
least 24 hours before measuring the properties.
Gel time was estimated as the time for the
mixture to stop flowing. Curing was followed by
using a Scanning Vibrating Needle Curometer
and compression resistance of the cured
material was measured on cylindrical tests
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specimens by using an Instron dynamometer.
Hardness was measured with a Shore A tester.
Results and Discussion
MDI based “isocyanates” reacted much faster
than TDI based isocyanates, so their kinetic had
to be adjusted accordingly. Aromatic amines
determined mainly the gel time of the
formulation. In MDI based formulations, primary
aromatic diamine content was reduced to less
than 1% weight in the “polyol” part in order to
obtain practical gel times, whereas secondary
aromatic amines barely reacted and their
content had to be increased up to approximately
3% weight along with a higher amount of DBTL.

Figure 1. Compression curves at 25, 50 and
70% for the commercial material

Plasticizer viscosity was more significant in the
“isocyanate” part were the viscosity of the
component increased by the prepolymerization
reaction of the isocyanate with the polyol.
Plasticizer type also influenced the kinetic of the
reaction.
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Best results were obtained with very long
trifunctional polyols (6000 g/mol). Shorter polyols
and crosslinkers induced the exudation of
plasticizer at lower plasticizer contents.
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performed in a AR-G2 (TA Instruments) rheometer
using 25 mm parallel plate geometry. 3D printed
specimens were produced in a Tumaker Voladora
printer, both in Fused Filament Fabrication
configuration and in direct extrusion configuration,
using different diameter printing nozzles and at the
printing velocities indicated in the text.

Introduction
The increasing interest in additive manufacturing
technologies has demonstrated the necessity of
synergetic effects among the manufacturing
technology and the material. Therefore, the
material design has become a strategic part of the
final technology. However, the number of
commercially available materials for additive
manufacturing technologies is, up to now, very
scarce. This is not surprising, as the suitability of a
material depends not only in the final properties of
the resin but also on its own rheological
characteristics during the flow and adhesion as
well as the specific configuration of the 3D printer.
In order to expand the number of suitable
materials, it is urgent to correctly stablish
processing criteria based on the specific additive
manufacturing technology and the rheological
properties of the materials.
In this contribution, we highlight the most important
rheological criteria that permits a material
screening for extrusion based additive
manufacturing technologies. In order to illustrate
the suitability of stablished criteria, we present the
development of PVC based formulations for 3D
printing. Despite being one of the most used
polymers, PVC is not widely used in 3D printing.

Results and Discussion
The printing problems to face in a printing process
are related to the specific processing method
(Figure 1):

Experimental
The rheological experiments in flow have been
carried out in a Göttfert Rheo-Tester 1000 capillary
rheometer at the printing temperatures. Small
amplitude oscillatory (SAOS) experiments were

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of a FFF process.
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In this process 3 different stages of the process
can be described:
1. The extrusion part: The main problem in the
extrusion part is the buckling of the filament.
This effect was correctly described by
Venkataraman et al. [1] in Eq. (1):
⁄

(1)

Being K the compression modulus, ha the
material viscosity, Q the flow rate and L, l, R
and r the lengths and diameters indicated in
Figure 1.
2. The material flow: In this case the main
problem is related to the nozzle clogging. We
postulate a predominantly liquid behaviour
(G’’>G’) in order to avoid this problem [2].
3. Interlayer welding: In this case we established
a double criterion for the materials to produce
a correct adhesion: G’’>G’ at the
corresponding welding time [3] or a relaxation
modulus (G(t)) below 105 Pa (following the
Dahlquist criterion) [2]

Figure 2: Obtained printed specimens successfully
(top) and unsuccessfully (bottom).
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In contrast to FFF configuration, direct extrusion
uses a screw to permit the material extrusion. This
behaviour permits to print materials that do not
fulfil the first to criteria. However, the 3rd stage of
the process remains as the critical parameter for
printing.
Following this criteria we were able to understand
the different behaviours observed in the 3D printed
as can be seen in Figure 2:
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receiver of the mechanical waves. Thanks to the
transmitter and a function generator, different kind
of mechanical waves in the frequency range 102000 Hz are generated: Square waves for
rheological models and pulse waves for
measuring the speed of sound. Oscilloscope
monitors the compression waves reaching the
second piezo piezoelectric receiver.

Introduction
Hydrogels are water-swollen polymeric materials
that keep a distinctive three-dimensional structure
and can act as a scaffold as well as mimic the
properties of various tissues in the body [1].
Because of their tissue engineering and
regenerative medicine applications, researchers
have focused on their mechanical properties with
a wide range of methods and experiments, such
as, rheology to study the viscoelastic behaviour
[2], or ultrasounds tests to measure the speed of
sound. We introduce an alternative way to study
the viscoelastic models in a wider range of
frequencies that a convectional rheometer does
and to measure the speed of the mechanical
waves by using small punctual piezoelectric
transducers and receptors. The aim of this
research is to determine rheologically relevant
data and the speed of the mechanical waves in
Elastin-Like Recombinamers Catalyst-Free Click
Gels (ELR-CFCGs) [3] by studying how
mechanical waves propagate in them.

Results and Discussion
Firstly, when the square wave is used, the
viscoelastic behaviour of these hydrogels
indicates that at frequencies lower than 100 Hz the
elastic behaviour is more pronounced, but at
frequencies higher than 2 kHz the Newtonian
liquid behaviour dominates. The good correlations
of the numerical fitting of the experimental data to
the Kelvin-Voigt model (R2 > 0.9) indicates a
viscoelastic behaviour of these biomaterials. In
adittion, the through transmission technique
reveals a range of mechanical waves velocities
between 1220-1900 m/s and a range of Young’s
modulus between 2-6 MPa, matching with the
reported values of other types of materials and
human tissues [5].

Experimental
The tested hydrogels were made by chemical click
reactions between two ELRs [4]. Elastin-Like
Recombinamers are synthetic polypeptides made
by recombinant DNA technology. Their basic
sequence is based on repetion of consensus
motifs found in tropoelastin. According to the
method, the tested hydrogels are placed between
two millimetre-scale piezoelectric devices, one of
them acting as a transmitter and the other as a

We can conclude that these kind of hydrogels can
mimic the dynamic mechanical properties of
human tissues in a broad range of frequencies.
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controlled and is hard to quantify. PEEK
(polyetheretherketone) is a high performance
semi-crystalline
thermoplastic
polymer.
PEEK/carbon fiber APC-2 specimens have been
used to assess physical temperature data using a
PEEK film as energy director [6]. The authors
obtain relatively high maximum temperatures up to
416°C, but they always reach a threshold.
This study focuses on temperature profile
investigation during US welding of APC-2
specimens with a polyetherimide (PEI) amorphous
energy director. The morphology of the PEEK/PEI
interphase is assessed to predict the mechanical
resistance of the welded joint.

Introduction
Thermoplastic composites are increasingly used
in aerospace applications. The aim is to replace
thermoset composites that cannot be recycle while
maintaining the same range of mechanical and
thermal properties [1] and to decrease structure
processing and assembly costs.
A significant challenge arises from the joining of
two composite parts. In order to overcome the
disadvantages caused by mechanical fastening
and adhesive bonding, welding is considered to be
a reasonable answer to this issue [2]. Resistance
and induction welding are both industrially
developed. However, they both display relatively
high welding time (above a few minutes) and
require high energy, especially induction welding
[3].
Ultrasonic (US) welding, on the other hand, allows
really fast cycle times (lower than 1 second) and it
does not require the use of an external material
such as a coil. Studies were carried out on
ultrasonically
welded
high
performance
thermoplastic composites to correlate the physical
changes that occur during welding to the output
data of the welding equipment [4,5]. It has been
demonstrated that welding can be monitored by
using travel and power curves from the welding
equipment.
Temperature measurements during US welding is
a major challenge since it could be an effective
way of process monitoring and optimization.
Nevertheless, the interface temperature cannot be

Experimental
APC-2 (PEEK/CF) prepreg is used to manufacture
2 mm thick welding specimens. A 250 µm PEI
layer is added during manufacturing of both
specimens as it can be seen on Fig.1. A third PEI
layer is taped between the two specimens. The
polymer-based layer at the interface is called
“energy director” since it will heat and melt first
during the welding process. It concentrates the
melting of only the first layers of the specimens
due to its location at the interface.
K-type 80-µm-diameter thermocouples were
integrated into the PEI layer prior welding in order
to measure the temperature and also avoid a
protrusion at the welding interface. Indeed,
surface roughness is an important factor as heat
will nucleate most likely at the contact areas.
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Industrial
electrical
ultrasonic
welder
manufactured by Rinco Ultrasonics was used in for
the experiment. The clamping tool was designed
in order to provide a vertical movement that
ensures pure friction which is the source of the
heat.

Figure 2. Temperature and travel curves for the following
welding conditions: a semi-amplitude of 32 µm, a welding
load of 500 N and a welding time of 600 ms
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being in addition very simple, cheap, that allows
preparation of materials “in-situ” with different
morphologies depending on the processing
conditions, for instance materials constituted by
fibers with submicrometric diameters.

Introduction
In materials science and engineering, apart from
finding out materials with especial characteristics,
to develop new ones with the best properties for a
certain application is of great importance. In
general, lightweight materials, easy to be
processed, with good mechanical and thermal
performance and high chemical resistance among
other properties for a certain application are
required. One of the most reasonable options to
achieve this set of properties is through the
combination of different materials as, for instance,
thermoplastic polymers and nanoparticles with
unique or especial properties.

This method is known as solution blow spinning,
SBS [1] (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the processing of
polymers by solution blow spinning.

Multifunctional material is any material system that
combines two or more properties where one is
usually structural while the others are functional
such as optical, electrical, magnetic, among
others. Therefore, in general a thermoplastic
based nanocomposite could be considered a
multifunctional material if the nanofiller provides
properties for certain applications.

Solution Blow Spinning, SBS, is a method in which
the general equipment has a nozzle with an
internal conduct through which a polymer solution
or suspension is passed, and an external channel
is used to conduct a gas which will eject the
solution. The gas also favors the solvent
evaporation and, under certain conditions can
make the polymer to be drawn until tiny fibers of it
are formed which diameters can be even smaller
than 100 nm. Although this method is quite
promising some processing issues are still
subjected to study because uniform morphologies
(fiber sizes for instance) are difficult to be
obtained.

Although sometimes nanoparticles are desired to
be located at specific sites, most of the times it is
preferable to achieve uniform dispersion of them
within the polymer matrix. Among other reasons,
those preparations allow better control of desired,
unique or improved properties. Several
researchers propose different methods to attain
the later, however, they are usually very difficult to
obtain or with a high cost. Recently, a new method
has emerged which can achieve the later purpose,
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In this work, a brief review is made about the
different materials prepared by SBS and their
potential applications in the Group of polymer
Composite Materials and Interphases of the
UC3M.
Experimental
Materials

Figure 2. SEM image of E.coli on EVA40 + 3% wt of CuNp.

Different polymers and nanoparticles were used
as a function of a particular potential application.
Polymers: Poly(ethylene-co-vinyl acetate), EVA,
Polystyrene, PS, Polylactic acid, PLA,
polyethylene oxide, PEO, polyvinylidene fluoride,
PVDF, poly-ε-caprolactone, PCL, polysulfone,
PSF, among others. Nanoparticles: Cu, Ag, TiO2,
multiwalled carbon nanotubes, MWCNT.

b) Superhydrophobic materials for extraction or
pollutant separation (Polystyrene [3])

Materials preparation
Figure 3. SEM image of SBS PS material (left) and water
drop on a SBS PS prepared under particular processing
conditions [3].

Equipments for SBS: commercial airbrush and
automatized machine.

c) Multilayer materials with special dielectric
properties (VDF+MWCNT [4])

Materials are prepared from a polymer solution or
suspension injected with a syringe to the nozzle
with the help of a bomb. The material at the outer
of the nozzle is addressed to a substrate where is
collected (collector). Processing conditions
(solution concentration, feed rate, gas pressure
and working distance) are carefully chosen
depending on the system and the desired
morphology.
Characterization

Figure 4. Schematic representation of multilayer material
based on PVDF+MWCNT prepared by SBS.

Morphology (optic and electronic microscopies).
Structure (X-ray diffraction and FTIR). Thermal
behavior (DSC and TGA). Mechanical behavior
(tensile tests). Electrical behavior (electric
permittivity and flexoelectricity)
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Introduction

Experimental

3D printing is an additive manufacturing method
that has gained great popularity, due to the easy
personalization of parts it offers, which makes it a
great option for the biomedical field. Among the
different 3D printing techniques, fused deposition
modelling (FDM) is the most popular, thanks to its
simplicity and cost-effectiveness. However,
filaments for FDM must meet certain criteria in
order be successfully printed, such as fast
solidification and good flow when melted [1].
In the search for new materials suitable for FDM
and biomedical applications, polyurethanes show
great potential, due to their tailorable properties
and biocompatible behavior [2]. However, in order
to further improve material properties and filament
printability,
often
the
addition
of
nanoreinforcements is necessary. In this regard,
both, cellulose nanoentities and graphene, show
great specific properties, which make them a good
reinforcement option in the preparation of
nanocomposites. Moreover, cellulose and
graphene show great reinforcement effect when
used in polyurethane-urea nanocomposites
formation [3,4].
In this work, polyurethane-urea and cellulose
nanofibers or graphene reinforced nanocomposite
filaments were prepared. The properties and
printability of the filaments were studied and
filaments with good printability were used to obtain
3D printed parts, which were later further
characterized.

A waterborne polyurethane-urea (WBPU) was
synthesized parting from a renewable sourced
polyol and was later used as matrix in
nanocomposites preparation. Nanocomposites
containing 3 wt% of cellulose nanofibers (CNF) or
graphene (G) were prepared by two different
incorporation methods; ex-situ and in-situ. Neat
polymer, cellulose reinforced and graphene
reinforced nanocomposites were extruded to
obtain filaments and were named FWBPU,
FCNFEx, FCNFIN, FGrEX and FGrIN, where EX and
IN refer to ex-situ and in-situ prepared
nanocomposites. For printable filaments, a
Tumaker Voladora NX printer was used to obtain
3D printed dog-bone shaped specimens, which
were further characterized.
Results and Discussion
It was observed that the type and incorporation
route of the nanoreinforcements influenced the
properties of the filaments and their printing
capacity. However, the thermo-oxidative condition
used in the filament extrusion process resulted in
some deterioration of material properties,
especially for CNF reinforced nanocomposites,
due to degradation of the nanofibers beginning to
take place.
The effect of the addition of reinforcements can be
seen in DMA results (Figure 1). Nanocomposite
filaments showed higher modulus values and
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Figure 1. DMA of filament of pure WBPU and
nanocomposites reinforced with cellulose nanofibers or
graphene

The different properties shown by the different
nanocomposites were directly related to the
printability of the filaments. WBPU and cellulose
reinforced nanocomposites showed printing
problems, due to poor mechanical properties and
flow problems. Nanocomposites containing
graphene, on the other hand, thanks to their higher
rigidity, proved good printability and were used to
produce 3D printing dog-bone specimens by FDM
(Figure 2).

Figure 2. 3D printed dog-bone specimens of graphene
based polyurethane-urea nanocomposites

Printed parts show good shape fidelity from the
imported design. However, high temperature used
in the printing process and small imperfection
formed resulted in the slight deterioration of
material properties.
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means of lap-shear test. In order to both decrease
the CTE and increase the toughness thermosets
were also loaded with 15% and 20% of BN
particles. The effect of the BN% on the adhesive
properties was investigated.

Introduction
Dual-curing processing is a novel methodology to
develop dual network thermosets via two
independent but compatible reaction processes.
These reactions can be simultaneously activated
or sequentially triggered by combination of
different stimuli and different reaction kinetics.
Sequential dual-curing processing is more
attractive due to the possibility to achieve a large
set of material properties in two stages that allows
multi-stage processing scenarios. In previous
works, we presented a promising thiol-epoxyacrylate dual-curing system based on the
combination of thiol-acrylate Michael addition and
thiol-epoxy “click” reaction [1] with tailorable
thermal and mechanical properties by controlling
the ratio between acrylate and thiol groups (ra).
The intermediate materials presented properties
ranging from liquid-like to gelled solid-like covering
a wide range of possible applications. Such design
capabilities can be exploited to produce multi-layer
assemblies with controlled layer thickness and
complex shape taking advantage of the good
wetting properties and the good adhesion
obtained after the thiol-acrylate reaction.
Moreover, intermediate gelled materials showed
interesting characteristics such as high flexibility,
capacity to be precisely die-cut and a good
stickiness due to the un-reacted groups in the
network. Based on these promising qualitative
results, in the present work we study the adhesive
properties of dual-curing thiol-acrylate-epoxy
thermosets for both liquid-like (ra=0.2) and solidlike (or gelled, ra=0.5) intermediate materials by

Experimental
DGEBA (187g/eq, EPIKOTE™ Resin 828), dried
prior to use, was used as epoxy resin.
Pentaerythritoltetrakis(3-mercaptopropionate)(S4)
was used as crosslinking agent. Tricyclo
[5.2.1.02,6]
decanedimethanoldiacrylate
(152.2g/eq) (TCDDA) was mixed with S4 and
DGEBA at the two different racrylate between thiol
groups and acrylate groups (ra=0.2 named Vis and
ra=0.5 named Gel). 0.05 phr of 4-(N,Ndimethylamino)pyridine (DMAP) was used as the
catalyst. For improving mechanical and thermal
properties, 15% or 20% of BN agglomerates (80
µm average, PCTL5MHF) was added in wt% to
the previous formulations. Aluminum sheets of
100 x 25 mm2 (thickness=1.5 mm), were used as
adherend for lap-shear tests according to UNE-EN
ISO 1465:2009.
Results and Discussion
In Figure 1, results for lap-shear test are presented
for both ra. The presence of BN particles leads to
a general increase of the failure load for both Gel
(ra=0.5) and Vis (ra=0.2) materials. In particular,
the increase of %BN is more effective for Vis
samples which reach significantly higher adhesive
strength. These results can be ascribed to the
different viscosity of the two adhesives when they
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are applied on the adherend surface. In general,
low viscosities have a detrimental effect on the
bond strength due to the residual stress originated
from the high shrinkage produced during curing
[2]. High viscosity reduces the capability to
replicate the adherend surface morphology
leading to a reduced wettability. The significant
increase of the adhesive strength of Vis materials
with BN is due to the increase in the intermediate
material viscosity and the reduction in the global
shrinkage caused by the 2nd curing stage, limiting
the residual stress between the adhesive and the
substrate while maintaining the wetting
capabilities of the adhesive. On the other hand,
when adhesive has a gelled network structure, the
presence of the filler cannot produce any viscosity
change, so the increase of bond strength can only
result from the increase of the rigidity of the cured
adhesive.
In order to highlight the advantages and
disadvantages of the dual-curing procedure,
single-lap joints were prepared by a one-step
curing procedure and compared to the same
sample prepared in a dual-cure process. As shown
in Figure 2a, the dual-curing procedure increases
the failure load in Vis materials, being more
evident for Vis-15% and Vis-20% because,
together with the beneficial effects of BN particles,
the higher viscosity of the adhesives ensures
lower shrinkage during second curing. In addition,
one-step curing produces a significant adhesive
leakage due to its low viscosity leading to irregular
adhesion surfaces and making difficult controlling
the joint thickness. Therefore, dual-curing
procedure is extremely favourable in case of
liquid-like intermediate materials. On the contrary,
gel materials submitted to a one step curing
produce stronger joints at any percentage of BN
(Figure 2b). This could be owed to the lower
capability of a solid adhesive to build a strong
bonding interface with the substrates as a
consequence of the absence of a proper wetting
process. The liquid formulation used for one step
curing joints is able to properly wet the adhesion
surface and, taking advantage of the surface
roughness, increase the contact area and,
consequently, the interfacial strength.

Figure 1. Average lap-shear strength as function of BN%
for 0.2±0.03 mm bondline thickness.

Figure 2. Lap-shear strength as function of BN% with
different curing procedure: (a) Vis and (b) Gel Materials.

Conclusions
Tailored adhesive properties can be obtained in
dual-cured thermosets depending on the ratio of
thiol-acrylate, the BN proportion and the curing
procedure.
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Introduction

Experimental

Many applications need the combination of two or
more polymers to reach the end use requirements.
The properties of the final composites depend on
the formulation, morphology, processing history,
and interactions between components.[1] One
example of polymer blend, whose properties may
be balanced and its drawbacks reduced due to the
high miscibility,[2] is the PEEK/PEI system.
However, one of the effects that this high
miscibility has, is the drastic reduction of the
crystallinity of PEEK, which affects some
important properties of PEEK as mechanical [3] or
thermal. Taking this into consideration, the aim of
this work is to fabricate PEEK/PEI blends (50/50,
v/v) but keeping a high crystallinity of PEEK.
Following that idea, the strategy to follow is to
prepare these composites by alternate PEEK/PEI
layer stacking. The preparation of these blends
was done controlling the processing time at molten
state. Giving enough time to create a good
interface but not so long to avoid a high
interdiffusion, the size of the interface, where the
crystallization of PEEK was hindered or directly
avoided, was increased. Furthermore, PEEK and
PEI films were also manufactured to compare neat
polymers to the multilayer material. DSC and
synchrotron X-Ray measurements were carried
out to study the thermal properties and the
semicrystalline morphology of multilayer films.
Finally, thermo-mechanical and mechanical
characterization were performed to study the final
properties of the multilayer PEEK/PEI.[4]

PEEK and PEI Films of 50 µm were purchased to
Goodfellow.
Multilayer PEEK/PEI films were manufactured by
alternatively stacking two films of PEEK (50 µm)
and two films of PEI (50 µm) and consolidating
them with a hot plate press (LabPro 400, Fontijne
Presses). Samples were molten at 380 °C and two
different processing time: 10 and 120 min.
DSC experiments were carried out in a Q200 TA
Instruments. DMA experiments were performed in
a Q800 TA Instruments. Simultaneous wide-angle
X-Ray diffraction (WAXS) and small-angle X-Ray
scattering (SAXS) experiments were performed at
the I22 beamline of the Diamond Light Source
Synchrotron
facility
(Harwell
Campus,
Oxfordshire, UK). At least six samples were tested
for each material in simple extension on an Instron
3384 testing machine at a constant crosshead
speed of 10 mm/min.
Results and Discussion
Homogeneous blends of PEEK with PEI resulted
in a mixture with moderate mechanical properties.
The loss of crystallinity in PEEK justified this fact.
Alternate PEEK/PEI multilayer stackings were
manufactured with a hot plate press to avoid this
crystallinity loss. On the one hand, the high
miscibility of PEEK and PEI favoured the
interpenetration of chains between layers, creating
an interfacial region where both polymers coexist.
This interface ensured the good adhesion among
layers. DSC results showed that longer processing
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time reduced the PEEK crystallinity, crystallization
temperature, and the evolution from two separated
glass transitions to a single one with broader
temperature range. That broadening was due to
the coexistence of regions with isolated polymers
and interface whose glass transition was in
between Tg’s for pure polymers. This evolution of
the glass transition was clearly observed in the
DMA profile as well. Then, it can be concluded that
the processing time determined the size of this
interface. Outside this region, both PEEK and PEI
are supposed to be preserved as pristine
polymers.
The multilayer was studied by means of WAXS
and SAXS to corroborate the hypothesis of
crystalline morphology of PEEK was not affected
by the presence of PEI. Long spacings, lamellar
thicknesses,
linear
crystallinities,
and
crystallization temperatures showed not very
different values in pristine PEEK samples as well
as PEEK/PEI multilayer materials. Therefore,
unaltered PEEK regions can be found in the
multilayer PEEK/PEI samples. The global
reduction of crystallinity is due to the reduction of
the thickness (and consequently, the volume) of
these pristine PEEK layers.
PEEK/PEI multilayer composites processed for a
short time at 380 °C showed a storage modulus
closer to PEEK than to PEI. The mechanical
properties were affected by the PEEK crystallinity
in the PEEK/PEI multilayer composites in samples
at longer processing time. As a result, elastic
modulus (Figure 1), tensile strength, strain at
break, and storage modulus measured by DMA
showed a certain degradation when they were
manufactured with longer permanence at 380 °C,
because crystallinity was lower in this case.
However, multilayer specimens processed with
shorter (10 min) permanence time at the same
temperature displayed excellent mechanical
properties, notably close to those of PEEK in terms
of elastic modulus and strength. These properties,
together with a reasonable value for fracture strain
(≈7.1%), and the competitive price of PEI make
multilayer PEEK/PEI composites a notably
promising polymer for structural applications.

Elastic modulus (MPa)

2400

380 °C for 10 minutes
380 °C for 120 minutes

2000

1600
PEEK

PEI

PEEK/PEI

Figure 1. Elastic modulus of PEEK, PEI, and PEEK/PEI
samples after processing at 10 and 120 min.
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Processing of oleogels
EKL/CA solutions were made to attain 30 wt. %
total concentration, modifying EKL:CA ratio (Table
1). All solutions were prepared in a DMF/Ac
mixture (1:2 v/v) using a magnetic stirrer (500
rpm).
Electrospinning process was performed using a
chamber from DOXA Microfluidics (Spain). For the
electrospinning process, the syringe was fixed to
the holder in horizontal configuration and the high
voltage power supply provided 17 kV. In addition,
a distance of 15 cm was established between the
aluminum collector plate and the needle tip. All
experiments were conducted at room temperature
and almost constant relative humidity (45 ± 1%).
The membranes formed in the electrospinning
process were carefully removed from the collector
and dispersed in castor oil at a concentration of 15
wt.% for 24 h using an IKA RW 20 stirrer (75 rpm)
at room temperature Finally, the oleogels were
stored at room temperature for further
characterization.

Introduction
In recent decades, there is a great interest in
replacing petroleum-based products with more
environmentally friendly materials [1]. Crude oil is
becoming an increasingly scant and expensive
resource and is also one of the main culprits of
environmental pollution, global warming and
climate change. The need to preserve the
environment and the increasing shortage of
petroleum have led several researchers to
develop different alternatives environmentally
friendly. In the area of lubricants, it is estimated
that approximately 55% of the lubricants sold per
year end up in the environment. This has
generated a general concern in the sector since
lubricating greases are mainly composed of
mineral or synthetic oils and metallic soaps that
are not biodegradable [2,3].
In the present work, electrospun kraft
lignin/cellulose acetate is proposed as a possible
thickener for the manufacture of oleogels with
potential use as lubricating greases, justifying
itself as a new form of revaluation, which combines
ecological, economic, and social benefits.
Therefore, different systems were developed with
different ratios of Eucalyptus Kraft lignin (EKL) and
cellulose acetate (CA). The use of cellulose
acetate as a dopant is justified by the
biodegradable character of cellulose acetate and
its ability to form nanofibers by electrospinning.

Characterization
The rheological properties, electrical conductivity
and surface tension of the solutions, as well as the
morphological properties of the electrospun
membranes were evaluated and, finally, the
rheological properties of the oleogels were
analyzed.
Results and Discussion

Experimental

Table 1. Shear viscosity, surface tension and
electrical conductivity values of EKL:CA solutions.

Materials
Eucalyptus kraft lignin (EKL) and cellulose acetate
(CA) were used as raw materials. EKL was kindly
provided by INIA-CSIC (Spain). On the other hand,
CA (Mn: 30,000 g/mol), N,N-Dimethylformamide
(DMF) and acetone (Ac) were supplied by Sigma
Aldrich S.A. (Germany). Finally, castor oil from
Guinama (Valencia, Spain) was used as oily
phase to prepare oleogels.

Note: Values with different symbols are significantly different
(p < 0.05).

EKL:CA
ratio
100_0

η (Pa.s)

Surface Tension
(mN/m)

0.016AA

30.34

BB

90_10

0.055

a
b

31.15

CC

80_20

230

0.184

DD

c

31.73
d

70_30

0.331

32.33

60_40

1.001EE

32.55

e

Electrical
Conductivity
(µS/cm)
182.6C
174.2D
156.3F
142.4G
139.5G

directly affects the rheological properties of the
oleogel.

All EKL/CA solutions studied showed Newtonian
viscous flow behavior in the applied shear rate
range. As can be seen, the viscosity increases
with the EKL:CA ratio. As expected, the higher the
CA content, the higher the viscosity value. On the
one hand, not much variability is observed
between the surface tension values obtained with
different EKL:CA ratios, increasing slightly when
the amount of CA is increased. In any case, these
differences are not very significant. On the other
hand, the electrical conductivity values decrease
as the EKL:CA ratio in the solution increases.
Figure 1 shows the micrographs obtained by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of the
electrospun nanostructures obtained at 30 wt.%
and with different ratios of EKL:CA. As can be
observed the electrospinning process is not able
to generate lignin nanostructures without the
addition of a dopant polymer, such as CA, thus the
membranes formed in the electrospinning process
are formed by microscopic sized particles, instead
of interconnected fibers (Figure 1A). However, as
the concentration of CA increases, the fibers
appear interconnecting the nanoparticles (Figure
1B). This fact is more evident in the EKL60-CA40
system, where a heterogeneous distribution of
fibers is observed along the micrograph. These
results are in agreement with those obtained by
other authors where the addition of a dopant
polymer is essential for the generation of beadfree and/or uniform nanofibers by electrospinning.

Figure 2. Evolution of the elastic modulus, G’, and the
viscous modulus, G’’ with frequency for oleogels obtained
with different EKL:CA ratios
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Figure 1. SEM of electrospun nanostructures obtained at
different EKL:CA ratios (A) EKL100, (B) EKL80-CA20, (C)
EKL60-CA40.

Figure 2 shows the evolution of the linear
viscoelastic functions for the oleogels as a function
of the EKL:CA ratio. All the systems show a similar
behavior in which storage modulus, G′, is always
greater than loss modulus, G″, over the whole
frequency range studied. Therefore, an increase in
CA content yields higher G′ and G“ moduli. This is
mainly due to the morphological properties since
an increase in the concentration of CA causes a
higher quantity and size of the nanofibers, which
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Effect of Process Parameters on Tensile Strength of ABS and PLA
Specimens Fabricated by Material Extrusion 3D Printing
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samples were printed on a MakerBot Replicator
2X 3D Printer. ABS and PLA filaments were dried
at 80 °C and 50 °C for 6 h, respectively, in an air
forced oven before printing the samples.
The investigated process parameters in this
research were nozzle temperature, layer thickness
and raster angle. The values of the nozzle
temperature were selected taking into account the
technical specification of ABS and PLA filaments
on the web page of the manufacturer, specification
such as melting temperature and glass transition
temperature. Also, experimental evaluation of the
ME3DP process was carried out to determine the
range of values of the nozzle temperatures to
ensure successfully 3D printing for both ABS and
PLA. In the same way, the values of the layer
thickness were selected based on the lowest and
highest resolution in Z-axis of the 3D printer. For
the study of the raster angle in the plane XY,
combinations of up 4 angles were considered in
order to observe the anisotropy of the specimens.
The values of the investigated process parameters
will be shown in the figures in the next section.

Introduction
3D printing (3DP) has become a famous
manufacturing process to create parts made of a
variety of materials from a 3D model. Material
extrusion is the most popular method of 3D
printing for polymeric materials, mainly due to the
low cost of feedstock material and 3D printers.
Thus, it has become a useful tool for creating
prototypes in both academia and industry. Material
extrusion 3D printing (ME3DP) has a similar AM
principle than the famous trademarked fused
deposition modelling (FDM) by Stratasys, Inc.
Process parameters in ME3DP play an important
role on the mechanical properties, density, surface
finish and dimensional accuracy. Lanzotti et al. [1]
found an increase of tensile strength to a greater
number of shells in PLA specimens. Similarly,
Croccolo et al. [2] observed that the tensile
strength and elastic modulus increased at higher
number of shells of ABS tensile specimens.
Wittbrodt and Pearce [3] found an increase of
tensile strength of PLA specimens at higher nozzle
temperature in a range of 190 °C to 215 °C.

Tensile tests of printed specimens of ABS and
PLA were carried out in a Zwick/Roell Z050 tensile
machine, the test speed was 5 mm/min. The
geometry and dimension of the printed tensile
specimens were type V according to ASTM D63814.

Therefore, the knowledge of the influence of the
process parameters over the mechanical
properties of 3D printed components is critical.
Thus, the aim of this work is to study the influences
of nozzle temperature, layer thickness and raster
angles on the tensile strength of ABS and PLA
specimens fabricated by material extrusion 3D
printing.

Results and Discussion
From the results of the tensile tests of printed ABS
specimens, it can be seen that at a higher nozzle
temperature there is a lower tensile strength as
seen in Figure 1. The highest value of the tensile
strength was 41.3 MPa on average with a nozzle
temperature of 200 °C. It also to be noted that the
material extrusion 3DP process of ABS at low
nozzle temperature presented complications such
as warped specimens, as well as an obstruction of
the nozzle die, due to the low fluidity of ABS.

Experimental
ABS and PLA filaments were purchased from
MakerBot Industries, USA. Both filaments had a
diameter of 1.75 mm and were delivered with a
desiccant gel silica within each packaging.
A 3D model of the test specimen was created in
Autodesk Inventor, then it was exported to .stl files
to upload to Simplify3D v4.0.0 for slicing. The test
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caused by the emergence of voids as a result of
the beginning of the degradation process. The
highest value of tensile strength was 61.2 MPa on
average at 250°C.

In Figure 1, it also can be observed the tendency
of the tensile strength of PLA specimens at

Higher tensile strength is reached at lower layer
thickness for both ABS and PLA tensile specimen,
as shown in Figure 2, which is reasonable
because there is more compaction between
layers. However, the decrease of the layer
thickness implies a longer time in the 3DP
process. A more considerable increase of tensile
strength for ABS than PLA can be observed when
the layer thickness is reduced from 0.3 to 0.1 mm,
reaching an increase of 16.5 MPa for ABS and 4.3
MPa for PLA.

Figure 1. Tensile strength vs nozzle temperature.

From Figure 3, it can be seen that the highest
tensile strength of ABS and PLA tensile specimens
is achieved with a raster angle of 0° because the
filaments deposited in the 3DP process are
oriented in the direction of the load. While for a
raster angle of 90° was observed the lowest
tensile strength since all tensile force is subjected
by the leak union between print raster. Moreover,
tensile specimens with raster angles of
[0°/45°/90°] and [0°/45°/90°/135°] were also
studied since functional parts are subjected to
loads in different directions. From the results, both
ABS and PLA printed with a raster angle of
[0°/45°/90°] offers a higher tensile strength than a
raster angle of [0°/45°/90°/135°], due to the large
number of layers with an angle of 0°.

Figure 2. Tensile strength vs layer thickness.
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Figure 3. Tensile strength vs raster angle.

different nozzle temperatures. There is an
increase of the tensile strength in the range of
200°C to 250°C, while at nozzle temperatures
between 250°C to 270°C a fall is observed, likely
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In this contribution, different strategies have been
developed in order to minimise or supress the
warping. One strategy is to reduce the
crystallisation and/or crystallinity levels of the
material, either by copolymerisation or by blending
with low molecular weights compounds. The other
strategy is to control the volume shrinkage by the
addition of natural fillers. Thus, in this work, the
printability of four PBS-based materials is
analysed using a 3D direct extrusion printer: a poly
(succinate-r-butyl acetate) copolymer (PBSA) and
PBS/glycerol, PBS/flour and PBS/calcium
carbonate blends.

Introduction
The growth of additive manufacturing (AM)
techniques, also known as three-dimensional (3D)
printing, has produce a revolution in material
processing methods since these technologies
provide significant advantages in terms of shape
complexity and rapid prototyping at relatively low
cost. In the case of extrusion-based AM, the most
popular and widely used thermoplastic is the poly
lactic acid (PLA). Compared with another typical
3D printed materials, as acrylonitrile-butadienestyrene (ABS) copolymers or polyamides, PLA is
a bio-based and biodegradable aliphatic polyester
that can be melted at lower temperature with little
awful smell and setting the platform at room
temperature. However, PLA is a rather brittle
material, with extremely low elongation at break,
which has limited its applications. Thus, it is
necessary to develop new ductile biomaterials for
different applications requirements.

Experimental
PBS and PBSA (20% wt butylene adipate) were
provided by Natureplast, France. The glycerol
used was 99% pure (Sigma-Aldrich). The potato
flour was Meritena 400 (Tereos Syral) and the
calcium carbonate was Omyalite from Omya.
PBSA copolymer was used without pre-treatment.
All mixtures were prepared at 10 and 20% wt in a
Haake Minilab II twin screw mini-extruder (Thermo
Fisher), at 160ºC.

Among the polyesters, poly (butyl succinate)
(PBS) exhibits promising characteristics. Its
excellent processability, thermal stability and
ductility make it an excellent candidate. PBS is a
biodegradable thermoplastic polyester with
properties similar to polypropylene (PP) and lowdensity polyethylene (LDPE). However, it has
been shown that printed parts present a poor
dimensional stability parts caused by the volume
shrinkage or warping during cooling probably due
to the crystallization1-3.

The melting and crystallisation temperatures, Tm
and Tc, were determined by Differential Scanning
Calorimetry (DSC) at a heating rate of 20ºC/min. A
Rheological properties were determined using a
strain-controlled ARES rotational rheometer (TA
Instruments), with a parallel plate geometry.
Viscoelastic functions such as elastic modulus, G’,
viscous modulus, G’’, and complex viscosity, η*,
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increase in Tc. The viscoelastic functions at 160ºC
of all the samples follow a G’’>G’ behaviour, with
values of G’< 3 105 Pa4, so it is expected a good
printability above 160 °C.

were measured in the linear viscoelastic regime at
different temperatures.
Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the DSC cooling scans of PBS,
PBSA and 10% wt compounds. As can be seen,
PBS crystallizes at 70°C in a relatively wide range
of temperatures. The addition fillers leads to an
increase in the crystallisation temperature of PBS,
as expected owing to their usual nucleating effect.
The addition of glycerol, however, also increases
the Tc of the blend. This was an unexpected
behaviour, since as a plasticiser a reduction of the
crystallisation capacity was expected. On the
other hand, PBSA shows a crystallisation
exotherm below 10 ºC, so it is assumed that it
remains in an amorphous state after cooling during
printing.

Figure 2 shows photographs of the pieces printed
at 180ºC, with a nozzle diameter of 0.8 mm. The
bed temperature was maintained at 80 ºC and the
printing rate was 10 mm/s.

Figure 2. Images of the printed pieces at 180ºC, bed
temperature 80ºC, and printing rate of 10 mm/s.

PBS
Tc= 70ºC

Heat Flow Endo Up (mW)

PBS/10% wt flour

As can be seen, empty PBS has a noticeable
warping, but less than that achieved at bed
temperatures of 25-35°C (ref). No warping effects
are visible in PBSA copolymer and PBS/flour
compound, PBS/glycerol and PBS/CaCO3
compounds do present a volume shrinkage.
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Figure 1. DSC cooling scans corresponding to: () PBS,
() PBS/10% wt flour; () PBS/10% wt CaCO3; ()
PBS/10% wt glycerol and () PBSA.
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These results lead to think that the bed
temperature will be a decisive factor during the
printing of any of PBS compounds. That is, it will
be necessary to increase the bed temperature to
values close to those of crystallisation if warping is
to be avoided.
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Nanocomposite hydrogels
In a solution of 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (1.0
mol/L) and ammonium persulfate (0.1 wt.%) the
TiO2 nanoparticles were dispersed at a
concentration of 0.1 wt.% and then stabilized with
poly(ethylene glycol) or Pluronic of different molar
mass and concentrations. The dispersions were
homogenized for 10 min at 15,000 rpm. The
dispersions were then transferred into Eppendorf
tubes followed by the addition of the co-initiator
N,N,N’,N’-tetramethyl ethylenediamine before
being allowed to polymerize for 2 h at 40 ºC. For
comparison purposes, two types of control
hydrogels were prepared following the same
procedure described above. One control hydrogel
contained uncoated TiO2 nanoparticles and the
other control had the same content of
PEG/Pluronic but without the addition of
nanoparticles.

Introduction
Several factors govern the improvement in the
mechanical, thermal, and conductive properties,
etc., when a nanoscale filler is incorporated into a
polymer matrix. These factors include the
concentration, size of the filling, distribution, etc. In
this research, we present how to improve the
distribution of nanoparticles (TiO2) and modify the
viscoelastic properties using nanoparticles
stabilized with polymers of different molar masses.
To this end, we investigated the effects that
nanofillers coated with polyethylene glycol (PEG)
and Pluronics (L35 and F68) of variable molar
mass have on the properties of physical hydrogels
made from poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate)
(PHEMA). Additionally, the nanoparticles were
labelled with fluorescein isothiocyante (FITC) to
assess their distribution using confocal
fluorescence microscopy.

Results and Discussion

Experimental

The stabilization of the nanoparticles was studied
by turbidimetry (see Figure 1). This technique
measures the transmittance of nanoparticle
dispersion; thus, a high transmittance is
associated with fewer particles in the illumination
path (lower stabilization) with concomitant large
sedimentation. The analysis was performed just
before the polymerization process started, that is,
in a dispersion of nanoparticles containing
stabilizer, monomer and initiator. No significant
difference in the stability of the nanoparticles was
observed for the two copolymers; as the
concentration of increases, the transmittance
decreases significantly. This decrease can be
attributed to the action of the copolymers in

Nanoparticle functionalization and labelling
The procedure for the functionalization and
labelling of TiO2 with FITC was previously
described by our group[1]. Briefly, nanoparticles
were dispersed in toluene and 3aminopropyltrimetoxisilane and then refluxed for
48 h at 90 °C under constant stirring. The
functionalized nanoparticles were separated and
then added into 8 mL of solution of 16 µmol/L FITC
in DMSO at 9.0. The dispersion was kept under
constant agitation at 150 rpm for 24 h at room
temperature. Finally, the TiO2-FITC were dried in
an oven at 60 °C for 48 h.
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mass and concentration of the added PEG
increased. The changes in softness were apparent
due to the diminished complex modulus, zeroshear viscosity, critical shear-rate and greater
creep. All this evidence leads us to conclude that
the PEG coating obstructs the effective
interactions between the matrix and the
nanoparticles, preventing reinforcement, probably
due to an unfavourable wetting between PEG and
PHEMA chains [3].
While the hydrogels stabilized with Pluronic L35
did not present significant changes, the most
significant rheological effects were observed for
the hydrogels prepared with Pluronic F68–
stabilized nanoparticles. These hydrogels
exhibited a diminution in the shear complex
modulus, viscosity, and critical shear rate to give
rise to the shear thinning region, which was
attributed to the differences in the molar masses
of the stabilizers and favoured slipping of polymer
chains because of unfavourable wetting with the
stabilizer coating.

stabilizing the nanoparticles. With these results, it
is expected that by the time the gel point is
reached, the nanoparticles will be occluded in the
polymer chains, achieving a better distribution
compared with the nanoparticles without
stabilizers.

Figure 1. Characterization of coated nanoparticles a)
dynamic light scattering analysis of TiO2 nanoparticles
stabilized with PEG of different molecular weights (6, 20, 35
kDa) and concentration and b) turbidimetry analysis.

Two-dimensional confocal fluorescence images of
hydrogels with stabilized and non-stabilized
fluorescent nanoparticles are shown in Figure 2.
Visual inspection revealed that the hydrogels
prepared with stabilized nanoparticles have a
more homogeneous distribution of the filler
compared with the control hydrogel. Additionally, it
was quantitatively demonstrated that Pluronics
stabilizers led to a more homogeneous distribution
of the nanoparticles [2].
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Figure 2. Three-dimensional distribution analysis of
stabilized hydrogels (upper panel) (0.1 wt% TiO2-FITC, 0.5
wt% stabilizer). Reconstruction of the z-stack of 22 planes
taken every 2 μm (image size: 707 × 707 μm, thickness =
49 μm). Orthogonal analysis with the cursor located at the
centre of the XY and Z planes (lower panel).

Regarding the viscoelastic properties of the
hydrogels, in general, the nanocomposite
hydrogels synthesized coated nanoparticles
exhibited reduced shear modulus, greater creep,
and more accentuated shear thinning behaviour.
The coated nanoparticles increased the softness
of the nanocomposite hydrogels as the molar
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Experimental

Introduction

Hydrogels formulations containing commercial
polymer Eudragit L100-55, polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA), polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), polyethylene
glycol (PEG) and glycerol were obtained by
solvent casting technique. A uniform film of
approximately 1 mm thickness was obtained. The
standard rheological characterization was
performed to determine the basic viscoelastic
behaviour in the linear viscoelastic regime. Small
amplitude oscillatory shear measurements were
carried out in an ARG2 rheometer (TA Instrument)
using parallel plate geometry. Bending and
compression test were performed in a Tritec 2000
DMA analyser to evaluate thermal transitions. In
addition, the adhesion properties were determined
using an ARES Rheometer (TA Instrument) where
tack measurements were designed to study the
adhesion between hydrogel film and eye
conjunctive extracted form porcine eye. In parallel,
more systematic studies were also carried out to
analyze the effect of a wet environment during a
period of one to five days. The equilibration and
properties of the gel and in particular its
consequences on adhesive response were
analysed

The development of ophthalmic drug delivery
systems poses a real challenge due to the unique
anatomy and complexity of the eye. Non-invasive
systems must be able to sustain drug release and
remain in contact for a long time with corneal
tissue, along with easy, non-irritating, and
comfortable use [1]. Formulations for topical
application in the form of solutions, suspensions
and ointments are effective by administration of
very high drug concentrations and constitutes 90%
of the current market. However, new strategies,
such as bioadhesive hydrogel approaches, offer
the promise of significant benefits based on the
high biocompatibility, bioinductivity and adequate
biodegradation that enhances the prolonged
release of the drug [2]. Mechanical properties,
proper rheological behavior and adhesion are of
crucial importance for the optimization of these
systems. In fact, hydrogels are complex
hydrophilic polymer networks that contain a large
amount of water, which results in complex
viscoelastic behaviour. This influences the
strength, elasticity and adhesion of the hydrogel,
as well as the release of the charged drugs from
the hydrophilic matrix [3]. In this work we explore
the potential use of hydrogels films as therapeutic
ophthalmological formulations, focusing on the
mechanical, viscoelastic and adhesion properties
measured in environmental conditions close to the
particular physiology of the eye

Results and Discussion
The purpose of the present study is to evaluate
and design an adequate method for the evaluation
of hydrogels formulations for ophthalmological
use. The characterization includes the analysis of
the evolution of the viscoelastic behaviour and the
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hydrogel film–conjuctive adherence in a wet
environment. As a general trend, swelling of the
hydrogel results in a decrease of the shear moduli
and a moderate improvement of the adherence.
Figure 1(a) show the evolution of the elastic
modulus, G’, and loss modulus G’’ as a function of
frequency measured at T=37ºC for an investigated
hydrogel formulation. The effect of humidity for a
period of 3 days does not alter qualitatively the gel
response, since the behaviour continues to be
defined by G’>G’’. But the stiffness of the gel, G’,
decreases considerably, so the material becomes
softer and more appropriate for its
ophthalmological use.

Regarding adherence tack results, a clear
transition is observed. The hydrogel non submitted
to humidity is characterized by a response typical
of a non tacky elastic solid, whereas the hydrogel
exposed to humidity shows a viscoelastic
response which promotes tackiness. As can be
seen in Figure 1b, contact time is found to be a key
parameter to increase the energy of adhesion
(area below the curve).
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(a)

(b)
Figure 1. a) Viscoelastic behaviour obtained at
T=37ºC. G’ is the elastic modulus (filled
symbols) and G’’ is the loss modulus (empty
symbols) b) Tack response measured at
T=37ºC. Following the convection used for soft
adhesives, F is the force needed to apply to
completely detach the hydrogel from the
conjunctive tissue. (Black symbols correspond to
a hydrogel without humidity treatment, and blue
symbols correspond to the hydrogel exposed to
humidity during 3 days).
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Fig. 1). The real and imaginary part of the complex
Poisson's ratio was inferred in terms of the shear
and extensional response through the equations
derived
by
Tschoegl
et
al.
[1].

Introduction
Exact knowledge of a material’s mechanical
properties like the mechanical moduli or Poisson’s
ratio is crucial for predicting real-world
performance. Poisson’s ratio is often represented
as a constant material property, despite evidence
for temperature and time/frequency dependencies
in the case of viscoelastic materials [1]. By
combining a linear and a rotational measuring
drive in a rheometer, we are able to indirectly
obtain the complex Poisson’s ratio and its
dependency on frequency and temperature. This
is achieved by consecutively measuring a
frequency sweep of the complex shear modulus
G*( ) and the complex Young’s modulus E*( ) of
a single sample at multiple constant temperatures.

Figure 1: Illustration of the measurement protocol. A
torsional shear measurement is directly followed by a
linear tension measurement at constant temperature.
This is repeated for multiple temperatures.

Experimental
We experimentally measured the complex
Poisson's ratio of five different polymers using a
combined torsional-axial rheometer. Two
amorphous polymers, polycarbonate (PC) and
polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), a thermoplastic
polyurethane (TPU), a blend of PC and
acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS), and a
thermoset (epoxy-resin) were considered in this
contribution. At each temperature, we performed a
frequency sweep between 0.1 Hz and 30 Hz in
torsional shear directly followed by the same
frequency sweep in linear tension with strain
values within the linear viscoelastic range. The
measurements were conducted from low to high
temperatures, and the range was set individually
to include the α-relaxation of all samples (see

Results and Discussion
An example of the results obtained is shown in
Figure 2 for PC at three different frequencies.
Interestingly, a non-monotonic increase of the
complex Poisson's ratio with temperature was
observed. A local minimum was observed at
temperatures close to the α-relaxation. This nonmonotonic growth of the complex Poisson's ratio
for PC is in good agreement with theoretical
predictions presented by Grassia et al. [2]. A
similar non-motonic trend was observed for
PMMA. For all other samples, a monotonic
increase in the complex Poisson's ratio was
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observed up to values around 0.5 when
approaching the α-relaxation with increasing
temperature.
The Poisson ratios obtained for PMMA, PC and
PC/ABS blend were found to be in very good
agreement with literature data from direct methods
[3]. Besides, data extrapolated from time-

temperature superposition (master curve) showed
good agreement in frequency dependency with
recent results for PMMA obtained using straingauge rosettes in the kHz regime [4].

Figure 2: Measurement data obtained for PC, showing the complex shear modulus (red curve: darker shade equals
higher frequency) and complex Young's modulus (blue dotted curve: darker shade equals higher frequency) along
with the complex Poisson's ratio (green dots) for three distinct frequencies.

4. Katzmann, J., Musialak, J., & Steeb, H. (2019).
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hydroxide,
bisphenol
AF
and
Benzyltriphenylphosphonium chloride (BTPPC)
were supplied by Merck (USA). The graphitic
materials, natural graphite (+50 mesh particle
size), graphene nanoplatelets (GN) with particle
size of 5 µm and 15 µm were supplied by Sigma
Aldrich (USA).
Sample preparation
FKM elastomer, crosslinking agents and fillers
were mixed in a two-roll mill (Dongguan Zhongli
Instrument Technology Co. Ltd., China), the
composition is shown in table 1.

Introduction
Fluoroelastomers based on vinyldifluoride and
hexafluoropropylene (Figure 1), designed as FKM
by the American Society for Testing and Materials
(ASTM) have outstanding properties such as wide
service temperature range, excellent mechanical,
and thermal properties [1].

Table 1. composition of FKM compounds.

Figure 1. Structure of FKM elastomer.

Compound
FKM elastomer
MgO
Ca(OH)2
Bisphenol AF
BTPPC
Filler*

On the other hand, it is known that the use of
graphene materials, such as graphene
nanoplatelets, as filler, results in enhancement of
the mechanical, thermal, and electrical properties
of elastomers [2]. Nevertheless, these
enhancements depend on the structure, number
of stacked layers, defect density, etc. of the
graphene materials.
Besides, the addition of different graphene
nanoplatelets can influence the kinetic of the
crosslinking process. In this regard, this work
reports the preparation and the influence on the
crosslinking process of FKM compounds filled with
different graphitic materials, namely, graphite,
graphene nanoplatelets with particle size of 5 µm
and 15 µm.
Experimental
Materials
FKM elastomer was supplied by Frechem (China),
the curing agent magnesium oxide, calcium

Part
100
3.00
6.00
2.00
0.550
10.0

*Filler corresponds to graphite, GN 5 µm or GN 15 µm.
Additionally, a control sample was prepared without filler
content and designed as FKM.

The crosslinking process of the different
compounds were carried out in a lab press
machine (Dongguan Zhongli Instrument
Technology Co. Ltda., China) at 175ºC for 10
minutes and the postcuring process was carried
out in a Memmert® oven (Germany) at 200°C
during 24 to attain the maximum physical
properties.
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Characterization
The curing curves of FKM compounds were
determined by using a moving die rheometer
(Dongguan Zhongli Technology Instrument Co
Ltda, China). The mechanical properties were
determined using a Instron 2204 (Germany) and
the electrical conductivity using an Alpha
Novocontrol Dielectric Thermal Analyzer
(Germany).

likely, the filler particles hinder the motion of the
backbone or the curing agents.
Further characterization of these nanocomposites
is being carried out.
Acknowledgements
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Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the curing curves of the different
FKM compounds. Not only changes in the
maximum torque (MH) and t90 is observed, but also
the influence of the filler size on the enhancement
of these properties is observed. The filler with
smaller size (5 µm) resulted in achieving the higher
value of MH, while the filler with larger particle size
(15 µm) produces a less effect over the MH.
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Figure 2. curing curves of FKM elastomer (black), FKM
graphite (green), FKM GN 15 µm (blue), FKM GN 5 µm
(red).

This is more evident in the curing parameter
displayed in table 2. The MH is enhanced ca. 61 %
compared with unfilled FKM.
Table 2. Curing parameters of FKM compounds.

Sample

ML
(Nm)
FKM
0.227
FKM Graphite 0.227
FKM GN 15 um 0.253
FKM GN 5um
0.287

MH
(Nm)
1.049
1.376
1.434
1.694

ts2
(min)
1.13
2.02
2.10
2.10

t90
(min)
3.02
6.06
6.32
6.50

However, the increase of the t90 values suggests
that the fillers interfere with the curing kinetic,
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were purchased from Graphenea. Isopropyl
alcohol (iPA) was purchased from Scharlab. All
products were used as received.
Fabrication of nanocomposites via SLA.
Nanocomposite precursors were prepared by
mixing the photosensitive resin with different GNP
or GO contents (0.1 –5.0 wt%) under high shear
mixing for at least 15 min. Precursors were then
degassed and poured onto a UV-transparent tank.
Samples were 3D-printed in a Stereolithography
printer Form 1+ (Formlabs) using a 405 nm laser.
Layer height was ranged from 100 to 200 µm and
different structures and specimens were printed.
Samples were detached and were washed with
iPA for at least 15 min. Post-processing of the
samples was performed for 60 min in a UVchamber (FormCure, Formlabs) previously heated
at 60 ºC. Illustrative examples of complex objects
is presented in Figure 1.
Material characterization. Tensile testing of
samples was performed in a universal testing
machine (Shimadzu) at a constant speed of 1
mm/min according to ISO 527-2. At least 5
specimens for each composition were tested.

Introduction
The development of new materials that can be
manufactured in complex geometries with
controlled mechanical properties is a current
challenge for the scientific community. Additive
manufacturing (also known as 3D printing)
technologies have contributed significantly to
design and fabricate objects that fulfill these
requirements. Different structures can be created
on demand by simply using a computer assisted
design (CAD) software. Among the different AM
techniques, stereolithography (SLA) allows the
fabrication of objects from a photocurable liquid
resin precursor that solidifies when a laser with a
defined wavelength is focused during a small
amount of time [1].
In order to enhance their mechanical or functional
properties, SLA resins precursors can be loaded
with different (nano)additives. Thus, we present in
this communication a series of 3D printable
nanocomposites containing either graphene
nanoplates (GNP) or graphene oxide (GO). We
study their mechanical properties and correlate
them with the microstructure of the material.
Finally, some proof of concept applications in
different industrial sectors are listed.

Results and Discussion
CAD files were loaded into the SLA software and
different objects were printed using the
nanocomposite precursors containing either 0.5 –
5.0 wt% GNP or GO. It was observed that the
nanocomposites could be successfully printed for
concentrations up to 2.5 wt%. Precursors
containing 3.0-5.0 wt% GNP or GO led to highly
irregular objects.

Experimental
Materials. Form Clear v2 (photoinitiator and
mixture of acrylic monomers and oligomers) was
purchased from Formlabs. GNP (10 µm x 2 µm x
20 nm) was purchased from Avanzare. GO
nanoplates (41-50 at% O, lateral size < 28 µm)
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In conclusion, graphene-based materials allow to
manufacture polymer composites with enhanced
mechanical properties via SLA. Moreover, GNP
nanocomposites present interesting applications
as electrostatic discharge (ESD) materials. On the
other hand, the functional groups of GO can be
exploited as anchoring points for adhesive
peptides or other biomolecules in the development
of nanocomposite scaffolds for the biomedical
sector.

Figure 1. Example of complex nanocomposite structures
printed via SLA with a) 0.5 wt% GNP and b) 0.5 wt% GO.

a)

Tensile testing specimens were successfully
printed using layer heights of 100 and 200 µm.
Figure 2 shows the tensile behavior of the
nanocomposites printed with a layer height of 200
µm. Nanocomposites containing 0.5 wt% GNP
present enhanced stiffness and strength, although
the material becomes more brittle (Figure 2a). This
behavior is expected, since GNP is an inorganic
filler that does not possess good compatibility with
the polymeric matrix. However, it must be noted
that a post-processing is mandatory to obtain
enhanced mechanical properties because GNP is
able to scatter partially the SLA laser, decreasing
the degree of cure of the nanocomposite. This was
studied by Raman spectroscopy and DSC (data
not shown) [2]. 0.5 wt% GO nanocomposites
(Figure 2b), present increased tensile strength
without any loss in ductility. This seems to indicate
that nanocomposites with 0.5 wt% GNP or GO is
enough to enhance the mechanical properties of
the resin. SEM and TEM analyses were done to
gain further insight of the contribution of GO in the
fracture mechanism (data not shown), evidencing
that they play a key role in the fracture mechanism.
Unlike GNP, GO possess polar groups that are
able to interact via hydrogen bonding with the
acrylic matrix, allowing in our case to increase not
only the stiffness and strength of the material but
also the ductility [3]. This cannot be achieved when
using unmodified GNP or other inorganic fillers,
due to the lack of compatibility between filler and
matrix. When additive content is increased above
1.0 wt%, the mechanical properties tend to
decrease both for GNP and GO. This
concentration is probably too high, and decreases
the degree of cure of the resin leading to worsened
mechanical properties. The trend continues
towards lower values for 2.5 wt% GO nanocomposites.
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Figure 2 Representative tensile testing curves of
nanocomposites containing 0-2.5 wt% a) GNP and b) GO.
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Results and Discussion

Introduction
3D printing of continuous fibre reinforced
composites (CFRC) based on fused filament
fabrication (FFF) has a great potential for
reproducing robust and complex geometries,
generating little waste. A commercial 3D printer of
CCFRC has been recently developed
[1]. However, 3D printed CCFRC present
relatively poor interlaminar bonding and high void
content in comparison to traditional composites. A
compactation stage minimises the void content
and improve interlaminar properties [2]. This work
analyses the effects of different temperatures on
the thermo-mechanical properties on CFRC of
carbon fibre, glass fibre and hybrid laminates.

An amorphous Nylon matrix (PA) was identified in
the carbon fibre filament in contrast with the
semicrystalline neat Nylon (PA6). Figure 1 shows
DMA curves from −100 °C to 180 °C. Three
distinct regions are distinguished, reflected as
peaks on the tanα curves (Fig.1 bottom) and as
downward steps in the storage modulus curves
(Fig. 1 top), corresponding to: (i) β -relaxations
probably for both polyamides, semicrystalline and
amorphous (indicated in Fig.1 as β PA6 and β PA),
(ii) α and α’-relaxation for PA6 (α PA6 and α’PA6)
and (iii) α -relaxation for amorphous PA (α PA), in
order of increasing temperature. The
remarkable α-relaxation for amorphous PA on the
tan α curves, determines the glass transition (Tg)
of the unidirectional CCFRC coupons.
The Tg varies from 109 °C to 131 °C with
increasing post-processing temperature. It is well
known that the position of α-relaxation is highly
influenced by the absorbed water in polyamides.
Therefore, the drastic increase in Tg can be
hypothetically ascribed to a drying effect during the
post-processing, which reduces the plasticisation
of the treated parts. The storage modulus
systematically increases with post-processing
temperature, excluding the coupon treated at
210 °C. The storage moduli at room temperature
for the post-processed sample at 170 °C is 42%
higher than the UT sample. This behaviour also
supports the hypothesis of the occurrence of a
drying effect during the post-processing. From
DMA results is derived the hypothesis that the
higher is post-processing temperature, the lower is

Experimental
The specimens analysed in this study were
fabricated using a commercial FFF 3D printer of
CCFRC (Markforged, model: MarkTwo). Postprocessing temperatures were determined from
thermal characterisation of printable materials
(PA6 and CCF/PA) which was performed using a
differential scanning calorimeter (DSC, model
Q200, TA Instruments) up to 300 °C with a heating
rate of 10 °C/min. Unidirectional CCFRC with
dimensions 105 mm × 28 mm × 2.5 mm was
printed for each treatment condition and postprocessed in the hot plates (Fortine PressesR®)
at 70ºC, 130ºC, 150ºC, 170ºC and 210ºC during
15 min (heating speed of 10 °C/min) applying 1
MPa.
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this water evaporation peak at lower temperatures
and increases progressively from 54 °C for UT
sample to 103 °C for treated at 210 °C. Therefore,
the drying effect during post-processing is also
confirmed by DSC, reducing the plastification of
water and increasing Tg.

the water absorbed by the matrix of CCFRC,
leading the increase of Tg values and contributing
to the general enhancement of mechanical
properties of printed CCFRC coupons. May be this
is due to the plasticiser effect of the absorbed
water on the polyamide which facilitates the
printability of these CCFRC. The systematical shift
of α -relaxation towards higher temperatures
suggests there should be a relation between the
quantity of absorbed water and the postprocessing temperature.

Figure 2: TGA curves of unidirectional CCFRC coupons
untreated (UT) and treated at 70 °C, at 150 °C, at 170 °C
and at 210 °C.

As shown in Figure 3 hybrid specimens present
better thermo-consolidation at lowertemperatures
than GF, due to the nature of the two matrix. At
150ºC PA (matrix of CF) of flows but PA6 (matrix
of GF) is still rigid.
Figure 1: Storage modulus and tanα curves for unidirectional
CCFRC coupons post-processed at 70 °C, at 150 °C, at
170 °C and at 210 °C.

This point is examined by the TGA and DSC
experiments. Figure 2 shows the TGA curves of
the CCFRC coupons untreated (UT) and treated
at 70 °C, at 130 °C, at 150 °C, at 170 °C and at
210 °C. The inset graph of Fig. 2 reveals the
weight loss in the temperature range associated to
the water evaporation since UT sample to postprocessed at 210 °C. The reduction of weight loss
from 2.3% to practically 0% for samples treated at
170 °C and 210 °C, corroborates the drying
effects, reducing the plasticiser effect of water and
consequently, the increase of the Tg discussed
above. The effect of the water content in the
printed CCFRC coupons untreated (UT) and
postprocessed is also observed in DSC
thermograms. The samples UT and treated at low
temperatures (130 °C and 150 °C) show an
endothermic peak between 100 °C and 150 °C
due to water evaporation. The Tg is overlapped to

Figure 3: Porosity profiles and tomography images
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Stress-relaxing thermosets with easily regulated bond exchange
kinetics
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glycidyl methacrylate, abbreviated as GM (for the
latter).

Introduction
We have carried out stress-relaxation experiments
on poly(acrylate) and poly(thiol-ene) based
thermosets prepared from in-house synthesized
epoxy-acid adducts with acrylate (for the former)
and ene functionalities (for the latter). The adducts
contain disulphide bonds at their center which
allow their cured thermosets to undergo disulphide
metathesis when heated above a certain
temperature [1]. The possibility of concurrent
transesterification, albeit at a significantly lower
rate, between ester and hydroxyl moieties present
in the components is not discarded (See Figure 1)
[2].

O

OH

O
S
O

O
OH

O

O

S
O

O

Figure 2. Disulfide containing adducts DAG (top) and DGM
(bottom).

For the curing of DAG, a trifunctional thiol, tris2-(3mercaptopropionyloxy)ethyl isocyanurate, was
used as curing agent. As control and also to
partially arrest the stress relaxation capability,
1,3,5-triallyl-1,3,5-triazine-2,4,6(1H,3H,5H)-trione
(TATATO), without disulfide bonds, was used as
another allylic component along with DAG. For the
curing of DGM, hydroxyethyl methacrylate
(HEMA) and hydroxyethyl acrylate (HEA) were
used as reactive diluents for optimum thermoset
properties. DGM:HEMA:HEA weight fractions
were 0.5:0.25:0.25. A disulfide-free allylic adduct
was also synthesized using azelaic acid instead of
4,4’-dithiobutyric acid to prepare control samples
(denoted as AzAcGM) for thermosets based on
DGM. Tributyl phosphine (TBP) and 1,5diazabicyclo[4.3.0]non-5-ene (DBN) were used as
metathesis catalysts [3]. Both were at 0.5% (w/w)
on total solids. 2% (w/w) of diphenyl(2,4,6trimethylbenzoyl)phosphine oxide (TPO) was
used as photoinitiator for both thiol-ene and
methacrylate photopolymerization reactions.

cat.
heat
cat.
heat

Figure 1. Disulfide metathesis (top) and transesterification
reactions (bottom).

As a result of any or both of these exchange
reactions, these materials, when strained, can
relax stresses at elevated temperatures, without
compromising their mechanical properties.
Materials
Two adducts were synthesized and named DAG
and DGM, whose molecular structure is given in
Figure 2. They are the prevalent reaction products
of 4,4’-dithiobutyric acid and either allyl glycidyl
ether, abbreviated as AGE (for the former), or

Methods
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The synthesis of epoxy-acid adducts began with
melting of either acid at 100°C, followed by the
addition of the epoxide component (AGE or GM)
and 0.1% (w/w) of triethyl amine as catalyst. It was
necessary to add a radical scavenger, 2,2,6,6Tetramethylpiperidine 1-oxyl, 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl1-piperidinyloxyl (TEMPO) at 0.5% (w/w) for the
DTBA-GM reaction to avoid homopolymerization
of GM. For either adduct, the mixture was held
under agitation for 2h at 100ºC after which it was
left to cool down to ambient temperature. FTIR
spectra confirmed complete epoxy conversion
after 24h. We used DMA for storage modulus and
tan delta measurements and to monitor stress
relaxation (in 3-point bending mode), FTIR to
monitor C=C bond conversion during photocuring
reactions and to monitor epoxy and carboxylic acid
groups during adduct synthesis.

1
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Figure 4. Normalized relaxation modulus at 120°C of
optimized DGM (with DGM:HEMA:HEA weight fractions
0.5:0.25:0.25).

Thiol-ene (based on DAG) thermosets can also
relax stresses efficiently. Kinetics of stress
relaxation can be regulated by their TATATO
content (Figure 5).

Results and Discussion

1

In Figure 3, we present normalized stress
responses of poly(acrylate) (based on DGM)
samples subjected to 1% strain in 3-point bending
configuration at 180°C.
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Figure 5. Normalized stress relaxation response of DAG
based thermosets at 120°C.
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As an application of stress relaxation, cured
samples will be tested for malleability and
reparability. It is also possible to formulate hybrid
systems, such as thiol-ene-epoxy by adding an
epoxide component to our DAG based
formulations. This would facilitate sequential
curing and versatility in processing. Thanks to their
desirable viscosity and fast curing kinetics, the
formulations are potentially suitable for photocurebased 3D printing.

1000

Time (min)
Figure 3. Normalized relaxation modulus in log time.
Experiment was carried out at 180°C.

It is hypothesized that the non-sulphur containing
thermoset (i.e. AzAcDG) relaxes at a significantly
lower rate since the only available relaxation
mechanism to this thermoset is transesterification.
The DGM thermoset fully relaxes in approximately
3h.
For the optimized version of the DGM thermoset
(modified with HEMA and HEA), relaxation was
successfully initiated at 120°C. About 45% of
relaxation was complete by 3h (Figure 4).
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chemically transformed PLA specimens can act as
functional working electrodes.

Introduction
Additive-manufacturing (3D-printing) is a
fabrication procedure based on melting and
solidification widely used for production of
engineering components. Among 3D-printing
technologies, fused deposition modeling (FDM) is
the most common and inexpensive one.1 In
recent years, this technology has been used to
the fabrication of electrochemical sensors
Electrochemical sensors are very useful to make
quantitative assessment of various analytes,
including biomolecules. This devices work under
the influence of oxidation and reduction
processes. The presence of analytes at the
surface of conductive electrode materials causes
changes in the potential and/or current, which is
taken as a function of the analytes concentration.2
The utilization of FDM technology in the fabrication
of electrochemical sensors provides a number of
advantages,3 however, the applicability of 3Dprinting to fabricate electrochemical sensors is
restricted by the availability of conductive
filaments.
In this work we propose a smart and simple
strategy for the preparation of electrochemical
multi-sensors using only thermoplastic PLA, which
is directly transformed into an electroresponsive
material without adding any conductive material.
More specifically, 3D-printed specimens are
chemically modified by introducing them in a
chamber at a low pressure of O2 and applying an
electric discharge to create excited species. Then,

Experimental
PLA ﬁlaments were shaped into a prototype that
can be seen in Figure 1. For this, a 3D printer
equipment was used. Then, this prototype was
introduced into an O2 atmosphere plasma
chamber. All the experiments were carried out with
a 100 W power supply for 2 min and the gas
pressure was changed from 0.4 to 0.6 and 0.8
mbar.

Figure 1. Procedure used to manufacture PLA(#)* sensors:
(a) 3D-printing of PLA prototypes; (b) connection to GCEs;
and (c) application of a power of 100 W during 2 min in a
chamber with a low pressure of O2 (# = 0.4, 0.6 or 0.8
mbar).

The chemically transformed PLA(#)* specimens,
which act as working electrodes, were coupled to
glassy carbon electrodes (GCEs) for connecting to
the electrochemical setup. The performance of the
developed sensors has been evaluated by
considering the individual and simultaneous real
time detection of two common bioanalytes. These
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are dopamine (DA), which is directly detected due
to its high redox activity, and glucose (GL), which
requires the coupling of an enzyme.
Results and Discussion
The chemical transformation of the electrically
inert PLA based prototype into an
electroresponsive material without add any
conductive material was confirmed by
characterization techniques such as XPS, FTIR
and SEM, alongside with an extensive
electrochemical characterization.
The oxidation of DA at PLA(0.8)* sensor was
assessed by cyclic voltammetry (CV) with a very
high accuracy, as is reflected by the linearity of the
curve (i.e. R2= 0.965). On the other hand, the
sensitivity that was derived from the slope of the
calibration curve, is 0.075 µA/(cm2·µM), while the
limit of detection (LOD), is 1.23 µM.
The oxidation of GL is detected due to the catalytic
activity of the PLA(0.8)* towards hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2) generated by the enzymatic
reaction. This process was also very accurate, as
shown in the linear increase of the current density
with the GL concentrations until (R2 = 0.966). The
sensitivity of the GOx-functionalized PLA(0.8)*
sensor is 0.03 µA/(cm2·µM) while the LOD is as
low as 2.88 µM.
The simultaneous detection of DA and GL was
performed by varying the concentration of DA and
GL in the solution from 0.1 to 0.5 mM and from 0.2
to 1.0 mM, respectively. The utilization of two
printed wells, one bare and the other
functionalized with GOx, resulted in two
neighbouring oxidation peaks, one for the
oxidation of DA (0.3 V) and the other for the
oxidation of the enzymatically produced H2O2 (-0.2
V), as can be seen in Figure 2a. Independent
linear calibration plots are displayed in Figure 2b
for DA and GL (R2 = 0.991 and 0.983,
respectively). For DA and GL the sensitivity is 0.5
and 0.1 µA/(cm2·µM), respectively, while the LOD
is 11.8 and 71.9 µM, respectively.

Figure 2. (a) Simultaneous detection of DA and GL in PBS
using the PLA(0.8)* sensor by CV using a potential interval
from –0.90 to 0.90 V and (b) the corresponding calibration
plots Equations
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mechanical reinforcement, lightening
recyclability of thermoplastic polymers.

Introduction
Although polyethylene terephthalate (PET) has
been used for the packaging of beverage bottles
in its clear or transparent form for a long time,
economical and – to all appearances – ecological
considerations have led to the emergence of new
milk bottles or cosmetic flacons made of opaque
PET (containing titanium dioxide nanoparticles) in
the last few years.

and

Experimental
The r-OPET flakes were provided by Suez (a
French-based utility company which operates
largely in waste management) from one of its
waste sorting centre. The rPP was provided by
QCP under the reference EXPP152A.
Before processing and characterization, both
polymers were dried at 80°C overnight.

During its launch, at the beginning of the 2010’s,
the opaque PET was adorned with all virtues: 15
to 20% lighter than the PEHD it was about to
supplement, produce with less water and
electricity, waterproof (offering the ability to
dispense with the addition of an aluminium
operculum). On the downside, however, due to its
high rate of TiO2 (up to 15%), the conventional
waste processing chain was no longer able to
achieve its objectives: the blend of clear and
opaque PET resulting in a material that is no
longer recyclable.

The manufacturing of MFC include 3 steps:
1. Melt blending with extrusion of r-OPET and
rPP which have different melting
temperature. The filament obtained (with a
diameter around 3mm) is directly dived in a
cold bath to freeze OPET droplets.
2. Drawing the filament by a tensile machine
equipped with an oven.
3. A final processing step by compression or
injection moulding in order to give the matrix
its isotropic nature.

Polymer mixtures are considered practical and
economical methods for obtaining new material
with adjusted properties. Nethertheless, polymers
are often immiscible: this is the case with PET and
PP. Immiscibility between polymers is responsible
for poor adhesion between the phases which
results in low mechanical properties. It is common
to use compatibilizer to address this issue. But
another option is to transform the blend into a
microfibrillar composite (MFC).

Rheological measurements (with an ARES
system), SEM observations (after cryofracture)
and tensile tests were, then, carried out.
a

MFCs are an interesting class of composites [1].
They represent a technically and economically
method to jointly resolve the problems of

b

Figure 1. Morphology of the blend (a) after the
manufacture of the compound by twin screw
extruder, (b) after drawing
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Results and Discussion
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To promote the appearance of recycled opaque
PET (r-OPET) fibers within a rPP matrix, an initial
sea island morphology is required (Figure 1.a).
Different ratios were explored with this in mind:
blends with r-OPET contents between 10 and 30%
were introduced. An intermediate rate of 20% of rOPET appeared as the best compromise: beyond
this content, the appearance of a rheological
percolation suggests the initiation of a cocontinuous blend morphology, which is not the
privilege one for the efficiency of the fibrillation
method.
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Figure 2. Complex viscosity as a function of
drawing temperature (at 200°C)
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Processability window
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The manufacture of a MFC is conditioned by the
stretching of the blend previously extruded in order
to orient the droplets into microfibrils (Figure 1.b).
In the case of PET the processability window is
reduced to the interval between the glass
transition temperature (80°C) and the cold
crystallization temperature (120°C). In this area, a
certain deformability is preserved but the
relaxation times are relatively long, allowing to
maintain the morphology obtained after stretching.
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A Cross model with yield stress (Eq. 1 [2], Figure
2) combined with an aspect ratio measurement l/d
of the fibers [3] by SEM led to the conclusion that
a temperature close to the glass transition
temperature was the most favourable to the
generation of the most efficient reinforcements. As
regards the threshold stress, a coefficient of more
than 70 separates both materials (Figure 3).
]

2000

Figure 3. Evolution of the yield stress (Pa)
depending on the stretching temperature (°C)

Three drawing temperatures were studied (80,
100 and 120°C) to assess the temperature for
which the increase in mechanical properties was
the most significant.
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fibrillation, and this effect is attributed to the
cementing capacity of lignin, which makes it
difficult to separate fibrils during fibrillation. On the
other hand, several studies report the opposite,
that lignin favors the fibrillation process due to the
antioxidant capacity of lignin, which stabilizes the
cellulosic mechano-radicals formed during the
mechanical process [2]. Therefore, the aim of this
work is to understand the role of lignin in the
morphological, electrical, and rheological
characteristics of LCNF suspensions in dilute
regions.

Introduction
Lignocellulose nanofibrils (LCNFs) are elongated
and semi-flexible nano-objects produced by
mechanical fibrillation in an aqueous medium from
lignocellulosic biomass [1].
The main constituents of LCNFs are cellulose,
hemicellulose, and lignin. These components are
strongly entangled and chemically bonded by noncovalent forces (hydrogen bonds) between
cellulose and lignin and between cellulose and
hemicellulose, as well as by covalent bonds
between hemicellulose and lignin.
The multitude of mechanical processes and/or
pretreatments in the production of LCNF
suspensions, along with the origin of the raw
material, produce different characteristics
regarding their morphology, rheology, surface,
and electrical properties.
The mechanical fibrillation produces a
nonhomogeneous material, that contains fibers,
fiber fragments, fines, and fibrils. In addition, it
changes the composition of nanofibrils, forming
lignin nanoparticles that are released into the
solvent and they can be deposited between the
fibrils, modifying the flow characteristics of the
material.
The production of LCNFs has attracted attention
due to the benefits it presents: high yield and low
production cost, and low environmental impact. In
addition, lignin can be used to adjust the polarity
and hydrophilicity of nanocellulose.
In the literature, there are several studies that
report that a higher amount of lignin hinders

Experimental
The raw materials to produce LCNF suspensions
were Pinus Radiata pulps with different content of
lignin. Table 1 shows the chemical composition of
each LCNF.
Table 1. Chemical composition of the different LCNFs.

LCNF

Chemical characterization (%)

LCNF-1

Cellulose
Hemicellulose
Lignin
Cellulose
Hemicellulose
Lignin
Cellulose
Hemicellulose
Lignin

LCNF-2

LCNF-3

50.3
22.2
27.5
55.6
25.3
19.1
59.3
31.1
9.6

Results and Discussion
Regardless of the lignin content, the mechanical
fibrillation process by homogenization favors the
longitudinal deconstruction of the fibers over the
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movement of the macromolecules, the Tg
decreases, the relaxation time of the process
shortens, and the relevant loss peak is located at
higher frequencies.

transversal deconstruction, generating fibrils with
a high aspect ratio (length/width), Table 2. The
average length of all the samples of LCNFs were
statistically equal (6.2±0.1 µm). This indicates that
a lower lignin content in the fibers produces LCNF
with a higher nano-fibrillar yield.
Despite the severe mechanical process applied to
the fibers, and their high content of lignin, the mass
content of lignin nanoparticles in suspension was
less than 1.3% of the total lignin.
One of the relevant transport properties in the
characterization of nanofibrils is intrinsic viscosity.
The intrinsic viscosity of LCNF suspensions
increases as the lignin content decreased (Table
2). This is because although each nanofibril
generates a lower resistance to flow, the increase
in the nanofibrillar population per unit of mass
produces a higher resistance to flow. In addition,
the flexibility of the fibrils decreases with the
increase in lignin content, due to its cementing
capacity, which would generate an increased flow
resistance.

Figure 1. tan(δ) as a function of temperature at 1 Hz for
different samples of LCNFs form DETA.

Some of the isophase transition are glass or α
relaxation transitions caused by a development of
segmental mobility, and secondary or β and γ
relaxation transitions, which relate to the change
of mobility of some units or groups in an
amorphous phase. Different isophasic transition
temperatures have been identified for LCNFs
(Figure 1): (1) caused by the occurrence of
segmental mobility in medium packed amorphous
clusters of cellulose; (2) to the mobility of lignin (α);
and (3) to the mobility of the small segments of the
loosely packed amorphous groups, which are
likely to be found on the outer surface of the
nanofibrils, that is, side groups of cellulose (-OH
and -CH2OH) and the -OH groups of lignin (γ).

Table 2. Morphological and rheological characteristics, and
Tg of different LCNF
LCNF

Aspect
ratio

Intrinsic
Flexibility
Tg(b)
viscosity parameter
(a)
(ml/g)
LCNF-1
119
281
0.46
98.3±0.2
LCNF-2
203
687
0.41
92.0±1.0
LCNF-3
354
1799
0.38
87.2±0.9
(a)Wormlike chain model [1]
(b)Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis

Lignin is an amorphous polymer with covalent and
hydrogen bonds, whose glass transition
temperature (Tg) is generally observed in a
temperature range between 90 and 190°C [3].
When lignin coexists with wood polysaccharides,
the free translational and rotational movement of
lignin is limited due to intermolecular bonding
between lignin, cellulose, and hemicellulose.
However, in LCNFs, lignin is mainly found on the
surface of the fibrils, so its limitation is reduced.
From Figure 1 and Table 2 we can see that the
partial removal of lignin for the different samples
generates a change in the interactions between
the constituents of the LCNFs, reflected in a
decrease in temperature in the relaxation position
and Tg. As the interactions between the
constituents become repulsive, by facilitating the
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characterizes its chemical structure, the
rheological properties were measured in TA
rheometer AR 2000, the rheological properties
were tuned to obtain a ink that was printed with
high fidelity in a 3D printer (BioX, cellink inc.).

Introduction
Vitreous humor (VH), the fluid inside the ocular
globe eye, is a gel-like avascular tissue consisting
mainly of collagen type II and type IX, there are
also hyaluronic acid, chondroitin and other
glycosaminoglycans as well non-structural
proteins and vitamins. Recently, the potential use
of equine VH with the aim to be applied for
cartilage regeneration has been shown [1]. On the
other hand, 3D bioprinting is a revolutionary
technique under intensive research for biomedical
applications. However, one of the main obstacles
is to find appropriate bioinks for this process, they
must have excellent rheology properties for a good
printability and high fidelity, additionally, for
biomedical applications they should have the
intrinsic properties related to the biocompatible of
them. VH don´t have by itself the appropriate
rheological properties to be used as ink neither the
mechanical properties in order to be useful as
scaffold or construct. Therefore, in order to take
advance of the VH properties, it is necessary to
search materials for make blends or composites
with it to overcome its rheological and mechanical
properties weakness. Sodium Alginate (SA), a
natural polysaccharide, has been widely used as
the base material in bio-printing, owing to its
biocompatibility,
biodegradability,
and
viscoelasticity. SA can provide high extrusion
capacity, fast and irreversible crosslinking which it
gives the fidelity and printability required in 3D
printing [2]. In this work the details of the
preparation of SA/VH blend will be presented, the
Infrared and Raman spectroscopy was used to
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Rotational molding of composite materials made of recycled
polyethylene and wood particles: A preliminary study for
making double-wall wood-plastic composite materials.
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spruceanum). Considering its initial condition,
wood particles were sieved in 4 groups according
to size: (i) M3: from 1000 µm to 2000 µm,
(ii) M4: from 500 µm to 1000 µm, (iii) M5: from
297 µm to 500 µm, (iv) M6: less than 297 µm.

Introduction
Rotational molding is a process for manufacturing
hollow products from plastic powder or viscous
liquid. In the last years, there is an increasing
interest for the use of natural fibers to make
composite materials by rotational molding [1].
This fact is due to the characteristics that natural
fibers have as alternative and ecologic
reinforcements. Natural fibers are characterized
by having low density and high specific strength
and modulus. Also, they are low cost nonabrasive
fibers that are biodegradables and highly
available [2]. However, these hydrophilic fibers
are incompatible with hydrophobic polymers,
limiting considerably their use as reinforcement of
composite materials [3]. The poor adhesion
between matrix and reinforcement, caused by the
lack of compatibility, puts a limit on load transfer
capacity and it is responsible for low mechanical
properties. Despite of this fact, it has been proved
it is possible to use wood particles in the
rotational molding process. In this perspective,
the main objective of this work is to study how
rotational molding parameters influence on the
sintering process of wood-plastic composite
materials. The results of this study will be
determinant for making double-wall composite
materials.

Recycled high density polyethylene (HDPER)
HDPER came from unused bottle caps that were
manufactured by injection molding of virgin HDPE
(Borealis BorPureTM MB6562). In order to get
HDPER powder, caps were cut and pulverized to
reach a particle size less than 500 µm.
Rotational molding parameters
One possible combination of parameters shown
in that table 1 allows making a composite
material of certain characteristic and properties.
Table 1. Rotational molding parameters

Parameters
Values
Heating time
19, 22, 25, 28 [min]
Oven temperature
280, 300, 320 [°C]
Size of wood particles
M3, M4, M5, M6 [µm]
Quantity of wood particles 0, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 [%]
Speed ratio
4:1
Primary / Secondary speeds
10 RPM / 8 RPM
Cooling method
Forced air
Cooling time
20 min

Experimental procedure
A by-stage experimental procedure was
elaborated in order to make composite materials
using HDPER and wood particles as raw
materials (Fig. 1, 2 and 3). At each stage, it was
studied the effect of a certain rotational molding

Experimental
Capirona wood particles (CWP)
CWP were recovered from furniture factories and
they came from capirona tree (calycophyllum
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25

parameter over mechanical properties of
composite materials, while the other parameters
were kept constant during the molding process.

15%, 320°C, M5-CWP
0%, 320°C

Tensile strength (MPa)

20

Results and Discussion

15

Results from stages 1, 2 and 3 show that, as
quantity of wood particles used in composite
materials increase, the beginning of sintering
process is delayed. Thus, mechanical properties
of a material containing high quantity of wood
particles are less than those of a material
containing low quantity of wood particles, despite
of the fact that the two of them were made under
the same molding conditions. In a similar way, as
size of wood particles decreases, sintering
process develops more efficiently because
mechanical properties improve. Analogously,
when high oven temperatures and long heating
times are used, mechanical properties also
improve too since sintering process develops
better under these conditions.

10
5
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25
Heating time (min)
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Figure 2. Second stage results – Tensile strength
Effect of temperature
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15%, 320°C, M3-CWP
15%, 320°C, M5-CWP
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Figure 3. Third stage results – Tensile strength
Effect of size of CWP

5

It has been demonstrated that there is a very
close correlation among composite material
morphologies, degree of sintering, rotational
molding parameters and mechanical properties.

0
0
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Quantity of CWP (%)
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Figure 1. First stage results – Tensile strength
Effect of quantity of CWP
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Introduction
Photothermal transducing agents able to
transform light into heat gained increased interest
for the application in photothermal therapy (PTT)
of cancer. In particular, particles able to transform
near-infrared (NIR) light with wavelength between
700-950 nm attracted increased attention since
biological tissue shows particularly low
absorbance and scattering of light within this
range. As a result, the penetration depth of NIR
light into tissue is significantly greater than light of
other wavelengths, e.g. light of the UV-visible
range, and can reach up to several centimeters
deep. Taking advantage of this deep penetration,
materials able to transduce NIR light to heat offer
minimally invasive approaches for cancer
treatment. With the use of external laser
irradiation they deliver high thermal energy to the
cancerous tissue, allow adjustable energy dosing,
and precise local control rendering them into
efficient agents for thermal ablation of tumors and
yet minimizing harm to surrounding healthy
tissue. We hereby present a series of multiresponsive nanogels that are able to absorb NIRirradiation, transform it into heat, thereby inducing
release of anticancer agents (Figure 1). Factors
to be considered to achieve optimal therapy
combination (chemo- and photothermal-therapy)
will be discussed in detail.

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of cancer cell ablation by
combination of photothermal and chemotherapeutic
treatments.

Experimental
Thermo- and NIR-responsive nanogels were built
using precipitation polymerization and
(thermo)nanoprecipitation techniques, with high
control on their size by modification of monomer
and surfactant concentrations. Polymers such as
poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM), poly(oligo
ethylene glycol methacrylate) (POEGMA), and
poly(glycidyl methyl ether-co-ethyl glycidyl ether)
(p(GME-co-EGE)) were used as
thermoresponsive building blocks. Dendritic
polyglycerol (dPG), iron oxide nanoparticle, and
anisotropic gold nanoparticles were used as
crosslinkers. Conductive polymers like polyaniline
(PAN), polypyrrole (PPy) and poly(hydroxymethyl
3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PHMeEDOT) were
used as semi-interpenetrating agents. All
nanogels were characterized regarding their
physico-chemical properties (size, surface
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matrix for photothermal transducers and their
application as drug delivery devices in
combination with photothermal therapy and
imaging.

charge, stability, functionality, etc.), their
photothermal conversion efficiency, and their
biological profile (in vitro and in vivo
biocompatibility and efficiency).
Results and Discussion
In the present work, we developed
thermoresponsive nanogels provided with a
series of building blocks able to transduce NIR
light into heat. Conductive polymers [1-3], gold
nanoparticles and iron oxide-based nanoparticles
[4] were combined with smart polymers to build
nanogels that were loaded with anticancer drugs.
We demonstrated to gain controlled over the NIRtriggered release of doxorubicin, methotrexate
(MTX), and diclofenac, what was translated on
increased in vitro therapeutic efficiency.
Conductive nanogels, obtained by semiinterpenetration of PHMeEDOT of dPG-PNIPAM
nanogels, enabled the tracking of the release by
meaning of cyclic voltammetry. Moreover,
nanogels built using iron oxide nanoparticles as
crosslinkers, showed to as well enable magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) and the capture of
circulating tumor cells (CTCs).

Figure 2. Relative tumor growth over time of mice treated
i.t. with MTX loaded and bare PPY/dPG nanogels with and
without exposure to NIR for 5 min. PBS treated mice with
and without NIR exposure and MTX treated mice served as
control.
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Regarding their biological characterization, all
nanogels were very well tolerated in vitro and in
vivo. They also showed to be able to accumulate
in solid tumors upon intravenous injection, but
they showed an accumulation maximum at
different times, according to their size and
flexibility. As example for in vivo efficacy,
nanogels semi-interpenetrated with PPy
significantly inhibited the tumor growth upon
photothermal treatment, whereas non-irradiated
controls did not show any effect on the tumor size
(Figure 2). In good agreement with the results
obtained in vitro, the drug loaded nanogels
slowed down tumor progression in a similar
manner to the free drug demonstrating the ability
of nanogels to deliver MTX. The combination of
PTT and chemotherapeutic action of MTX
resulted in reduced tumor regrowth, even though
that the high efficiency of the PTT alone impede
measurements of significant differences [2].
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Taken together, our results encourage further
exploration of nanogels as functional stabilizing
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receptor positive breast cancer cell line (MCF7)
were labelled with biphenyl-4-thiol (BPT) encoded
gold nanostars (AuNSs@BPT) and seeded within
the scaffolds to recreate a tumour model. We
expect that these 3D printed plasmonic scaffolds
would drive possibilities in advanced 3D
biosensing and bioimaging applications.

Introduction
Three-dimensional (3D) printing is an emerging
approach for the rapid fabrication of scaffolds with
precise control over their macroporous structures
for supported tissue or tumour growth [1]. Despite
significant efforts have been focused on the
development of complex and more realistic 3D
models, there is an urgent need for detection tools
able to precisely monitor cell behaviour within 3D
microenvironments [2]. In this work, we evaluate
the potential of surface-enhanced Raman
scattering (SERS) active 3D-printed scaffolds for
biosensing and bioimaging.
SERS spectroscopy is an ultrasensitive analytical
tool that provides characteristic vibrational
fingerprints of target molecules, which are
amplified by their contact with plasmonic metal
nanoparticles [3,4]. To produce inks with sensing
properties, different polymers have been
combined and incorporated to plasmonic
nanoparticle suspensions, such as gold nanorods
(AuNRs). Basic ink properties such as
biocompatibility, rheological properties and
stability in cell culture media were evaluated.
Using 4-mercaptobenzoic acid (MBA) as a model
Raman-active molecule and adenosine as a
model biomarker, we analysed the 3D SERS
sensing capacity of the scaffolds.
Apart from their sensing ability, these scaffolds
can also support 3D cell cultures of cells labelled
with suitable Raman tags to perform 3D cell
imaging. For that purpose, cells from a hormone

Experimental
Bare and SERS labelled AuNRs and AuNSs were
prepared following well-stablished procedures
[5,6]. AuNRs with a LSPR of 788 nm, 56.5 ± 4.5
nm length and 17.5 ± 3.8 nm width were used for
this work. For the preparation of plasmonic inks,
different mixtures of polymers both of natural
(alginate, ĸ-carrageenan, hyaluronic acid) and
synthetic origin (polyethylene glycol diacrylate,
PEGDA) were dissolved in a solution containing
AuNRs of varying concentration. Scaffolds were
printed using a multi-headed 3D Discovery
bioprinter (RegenHU, Switzerland) [7]. Photocrosslinking was performed in situ when needed
using an incorporated UV-light source. AuNSs
encoded with SERS tags were prepared following
an already reported procedure and used for the
labelling of MCF7 cells [8].
Results and Discussion
For the preparation of SERS active inks, AuNRs
were
synthesized
using
hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) as
surface stabilizing molecule. For this work,
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Biocompatible inks with good rheological
properties for 3D printing were achieved.
Moreover, the SERS efficiency of the scaffolds for
spatially-controlled detection of model molecules
such as MBA or adenosine was demonstrated. For
imaging studies, MCF7 cancer cells labelled with
the appropriate encoded AuNSs allow for the
preparation of 3D cell models supported by the
scaffolds. The as-prepared hybrid scaffolds show
great potential for SERS sensing and imaging
within more complex in vitro 3D cell models

different surface functionalization and nanoparticle
(NP) types were employed to use them either for
sensing (bare nanoparticles) or for imaging (SERS
tag labelling) within the 3D scaffolds. The shape
and size of the NPs were confirmed by TEM. Later,
the NPs were incorporated to the polymer mixture
and used for the 3D printing of the scaffolds or
internalized by MCF7 cells for 3D cell cultures.
Rheological measurements of the inks revealed
the shear-thinning behaviour of all the
compositions. Thixotropy tests were also
conducted simulating the printing conditions to
study the ink recoverability. In this case, the
highest recovery of the viscoelastic properties was
achieved when using 1 mM NP concentration.
Biocompatibility tests were also conducted to
confirm the non-toxicity of the different inks. Once
the inks were fully characterized, 3D printing of
high resolution scaffolds with an interlinear
distance of 250 µm (hydrated state) was
performed. SEM images confirmed the grid like
structure of the scaffolds and swelling
measurements in cell media confirmed their
stability over long periods of time.
Once the scaffolds were characterized, SERS
measurements were conducted for scaffolds
prepared with varying concentrations of AuNRs
using MBA as a model molecule. Regarding the
AuNRs concentration, SERS signal increased with
increasing NP concentration up to a limit (1 mM)
and then decreased due to a loss in transparency.
SERS measurements along the Z axis were also
performed to confirm the ability of the scaffolds for
3D biosensing applications. Scaffolds containing 1
mM AuNRs were chosen for the detection of
adenosine, a relevant cancer biomarker, and the
detection limit resulted to be 10 µm, which lies
within the range of metabolite concentrations
typically observed in biological environments.
Finally, SERS imaging of MCF7 cells encoded with
AuNSs@BPT within the scaffolds was perfomed
confirming the possibility of using this strategy for
3D cell models imaging.
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reproducible manner is microfluidics, since
microreactors
small
dimensions
allow
homogeneous and controlled heating and mixing
[4]. In the last years, polymerization-induced selfassembly (PISA) has emerged as an attractive
one pot methodology to prepare polymeric selfassemblies while synthesizing a block copolymer.
PISA allows obtaining high polymer concentration
dispersions and complicated and hierarchical
morphologies [5].

Introduction
Block copolymers (BCs) are capable of selforganizing at the nanoscale either in bulk or in
solution, which is the origin of several
nanotechnological applications [1]. In regard to
amphiphilic BCs, they are able to self-assemble in
aqueous solutions into different structures,
highlighted among them micelles or vesicles. Their
morphology and size depends on the length of the
blocks,
their
chemical
structure,
the
hydrophobic/hydrophilic balance and the method
of preparation. These nano-objects are more
stable than the ones formed by surfactants and
can be employed in several applications such as
drug delivery. Furthermore, if stimuli responsive
moieties are introduced in these amphiphilic BCs,
for instance units sensitive to temperature, pH or
light, a controlled release of encapsulated
molecules of interest can be achieved [2].

2,6-Diacylaminopyridine (DAP) unit is an adenine
analogue that is able to bind thymine moieties by
molecular recognition through three hydrogen
bonds [6]. Thus, thymine derivatives can be
attached to BCs using supramolecular chemistry
to introduce functionality or supramolecular
crosslinking, which constitutes a more versatile
approach than covalent chemistry. In this work we
report the synthesis of amphiphilic block
copolymers
containing
pendant
2,6diacylaminopyridine units and the study of their
self-assemblies formation by co-solvent method,
microfluidics and under PISA conditions, as well
as the encapsulation of molecular cargoes,
including thymine crosslinkers and Pd
nanosheets, in the polymeric nanoparticles

Polymeric self-assemblies can be prepared by
several methodologies such as nanoprecipitation
by solvent switch or co-solvent methodology, in
which water is gradually added into a watermiscible organic solution of the polymer [3].
However, this method is quite time-consuming.
Therefore, an alternative method for preparing
polymeric nanoparticles in an easy, fast and
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In addition, the introduction of thymine
crosslinkers by supramolecular chemistry has also
been studied. Their potential of these polymeric
self-assemblies for encapsulating molecular
cargoes has been explored by using fluorescent
probes or drugs. Furthermore, the encapsulation
of a Pd(II) compound and the subsequent
reduction yields polymeric nanoparticles
containing Pd nanosheets.
Subcytotoxic doses of these polymeric aggregates
have been evaluated on several different cell lines.
The response to NIR-light radiation and
photothermal properties of Pd-containing
polymeric nanoparticles has been evaluated once
internalized on different cell lines. Pd nanosheets
are efficient thermal transductors under irradiation
at 808 nm and the application of these hybrid Pdpolymer nanoparticles in photothermal therapy
has been demonstrated.

Results and Discussion
An amphiphilic BC was synthesized by RAFT
polymerization, whose hydrophilic block is
composed by poly(ethylene) glycol (PEG), and the
hydrophobic one is a polymethacrylate chain with
pendant DAP moieties (Figure 1a). Polymeric
nanoparticles of this BC were prepared firstly by
nanoprecipitation and then by microfluidics.
Besides, aqueous RAFT was also performed
using a PEG-b-PDAP polymer as macro-CTA, and
2-hydroxypropyl methacrylate (HPMA) as water
soluble monomer for forming the hydrophobic
block (Figure 1b) using water as solvent. Different
HPMA degrees of polymerization and solids
contents were explored. The morphology and size
of all the different self-assemblies dispersions was
characterized by Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)
and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
(Figure 2).
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Introduction

Release assays

The regeneration of bone tissue continues to be
an important challenge in orthopaedic surgery and
traumatology. Critical size bone defects need to be
filled with a bridging material, in combination with
suitable cells and molecules, to promote the
regeneration of bone tissue.

Release of metal was studied by immersion of
samples in PBS at 37ºC. At different periods of
time aliquots of the release medium were taken
and analysed. Quantitative determination of Ti and
Ta aliquots was performed by inductively coupled
plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES).
Cytotoxicity analysis

Different biomaterials have been used as graft
materials or bone substitutes. In this work, natural
polymers like Chitosan (Ch) and Arabic Gum (G)
were chosen due to their good biological and
biochemical properties, to prepare a composite
scaffold reinforced with either Ti or Ta
microparticles due to their good osteoinductive
capacity. Recent studies showed that
osteoinduction on Ta implant is significantly higher
than in Ti implants. In this work, we propose to
evaluate the in vitro behaviour, biocompatibility
and osteoinduction capacity of Ti/Ta loaded
scaffolds on mesenchymal stem cells.

Composite scaffolds were submerged in 5 mL of
culture medium and placed on a shaker at 37 °C.
The medium was removed after different time
periods (2, 7, 14 and 21 days) and the toxicity of
the extracts was tested on Human Mesenchymal
Stem Cells (hMSCs). Cell viability was analysed
with the MTT reactive.
Cell adhesion and ALP/DNA assay
Composite scaffolds were placed in a 48-well plate
and hMSCs were seeded on them and incubated
for 24 h. The medium was removed after different
time periods (1, 7 and 14 days) and cell adhesion
and proliferation on the samples were quantified
using Alamar Blue reactive.

Experimental
Synthesis of Ti/Ta composite hydrogel scaffolds
Ch chloride aqueous solution (1 wt %) was mixed
with G (Ch:G = 80:20) along with the
corresponding Ti or Ta microparticles (Ti, size < 44
µm; Ta, size < 45 µm) in various proportions. The
system was crosslinked with oxidized dextran (1
wt % respect to polysaccharides) at 37 ºC for 1 h
under stirring.

ALP activity was evaluated by measuring pnitrophenol absorption at 405 nm after 7 days
culture. ALP activity per cell was normalized by
DNA quantification. Total DNA amount was
measured using a PicoGreen dsDNA quantitation.
In vitro hMSC histological assay
Histological stains of hMSC were made after 7
days of incubation on composite scaffolds. After
the incubation period, the adhered cells were
recollected and transferred to microscopy slides.
hMSCs were stained with the specific markers CD-

The mixture was poured in multiwell plates and left
to dry. Finally, the scaffolds were washed with a
NaOH solution (0.1 M) and PBS (pH = 7.4) until
neutral pH.
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indicates that the presence of Ta in the composite
scaffold improved the osteoconductivity of the
sample, being this activity independent on the Ta
or Ti concentration.

10 (stain for osteoblast in the first maturation
steps) and D2-40 (full developed osteoblasts) and
visualized by microscopy.
Results and Discussion
SEM micrographs of representative composite
scaffolds showed smooth and uniform surface for
Ch80G20 scaffolds and the presence of
aggregates of Ti and Ta for the corresponding
metal loaded samples (Figure 1).

Figure 1. SEM pictures (100x magnification) of representative
composite scaffolds

Release of metals from scaffolds was very scarce
(Figure 2). In fact, it was almost negligible for
either Ti or Ta that means that the majority of
metallic nanoparticles remained adhered to the
surface of the scaffolds.

Figure 3. Cell viability (%) of hMSCs cultured with extracts of
Ch80G20-Ti (a) and Ch80G20-Ta (b) scaffolds. (c) Cell
proliferation values and (d) ALP/DNA activity on hMSCs cultured
on the surface of different composite scaffolds.
Table 1: Results of the in vitro histological assay. (-) No cells
marked, (+) < 33% marked, (++) 33-66% cells marked, (+++)
>66% cells marked
CD-10
D2-40

Basal
Medium

Differentiation
Medium

Ch80
Ga20

Ch80Ga20Ti1

Ch80Ga20Ta1

+
-

++
+++

++
+

+
+

+++
+++

Histological assay showed a significant difference
on Ta loaded scaffolds. These scaffolds presented
more mature osteoblast and hMSC in process of
differentiation compared to those of Ti, showing
enhancend osteoconductive properties.

Figure 2. Metal release from the scaffolds with the time

Any synthesized scaffold did not present
cytotoxicity (Figure 3) giving values of cell viability
higher than 80 % in all samples, and even for
those containing Ta in the highest proportion, cell
viability values around 100% or superior were
observed. Cell adhesion and proliferation behavior
is shown in Figure 3c. Cell proliferation increased
over time being higher for composite samples than
for the Ch80G20 control. The presence of Ti or Ta
improved the proliferation of hMSC on the surface
specially for samples with (Ch/G):metal ratio 1:3
(Figure 3c). In the case of Ti samples, the
decrease on cell proliferation with the
concentration of Ti could be related to the increase
of toxicity at 21 days (Figure 3a).

Conclusion
Composites scaffolds based on polysaccharides
and Ti or Ta microparticles are proposed as
composite systems with promising characteristics
for bone defect regeneration. Especially scaffolds
containing Ta can be considered the best option
due to their remarkable osteoconductive
properties.
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ALP/DNA results (Figure 4b) showed a
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1

Introduction
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Chlorination
Dechlorination

The COVID19 pandemic appeared in 2020
caused one of the most dramatic sanitary impact
on the society in the last 100 years, and a
massive economical damage. All over the world,
the scientific community leaded one of the
highest efforts in the science to fight against the
SARS-CoV-2 virus. The design and development
of novel viricidal surfaces, with high
antipathogenic efficiency and a broad-spectrum
of antiviral activity is currently one of the highest
challenges.
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Experimental

Here we present the results of preparation,
characterization and the biological activity of the
modified coatings against three different
pathogens: Staphylococcus aureus (Grampositive bacteria), human coronavirus HCoV229E and SARS-CoV-2.

Commercial polyurethane coatings have been
modified
with
1-(hydroxymethyl)-5,5dimethylhydantoin (HMD) both in bulk and onto
the coatings surface as an N-halamine precursor,
to obtain clear coatings with high viricidal activity.
Upon immersion in diluted chlorine bleaching, the
hydantoin structure on the grafted PU
membranes was transformed into N-halamine
groups.
FTIR-ATR
spectroscopy,
thermogravimetric analysis, energy-dispersive Xray (EDX) and iodometric titration were used to
characterize the coatings and quantify the
chlorine contents of the PU membranes after
chlorination. The coatings were fully rechargeable
by immersion in diluted chlorine bleach for at
least 5 chlorination-dechlorination cycles (Fig 1).

After short contact times very high biocidal
activity was obtained with all coatings, although
some differences have been found depending on
the method of preparation and concentration of
active groups on surface.
Reinfection experiments with HCoV-229E
coronavirus have been also performed, and
persistence of the viricidal activity without
reactivation of the N-halamine groups is observed
for at least three cycles of reinfection.
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Experimental methods

Introduction

CA-conjugates syntheses
2-chloro-3´, 4´-dihydroxyacetophenone (CCDP),
dopamine
hydrochloride
and
3,4dihydroxyhydrocinnamic acid were used to
synthesize PVP-CA, HA-CA and CHI-CA.

The most used material for permanent implant in
humans in the biomedical field is Ti6Al4V alloy.
However, surgical implants are a concerning issue
because they are susceptible to generate bacterial
infections leading to the rejection of the implant,
compromising patient's health. [1] In fact, bacterial
adhesion, and the consequent biofilm formation, is
the main limitation associated to titanium implants
and their alloys. Thus, currently there is a great
interest in developing antibacterial implants, which
can be obtained using antibacterial coatings.
Among the well-known strategies to avoid biofilm
formation two lines of action are found: preventing
bacterial adhesion and provoking the death of
attached bacteria. [2] Hence, bacterial adhesion
can be prevented by the used of highly hydrophilic
surfaces, as is the case of hyaluronic acid (HA)
and poly (N-vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP). On the
contrary, the kill of bacteria can be achieved by the
use of chitosan (CHI) with demonstrated “contactkilling” antibacterial properties. Moreover, in order
to promote the adhesion mechanisms of these
biopolymers to Ti6Al4V surfaces, catechol (CA)
anchor group can be used to establish strong
interactions. Therefore, in this work polymeric
antibacterial coatings onto Ti6Al4V were
developed by the adhesion of different CA-based
polymers with potential antibacterial properties
(electrostatic repulsion, hydrophilicity, "contact
killing").

Titanium surface modification
Ti6Al4V surfaces were coated with nonconjugated polymers (PVP, HA and CHI) or with
synthetized catechol group conjugates (PVP-CA,
HA-CA and CHI-CA). In all the cases, dipping was
carried out for 12 h and finally, samples were
washed with water and dried in a vacuum system.
Characterization techniques
CA-conjugates syntheses and Ti6Al4V surface
modifications were characterized by 1H-RMN,
FTIR, XPS, colorimetric methods, AFM and
contact angle measurements. Stability of coated
titanium surfaces was also studied. Finally,
cytocompatibility of polymeric coatings was
assessed and their antibacterial activity was
evaluated against Staphylococcus aureus.
Results and Discussion
CA-conjugates syntheses
PVP, HA and CHI polymers were successfully
conjugated with catechol (CA) anchor group to be
adhered on Ti6Al4V alloys (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. FTIR spectra of non-conjugated and CAconjugated PVP, HA and CHI samples.

Functionalization of the surface of titanium alloy
Titanium surface composition before and after
modifications was analysed by XPS (Figure 2).
XPS results confirm that modifications with CAbased polymers lead to cover metallic surfaces
with a polymeric layer.

Figure 3. Microbial adhesion and fluorescence images of
the antibacterial test against S. aureus and E. coli.

Concluding remarks
These biomaterials could be effectively used to
inhibit bacterial adhesion and proliferation in
biomedical implants in the post-operative period.
Acknowledgements
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samples with CA conjugates.
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Stability results demonstrated that not substantial
polymer loss take place on titanium surface in the
most decisive period for bacteria adhesion (<24 h).
Finally, cytocompatibility of all the polymeric
coatings was ensured, and the antibacterial
properties of unconjugated and CA-conjugated
PVP, HA and CHI coatings were demonstrated
against S. aureus and E. coli (Figure 3).
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In a second part of the work, an organic–
inorganic nanogel was prepared by using the
miniemulsion technique.

Introduction
Natural polymers are good candidates for drug
carriers due to their excellent biocompatibility and
biodegradability. In addition, the ability to form
hydrogels makes biopolymers ideal candidates
for encapsulation of therapeutic molecules. The
incorporation of a drug into a polymeric matrix
can enhance its protection against degradation in
harsh physiological media. It can also control the
release to the specific site of action, with
increased therapeutic bioavailability and
minimized side effects or toxicity [1].
This work presents the preparation of different
polysaccharide hybrid systems for encapsulating
hydrophilic substances, which are subsequently
released. Carriers ranging from macroscopic to
nanometric size are produced by ionotropic
gelation and nanoemulsion techniques. Chitosan
and alginate are used as matrix polymers and
silica is applied as a structuring additive.
In a first part of the work, an organic–inorganic
macroscopic gel was prepared by a simple
process involving ionotropic gelation, and the
efficiency of the method for entrapping
hydrophilic molecules was investigated. The
release of the encapsulated substances was
controlled by tailoring the hybrid network
structure [2]. The prepared hydrogel beads were
used to prepare a hybrid chitosan/silica threedimensional (3D) scaffold loaded simultaneously
with two model hydrophilic substances, ibuprofen
sodium salt and erioglaucine disodium salt.

Experimental
Chitosan and alginate cross-linked submillimetric
beads were prepared by ionotropic gelation
through an electrostatic interaction between the
biopolymer (polyelectrolyte) and an oppositely
charged cross-linking agent. Chitosan is a
cationic polyelectrolyte, with amino groups
(–NH3+) that can interact with the anions of the
cross-linker (P3O105− from sodium triphosphate).
Alginate, in contrast, possesses carboxylate
groups (COO−) that are able to interact with Ca2+
ions. To prepare chitosan/silica and alginate/silica
hybrid particles, the ionotropic gelation was
combined with a sol–gel process leading to the
formation of silica. Tetraethyl orthosilicate
(TEOS) was added to a polysaccharide solution,
yielding silica nanostructures upon contact with
water. In a second step, polysaccharide/silica
hybrid macroscaffolds were prepared from the
submillispheres (preloaded with ibuprofen sodium
salt) by placing them in a circular Teflon mold,
and gathered and adhered with another
polysaccharide solution that contains a second
hydrophilic substance (erioglaucine disodium salt,
1 wt%).
For the preparation of the nanogels, two different
methods were used: (i) a “one-nanoemulsion”
process in which chitosan nanoparticles are
produced by allowing the diffusion of a crosslinking agent to a nanoemulsion containing a
solution of chitosan in the dispersed phase; and
(ii) a “two-nanoemulsion” process in which a
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substances with respect to only chitosan
samples, as presented in Figure 2. The obtained
data of cumulative release as a function of time,
monitored by UV-Vis spectroscopy, can be well
fitted to a two-term model with a diffusioncontrolled term (Korsmeyer-Peppas model),
which dominates the release of the post-loaded
substance, and a second swelling term, which
becomes relevant for the in situ entrapped drug.

polysaccharide nanoemulsion is mixed with a
second nanoemulsion containing the crosslinking agent. A nanogel is formed after fusion of
the droplets of the two nanoemulsions. In both
cases, the formation of the emulsions takes place
by ultrasonication (Branson W450 digital Sonifier,
½” sonication tip).
Results and Discussion
The morphology of pristine macroscopic hydrogel
beads and the resulting scaffolds was compared
to hybrid chitosan/silica ones by means of optical
microscopy and scanning electron microscopy
(SEM). The corresponding micrographs are
shown in Figure 1. The pure chitosan scaffold
presents a regular structure with a smooth
surface, while chitosan/silica hybrid samples
show a certain roughness, attributed to the
presence of silica nanostructures, embedded
within the chitosan matrix during the formation
process. The average size of the obtained beads
is 800 ± 50 µm.

Figure 2. Cumulative release of ibuprofen and erioglaucine
disodium salt from a chitosan and a hybrid chitosan
scaffold in phosphate buffer (pH = 7.4). Solid lines
represent a theoretical fitting with a two-term model.

Chitosan and hybrid chitosan/silica nanohydrogel
capsules with diameters down to less than
100 nm were generated by using the
miniemulsion technique combined with the
ionotropic method. The results indicated that the
preparation method has a significant effect on the
nanostructure morphology of final product.
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Figure 1. Micrographs of a chitosan and a chitosan/silica
hybrid scaffold by SEM (a, c) and optical microscopy (b, d).

As previously reported [2], the entrapment
efficiency of hydrophilic substances in systems
with silica increases significantly with respect to
the systems without. Ibuprofen sodium salt was
entrapped in situ during the precipitation of the
hydrogel beads, whereas erioglaucine disodium
salt was post-loaded during the formation of the
3D scaffold. In phosphate buffer, the presence of
silica retards the release of both entrapped
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produce a 10 % w/w solution maintaining a
moderate stirring without magnetization for 24 h.
Once the solutions were prepared, they were
loaded into the printer cartridges and different
shapes were printed using an extrusion 3D printer
(Cellink+, InkRedible+) onto a petri dish, which was
previously covered by 1 M calcium chloride
solution.
The mechanical response of the hydrogels under
different applied magnetic fields was analyzed, in
air or water media. Well-localized constant fields
were generated using VSM electromagnets as the
magnetic field source and iron-based cores to
intensify and homogenize the magnetic field in a
gap of 3 cm. With the last configuration, it was
ensured a spatial variation of the magnetic field of
1 T along the hydrogel strands with field steps of
0.2 T. The bending response of the hydrogels
under electrical stimuli was also investigated.
Printed hydrogel strands were placed in a 0.1 M
NaCl solution between two platinum electrodes
separated with a gap of 4 cm. A potential
difference of 15 V was applied with a Hewlett
Packard E3615A DC power supply (0-20 V).

Introduction
Soft materials are attracting much attention for the
development of biostructures able to mimic the
movement of natural systems by remote actuation
[1]. Multi-sensitive hydrogels are among the best
materials for obtaining dynamic and biocompatible
soft structures for soft actuators and related
biomedical devices [2]. Nevertheless, bioinks
based on naturally occurring and stimuli
responsive hydrogels able to be three
dimensionally (3D) printed continues being a
challenge for advanced applications [3]. Herein,
3D printable electrically and magnetically
responsive, non-cytotoxic, hybrid hydrogels based
on alginate and zerovalent iron nanoparticles
(NPs) are presented. The effect of NPs addition on
the physico-chemical properties of the hydrogels
is addressed, together with its effect on the
functional electroactive and magentoactive
response. This obtained printable material
demonstrates high mechanical strength and
multifunctional actuation due to its magnetic and
electromechanical response, which confers strong
interest for soft robotic and biomimetic
applications.

Results and Discussion
The potential of prepared hydrogels as soft printed
actuators was further proven by analysing the
motion generated in the presence of a varying
magnetic field (0-1 T) in air and water with 1 and
10 % of Fe (0) NPs content As can be shown in
Figure 1, the movement of the soft printed

Experimental
Different amounts of iron zerovalent NPs were
mechanically dispersed in 20 mL of deionized
water. Then, sodium alginate was added to
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actuators increases with the addition of iron
zerovalent content as well as with the applied
magnetic field, reaching maximum displacement
angles above 20° both in air and water.

the way the negatively charged alginate actuator
side is placed. Na+ ions pass through the hydrogel
to the negative electrode, interacting with the
carboxylic groups closest to that area. This
reduces the repulsive forces between -COO−
groups and thus, the local deswelling on the
hydrogel part facing the negative electrode takes
place and the gel bends towards the cathode. It is
observed that the increase in the concentration of
NPs positively influences the electromechanical
response of the material. The applicability of
printable hybrid hydrogels as electromechanical
soft actuators was further explored with more
complex structures, including cross, asterisk and
five-pointed stars (Figure 3).

Figure 1. Motion generated in the printed actuators with
different % of Fe (0) NPs in air and in aqueous medium in
the presence of a varying magnetic field (0-1 T).

Figure 3. Electrical bending response of alginate hybrid
hydrogels with different geometries.
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Due to their polyelectrolyte nature, the developed
hydrogels can also act as electrical actuators and
deform in the presence of an external electric field.
The bending behaviour of printed alginate strands
towards the cathode was studied by applying a
potential difference of 15 V through platinum
electrodes. It should be noticed that this bending
movement is reversible when the direction of the
electric field is changed, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. A) Displacement of the alginate printed actuator in
10 min under an applied potential of 15V. B) Displacement
of the alginate printed actuator by reversing the electric field.

Once the voltage is applied, the electrolyte counter
ions (OH− and Na+) migrate towards electrodes of
opposite charges. Nevertheless, in the middle of
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Introduction
The 3D printing technology is gaining attention in
the personalized pharmaceutical industry for the
development of on demand drug release tablets
[1]. The additive manufacturing allows the
production of custom-designed products, like
different shaped tablets with selective drug load
and release properties, which could not be
produced using traditional methods [2]. Besides,
the use of biopolymers is raising interest for
additive manufacturing in biomedical applications.
With specific physicochemical and biological
behaviors, starch seem to be an excellent
candidate for the formation of hydrogels with
applications in different biomedical areas such as
drug release [3].

Figure 1. Lyophilized starch-based tablets.

Results and Discussion
Gelatinization of different starches
The gelatinization was studied in order to
determine the optimal gelatinization conditions of
each type of starch. Firstly, the gelatinization of
starch was evaluated using DSC of the initial
starch/water mixture. The gelatinization enthalpy
and temperature were found to be dependent on
the origin of the starch (Table 1) since the thermal
behavior is related to the characteristics of the
granules
(crystallinity
degree,
chemical
composition or morphology).
The gelatinization temperatures of all starches
were corroborated by rheological measurements
by means of temperature sweeps. The obtained
results were very close to those obtained by DSC.
Considering the above-mentioned results and, in
order to ensure that all the crystalline domains of
the native starch granules were destroyed, 90 ˚C
was chosen for the gelatinization of normal maize
and waxy maize starches, whereas 80 ˚C was
used for potato starch.

Experimental
Preparation of the starch-based bioinks
The bioinks were prepared by gelatinization of
three starches from different sources, i. e. normal
maize starch, waxy maize starch and potato
starch. Briefly, starch was dispersed in distilled
water (30 wt.%) and was heated above the
gelatinization temperature under continuous
stirring until the viscosity increased. For loaded
inks, the selected drug (ibuprofen, IB) was added
(5 mg of IB g-1 starch gel).
3D printing procedure
The obtained gels were printed by DIW technique
using a Voladora 3D printer (Tumaker, S.L. Spain)
adapted for layer-by-layer syringe extrusion. All
samples were printed with a needle of 0.8 mm in
diameter, using 6 mm s-1 printing speed and 100%
infill percentage. Tablets of different geometries
were printed and lyophilized: cylinders of and
pyramids. Besides, tablets were printed combining
starches from different botanical origin.

Table 1. Gelatinization temperatures obtained by DSC and
rheological measurements.
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Botanical origin

TG (˚C)
DSC

TG (˚C)
Rheology

Normal maize starch
Waxy maize starch
Potato starch

70.4
73.3
64.7

70.3
74.6
64.0

releasing the rest of the drug in a sustained
manner (the following 4 hours). Regarding the
influence of the geometry, it could be noticed that
the higher surface area of pyramidal shaped
tablets facilitated the release whereas cylindrical
pills presented more sustained profile.

Characterization of the bioinks
The rheological characterization is essential to
predict the behavior of the bioinks during the
printing process. The printability of the three
samples was assessed by conducting flow tests,
where the desired shear-thinning behavior was
observed. Besides, results showed that potato
starch ink showed the higher viscosity.
The stress sweep measurements showed a gel
like stable behavior in all samples. Normal and
waxy maize starch inks presented similar τy and τf
values, whereas considerably higher values were
measured for potato starch.
Finally, recovery tests results showed the required
recovery capacity for all samples, but unexpected
low recovery values were observed since the initial
physical entanglements were not completely
recovered.
IB loaded inks also showed the needed thixotropic
behavior and an improved recovery capacity. The
obtained results indicated that IB act as plasticizer
leading to stronger polymer/drug interactions,
especially for potato starch.

Conclusions
Starch-based tablets loaded with a non-soluble
drug were successfully obtained by 3D
manufacturing. As considered, the rheological
behavior of the inks as well as final properties of
the tablets and in consequence the drug release
properties were found to be influenced by the
botanical origin of the starch. Thus, tailored starchbased tablets showing promising properties in
personal drug release applications were obtained.
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Characterization of the tablets
All the tablets were successfully printed and
maintained the programmed CAD models.
The morphology of the tablets was analyzed by
SEM. The waxy maize and potato starch-based
tablets presented the desired interconnected
porous microstructure, whereas it was not the
case of normal maize starch-based tablets.
Furthermore, swelling measurements showed
that, potato and waxy maize starch-based
samples maintained their integrity after long time
immersion in PBS, whereas normal maize starchbased samples were disintegrated immediately.
These results suggested that normal maize starch
could be excellent candidate for applications
where the burst release is required, while waxy
maize and potato starches would present
continuous and longtime drug release.
Considering these results, the combination of
normal maize starch with waxy maize or potato
starches in a single loaded tablet was analyzed.
The combination of the two starches allowed the
initial fast release of the drug loaded in the normal
maize starch part (in the first 10 minutes), while
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hours. Based on these preliminary tests, 5
solutions were selected for potential EHD
processing. First, agar solutions at 10, 15 and 20%
w/v were prepared maintaining an agar:HAc ratio
of 1:2. Solutions at 10 and 15% w/v were also
incorporated into the study, setting as constant the
maximum concentration of acetic acid used (i.e.,
dissolved in HAc 40% v/v). Then, pH, electrical
conductivity (EC), and surface tension (ST) of the
solutions were measured [3].

Introduction
An interesting technique to develop micro or
nanostructures for delivery of active principles is
electrohydrodynamic (EHD) processing. In these
techniques, a polymer solution can be either spun
or sprayed through the application of an electric
field with high potential, to obtain fibres or
particles, respectively [1].
Among materials from renewable sources which
could be used, agar is one of the most interesting
ones due to its thermoplastic, biodegradable and
biocompatible characteristics, and also, because it
shows great mechanical strength with moderate
water resistance [2].
With regards to agar-based structures through
EHD techniques, few studies have been reported,
and it is particularly difficult to find studies where
microcapsules are obtained by electrospraying of
pure agar solutions. Hence, the objective of this
study was to evaluate different agar solutions for
their processing through EHD techniques.

EHD processing
The different prepared phycocolloid solutions were
processed using electrohydrodynamic equipment
with a variable high voltage source (0-35 kV)
(Spraybase®, Dublin, Ireland) according to
previous studies by Lopez-Rubio et al. [3].
Morphology of obtained particles
Morphology of electrosprayed structures was
analysed using scanning electron microscope
(SEM, Hitachi S-4800) at an accelerated voltage
of 10 kV and a working distance of 7-10 mm. Prior
to sample examination, materials were sputtercoated with a gold‑palladium mixture. Image
analysis software (ImageJ) was used to determine
the capsules diameter from the SEM graphs. Size
distribution was obtained (n = 200).

Experimental
Preparation and characterization of agar solutions
Preliminary tests were carried out for studying the
electrosprayability of agar solutions. Specifically,
two different acids were evaluated for agar
dissolution and subsequent electrospraying: citric
acid and acetic acid (HAc). Different
concentrations of the phycocolloid were also
evaluated (2.5-20.0% w/v), preparing the solutions
in the different acids, in a bath at 100°C for 2

Statistical analysis
Data are expressed as mean values ± standard
deviation (n = 3). Statistical significance between
samples was evaluated with an analysis of
variance (ANOVA) and a Tukey test (p < 0.05),
using R Project software.
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capsules diameters was performed by ImageJ
software to obtain the size distribution.

Results and Discussion
Table 1 summarizes the measured properties of
the selected agar solutions.
Table 1. Properties of the different agar solutions1

Sample

pH

EC
ST
(µS)
(mN/m)
Agar10%HAc20% 2.45 ± 1469
39.2 ±
a
ab
0.02
±9
0.6a
Agar15%HAc30% 2.37 ± 1481
39.0 ±
0.03b
± 34a
1.1a
Agar20%HAc40% 2.31 ± 1521
39.2 ±
c
a
0.03
± 147
0.8a
Agar15%HAc40% 2.22 ± 1335
37.1 ±
0.01d
± 44b
1.3a
Agar10%HAc40% 2.07 ± 1118
36.9 ±
0.02e
± 16c
2.7a
1Different letters in the same column indicate
significant differences among samples (p < 0.05).

Figure 1. SEM images of the different materials obtained
from the electrospraying of agar solutions.

The higher the agar concentration, the larger the
diameters of the capsules obtained. In the case of
Agar10%HAc20% sample, the majority showed
diameters between 50 and 400 nm; while in
Agar15%HAc30% sample, diameters were mainly
comprised between 300 and 800 nm. In the most
concentrated sample (Agar20%HAc40%), a
polydisperse distribution was observed, with
diameters between 100 nm and 1 µm.
Hence, it was possible to obtain microcapsules
from agar through EHD techniques. It should be
noted the importance of a correct treatment of the
polymer prior to its processing, to avoid its gelling,
but also, to prevent degradation of the polymer
chain with the consequent detriment of its
conductive properties. Depending on the desired
application, agar concentration could be selected
to obtain particles of a specific size, although it
must be noted that polymer concentration will also
affect the process yield (considering that the flow
rate is exceptionally low).

pH was significantly different in all the samples.
Samples with a constant agar:HAc ratio (1:2) did
not show significant differences in conductivity.
However, samples with a higher proportion of
acetic acid with respect to the biopolymer (i.e.,
Agar15%HAc40%
and
Agar10%HAc40%)
showed significantly lower conductivities, which
may be due to a greater degradation of the
polymeric chain by acid hydrolysis. Regarding the
ST, no significant differences were observed
amongst solutions.
Then, the different solutions were processed in the
electrospinning equipment at a voltage of 15 kV
and a constant flow rate of 0.15 mL/h. It was not
possible to obtain material from the
Agar10%HAc40% solution, which could be due to
its low conductivity with respect to the other
samples (Table 1). For the rest of the solutions,
electrosprayed samples were obtained and the
morphological characterization of these was
performed by means of a SEM study (Figure 1).
Microcapsules were successfully obtained from
agar solutions in acetic acid with an agar:HAc ratio
of 1:2. However, for Agar15%HAc40% sample,
agglomeration of the particles can be observed,
which may be due to a greater degradation of the
polymer chains in the presence of a greater acid
concentration with respect to the biopolymer. In
the rest of the samples, the measurement of the
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proof of concept using the antimicrobial polymer
film as an absorbent food pad in pork meat
packages. We have designed the material as
dense material so microorganisms do not
contaminate the inner part of the material, making
it easily washable and reusable. This reusability is
reachable due to the covalent attachment of the
antimicrobial substance so that it does not diffuse,
and the antimicrobial activity is not ended in the
first use. The polymer formulation is based on
100% commercially available monomers because
we have oriented the formulation and the
fabrication process to real manufacturing and
using conditions.

Introduction
The use of antimicrobial materials and products is
stressed today due to the pandemic, where the
continuous cleaning of surfaces to eliminate
SARS-CoV-2 has become mandatory [1].
However, antimicrobial materials have been used
for decades in other applications such as coatings,
food safety, materials for medicine, etc.
Nevertheless, antimicrobial products can pose
risks to humans, animals, and the environment
due to their intrinsic properties and associated use
patterns [2]. Additionally, most of the developed
antimicrobial materials are based on hybrid
structures containing metals [3,4], which
considerably increases the final product's price,
making it economically inviable for the end-user.
The preparation of materials with antibacterial
properties is a topic that is booming [5,6], but there
is an urgent requirement to develop a scalable
synthetic strategy involving different kinds of
polymers whose potency against specific
microorganisms is accompanied by less
hazardous effects [4].
We have developed a new metal-free
antimicrobial polymer, based on an essential oil,
i.e., the vanillin group, covalently attached to the
main chain of the polymer (no migration of
antimicrobial substance). To test the biocide
characteristic of the antimicrobial material, we
have prepared a dense film with the polymer and
tested it with different bacteria, such as E. coli and
S. aureus. Additionally, we have carried out a

Experimental
The starting material (SM) was prepared by bulk
radical polymerization of three commercial
monomers (VP, MMA, and SNH2) in different
molar ratios, 0.1% mol of a crosslinker
(ethyleneglycol dimethacrylate) and 1% weight of
AIBN as radical thermal initiator (see Scheme 1).
The polymerization was carried out at 60 °C,
overnight in a mould (90×120×0.1 mm, width,
length, thickness) comprised between two
silanized glasses in an oxygen-free atmosphere.
The films were removed from the mould, washed
once with methanol and twice with water. The films
were then dipped in a sodium nitrite acid solution
(125 mL water, 12 mL HCl (37%), 0.5 g NaNO2)
for 90 minutes, in which the benzene diazonium
salt is formed. Finally, the films were dipped in a
basic vanillin solution (60 mL NaOH 0.1M, 40 mL
methanol, 1 g vanillin) for the azo-coupling
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were prepared in the first stage by radical
copolymerization of commercially available
monomers, followed by a polymer modification in
a second stage, in which we covalently anchored
vanillin motifs (antimicrobial agent) to the
polymer's main chain through an azo-coupling
reaction. Polymers can be prepared as a dense
film with gel behaviour, with a specific hydrophilic
character that allows them to swell in water. In this
way, one of the applications that we have explored
for the film format is as an absorbent food pad,
extending the shelf life of packaged meat by 50%.
The material showed a R parameter of
antibacterial activity up to 3.18 and 3.37, and
inhibition up to 99.95% and 99.96%, for E. coli and
S. aureus, respectively. This activity is shown with
a lack of migration of the essential oil to the
environment, meaning the material is innocuous.
The environmental impact of developed films offproducts is very low, since they could be reused at
least 10 times by simply washing with water. In
addition, we have shown that antimicrobial activity
occurs on the material's surface, without the need
for microorganisms to assimilate the antimicrobial
agent. In this way, the antimicrobial property of the
material has no end, and this technology could
also be applied in coatings, fibres, nanofibers, etc.

reaction. The obtained APFs were washed
exhaustively with basic water and water, dried at
60 ºC, and sterilized in a UV lamp (365 nm) for 24
hours.
St art ing Mat erial-SM

Mol ar Rat i o of
monomer s

SM02  X, Y, Z (M): 49.9, 49.9, 0.2 (0.1)
SM1  X, Y, Z (M): 49.5, 49.5, 1 (0.1)
SM2  X, Y, Z (M): 49, 49, 2 (0.1)

1) NaNO2, HCl (aq)
1.5 h, Room temperature

2)Vanillin, NaOH, MeOH:H2O (2:3)
Overnight, RT

Ant imicrobial Polymeric Film-APF

Scheme 1. Preparation of the antimicrobial polymer films
(APFs) from the starting materials (SMs). The scheme
shows the used molar ratios for each polymer, and real
images of the films taken with a camera.

Proof of concept as absorbent food pad
200-220 g of fresh pork loin meat were placed in
the hermetically sealed packages with a modified
atmosphere (75% N2 - 25% CO2). In total, 21
meat packages were prepared, 7 CONTROLs, 7
with starting material, and 7 with antimicrobial
material, and these packages were stored at 4 °C
(Figure 1). The microbiota was evaluated at
different times (0, 2, 4, 7, 9, 11, and 15 days) and
for each type of packaging.
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Results and Discussion
We have designed and prepared an innocuous
and antimicrobial material. The new polymers
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TOF, 1H-NMR and SDS-PAGE. Nanoparticles
based on this ELR-scFv and therapeutic plasmid
DNA (pDNA) were formed by electrostatic
interactions between the positively charged lysinerich backbone of ELRs and negatively charged
pDNA (Figure 1). The obtained nanoparticles were
characterized by Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)
and their specificity and affinity against Tn-C was
probed by Quartz Crystal Microbalance with
Dissipation monitoring (QCM-D).

Introduction
Breast cancer is the principal malignancy
diagnosed in women and the second most
common cancer overall. Typical treatments for
breast cancer are surgery, chemotherapy and
radiotherapy; and although they improve the
clinical outcome, they do not increase the cure
rate. Other approaches for cancer treatment, such
as the delivery of therapeutic genes via specifically
targeted nanodevices stands out as an alternative
therapy. Tenascin C (Tn-C) is a complex
Extracellular Matrix (ECM) protein that is
frequently over-expressed in the stroma of breast
cancer and it is associated with poor prognosis, for
that this cancer biomarker can be used for cancer
diagnosis, prognosis and can be exploited for
precise targeted therapies[1]. Tn-C can be
specifically targeted using single-chain variable
fragments (scFv) that consist on variable regions
of heavy and light chains of immunoglobulins
joined by a peptide linker. Elastin-like
recombinamers (ELRs), biomaterials derived from
elastin-mimetic peptide sequences, are promising
candidates as carriers for these gene therapies
because of their excellent biocompatibility and low
toxicity, moreover they can be recombinantly
fused with therapeutic peptide as scFv [2,3].

Results and Discussion
Herein, two ELR-scFv fusion proteins targeting
two different isoforms of Tn-C were obtained. The
different scFv were selected to target different
isoforms of Tn-C and check the most efficient one
on their own and their synergistic effect when
mixed.
Table 1. Scheme of the different ELRs synthesized for this
work

Description
Control ELR without targetting
sequence

Experimental
Two ELR-scFv fusion proteins were created using
genetic engineering techniques and produced in a
bacterial host. They were purified by affinity
chromatography and characterized by MALDI-

Sequence

(VPGKG)72

ELR with P12 scFv to target D
domain of Tn-C

P12(VPGKG)72

ELR with G5 scFv to target
BCD domains of Tn-C

G5(VPGKG)72

Our nanoparticles presented a Zeta potential of
about +30 mV and a size of about 160 nm. Their
positive charge allows the interaction with the
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Figure 2. Scheme of the developed nanodevice

Quartz Crystal Microbalance with Dissipation
Monitoring (QCM-D) assays were carried out to
prove the specificity of the nanoparticles to target
Tn-C, showing a much higher specificity than the
ELR without scFv (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Amount of mass of the different ELRs deposited
on a Tn-C functionalized gold surface before and after PBS
rinse to wash inespecific interactions

These results show the great potential of the
polyplexes to target Tn-C, and thus, to deliver
therapeutic genes to cancer cells. Further
experiments include in vitro experiments with TnC-expressing tumoral cell lines.
Acknowledgements
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membranes was determined using FITC-dextran
molecules (MW 4 to 150 kDa) with Franz cell
devices. The hydrophobicity of membranes was
evaluated by measurement of contact angle. As
well, mechanical properties were appraised by
uniaxial tension tests for tensile strength and by
AFM to obtain the Young`s Modulus. Different
techniques were used to assess the topography of
the surfaces such as environmental scanning
electron microscopy (ESEM), confocal microscopy
or atomic force microscope (AFM) (Figure 1).

Introduction
Recently, M. González et al.1 worked on the
development of a novel strategy to achieve
bioinspired elastin-like recombinamers (ELRs)
membranes with tuneable properties using click
chemistry2 by covalent cross-linking of two
different polymers at the liquid-liquid interface.
Just changing the concentration of the
polypeptides, the pore size, thickness, or diffusive
properties of the membranes could be modified.
In this work, an exhaustive characterization of
these membranes is presented in order to assess
possible future applications. Due to the special
characteristics of these membranes, they could be
a perfect candidate for use in regenerative
medicine.

Figure 1: A) AFM images and B) SEM images of
5mg/mL ELR membrane (AFM scan area was µm2)

Scratch tests were carried out in order to evaluate
the self-regeneration process of this material.
Finally, the swelling study was performed by
weighing the membrane in its dry and hydrated
state and calculating the amount of water gained
after each immersion.

Experimental Methods
Two complementary ELRs produced in-house
were modified with either a cyclooctyne (ELRcyclooctyne) and an azide (ELR-azide) groups
and crosslinked by click methodology at the
interface of two immiscible solutions as described
elsewhere1. Briefly, a solution of ELR-cyclooctyne
(in butanol) was gently layered on top of an
aqueous solution of ELR-azide. After 30-40
minutes, the membranes were produced at the
solvent interface. The membranes were
characterised by ATR-FTIR for composition and
by SEM for morphological and porosity. The
effective diffusion coefficients (DEff) of the

Results and Discussion
As shown by SEM techniques, the membranes
were morphologically porous and higher
concentrations gave rise to smaller pore-size
distributions and greater thickness for this reason
membranes with higher concentration are more
handing. Essentially, the membrane allowed the
diffusion of a wide size-range of FTIC-dextran MW
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2. González de Torre I. et al, ACS Appl. Mater.
Interfaces 6 (16),14509–14515, 2014.

(4 – 150 kDa) molecules across, suggesting the
potential to allow the exchange of nutrients and
bioactive molecules. Mechanical properties
showed changes at the nano and macro scale. At
the nanoscale (AFM), the mechanical properties
gave rise to higher values than those at the
macroscale (tensile strength) for different
concentrations (5, 10, 25 and 50 mg/mL). Through
FTIR, it is possible to verify the formation of the
membrane when the signal of initial azide groups
in one of the used polymer disappear in the
scaffold. The study of topography, allow us to
conclude that the roughness changes with the
concentration and also with the working scale. In
such a way that, at the nanoscale it is observed a
decreasing of roughness with increasing
concentration and, at the macroscale, the opposite
effect occurs, an increasing concentration
increases roughness. The hydrophobicity of
lyophilized membranes was measured by using
contact angle being hydrophobic at all
concentrations and our ELR membranes present
a swelling of practically 100%. Finally, scratch
studies showed an incredible power of autoregeneration of these materials after a time,
especially when they were in presence of water.
To conclude, this work demonstrates the
successful characterization of biocompatible ELRmembranes with tunable physicochemical
properties such as porosity, shape, diffusion
coefficient, thickness, and biofunctional moieties
versatility. Due to the special characteristics of
these membranes, such as self-regeneration, they
could be a perfect candidate for use in
regenerative medicine.
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obtain new improved scaffolds for skin tissue
engineering.

Introduction
Nowadays, there is a large demand of tissues and
organs for transplantation due to the shortage of
donors in the last years. Tissue engineering aims
to solve this issue by developing artificial tissues
by combining living cells with polymeric scaffolds.
Fibrin is a natural biopolymer with an important
role in blood coagulation that can be synthesized
in the form of a hydrogel from a fibrinogen solution.
Fibrin hydrogels has been highly used to
embedded cells as a cell carrier or as an injectable
material for regeneration therapies [1]. Fibrin
presents outstanding biological properties as is
biodegradable, promotes cell proliferation,
migration and differentiation. Mechanical
properties and structure can be tuned by changing
the concentration of fibrinogen precursor solution
[2].
However, fibrin hydrogels present some
drawbacks regarding its soft mechanical
properties, cell-mediated shrinkage during culture
and in some cases a quick degradation rate that
hampers the complete formation of the tissue to be
regenerated. For this reason, fibrin based
Interpenetrated polymer networks (IPNs) or fibrin
modification through PEGylation has been
investigated to enhanced fibrin hydrogel
performance during cell culture [3, 4].
Herein, fibrin has been modified by functionalizing
copolymers
and
alginate
incorporating
succinimidyl ester groups to change fibrin
hydrogel properties and microstructure in order to

Experimental
Copolymers of dimethyl acrylamide and
succinimidyl acrylate, poly (DMA-co-aNHS) were
radically copolymerized with different molar
percentage of both monomers using AIBN as
initiator in dioxane. Alginate was modified by Nhydroxysuccinimide
and
1-Ethyl-3-(3imethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC) in
aqueous media to obtain functionalized
succinimidyl alginate (SA). Both functionalized
polymers were added to the fibrin precursor
solution where CaCl2 was added to initiate fibrin
polymerization. Hydrogels were obtained at a final
concentration of 1.2 mg/mL of fibrinogen using
platelet-poor frozen human plasma adjusted to the
final volume with a solution of NaCl (0.9% w/v).
Finally, gelation was triggered by adding 0.008%
of CaCl2 solution (1% w/v).
The modified fibrin hydrogels polymerization was
analysed by UV turbidimetry assay and
characterized through rheology, SEM (Scanning
Electron Microscopy) and gravimetric swelling
studies. At last, cell culture was done to observe
biocompatibility and cell morphology in the new
modified hydrogels.
Results and Discussion
Copolymers were successfully synthesized as well
as succinimidyl alginate with molar percentage up
to 10% and 26% of succinimidyl ester respectively.
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measurements. Storage modulus of modified
hydrogels were enhanced when adding different
amounts of both polymers, as shown in Figure 3.
This improvement will increase hydrogel stability
and facilitate its manipulation in the lab.

The addition of these functionalized polymers
seems to slightly modified the gelation time of
hydrogels as observed in Figure 1, and produce
more transparent gels.
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Figure 1. Polymerization kinetics obtained using UV
spectroscopy measured at 350 nm for modified hydrogels
with different succinimidyl copolymer concentrations

Figure 3. Frequency sweep test for modified hydrogels with
different succinimidyl alginate concentrations.

As expected, transparency comes from a change
in hydrogel microstructure, aspect that can be
observed in Figure 2, where the original fibrous
structure changed to microporous clearly defined
by the addition of both functional polymers.
Swelling studies showed that the modification
through succinimidyl ester of fibrin hydrogels
enhanced its cell-mediated contraction. This will
be advantageous when maintaining hydrogels
stability during cell culture.

Finally, human-derived fibroblasts were culture
inside the hydrogels. Its morphology was studied
by live/dead assay showing that increasing
polymers concentration fibroblast contract to a
rounded shape. Alamar blue suggest that higher
concentrations delays fibroblast metabolic activity
which could pave the path to control cell
proliferation.
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Figure 2. SEM micrographs of hydrogels microstructure: A)
Fibrin, B) Fibrin/Succinimidyl alginate and C)
Fibrin/Succinimidyl copolymer

4.

An increase in mechanical properties of the
hydrogels was depicted by rheological
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capsules formed by a multilayer shell: the first shell
is constituted by alginate, which in turn is coated
by a second shell based on poly(ethylene glycol)
dimethacrylate (PEGDMA) with the aim to hold the
dye stable in the detergent media and let its
release after the mechanical breakage of the
capsules in the washing machine.

Introduction
Encapsulation technologies, which consist in the
entrapment of a material into the core of an empty
capsule, have been utilized in many sectors (food
and pharmaceutical industry, cosmetics, etc.).
Precisely, the encapsulation of fragrances or dyes
in laundry detergent industry preserves them from
the detergent media and permit their controlled
release during or even after the washing process.
Commonly, the shell of this capsules is made of
formaldehyde, although it is carcinogenic, toxic,
and non-biodegradable material [1-3]. To improve
the stability of the capsules shell using more
sustainable materials, one option consists in the
design and construction of capsules with more
than one shell with biodegradable polymers.
Recently, a biocompatible compound that has
been highly employed in the encapsulation
technologies are alginates, which are natural
polysaccharides found in brown algae. They are
extensively used in microencapsulation due to its
high versatility and biocompatibility offered when
its gels in presence of divalent ions such as Ca2+
to give rise to a cross-linked complex [4]. On the
other hand, poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)
monomers can be chemically modified using
simple methods to facilitate their crosslinking,
such as acrylic functionalization, and thus forming
biocompatible capsules through free radical
polymerization [5].
In this study, we report for the first time the
encapsulation of a blue dye in biodegradable

Experimental Methods
For the synthesis of polymeric capsules, the steps
showed below were followed:
- Firstly, a polymeric solution (sodium
alginate, dye, acrylate monomer, initiator)
in water was prepared.
- Once the solution was completely
homogeneous, it was extruded through a
syringe-needle system as drops inside a
crosslinking solution (composed of 2%
w/w calcium chloride).
- In the case of capsules that contains an
acrylate monomer, an additional
polymerization of these samples was
carried out using an UV curing lamp.
- At the end, the capsules were filtered and
dried in an oven at 40 °C for 24 h.
The synthesized polymeric capsules were
characterized by Fourier-transform infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR), optical microscopy,
environmental scanning electron microscopy
(ESEM), field emission scanning electron
microscopy (FESEM), thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA), elemental organic analysis, inductively
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Furthermore, the excellent mechanical properties
of the prepared capsules with a multicomponent
shell, combined with their good biodegradability
can allow to extend the disciplines in which these
capsules can be applied in a near future.

coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS),
inductively coupled plasma optical emission
spectrometry (ICP-OES), dynamic mechanical
analysis (DMA). Moreover, the total organic
carbon (TOC) and the biological oxygen demand
(BOD) of the capsules were determined.
Results and Discussion
The encapsulation of a blue dye in different
biodegradable capsules, which shell was formed
by sodium alginate and PEGDMA was studied.
The capsules were prepared using an
extrusion/external gelation of sodium alginate
combined with an UV polymerization of the
acrylate monomer.
Three types of capsules shells were synthesized:
one contained only alginate in its shell, while the
other two contained the same amount of both
monomers: alginate and PEGDMA; they only
varied in the irradiation time: just after the
extrusion or 24 h after being stirred in the calcium
chloride crosslinking solution. The crosslinking
reactions of both monomers involved in the
formation of the capsules shell were confirmed by
FTIR. Moreover, ESEM analysis demonstrated
that the dye was successfully encapsulated.
Besides, a deep characterization of each type of
capsules was carried out (morphology,
mechanical properties, chemical content,
biodegradability character, etc.).
The morphological characterization of the
capsules demonstrated that the ones irradiated 24
h after the extrusion showed a more
homogeneous structure because Ca2+ was better
distributed and more tightly coordinated, while
those irradiated just after the extrusion showed a
heterogeneous structure (Figure 1).
On the other hand, mechanical studies evidenced
that the capsules whose shell is constituted by
sodium alginate and PEGDMA are softer
compared with the capsules in which only sodium
alginate formed the capsule shell. Moreover, it was
observed that the composition of the shell of the
capsules is associated to a different rupture
process: the multilayer capsules that were
irradiated just after the extrusion suffered an
exfoliation or a peeling behaviour, while the other
two types of capsules prepared experienced a
fracture.

Figure 1. ESEM images of the capsules, their surface, and
their cross-section: a) alginate-dye capsule, b) alginatePEGDMA-dye capsule irradiated at 0h, c) alginatePEGDMA-dye capsule irradiated at 24h.
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structural properties and crystallinity, thermal
properties, and stability and mechanical
properties.

Introduction
Nowadays, in the biomedical field, biocompatible
and biodegradable polymers such as poly(lactic
acid) (PLA), are successfully used. However,
many of these biopolymers cannot be used in
some applications, such as tissue engineering or
tissue regeneration, because it does not meet the
required mechanical performance. Furthermore,
these polymers are sensitive to temperature and
for certain applications are also not suitable. In
recent years, many studies have focused on
using mixtures with other materials in order to
improve the mechanical properties and thus,
expand the range of applications1.

Experimental
Synthesis of PMS was carried out with sebacic
acid and D-mannitol in bulk. The ratio of 1:2
between monomers was selected to form
polymers with the highest amount of pendant
hydroxyl groups. In a further step, the PMS was
functionalized using acryloyl chloride to form
acrylated PMS (PMS-Ac) (Figure 1). The numberaverage molecular weight and polydispersity of
PMS was determined by size exclusion
chromatography (SEC). PMS and PMS-Ac were
also characterized by Attenuated Total Reflection
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (ATRFTIR), and proton and carbon nuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy (1H- and 13C NMR).

Good candidates for improving the properties of
PLA are the family of poly-(polyol sebacate).
These polymers present a degradation
mechanism that provokes a linear loss of mass
and mechanical properties along the process
instead of dramatic diminish of properties. Then
the material typically maintains its geometry,
performance and stiffness being more compatible
with soft tissues2,3. These polymers are made of
natural origin monomers, which are not toxic and
produce polyesters with hydrolysable ester
groups.
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Figure 1. Synthesis and functionalization of PMS

The electrospinning solutions were prepared with
a mixture of PLA and PMS or PMS-Ac using a
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which values were obtained by subtracting the
enthalpy of crystallization (∆Hc) from the enthalpy
of fusion (∆Hf) and dividing it by the enthalpy
fusion corresponding to a single PLA crystal (∆Hf,
perfect crystal = 93.6 J/g).4 This insignificant
crystallinity was also observed by WAXS. The
incorporation of PMS does not vary the crystalline
behavior; however, the incorporation of PMS-Ac
induces crystallization.
Moreover, the mechanical properties were
analyzed using a tensile (stretching) stage from
Linkam (model TST350). The fibers were tested
at room temperature with different stretching
rates (Figure 3).

ratio of 90:10 wt%, and dissolved in CHCl3:DMF
90:10 (v/v). The mixtures were kept under
magnetic stirring for 24 h at room temperature.
Electrospun polymeric fibers were prepared using
a home-made electrospinner equipped with a
syringe needle connected to a high voltage power
supply with horizontal configuration. The
prepared solutions were transferred into a syringe
and loaded into a pump placed parallel to the
ground programmed to deliver the solution at
constant flow. To promote the collection of the
fibers, we used a cylindrical collector rotating at
different speeds. The electrospinning process
was carried out at room temperature and the
relative humidity was around 30%. The obtained
non-woven mats were vacuum dried at room
temperature for 24 h to remove any solvent
residues. For the purpose of comparison,
electrospun fibers from PLA were also prepared.
Electrospun fibers were characterized by electron
scanning microscopy (SEM), differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC), wide angle X-ray diffraction
(WAXS) and tensile test.
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Figure 3. Stress-stain curves of electrospun fibers of PLA,
PLA/PMS and PLA/PMS-Ac at 10 mm/min.

PMS and PMS-Ac structure was confirmed by
ATR-FTIR, 1H- and 13C-NMR. The degree of
functionalization of PMS was calculated by 1HNMR.
Electrospun fibers of neat PLA and blends with
PMS and PMS-Ac are shown in Figure 2. The
used electrospinning parameters were 16 kV,
needle-to-collector distance 12 cm, feeding rate
of 1 mL/h and rotor velocity of 1300 rpm. The
rotatory collector induces the perpendicular
alignment of fibers. However, the incorporation of
PMSs destroys the alignment, being more
pronounced in the case of acrylated polymer.
Nevertheless, the fiber size is relatively
maintained.

In short, the incorporation of 10 wt/% PMS or
PMS-Ac into PLA, changes the structural and
mechanical properties of its fibers.
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Introduction
Determination of total phenolic content (TPC) of
the hydroalcoholic extract of brown macroalgae
The TPC of the hydroalcoholic extract was
determined using the Folin-Ciocalteu method and
expressed gallic acid equivalent (GAE, mg 100 g1 dry weight (DW)) [3].

Alginate is a polysaccharide present in the
internal walls of brown macroalgae in the form of
alginic acid, sodium, potassium, ammonium
alginate, among others; and represents between
30 to 40 % of the dry weight of the macroalgae. It
is chemically composed of β-D mannuronic acid
(Block M) and α-L-guluronic acid (Block G), these
are linked by glycosidic bonds organized in homoand hetero-polymeric manner [1].
Alginate is mainly used as stabilizing and
thickening agent in foods also its polymeric matrix
allows the incorporation of various bioactive
compounds. For this reason, the research
focused on the elaboration of a biofilm loaded
with antioxidant, antifungal, and antimicrobial
compounds, using sodium alginate as a
polymeric matrix and brown macroalgae
(Macrocystis pyrifera) extract as a bioactive
agent.

Synthesis of loaded biofilms
Mixed plasticizers (ethylene glycol and
polyethylene glycol) at a ratio of 9:1 was added in
30 mL of commercial sodium alginate polymeric
solution 1.5% W V-1; under constant stirring for 60
min at 70 °C, subsequently, 5 mL in a range
between a 3.0 and 6.0 % extract solution, that
was obtained from the stock solution of
Macrocystis pyrifera extract was added, stirring
was continued for 30 min at 70 °C. Finally, the
solutions were molded and dried at 50 °C for 24
h [4].
Three biofilms were obtained (Biofilm - B0, Biofilm
+ extract 3.0 % - B1 and Biofilm + extract 6.0 % B2).

Experimental
Preparation of the hydroalcoholic extract of
brown macroalgae (Macrocystis pyrifera)
The brown macroalgae were collected in May
2019 in the Paracas District, Ica-Peru, and was
identified as Macrocystis pyrifera (Linnaeus) C.
Agardh 1820.
The extract was obtained by maceration. The first
10 g of dry and ground brown macroalgae sample
was used, 100 mL of ethanol: water (70:30) was
added triplicate). The resulting supernatants were
combined and concentrated at 40 °C. The
product obtained was stored at 10 °C [2, 3].

Characterization of loaded biofilms
The biofilms were characterized by FTIR
(IRPrestige 21 - Shimadzu) in the range of 400 4000 cm-1, UV (UV / Vis Lambda 25 - Perkin
Elmer) in the range of 350 - 650 nm, and TGA
(Simultaneous Thermal Analyzer STA 600 Perkin Elmer) in the range of 50 - 800 °C with a
heating flow of 10 °C min-1 and inert atmosphere
(N2) 50 mL min-1.
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Covered test on Hass avocado
The avocado was immersed in a 0.2% sodium
hypochlorite solution for 3 min and then washed
with distilled water. In this experiment, the
avocado was cut into circular pieces and covered
with biofilms B0, B1, and B2. The control sample
(C) was an uncoated piece of avocado. At the
same time, the other samples were kept at 8 ° C,
with 50 – 60 % relative humidity for 3 days.

phenolic compounds among others. Regarding
opacity increased as the extracted content in the
biofilm increased. The opacity values of the
biofilms were B0 0.10, B1 0.13, and B2 0.15.
The avocado pieces, as illustrated in figure 1,
show browning after 3 days in the control sample
(C), however, this decreases with the increase in
the concentration of the extract in the biofilm (B2).

Results and Discussion
To obtain the brown macroalgae extract, 10,000
mg of dry macroalgae were used, 686 mg of
product was obtained, with a yield of 6.86%.
The total phenolic content (TPC) of the
macroalgae extract was 74.16 mg GAE 100 g-1
dry weight.
The analysis of FTIR spectra of the biofilms (B1
and B2) showed the signals disappear at 2344
cm-1 (vibration of the carboxylic group), 1890 cm1 (C = O of acetyl groups), 1350 cm-1 (symmetric
vibration of -CH2 -), and 1299 cm-1 (presence of
ester sulfate groups), belonging to the aqueous
extract of Macrocystis pyrifera [5]. Likewise, there
are no present changes in the signals of the FTIR
spectrum concerning the biofilm B0.
The thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of the
biofilms shows the thermal changes in the
polymer, for the biofilm (B0), presents three
degradation phases, the first phase (70 - 150 °C)
belongs to the removal of water in the biomaterial,
the second phase (150 - 350 °C) is associated
with the degradation of the polymeric matrix, and
the third phase (350 - 380 °C) is associated with
the degradation of the alginate. However, biofilm
B1 has 3 phases unlike biofilm B2 that only has 2
phases; this is due to the increase in the
concentration of the aqueous extract of
Macrocystis pyrifera that contains hydroxyl
groups, which generates an increase in the loss
of mass in the second phase [6].
The analysis of light transmission and opacity
shows, a decrease in transmittance by increasing
the extracted content from 3 to 6% in the biofilms,
compared to biofilm without extract that
presented higher transmittance. This result
indicates that biofilms loaded with extract
possess light barrier properties attributed to

Figure 1. Results of covered trials in Hass avocado, A)
First day, B) the Third day.
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tissue structure, including the physical forces to
which arteries are exposed while the heart beats,
via the stimuli-responsive NPs.

Introduction
3D printing and nanotechnology have emerged
as promising tools to contribute in the
advancement of biomedical research. Their
combination allows the fabrication of complex in
vitro tissue models to aid understanding the
underlying mechanisms of native tissue functions,
as well as aspects related to their
pathophysiology [1,2]. One advantage of 3D
printing is that biomaterials and living cells can be
precisely positioned to mimic the natural,
complex, 3D architecture [3]. In addition, by
incorporating components that react to external
stimuli, in situ tuning of mechanical properties
can be achieved [4,5].
We introduce the design of organic-inorganic
hybrid materials comprising polymers/hydrogels
with embedded inorganic nanoparticles (NPs).
Such NPs are responsive to external stimuli such
as light (in the case of plasmonic NPs) or
magnetic fields (i.e for magnetic NPs), so
properties like local temperature can be
manipulated. The presence of thermoresponsive
polymers in these organic-inorganic inks offers
the possibility of tailoring the swelling ratio of the
ink, thereby mimicking physical changes to which
cells are exposed during various physiological
processes, e.g. arterial pulsation. To provide the
cellular component, bioinks containing living cells
can also be used, and their spatial distribution
controlled via 3D printing. We aim at including
cardiac muscle cells and endothelial cells in
separate bioinks, thereby mimicking the natural

Experimental
Thermoresponsive polymers combined with gold
nanorods (AuNRs) were synthesized to form a
stimuli-responsive layer in the structure. A
formulation based on N-Isopropylacrylamide
(NIPAm) - Poly(ethylene Glycol Diacrylate)
(PEGDA) was dissolved in a solution containing
plasmonic AuNRs with varying concentrations. To
construct the cell-containing bioink, gelatin
methacryloyl
(GelMA)-alginate
based
biocompatible formulations were used to provide
a matrix for living cells. Multilayer constructs were
developed by 3D bioprinting using a multi-headed
3D Discovery bioprinter (RegenHU, Switzerland)
(Figure 1). Each bioink was characterized in
terms of rheological properties, printability, cell
viability, and morphological and structural
properties. Stimuli response experiments were
carried out to explore the effect of plasmonic NP
concentration, when combined with the different
material
layers.

Figure 1: Schematic representation of multilayered 3D
bioprinted systems based on the stimuli-responsive
nanocomposite material and a cell containing bioink.
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Results and Discussion

Conclusions

We have generated two principal ink
formulations, a cell-containing bioink, and a
stimuli-responsive, thermosensitive polymeric ink.
For the fabrication of the stimuli-responsive ink, a
well-established protocol was followed to
synthetize AuNRs which were incorporated into a
NIPAM based thermoresponsive ink [6]. Thanks
to the localised surface plasmon resonance
(LSPR) of the AuNRs at 780 nm, i.e., in
resonance with the laser used for photothermal
experiments (808 nm), local changes in
temperature in the range of 24 - 36 °C could be
induced. By pulsing the irradiation source, a fast
and reversible increase and decrease in the
hydrogel temperature was observed. Living
bioinks were made of GelMA-alginate, combined
with different cell types (cancerous and stromal).
All the tested cell lines and gel compositions
presented a homogenous cell distribution in the
bioinks, with high cell viability and stability after
printing (≤ 3 weeks).
The rheological properties, characterized using a
controlled stress MCR 302 rheometer (Anton
Paar), revealed that all the studied formulations
showed a typical yield stress-like response at low
applied strains with a dominant (elastic) solid-like
response, characteristic of hydrogel-based
materials. The elastic component (G’)
consistently dominated over the viscous part
(G’’), with both moduli being independent of the
applied frequency at low deformations. The
internal structure (as inferred from their yield
point) and the shear-thinning behaviour of the
materials was assessed by rotational steady state
rotational tests, with all inks exhibiting a shear
thinning behaviour. Creep measurements
indicated that the tested gels could recover their
original shape after 20 s from the moment when
the high shear rate was removed.
Structural
characterization
of
the
thermoresponsive and living bioinks was
performed by Scanning Electron Microscopy
(SEM), confirming a uniform porosity, which is
essential for the adequate diffusion of oxygen
and nutrients in biological samples.

Multilayer models based on smart-hybrid living
bioinks were fabricated by 3D-printing. The
introduction of plasmonic AuNPs within polymeric
networks
provides
the
system
with
multifunctionality including responsiveness to
external stimuli. The living bioinks composed of
GelMA-Alginate are biocompatible and provide a
suitable environment for cell growth, up to at least
3 weeks. In addition, both the stimuli-responsive
and living bioinks present appropriate rheological
properties for simultaneous printing, resulting in a
highly porous structure which facilitates the
diffusion of nutrients and oxygen throughout the
whole system.
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Introduction:
In the last decade, 3D printing has gained
great interest due to its high customization
and thus, its large field of application.
Among the different techniques, syringe
extrusion 3D printing has shown remarkable
potential for biomedical purposes [1], more
especially for controlled drug delivery
applications. Therefore, the necessity to
develop new biomaterials as bioinks that fit
with the requirements of this technology has
increased. Alginate (A) is a biodegradable
and biocompatible biopolymer obtained
from natural sources that has aroused great
interest for the development of hydrogels
[2]. Moreover, the addition of cellulose
nanofibers (CNF) could modulate the
rheological behavior of the bioinks,
enhancing its suitability for 3D printing
technology [3]. Regarding the drug delivery
applications, controlled drug release over
time could be advantageous for hydrophilic
drugs that are rapidly metabolized in
aqueous media [4]. Nevertheless,
numerous hydrophobic drugs present poor
solubility in physiological conditions, which
directly implies issues related to
bioavailability [5]. In order to overcome the
mentioned problems, new pharmaceutical
forms have been developed through 3D
printing technology. Curcumin and
chloramphenicol as a model of hydrophobic
and hydrophilic drugs, respectively, could
be loaded in an A-CNF matrix, and thus to
prepare drug-loaded A-CNF pharmaceutical
forms for controlled release.

content from 3, 4, and 5 wt%, and finally the
bioinks were loaded with 15 wt% of
curcumin or 50 wt% of chloramphenicol.
Printability and shape fidelity of the drugloaded based bioinks were studied through
rheological characterization, and then were
3D printed and freeze-dried or Ca2+
crosslinked to achieve porous scaffolds and
compact pharmaceutical forms. Finally, in
vitro drug delivery tests from the scaffolds
were carried out.
Results and discussion:
Developed drug-loaded A-CNF inks were
characterized
through
rheological
measurements showing shear-thinning
behavior and high viscosity at zero shear
rate (Figure 1A). Moreover, either the drugs
and the CNF content acted as rheological
modifiers increasing the printability.

Figure 1. A) Viscosity versus shear rate. B) G’ (solid
symbols) and G’’ (open symbols) versus strain.

Shape fidelity of the bioinks were also tested
(Figure 1B) measuring G’ and G’’ values
versus strain showing always G’ above G’’,
indicating solid-like behavior and higher
stiffness as the drug and CNF content
increased.

Experimental:
In this work, three different A-CNF based
bioink formulations were prepared with 4
wt% of alginate and varying the CNF

Drug-loaded A-CNF inks were 3D printed
showing high accuracy on CAD model
reproduction and then the samples were
freeze-dried or Ca2+ crosslinked in order to
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Conclusions:
Developed drug-loaded A-CNF inks were
suitable for 3D printing technology. These
inks were successfully 3D printed and then
freeze-dried or Ca2+ crosslinked reaching
functional pharmaceutical forms. In vitro
release experiments revealed that drug
delivery occurred faster in freeze-dried
scaffolds and thus facilitated the release of
hydrophobic drugs, while Ca2+ crosslinked
forms delayed the delivery of hydrophilic
drugs to the physiological medium.
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In vitro drug delivery results showed that the
release occurred faster in porous freezedried scaffolds than in Ca2+ crosslinked
forms (Figure 3). The scaffold disintegration
and the CNF content had a great impact in
the curcumin release kinetics. The freezedried scaffolds could be a method to
increase hydrophobic drug delivery over
time while Ca2+ crosslinked forms could
delay the release of hydrophilic drugs for a
longer period.
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Figure 3. A) Curcumin release kinetics. B)
Chloramphenicol release patterns. Solid symbols
represent freeze-dried scaffolds while open symbols
represents Ca2+ forms.
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concentration (Ca2+ transient) was used as a parameter
to assess Ca2+ dynamics. Electrical activity of hiPSCCMs was assessed using the patch clamp technique in
whole-cell configuration.
The variation of the
membrane potential (action potential, AP) was used to
evaluate the electrical acivity.
Pharmacological measurements were carried out to
investigate
the
mechanism
underlying
the
photomodulation biophysical pathway. The experiments
were performed at physiological temperature.

Introduction.
Patient-specific human induced pluripotent stem cells
(hiPSCs) have provided unprecedented opportunities for
basic and translational research. Cardiomyocytes
derived from hiPSCs (hiPSC-CMs) are widely
recognized as a valuable experimental model to study
mechanisms of cardiovascular diseases. They
recapitulate in vitro the genotype of patients, providing
a powerful platform for the development of more
targeted therapies [1,2,3].
Light-modulation by organic semiconducting materials
has been reported in recent years as a novel, powerful
approach to modulate the cellular activity with high
spatial and temporal resolution, permitting lower
invasiveness and high selectivity. In particular, some
studies have demonstrated that photo-stimulation by
conjugated polymers, used as exogenous light-sensitive
actuators, can modulate the cell functionality [4,5].
Furthermore, photo-biomodulation with red and NIR is
a promising tool to control cell activity [6]. Hence, the
potential of photo-stimulation by a red-light absorbing
conjugated polymer to modify the hiPSC-CMs
homeostasis could be extremely relevant for their
potential use as treatment in cardiovascular disorders.

Results: hiPSC-CMs appeared vital and functional
when grown onto polymer substrates as well as after
exposure to light. The incidence of spontaneous Ca2+
transients and hiPSC-CMs having a regular beating was
similar between cells plated on PCPDTBT and controls,
both in dark and upon illumination. Red-light induced a
faster Ca2+ transient decay in both groups; interestingly,
however, the red-light effect was larger in hiPSC-CMs
plated on PCPDTBT. Furthermore, at the highest power
density, the red-light photo-stimulation of PCPDTBT
induced a statistically significant enhancement of the
beating frequency. The optical stimulation resulted in a
shortening of the AP in both groups; however, the
percentage of light-induced shortening of the AP
duration was higher in hiPSC-CMs plated on PCPDTBT
compared to ones on glass. Under red-light stimulation,
PCPDTBT reduced the inhibitory effect induced by the
blocking of proteins involved in Ca2+ reuptake.

Aim: the aim of this work is to investigate the photomodulation, mediated by a red light-absorbing
conjugated polymer substrate, of Ca2+ signaling and
electrical activity of hiPSC-CMs.

Conclusions: This work demonstrated that: i) redlight conjugated polymer is biocompatible for hiPSCCMs with and without photoexcitation; ii) PCPDTBT
efficiently modulates, upon photoexcitation, the hiPSCCMs membrane properties; iii) the photomodulation
mediated by PCDPTBT influences the Ca2+ dynamics of
hiPSC-CMs through an indirect modulation of proteins
involved in Ca2+ reuptake.

Methods: hiPSC-CMs were plated on a red lightabsorbing conjugated polymer substrate, namely
Poly[2,6-(4,4-bis-(2-ethylhexyl)-4H-cyclopenta [2,1b;3,4-b′]dithiophene)-alt-4,7(2,1,3-benzothiadiazole)]
(PCPDTBT), characterized by a low energy gap and
high charge generation efficiency. Uncoated glass
coverslips were used as reference. Active polymer
photoexcitation is provided by a red-light source on
restricted spatial regions through an upright
fluorescence microscope. Different power densities
were tested. Measurements without photo-excitation
were used as reference (dark condition). A Ca2+sensitive dye, characterized by a negligible spectral
overlap with the PCPDTBT optical absorption, was used
to evaluate Ca2+ dynamics in spontaneously beating
hiPSC-CMs. The variation of intracellular Ca2+
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Introduction

OSC in the form of transducer patches or microand nanoparticles in contact with biological cells.

P-type organic semiconductors (OSCs) are
gaining interest both as phototransducer material
for optically controlled bioelectronics as well as
photocathode material for oxygen reduction
reactions. For this reason, photoactive
semiconducting polymers are envisioned as a
novel class of materials able to transduce light into
stimulating signals inside biological cells or tissue
[1]. After comprehensive investigations as solar
cell active materials, they are now studied and
developed for medical purposes [2]–[4], such as
cancer phototherapies, photo-triggered drug
release, bioimaging, and phototriggers of reactive
oxygen species (ROS) due to their intrinsic
conductivity and optical properties [5]. When used
as bioactive photoelectrodes, the direct interface
between the semiconductor and the electrolyte
gives rise to different, competing electrochemical
phenomena such as the photofaradaic or the
photocapacitive processes, depending on whether
the photogenerated charges get involved in redox
processes or accumulate at the interface [6], [7].
Understanding
the
different
competing
optoelectronic phenomena arising from the direct
interface between the OSC and the aqueous
electrolyte is of central importance for the
development of future devices.
This research is of particular relevance to
understand
wireless,
optically
triggered
bioelectronic transduction as achieved with p-type

Experimental
Photoelectrodes are made of a thin polymeric
organic semiconductor deposited by spin-coating
on a fully oxidized Indium-Tin-Oxide (ITO) coated
glass slide. For the study we employed the wellestablished prototypical polymeric OSC P3HT and
two medium/low bandgap thiophene-based
conjugated polymers commonly used in high
performance organic solar cells [19], namely PTB7
and PBDB-T. The photoelectrode’s active surface
was exposed to PBS electrolyte. In a threeelectrode setup the photoelectrode was operated
as the working electrode. A silver chloride
reference electrode was used in combination with
a platinum counter electrode. In spectroscopic
measurements the monochromatic illumination of
the photoelectrode was achieved with a Xenon
lamp combined with a monochromator. The signal
was collected and amplified by the monitoring
output of a potentiostat for photocurrent
measurement or by a voltage amplifier for
photovoltage measurements. The potentiostat
was also used for impedance spectroscopy
measurements. For transient measurements the
monochromated Xenon lamp light was replaced
with monochromatic LEDs.
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the dark-OCP all the studied materials show a
similar effective electron-to-peroxyde efficiency,
although differing in photo-electrochemical
quantum efficiency.

Results and Discussion
The objective of the work is to identify the role of
the electrolyte and the impact of electrochemical
reactions. To do this we compare transient
measurements of
intrinsic photovoltage
generation as observed both in presence and in
absence of electrolyte. By comparing photocurrent
and photovoltage transients in presence and
absence of oxygen we demonstrate the crucial
role of the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and
the generation of ROS species for such interfaces.
Quantitative determination of hydrogen peroxide
generation with HRP-TMP assay permits further to
determine the electrochemical conversion
efficiencies for different materials.
By combining the findings with electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy, we develop a simple
equivalent circuit model to explain the large
observed photovoltage and its build-up dynamics
in OSC floating photocathodes in contact with
electrolyte. Based on Butler-Volmer kinetics
describing the photoreduction process, we obtain
a quantitative description of the photovoltage
transients and charging behaviour of p-type
photoelectrodes as described in the following
equation:
2

-1

Vp (t)=Vp,0 + α tanh

I0

α

e-2αC t tanh - 2 V

p,0

Figure 1. Photoelectrochemical mechanism scheme
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increasing the overall productivity of the process
[5-7].
In this work, a systematic study that
investigates the influence of different variables on
fibre morphology has been performed. The
analysed variables are the latex/template ratio, the
particle size and particle size distribution, the
surface functionalization, the surfactant type and
the total solids content [7]. Additionally, novel
hybrid organic/inorganic nanofibers have been
produced for their potential use in sensor or
purification applications.

Introduction
Electrospinning is a well-stablished technology
used to create polymer nanofibers. This
technology has gained extraordinary relevance in
the last years due to its simplicity and low cost, as
well as the possibility to effectively scale it up
opening perspectives for industrial production.
Electrospun nanofibers are very attractive for a
broad range of applications such as textiles, filters,
tissue engineering, drug delivery, wound healing,
sensor, energy storage, catalysis, and many more
[1–4].
Although Solution Electrospinning is the most
widely used electrospinning method, it presents
some limitations for industrial applications. The
first limitation is the need of toxic and flammable
organic solvents. The second limitation is the
maximum critical concentration that can be used
in this process (around 10-15 wt % of polymer).
Polymer solutions of higher concentrations are not
spinnable due to their high viscosity. This
concentration limitation decreases the productivity
of the electrospinning process importantly.
Green Electrospinning is a relatively new
promising technology that consists in the use of an
aqueous polymer dispersion (latex) as
electrospinning medium with the help of a template
polymer. This method is a green, clean and safe
technology that allows to spun hydrophobic
polymers using water as electrospinning medium.
Furthermore, this method enables to spin
solutions of higher polymer concentrations

Experimental
The polymer particles used in this work are
composed by a copolymer of methyl methacrylate
and butyl acrylate (MMA/BA) in a 50/50 wt %.
These particles are film forming (their Tg is below
room temperature) and therefore, they coalesce
within the fiber leading to the formation of a
continuous phase. The chosen template polymer
was polyvinyl alcohol (PVA). In order to obtain
hybrid organic/inorganic nanofibers MMA/BA
(50/50 wt %) copolymer particles bearing CeO2
nanoparticles were used together with polystyrene
(PS)/PMMA core-shell nanoparticles bearing
quantum dots (QD). Additionally, MMA/BA (50/50
wt %) copolymer particles pickering stabilized by
TiO2 nanoparticles were also spun.
Results and Discussion
A critical viscosity window has been defined for
uniform and good quality fiber formation.
Dispersions with viscosity values above this
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critical window form uniform fibers, whereas the
ones with lower viscosities lead to bead formation.
It has been demonstrated that the viscosity of the
initial complex dispersion is affected by the particle
size distribution and the surface chemistry of the
polymer particles (defined by the used surfactant
of the presence of functional groups), and
therefore, they have a strong influence on the final
fiber morphology. As a conclusion, when working
with green electrospinning, all the parameters
investigated in this work must be carefully taken
into account in order to fine-tune the final fiber
morphology.
In addition, organic-inorganic hybrid composite
nanofibers were also fabricated. On the one hand,
fluorescent composite nanofibers were obtained
containing well distributed CeO2 and QD
nanoparticles. On the other hand, nanofibers
containing photocatalytic TiO2 were also obtained
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1. (a) Fluorescent nanofibers containing
CeO2 and QD. (b) Nanofibers containing
photocatalytic TiO2.
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release. The results of this study demonstrated
that DOX-loaded NPs can trigger changes in the
DNA, proteins and lipids that have been detected
in oxidative stress assays. In the case of the PLA
scaffolds, DOX release or antibacterial activity
could not be detected from PLA/DOX-ACP fibers.
For this reason, PLA/PEG scaffolds are going to
be tested as a new approach to increase the fibres
porosity and facilitate the drug release.

Introduction
Cancer stem-like cells (CSCs) depend on
mitochondrial biogenesis for clonal expansion and
survival [1]. Based on this, FDA-approved drugs
that target the mitochondria are being repurposed
for cancer therapy. Among them, tetracyclines are
being evaluated as this organelle inhibitor. Recent
studies showed that doxycycline (DOX), an isomer
of tetracycline, can block mitochondrial protein
synthesis and induce oxidative stress in
adenocarcinoma cells [2]. As the potential of DOX
as an antitumoral drug is being demonstrated, new
carriers for its efficient and controlled delivery
need to be developed.

Experimental
NPs were synthesized by precipitation method,
incorporating DOX either in the calcium (DOX(Ca)ACP) or the phosphate solutions (DOX(Pho)ACP). NPs were characterized by XRD, SEM,
FTIR, DLS and Z-potential. PLA scaffolds were
produced by electrospinning. Scaffolds were
characterized by SEM, XRD, TGA and contact
angle. UV-Vis spectrophotometry was used to
determine loading efficiency of NPs and to quantify
drug release in simulated body fluid (SBF) and
PBS:EtOH (3:7 v/v). DOX bioactivity was
demonstrated by antibacterial diffusion assay and
growth curves preformed with Escherichia coli,
Lactobacillus salivarius, Streptococcus mutans
and Streptococcus sanguinis. For the biological
assessment, HeLa and VERO cells were chosen.

A suitable alternative to the DOX platform is the
use of amorphous calcium phosphate (ACP) due
to its biocompatibility and the easy incorporation of
dopants and drugs. Another appropriate
biomaterial is polylactide (PLA) which has wide
applications in the biomedical field due to its
relative low degradation and easy manipulation
[3]. For this reason, this study is aimed to
characterize DOX-ACP NPs and to investigate
their effect in tumoral cells. Additionally,
electrospun PLA scaffolds incorporating DOXACP NPs were produced to get a sustained DOX
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DOX response curves were elaborated prior to the
cytotoxicity assays with MTT to determine
cytotoxic concentrations of the drug alone.
Changes in chemical profiles were analysed by
SR-FTIR and the measurements were performed
at the infrared microspectroscopy beamline
MIRAS at the ALBA Synchrotron (Barcelona,
Spain).

bioactivity was preserved. DOX-ACP NPs
triggered changes in the chemical profile of
tumoral cells that are in accordance with a cell
death induced by oxidative stress. Interestingly,
ACP NPs showed a cytotoxicity in non tumoral
cells, demonstrating a limit of ACP NPs use as
carrier when CC50 values of the loaded drug are
high. As no DOX release was evidenced from
PLA/DOX-ACP scaffolds, new electrospun
PLA/PEG formulations are going to be tested.

Results and Discussion
Incorporation of the drug via phosphate solution
showed a higher encapsulation efficiency (86.84%
±3.92%). DOX-ACP also had a higher
hydrodynamic diameter and a reduced crystallinity
(DOX(Ca)-ACP: 14.87%, DOX(Pho)-ACP: 17%,
compared to ACP: 55.71%). The FTIR spectra
revealed a 𝐶𝑂!"# B-type substitution in DOX-ACP
NPs. Monitoring of the antibiotic release kinetics
within 100 hours demonstrated a controlled
release of DOX (average of 60%) in physiological
conditions (SBF medium). The bioactivity was also
proven by the growth inhibition of selected
bacteria.
DOX concentrations of 30, 20 and 10 µg/mL were
selected for MTT assays, so all NPs were
weighted to obtain those drug values. HeLa cells
treated with DOX-ACP formulations showed a
higher cytotoxicity than when DOX was used
alone. Noteworthy, a cytotoxic effect of ACP was
evidenced for VERO (Figure 1). This feature could
be explained by an increase of intracellular Ca2+
that induced a more severe cell damage in nontumoral cells. Changes in the DNA, proteins, and
lipids associated to oxidative stress were
observed.

Figure 1. Cytotoxicity of DOX-ACP treated cells: One-way
ANOVA was used. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01 and *** p < 0.001
vs. DOX. o p < 0.05, oo p < 0.01 and ooo p < 0.001 when
DOX(Ca)-ACP and DOX(Pho)-ACP were compared.
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PLA/DOX-ACP fibers maintained the hydrophobic
nature of the polymer. As for the morphology,
PLA/DOX-ACP fibers were still continuous, but a
higher diameter dispersion was observed due to
the presence of NPs aggregates. DOX release
from the scaffolds was not evidenced after 7 days
of monitoring and no antibacterial activity was
observed after 24 hours of evaluation.
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The efficiency of ACP NPs as antitumoral drugs
platforms was demonstrated. Adittionally, DOX
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make them excellent candidates for CPP
synthesis. [4,5]

Introduction
Global energy demand continues to rise due to the
increasing population and the continuous
development of the industry. However, the fossil
fuel reserves are limited and climate change is a
fact, making the use of the sun as energy source
imperative. The production of hydrogen from water
and sunlight can be one of the keys for
sustainability. In this sense, inorganic
semiconductors, in special TiO2, were postulated
as photocatalysts for this application. However,
this metal oxide has two main disadvantages:
absorption exclusively of UV light and fast
electron/hole recombination.
In order to overcome these limitations, we have
developed a series of new hybrid materials and we
have tested its behaviour as photocatalysts in a
couple of artificial photosynthesis reaction:
hydrogen production and CO2 photoreduction.
These hybrids are composed of an inorganic
(TiO2) and an organic material (Conjugated
Porous Polymer, CPP).[1, 2]
This work is focused on the design and synthesis
of unprecedented CPPs with tunable structures
that allows the modulation of the material’s
physical and chemical properties (porosity,
wettability, conductivity, light absorption, etc).[3]
BOPHY dyes were selected as common building
blocks for the synthesis of a novel series of four
CPPs (see Figure 1). The expended conjugation,
photoactivity and photostability of BOPHY dyes

Results and Discussion
Herein, the photocatalytic activity of four
conjugated porous polymers (CPPs) based on
BOPHY moiety (named IEP-x, x = 7, 8, 9, and 10,
IEP stand for IMDEA Energy Polymer) and TiO2
hybrids thereof to produce both hydrogen from
water and solar fuels from CO2 photoreduction
under UV−vis irradiation is described. Figure 1
depicts the molecular structure of these polymers.

Figure 1. Molecular structure of CPPs based on BOPHY

In the Hydrogen production from water all the
polymers show better performance than TiO2, as
well as hybrid materials (composed by TiO2 and
10 wt % of polymer loading) show a higher
hydrogen evolution rate than the sum of their
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mainly responsible for the improved photocatalytic
activity.

components. The best value is recorded for the
IEP-7@T-10 sample which shows 12-fold higher
hydrogen evolution rate (HER) than the sum of its
individual bare materials. Also, this sample with 1
wt % photodeposited platinum as cocatalyst
shows a photonic efficiency (ξ, %) of 14.54, 4.4fold higher than the photonic efficiency of Pt/TiO2,
in the same conditions (Figure 2).

Figure 4 Type II heterojunction charge transfer mechanism
of hybrid based on TiO2 and IEP 7−10.
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The combination of time-resolved fluorescence
with transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS)
measurements with the use of electron and hole
scavengers allows us to determine an effective
charge transfer mechanism Type II (Figure 4) as
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solid polymer electrolytes (SPEs), a new class,
namely “single ion conducting polyelectrolytes”
(SICs) has deserved considerable attention. [2-5]
SICs are composed of a polymer backbone
bearing a covalently bonded anionic functional
groups along with a lithium counterion free to
move and responsible for ion mobility. Because of
their single-ion nature, the lithium transport
number values approach unity; this accounts for
remarkable benefits to the electrochemical
performance, because Li+ ions are predominantly
engaged in the redox reaction while anions remain
relatively inactive. In this work we focus on the
development of novel poly[(ionic liquid)-b(carbonate)] block copolymers with single Li-ion
conducting features (Figure 1), showing

Introduction The pressing demand for longlasting, high-power portable electronics and the
emerging large-scale diffusion of electric vehicles
(EVs) require batteries with improved energy
density, along with enhanced cycle life and safety.
[1] State of the art Li-ion batteries (LIBs) currently
on the market contain liquid electrolytes, which
makes it difficult to design flexible cells, being also
hazardous in terms of leakage and flammability.
Within this context, a variety of solid-state
electrolytes have been investigated to date as, in
principle, they enable extension of the operating
temperature range of a device, also ensuring
higher safety even in the case of fire, together with
enhanced energy and power densities. Among.

Figure 1 Synthetic route for the preparation of different poly(carbonate)-based block copolymers.
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is high enough to allow homogeneous lithium
plating and stripping, thus preventing the
formation and growth of inhomogeneous lithium
dendritic structures. This was confirmed by
constant current (galvanostatic) reversible
plating/stripping tests performed at 70 °C at
different current density ranging from 0.025 and
0.5 mA cm−2. Finally the novel SICP under study
was employed for the preparation of LFP and NMC
composite cathodes, which were tested in Li metal
half cells with Li metal/SICPE/composite cathode
configuration at 70 °C. In both cases, we observed
Li metal half-cell delivering stable and efficient
charge/discharge cycling (> 145 mAh g−1) during
initial cycling, which corresponds to about 90% of
the practical specific capacity output of the
commercial LFP and NMC used as active material.
Excellent stability and capacity retention was
demonstrated upon prolonged cycling, with
outstanding
Coulombic
efficiency
(CE)
approaching 100% during the whole cycling test.
Thus, no drastic capacity fade during initial cycling
was observed, with a CE exceeding 99% for LFP,
while improving cycle-by-cycle (exceeding 95%
after 5 cycles) for NMC. Slight overpotential
increase was observed when doubling the current
rate. This behaviour is due to the clear limitations
associated with the internal resistance of the cell,
mainly affected by the high intrinsic resistance of
polyelectrolyte and the not engineered interface
between the binder and active material. Note that
optimization in this respect is in progress in our
laboratories.

greatly enhanced performance towards the state
of the art of solid-state systems in terms of
compatibility with high voltage cathodes (e.g.,
lithium nickel manganese cobalt oxides - NMC) as
well as lithium metal anode and operating at
almost theoretical capacity in lab-scale cells.
Materials and Methods Ring opening
polymerization (ROP) has been exploited on
trimethylene carbonate (TMC) monomer directly
using a RAFT-agent having hydroxyl terminal
group as initiator and DBU as catalyst to obtain
poly(carbonate)-based macro RAFT precursor,
which was further utilized in synthesis of different
series of block copolymers comprising lithium 1-[3(methacryloyloxy)propylsulfonyl]-1(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)-imide (LiMTFSI) and
poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate
(PEGM) via controlled RAFT polymerization. The
obtained ionic block copolymers are yellowish
rubber-like materials, which physico-chemical
properties were thoroughly investigated by mean
DSC, TGA, AFM and rheology characterization
techniques. Ionic conductivity (σ) was determined
by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
while Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was used to define
the electrochemical stability window (ESW). The
electrochemical behaviour of the SICPEs was
evaluated by means of constant-current
(galvanostatic) charge/discharge cycling in lithium
metal lab-scale cells using lithium iron phosphate
(LFP) and NMC catholyte.
Results and Discussion The initial series of
synthetized copolymer poly[(TMC)n-b-(LiM)m]
showed limited chain mobility, likely resulting from
the interconnection of two different polymeric
blocks both characterized by high Tg. Remarkable
enhancement of the ionic conductivity was
obtained by the addition of PEGM bearing pendant
ethylene oxide side chains. As a result,
poly[(TMC)n-b-(LiM)m-r-(PEGMk)]
copolymers,
with different PEGM:LiM molar ratio,
demonstrated more than one order of magnitude
increase of ionic conductivity at 70 °C (i.e.,
exceeding 10–6 S cm–1), but improvements are
necessary. The presence of the polycarbonate
block clearly influences the ESW and the
mechanical properties of the solid electrolyte (up
to 5.5 V vs. Li+/Li). The calculated tLi+ value of 0.91
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mechanical properties of the polymeric matrix and
protects the capsules from the environment,
increasing the resistance to fracture and avoiding
leakage of the PCMs.

Introduction
The imminent disappearance of the fossil
resources in our planet has led to the need to look
for new alternatives based on renewable energies
that allow us to supply the energy demand of
today's society. However, current renewable
energy systems are not capable of storing energy,
which is a major drawback in terms of performance
and energy saving. That is why, in recent years,
much of the research has focused on the
development of systems for energy storage. In this
context, one of the most attractive fields is that of
the so-called phase change materials (PCMs),
which are materials that allow the storage of
thermal energy in the form of latent heat during a
phase change, and release it when returning to
the initial phase [1, 2].
Among the different types of PCMs, this work
focuses on solid–liquid ones, which are
characterized by their good thermal conductivity
and high thermal storage efficiency in a wide range
of temperatures. Nevertheless, their use may have
certain limitations as a consequence of problems
such as large volume changes or leakage to the
environment. Thus, PCMs are usually
encapsulated to ensure the cyclability of the
process, to avoid leaks, to control volume changes
during the phase transition, and to protect
surrounding media from negatives effects [3, 4].
Furthermore, the dispersion of encapsulated
PCMs in polymeric coatings improves the
structural stability, allows us to modify the

Experimental
Polymeric capsules were synthesized by radical
polymerization in direct miniemulsion. A
continuous phase was prepared by dissolving a
surfactant (SDS) in water. A dispersed phase was
prepared with styrene, acrylic acid, a known
quantity of the substance to be encapsulated
(organic PCM), and the AMBN initiator.
Continuous and dispersed phases were
homogenized and emulsified by means of
ultrasonication (Branson W 450 digital sonifier;
1/2″ tip, 90% intensity, 3 min). The emulsion was
placed in a thermoshaker (Hettich Benelux, MHR
23) under orbital stirring, where the polymerization
reaction was left to proceed for 16 h at 72 °C.
The coatings were prepared by two methods. On
the one hand, polymeric films were prepared by
redispersing the PCM capsules in a polymer
solution. The solution was left under magnetic
stirring for 20 min and added into a mold, and kept
for 24 hours under vacuum. On the other hand,
PCM capsules were deposited on textile fabrics by
using the layer-by-layer (LbL) technique
Results and Discussion
In the present work, we have obtained efficient
systems for the storage of thermal energy in the
form of latent heat at different temperatures by
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encapsulating organic phase change materials
(PCMs), namely alkanes and fatty acids. Figure 1
shows the TEM micrograph of representative
capsules prepared by encapsulating octadecane
showing a suitable morphology and a
homogeneous size around 100 nm. Figure 2
shows the macroscopic photographs and SEM
images of a representative polymer film (A and B)
and a textile fabric (C and D), both encapsulating
octadecane as a PCM.

alcohol) film. The calculated melting points
(29.9 °C) and latent heats (209.4 W.g−1) are
consistent with the expected theoretical values.
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Figure 3. DSC traces of polyvinyl alcohol film containing
polystirene capsules with octadecane.

We are currently working on the design and
development of devices for evaluating the use of
PCM-containing coatings in real applications.

Figure 1. TEM micrograph of polystyrene capsules with
octadecane as a PCM.
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Figure 2. (A) Photograph and (B) cross-section SEM image
of a poly(vinyl alcohol) film containing 50% of PCMs
capsules. (C) Photograph and (D) cross-section SEM image
of a representative textile fabric containing 40% of PCM
capsules.

The efficacy of polymer–polymer nanocomposites
for energy storage applications was demonstrated
by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), heating
and cooling the samples for several cycles. As a
representative example, Figure 3 contains a DSC
thermogram of octadecane encapsulated in
polystyrene particles embedded in a poly(vinyl
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Introduction

nanostructures in the fiber mat by oxidation, and
subsequent pyrolysis to eliminate the sacrificial
block, fibers with interconnected mesopores and
micropores with controlled size and distribution
were obtained.

Porous carbon materials have been widely studied
for their use in energy applications
(supercapacitors, solar cells, fuel cells…) due to
their excellent conductivity, high specific surface
area, and tunable pore size [1]. Carbon porous
fibers are presented as exceptional materials for
their use in energy storage devices a most are
solid filaments, so they have smooth surfaces with
reduced effective surface areas. The formation of
porous carbon fibers (PCFs) could solve this
limitation, leading to materials with higher
capacitance [2]. Developing an effective and
suitable method to fabricate hierarchical porous
structures with a controllable porosity is essential
to create porous fibers for electrochemical energy
storage.
Whereas conventional polymer blend usually
leads to macro-phase separation with large pore
size distributions and discontinuous pore
arrangement, block copolymer (BCP) selfassembly generates micro-phase separation,
resulting in ordered pore arrangements with
narrow size distributions. Among the few works
found in the literature with BCPs, the one by Liu et
al. stands out. They have used a PAN-b-PMMA
copolymer as a precursor for the manufacture of
PCFs with hierarchical structures with excellent
results [3].
In this work, hierarchical porous carbon fibers
(HPCFs) were fabricated by electrospinning from
polyacrylonitrile (PAN)-based block copolymer,
taking advantage of self-assembly and
microphase separation. Stabilizing the

Experimental
PAN-b-PS block copolymers with different
compositions were synthesized via two-step RAFT
polymerization using CDPT (2-cyano-2-propyl
dodecyl trithiocarbonate) as chain transfer agent
and AIBN (azobisisobutyronitrile) as initiator.
Polymer solutions at 20% wt in DMF were
electrospun using 18KV, a feed rate of 1mL/h and
10 cm of working distance. The obtained polymer
fiber mat was thermally annealed at 280 ºC and
pyrolyzed at 800 ºC under N2 atmosphere.
Molecular weight and polydispersity were
measured by 1H-RMN and SEC chromatography.
Surface area and pore size distribution were
analyzed by N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms
and the porous carbon fibers were imaged by SEM
microscopy. Electrochemical characterization was
evaluated by cyclic voltammetry and galvanic
charge/discharge cycles using symmetrical
Swagelok type cell. Working electrode was made
by pressing into a nickel foam a mixture of active
material, black carbon, and PTFE in 80:10:10
proportion, respectively.
Results and Discussion
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PS-b-PAN with a 15% of PS according to 1H-RMN
showed narrow molecular weight distribution
(Figure 1) with a PDI value of 1.2.

BJH desorption analysis and the value of specific
surface area according to BET analysis is 505
m2/g.

Figure 1. SEC chromatography of PS-CDPT
macroinitiator
and
PS-b-PAN_15%PS
block
copolymer.

Figure 4. BJH pore size distribution and N2
adsorption/desorption isotherm of porous carbon
fibers.

Porous carbon fiber morphology was analysed by
SEM microscopy, showing fibers with diameters
between 300-400 nm and specific granular-type
surface morphology (Figure 2) due to the phaseseparation into microdomains of PS and PAN
blocks.

In conclusion, carbon porous fibers were
successfully fabricated by electrospinning of PSb-PAN block copolymer. Due to immiscibility and
phase separation of the different blocks, after
degradation of the sacrificial block of PS, a highly
carbon porous fibrillar structures can be obtained.
In this work we present a strategy to produce
carbon nanofibres with large mesopores (up to 50
nm) which favor fast kinetics/double-layer; small
mesopores (2-10 nm) which are usually a
gateaway to the micropores, since fast ion transfer
into the narrow micropores is only possible if the
mesopores are filled with electrolyte; and
micropores (<2 nm), which are ideals for
supercapacitive storage where the pore size
needs to be tailored to the ion size allowing faster
ions transfers from the small mesopores into the
charge storing narrow micropores.
Preliminary results of cyclic voltammetry
measurements showed capacitance values
around 150 F g−1, indicating that synthesized
copolymers are suited HPCFs for electrochemical
energy conversion and storage devices.

Figure 2. SEM micrograph of PS-b-PAN fibers.

After carbonization and degradation of PS block,
fibers present a highly porous structure (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. SEM micrograph of carbonized fibers.

N2 adsorption/desorption analysis showed a type
IV isotherms with hysteresis (Figure 4). Pore size
distribution were centre around 8 nm according to
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The goal of our present research is exploring the
use of POPs derived from DAFO as fillers for
preparing high-performance MMMs.
Herein, we have chosen a POP derived from
1,3,5-triphenyl-benzene (135TPB) and DAFO as
filler and different polyimides (Matrimid, 6FDA6FpDA, 6FDA-TMPD), as polymer matrixes.
The chemical structures are shown in Figure 1.

Introduction
The urgent need to reduce CO2 emissions has led
to the search of new materials for improving the
capture of CO2 emissions from the fossil energy
use. At the same time, separation of CO2 from
natural gas is also a crucial step before making it
available to the market, and it should be clearly
improved [1].
A great number of studies has focused on the
development of porous solids, such as metal
organic frameworks (MOFs) and porous organic
polymers (POPs), for their application as CO2
sorbents [2]. Furthermore, the use of POPs as filler
in Mixed Matrix Membranes (MMMs) has attracted
a great interest because these membranes have
the potential to overcome the cumbersome tradeoff between permeability and selectivity [3].
Recently, our group have successfully prepared
several POPs by electrophilic aromatic
substitution (SEAr) reactions between a ketone
with electron-withdrawing groups and a
polyaromatic moiety, in presence of a superacid as
promotor [4]. These materials were amorphous
and highly microporous, showed BrunauerEmmet-Teller (BET) surface areas ranging from
580 to 790 m2/g, and had excellent chemical and
thermal stability. In addition, they showed superb
CO2 adsorption (up to 207 mg/g) [5], and good gas
separation properties when used as fillers in mixed
matrix membranes [6].
Following this methodology, a set of POPs derived
from 4,5-diazafluoren-9-one (DAFO) have recently
been prepared by us and evaluated as confined
Pd(II) heterogeneous catalysts. They showed very
high yields and recyclability for Suzuki-Miyaura
reactions [7].

Figure 1. Chemical structure of polymer matrixes and filler
(POP) used to prepare MMMs

The main idea of this work is to explore the
capacity of the bipyridine moiety to interact with
acid gases, such as CO2. This interaction should
improve the solubility factor of the membrane and,
hence, enhance its gas separation performance,
for instance for the CO2/N2 gas pair.
Experimental
A porous organic polymer (POP) was synthesized
by reaction between 1,3,5-triphenylbenzene with
DAFO using a stochiometric molar ratio.
Trifluoromethanesulfonic acid was employed as
reaction promotor and chloroform as cosolvent.
Polycondensation yield was quantitative.
The mixed matrix membranes (MMMs) with a
targeted POP load (20, and 30% wt/wt) were
prepared by casting after mixing an ultrasound
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selectivity were observed with increasing POP
loading.
The Robeson Plot in Figure 3 shows the
improvement in separation performance for the
CO2/N2 gas pair. For example, at 30 wt % POP
content, the CO2 permeability increased 6-fold as
compared with pristine polyimides, whereas
CO2/N2 selectivity decreased by only 1%.

dispersed suspension of the filler with a matrix
polymer solution (both prepared in THF). The cast
membranes were subjected to a thermal treatment
to strip off the solvent.
Results and Discussion
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POP and MMMs were characterized by different
techniques. Thus, the low-pressure N2 adsorption
isotherms at 77K indicated that this POP was a
highly microporous material having a surface area
of 880 m2/g. Thermogravimetric analysis of the
POP displayed a degradation temperature of 515
ºC and a chair yield of 84% at 800 ºC, denoting a
high thermal stability (Figure 2). Regarding MMMs,
the addition of the filler produced a slight
increment in the thermal stability of the polymer
matrix; thus, the degradation temperatures for
MMMs were about 10 ºC higher than that of neat
Matrimid (500 °C). Carbon residues at 800 °C
were high and increased with POP loading.

800

Temperature (°C)

Figure 2. TGA of MMMs and POP (0 (neat Matrimid), 20,
and 30 wt % of loading)

Glass transition temperatures, Tgs, of MMMs were
higher than those of all polyimides. This increase
in Tg can be related to the restriction of molecular
mobility in polymer´s chains [8]. Thus, these
results seem to indicate that there is a favourable
interaction at the interface between the filler and
the matrix.
Gas transport properties of MMMs, and neat
Matrimid membrane, were tested for the following
individual gases: He, O2, N2, CH4, at 3 bar and 30
ºC. The permeability of the MMMs to all gases
increased with the POP loading content.
Furthermore, no significant changes in gas
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large specific surface area and a mechanically
stable 3D and permanent microporous structure
that avoid dissolutions issues extending the
cyclelife of batteries [3] and allowing the
application also in low concentrated electrolytes.
The use of a low concentrated electrolytes not only
reduce the cost and increase the safety of the
battery but also mitigate both corrosion and selfdischarge detrimental reactions.
Here we report an anthraquinone-based
conjugated microporous polymer/single-walled
carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) + reduced graphene
oxide (RGO) hybrid material (named IEP-11)
synthesized by us in previous works [4] as
ultrahigh performance anode in combination with
commercial Ni(OH)2 cathode in low KOH
concentration (1M KOH) and in the commonly
used high concentration of 10M KOH. We
compare our porous polymer with a linear
poly(anthraquinone sulfide) (PAQS), one of the
most applied organic anode in alkaline
electrolytes, demonstrating the superior
electrochemical performance of our polymer
attributed to the intrinsic structure/morphology of
the porous structure [5].

Introduction
The growing energy demand is making necessary
to search for more secure, reliable and ecofriendly electrochemical energy storage systems.
Among them, rechargeable aqueous batteries
have attracted considerable attention in the past
decades as they offer significant advantages in
terms of safety and cost effectiveness. Until now,
a series of aqueous rechargeable batteries
(ARBs) have found practical applications in
various areas, however, the inherent limitations of
these systems in terms of low energy density, high
self-discharge, memory effect, and limited service
life impede their applications in large-scale energy
storage [1]. The limited service life is mostly due to
the inorganic anode active-material that suffers of
dendrites
formation
and
volume
expansion/contraction
during
battery
charge/discharge cycling. In this context, redox
active polymers (RAPs) have been proposed as
suitable alternatives to the traditional inorganic
materials, considering their greater natural
abundance, the less toxicity and, when applied as
electrode in AqRBs, the longer cycle life as the
material structure does not alter significantly
during the cycles.
Among the RAPs applied as electrode material in
alkaline aqueous batteries, only a limited number
have been tested as anode vs Ni/Co/Mn-based
cathode and were mainly linear polymers in high
concentrated alkaline electrolytes (typically 10–13
M), with an insufficient robustness in lower
concentrations [2]. Different from the linear
polymers, Redox-Active Conjugated Microporous
Polymers present an extended π-conjugation, a

Experimental
The PAQS was synthesized following the protocol
that have been described elsewhere [2] while for
the hybrid IEP-11 we repeated the procedure
reported in our previous publication [4]. The
electrodes were manufactured in form of
buckypaper electrodes, mixing the polymers with
SWCNT, RGO (80/10/10 final ratio fwt%) without
adding any binder [4].
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The specific surface area and pore-size
distribution were determined by N2 adsorption–
desorption isotherms at 77 K analysis and were
carried out using Autosorb iQ2-Quantachrome
Instruments. The electrochemical measurements
were carried out in a three electrodes system in
1M KOH and 10 M KOH electrolytes, using Pt wire
as counter, Hg/HgO as reference and ink on
carbon paper as the working electrode. The
electrochemical test of the full-cells was performed
in CR 2032 coin-type cells with a porous
Whatman® glass microfiber filter (Grade GF/B)
soaked with 200 µL of electrolyte and using
Ni(OH)2 as cathode and were investigated by
cycling voltammetry and galvanostatic charge–
discharge (GCD) using Bio-logic VMP3
multichannel Potentiostat/Galvanostat.

Figure 1. Comparative textural properties of PAQS and
hybrid IEP-11: a) nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherm
profiles b) percentages of micro/mesoporosity.

Electrochemistry of Poly(anthraquinone) Anodes
in 1M KOH
The electrochemical characterization of the
polymer composite electrodes (0.2 mg cm‒2
polymer mass loading) was carried out with cycling
voltammetry (CV) in 1M KOH using a standard
three-electrode configuration. After 100 cycles,
there was a visible decrease in peak current
density for PAQS and appeared a coloration of the
electrolyte that indicates the dissolution of activematerial into the electrolyte. Otherwise, no such
coloration was observed for hybrid IEP-11, whose
robust porous structure avoids the dissolution
issue.

Results and Discussion
Textural Properties of Poly(anthraquinone) ActiveMaterials
To clear the textural properties of the
poly(anthraquinone)
polymers,
nitrogen
adsorption–desorption isotherm analysis was
performed (fig.1). The hybrid IEP-11 presents dual
micro/mesoporosity of 50.4/49.5%, wherein, linear
PAQS was mainly characterized by the presence
of mesopores (> 99%). Furthermore, the
Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) specific surface
area and total pore volume of hybrid IEP-11 was
calculated to be 738 m2 g‒1 and 0.7 cm3 g‒1,
respectively, that are almost 7- and 3-fold larger
than those of PAQS (104 m2 g‒1 and 0.22 cm3 g‒
1). This improvement in the textural parameters of
the porous polymer compared to the linear is
expected to enhance the electrochemical
properties.

Figure 2. Successive cyclic voltammograms of PAQS (a)
and hybrid IEP-11 (b) for 100 cycles obtained at 20 mV s‒1.
Inset shows the coloration of electrolyte solutions after the
CV measurement.
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Comparative Electrochemical Performance of
PAQS||Ni(OH)2 and IEP-11||Ni(OH)2
The cycling stability of PAQS||Ni(OH)2 and IEP11||Ni(OH)2 cells (anode mass loading of ~3.5 mg
cm−2) was compared at 20 C by GCD experiment
in 1M KOH. The IEP-11||Ni(OH)2 demonstrated an
ultralong cycle life, showing a reversible capacity
of 85 mAhg‒1 with a remarkable capacity retention
of 75% after 22 730 cycles, while at the same Crate, PAQS||Ni(OH)2 retained only a 35% of
capacity over 6240 cycles (fig.3).
Figure 4. Rate capability: areal capacities as a function of
areal current high (65 mg cm‒2) mass loading anodes.

In conclusion, we successfully developed an
improved alkaline rechargeable battery by
applying a stable and robust conjugated
microporous polymer (IEP-11) anode. The IEP11||Ni(OH)2 cells outperformed the PAQS||Ni(OH)2
in the commonly used high KOH concentrated
electrolyte (ca., 10M), demonstrating its suitability
also in practical batteries where the use thick
electrodes is essential; in addition, and for the first
time, we were able to apply a polymer anode (IEP11) in a much lower KOH concentration (ca., 1M)
without compromising the electrochemical
performance.

Figure 3. Cycle stability by GCD experiment: discharge
capacity retention and Coulombic efficiencies measured at
20 C.

Alkaline Polymer//Ni(OH)2 Battery with High Mass
Loading Polymer Anodes
Taking into account the superior electrochemical
performance of IEP-11 over PAQS with the
polymer mass loading of ~3.5 mg cm−2, we
increased the anodes mass loading, adapting the
buckypaper approach, up to 65 mg cm−2 and
assembled full cells using 10M KOH.
As an example, figure 4 presents the rate
capability of PAQS||Ni(OH)2 and IEP-11||Ni(OH)2
cells with high polymer mass loading anodes (65
mg cm−2). The areal capacities and its retention
decreased with increasing both the polymer mass
loadings and the areal currents, but this decrease
was more propound with higher mass loading
electrodes in the case of PAQS. Remarkably, the
IEP-11||Ni(OH)2 cell was able to be charged (or
discharged) only within ~0.01 h, still maintaining
high areal capacity values at 1.25 mAh cm‒2 and
sustaining a large areal current density of 340 mA
cm‒2 (or 15 C) demonstrating its suitability as
“ultrafast battery”. Whereas, PAQS||Ni(OH)2 cell
was non-functional under these severe testing
conditions.
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CO2 (99.9% purity) has been used for the gas
dissolution experiments.
Methods
Solid precursors were produced through
compression moulding and cellular materials were
produced through gas dissolution foaming.
The cellular structure was visualized through
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and
analyzed using a software based on FIJI/ImageJ.
Transmittance has been measured with a laser as
the light source, and a photodiode joined to an
integrating sphere connected to a photometer as
a light detector [5, 6].

Introduction
Cellular polymers are used in hundreds of daily
applications thanks to their good performance[1].
Nanocellular polymers, cellular polymers with cell
sizes in the nanoscale, present an outstanding
combination of properties that have caught the
attention of laboratories and companies all around
the world [1]. In comparison with conventional
cellular polymers, they stand out for a very low
thermal conductivity [2], or their improved
mechanical properties compared to cellular
materials with bigger cell sizes [3, 4].
Some works in the literature postulated that
nanocellular polymers could become transparent
materials if the cell size was small enough. But it
was not until 2017 that this possibility became a
reality. This possibility makes these materials
even more unique, with a combination of
properties never seen before altogether [5].
Since its discovery, their production as well as
their transparency has been in continuous
evolution.
This work presents the optimum production
process as well as the key factors for the
maximization of transparency.

Results and Discussion
Optimum production process of transparent
nanocellular materials
As it can be seen in Figure 1, nanocellular
materials present transparency when the cell size
is below 50 nm.
Such small cell sizes can be achieved by
dissolving a huge amount of gas inside the
polymer during the saturation process (higher than
the 40 wt.% according to the literature [5])
First transparent materials in the literature were
reported to be produced through a very longlasting process 7 hours for 0.5 mm in thickness,
and the need of a post-processing.
However, this solubility value can be achieved by
combining the use of high saturation pressures
above 40 MPa and saturation temperatures of 0
ºC.

Experimental
Materials
Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) V825T was
supplied in the form of pellets by ALTUGLAS
International (Colombes, France). Medical grade
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maximization of the nucleation density increases
transmittance, which can be done by maximizing
saturation pressure (Figure 3a). On the other
hand, decreasing the transition region thickness is
beneficial for transparency increase. This can be
done by minimizing foaming temperature (Figure
3b).
Table 1. Cellular structure characteristics of the samples.
Figure 1. a) Transmittance as a function of the cell size for
0.05 mm in thickness samples and for different incident
wavelengths. b) Photograph of transparent and opaque
nanocellular polymers.

Saturation
Conditions

40 MPa
0ºC

The used parameters in this work (Table 1) allow
to produce transparent materials of 0.5 mm in
thickness in short production times (2.5 hours),
which means a reduction of 64 % in cycle time in
comparison with the first reported materials. On
the other hand, nanocellular materials are usually
foamed in a thermal bath, making impossible the
production of thin and flat samples, implying the
post-processing previously commented. In this
work foaming process was carried out in a hot
plate stirrer, key factor leading to the production of
thin and flat transparent materials, without any
post-processing needed.

50 MPa
0ºC

(ºC)

25
40
60
25
40
60

N0
(nuclei/cm3)

(nm)

7.80·1015
9.90·1015
1.50·1016
1.30·1016
2.90·1016
3.90·1016

27
27
29
23
25
25

Transition
region
proportion

1.64
2.87
4.26
3.76
6.22
8.23

Thus, it can be concluded that it is possible to
produce materials 0.5 mm in thickness with
transparencies as high as 61 %, through an easy
and fast process. The key factor is the use of
saturation pressures as high as 50 MPa, foaming
temperatures of 25 ºC, and a hot plate as foaming
media.

Key parameters influencing transparency
When producing a nanocellular material structures
such as that shown in Figure 2a are obtained, with
a homogeneous nanocellular region in the center
of the sample (Figure 2b) a transition region with
bigger cell sizes, and a solid skin with no cellular
structure at the edges.

Figure 3. a) Transmittance of the nanocellular region as a
function of cell nucleation density. b) Transmittance of the
whole sample as a function of the transition region
thickness proportion.
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Figure 2. a) Scheme of the gradient cellular structure
distribution.b)SEM image os the homogeneous
nanocellular region.

The characteristics of these regions can be
tailored by controlling the production parameters,
as it can be seen in Table 1.
By studying the transmittance as a function of the
cellular structure, it can be concluded that, by
maintaining the cell size below 50 nm, the
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controlled sulphuric acid hydrolysis. Mesoporous
CNC membranes were then fabricated after
evaporation induced self-assembly (EISA) of
water-dispersed
CNCs
with
tetramethyl
orthosilicate (to yield CNC-silica composites) and
subsequent silica removal under alkaline
conditions (2 M NaOH). Finally, mesoporous
cellulosic membranes were obtained after
supercritical carbon dioxide (s-CO2) [3]. CNCs
were also used as a template to fabricate
mesoporous black titanium dioxide (TiO2-x) chiral
nematic films for anode applications. Titania was
incorporated into gelatin-functionalized CNCs and
after carbonization chiral TiO2/C composites
were obtained. Upon subsequent hydrothermal
surface reduction, oxygen deficient titania/C films
were obtained [4].

Introduction
Energy storage systems are becoming
increasingly important in the development of
modern society as they are being used in
applications related to the Internet of Things,
Industry 4.0 and mobility paradigms. However,
most of the current solutions and devices are
typically based on petroleum-derived materials
[1]. It is thus essential to provide alternative
materials towards sustainability.
Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have achieved a
predominant role in energy storage systems
because of their large energy density and
superior cycling stability [1]. The increasing
societal concerns such as global warming and
the exhaustion of combustible fossils makes
imperative the development of a widespread
strategy for sustainability that includes the
fabrication of energy storage devices based on
renewable resources. Here we show the
suitability of cellulose-derived materials to
develop different battery components with
controllable structure [2,3,4]. The potential of
cellulose as platform material for battery
separators is investigated not only for LIBs but
also for other energy storage systems including
sodium-ion batteries (NIBs) and aqueous zinc
batteries (AZBs).

The text should be subdivided following the
standard sequence of Introduction, Experimental
Methods, Results and Discussion, Concluding
Remarks and Acknowledgements (if any).
Headings and subheadings for different sections
of the paper should be clearly indicated. Do not
number the sections. Ensure that all figures and
tables are mentioned in the text, and that all
references are cited in numerical order. A
description of the settings of these styles is given
in Table 1. Authors should not use new Styles.

Results and Discussion
Experimental

Here we evaluate the potential of cellulose as a
sustainable alternative to traditional polyolefinbased lithium-ion battery (LIB) separators.

Spindle-shaped cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs)
were extracted from native cellulose upon
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of ≈3 nm. Such highly porous structure,
combined with the crystalline TiO2 core /
disordered amorphous TiO2−x shell may yield to
enhanced Li+ diffusion through the structure.
Figure 1c and 1d show the galvanostatic charge
and discharge curves of prepared mesoporous
black TiO2-x films. The enhanced capacity
retention achieved form black titania in
comparison to white titania can be ascribed to a
combination of TiO2-x oxygen vacancies and
pseudocapacitive lithium storage on the
disordered shell. Moreover, the physical
framework provided by the mesoporous carbon
network enhances the electrolyte penetration and
Li+ diffusion through enlarged pores while
accommodating the volume changes during Li+
insertion/extraction into the black TiO2−x-based
nanostructure.

Mesoporous cellulose nanocrystal membranes
presenting tailored pore morphology were
prepared. Electron microscopy analyses reveal
that membranes are composed of loosely packed
CNCs (Figure 1a), yielding specific surface of 172
m2·g−1 and porosities up to 75.3%. Because of its
hydrophilic and highly porous character,
fabricated separators present very low contact
angle values against conventional ethylene
carbonate − dimethyl carbonate electrolyte and
ionic liquid. As a consequence, ionic
conductivities up to 2.7 mS·cm−1 were obtained,
indicating that mesopores provide efficient paths
for Li+ ion migration through the membrane. A
specific capacity of 122 mAh·g−1 and 85 mAh·g−1
at C/2 and 2C rates was delivered, outperforming
the performance of commercial glass microfiber
separator (Figure 1b). When replacing
conventional electrolyte by the [C2 mim][NTf2]
ionic liquid, a capacity of ~82 mAh·g−1 at C/8 was
obtained [3]. Therefore, cellulosic membranes
emerge as suitable materials for the development
of environmentally friendly separator-electrolyte
systems.
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CNCs show a great potential to pattern
mesoporous materials. Therefore, we here
prepared highly porous black TiO2−x free-standing
films with a unique combination of chirality and
disorder at nanoparticle surfaces. Mesoporous
films are formed by core–shell TiO2−x nanorods
with diameters of ≈20–25 nm which remain
covered by an amorphous layer with a thickness
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application in EVs. And as main ambition of
replacing the liquid electrolyte by a hybrid ceramicpolymer electrolyte, enhancing the intrinsic safety
of the cell.

Introduction
Energy generation and storage is a key technology
in the modern world. Batteries in particular have
been identified by the European Union (EU) as a
key technology to aid the transition to a low-carbon
economy. Currently, the battery market is
dominated by conventional Li-ion technology,
where a graphitized material as negative
electrode, a lithium transition metal oxide as
positive electrode, and a carbonate-based liquid
solution as electrolyte are employed.[1] However,
the need of higher energy density batteries has
attracted much interest in the use of materials with
higher capacity [e.g., lithium metal, Li° (3860 mAh
g–1) vs. graphite (372 mAh g–1)]; and at the same
time, avoid the use of flammable organic solvents
due to their severe safety issues.[2]
Inspired by these needs, SAFELiMOVE project
aims at developing a new safer, cost-effective,
long cycle life and room temperature operating allsolid state battery technology to increase the
energy density, safety and affordability of EVs, to
meet the requirements of driving autonomy, cycle
life, charge time and power at discharge required
by EV users. Thus, contributing to the
decarbonisation of transport.
More specifically, SAFELiMOVE focuses on
research and development of a high performance
and safe post Li-ion type cell based on LiM anode
combined with an innovative nickel rich cathode,
having the advantage of an intrinsic high voltage
(4.4 V), high energy density and moderate cost for

Results and Discussion
Standard polyether-based solid polymer
electrolytes (SPEs) have oxidation potential of
about 4 V vs Li/Li+,[3] and therefore are not
suitable for high voltage lithium batteries, in which
the electrolyte is required to withstand a voltage
operational range of at least 4.2 V. A promising
strategy to address this issue involves the use of
an alternative, oxidatively stable SPE in contact
with the cathode and of a polyether-based SPE in
contact with the anode.
In the frame of the SAFELiMOVE project, two
families of hybrid electrolytes have been
developed. The first one consists of polyetherbased SPEs containing lithium-conducting
inorganic fillers, with ionic conductivity close to
10−4 S cm−1 at room temperature (RT). These
hybrid materials were used as main
electrolytes/separators. Secondly, oxidativelystable SPEs were introduced in the cathode layer,
in order to ensure lithium-ion transport within the
cathode pores. For example, polyester- and
polycarbonate-based SPEs were used for this
purpose.
Following an extensive study and optimization of
the thermal and electrochemical properties of the
hybrid electrolytes, the best performing materials
were selected to be tested in lithium-metal full cells
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with LiNixMnyCozO2 as cathode active material.
The discharge capacity of representative
SAFELiMOVE cells, cycled between 4.3 and 3.0 V
and at different temperatures, is depicted in Figure
1. At 60 °C, the cells deliver a promising initial
discharge capacity of 220 mAh g-1, with a 40 %
capacity fade after 50 cycles. The cyclability can
be greatly improved by cycling at lower
temperature, although the ionic conductivity of the
SPE must be further increased in order to extract
the full cathode capacity at low temperatures
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Concluding Remarks
Hybrid solid polymer electrolytes developed within
SAFELiMOVE might be a suitable alternative to
the well-known poly(ethylene oxide) in order to
increase the conductivity, overcome voltage
stability issues, and allow the development allsolid state lithium metal batteries (ASSLMBs) with
an increased energy density able to operate below
the threshold of 70 °C. Moreover, developed
materials and technology, have been designed
considering further scale-up and mass production
of SAFELiMOVE ASSLMBs.
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Figure 1. Cycling performances of SAFELiMOVE cells at
different temperatures and C-rates.
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electrodes and hydrogels as platforms for ionic
thermoelectric materials for energy harvesting.

Introduction
Lignocellulosic biomass from agriculture and
forestry have shown enormous potential for high
value products [1]. Lignin along with cellulose is
one of the most prevalent components of
lignocellulosic biomass. Lignin is amorphous and
the only aromatic biopolymer present in the cell of
plants. Currently, it is a non-valorised waste from
the paper industry, and its degradation generates
furans and dioxins which consume dioxygen. The
aromatic molecular structure of lignin generated
by the condensation of the three different
monolignols (coniferyl alcohol, sinapyl alcohol and
p-coumaryl alcohol) allows great potential for
carbon fibre production as well as the crosslinking
with hydrophilic molecules to produce hydrogels
[2]. Carbon fibres, either in the microscale or in the
nanoscale are considered one of the most
promising materials for multiple applications such
as: structural[2], biomedical sensors for glucose
and early cancer detection and energy storage
devices [3]. On the other hand lignin based
hydrogels have shown an enormous potential in
the biomedical filed for drug release and tissue
engineering. However, the possibilities of lignin
derived hydrogels remains unexplored in other
fields such as energy harvesting. The aim of this
work is to improve lignin processability for the
production of materials that can produce and
storage energy such as hybrid carbon fibre

Experimental
Materials. Alcell Organosolv hardwood (TcA)
lignin was obtained from Tecnaro GmbH.
(Germany). PLA (Ingeo Biopolymer 3001D)
injection molding grade was supplied by
Natureworks, Minnetonka. Methylene diphenyl
diisocyanate (MDI) were purchased from Sigma
Aldrich (Germany). Poly(ethylene) glycol diglycidyl
ether (PEGDGE) was obtained from sigma
Aldrich. Preparation of the carbon nanofibers.
The nanoscale fibres were produced, using a
custom built electrospinner,
from different
lignin/PLA blends solutions. The solutions were
loaded with Si nanoparticles to improve the
capacitance of the electrodes.
Prior to
carbonization all the fibres were stabilized in air at
a ramp of 0.1 ºC/min from room temperature until
250 ºC, with an isothermal treatment at 250 ºC for
one hour. Samples were carbonized in nitrogen
atmosphere at 1000 ºC for 30 minutes using a
heating rate of 10 ºC/min.
Preparation of the lignin based hydroles. Lignin
was initially dissolved in a NaOH solution. Once
lignin was completely dissolved, the solutions
were loaded with PEGDGE (mass ratio 1:1) as
crosslinker. The solutions were magnetically
stirred until homogeneous mixture. Finally the
misture was poured into 4 cm Petri dishes until
completion the crosslinking (24 h).
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Figure 1. (A) Lignin based hydrogels for ionic thermoelectric materials. (B) lignin derived Si/CNFs for Li-ion
batteries.

clusters as can be observed in more detail in the
SEM images figure 1 (B). The electrochemical
analysis of the electrodes produced shows
promising capacity values. The addition of Si
elevated the achievable specific capacity of CNF,
with 5,10 and 15 % of Si reaching respective
capacity values of and 274, 439, 602 and 921 mAh
g-1. Thus, these results show the enormous
potential of lignocelluose waste materials as high
performance energy storage materials.
References

Results and Discussion
For the case of lignin hydrogels, different
crosslinker ratios were used to determine their
influence on the structural and chemical properties
of the resulting hydrogels. It has been found that
pore size was reduced by increasing crosslinker
amount. The greater crosslinking density
increased the swelling capacity of the hydrogels
due to the presence of more hydrophilic groups in
the hydrogel network. The results for ionic
thermopower measured in lignin hydrogels
systems were very promising achieving Seebeck
coefficient values of -1.5 mV/K as shown in figure
1 (A), indicating an enormous potential to be use
a platforms for ionic thermoelectric systems to
harvest energy from low-grade heat.
For the case of CNFs/Si nanocomposites, the
nanofibers retained their fibre morphology after
thermal stabilisation and carbonisation, indicating
that the chemical crosslinking promoted by the
generation of urethane bonds due to the reaction
between MDI and the hydroxyl groups of lignin, is
effective. The Si NPs were homogeneously
distributed in the CNFs typically grouped in small
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Graphite/activated carbon-conducting polymers composite
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In this work, we present the development of
carbon-conducting polymers composite materials
for supercapacitors applications. Materials were
characterized in terms of its morphology and used
as electrode for energy storage devices.

Introduction
Energy storage applications require the
development of new materials with higher
performance. Some of the most studied materials
used for electrodes for supercapacitors are based
on carbon-based materials and conjugated
polymers [1]. Activated carbon (AC) is one of the
most widely used material applied for electrodes
due to its high surface area. However, a lot of
interest has grown on the use of other carbon
particles with higher conductivity like carbon
nanotubes or graphene [2]. Among them, graphite
seems an interesting choice, due to is low cost and
moderated conductivity.
Some of the most researched conjugated
polymers for supercapacitors are polypyrrole
(PPy), polyaniline (PANI), and poly(3,4ethylenedioxithiophene) (PEDOT). PANI and PPy
have the advantage of a lower cost respect to
polythiophenes and a higher theoretical
capacitance in the case of PANI [3].
One method to improve the performance of
supercapacitors is based on the use of mixed
materials, using carbon materials and conjugated
polymers. This approach allows taking advantage
of the specific benefits of its individual components
for more efficient supercapacitors electrodes. To
achieve this, the in-situ polymerization, which
consists in the monomer polymerization in
presence of a template or particles, seems a more
effective strategy instead of a single mixture of its
components.

Experimental
Aniline hydrochloride and pyrrole monomers,
graphite powder and polyacrylic acid (PAA) used
as binder for electrodes was purchased from
Aldrich. Ammonium Persulphate was purchased
from Jalmek Chemicals. All solvents used were of
reagent grade.
Polymerization on PANI was performed according
to the reported methodology [4] but in presence of
different concentration of graphite particles. After
that, the products obtained were washed with 0.2
M HCl and acetone. Electrodes were prepared by
mixing 100 mg of the active material and 33 mg of
PAA in 3 ml of ethanol by ultrasonic bath for 30
min. After that, conductive ink was coated over
Fluorine-doped Tin Oxide (FTO) glass-coated
substrates by dip coating and dried at 60 °C.
Polymerization of pyrrole was carried out by a
chemical polymerization method with APS
according to a reported methodology [5].
SEM micrographs of composite materials
prepared were taken using a Hitachi SU-8000
microscope. Electrochemical performance of
electrodes prepared was evaluated by cyclic
voltammetry (CV) using a Pine Wavedriver 10
potentiostat/galvanostat in a three-electrode
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electrochemical cell. An aqueous solution 0.1 M
H2SO4 was used as electrolyte. Ag/AgCl and Pt
metal were used as the reference electrode and
the counter electrode respectively.

electrode
materials
applications.

Results and Discussion

1. Miller, E.E.; Hua, Y.; Tezel, F.H. (2018) J. Energy
Storage, 20, 30–40.

Figure 1a shows the scheme of the preparation of
the carbon-conducting polymers composite
materials. Figure 1b shows a SEM micrograph of
the PANI-Gr composite materials with a
homogeneous
rod
morphology.
The
electrochemical performance represented on the
CV curves of these materials is shown in Figure
1c. An improvement of the CV area and hence
higher capacitance is easily distinguished for the
PANI-Gr composite material in comparison with
pure PANI. This is evidence of the synergic effects
between PANI and graphite in the in-situ
composite material.

2. Zhang, L.L.; Zhou, R.; Zhao, X.S. (2010) J. Mater.
Chem. 20, 5983–5992.

for

supercapacitors
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Figure 1. (a) Scheme of materials preparation; (b) SEM
micrographs of PANI-graphite composite materials; and (c)
CV curves of pure polymer and PANI composite materials.

Conclusions
Carbon-conducting polymers composite materials
were prepared by ‘in-situ’ polymerization of aniline
or pyrrole monomer in presence of carbon
particles such as graphite or AC particles.
Composite materials obtained showed a
homogeneous rod-morphology and present an
improved electrochemical performance in
comparison with pure polymers. Materials
prepared may be considered as a scalable
alternative towards the development of novel
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PEO gel polymer electrolytes based on Li-doped ionic liquids
and Deep eutectic solvents.
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liquid electrolytes, quantifying the effect of Mw,
polymer
content, or salt concentration in aspects such as
rheological behavior or ionic mobility.

Introduction
Renewable energy sources, electric vehicles, or
portable electronic devices need powerful energy
storage systems as electrochemical batteries to
meet the technological challenges of the future.
The final aim of the research in electrochemical
batteries is the development of more efficient,
safe, sustainable, and light devices. The
replacement of liquid electrolytes for solids can
avoid the electrolyte leaks from the battery case
and reduce the risk of dendritic growth and shortcircuit between electrodes. An optimum solid
electrolyte should be obtained in a scalable and
sustainable way, with cheap and abundant
materials, and should suppress dendritic growth
without decreasing ionic mobility[1]. Among all the
solid electrolytes, polymer ones are the most
suitable to meet all these requirements. They can
be processed at gentle temperature and pressure
conditions and can be mixed with liquid
electrolytes obtaining pseudo-solid properties and
high conductivities.
Our research group has been studying aluminumbased liquid electrolytes prepared by a very simple
and fast procedure which avoids the use of
auxiliary solvents[2]. It has been found that small
amounts of poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO), (under
5% wt.%), gels with pseudo-solid properties can
be obtained thanks to the interaction between the
PEO chains and the aluminum ionic species
present in the liquid electrolyte[3,4]. This work tries
to transfer this concept to different lithium-based

Experimental
Different polymer gel electrolytes have been
prepared by different procedures, such as
extrusion or melting while mixing process. The
melting while mixing process consists of the PEO
dissolution by manual mixing with the liquid
electrolyte, while the temperature is raised above
the PEO melting point.
These polymer and gel electrolytes are composed
of a polymer matrix and different LiTFSI doped
ionic liquids. The influence of the electrolyte
composition and the preparation procedure. The
mechanical and electrochemical properties of the
polymer gel electrolytes have been analyzed by
rheology and electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy.
Results and Discussion
The polymer gel electrolytes prepared in this work
present very interesting physical properties such
as self-healing behavior and high stretchability as
shown in figure 1a. A study of the effect of the
molecular weight of PEO employed and its
concentration on the rheology, ionic conductivity,
and diffusion coefficients of these gels has been
done. While the rheological behavior shows the
classical effect of molecular weight on all-polymer
gels, ionic conductivity, represented in Figure 1b,
is seen to increase substantially, in a wide range
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higher in some of the prepared gel electrolytes
than in the analogous liquid ones.

of temperatures, concerning the pure liquid in the
gels prepared with 1 wt% of ultra-high molecular
weight PEO, and more so the higher the molecular
weight of the polymer. These findings are
discussed in terms of the double effect of the
polymer chain on the final properties of the gel
electrolyte: on one hand, the purely structural
scaffold which produces the gel and governs its
rheology, and on the other the specific interactions
of the polymer chain with the Li cations present in
the electrolyte.
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Figure 1. a) self-healing and stretching properties
of polymer gel electrolytes b) Conductivity of UreaLiTFSI gel electrolytes as a function of PEO
molecular weight.
Conclusions
Gel electrolytes based on Li cation and room
temperature ionic liquids or deep eutectic solvents
have been successfully prepared dissolving PEO
of high molecular weight while mixing it over its
melting temperature and by extrusion process.
The obtained gels present pseudo-solid properties
from PEO contents of 1 Wt. %. The rheological
properties depend on the PEO Mw and
concentration, as can be expected for a polymer
solution, and on the strong interaction of the Li
cations with PEO. This strong interaction has a
positive effect on the ionic conductivity which is
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Iongels were formed by a simple
dissolution/evaporation process. The mechanism
for the supramocular iongel formation is the
hydrogen bonding dynamic crosslinking between
PVA and different PhCs, including gallic acid (GA),
tannic acid (TA) and pyrogallol (PGA), in the
presence of cholinium-based ILs (combining
acetate or lactate anions). In all cases polymer
concentration was varied between 10 and 20%.
Iongels were characterized in terms of their
thermal (TGA), mechanical (compression test)
and rheological (DMTA) properties. Also ionic
conductivity was measurement and 3D printing
process was employed to design different
patterns. Finally iongels were tested for
electrocardiogram (ECG) recordings and as
motion sensors.

Introduction
Nowadays bioelectronics area is looking for new
soft-ionic systems to the interface between biology
and electronics with the aim to solve and improve
the performance in the sensors and transducer
signals across this interface. [1]
Iongels have attracted much attention over the
years as ion-conducting soft materials for
applications in several technologies as stimuliresponsive, drug release and flexible
(bio)electronics.[2,3] Iongels with additional
functionalities such as electronic conductivity, selfhealing,
thermo-responsiveness
or
biocompatibility are actively being searched for
high demanding applications. In this work, we
report the preparation of iongel formed by
poly(vinyl) alcohol (PVA), phenolics compounds
(PhCs) and cholinium based ionic liquids (ILs),
which can be considered biocompatible and 3D
printable. The mechanical and thermoreversible
rheological properties, ionic conductivity and
stability of the iongels were investigated. In terms
of applications the iongels were tested in different
body sensor devices such as ECG recording over
time and as pressure sensor layers to detect
human motion

Results and Discussion
The TGA results showed that the iongels
presented good thermal stability, with maximum
decomposition temperatures (Tmax) between 225
and 240 °C in accordance with decomposition
pattern of the polymer matrix. On the other hand,
the rheological properties of the supramolecular
cholinium-based iongels show a gel-sol transition
from an elastic network to a viscoelastic liquid
between 85 ºC and 110 ºC. The prepared iongels
displayed reversible gel-sol phase transitions,

Experimental
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Figure 2. Pictures of the finger stretching the pressure
sensor and relative capacitance change measured while
the finger was cyclically bent and extended

which is a crucial requisite for their use as printable
soft ionic materials in bioelectronics.
The ionic conductivity, that is one of the most
characteristic properties of iongels, was
determined by impedance spectroscopy from 20
to 60 °C as shown in Figure 1. The highest ionic
conductivities were obtained for the iongel
containing TA as dynamic crosslinker and
[Ch][Lac] IL, with values ranging from 2.35x10-2 S
cm-1 at 20 ºC to 5.25 x10-2 S cm-1 at 60 ºC.

Finally the cholinium-based iongels were tested to
assist electrodes in cutaneous electrophysiology.
The performance of these electrodes in cutaneous
recordings was tested by measuring the
electrode/skin impedance on a healthy volunteer
(Figure 3A). The Kapton electrodes containing
PVA-PGA-[Ch][Lac] and PVA-TA-[Ch][Lac]
iongels displayed similar performance of ECG
recordings compared to medical standard
electrodes (Figure 3B). It is worth noting that the
bracelet electrode maintaining good quality EGC
recordings during two weeks at normal
environmental conditions.

Figure 1. Variation of ionic conductivity of cholinium-based
iongels with 10% polymer concentration

Being that iongels are soft, stretchable and
elastics, and with high ionic conductivity and selfadhesiveness, a pressure sensor was developed
to demonstrate the pressure sensing ability of an
ionic skin device containing the PVA-TA-[Ch][Lac]
iongel. The pressure sensor was assembled with
two iongel layers, which contained embed the
connectors, were fabricated by 3D printing and
separated by an insulating plastic film. The
performance of the pressure sensor was
evaluated by measuring the capacitance values
when different pressures were applied. Figure 2
shows that response of the relative capacitance
change when the finger was repeatedly bent and
extended. A relative capacitance change of 300%
was obtained in each cycle.

Figure 3. (ECG performed with PVA-PGA-[Ch][Lac]
iongels- (iongels over two weeks.

Conclusions
In sum, the supramolecular cholinium-based
iongels result highly attractive options for longterm monitoring of electrophysiological activity
since these soft ionic materials do not leak or dry
out, maintaining their performance over time, and
having the extra advantage of being all made from
biocompatible components when compared to
other iongel systems that have been investigated
for this application. Also the iongels shows good
performance as pressure sensors suggesting the
great potential of these to detect human motion in
ionic skin applications
References
[1]
[2]
[3]
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producing, by an energy, cost-efficient and
scalable process, new advanced piezoelectric
bioplastics capable to generate renewable energy.
Different strategies to develop and boost
piezoelectric properties of different biobased
systems will be showed such as the reactive
extrusion
of
polarizable
non-isocyanate
polyurethanes (NIPUs) and the catalytic synthesis
of PLLA and its copolymers with controlled
structure. Emphasis will be placed on the
polymeric architecture as well as on the
processing method to activate the piezoelectric
properties. In fact, optically active polymers can be
polarized by mechanical drawing avoiding the
application of high electrical fields. The
morphology, thermal, electric, and piezoelectric
properties of the different bioplastics will be also
presented in this communication.

Introduction
Nowadays the production of electricity from
renewable and wasted resources is an important
challenge. A green way to produce electrical
energy can be the recovering and conversion of
wasted mechanical energy such as vibration,
kinetic energy, or deformation energy, in
electricity. This process is called mechanical
energy harvesting. Piezoelectric materials could
be applied to build piezoelectric energy harvesters
(PEHs) as promising independent renewable
power sources for low-power electronic devices
such as wireless sensors, portable devices,
stretchable electronics, and medical implants
(biosensor) [1-2]. In this context, green
piezoelectric bioplastics such as poly-L-lactic acid
(PLLA), polyamide 11 and biobased
polyurethanes could represent an interesting
alternative that have benefits regarding carbon
footprint, thus decreasing the environmental
impact of PEHs devices. However, the practical
application of bioplastics is limited because its
piezoelectric constant is much lower than those of
ceramic piezoelectric materials, PVDF and its
copolymers [3]. Thus, to find new strategies and
pathway for the large-scale production and
processing of green bioplastics with improved
piezoelectric properties is a challenge.
This communication will focus on the design of
new bioplastics with improved piezoelectric
properties for energy harvesting applications
offering innovative potential industrial solutions.
This work contributes to the smart energy area
creating innovative green strategies and

Experimental
In this work, different systems with piezoelectric
properties have been designed:
•

Biobased non-isocyanate polyurethanes
with controlled architecture to show
permanent polarizable dipoles.

•

PLLA and its copolymers with high
controlled structure to boost the
orientation of the permanent dipoles.

The structure and the molecular weight of the
synthetized polymers were studied by nuclear
magnetic resonance and Gel permeation
chromatography. Thermal properties were
characterized by differential scanning calorimetry
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polar structure. Macroscopic ferroelectric
switching was achieved for this sample (Figure 2d)
and piezoelectric activity demonstrated to be a
behavior that can be tuned by changing the NIPUs
molecular architectures [4].

and thermal gravimetric analysis. The morphology
of the polymers was studied by atomic force
microscopy and scanning electron microscopy.
The NIPU were polarized applying high electrical
field while PLLA and its copolymers were polarized
by mechanical drawing processing by
electrospinning (Figure 1).

On the other hand, PLLA were processed by
electrospinning equipped with a rotating collector,
observing that the fibers were uniformly
orientated. Moreover, the electrospinning process
led to an increase of the degree of crystallinity,
being fundamental to boost the piezoelectric
properties. For optically active bioplastics such as
PLLA the d14 coefficient must be measured
applying a shear stress as indicated in Figure 3a,
generating a perpendicular response. Thus, to
apply this stress we need to cut the sample at 45º
with respect to the fiber orientation direction.
As a proof of concept, a preliminary test was
designed, and a piezoelectric response was found
(Figure 3b).

Figure 1. Schematic of the horizontal electrospinning setup.

Results and Discussion
Fully biobased NIPUs have been successfully
synthetized using a solvent-free process. The
molecular architecture of the obtained NIPUs has
been designed to show a final polar structure and
consequently to get ferroelectric-like behavior.
Using resorcinol bis-carbonate and cadaverine as
monomers, a NIPU characterized by high Tg, and
a permanent dipolar moment have been obtained.
Although the obtained NIPU was totally
amorphous, AFM characterization showed its
phase-separated nanostructurations (Figure 2a).

Figure 3. a) Relationship between applied shear stress (τ)
and the corresponding induced electric field (E) and b)
preliminary piezoelectric test.
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electrolyte, which is normally based on organic
solvents and lithium salts. Nevertheless, the
volatility and flammability of the organic solvents
narrow the application in next generation of energy
storage systems1.
Polymer blending is a common way to improve the
mechanical properties of polymers. It has
advantages over other methods.
Given these unique characteristics of PLA, we
decided to investigate PEO/PLA blends, as these
polymers have partial or total miscibility in their
amorphous regions depending on the composition
and molecular weight of the homopolymers.
However, their crystals segregate and do not
cocrystallize regardless of the ratio between the
polymers. This special feature of this blend is
suitable for SPEs since the presence of PLA
crystals can increase the mechanical properties of
the solid polymer electrolytes, in particular, at
temperatures between the Tm of PEO (> 65 °C)
and the Tm of PLA (<150 °C).

Abstract
The application of poly (ethylene oxide) (PEO) at
higher temperatures (>70 ºC) is restricted due to
the loss of mechanical properties. In this work, the
improvement in mechanical reinforcement of PEO
solid electrolytes associated with the presence of
poly(lactic acid) (PLA) crystals is studied. Two
solid electrolyte systems based on PEO/PLA
blends with either a LiTFSI salt or a single-ion
polymer
(poly(lithium-1[3(methacryloyloxy)propylsulfonyl]-1(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide), PLiMTFSI) were
investigated and compared. Differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) results indicate that regardless
of the concentration of LiTFSI or PLiMTFSI in the
blend, crystals of PLA are present with melting
peaks at 160−170 °C and the lithium salt
distributes preferentially in the PEO-rich
amorphous phases. At high temperatures (>70
°C), ionic conductivities of ∼10−4 S cm−1 were
obtained for both systems. DMTA results showed
that PLA addition increases the mechanical
properties of the electrolytes, yielding storage
modulus values of ∼106 Pa for the
PEO/PLA/LiTFSI blend and ∼107 Pa or higher for
the PEO/PLA/PLiMTFSI blend at high
temperatures (100 °C).

Materials
The following materials were employed:
poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) (100 kg mol−1, SigmaAldrich), poly(lactide acid) (PLA) (Mn value of
107.3
kg
mol−1),
lithium
bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide
(LiTFSI),
acetonitrile, and chloroform (99%). The materials
necessary for the synthesis of the LiMTFSI
monomer are described in the paper by Shaplov
et al.2.
The blends were prepared by solvent casting
method. All blends were dissolved in a

Introduction
Lithium metal batteries with a specific capacity of
3860 mAhg-1 could be a competitive candidate to
prevail among other battery chemistries. One of
the critical components in a battery is the
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mA cm−2 current densities. These tests were
performed at 100 °C, which is a considerably
higher temperature test than most reported values
for lithium symmetrical cells. For the PEO/PLA 15
wt % LiTFSI electrolyte, a stable voltage is
observed with the passing of the cycles, with an
overpotential of 20, 75, and 130 mV without a short
circuit. For the PEO/PLiMTFSI 15 wt % PLA
electrolyte, a stable voltage is observed with the
passing of the cycles, with an overpotential of 0.3,
0.6, and 1.5 V.

chloroform/acetonitrile solution (70/30 v/v%) at 50
°C for 12 h.

a)

Potential (V vs. Li+/Li)

2.5

Figure 1. Chemical structures of the compounds used
in the two electrolyte systems: a) Double-ion
conduction blends, and b) Single-ion conduction
ternary blends
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Conclusions
PEO and PLA in the precense of LiTFSI or
PLiMTFSI are parcially miscible. PLA cystals exist
regardless of the concentration of LiTFSI or
PLiMTFSI, and that both the salt and single-ion
polymer prefer to dissolve in PEO. The presence
of PLA increase the mechanical properties of the
electrolytes. Ionic conductivities in the order of
10−4 S cm−1 were obtained in both systems at 100
°C. The electrolytes were shown to be stable at
potentials higher than 4 V.
The results are encouraging and suffest that both
electrolyte systems can be used for hightemperature luthium metal batteries.
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Figure 2. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) of
PEO/PLA/LiTFSI electrolytes.

Figure 3 displays the cell polarization as a function
of time for PEO/PLA 15 wt % LiTFSI and
PEO/PLiMTFSI 15 wt % PLA at 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5
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Figure 3. Plot of the overpotential as a function of time for a
symmetrical Li cell cycled at 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5 mA cm−2 at 100 °C
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Results
During the second heating scan of the neat
PEO/PLA blend (Figure 2), the Tm of the PEO
component is observed at 59.6 °C. This value is
nearly 5° lower than that obtained for neat PEO.
The results presented in Figure 2 indicate that the
PEO/PLA/LiTFSI blends are partially miscible with
PEO-rich andPLA-rich phases that coexist and
where the Li salt prefers thePEO-rich phase.
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Novel hybrid Cu2O-polymer based photocathodes for solar fuel
generation.
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Introduction

emerged as a valuable technique for obtaining
polymer films with a great control over layer
thickness by adjusting the number of cycles or the
deposited charge on the electrode.

Photo-electrochemical production of fuels by
means of artificial photosynthesis reactions is, at
the moment, one of the most interesting energetic
alternatives to fossil fuels [1]. In this context, hybrid
materials based on the synergic activity of organic
polymers and inorganic semiconductors are being
developed in the Photoactivated Processes Unit,
at IMDEA Energy, for H2 production [2- 4].
Progresses over the past decades in polymer
chemistry have made an impact on the design and
synthesis of π-conjugated polymers. Classical
synthesis of conjugated polymer is based on
solution-phase polymerization which generates
insoluble and unprocessable solids, hence
excluding these materials for the fabrication of thin
films. In this context, electropolymerization has

Experimental
In this work, we present polymer IEP-23 which has
been successfully synthesised by homoelectropolymerization of monomer 1,4-bis(Ncarbazolyl)benzene (BCB), as well as film
formation optimization. The thickness of polymer
thin films was studied and optimized by FE-SEM
imaging and by measuring photocurrent densities
by chronoamperometry at a certain bias potential.
Characterization of polymer IEP-23 includes XPS
chemical characterization, HOMO/LUMO, band
gap, flat band and Fermi level determination, as
well as photoelectrochemical studies.

Figure 1: General scheme of electropolymerization onto ITO substrate electrode (left) of IEP-23. Synthesis of IEP-23 by
electropolymerization of monomer BCB performing a 10-cycle cyclic voltammetry (right).
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Results and Discussion
References

In an effort to fabricate hybrid photoelectrodes, the
electrodeposition of inorganic copper oxide Cu2O
has been optimized, through electrodeposition,
following the same methodology. At the same
time, electropolymerization of monomer BCB onto
Cu2O electrodes was also achieved, thus
producing hybrid photoelectrodes which are
explained in scheme of Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Scheme of layer deposition in the construction of
hybrid electrodes.

Photoelectrochemical studies have revealed the
efficiency of the hybrid layer construction in
photoelectrode Cu2O/IEP-23 which outperformed
its bare components with an almost four times
increase of the photocurrent density (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Linear sweep voltammetry under chopped
illumination at different bias potentials for Cu2O and hybrid
photocathode Cu2O/IEP-23.

Charge transfer mechanism between inorganic
and organic components of the hybrid
photoelectrode is currently under study. Recent
photoelectrochemical experiments indicate that
IEP-23 acts as a passivating layer reducing
recombination at surface trap states.
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monitoring
of
body
signals
through
electrocardiogram (ECG) and electromyogram.

Introduction
Eutectogels are an emerging class of ionic
materials that have been recently developed,
offering unique opportunities for creating novel
flexible bioelectronics [1]. In these soft conductors,
the liquid phase is a deep eutectic solvent (DES),
sharing many of the features of the ionic liquids
like high thermal stability and ionic conductivity,
but benefiting from easy preparation, low cost, and
non-cytotoxicity [2]. Up to now, only a few
examples of purely ionic conductive eutectogels
for bioelectronics have been reported [3,4]. Very
recently, Ouyang et al. prepared waterborne
polyurethane-based eutectogels using choline
chloride (ChCl)/glycerol (Gly) DES and tannic acid
as a crosslinker for self-adhesive bioelectrodes.
These soft ionic conductors showed good
extensibility of 178% and ionic conductivity of 0.22
mS/cm [3].
In this work, we develop biocompatible soft
conductors composed of ChCl/Gly, PEDOT: lignin
sulfonate, and gelatin as the first example of mixed
ionic and electronic eutectogels for flexible
electronics. These gels combine high adhesion,
stretchability, good electronic and ionic
conductivity, and thermoreversible gel transition,
providing them with 3D printing and remolding
abilities. Altogether, these features render the
eutectogels promising platforms as conformal
movement sensors and electrodes for long-term

Experimental Methods
For obtaining the DES, ChCl: Gly mixture (1: 2
molar ratio) was subjected to a magnetic stirring at
90 °C until a homogeneous liquid was formed. The
resulting mixture showed a 2.6 mS/cm ionic
conductivity at room temperature.
The eutectogels were synthesized via a three-step
procedure: (i) dispersion of PEDOT: LS (2% w/v)
into the DES overnight, (ii) mixing gelatin (20%
w/v) at 90°C into the PEDOT: lignin sulfonate/DES
until getting a solution, and (iii) pouring the warm
precursor solution into a silicone mold and cooling
it at 4 °C for 24 h to promote gelatin triple helix
formation and chain entanglement (Figure 1).
According to the PEDOT: lignin sulfonate ratio
used, the obtained eutectogels were coded as
eGel-60, eGel-70, eGel-80, eGel-90, and eGel-0
for the purely ionic eutectogel.
For the tensile tests, gel specimens with bone
shapes of 25 mm in length and cross-section 3.5
mm × 1 mm were cut. Tests were carried out using
a TA HD plus Texture Analyzer equipment
(Texture Technologies) at 23 °C, 50% relative
humidity, and an elongation rate of 25 mm/min. At
least five specimens of each sample were tested.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy was
employed to determine ionic conductivity in an
Autolab 302N potentiostat galvanostat at different
temperatures (90−30 °C). The eutectogels were
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movement sensors and electrodes for long-term
monitoring of body signals through ECG.
Therefore, we investigated the performance of
eGel-90 as a cutaneous bioelectrode. The
eutectogel and an Ag/AgCl gel medical electrode
used as control were attached to the wrist of a
female volunteer to register ECG signals (Figure
2B). PQRST waveforms were well detected, and
the eutectogel presented comparable signals to
the commercial control (data not shown).

placed between two stainless steel electrodes
(surface area of 0.5 cm2), and measurements
were obtained in the range of 100-1 kHz, with 10
mV amplitude.

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the construction of the
electroactive gelatin-based eutectogels.

Results and Discussion
Dynamic hydrogen bonding between the DES and
gelatin endowed the eutectogels with good
stretchability and strength. We found that when
increasing the PEDOT: lignin sulfonate ratio, the
eutectogels breaking strength increased, but their
extensibility decreased, suggesting that the
conducting polymer acts as a reinforcer of the
biopolymer matrix (data not shown). For instance,
the fracture strain varied from 165% to 130%,
while the breaking strength increased from 32 kPa
to 78 kPa for eGel-0 and eGel-90, respectively.
In addition, the eutectogels showed good ionic
conductivities (σ), and we observed the typical
linear dependence of σ vs. temperature (Figure
2A). As expected, the immobilization of the DES in
the gelatin matrix decreased its conductivity, but
curiously, σ increased with the PEDOT: LS ratio,
obtaining a maximum value of 5.5 mS/cm for eGel90 at 30 °C.
These excellent elastic and ionic features render
the eutectogels promising platforms as conformal

Figure 2. A) Ionic conductivity vs. temperature for different
eutectogels and DES. B) Images of eGel-90 (left) and
Ag/AgCl medical electrode (right) attached to the wrist of a
female volunteer.
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On the other hand, Sjödin et al. recently proposed
the proton trap concept as a method to increase
the stability and the potential of poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) conducting
polymers containing hydroxyquinone moieties.
This method consisted in the inclusion of pyridine
groups which interacted with the hydroxyquinone
and affected positively the redox process of the
hydroxyquinone/quinone redox couple [5].
Due to the chemical similarities between
hydroxyquinone (1,4-dihydroxybenzene) and
catechol (1,2-hydroxybenzene), we hypothesized
that the proton trap effect may take place also in
catechol containing polymers. So, the main goal of
this work is to investigate the effect of the
presence of pyridine groups on the
electrochemistry of catechol nanoparticles.

Introduction
Organic materials are actively being investigated
as an alternative to the metal-oxide based lithium
intercalation compounds used in current lithiumion batteries [1]. Inorganic metal oxide cathodes
present recycling limitations due to the presence
of scarce or toxic metals (Co, V, Ni, etc.). As an
alternative, organic redox materials have been
proposed due to their potential sustainability and
recyclability as well as higher theoretical capacity
values of up to 600 mA h/g, as compared to
inorganic cathodes (typically, <250 mA h/g) [2]. In
most organic batteries, the cycle stability is poor
due to the degradation and/or the dissolution of the
organic electrode materials, especially small
molecules, in the electrolyte during cycling. To
mitigate this dissolution issue, redox polymers
such as conducting polymers, radical polymers,
sulfur polymers or carbonyl polymers which are
commonly less soluble, have been investigated.
More recently, the use of cross-linked redox
polymer nanoparticles (RPNs) was proposed as a
way to further avoid the electrode dissolution [3].
Among the different types of redox polymers,
quinone-containing polymers are very popular
because of their high theoretical capacity (up to
496 mA h/g) and their high redox potential at
around 2.8 V (p-benzoquinone) and 3.0 V (oquinones) versus Li/Li+. The redox mechanism of
such quinone-containing polymers in organic
electrolytes containing Li salts consists of the
reversible reduction of quinone to hydroquinone
dilithium salt using two electrons and two Li+
cations [4].

Results and Discussion
Three different catechol-pyridine polymer
nanoparticles were synthesized with different
monomer molar compositions: poly(DMA66-coVP33), poly(DMA50-co-VP50) and poly(DMA33-coVP66). In all the cases the particles showed sizes
between 150 and 300 nm and spherical shapes,
as observed in Figure 1.

Figure 1. TEM images of poly(DMA) (a) and poly(DMA66co-VP33) (b).
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acrylamide) (1), poly(4-vinyl catechol) (2),
polydopamine/FWNTs (4), polydopamine/RGO
(5), poly(dopamine-co-pyrrole) (6), catecholderived polyallylamine, and close to that of
catechol functionalized poly(vinylimidazolium)
polymer (3.47 V, #3 in Figure 3b).

Regarding electrochemical characteizations, the
poly(DMA) homopolymer showed only one
oxidation/reduction peak, while it is possible to see
two oxidation peaks shifted to higher potential for
all copolymers (Figure 2a). A closer look into the
cyclic voltammetry of the RPNs in acetonitrile
containing LiTFSI showed a single oxidation peak
at 0.27 V vs Ag/Ag+ (0.01 M AgNO3 in CH3CN) for
poly(DMA), whereas poly(DMA66-co-VP33) was
characterized by two peaks with a clear
displacement to a higher potential. A similar
behavior was observed in aqueous neutral
electrolytes (0.1 M- LiTFSI). In both cases the
appearance of two oxidation/reduction peaks may
be due to the different stability of intermediates
generated in the reaction for the loss of each of the
catechol’s protons, and the corresponding pyridine
proton trap effect (Figure 2b).

Figure 3. CV profiles (a), and comparison of E1/2 of
poly(DMA) and poly(DMA50-co-VP50) with the state-of-theart poly(catechol) cathodes in Li-ion half-cells (b).

The ability of pyridine groups to increase the redox
potential of catechol containing nanoparticles in
aprotic electrolytes is expected to be beneficial to
implement these materials as high voltage
cathodes in electrochemical energy storage
systems [6].
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Interestingly, this redox potential gain imparted by
the proton-trap comonomers in poly(DMA50-coVP50) offers a promising practical high voltage
organic cathode (3.45 V vs Li+/Li), whose value is
higher than that of the most of the state-of-the-art
poly(catechol)s reported in the literature reported
in the literature such as poly(dopamine
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films and nanoparticles in a two-steps process
(Figure 1B-C). In a first step, non-porous thin films
and solid nanoparticles will be obtained by spincoating and flash nanoprecipitation respectively.
In a second step, PLA present in those materials
will be hydrolysed leading to the pore formation.

Introduction
Semiconducting polymers (SP) are attracting
increasing attention in biophotonics, an emerging
interdisciplinary field in biomedical science, for
cancer phototherapies, photo-triggered drug
release, bioimaging, and phototriggers of reactive
oxygen species (ROS) due to their intrinsic
conductivity and optical properties [1]. For such
purpose, SP are usually processed in the form of
thin films (TF) and nanoparticles (NPs) whose
performance is influenced by the π-conjugated
semiconducting polymer structure and its 3D
confinement during the NF or NPs formation. All
those features clearly modulate the photophysical
processes and ultimately determine their
biophotonic applications [2]. In the case of
subcutaneous biophotonic applications, a high
part of the optical excitation, needed to be supplied
for the activation of the photonic nanomaterials
during the clinical treatment, is absorbed by the
skin layers becoming necessary to develop
nanomaterials with larger optical absorption area
that facilitate the optical excitation [3].

The employment of these materials as biophotonic
devices for extracellular and intracellular
stimulations favouring the ROS production will be
further addressed.

Therefore, herein we present the development of
porous nanomaterials with enlarged surface area
that allows to enhance their final opto-electronic
properties. To that aim, opto-active, electro-active
and hydrolysable graft copolymers, made of
poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and poly(lactic
acid) (PLA), P3HT-g-PLA, are synthesized (Figure
1A) and employed for the fabrication of porous thin

Figure 1. A) Chemical route used for the synthesis of
P3HT-g-PLA copolymers. B) Non-porous and C) porous
nanomaterials fabricated in a two-steps process.
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Finally, the photo-electrochemical properties were
determined by irradiating the films, immersed in an
aqueous electrolyte (0.1 M Phosphate Buffered
Saline (PBS)), with a laser diode (wavelength =
520 nm, power = 110 mW/cm2) (Figure 2E).

Results and Discussion
P3HT-g-PLA copolymers were successfully
synthesized by chemical oxidative polymerization
of P3HT and PLA, as determined by 1H NMR.
Results showed a peak at 0.9 ppm, attributed to –
CH3 of P3HT, and another peak at 5.2 ppm due to
the protons present on the backbone of the
repeating units of PLA. Non-porous thin films (SPNFsolid) were fabricated by spin coating P3HT-gPLA solutions over ITO-glass substrates and their
morphology was analyzed by TEM (Figure 2A). It
was observed a phase separation between both
components as determined by Energy Dispersive
X-Ray Analysis (EDX) of sulphur and carbon
elements. AFM results show that films prepared
with the copolymers have a similar surface
roughness (Ra=0.4 nm) than those ones prepared
with the homopolymer P3HT used as control.
Besides, all films possessed a similar thickness in
the nanoscale (~ 200 nm). Likewise, solid
nanoparticles (SP-NPssolid), with ~100 nm
diameter, were synthesized by flash
nanoprecipation (Figure 2B).

Interestingly, the pore formation gives rise to a 4fold increase of the photocurrent properties as
comparing with non-porous materials, proving the
enhanced opto-electronic properties of our
nanomaterials to be further employed for cellular
stimulation to enhance the ROS production.

Subsequently, the porous nanomaterials were
obtained in a second step by PLA hydrolysis
(Figure 1C). P3HT-g-PLA films present a different
morphology in comparison with the homologous
non-porous ones. The surface roughness
increased and pores with different sizes are
observed as consequence of the hydrolysis of PLA
present in those films, which was corroborated by
1H NMR analysis (Figure 2C). Before PLA
hydrolysis, non-porous materials show the
characteristics peaks of P3HT and PLA, whereas
after NaOH treatment, the PLA is totally
hydrolysed exhibiting only the P3HT signals.
Then, the optical absorption of the films and
nanoparticles was determined by UV-vis
spectrophotometry (Figure 2D). UV-vis spectra
show an absorption peak at 480 nm due to the ππ* electronic transition of P3HT chains in a flexible
random-coil conformation. The appearance of a
peak at 595 nm is attributed to the vibronic
coupling of the inter-chain interaction of P3HT
promoting a higher degree of ordering. It is worth
to mention that the PLA hydrolysis and pores
formation do not produce any significant change in
the UV-vis absorption spectrum, as desired for the
photonic excitation.

Figure 2. TEM images of A) SP-NF and B) SP-NPs.
C) 1H NMR and D) UV-Vis absorption spectra.
E) Photocurrent values after 1-s laser irradiation at 520 nm.
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In this study, polycaprolactone triol (PCLT),
isophorone diisocyanate (IPDI) and different
alcohol-terminated
acrylates
such
as
hydroxyethylacrylate
(HEA)
and
hydroxytehylmethacrylate (HEMA) are used to
obtain polyurethane

Introduction
The incessant increase in the need for new
biomaterials capable of covering an area as
demanding as biomedicine has encouraged
development and research in this area. In this
context, the extension of the additive
manufacturing for biomedical uses has pushed
harder the interest on printable flexible
biomaterials. Among the potential printable
materials, UV radiation-curable resins have arisen
as a promising source. However, the commercially
available inks still quite limited in terms of chemical
and mechanical properties and often present
biocompatibility problems or even cytotoxicity.
Thus, the development of biocompatible and
printable resins could be an excellent approach for
advanced flexible biomedical devices.
Polyurethane acrylate derivatives are solvent-free
materials, so they could be considered as
environmental friendly resins, and require low
energy for curing compared to other conventional
thermocurable products[1]. Acrylate urethanes
could combine the properties of polyacrylates
(good optical properties and wettability, among
others) with those of polyurethanes such as high
abrasion resistance, toughness and tear strength
[2]. A wide range of methods exists to obtain
acrylated urethane UV curable materials, being
the most important the combination of a polyol with
an isocyanate and the addition of an alcoholterminated acrylate.

Experimental
New photoprintable polyurethane resins were
developed, based in two different oligomers: a
polyurethane acrylate (PUA) and a polyurethane
methacrylate (PUMA). The synthesis of these
oligomers was carried out by a two-stage reaction.
In the first stage, the polyurethane prepolymer was
synthesized from polycaprolactone triol and
isophorone diisocyanate.
The second stage of the reaction consists of the
synthesis of acrylated polyurethanes by reacting
the PU prepolymer with two monomers with
terminal alcohols, hydroxyethyl acrylate and
hydroxyethyl methacrylate. In this way, acrylated
polyurethane and methacrylated polyurethane
were obtained.
After the synthesis of the PUA and PUMA
oligomers, different resins were formulated. These
resins
were
characterized,
the
photopolymerization kinetics was studied and
finally, their printability in a stereolithography
printer was evaluated.
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Results and Discussion
In this study, polycaprolactone triol (PCLT), IPDI
and different alcohol-terminated acrylates such as
HEA and HEMA are used to obtain polyurethane
acrylate and methacrylate oligomers. As an
example,
Fourier
Transformed
Infrared
Spectroscopy (FTIR) is used to follow the PUA
synthesis (Figure 1 for HEA), where the
disappearance of the O-H (3500-3200 cm-1) band
and the appearance of the N-H (3390 and 1530
cm-1) bands indicates the formation of the
polyurethane (PU). Later, the disappearance of
N=C=O (2200 cm-1) band and the appearance of
the C=C (1630 cm-1) band indicates the formation
of polyurethane acrylate (PUA). Then, by adding
monomers and photoinitiator, UV curable PUA
resins are obtained and characterized using real
time FTIR RT-FTIR), differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) and thermogravimetric analyse
(TGA), among others techniques. Finally, the
influence of the acrylates on the mechanical
properties are also studied.

Figure 2. Comparison of pieces printed with the
commercially available resin (top) and the synthesised
resins (bottom).

Figure 3. DMA results for tension of aPUA1-1, mPUA1-1
and mPUMA1-2 made with PCLT of 900g/mol, and the
commercially available resin with a frequency of 3Hz
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After the resins are prepared, they are ready to be
printed. The 3D printer used is a DLP 3D printer,
the Phrozen Sonic Mini. The software used to
create the 3D model is ChituBox. The obtained
resins present good imprimability (Figure 2), being
their mechanical properties similar to ones of
commercial resins. Figure 3 shows the Tan δ of
some printed samples tested in DMA.
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presentation will be focus on one line of products
with very high industrial potential: the biobased
polyols.
Introduction
The polyols global market represented USD 26.2
billion in 2019 and is projected to reach USD 34.4
billion by 2024.[2] Polyols are mainly employed for
the manufacturing of polyurethanes, the sixth most
important plastic produced worldwide, with a
global production that reached 22 Mt in 2019, and
a demand in continuous growing. However, alike
several daily-used polymers, one of the major
problems arising from polyols is that they are
entirely produced from non-renewable sources.
Polyols being the major component of
polyurethanes formulations, from a green and
sustainable perspective, this fact is highly
detrimental. In order to improve the sustainability
of the polyurethane industry, market is leading the
transition to polyols made from renewable
sources. The demand has grown abruptly and is
bringing new opportunities for valorizing biomass
into reagents which leads to technical grade
polyols for the polyurethane industry. This feature
article intends to summarize current strategies to
produce biosourced polyols and the problems
associated with their market implementation.[3]
But, while scientific articles report numerous
building-blocks from diverse resources, including
ligno-cellulose or natural oil, for the preparation of
polyols, the industrial implementation of these
biosourced monomers has been very limited.

POLYKEY is a start-up which have arisen from the
POLYMAT Basque Excellency Research Centre
in 2020 with the objective of contributing to the
future of polymers with a strategic vision and
commitment to innovation and sustainability.[1]
The company emerged as a polymer producer and
R&D service provider acting in three areas
established as objectives for a transition to a
sustainable future: (1) bio-based polymer industry,
(2) chemical recycling and (3) innovative energy
storage. We offer to our clients a catalogue of
products that are designed to address current
needs of the polymer chemistry field in each of
these three important topics. After an introduction
about the company and a summary of the recent
accomplishments and future challenges, the
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Discussion
With a patented technology for the synthesis of
renewable polyols, POLYKEY is well positioned to
reach the polyurethane providers disposed to
change their processes and formulations for more
sustainable ones.[4],[5] Hence, the lack of
common references between academic and
industry, the inaccessibility of current industrial
technologies or the lack of biobased monomers
suppliers, are barriers to transform our solid
scientific articles into an industrial reality. In this
presentation we will summarise what have been
the challenges and accomplishments so far to
bring our biobased polyols out of the academic lab
to meet the polyurethane market.
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infections as well as to remove dirt particles from
the wound site. After the cleansing, the wound
should be carefully dried (e.g. by using a sterile
compress) before the next step. Once the wound
is clean and dry (note: slight bleeding is possible),
it needs to be protected for example by employing
an adequate plaster or wound dressing. This step
is crucial to minimize the risk of infections and
other complications. The plaster takes the role of
the skin and protects the wound from the intrusion
of dirt, water, and bacteria. As there are very
different types of wounds, to ensure an optimal
wound healing process the right plaster must be
chosen. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated,
that an acceleration of the wound healing can be
obtained by employing plasters that induce a socalled moist wound environment. These plasters
can be comprised of polymers that create a semiocclusive environment (e.g. Polyurethane or
hydrocolloids) as shown in the study of Kuhlmann
et al.[4]

Introduction
The skin is one of the most complex biological
barriers of the human body.[1] It protects from the
penetration of harmful substances and at the same
time prevents the loss of salts and water.[2] When
injured, the protective function of the skin is
compromised. This could lead to different
problems, such as: bleedings, hematomas, wound
healing disorders, wound dehiscence, wound
infections (which could lead to sepsis, putting at
risk the life of the affected person).[3] Proper wound
care is therefore crucial.

Importance of Polymers in Wound care
Different parameters play an important role in
wound care, one of the main aspects is to have the
right wound care routine. For this purpose, the
choice of the right products for each type of wound
and an understanding of the wound healing
process are fundamental, as well as to avoid
falling into typical prejudices (e.g. a wound heals
better when exposed to air). In principle, a good
wound care routine can be divided into three
areas:
1) cleaning
2) protection
3) healing

Figure 1. Video microscope images of the wound healing of
a wound in an abrasion wound model after treatment with a
Polyurethane based dressing. Images were taken on days 5
(a), 8 (b) and 14 (c)[4].

The first thing that should be done with superficial
wounds is to clean them (for example by using a
woundspray). This step aims to prevent possible

In addition, the wound healing can be accelerated
by employing wound healing gels &/or ointments
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development stages to increase the probabilities
of products reaching the market. Some of these
changes aim to increase the transparency of the
products; however, the test set-ups and clinical
study designs can be more complex than before,
leading to higher risk of failure and higher costs.
In addition, the sustainability guidelines are also
becoming stricter, limiting the applications of
certain polymers. Although most of the restrictions
still do not directly apply to the personal care
sector, this will probably change in the future. Even
though, the sustainability regulations are a great
incentive, it should be a must to strive to become
more
sustainable
and
create
more
environmentally and consumer friendly products
without compromising on quality or performance.
This starts by investigating methods and polymers
that are more sustainable.

in combination with the adequate plaster. For
example, Kuhlmann et al. showed that the moist
wound healing conditions induced by the wound
healing ointment of Hansaplast and a dressing
were able to hasten the wound healing process by
50%. This was investigated in a randomized
abrasion wound model.[5]

Figure 2. Illustration of the mean re-epithelialization values
of a wound in an abrasion wound model after treatment
with the Hansaplast wound healing ointment (dark blue), a
first aid dressing (light blue), a combination of ointment and
dressing (red) and a gauze (grey). Mean values were
assigned on days 2,6,8,10 and 12 and represent the
healing process: 0 = no healing, 1 = resurfacing > 0 and up
to 25%, 2 = 25% -50%, 3 = 50%-75%, 4 = resurfacing
>75% but not fully healed, 5 = full closure of the wound.[5]
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Challenges & Outlook
Most of the effects induced by wound care
products are a direct result of the use of polymers,
underlining their importance for this field. The
employed polymers can either be part of the
structure of the product, act as a functional
material or even perform as an active ingredient.
This versatility offers great possibilities for the
further development of novel wound care products
such as wound dressings, hydrogels, oleogels,
emulsions and more. However, strong changes in
the Medical Device Regulation (MDR) need to be
carefully taken into consideration already at early
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Introduction

Experimental

Fabric functionalization to obtain omniphobic
textiles is an increasing trend in our current
society [1]. Fluorochemicals dominate the water
and oil-repellent textile finishing market because
of their excellent performance. However,
fluorinated chemicals release harmful substances
giving rise to serious damage to ecosystems
worldwide [2]. In this work, a series of fluorinefree, low surface energy and partially bio-based
(co)polymethacrylates
based
on
3[Tris(trimethylsilyloxy)silyl]propyl
methacrylate
(M3T) and stearyl methacrylate (SMA) (Figure 1)
have been successfully synthesized by emulsion
polymerization and characterized by different
spectroscopic and thermal methods.

M3T has been supplied by Wacker Chemie AG.
SMA, with a bio-content of 81 wt %, has been
purchased from Evonik Industries AG. Isotridecyl
alcohol ethoxylated (IAEO) with HLB=16.5,
required to obtain stable emulsions of these
monomers, was purchased from BASF.
(Co)polymers of M3T and SMA (PM3TxSMAy)
were synthesized by emulsion polymerization
using the water-soluble azo initiator V-50,
supplied by Fujifilm. The molar ratio of M3T:SMA
in the copolymer is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Series of (co)polymethacrylates obtained from
fluorine-free hydrophobic monomers

Sample

[M3T]
(molar %)

[SMA]
(molar %)

PM3T
PM3T75SMA25
PM3T50SMA50
PM3T25SMA75
PSMA

100
75
50
25
0

0
25
50
75
100

Results and Discussion
Figure 1. Chemical structure of monomers used for the
synthesis of PM3TxSMAy (co)polymethacrylates

PM3TxSMAy (co)polymers displayed high molar
masses as revealed by GPC [3]. 1H and 13C NMR
spectra (Figure 2) of all copolymers were
recorded, thus confirming chemical structure,
(co)polymer composition and tacticity. Thermal
properties and stability of the developed polymers
were evaluated by DSC and TGA. TGA
thermograms
demonstrated
that
these
copolymers were stable up to 250 ºC.

Particle size, particle size distribution and stability
of developed waterborne emulsions have been
assessed. Finally, the fluorine-free M3T/SMA
(co)polymethacrylates have been applied on
cotton fabrics by padding and the high
performance to water and oil repellence of
treated textiles has been corroborated.
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Figure 4. SEM micrographs for: (a) untreated cotton and (b)
PM3T coated cotton fabric.
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The anti-stain performance of PM3TxSMAy
(co)polymers has been assessed (Table 2). For
untreated cotton, all the liquids quickly spread
and penetrated. However, the cotton substrates
coated with PM3TxSMAy emulsions at 60 g/L
retain the drop of water-based liquids on the
surface. Moreover, the drop of olive oil is also
maintained on the surface for PM3T and
PM3T75SMA25 for more than 5 min.

0

( ppm )

Figure 2. 1H NMR (top) and 13C NMR (bottom) spectra of
PM3T50SMA50 with peak assignments

DSC thermograms of (co)polymers with SMA
content ≥ 50 molar% (PM3T50SMA50 and
PM3T25SMA75) showed the presence of melting
and a crystallization peaks, their enthalpies
decreasing, and their melting and crystallization
temperatures shifting to lower values as M3T
content increases, suggesting that both
comonomers are randomly incorporated in the
chain during the polymerization (Figure 3).

Table 2. Image of a drop of liquid after 5 min. on untreated
and coated cotton textiles
Anti-stain
performance

coffee

red wine

Juice
+
milk

Olive
oil

Untreated
fabric

endo up

Heat Flow (W/g)

water

PM3T75SMA25
M3T

(60 g/L)

PSMA
PM3T25SMA75
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Figure 3. Second heating DSC thermograms of the
PM3TxSMAy (co)polymers.

The stability of emulsions, the particle size and
particle size distribution determined by Laser
diffraction (LS) and dynamic light scattering
(DLS) showed that all emulsions have average
particle sizes around 180 nm and Z-potential
values higher than +30 mV.
These emulsions have been applied on cotton
fabrics by padding and SEM micrographs of
untreated and treated fabrics were recorded. The
untreated cotton fibres showed smooth surface
and cylindrical structures. After fabric was coated
by polymeric emulsions, an evident roughness
was generated on the surface (Figure 4).
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This work studies the substitution of oil-derived
cosolvents, polyols and chain extenders, in PUD
by sustainable compounds: green cosolvents, as
well as 100% biobased oligomers and building
blocks.
The green cosolvents selected are dipolar aprotic
solvents with high boiling temperature and
excellent water solubility, see figure 1:
Dihydrolevoglucosenone (CY), γ-valerolactone
(GVL) and sustainable carbonate solvent (PC).

Introduction
Green chemistry is the utilization of a set of
principles that reduces or eliminates the use or
generation of hazardous substances in the design,
manufacture, and application of chemical products
[1] In this work different green substances have
been studied as substitutes of toxic/petroleumbased compounds in the synthesis of aqueous
polyurethane dispersions (PUD). The results
obtained will become the basis for developing new
generation of PUD with low toxicity profile and low
carbon footprint. The polyurethane dispersions are
colloidal systems in which polyurethane (PU)
particles are dispersed in aqueous media as a
continuous phase. In coating sector PUD are
extraordinarily interesting due to their
performance: excellent adhesion, tuneable
mechanical properties and functionalization,
among others[2].
The industrial fabrication of PUD requires organic
solvent to reduce the viscosity during prepolymer
synthesis. Normally, they are low boiling
temperature
solvents
like
acetone,
methylethylketone or high-boiling compounds like
N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (toxic and restricted by
ECHA) [3]. The first ones can be removed in a final
step and a solvent free PUD[4] is obtained.
However, these solvent free dispersions require
additional solvents/ coalescents to achieve proper
film forming of final coatings or adhesives.
However, the high-boiling cosolvents remain in the
dispersion to allow coalescence of polymer
particles and film formation.

Figure 1 Properties of toxic solvents and green
alternatives[5]

Experimental
Water polyurethane dispersions (PUD) were
synthesized by prepolymer mixing method using a
cosolvent, which will remain in the dispersion for
enhancing coalescence process.
The dispersions based on sustainable raw
materials were analysed and compared with
petroleum-based PUD. This analysis was carried
out by evaluating different states of PUD:
dispersion properties (stability, particle size
distribution), polyurethane film characteristic
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manufactured by a corn fermentation process,
was chosen.
Biobased polymers reached higher molecular
weights than oil-based equivalent polyurethane.
However, biobased compounds increased the
elasticity of the polymer (figure4), giving rise to
decreasing the mechanical properties. These
kinds of flexible polyurethanes are normally
required by coatings and adhesive applications in
packaging or textile sectors (flexible substrates)

(glass transition temperature, dynamic thermo
mechanical properties, molecular weight) and
coating properties (aesthetic, abrasion resistance,
adhesion and hardness).
Obtained results demonstrated that green
solvents studied are safe and sustainable
alternatives to NMP in the synthesis of PUD[6].
Their incorporation in the prepolymer mixing
process as reaction solvents made no significant
impact on the structure and on the key properties
of the achieved polyurethane polymers, as well as
in coalescence process of polyurethane
nanoparticles, see figure 3 and 4.

Figure 4 Biobased PUD properties

A new PUD material, synthesized in a green
solvent with more than 85% of biobased
composition was successfully developed.

Figure 2 Molecular weight and polydispersity of different
polyurethane structures synthesized with green solvents
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Figure 3 3D image of PUD after coalescence and film
forming (Confocal profilometer).
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Once green solvents were introducing in PUD
synthesis, 100% biobased oligomer and chain
extender were used for PUD synthesis. A new
PUD with more than 85% of biobased composition
synthesized in a green cosolvent was achieved.

6

A semicrystalline polyester polyol (Mw 2000gr mol1), from dimerising fatty acids, was selected. As
chain extender, a low molecular weight diol,
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terms of modulus and creep. The understanding
of the mechanical properties in relation to the
molecular architecture of the materials appears
as a major issue for the optimization of the final
performance.

Introduction
Petrochemical plastics meet excellent mechanical
and barrier properties as well as low production
costs and represent the first choice for packaging
applications. Plastic packaging approaches ≈
50% of the global plastic production and ≈ 95% is
lost after short use. The vast amounts of plastics
accumulated in landfills and oceans and the high
level greenhouse gas emissions produced during
production and afterlife has pushed the
development of sustainable and circular
initiatives. For the particular case of plastic
packaging, one major issue preventing increased
recycling rates is the difficulty in separating the
different materials of the multi-layer packaging.
Recently, we have developed novel adhesives
with great potential for the separation of layers in
multilayer packaging [1]. The method relies on
the incorporation of thermoreversible Diels-Alder
(DA) covalent bonds to polyurethane (PUR) that
can deteriorate the properties of the adhesive
and promote multilayer delamination at low
temperatures (< 120 ºC). Moreover, small
amounts of radiation-absorbing graphene were
additionally incorporated to facilitate bond
breakage in the adhesive layer.
To be suitable for use, multilayer systems must
meet specific performance requirements related
to their optical, barrier and mechanical properties.
The present work focuses on the study of the
mechanical properties of thermoreversible crosslinked PUR adhesives for multilayer packaging.
The most advanced indentation testing methods
are employed to characterize the materials in

Experimental
Materials
PUR was prepared using commercial solventbased isocyanate prepolymers and polyol
catalysts. Two adducts were considered, DAF
(Diels-Alder “flexible”) and DAR (Diels-Alder
“rigid”). The synthesis of adducts as well as the
incorporation into the PUR adhesives and the
procedure used to disperse small quantities of
commercial graphene can be found elsewhere
[1]. Adhesives were cured in a polypropylene
mould. Table 1 summarizes the adhesive
formulations investigated.
Adduct Polyol/adduct/FA⊥

DAF
or
DAR

70/20/10
60/30/10
50/40/10

%
thermorev.
bonds
13
20
26.5

DAF

50/40/10

26.5

⊥

Graphene
[wt.%]

0
0
0
0.15
0.25
0.5

FA, furfuryl alcohol

Differential Scanning calorimetry
Differential scanning calorimetry measurements
were performed in a DSC25 equipment with a
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DAF+0.5 % graph

DAF
DAF
DAR
DAF
DAR

20
PUR
PUR-FA

E [MPa]

30

DAR
DAF+0.15 % graph
DAF+0.25 % g

can be related to the Tg values of the materials.
Incorporation of graphene to the adhesive with
the highest amount of adduct produces a
decrease of the E value that is partially restored
with further graphene additions.

RSC90 refrigerated cooling system (TA
Instruments). Scans at 10 °C/min from -40 °C to
160 °C were carried out and the glass transition
temperature was determined according to the
half-height method in the transition region.
Nanoindentation
Adhesives were glued onto a metallic cylindrical
holder that was placed in the platform of a G200
nanoindenter. A cylindrical punch indenter was
selected. Indentation tests were carried out on
the basis of load-hold-unload cycles and a
constant velocity was employed. Elastic modulus
values were calculated from the slope of the
unloading curve following Doerner & Nix/ Oliver
&Pharr procedures (equivalent for the case of a
cylindrical punch) [2,3].

10

Results and Discussion

0

Figure 1 shows the elastic modulus values
measured for all the PUR adhesive materials (T ≈
29 ºC). In the first place, it is found that the E
value of PUR diminishes upon addition of FA that
plays the role of a plasticizer. Further
incorporation of DAF or DAR progressively
enhances the E value as the degree of
thermoreversible bonds increases. This can be
associated to an increase in the chain rigidity as
the adduct content is increased. Moreover, glass
transition temperatures of the adhesives are
found to increase with increasing adduct content
and a relationship between E and Tg is found. On
the other hand, Figure 1 also shows that the E
value of the adhesive with the highest DAF
content significantly decreases upon addition of
0.15 wt.% of graphene. This drop appears to be
partly counterbalanced by incorporation of further
graphene quantities.
Finally, E values of selected samples were
measured at two different temperatures in the
range 24 ºC – 31 ºC and it was found that there is
a significant decrease of E with increasing T.
Moreover, a relationship between the rate of
change, ∆E/∆T, and Tg is suggested.
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Figure 1. Indentation modulus for the PUR adhesive
formulations.
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Introduction
Designing new polymers from wastes while
making them intrinsically degradable has become
a new challenge to overcome the plastic waste
accumulation in the environment and the
associated pollutions. Recently, we engineered a
novel
synthetic
pathway
to
create
polycarbonates[1] by the room temperature stepgrowth copolymerization of highly reactive CO2sourced exovinylene biscyclic carbonates with
various diols derived from biomass[2] or waste
commodity plastics. These innovative low carbon
footprint polymers are thermally stable, isolable
and processable. On the path to circularity, their
unique microstructural features offer competitive
depolymerization scenarios, enabling the
formation of new value-added organic scaffolds
that can serve as organic building blocks in
medicinal chemistry and organic synthesis, or as
monomers for producing new polymeric materials.
In this talk, we will discuss how these
polycarbonates can be easily depolymerized, with
a special emphasis to describe the mechanism
and the selectivity of the depolymerization
process.
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identification of the interactions will be decisive in
the design of recyclable multilayer systems.

Introduction
Annual plastics manufacture worldwide is
approaching 400 million tonnes and in Europe
fluctuates around 60 million tons since 2002 [1].
Estimates indicate that 3 % of this production ends
up in the oceans, causing serious global ecological
damage. Among all the plastic production, the
amount dedicated to the packaging sector
represents almost 40 %. The European Union is
now strongly promoting the exploration of
strategies for the reuse of post-consumer plastics,
especially those coming from packaging. In this
sense, among the wide variety of applications,
flexible films and multilayers have become
ubiquitous, as these systems can be easily tuned
to fulfil the requirements of high value-added
applications [2].
The most used polymeric materials such as
polyethylene (PE) and polypropylene (PP),
ethylene/vinyl alcohol copolymers (EVOH),
polyamide (PA) and polyethylene terephthalate
(PET) are contributing to the plastic waste
accumulation problem. The great disadvantage of
these systems is, above all, the lack of
compatibility between the components, which
makes hardly difficult their separation and/or
mechanical recycling. The objective of this
research is integrated in a wide project for the ecodesign of multi-layered films by means of the
combination of experiments and computer
simulations.
This presentation will be focussed on the
experimental determination of the interactions
between different PE grades and EVOH with
typical ethylene based copolymers acting as tie
layers (TL) in common applications. The

Experimental
Different PE grades (linear and branched) have
been used as the first component for the present
study. The second component is an EVOH grade
(68 % of vinyl alcohol content). The materials used
as third components are an ethylene/ethyl acrylate
copolymer (EEA), an ethylene/vinyl acetate
copolymer (EVA) both purchased from Sigma
Aldrich/Merck, and an ethylene/methyl acrylic
sodium ionomer (EMAANa) of tradename Surlyn
PC2000 kindly donated by Dow Chemical Ibérica
(Spain). The EEA, EVA and EMAANa copolymers
are typical TL materials used in packaging
manufacture.

Figure 1. TEM images of LPE single crystals and EVOH
crystal aggregates

The compatibility of the man components (PEs
and EVOH) with the TL materials has been
investigated by using melting point depression by
differential scanning calorimetry in single crystals
of PE and crystal nanoaggregates of EVOH,
dispersed in the different TL copolymers [3]
(Figure 1). The morphological aspects of the single
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of multilayer systems with greater ease of
recycling.
In addition to the melting point depression study it
will be shown that FTIR analysis and rheological
characterization in the melt state of selected
systems will give us valuable information. In fact,
specific molecular requirements (presence of
braches and molecular homogeneity) of the
different layers may be stablished, in order to
guide the eco-design and valorisation of recycled
multi-layered films [4].

crystals and crystals aggregates have been
determined by Transmission Electron Microscopy
(TEM). The interactions between the different
polymeric systems (polar) have been additionally
explored by Fourier Transform Infrared
Spectroscopy. Finally, in some selected samples,
rheological measurements in the melt have been
performed, in order to have an insight on melt
morphology.
Results and Discussion
All TL materials including EAA, EVA and EMAANa
cause melting point depression but only in the
single crystals obtained from the linear or slightly
branched PE samples. The depression is much
more noticeable in the case of the embedded
linear PE (LPE) single crystals in EMAANa
matrices. The single crystals obtained from the
heterogeneous branched Ziegler-Natta PE (BPE)
do not show any sign of melting point depression
(Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Melting point depression PEL (squares) BPE
(circles) and EVOH (triangles) mixtures with EMAANa

In the case of the EVOH crystal aggregates, all TL
samples also cause melting temperature
decrease. Noticeably, the stronger depression is
obtained in the case of EMAANa copolymer
(Figure 2). Specific interactions are expected in
this case causing stronger melting point
depression than in the case of polyolefins. The
interactions are likely stablished between the
hydroxyl groups of EVOH and the carboxyl groups
present in all TL copolymers. These results are
very promising, and point to a very confident result
on the use of this type of tie layers for the design
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Introduction

Experimental

One of the main challenges of the XXI century is
the reduction of the plastic waste. One of the
possibilities is to develop polymeric materials that
would (bio)degrade after their use; in other words,
to tune the life cycle of the polymeric materials by
triggering the degradation of the material after their
use. So far, some step growth polymers (e.g, PET
[1]) have shown this capability, but the production
of fully degradable polymers (with acceptable
application properties) in dispersed media (as
latex) is elusive. The production of biodegradable
plastics is expected to increase to 1.8 million in
2025 [2]. There are different approaches that could
be used to introduce degradability in the polymer
backbone in waterborne systems. The first one
would be by using monomers containing
degradable groups, in this way the degradability
would be introduced directly in the polymeric
backbone. In this line, cyclic ketene acetals,
precisely 2‑methylene-1,3-dioxepane (MDO)
meet the criteria, it has a vinyl group that can
undergo ring opening polymerization (ROP)
yielding polycaprolactone in the polymer
backbone [3]. Nevertheless, there are few works
that reported polymerization of this monomer in
aqueous media, due to the hydrolysis that the
MDO suffers in the presence of water[4]. Thiol-ene
polymerization is another way to incorporate
degradable ester groups in the polymer backbone
by radical step-growth polymerization [5,6]. In this
work, degradable pressure sensitive adhesive
(PSA) using a typical acrylate formulation has
been synthesized by semibatch emulsion
polymerization process, but including a
degradable oligoester crosslinker in the
formulation which could be use as recycling
polymer [7].

Asymmetric and symmetric oligoester crosslinkers
with different target chain-lengths were
synthesized by ROP using SnOct2 as a catalyst in
bulk under nitrogen atmosphere. The synthesis of
the crosslinkers was started either with HEMA
(asymmetric crosslinkers) or with 1,4-butanediol
(symmetric crosslinkers) as initiating species (see
Figure 1 for the details of the synthesis of the
asymmetric oligoester crosslinker).
The
monomers ε-caprolactone and lactide were used
in different ratios.

Figure 1. ROP synthesis of asymmetric crosslinkers.

PSAs were synthesized in a two-step seeded
semibatch emulsion polymerization process. First,
a seed with a solids content of 30% was prepared
by semibatch emulsion polymerization. Surfactant
(Dowfax 2A1), water and ammonium hydroxide
solution were loaded into a glass reactor and
heated to 80 ºC. Subsequently, the initiator was
added and a preemulsion containing the
monomers BA, MMA and AA, surfactant and water
was fed to the reactor. In a second step, acrylic
latices with a solid content of 50 wt% were
prepared by seeded semibatch emulsion
polymerization at 75 ºC and under nitrogen
atmosphere. The seed and water were loaded into
the reactor. The initiator and the buffer (sodium
bicarbonate) were added as a shot as soon as a
temperature of 75 ºC was reached. Then the
preemulsion containing the monomers BA, MMA,
AA, oligoester crosslinkers, t-DDM, surfactant and
water were fed. The conventional crosslinker allyl
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methacrylate (AMA) was used to compare with the
degradable ones.
Results and Discussion
Asymmetric and symmetric crosslinkers were
successfully synthesized by a one-pot ring
opening polymerization process. Three different
asymmetric crosslinkers and two symmetric ones
were synthesized changing the ratio between
lactide and ε-caprolactone and hence, changing
the length. For all the cases, the theoretical molar
mass and the experimental ones measured by
either NMR or GPC were very similar confirming
the desired structure of the crosslinkers.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 2. Stress strain curves obtained from probe tack
measurements for the films of the latices with a) asymmetric
and b) symmetric crosslinkers. The same measurements
after different immersion times at pH=10 for the c) AMA and
d) longest oligoester crosslinkers ASY-LA8CL4.

The oligoester crosslinkers did not show any
significant effect on the kinetics and particle size
evolution of the seeded semibatch emulsion
polymerization in comparison with the two
reference samples (the blank and AMA).

The simplicity to implement this kind of oligoester
crosslinkers into (existing) waterborne PSA
formulations and the resulting degradation
properties of the PSA make the herein reported
oligoester crosslinkers promising candidates for
the production of degradable PSA.

Regarding the microstructure, the crosslinkers
worked as expected in this waterborne PSA
formulation, obtaining high molar masses and
crosslinked samples. It is noteworthy that their
efficiency is lower than that of AMA likely because
of their limited solubility in the aqueous phase.
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plasticisers with the aid of temperature and
shearing.

Introduction
Due to environmental issues and the lack of
sustainability of conventional plastics, bioplastic
production has gained significant attention.
Bioplastic materials are defined as either biobased (from biomass) or biodegradable
materials, including fossil resources, or both [1].

The objectives of this study are to develop and
characterise bioplastics based on malt sprout
using glycerol as plasticiser.
Experimental Methods
Materials
Malt sprout (MS) was provided by Heineken
España S.A. (Spain). Glycerol (gly) was used as
plasticiser (improving processability), and it was
supplied by PANREAC S.A. (Spain).

The main raw materials from natural sources
employed in the manufacture of starch and
protein-based plastics can be found in great
amounts in wastes and by-products from the food
industry (i.e., zein, soybean protein, collagen,
potato and rice processing industries, etc.). In
contrast, their use for the manufacture of
bioplastics is in agreement with current European
research directives, which aims to reduce wastes
by employing, for example, closed circle
principles and valorisation excess production for
different applications [2].

Bioplastics processing
To obtain homogeneous blends, MS along with
gly were introduced into a HAAKE POLYLAB QC
(ThermoScientific, Germany) mixer. Different
MS/gly proportions (1:2, 1:1, 2:1, 3:1 and 4:1)
were studied to address the influence of the
plasticiser content and select a suitable
proportion of each compound. All MS/gly blends
were processed at a constant speed (50 rpm)
during 10 min. The resulting doughs were
injected using a injection-moulding equipment
(MiniJet II ThermoScientific, Germany) and 50
and 150 ºC for the cylinder and mould
temperatures. Also, two different injection
pressures were employed in order to study its
effect on the properties of the final bioplastic
samples.

Malt sprout (MS) is obtained after cleaning the
seed of germinated barley, removing the rootlets
and sprouts. The organic matter of this byproduct of the brewing industry accounts for 46%
of carbohydrates and between 21 and 25% of
proteins depending on the variety [3]. Some food
applications have been proposed for malt sprout
due to its nutritional richness. However, this raw
material with high protein and starch contents
(biopolymers) has not been widely used to
manufacture bioplastics. Regarding biopolymers
(proteins and starches), these can be processed
modifying its structure by incorporating certain

Bioplastics characterization
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Figure 1. Elastic modulus at 1 Hz (E1’), Young´s modulus
(E), tensile strength (σmax) and elongation at break (εmax) of
the different obtained systems.

The bioplastics obtained through injectionmoulding were characterized using a Dynamic
Mechanical Analyzer (RSA3, TA Instruments,
USA) to study their rheological behavior in
tension mode. In this way, the elastic modulus at
1 Hz (E1’) was determined for all the studied
samples. The same equipment in continuous
deformation mode was employed to carry out
tensile tests at room temperature following a
modified protocol based on ISO 570-2:2012 [4].
Probes were deformed at 1 mm/min.

WUC and SML
The water immersion test revealed that both the
WUC and the SML of the bioplastics improved for
greater MS/gly proportions and higher injection
moulding pressures. This indicated that the loss
of plasticiser has a beneficial effect on water
absorption.
Table 1. Water uptake capacity (WUC), soluble matter loss
(SML) and glycerol content (gly) of the different studied
systems.

At this point, the obtained matrices were
subjected to a dehydrothermal treatment at 50ºC
for 24 h. Then, they were immersed in distilled
water for 24 h to study their water uptake
capacity (WUC) and soluble matter loss (SML)
according to a modification of the ASTM D570
norm [5]. Finally, the absorbed water was
removed by a freeze-drying treatment in a
LyoQuest freeze-dryer (Telstar, Spain).

System

WUC (%)

SML (%)

1:1 500 bar
2:1 500 bar
3:1 500 bar
3:1 900 bar
4:1 900 bar
1:1 500 bar

232 ± 32

61 ± 1

gly (%)
50.0

148 ± 3
319 ± 33
412 ± 79
470 ± 70
232 ± 32

45 ± 1
42 ± 3
46 ± 2
48 ± 5
61 ± 1

33.3
25.0
25.0
20.0
50.0

Results and Discussion

Concluding Remarks

Mechanical characterization

Bioplastics based on malt sprout were
successfully developed by injection-moulding. In
addition, it is possible to develop these
bioplastics with properties that can be controlled
by varying both their formulation and processing
parameters.

The mechanical characterization revealed that
greater MS proportions and injection pressures
lead to improved E1’. The combination of these
two effects resulted in greater improvement.
Regarding the tensile parameters, lower gly
contents lead to improved E and σmax, while εmax
was mainly affected by an increase in the applied
pressure.
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the whole plant cell wall to transform it into
biomaterials is that biocomposites can be obtained
in a single step, saving energy and avoiding the
constituent polymers’ extraction and separation
steps [3]. The precise control and connection of
the selected transformation process to the
properties of the resulting biomaterials are crucial.
In this work, we have focused our investigation on
two different types of inedible vegetable wastes,
orange peels (OP) and spinach stems (SS), to
prepare biocomposite films through their
processing by hydrolysis in a weak acid medium
at different temperatures and times.
The potentiality of the developed materials as
mulch films has been studied through the analysis
of their mechanical, barrier, and optical properties
together with their mineralogical composition.

Introduction
Plastic materials have been used in agriculture for
almost a century to modify the climate around
crops and produce fresh, high-quality food
throughout the year. Over these years, their use
has experienced a continuous rise, contributing to
the growing accumulation of recalcitrant plastic
waste. Most agricultural mulches are made of
polymers that biodegrade very slowly,
polyethylene (PE) being, in its different forms, the
most used, due to its processability, chemical
resistance, durability, flexibility, and especially low
cost. The use of biodegradable mulches (BDMs)
with a short shelf life is a green and sustainable
alternative. However, the few commercially
available BDMs are primarily petroleum-derived
polyesters, such as poly(butylene succinate)
(PBS), poly(butylene adipate-co-terephthalate)
(PBAT), or Polycaprolactone (PCL) mixed with
thermoplastic starch (TPS) [1].
Mulches made using plant-derived natural
polymers, forming biocomposites, could be easily
degraded by naturally available microbes in soils,
following the circular’s economy principles. These
materials could improve soil quality and plant
growth by stimulating microbial activity and
increasing the soil carbon and mineral content [2].
The plant cell wall represents the most abundant
renewable source of biomass on planet Earth. It
consists of a dynamic, complex, and highly
organized network of polysaccharides, proteins,
aromatic compounds, water, and ions, among
which cellulose, pectin, and hemicellulose
polysaccharides are its major constituents, all of
them having important applications in materials
science. The interesting thing about processing

Experimental
Materials
OP was kindly offered by PepsiCo (Milan, Italy),
while SS was kindly offered by IDA S.r.l.
(Alessandria, Italy). Acetic acid (AA) was acquired
from Sigma-Aldrich.
Bioplastics preparation
1 g of dried and powdered IVWs (OP or SS) was
hydrolysed in 20 mL of 1 M AA at 30, 50 or 70 °C
and for 6, 16 or 24 h under continuous stirring at
400 rpm. Hydrolysed vegetable solutions were
poured on Petri dishes provided with
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) under a fume hood
for solvent evaporation. After 48 h, films were
totally dried and stored in PE bags for their further
characterization.
Carnauba wax coating application
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To overcome the high hydrophilicity of the films
developed based on plant residues, a coating with
carnauba wax (CW) was applied to both sides of
the films using the hot-pressing technique. For
this, the selected films were pressed in a hydraulic
press for 5 minutes at 90 °C under a pressure of 5
kg cm−2 together with 0, 10, 20, and 30 wt% of fine
powdered CW.
Results and Discussion
The systematic investigation on how the
temperature and the reaction time of biomass
hydrolysis was correlated with the obtained
materials’ structure and properties. The films
obtained by OP and SS exhibited variable aspects
depending on the hydrolysis conditions used for
their development, as shown in the digital
photographs shown in Fig. 1.
Low temperatures (30 and 50 °C) and long times
(16 and 24 h) were the most appropriate
conditions for vegetable waste hydrolysis since
higher temperatures (70 °C) had led to poor
mechanical properties due to excessive
degradation of constituent natural polymers. It was
also found that hydrolytic conditions led to the
preferential hydrolysis of pectin and hemicellulose
biopolymers and to a lesser extent of amorphous
cellulose, as thermogravimetric analysis and
nuclear magnetic resonance results indicated.
The high susceptibility to water that these
materials presented was overcome by applying a
hydrophobic coating of carnauba wax, which
induced a sharp increase in the water contact
angle (from ∼45° to 103°) and a significant
decrease in material water solubility (from ∼60%
to 26%), but did not alter the WVP (∼10x10-9 g s-1
m-1 Pa-1).
The application of these materials as mulch films
was positively considered since they presented
good mechanical and optical properties and a
considerable amount of organic (biopolymers and
others) and inorganic (micro and macronutrients)
compounds, making them attractive for their
fertilizer properties. Besides, the selected
materials for mulches showed fast biodegradation
when put in the soil, showing approximately 90%
(controls) and 65% (coated materials)
biodegradation in 21 days.

Figure 1. Photographs and thickness of the OP and SSbased films
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corresponding to the filler. The products are
characterized using GPC, NMR, FTIR, and
titration. Once purified the products are further
used in the synthesis of new polyurethane foams.
Finally, the mechanical and structural
characterization of the synthesized foams is
carried out and compared with the characteristics
of commercial foams, to test whether they meet
the requirements for which they are designed and
to demonstrate that the recovered products
present high quality.

Introduction
Polyurethane occupies the sixth position of the
most used plastics in the world [1]. Due to the
multitude of applications, it generates a large
amount of waste, the majority of which ends up in
landfills causing an environmental problem. The
chemical recycling of polyurethane waste would
help to solve this problem, changing the life cycle
of polyurethanes to a circular economy.
In this research the chemical recycling process
selected was the glycolysis and has been applied
for recovering the raw materials from polyurethane
foams that contain CaCO3 and SAN as fillers.
Nowadays, it is very common to introduce some
filler in the polyurethane foams with the aim of
adjusting the properties to market demand, in this
case the mechanical, physical, and thermal
properties are improved. The final objective of the
research is to recover both, the flexible polyether
polyol, and the fillers (CaCO3 and SAN), to use
them to produce new polyurethane products with
suitable properties for their further applications.

Results and Discussion
Glycolysis experiments using DEG were
performed with the ratios PU: glycolysis agent of
1: 1.5, obtaining a split phase product in which the
UP was formed mainly by recovered polyol, the IP
by SAN mainly and the BP by excess glycolysis
agent, reaction by-products and slight losses of
polyol solubilized in this phase [2]. Furthermore,
the upper phase was purified by dissolving this
phase in cyclohexane, which exclusively dissolves
the polyol, which subsequently removes the
solvent and a raffinate with high purity in recovered
polyol is obtained. Figure 1 presents the GPC
chromatogram of UP, BP and raffinate obtained.

Experimental
The glycolysis can be performed at different scales
ta laboratory and pilot plant and the time needed
for the complete degradation of the PU is typically
under 3 hours. Diethylene glycol (DEG), but also
other glycolysis agents, have been tested in a ratio
with respect to the polyurethane foam greater than
1, to obtain a split phase process and, therefore, a
higher quality of the recovered polyol. The reaction
product obtained is separated by decantation
obtaining the upper phase (UP), the intermediate
phase (IP), the bottom phase (BP) and the solid

Upper phase
Raffinate

Intensity (au)

Bottom phase
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Figure 1. GPC of UP and BP at the end of reaction and
GPC of raffinate.
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foams showed adequate rising behaviour and
aspect in all cases and were structurally and
mechanically characterized. For this, its density,
air resistance before crushing, elasticity and
compression were measured, presenting values in
all cases within the typical range of commercial
foams.

From GPC results, the concentration of each
component in each of the phases can be
estimated [3], showing the values in Table 1.
Concentration (%)

UP

Raffinate

BP

Recovered polyol

88.2

93.6

1.5

Reaction by-products

8.4

6.4

30.3

Diethylene glycol

3.4

0.0

68.2

This investigation proved that it is possible to
recover high quality polyol, SAN and CaCO3 from
end-of-life PUs and that they are capable to
replace partially the raw materials in the synthesis
of new polyurethane foams, maintaining
characteristics comparable to the commercial
foams.

On other hand, the IP (SAN) and solid phase
(CaCO3) were purified by different washing with
methanol and acetone respectively, to get these
fillers with a high purity.
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To conclude the study, several foams were
synthesized using both the recovered polyol and
the recovered fillers (SAN and CaCO3), as total or
partial replacement of the pure compounds. The
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Experimental

Introduction

Materials
For the formulation of HCPs based on FriedelCrafts reaction using MS, a crosslinker, a catalyst
and a precursor are needed. Thus, formaldehyde
dimethylacetal (FDA), iron chloride and different
coal tar-derived fractions (creosote, phenolic oil,
wash oil and chrysene oil, supplied by Bilbaina de
Alquitranes S.A. (Bizkaia, Spain)) were used as
crosslinker, catalyst and precursors, respectively.
Benzene was used as a model molecule to serve
as a precursor and the results obtained with
benzene were compared with those obtained with
coal tar-derived fractions. The MS was monitored
in a 250 mL capacity stainless-steel bowl filled with
50 balls of 10 mm diameter.

Hypercrosslinked polymers (HCPs) are defined as
a new type of intricate polymers, where a high
level of entanglement is achieved. They comprise
pores (usually in the nano/mesoporosity range)
and stable rigid materials, and have proven useful
in several applications, such as chromatography,
gas adsorption, sensing, catalysis, drug delivery,
heavy metal ions and hazardous dyes removal,
etc. [1]. However, they are usually synthesized
from non-renewable resources and thus from
environmentally unfriendly precursors, such as
benzene and its derivatives, and using timeconsuming and hazardous solvent-based FriedelCrafts reactions. In this sense, there has recently
been renewed interest in an older, greener-and
faster technique, mechanosynthesis (MS), which
allows the synthesis of similar products in much
shorter timescales (from days to minutes), and
eliminates the need for hazardous solvents.
Therefore, by studying the influence on the final
product of various MS parameters (mill and ball
materials, size and number of balls, ball mill
volume, rotation speed or vibration frequency,
reaction time, crosslinker / monomer and catalyst
/ monomer ratios), good yields and highly porous
HCPs can be obtained [2]. However, generally
hazardous precursors are still used, which limits
HCP development [1,2]. Thus, in this study,
residues from the processing of coal tar products
are used, which also allows their valorisation.
These HCPs are considered to be effective agents
for the removal of contaminants from water.

Preparation of HCPs
The procedure for the preparation of HCPs by MS
was very simple and straightforward. Under an
inert atmosphere, the precursor, catalyst and
crosslinker were added simultaneously in different
proportions into the MS bowl, also containing the
50 balls. Then, the bowl was stirred at 500 rpm for
different periods of time using a PM 100 planetary
ball-milling machine (Retsch). The resultant
material was thoroughly washed to eliminate the
remaining FeCl3 and unreacted precursors and
crosslinker. The washing was first performed with
ethanol and methanol several times, followed by a
subsequent Soxhlet extraction using a toluene /
ethanol solution (in a 32/68 w/w ratio) solution for
24 h [2]. Then, the samples were dried at 80ºC
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remarkable pyrolysis yield was obtained, ranging
from 60% for the phenolic oil-based HCP to the
72% for the chrysene oil-based HCP.

under vacuum for 24 h to remove the remaining
solvent.
Characterization of HCPs
TGA/MS characterization was performed using a
STA 449F3 Jupiter microbalance (Netzsch)
coupled to a QMS 403 D mass spectrometer. The
sample was heated under inert atmosphere, N2, to
900ºC at a rate of 10ºC/min, then held at 900ºC for
30 min.
N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms at -196ºC
were performed using a Belsorp Max II (Microtrac),
in the 10-7-1 relative pressure range. The samples
were previously outgassed at 60ºC under
secondary vacuum. BET area (ABET) and pore
volume were calculated from these isotherms.
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Figure 1. ABET determined from N2 adsorption/desorption
isotherms on HCPs prepared at different reaction times
from benzene and creosote.

Results and Discussion

Mass (%)

Benzene was selected as the model aromatic
molecule to obtain aromatic-based HCPs.
Reaction times of 3 to 15 min were tested,
maintaining the other MS conditions constant and
choosing a precursor/FeCl3/FDA molar ratio of
1/6/2. As can be observed in Figure 1, close ABET
values of 515-590 m2/g were obtained using
benzene regardless of reaction time. Thus,
different creosote-based HCPs were also
synthesized to check the influence of reaction
time. Reaction times of 5, 10 and 15 min were
tested, using a similar precursor/FeCl3/FDA molar
ratio as used with benzene. The determined ABET
is also plotted in Figure 1, where a significant
reduction compared to the benzene-based HCP is
clearly visible. The maximum ABET, 170 m2/g, was
obtained at 10 min and very close ABET were
obtained at 5 and 15 min, as found with the
benzene-based formulations.
Due to the subtle differences when varying the
reaction time, a 5 min reaction time was selected
to synthesize the HCPs with the remaining
precursors, namely: phenolic oil, wash oil and
chrysene oil. The TGA results of these HCPs are
shown in Figure 2. As it can be observed, each
precursor exhibits a different behaviour, creosote
being the one with the lowest degradation onset
temperature, around 140ºC. The HCP based on
phenolic oil starts its degradation around 210ºC,
and the others around 230ºC. It is also worth
mentioning that, even reaching 900ºC, a
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Figure 2. Results of TGA under N2 for HCP derived from
different coal tar residues.

These HCPs will be used for the adsorption of
pollutants in aqueous phase, a study that is
currently in progress.
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added to the mixture and the aqueous layer was
washed with 100 mL of diethyl ether. The organic
layer was extracted with 50 mL of saturated
NaHCO3 solution, and the gathered aqueous
layers were acidified to pH=1 using 2M HCl.
Finally, the acidified aqueous layer was extracted
with 3 x 100 ml of diethyl ether, and the solvent
was removed under high vacuum to afford the
desired triacid as a white waxy solid (yield = 50 %).
Synthesis of TPE-TAF/BDGE vitrimer (Scheme 1):
Typically, 1.156 g (5.90 meq COOH) of TPE-TAF
was quickly mixed manually in a 10-mL beaker
with 0.682 g (5.93 meq epoxy) of BDGE at room
temperature (ca. 20 °C) until the acid was fully
dissolved. A clear yellowish viscous liquid was
obtained and quickly cast in PTFE molds. The
mixture was left at least 8 h at room temperature
for gelation. The resulting material (TPETAF/BDGE) was then removed from the molds
and cured 3 h at 150 °C. Reprocessing: The
material was cut into 1 mm3 pieces and pressed in
a PTFE mold for 1.5 h at 100 °C under a 6 ton load
using a Carver 3960 manual heating press.
Synthesis of the tetra-acid (TTA): 7.00 g (50.0
mmol) of 2-(trifluoromethyl)acrylic acid (MAF) and
6.11 g (12.5 mmol) of pentaerythritol tetrakis(3mercaptopropionate) (PETMP) were placed in a
25 mL single-neck round bottom flask. The mixture
was stirred for 4 h at 90 °C and a transparent
viscous liquid was obtained. Yield : > 99 %, 13 g.
Synthesis of the epoxy-vitrimers from DGEBA
(vitrimer VD) (Scheme 1): 2.00 g (5.88 mmol) of
DGEBA and 2.56 g (2.44 mmol) of TTA

Introduction
Vitrimers, [1] invented in 2011 by L. Leibler, are
covalent polymer networks that contain
exchangeable bonds.[2] The slow exchange
reactions at the temperatures of use of these
materials give them properties close to crosslinked
polymers (insolubility, mechanical resistance). At
high temperature, the kinetics of these exchange
reactions become fast enough to provide
molecular mobility allowing the lattice to be
reshaped, the material then behaving like a
thermoplastic. In Leibler's vitrimers, the exchange
reactions were transesterification which required a
catalyst.[2] Since this catalyst can generate
problems of toxicity or premature aging of the
material, many research groups have looked into
the design of catalyst-free vitrimers and have
proposed numerous exchange reactions that do
not require catalysis (Figure 1).[3] This talk will
present the original strategy, based on the
activation of ester linkages by fluorinated groups,
which we used to prepare catalyst-free
transesterification vitrimers.
Experimental
Synthesis of TPE-TAF: In a 250 mL round bottom
flask, 7 g of triester were dissolved in acetonitrile
(90 mL). Then, a 5M aqueous solution of NaOH
(12.5 g in 62 mL) was added slowly at room
temperature, and the mixture was stirred for 3 h.
200 mL of a saturated NaHCO3 solution was
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(COOH:epoxy = 1:1) were mixed manually at 80
°C for 5 min. The mixture was then poured into a
mold covered with a anti-adhesive silicone paper.
The mold was placed in an oven for 14 h at 90 °C.
The reprocessing behaviour of the network was
examined using a Carver 3960 manual heating
press at 150 °C for 2 h under 50 bar.
Results and Discussion
The fluorinated-ester-based networks were
prepared from an α-difluorinated triacid (TPE-TAF)
and BDGE and from a β-trifluorinated tetraacid
(TTA) and DGEBA (scheme 1).

Figure 1. Normalised stress–relaxation curves fitted with
the Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts equation (KWW: from 170
to 210 °C for the TPE-TAF/BDGE network (top), from 130
to 190°C for the TTA/DGEBA network.

Scheme 1. Network synthesis from TPE-TAF and BDGE
(top) and from TTA and DGEBA (bottom).

The epoxy acid reactions were significantly
accelerated by the fluorine atoms in the α or β
positions to the carbonyl. Highly crosslinked
networks were formed using short curing times
and moderate curing temperatures (Table 1).

Multiple reshaping/reprocessing cycles could also
be performed on both vitrimers without significant
alteration of their properties (moduli, Tα) further
confirming that fluorinated esters efficintly provide
the
means
to
prepare
catalyst-free
transesterification vitrimers.

Table 1. Synthesis and characterization of the fluorinated
ester networks

Entry
TPETAF/
BDGE
TTA/
DGEBA

Curing
Gel
Ea
Curing
T /T
Time
content g α (kJ
T (°C)
(°C)
(h)
(%)
mol-1)

8/3

20/150

94

47/39

77

14

90

72

35/54

87
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Stress-relaxation experiments at various
temperatures showed the vitrimer behaviour of
these networks. The transesterification reactions
was clearly also significantly accelerated by the
fluorine atoms. The strong electron-withdrawing
effect of the fluorinated groups readily activate the
acids towards the ring-opening of the epoxide and
the carbonyl group of the ester towards the
nucleophilic attack of hydroxyl groups
(transesterification).
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Introduction

Experimental

Although the use and consumption of plastics
have significantly improved human quality of life,
their massive use is having a huge environmental
impact and it is now urgent to switch to sustainable
alternatives. Biobased polymers are increasingly
attracting the attention of industry and academia
as one of the ways of reducing the dependence on
petroleum-based resources. These “green”
plastics have the inherent advantage of being
produced from renewable resources and, more
important, they can be biodegradable or
compostable. The latter point is highly desirable to
reduce the environmental footprint. Many plastics
are biodegradable, which means that they will
break down into carbon dioxide, water, and a few
other elements, but the time needed to complete
the process can be very long [1]. The challenge is
shortening this time as much as possible while
preserving the plastics properties. In the present
study, this ambitious goal is pursued exploited the
inherent pro-degradation ability of natural fibers.
To reach this goal, biopolymeric matrices
susceptible to hydrolysis and hygroscopic vegetal
fibers were combined into green composites. The
hemicellulose fraction of the fibers acts as water
vehicle that triggers the hydrolysis of matrix. The
shortened polymer chains can be hence
mineralized by microorganisms [2]. To exploit the
full potential of the pro-degradative effect of the
fibers, the optimal material-related parameters to
speed up biodegradation were investigated and
the properties of selected biocomposites were
assessed.

Commercial polylactic acid grade, Luminy® LX175
biopolymer, was selected as biopolymeric matrix.
Hemp shives (HS) and kenaf bast (KB) fibers were
provided by Equilibrium Srl and Kenaf Eco Fibers
Italia respectively. Biocomposites at different
volumetric percentage fibers (Vf) were prepared
using a batch mixer operating at 180°C and at
mixing rate of 60 rpm and subsequently
compacted using a hydraulic press. The fibers
were conditioned at 25°C and 80% RH before
compounding. Degradation phenomena were
investigated by rheological analysis using a
stress-controlled rotational rheometer in parallel
plate geometry to evaluate degradation over time
of the biocomposites in the molten state.
Sequences of oscillatory shear experiments were
performed out at 180°C in nitrogen atmosphere
from frequency ω=600 rad/s down to ω=0.06
rad/s. To study biodegradation in the solid state,
hydrolytic degradation in vivo was carried out to
provide insight into degradation rates and erosion
behavior in vivo. The hydrolytic degradation tests
were performed by immersing the samples in 50
mL of natural water at 45°C for 7 weeks. The
biodegradation rate of the samples was estimated
by evaluating changes in the viscoelastic
properties of the samples using dynamic
mechanical thermal analyser with a single
cantilever geometry. Temperature sweep tests
were performed from ambient temperature down
to 170°C at 2°C/min with a frequency of 1 Hz and
amplitude of 0.02 mm.
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negligible at Vf<10%, while it is considerable at
higher fibers contents. This abrupt change has
been correlated to the occurrence of fiber
percolation. The latter, identified through
rheological and at shown for the sake of brevity),
was found to occur at 10%≤Vf≤15% for hemp
shives, and 15%≤Vf≤20% for kenaf bast fibers.

Results and Discussion
Degradation phenomena in the molten state were
investigated by performing consecutive frequency
scans on the same sample. The typical outcome
of this testing protocol is shown in Figure 1 for pure
PLA and the composites at Vf=10% of hemp
shives (PLA/10HS) and Vf=10% of kenaf bast
(PLA/10KB). The complex viscosity, η*,
progressively decreases while testing. The
reduction is more pronounced for the composite,
meaning that the fibers promote matrix
degradation. From a chemical point of view,
different degradation reactions have been
postulated in the literature for PLA, but in the
temperature range considered in this study,
hydrolytic degradation can be considered the
predominant mechanism [3]. Therefore, the
hydroxyl groups of natural fibers trigger the matrix
degradation.

Figure 2 – Rubbery modulus as a function of immersion
time for biocomposites filled with HS (a) and KB fibers (b).
The different samples are classified as “xHS” and “xKB”, “x”
being the fiber volume fraction.
Figure 1 – Variation of the complex viscosity as collected
through consecutive frequency scans over ~ 90 minutes for
(a) pure PLA and (b) PLA/10KB and (c) PLA/10HS.

The results confirm that natural fibers accelerate
the hydrolysis polymeric matrices susceptible to
hydrolysis, but the phenomenon is relevant only
above fiber percolation.

The hydrolytic degradation rate in the solid state
was assessed by performing temperature sweep
tests on samples after immersion in water at 45°C
for different time. The rubbery modulus (E’R),
which is one of the parameters related to the
advance of PLA degradation, is reported in Figure
2 as a function of the immersion time. The E’R of
dry samples (Time=0 days) increases with fiber
content, while it decreases over immersion time.
The decrease is roughly linear for the hemp shives
composites, while an exponential decrease is
noticed for the kenaf fibers composites above Vf=
10%. The kinetics of E'R decrease can be related
to the rate of hydrolytic degradation. The latter is
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Lyondell-Basell) has been selected in this work
as polymeric matrix. The degraded polypropylene
was obtained by thermo-oxidation in a convection
oven at 95 °C for 16 days. Irgafos 168 (CAS
31570-04-4) and Irganox 1076 (CAS 2082- 79-3)
antioxidants were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
(Spain). Mixtures at different contents of
degraded iPP (10, 20 and 40 wt.%) with virgin
iPP, together with a small amount of additives,
were prepared by melt extrusion in a co-rotating
twin-screw microextruder Rondol with a length-todiameter ratio 20:1. A screw temperature profile
of 115, 170, 180, 185 and 190 °C was used from
the hopper to the die. Pristine virgin iPP and fully
degraded polypropylene were also extruded
using the same additive cocktail. Films were
processed by compression molding at 190 °C
and at 25 bar for 3 minutes in a hot-plate Collin
press. Analysis of additives was carried out using
a Hewlett Packard 6890 gas chromatograph
equipped with an Agilent Technologies mass
spectrometry detector. Calorimetric analyses
were performed in a TA Instruments Q100
calorimeter. X-ray experiments were carried out
with synchrotron radiation in the beamline BL11NCD-SWEET at ALBA (Cerdanyola del Valles,
Barcelona, Spain). Mechanical behavior of the
samples was analyzed from nominal stress-strain
tests performed at a temperature of 25 °C.

Introduction
The massive consumption of plastics, mainly in
short-term uses, makes necessary optimization of
recycling techniques that could contribute to the
development of an efficient circular economy1,2.
Polyethylene terephthalate (PET), polyethylene
(PE) or isotactic polypropylene (iPP), are the
most employed materials for packaging.
Sometimes, these materials show an advanced
state of degradation due to their exposure to
extreme conditions that reduce their properties.
Evaluation of the characteristics of a metallocene
iPP after having subjected it to a severe thermooxidation has been performed in a previous
study3. Aldehyde and ketone species, associated
with degradation processes, were observed by
ATR-FTIR. Moreover, a considerable delay in
crystallization occurred as degradation took
place. Consumption of antioxidants initiated
degradation, this fact indicating their importance
in the final durability of these materials. The aim
of this study is to analyze the partial recycling of
this degraded iPP by its combination, at different
contents, with virgin polymer by melt extrusion. A
suitable cocktail of antioxidants is added for the
analysis of their consumption along extrusion and
how this loss affects the final crystalline
characteristics and the mechanical performance
of the recycled iPP materials.

Results and Discussion
All the films exhibited a good macroscopic
aspect, although a slight yellowness was
detected in the final material as increasing the
degraded iPP content. Figure 1 shows the
consumption of antioxidants as function of

Experimental
A commercially available metallocene-catalyzed
iPP (Metocene HM562P: melt flow index of 15
g/10 min, ISO 1133, kindly supplied as pellets by
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incorporation of the degraded iPP. The loss is
clearly dependent on the antioxidant. Thus,
Irgafos 168 is almost completely consumed
during extrusion, while consumption of Irganox
1076 is much smoother.

Figure 3 shows that crystallization is moved to
lower temperatures in the recycled materials, as
much as the content of degraded iPP is
increased. Crystallization from the melt is then
postponed in these recycled materials. This effect
is related to the hindrance to crystallize reported3
for the degraded iPP, which was achieved at 95
°C for 16 days.
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The degraded iPP is characterized by containing
a large amount of radical species that can be
neutralized by antioxidants during the extrusion,
as deduced from Figure 2, where the carbonyl
region from the ATR-FTIR spectra is shown for
the different recycled materials and compared
with that found either in the virgin or in the fully
degraded iPP. These oxidation bands reduce
their intensity because of the incorporation of
antioxidants. As seen in Figure 1, a significant
amount of Irganox 1076 after the extrusion is still
present and it would preserve the materials
against oxidation agents during their lifetime.

Figure 3. Crystallization process at 20 °C/min for the virgin
(HMrec0) and the different recycled materials.

Summarizing, an appropriate addition of
antioxidants can help to achieve efficient recycled
materials since they will contribute to neutralize
the radical species existing in the degraded
components. This study shows that the obtained
recycled iPP based materials exhibit equivalent
characteristics than those prepared from virgin
polypropylene up to an incorporation of a 20 wt.%
of degraded iPP. If degradation stage of the
polymer to be recycled was not as severe, this
antioxidant combination could work satisfactorily
up to larger amounts of degraded iPP.
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Figure 1. Additive content after the extrusion as a function
of the degraded iPP incorporated.
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catalysts in ROP for epoxides. In this work we had
studied the activity of this highly active aryloxide
aluminium derivative, in the catalytic ROP and
COROP of LO. Interestingly, there are few
catalysts able to polymerize both processes.[6]
Furthermore, an up-scaling of the process using
reactive extrusion (REX) has been performed.
REX is a more sustainable process due to their
continuous development, reduction of reaction
times and therefore energy as well as volatiles
emissions avoiding or reducing solvents use,
among others.

Introduction
The synthesis of polymers from biomass-derived
monomers such as lactide, terpenoids, vegetable
oils, epoxidized natural rubber and so on, is
gaining more and more attention in recent years,
due to the increased demand of sustainable
alternatives for petroleum-based polymers [1].
Among those renewable feedstocks, terpene
derived epoxides are potential monomers for the
synthesis of green polyethers and polyesters by
catalytic ring opening polymerization (ROP) [2]. In
particular, limonene oxide (LO) can be easily
produced from limonene, an abundant and readily
available monoterpene which is extracted from the
peel of citrus fruits. However, the ROP of LO
requires the use of efficient catalysts able to
overcome the kinetic barrier for LO activation that
is higher than for terminal epoxides since LO
present an internal, trisubstituted epoxide motif [3].
There are quite a few studies reported on the
copolymerization of LO with anhydrides and CO2
[4], to generate green polyesters and
polycarbonates, respectively. Surprisingly, the
studies regarding the homopolymerization of LO
are very scarce in literature.
In our group, we have prepared aluminium
complexes that have shown to be very active
catalysts for ROP of cyclic oxides. We have
synthetized new aryloxide aluminium derivatives
with very bulky phenoxide ligands [AlXMeOR], OR
= 2,6-bis(diphenylmethyl)-4-tert-butylphenoxide,
(X = Cl, Me).[5] These compounds are very active

Experimental
The [AlXMeOR], OR = 2,6-bis(diphenylmethyl)-4tert-butylphenoxide, (X = Cl, Me) had been
prepared via the reaction of the 2,6bis(diphenylmethyl)-4-tert-butylphenol and the
appropriate aluminium precursor.[5]
The polymerization studies in batch were
performed in bulk under Ar atmosphere and
magnetic stirring at 130°C and at different reaction
times. After the required time, the reaction was
quenched at room temperature. At the end of the
polymerization, one aliquot was taken and
quenched with wet CDCl3. The conversion was
determined by the integration of the appropriate
signal in the 1H NMR spectrum. The polymeric
samples were purified by washing the remaining
monomer and catalyst using acidified methanol.
Once the conditions in batch were optimized the
process was performed in reactive extrusion
conditions using a HAAKE ™ MiniLab II Micro
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We have also studied the copolymerization of LO
and phthalic anhydride (PA). We have tested
several initiators and the best results were
obtained when using DMAP. As mentioned, this
catalyst is one of the few examples that is active in
both ROP and COROP for LO. The polymerization
was in bulk at 250:250:1:1 (LO:PA:Cat:DMAP)
ratio and checked the evolution at different times.
The copolymerization was achieved as shown in
scheme 2 and the semi aromatic polyesters were
obtained in 3 hours. The molecular weight
obtained were up to 7000 Da and the dispersities
were good (1.1-1.3).

Compounder co-rotating twin-screw extruder (Fig.
1), which allows obtaining batches of 5-10 g.

Figure 1. HAAKE ™ MiniLab II Micro Compounder extruder

Results and Discussion
We performed the polymerization reaction of (+)limonene oxide (LO) using [AlClMeOR] (OR = 2,6(CHPh2)2-4-tBu-C6H2O) as catalyst, in bulk at
250:1 Mon:Cat ratio and checked the evolution at
different times (Scheme 1). The aluminium
compound proved to be a very active catalyst for
the ROP and was able to polymerize LO in 30 min.
The formation of PLO was confirmed by IR
spectroscopy and NMR.[7]

[Al]/DAMP

Scheme 2. Catalytic co-polymerization of LO and PA

The studies performed under REX conditions
shown that the catalysts are also active in these
conditions. Better results were obtained for the
copolymerization probably due to the density of
the co-polymer formed. The molecular weights
obtained were up to 4000 Da, further optimization
studies are ongoing.

Scheme 1. Catalytic polymerization of (+)-limonene oxide

The polymers obtained had low molecular
weights, up to 1300 Da, and moderate dispersities
(1.37–1.42). The limitation in the Mn obtained
could be attributed to the presence of charge
transfer agents (CTA) generated in the side
reactions. As such, several side reactions have
been described for LO like the rearrangement to a
ketone and an allylic alcohol. As well, LO can also
react with traces of water in the reaction media that
may lead to trans diaxial diol.
The polyether obtained had low molecular weight
and good thermal properties being a promising
green additive for other bioplastics. In fact, we
tested its ability to modify PLA, just with a blend of
10 wt % PLO was able to modify and improve PLA
properties in terms of flexibility, thermal stability,
and hydrophobicity. The results showed that PLO
is stable within the range of PLA melting
processing and opens its application as industrial
plasticizer. Moreover, due to their increased
hydrophobicity, PLA/PLO blends are also
expected to have higher resistance to water
adsorption than neat PLA.[7]
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The composites were evaluated by TGA (ASTM
E1131), DSC (ASTM D3418), tensile (ASTM
D638) and flexural fracture (ASTM 5045) with 0
and 2% S and 5% C by weight and later the
relationship was fixed C/S at 2/5. The amount of
rubber in the composite system was of 7.5 and
10%. These composite materials were evaluated
by TGA (ASTM E1131), DSC (ASTM D3418),
tensile (ASTM D638), SEM and fracture
toughness (ASTM 5045).

Introduction
Recently, discarded polymeric materials are used
more and more in different applications. Waste
tires have become a symbol of the global waste
problem and there is an ongoing effort to recycle
waste rubber [1]. The epoxy polymers are systems
with a large number of applications where fillers
can allow their use in composite systems, where
recycled tires can have a significant contribution.
The objective of this work is to obtain and
thermally and mechanically evaluate an
epoxy/rubber composite material with and without
surfactants with particle sizes greater than 150
microns to establish the possibility of its use in this
type of product.

Results and Discussion
Table 1 shows that the glass transition is
increased when rubber is added to the composite
material and a reduction in residual heat. Whereas
when surfactant is added, the composite lowers its
glass transition temperature with an increase in
residual heat.

Experimental

Table 1. Transition temperature, residual heat and initial
degradation temperature with 5% recycled rubber and
varying the amount of Rubber (S/C)

The composite material was obtained with
recycled tire material (C) of a particle size of 177
µm, which was washed with ketone and toluene to
remove oils present in the product (ASTM D297).
The products used to obtain the thermoset
material are DER331 (E) and TMAB amine,
selected from a previous study using different
amines. Castor oil (S) with HLB 14 was used as
non-ionic surfactant.
The thermoset epoxy system (E-TAMB) was
evaluated with surfactant S to establish the
changes and evaluate the behaviour of the
composite material that occur with this additive.
The rubber sieved and washed was added to the
epoxy resin (E), subsequently the surfactant and
finally the diamine (TMAB) to obtain the composite
material in moulds applying the casting technique.

Muestra

Tg [oC]

E-TMAB
E-TMAB-C5%
E-TMAB-C5%-S2
E-TMAB-C7,5%-S2
E-TMAB-C10%-S2

135,7ºC
145,4ºC
144,7ºC
142,2ºC
143,6ºC

∆HR
[J/g]
0,292
0,217
0,575
0,593
0,620

To [oC]
384,5
373,2
375,3
368,9
362,2

Probably, when the rubber is added, it participates
in the crosslinking reaction with epoxy groups and
reduce the residual heat, while the surfactant acts
as a diluent in the compound. In the case where
the C/S ratio is fixed, the residual heat increase
with the amount of rubber added (Table 1).
Perhaps it would indicate that large amounts of
rubber interfere in the reaction of the epoxy system
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and a reduction in the initial degradation
temperature of 13°C, which suggests that as the
amount of rubber is increased, the resistance of
the material is reduced due to the lower thermal
stability of the rubber and the surfactant or due to
the reduction of the crosslinking density [2].
Figure 1 shows that the properties of the
composites compared to the pure matrix decrease
both with the rubber and when the amount of
surfactant is varied, reducing the elongation and
Young’s modulus, however, it is observed that the
E-TMAB-C5%-S2 has the best properties acting
as a reinforce for the composite E-TMAB-C5.

a

b

d

e

80

Stress (MPa)

60

40

f

E-TMAB
E-TMAB-C5%
E-TMAB-C5%-S2
E-TMAB-C7.5%-S2
E-TMAB-C10%-S2

20

Figure 2. Micrographs of the fracture of Tensile Test
samples of the different composites: a) E-TMAB, b) ETMAB-C5%, d) E-TMAB-C5%S2, e) E-TMAB-C7,5%-S2
and f) E-TMAB-C10%-S2.

0
0

5
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20

Strain (%)
E-TMAB-C12%S2

Figure 1. Stress-strain curves of the manufactured
composite

E-TMAB-C10%S2

Figure 2 shows the fracture of surface the pristine
epoxy is smooth as a brittle fracture, revealing
weak resistance to crack initiation and
propagation. In case de composites, some holes
can be clearly from the fracture surface.
Normally, the cavitation/debonding process
released the stress concentration around rubber
particles accompanied by matrix plastic
deformation including void growth and shear
banding [2].
Figure 3 shows fracture toughness tests of
samples of both unmodified and modified resin
epoxy. There are many parameters affecting
rubber-toughening as rubber concentration,
morphology of blend, particle cavitation and
particle to matrix adhesion [3,4]. It is noteworthy
that modified show higher reduction of the
toughness. This suggests that the matrix may
show damage in the area around the crack tip,
which needs to be investigated further.

E-TMAB-C7,5%S2

E-TMAB-C5%S2

E-TMAB-C5%

E-TMAB

0,00

0,02

0,04

0,06

0,08

0,10

0,12

0,14

0.5

KIC (MPa.m )

Figure 3. Variation of fracture toughness with rubber and
surfactant
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[3]) (TA 15 and TA 30) were studied. Different
amounts of the crosslinking agents were added (1,
5, 10, 20 and 40% w / w) and allowed to react with
stirring at 60 °C at different reactions times. The
degrees of crosslinking were quantified. Crosslinked materials were also studied by FTIR
spectroscopy and rheology. Chia oil was
incorporated dropwise into the dispersions at a 2:1
ratio (wall materials:oil) for 15 min at 18,000 rpm,
using an Ultraturrax homogenizer. The resulting
emulsions were dried in a Mini Spray Dryer Büchi
B-290 with a two-fluid nozzle.

Introduction
Chia seed oil, with 61-70% alpha linolenic acid
(18:3) is the vegetable richest sources of omega 3
fatty acids. Although a higher consumption of these
is favourable from a nutritional and health point of
view, some drawbacks are presents due to it less
oxidative stability and a shortened shelf life. One of
the main challenges for the use and incorporation
of these fatty acids in processed foods, lies in the
need to be stabilized by incorporating antioxidants
and conveyed in a polymeric matrix that contains
and protects them. A competent technology for this
purpose is microencapsulation in solid and
polymeric matrices [1]. The use of plant proteins as
wall material is being widely developed, however,
it is necessary to study strategies that make it
possible to obtain better microcapsules compared
to those reported so far [2]. Due to the above, this
work will study a challenging and novel
methodology such as the chemical modification of
the proteins used as wall material through crosslinking reactions with natural polyphenolic
compounds. Its influence on the quality of the
omega 3 rich-oils containing microcapsules (MC)
will be analysed, focusing on their morphological
characteristics and the degree of protection on the
oil contained.

Microcapsule’s characterization and oil oxidative
stability study.
Color measurements were obtained in the CieLab
Scale using a colorimeter (Konica-Minolta
CM600d, Japan). Moisture content was measured
for each sample with a moisture analyzer with
halogen heating (model MB45 OHAUS, United
States). Particle size were determined by laser
diffraction with a LA950 V2 Horiba analyser and
morphology were evaluated by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) and fluorescence confocal
microscopy using nile red as fat dye. Total oil (TO)
determination was carried out by Soxhlet extraction
with n-hexane and superficial or free oil content
(SO) of MC was determined with rapid extractions
with petroleum ether. These assays were
performed in quadruplicate and the encapsulation
efficiency (EE) was determined by calculating the
percentual ratio of the total oil contained in the
microcapsules and the free oil located on its
surface [4] according with Eq. 1.
EE = (TO - SO) / TO x 100
(1)

Experimental methods
Microcapsule’s preparation
Aqueous dispersions of isolated soy protein (SPI)
8% w/w were made, and brought to pH 10. Natural
crosslinkers such as tannic (TA) and gallic acid
(GA) and a heat-treated tannic acid (130 ° C for 15
and 30 min for increasing its antioxidant capacity
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In order to study the oxidative stability of
unencapsulated and encapsulated oil, samples
were subjected to accelerated oxidation conditions
(100 °C, air flow20 L/h) in a Rancimat apparatus
(METROHM, Switzerland). The protection factor
(PF) was defined as the ratio of induction time of
the microencapsulated oil and the induction time of
unencapsulated oil [5]. This assay was performed
in duplicate for each sample
Results and Discussion
During the preparation of the wall materials, a dark
green color, characteristic of the formation of
quinones responsible for covalent bonds with soy
proteins, was observed. The reaction crudes were
washed by dialysis with portions of distilled water.
In order to estimate the achieved crosslinking
percentages, the released polyphenols were
quantified by UV spectroscopy. A positive
correlation was observed between the amount of
reacted TA and GA with the amount initially added
and the reaction time, reaching a maximum of 200
mg of crosslinker for each g of SPI. A reaction time
of 20 h was selected as optimal. FTIR and
rheological studies also showed covalent
interactions between both components. The
rheological tests carried out on the suspensions
showed that in all cases they were Newtonian
fluids. The effect of crosslinking could be observed
by the increase in viscosity in the samples.
Microcapsules containing chia oil were obtained by
spray-drying with solid yields around 50 to 70%.
Moisture content of the obtained powders were
around 2.9 and 5.8%. Colour determinations
showed that powders become greener and darker
with increasing the amount of crosslinker. EE
results showed no statistical variations between
samples. SEM images showed that powders are
formed by deflated and spherical particles around
2 and 8 µm diameter without pores and fissures.
By staining with Nile Red, the presence of oil was
observed homogeneously distributed in the
particles, without free oil outside the microparticles
or in areas where there are no MC. The protective
effect of the wall materials of the microcapsules on
the oxidative stability of the encapsulated oils was
demonstrated by obtaining very high induction
times in the Rancimat test (greater than 25 hours
in the cases that contained 40% of the

polyphenols), which gives protection factors
greater than 20.
Table 1. Encapsulation efficiency (%), induction time in
Rancimat test (h) and protection factor for unencapsulated
and encapsulated oils.

Sample

Unencapsulated oil
MC SPI
MC TA 1%
MC TA 5%
MC TA 10%
MC TA 20%
MC TA 40%
MC GA 1%
MC GA 5%
MC GA 10%
MC GA 20%
MC GA 40%
MC TA 15 1%
MC TA 15 5%
MC TA 15 10%
MC TA 15 20%
MC TA 15 40%
MC TA 30 1%
MC TA 30 5%
MC TA 30 10%
MC TA 30 20%
MC TA 30 40%

EE (%)
60.21A
75.18 A
73.29 A
70.01 A
61.51 A
59.93 A
69.81 A
58.32 A
59.76 A
71.65 A
63.16 A
70.38 A
65.99 A
54.62 A
78.38 A
76.28 A
69.32 A
76.95 A
67.43 A
68.37 A
63.76 A

IT (h)
2.51
5.35 A
8.34 CDE
11.97 F
11.00 F
15.10 G
21.48 H
7.56 BC
9.09 E
8.81 CDE
15.53 G
27.87 I
7.94 CDE
7.62 BCD
6.63 B
15.87 G
27.94 I
7.26 BC
11.87 F
10.90 F
15.95 G
22.17 H

PF
2.13
3.92
4.77
4.38
6.02
8.56
3.01
3.62
3.51
6.19
11.10
3.16
3.04
2.64
6.32
11.13
2.89
4.73
4.34
6.35
8.83

Conclusions
The effect provided by the oil microencapsulation
with cross-linked wall materials (more rigid and less
permeable to oxygen) added to the antioxidant
effect provided by the polyphenols used as crosslinkers allowed to obtain a very effective protection
of the omega-3 rich oils, greatly increasing its shelf
life and enabling its use as an ingredient in
processed foods.
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Polymer blends were prepared using a
commercial PVC (k value 70± 1), V-ZiclusTM as a
bioplasticizer, CaC03, Stearic acid, Ca/Zn
complex, and a PLA biodegradable compound,
Ecovio F2224 (PBAT/PLA).
First, PVC/(PBAT/PLA) blends were premixed
manually at ratios of 95/5, 90/10, 85/15, and 80/20
(wt%) in the presence of all the components of a
PVC formulation. These premixtures were then
mixed for 3 minutes in a three-cylinder mill
(Schwabenthan Polymix 15 OP) at 180 °C at 8.9
m/min. After mixing, films of approximately 250
g/m2 were obtained by compressing them in the
three-cylinder.

Introduction
Polyvinylchloride (PVC) is an important and wellknown commercially available and nonbiodegradable polymer; it is an economical and
versatile material that is used in a variety of
applications, such as building and construction,
health care, artificial leather, electronics,
automobiles, and other sectors. Nevertheless, its
major drawback is that it is not biodegradable,
remaining chemically and physically unchanged
for several years after disposal, causing a large
proportion of solid waste production [1-3].
Formulation of polymer blends has been an active
research area for the past three decades, not only
due to the improvement in the physical and
mechanical properties of the blends achieved via
synergism, but also due to the degradability of the
mixture achieved under certain conditions [7]. In
this way, biodegradable polyesters such as
polylactic acid (PLA) are excellent candidates to
be blended with other polymers due to their good
compatibility and incorporation within the main
polymeric matrix [4-6].
This work, carried out by the research team of
Proquinal SAS, seeks to find an appropriate
compatibility range between PVC and PLA, which
allows keeping the physical-mechanical properties
of PVC within the acceptable limits necessary for
artificial leather products while giving
biodegradable properties to the common PVC.

Analytical Techniques
The thermogravimetric stability of polymers and
blends was determined using a TGA apparatus
model Q-500 (TA Instruments, USA). Samples
weighting 25 ± 1 mg were heated from room
temperature to 600°C.
Thermal transitions of polymers and blends were
examined by differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC) in a DSC apparatus model Q200 (TA
Instruments, USA). About 15 ± 1 mg of each of the
samples were placed in an aluminium pan under a
nitrogen atmosphere (20 mL min-1).
Mechanical behavior was evaluated under tensile
mode on bone-shaped specimens (12 x 4 cm)
obtained from films with a thickness of 0.022 cm
by hot pressing. Tensile tests were conducted at
room temperature using a universal testing
machine model-1435 (ZwickRoell, USA) following
the ASTM D-751 standard.

Experimental
Bio-blends Obtention
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melting temperatures and PBAT/PLA having one
melting temperature. Through comparisons of the
Tg of the blends between those polymers, a first
idea about the miscibility of both was inferred
because it was observed that a unique Tg. SEM
micrographics confirmed the good compatibility of
the blends indicated above. Figure 1, shows how
the morphology of the polymer blend PBAT/PLA
containing 15 wt% of PLA has good compatibility
once PLA is added to the PVC matrix. There are
no spherical or fibrillar particles, which evidences
an immiscible blend [7].

The phase morphology of bio-blends was
investigated from images taken with a scanning
electron microscope (SEM) model TESCAN LYRA
3 (Tescan, Czech Republic).
Results and Discussion
Table 1 summarizes the data corresponding to the
effects on thermal properties caused by the
incorporation of PLA. It shows that the thermal
stability of PVC blends increased with the content
of PBTA/PLA compound, effectively delaying both
the onset temperature and the maximum
degradation temperature of PVC.
Table 1. Thermogravimetric data of PVC/(PBAT/PLA)
blends

PVC/
(PBAT/PLA)
Blends

Td
(°C)

100/0

292

Stage 1
W1 Td1
(%) (°C)
62 308

Stage 2
W2 Td2
(%) (°C)
27 471

95/5

304

52 315 25 473

90/10

304

54 318 25 472

85/15

307

52 323 27 471

80/20

306

50 323 28 468

0/100

362

14 366 80 422

Figure 1. Scanning micrographs of the surface of
PVC/(PBAT/PLA) blends (85/15)

On the other hand, DSC analysis showed that
PVC blends with PBAT/PHA contents equal or
above 5 wt% were unable to crystallize from the
melt, so they remained amorphous after cooling to
room temperature. That is a desired effect in
flexible PVC applications such as artificial leather.
Table 2 collects the thermal transitions data.
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esterification of FA using molecular oxygen as an
oxidant.

Introduction
Renewable biomass resources are promising
alternatives for the sustainable supply of chemical
intermediates and liquid fuels [1]. Furfural (FA) is
one of the most common platform chemicals
derived from lignocellulosic biomass from which a
variety of chemicals could be synthesized [2]. For
example, FA can be converted into methyl furoate
(MF), a cosmetic additive by the oxidative
esterification with methanol in the presence of an
Au/TiO2 catalyst and NaCH3O as an additive [4].
Moreover, Pinna et al. found that gold-supported
sulfated zirconia was also active for oxidative
esterification [4]. Recently Kozlov et al. reported a
simple MnO2/NaCN system for oxidative
esterification of 5-(hydroxymethyl) furfural (HMF)
and furfural [5]. Nevertheless, many efforts are
being made to find cleaner and more efficient
processes to obtain esters including the use of
ionic liquids.
Polymers containing imidazolium salts have
received wide attention as they have potential
applications in the fields of catalysis and gas
separation as well as energy-related technologies.
[6]. The hypercrosslinked polymers (HCPs) can be
facilely synthesized by Friedel–Crafts alkylation
from a broad range of easily available monomers.
In this regard, HCPs incorporating IL-like ionic
modules into the architecture would couple the
catalytic properties of ILs and adsorption ability of
HCPs [7].
In this work, we present the synthesis of
imidazolium-based hypercrosslinked polymer
(HCP-ImBis) and its use in the oxidative

Experimental Methods
The synthetic approach to HPC-ImBis is shown in
figure 1.

Figure 1. Synthesis of imidazolium- based hypercrosslinked
polymer ( HCP-ImBis).

Anhydrous aluminum trichloride (14.06 mmol),
biphenyl (0.37 mmol), and 1-benzyl- 3ethylimidazolium chloride (1.5 mmol) were
dissolved in DCM (25 mL), and then the mixture
was stirred at 50 °C for 48 h under a nitrogen
atmosphere. The solid was isolated by filtration,
washed with HCl 0.005 M, purified by Soxhlet
extraction with methanol and finally dried in a
vacuum oven at 90 °C for 12 h.
The synthesis of MF (Fig. 2) was carried out
following this procedure: FA (0.40 mmol), HCPImBis (0.40 mmol), Cs2CO3 (0.20 mmol), MeOH (2
mL) were placed into a glass reactor and charged
with 5 Bar of O2. The reaction was carried out at
45 °C for 24 h. The HCP-ImBis was separate by
filtration. Reaction mixture was diluted with
deionized water and extracted with DCM. The
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MeOH and dried in a vacuum oven at 100 °C for
12 h. The solid was used again in oxidative
esterification of FA and an increase in activity was
observed (77 %, entry 7). Currently the reaction
conditions using the polymer are being optimized
to use this system from other substrates.

organic layers were dried over MgSO4 and
concentrated under vacuum.

Figure 2. Synthesis of MF.

Concluding Remarks

Results and Discussion

The efficient conversion of FA to the oxidative
esterification product MF was carried out by using
HCP-ImBis under atmospheric oxygen. Good yield
of MF makes feasible the general applicability of
the method.

The polymer was obtained as insoluble dark brown
solid. The FT-IR spectrum confirms the presence
of imidazolium salts by strong absorption bands at
1670 and 1560 cm-1 which are typical C=N
stretching vibrations of imidazole. CHN elemental
analysis demonstrated the inclusion of N species,
suggestive of the successful copolymerization.
Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) shows that the
polymer has excellent thermal stability.
First, we optimized reaction conditions using ionic
liquids BmimBF4 (1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium
tetrafluoroborate),
BmimCl
(1-benzyl-3methylimidazolium chloride) with MnO2 and
molecular oxygen as oxidants and Cs2CO3 as a
base (Table 1, entries 1-4).
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T
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Yield
(%)
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50
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Upon increasing the quantity of imidazolium group
yields of MF were improved even using only
oxygen as oxidant, although in these cases the
reaction time was increased. The procedure we
have developed replace the ionic liquids by the
novel HCP-ImBis, getting 50 % yield of MF (entry
6) in 24 hours An important part of our study is
concerned with the reuse of HCP-ImBis. After the
reaction, the polymer was filtered off, washed with
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electrospinning. FDM is based on the deposition
of layers of semi-molten filament following a
computer aided design (CAD) to obtain 3D objects
with custom geometries and properties.[2]
Whereas, mats of nano- or microfibers from a
polymer solution induced by an electric field can
be obtained by means of electrospinning.[3]

Introduction
The interest on developing new materials
containing recycled polymers has skyrocketed due
to the hardening of the legislation on the
production and use of plastics. Polyurethanes are
one of the most produced polymers worldwide. For
instance, ear tags used for identify bovine animals
are made by thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU)
and according to the law these tags cannot be
reused. Thus, they are discarded without receiving
any specific recycling treatment.

In this work, the suitability of using different
recycling routes, i.e. extrusion, injection, FDM and
electrospinning, for TPU bovine ear tag waste was
studied. TPU waste was subjected to several
processing methods and it was analyzed the
degradation and the recyclability.

Among recycling techniques, mechanical
recycling is the most desirable because it is
economic and ecological and energetically
efficient.[1] TPU waste is commonly reprocessed
by extrusion and injection molding. However, the
material can be thermal and mechanically
degraded if it is subjected to excessive processing
cycles.

Experimental
TPU waste was processed by performing several
consecutive extrusion and injection cycles. In
Table 1 the code and performed cycles are
gathered. Moreover, the sample extruded only
once (E1) was printed by FMD using different infill
patterns (0º, 90º, 45º, ±45º, Full Honeycomb,
Grid).

Furthermore, TPU waste can be also processed
by advanced techniques such as Fused
Deposition Modelling (FDM) (3D printing) and
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Furthermore, electrospun mats were obtained
from TPU waste at 15 %wt dissolved in THF/DMF
mixture at molar ratio 2:1.

Nevertheless, after a single stage degradation
was not too marked denoting that extrusion and
injection were applicable recycling methods.
Besides, the extruded filament was used to print
3D objects. Different filling patterns were used and
it was seen that more complex patterns showed
the best mechanical properties, which were close
to the once of the original waste. In Figure 1 a
digital image of a printed E1 filament is shown.

Table 1. Sample code and used processing cycle with each
sample

Sample code
TPU waste
I1
E1
IE1
E2
IE2
E3
IE3

Employed processing cycles
None
Injection
Extrusion
Injection of E1 sample
Extrusion of E1 sample
Injection of E2 sample
Extrusion of E2 sample
Injection of E3 sample

Figure 1. Digital image of 3D printed E1 sample

Finally, electrospinning was used to valorize the
TPU waste, obtaining a mat of microfibers with a
diameter lower than 4 µm.

Samples were characterized and the degradation
was studied by DSC and GPC. Moreover,
mechanical properties of the reprocessed, 3D
printed and electrospun materials were analyzed.

In this way it was proven that TPU bovine ear tags
waste could be valorized using both common and
advanced processing techniques, contributing to
circular economy.

Results and Discussion
It was seen that chemical structure of the waste
did not change although the employed processing
method. However, according DSC results TPU
waste withstood certain degradation, which was
more severe as the number of processing cycles
increased. This degradation was corroborated by
measuring molecular weight by GPC. As can be
seen in Table 2, average molecular weight
decreased with the increase of cycles, while
polydispersity index (PDI) increases, suggesting
that chain scission happened.
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Table 2. Weight and number average molecular weights
and PDI of the samples

Mn
[g mol-1]
69293
48924
48316
42348
39943
27476
27187

PDI

TPU waste
I1
E1
IE1
E2
IE2
E3

Mw
[g mol-1]
99405
71858
67025
59016
54361
42376
41182

IE3

35467

20061

1.8

Sample

1. Maris, J., Bourdon, S., Brossard, J.M., Cauret, L.,
Fontaine, L., Montembault, V. (2018) Polym.
Degrad. Stab. 147, 245-266.

1.4
1.5
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.5
1.5

2. T.D. Ngo, T.D., Kashani, A., Imbalzano, G.,
Nguyen, K.T.Q., Hui, D. (2018) Compos. Part B
Eng. 143, 172–196.
3. Santamaria-Echart, A., Ugarte, L., Gonzalez, K.,
Martin, L., Irusta, L., Gonzalez, A., Corcuera, M. A.,
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155.
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of polyurethanes as a high-added value product
from that recycling material [6].

Introduction
According to the new regulation of the European
Union based on the Sustainable Development
Goals, all packaging introduced in Europe must be
reusable and recyclable to comply with the 2030
agenda [1]. In this regard, a sustainable treatment
and management of plastic waste must be
developed, moving from a linear production
procedure to a circular model [2].

Experimental Methods
Polyol was synthetized using grinded PET or
BHET as raw material and ethylene carbonate
(EC), under temperatures between 130-170°C for
8 h, different ratios BHET-PET/EC (1:1, 1:2, 1:3)
and diverse basic catalysts (Figure 1). The
molecular weight and chemical composition were
determined by 1H-NMR.

The Poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) is the
fourth polymer more produced in the world,
quadrupling the production over 74 million tonnes
between 2017-2021. Unfortunately, only 19% of
PET is properly recycled, with a recovery rate of
31% for bottles. For that reason, PET is a material
that must be recycled [3].

Afterwards, an isocyanate species (methylene
diphenyl diisocyanate, MDI) and polyol were
employed in the synthesis of PUs.
Results and Discussion
The proposed method was the upcycling by
solvolysis of PET waste using suitable reactants
and basic catalysts. As a result, it was obtained an
oligomeric polyol characterised by two “OH”
terminal groups, in which three different units
could be distinguished in polyol’s structure (Figure
1): carbonate unit (CO3) from the ring-opening of
EC reactant; aromatic unit (Aro) from PET or
BHET; and ethylene oxide (EO), from both. The
final chemical composition and molecular weight
obtained will give rise to different properties to
each polyol.

Mechanical recycling of PET involves the loss of
product properties compared to pristine PET and,
after the second cycle, the properties decrease
notably [4]. The chemical recycling approach
presents versatile procedures and the possibility
to obtain high-added value products, such as
polyurethanes (PUs). Currently, chemical
recycling methods require drastic reaction
conditions (high temperatures, pressures, etc.)
which increases the final price of the product,
leading to their exclusion from the recycling cycle
and the loss of valuable product [5].

Different basic organic catalysts were used with
the objective to obtain a diverse and wide range of
polyols with high versatility as they will present
different chemical composition and molecular
weight depending on the employed catalyst. The
chemical composition and the molecular weight
were determined by 1H-NMR using a method

Therefore, the aim of this proposal is the chemical
upcycling of PET under milder reaction conditions
using different basic catalysts, starting from
grinded PET or bis(2-hydroxyethyl) terephthalate
(BHET) from PET glycolysis, to obtain polyols, and
subsequently, to use these polyols in the synthesis
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thermal properties as well as the permeability of
the new high-added value material.

developed by the investigation group (Figure 2)
[7].

Concluding Remarks

Glycolysis

In this research, the synthesis of polyols has been
carried out from the chemical upcycling of PET in
a versatile and industrially economically viable
way. Compared to other studies [6], the proposed
method needs mild reaction conditions, short
reaction times, and cost-effective reagents.

O
HO

O

O
O

OH +

O

O

BHET

O
EC

Catalyst

Different polyols were obtained by changing the
basic catalyst, which allows getting a wide range
of polyurethanes as high-added value materials
with different properties and diverse applications.
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Introduction

The purpose of this research is to incorporate, by
extrusion, SBA-15 particles into a PLA matrix,
analyzing the effect on its crystallization capability
(under dynamic or isothermal conditions), starting
from samples of pristine PLA and the different
composites which are initially amorphous after
processing. Influence of mesoporous silica in the
thermal stability and mechanical response is also
evaluated.

Poly(lactic acid) (PLA) possesses several
attractive characteristics. Among others, it is
obtained from renewable resources, is biodegradable, biocompatible, and semicrystalline. All of
these aspects have led to its use in both specific
and commodity applications [1,2].
PLA exhibits different crystalline structures: α’, α,
β, and γ [3-7]. The α’ and α crystal forms are,
however, the most common polymorphs, showing
a remarkable similarity. Even so, the subtle
structural differences between the α’ and the α
phases can lead to dramatic changes in
properties. Furthermore, a transformation from
the α’ to the α form has also been observed and
characterized [8].
A relatively low overall nucleation and
crystallization rate are detrimental characteristics
shown by PLA. Accordingly, numerous
investigations are focused on the enhancement
of PLA crystallization kinetics [9] by adding
nucleants to increase nucleation density or by
incorporating plasticizers to boost chain mobility.
Ordered mesoporous silicas can be a suitable
alternative as nucleating agents since they can
interact with polymeric chains, either from the
exterior of the particles or the interior of the
empty pores existing in their structures if
macromolecules are able to be included in that
nanometric space. Santa Barbara Amorphous
SBA-15 particles are one of the best-known
members. They are constituted by hollow
channels arranged in hexagonal ordered frames
[10].

Experimental
Composites with different contents of SBA-15
particles (1, 3, 6, and 9% in weight, labeled as
PLA-SBA1, PLA-SBA3, PLA-SBA6, and PLASBA9, respectively) were processed by melt
extrusion in a corotating twin-screw micro
extruder (Rondol, Rondol Industrie, Nancy,
France) at a rate of 60 rpm. Prior to extrusion,
both the polymer and SBA-15 were dried. The
former was placed in an oven at 100 °C for 20
min, followed by drying under vacuum at 85 °C
for 2 h. The SBA-15 particles were dried under
vacuum at 100 °C for 24 h. In the extruder, screw
temperature profiles of 125, 160, 190, 190 and
185 °C were used from the hopper to the die,
with the length-to-diameter ratio being 20:1.
Then, films were obtained by compression
molding in a hot-plate Collin press (Collin GmbH,
Maitenbeth, Germany). The first stage was the
maintenance of the material at a temperature of
185 °C and at a pressure of 30 bar for 6 min.
After that, a cooling process was applied to the
different composites from their molten state to
room temperature for 4 min at the relatively fast
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rate of around 80 °C/min and at a pressure of 30
bar.

Summarizing, an important nucleation effect of
the silica in the PLA has been found in isothermal
experiments, either from the melt or from the
glassy state (and also under dynamic conditions).
Isothermal crystallization from the glass is
considerably faster than from the molten state,
with peak crystallization times around 4-5 times
shorter in the former. These high differences are
also responsible for the fact that the nucleating
effect of mesoporous SBA-15 becomes more
considerable when crystallization is initiated from
the melt. Some interesting features related to the
polymorphs developed have been also found.

Results and Discussion

Heat Flow (W/g)

Figure 1 shows the isothermal crystallization
from the molten state for PLA and PLASBA9 at
different temperatures. It is noted that presence
of SBA-15 silica exerts an important effect and
leads to acceleration of the PLA crystallization
independently of the TcisothermMELT analyzed. Thus,
crystallization is shifted to shorter times and is in
the PLASBA9 narrower than in the pristine PLA
at a given TcisothermMELT. The fastest crystallization
temperature for the PLA chains from both
specimens is 100 °C [11]. Crystallization times
involved, even at the maxima, are very long.
TcisoMELT= 90 ºC

TcisoMELT= 100 ºC
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The growing concern for the environment and the
increasingly restrictive directives related to its
protection, are pushing to an urgent need to find
sustainable alternatives to conventional plastics.
Especially appropriate products to be made of
compostable/biodegradable materials are those
with short shelf life and/or single use (e.g.
packaging items, tableware, etc.). Within this
context, some biopolymers are called to be the
ideal substitutes to the so-called “plastic
commodities” [1]. In this context, biodegradable
biopolymers from renewable sources can help to
provide a solution to the main environmental
issues of current plastic use: their petrochemical
origin and the long persistence of their residues in
the environment after uncontrolled disposal.

advantage from the point of view of industry and
social-environmental introduction [2].
Hence, PHA’s are a family of engineering
biodegradable thermoplastic biopolyesters, which
present a combination of properties that makes
them of special interest for substituting many of the
polymers used in packaging industry. In addition,
PHA’s are nowadays commercially available from
an increasing number of companies, have been
successfully used in small disposable parts and
they are starting to open to some packaging
applications. Their main advantages to be use in
packaging are: a) an acceptable mechanical
performance in terms of stiffness and strength,
similar to polypropylene (PP), b) excellent barrier
properties to gases and aromas, and c)
processability in conventional thermoplastic
equipment [3].

Some of the most promising and common
renewable polymers are "food-competitive", i.e.
they are obtained from food sources (e.g.
thermoplastic starch and polylactic acid). This fact
may pose a moral conflict on the use of those
resources to produce materials as their production
becomes massive and their cost decrease to the
commodity range. In this scenario, there is a family
of
renewable
biopolymers,
called
polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHA’s), which are
naturally synthesized by some microorganisms,
mainly bacteria. Since these polymers are derived
from microorganisms, they are fully biodegradable
and because of their origin, they would fall out of
the food competition debate, granting them an

However, these polymers still present some
limitations for their direct applicability in a massive
industrial scale, particularly in the field of food
packaging, and their performance in real service
conditions has not been sufficiently assessed [4].
Biodegradation of biopolymers has been accepted
by academia, industry and policy makers;
however, most studies refer to biodegradation in
industrial composting conditions. PHA is known for
being biodegradable in composting conditions, but
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also in the environment. While this is generally
accepted, not many efforts have been devoted to
uncover the biodegradation of PHA in real
environments and, more precisely, in marine
environment. Although this end of life is not
desired, a growing large amount of plastics end up
released uncontrolled in the ocean, being this one
of the biggest concerns and threads to many
species.

Fig. 2: Marine biodegradation of a thermoformed PHAbased formulation. Detail of the bacterial growth on PHA
surface.

In this contribution, two relevant aspects for
massive industrial implementation of PHA
materials will be tackled. First, the results of
several studies assessing PHA-based plastic
formulations performance in real environments will
be presented and discussed. Second, the results
on the study of the biodegradation of PHA will be
analyzed, with special focus in real marine
environment.
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relatively limited and mainly involve laboratory
tests [4].
This work involved the design, optimization and
scaling-up of the Hx process of a eucalyptus KL
for resol synthesis and HPL production. Variables
such as pH, temperature, and order of conditioning
of reagents were studied during the laboratory
optimization of the Hx to favor dissolution and
increase KL reactivity. Scaling-up was performed
at Centro S.A., San Francisco, Córdoba,
Argentina. The hydroxymethylated KL (HL) was
employed for the substitution of 30 wt% P in resol
synthesis. The lignin-phenol-formaldehyde (LPF)
and conventional PF resins were characterized
and employed for the industrial impregnation of
Kraft-type paper and subsequent curing. Tensile
and flexural tests of HPL were performed. Also,
boiling water resistance test was performed.
Experimental Methods
KL characterization: Ligseal 101 KL was provided
by Suzano (Brazil). The moisture and ash contents
were measured by gravimetric techniques [5]. The
instantaneous solubility of KL in water and in
37 wt% formaldehyde (F) solution was measured
at 23, 50 and 70 °C, and pH 4, 9, and 11. About
5 g of KL was weighed in 100 g of solvent
conditioned to the temperature and pH of the
assay. The residue was oven dried at 105 °C.
Hx Optimization: Four reactions were carried out
in a round flask with mechanical stirring at 50 °C
and 70 °C, and pH 9 and 11 at fixed weight ratio
F/KL = 1. The total free F time evolutions were
measured by the hydroxylamine hydrochloride
method (ISO 11402:2004).
Resol synthesis: PF and LPF synthesis were
carried out in a 3000 L stirred-tank reactor at pH 9
and 90 °C. LPF involved a two-stage process with

Introduction
High pressure laminates (HPL) are composite
materials made of core layers of kraft papers
impregnated with a resol type phenolformaldehyde (PF) resin and a paper-based
decorative surface saturated with melamineformaldehyde resin. HPL are widely used in the
field of furniture and construction, among others.
The industrial production of HPL consists of three
basic steps: (i) synthesis of the base resins
(prepolymers), (ii) impregnation and drying of the
decorative and core papers with the prepolymers,
and (iii) curing of the set of papers by compression
molding at high pressure and high temperature.
Substituting petroleum-based phenol (P) with
renewable and inexpensive biophenols would lead
to great economic and environmental benefits.
Lignin has a complex structure that depends on
the species and the biomass isolation process.
Lignin is mainly obtained as a "residue" in the
production of paper and biofuels. Only 2% of the
Kraft lignin (KL) production is used for value-added
products [1].
Unfortunately, the low solubility and reactivity of
KL limit its exploitation in resol resins.
The KL dissolution, as an often required first step
for several production processes and applications,
is still rather complex and literature is scarce.
Hydroxymethylation (Hx) is the most common
lignin activation method for alkaline conditions [2].
Although softwood lignin is more suitable for the
formulation of phenolic resins due to the high
reactivity [3], Eucalyptus spp. species from
hardwood constitute the main fiber source for pulp
and paper industry in South America. The
publications related to the use of phenolic resins
modified with hardwood KL for HPL production are
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37 wt% F solution, adjustment of the F solution to
pH 11, addition of the powder KL, and heating up
to 70 °C for 1 h. Under these conditions, KL was
completely dissolved, and F conversion was 35%
at the end of the Hx process.
Final properties of resols, impregnated and dried
papers, and HPL are shown in Table 1.

a 30 wt% P replacement. The first stage consisted
of the lignin Hx at the optimized laboratory
conditions. In the second stage, the condensation
of the HL, F and P was carried out at pH 9 and
T = 90 °C. The final properties, such as viscosity
index (Ford Cup 4), pH, solids at 105 °C, and total
free F were measured.
Impregnation and drying: The impregnation of
180 g/m2 Kraft-type papers with PF and LPF was
carried out according to industrial procedures in a
Gordon 3-body impregnation machine.
Curing: The pressing was carried out in a Fiellman
discontinuous press at 70 kg/cm2 over the course
of 45 min at 150 °C after a heating time of 6 min.
Tensile and Flexural properties were measured
using a SHIMADZU Universal Testing Machine
according to ASTM-D standards. Fiber orientation
was taken into account due to the known
anisotropy in materials. Also, boiling water
resistance was evaluated in accordance with
IRAM 13367.
Results and Discussion
KL moisture and ash were 4.74% and 2.36%,
respectively. The solubility of KL in water exhibited
an exponential increase with pH and a linear
increase with temperature [Fig. 1 (a and b)] being
almost negligible at pH 4.

Table 1. Characterization of resols, impregnated and dried
papers, and HPL.
PF
LPF
Resol synthesis:
pH
8.47
8.59
Solids
(%)
54.0
51.5
Viscosity index (s)
14.7
18.3
Total free F
(%)
0.684
0.682
Impregnation and drying:
Resin
(%)
28.5
28.6
Volatile
(%)
3.66
3.63
Curing:
∆Mass (%)
13.5
20.1
Boiling
4.25
8.91
∆Thickness (%)
water
Flexural test EM (N/mm2)
13965L 18701L
8277T
13217T
L
Resistance (N)
14.50
18.29L
T
8.89
12.93T
Tensile test EM (N/mm2)
9768L
10334L
6774T
7282T
Breaking strength (N)
1522L
1251L
845T
892T
L longitudinally

to the fibers, T transversely to the fibers.

Although mass and thickness increments were
higher for LPF than for PF delamination and blister
formation were not observed. As expected, the
mechanical properties, when tested in longitudinal
direction of the paper, were higher to those tested
in the transverse direction. A slight improvement
of the mechanical performance was observed for
laminates with 30 wt% KL in replacement of P.
Proper management of the Hx processing
conditions leads hardwood KL as a promising
renewable source for P substitution in HPL.
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Figure 1. KL solubility: in water (a, b), in formalin (c, d).

In contrast, the solubility of KL in 37 wt% F solution
decreased with temperature [Fig. 1 (d)]. These
results are attributed to the gaseous state of F
whose molecules, with the increase of their kinetic
energy, tend to escape from the mixture thus
reducing its dissolution capacity.
The conditions that maximized KL dissolution for a
weight ratio F/KL = 1 are as follows: addition of the
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PBS, PCL and PBS-ran-PCL (COPOL) were
synthesized according to a method reported
elsewhere [4]. Alginate and chitosan were
purchased from Aldrich and used as received. Two
different multilayer materials were prepared
through LbL methodology: i) ultra-thin films
(PBS/PCL films) with a varying number of layers
(3 and 13) were obtained through sequential dipcoating of silicon wafers into chloroform solutions
(1 and 2 mg/mL) of PBS, PCL and COPOL. The
morphology and thickness of the samples were
observed by AFM, whereas the chemical
properties and the nanoscale organization within
the films were interpreted by s-SNOM/nano-FTIR
spectroscopy; ii) PBS coated films with
alginate/chitosan layers (8, 24 and 40 layers) were
prepared through spray assisted LbL.
Biodegradation experiments were performed with
a lipase from Pseudomonas cepacia. Weight loss
was monitored, as well as optical microscopy
images and thermal behaviour (DSC) for the
interpretation of the results.

Introduction
Layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly is a common
bottom up strategy for the preparation of multilayer
polymer materials in the form of nanostructured
polymer films and coatings [1]. In recent years,
investigation on poly(butylene succinate) (PBS), a
fully biodegradable aliphatic polyester has
attracted a great deal of attention as a potential
candidate for applications in biodegradable
packaging and biomedicine among others [2]. The
preparation of different copolymers based on PBS
is one of the main strategies for getting
biopolyesters with improved thermomechanical
and degradation properties, some of the most
studied are prepared in combination with poly(εcaprolactone) (PCL), PBS-ran-PCL [3]. In this
communication we will show results on recent
developments on multilayer polymer films based
on PBS prepared through a LbL strategy: i)
combination of PBS and PCL into thin films and
the study of their nanostructural organization; and
ii) coating of PBS with polysaccharide multilayers
as a mean to obtain PBS films with modulated
enzymatic degradation. The results obtained allow
on the one hand to relate the parameters
processing (number of layers, dip or spray coating)
to the structure and morphology exhibited by the
PBS based films and it also shows the potential of
the LbL methodology to achieve biopolyesters
films with modulated enzymatic degradation.

Results and Discussion
PBS/PCL films
In this work, s-SNOM phase images and nanoFTIR phase spectra were measured, revealing
information about the infrared absorption and thus
the chemical composition of the PBS/PCL films.
Figure 1 shows representative results
corresponding to a PBS/PCL film prepared from
dipping solutions of PCL, COPOL and PBS at 2
mg/mL. The red, black, and blue circles mark the
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positions employed for recording nano-FTIR
spectra in the AFM height image and in the
absorption image taken at 1335 cm-1 (Figure 1a
and 1b, respectively). The black circles
correspond to spots that showed high absorption
at 1335 cm-1, characteristic of PBS and the red
circles correspond to positions that showed high
absorption at 1733 cm-1, assigned to C-O
stretching band (present in the three polymers).
The blue circles correspond to positions with
relatively low absorption at both IR frequencies.

Figure 2. Optical microscopy images of a) PBS and b)
PBS_40L, corresponding to non-degraded samples (left)
and after 24 days of enzymatic degradation (right).

Concluding Remarks
In this study, LbL assembly was employed to
obtain novel multilayer films based on PBS. Dip
coating of silicon substrates in CHCl3 solutions of
PCL, PBS, and a PBS-ran-PCL copolymer gave
rise to thin polymer films (~10 to 25 nm). sSNOM/nano-FTIR spectroscopy allowed to
determine the film nanoscale organization, with
distinguishable nanodomain regions of varying
PBS and PCL content. Then, spray coating of PBS
substrates with LbL films of alginate and chitosan
result in PBS with modulated enzymatic
degradation, which is dependent on the number of
alginate/chitosan layers.

Figure 1. a) AFM height image and b) absorption image at
1335 cm-1 corresponding to PCL-COPOL-PBS (2 mg/mL)
and c) Nano-FTIR spectra obtained by averaging spectra
recorded at the positions marked by circles in 1a and 1b.
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The corresponding average nano-FTIR spectra
(Figure 1c) show the characteristic C-O stretching
band (1734 cm-1) and the C-O-C stretching band
(1174 cm-1) that is overlapped for PBS, PCL, and
COPOL. In addition, the three spectra show a
band located at ~1335 cm-1 characteristic of PBS.
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PBS coated films with polysaccharidic multilayers
Enzymatic degradation experiments were
performed on PBS films spray-coated with
alginate and chitosan solutions. Optical
microscopy images show the different behaviour
of PBS films and the spray-coated PBS films
(PBS_40L) when exposed to the enzyme. A visible
surface degradation is appreciated on PBS films,
whereas PBS_40L films remain almost unaltered
after 24 days of degradation thus showing the
feasibility of the multilayer coating to modulate
PBS enzymatic degradation (see Figure 2).
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sunlight and, therefore, increase the efficiency of
the power generator.

Introduction
In recent years, the importance of elastic and
lightweight thermoelectric materials has increased
due to the demand for flexible, stretchable, and
wearable materials with the aim of achieving
energy autonomy using portable power generation
modules that are able to bend and stretch by
applying a mechanical deformation [1]. The
thermoelectric efficiency of a material increases as
the Seebeck coefficient (S) and the electrical
conductivity (σ) increase and the thermal
conductivity (к) decreases. Therefore, high
electrical conductivity and large Seebeck
coefficient are necessary for efficient energy
collection, as well as low thermal conductivity.
Conductive polymers represent an ideal candidate
for flexible thermoelectric applications given their
good mechanical and thermoelectric properties
[2]. In addition, they are highly compatible with
polymeric matrices which can help us to reduce
thermal conductivity and maximize thermoelectric
efficiency [3]. On the other hand, the power
obtained by a thermoelectric generator depends
on the voltage, which is related to the Seebeck
coefficient, and the temperature difference. In
wearable devices, it is not easy to establish a high
temperature difference since the difference
between the body and ambient temperatures is a
few degrees Celsius. But by incorporating
plasmonic nanoparticles, that temperature
difference can be increased by absorption of

In this work, we have developed a novel process
to synthesize in-situ conductive thin films based on
polythiophene with silver nanoparticles embedded
in a thermoplastic matrix.
Experimental
Thin films of polythiophene have been synthesized
in a polyurethane matrix by chemical oxidation of
terthiophene using different inorganic salts (silver
and copper (II) perchlorate) as oxidizing agent.
Polymerization and deposition on a PET substrate
are simultaneously performed by applying a heat
treatment after spin-coating as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Polymerization of polythiophene in a polyurethane
matrix on a PET substrate.

Thermoelectric properties (Seebeck coefficient
and electrical conductivity) and UV-Vis
spectroscopy have been determined. The
thermoplasmonic effect was measured in a dark
box fitted with an LED lamp. Half of the film was
covered with an opaque material and two
thermocouples were placed, one at each end of
the film. The temperature difference between both
extremes was measured as a function of time by
cycling on and off. Finally, TEM microscopy was
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difference between the extreme exposed to
sunlight (hot spot) and the extreme in the shade
(cold spot) of 1.7 ºC. On the other hand, in the film
obtained under the same conditions but using
copper (II) perchlorate as oxidant, which does not
have copper nanoparticles, the temperature
difference obtained is 0.4 ºC, probably due to the
absorption of light by polythiophene.

done to check the presence of silver nanoparticles
in the film.
Results and Discussion
The optimization of thermoelectric properties was
carried out by determining firstly the optimum
oligomer:oxidant molar ratio that resulted to be
1:2.5. Then, we increased the amount of oligomer
in the film by keeping constant that molar ratio,
building in this way the percolation curve. Finally,
different number of layers with the optimal molar
ratio in the maximum of the percolation curve were
deposited to increase the absorption of light in the
visible spectrum. Thermoelectric properties and
transmission spectra were studied as a function of
the number of layers. As a result, the film with 4
layers had a 90% of total absorption of light
between 350 – 2000 nm and it had the highest
thermoelectric performance as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 4. Thermoplasmonic effect of the optimized films.
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In conclusion, the addition of plasmonic
nanoparticles in portable thermoelectric devices
can increase the temperature gradient in the
device by the absorption of sunlight. In this way, a
higher output voltage is generated and therefore
the device will generate higher electrical power.
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We can study the thermoplasmonic effect in both
films due to the presence of silver nanoparticles in
the films synthesized with silver perchlorate and
the lack of copper nanoparticles in the films
synthesized with copper (II) perchlorate (see
Figure 3).
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Introduction

Experimental

The formation of C–C bonds is a very important
reaction that is widely employed to obtain many
chemical and pharmaceutical compounds. One of
the most reliable, efficient, and practical
methodologies for the formation of C–C bonds is
the so-known Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling
reaction between boronic derivatives and aryl
haloderivatives
catalyzed
by
palladium
compounds [1]. Nevertheless, and even though
this methodology is nowadays widely used, it is
imperative to improve it, developing new
heterogeneous catalysts with higher catalytic yield
and recyclability.
Porous organic polymers (POPs) have high
surface area and show remarkable capability to be
used as enhanced catalyst supports [2]. Olah et al.
proposed
an
electrophilic
substitution
methodology in which a ketone, having an
electronwithdrawing group, reacts sequentially
with two aromatic moieties to form a diarylated
compound with high yield, using an extremely
strong acid as promoter [3]. Following this
methodology, Zolotukhin et al. obtained linear
polymers with excellent thermal and mechanical
properties and, in some cases, they were able to
make membranes with good gas separation
properties [4]. Furthermore, our research group
was able to produce three-dimensional
amorphous porous polymeric networks with high
thermal stability, moderate-high surfaces areas
and excellent CO2 adsorption [5].
The target of this work was to prepare new
confined Pd catalysts with excellent activity in
Suzuki-Miyaura heterocoupling reactions [6].

POPs were synthetized in quantitative yields by
reaction of 1,3,5-triphenylbenzene (135TPB) with
two activated ketones, isatin and 4,5-diazafluoren9-one (DAFO), or with mixtures of both ketones in
different molar ratios, employing trifluoromethanesulfonic acid (TFSA) as the acidic promotor and
chloroform as cosolvent.
The heterogeneous catalysts were prepared by
immersion of the POPs in solutions of palladium
acetate.
These catalytic materials were employed in
several cross-coupling reactions between aryl
haloderivates and aryl boronic acids using low
loads of the supported catalyst (0.5–1% mol).
Results and Discussion
The porosity of the new POPs was determined by
low pressure N2 sorption at 77 K and their thermal
stabilities were studied by thermogravimetric
analysis. The surface areas and the onset
degradation temperatures are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Surfaces areas and degradation onset
temperature of POPs

POP
POP1
POP2
POP3
POP4

Composition
(mol ratio)
135TPB-DAFO (2:3)
135TPB-DAFO-Isatin
(4:3:3)
135TPB-DAFO-Isatin
(8:3:9)
135TPB-Isatin (2:3)

SBET
Td
2/g)
(m
(˚C)
545
525

920
930

565

935

565

760

The presence of rigid bypiridine groups in the
porous polymers, which come from the DAFO
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monomer, allowed preparing heterogenous
catalysts, in one step, by coordination of the
nitrogen atoms with palladium acetate. XPS
analysis of Pd 3d binding energies revealed the
presence of two intensive doublets related to Pd(II)
species (Figure 1).

Figure 2. Suzuki-Miyaura reactions of 1,3-dibromo-5-tertbutylbenzene catalysed by the POP-catalyst of this work.

Finally, a study about the recyclability of these
POP-catalysts was accomplished, observing
conversions over 90% in the fifth cycle (Figure 3).

Pd3d5/2

intensity (a.u.)

Pd3d3/2
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70
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Binding Energy (eV)
50

Figure 1. XPS spectrum of palladium in a POP-catalyst.

Figure 3. Recyclability of catalyst in the Suzuki–Miyaura
reaction.

The catalysts (POP-catalysts) were employed in
Suzuki-Miyaura reactions. Firstly, the reaction was
optimized in order to figure out the best base and
solvent. Attending to the obtained results, Na2CO3
was chosen as base and a mixture of ethanol and
water (2/3 v/v) as green solvent.
Subsequently, these POP-catalysts were tested
with a variety of haloaryl derivates and different
aryl boronic acids (on varying some parameters as
reaction time and/or % of catalyst). In general,
these heterogeneous catalysts yielded excellent
conversions. Results are shown in Table 2.
Additionally, these POP-catalysts showed high
TON and TOF values.
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Table 2. Results in Suzuki-Miyaura reactions

Entry
1
2
3a
4
5
6
a The

R

CH3
CH3
tBu

OCH3
OCH3
OCH3

Time (h) %cat.
1
2
1
1
0.5
1

1
0.5
1
1
1
0.5

Cycle1 Cycle2 Cycle3 Cycle4 Cycle5

Conversion
%
90
96
97
100
95
87

EtOH/H2O solvent ratio was 3/2 (v/v).

Besides, these POP-catalysts gave excellent
conversions for reactions derived from bulky
haloarylderivates. An example is seen in Figure 2.
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(FTIR), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and Xray photoelectron spectroscopies (XPS), powder
X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) and different thermoanalytical
techniques. The kinetic and mechanistic
information regarding the DAMN polymerization
process will allow to develop presumable twodimensional (2-D) N-heterocyclic conjugated
polymers, with promising perspectives both in
prebiotic chemistry and in materials science.

Introduction
DAMN is an unique π-conjugated molecule, where
an electron donor (-NH2) and acceptor groups (CN) are linked by a single and double bond and
with a completely planar cis configuration in the
crystalline state (Figure 1). DAMN has great
potential in different fields, such as heterocycles
and polymer syntheses, chemosensors, and
precursors of advanced functional materials [1].
Moreover, it is considered a key molecule in the
origin of life studies [2]. DAMN polymers are part
of a more extensive family known as HCN-derived
polymers, with DAMN being the formal tetramer of
HCN. The potential of these types of polymers in
biomedicine and other areas has been recently
explored [2, 3]. Generally, the reactions to obtain
these polymers are carried out in aqueous media,
according with plausible prebiotic conditions.
Thus, the information concerning the
polymerization of DAMN in bulk has been reported
scarcely [4-6].

Experimental
DAMN (98%) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich
and used as received. TG, DSC and differential
thermal analysis (DTA) measurements were
performed using a simultaneous thermal analyser
model SDTQ-600/Thermo Star from TA
Instruments. The dynamic experiments were
carried out from room temperature to 250 °C, at
heating rates (βs) of 0.4, 2.5 and 20 °C/min, and
also isothermal scans at 190 ºC under an argon
flow. A coupled TG-MS system was employed to
analyse the main species evolved during the
heating of the DAMN samples. Additional DSC
measurements were carried out in a Perkin Elmer
DSC-7 at different βs from 0.2 to 25 °C/min, and
isothermal scans, from 150 to 200 ºC, under
nitrogen and air atmospheres. Polymerizations at
the preparative scale were also completed.

In the present communication, the analysis of the
bulk polymerization of DAMN by differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements is
described. Further thermogravimetry coupled to
mass spectrometry (TG-MS) analyses allowed the
evaluation of gaseous species generated during
the polymerizations. The structural, morphological
and thermal decomposition properties of the
DAMN polymers were examined. This
characterisation was based on elemental
compositional analysis, Fourier transform infrared

Results and Discussion
Non-isothermal experiments were carried out by
DSC, and low-βs (≤ 5 °C/min), the thermograms
indicated that the polymerization is initiated at
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oxygen tolerance of the dual thermal bulk DAMN
polymerization has been confirmed.
These results shed light on and open new insights
for both the development of new advanced
materials and the role of graphitic substrates in
chemical evolution, taking into account only a onepot reaction using single plausible prebiotic
reagents, such as DAMN.

temperatures lower than the DAMN melting point,
~ 180 °C; while higher heating rates results in a
rapid polymerization reaction, which occurs
entirely in the liquid phase. Figure 1 shows the
DSC-grams of DAMN, where is observed this
dissimilar behaviour under inert atmosphere. For
higher βs after the melting transition, the bulk
polymerization of DAMN resulted in a narrow
sharp exothermic peak. Conversely, this plot
reveals a lower exothermicity of the first peak due
to the solid-state polymerization (SSP) (inset plot
up-left). This result points out that the SSP is a
complex process, and three separate stages may be
considered. Thus, the kinetic study suggested
separating individual stages by peak
deconvolution, followed by kinetic analysis of the
separated peaks to determine the kinetic
parameters (inset plot down-left). This kinetic
behaviour is consistent with an apparent selfacceleration model, dα/dt = k αm (1-α)n, for the
multiple stages, revealing an excellent correlation
between the experimental data and simulated
curves. This multi-step mechanism characteristic
of the SSP of DAMN seems to be different from
that found in the melt, where an apparently single
process is observed, fitting with the same
autocatalytic model. It is generally accepted that
the chemistry of the SSP process is the same in
the melt state, which implies that the kinetics of
melt polymerization are so fast that it is not
possible to detect the distinct steps of the
polymerization mechanism [4,5].
The DSC data were also analysed using modelfree linear isoconversional methods to estimate
activation energy for both states. In addition,
simultaneous TG-MS analyses evidenced the
thermo-chemical reactions present during these
polymerizations and revealed that this dinitrile
monomer undergoes significant mass loss due to
deamination and dehydrocyanation processes.
To elucidate the mechanistic aspects and possible
structural differences between the polymers based
on DAMN, a thorough characterization was
conducted. The FTIR, NMR and XPS spectra
showed that the C≡N groups are only partially
consumed, and a possibly 2-D macrostructure,
according to XRD measurements, based on linked
polyimidazole units could be expected as the end
result of the elimination of NH3. In addition, the

Figure 1. DSC curves of DAMN at different heating rates
with an inset plot at the top is an amplification, and the inset
plot at the bottom-right shows a second scan.
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materials, but will significantly expand their
application potential, giving added value to the
cheap polymeric material. Herein, the quartz
crystal microbalance (QCM) gas sensing of the
nanocomposites was investigated.

Introduction
The atmospheric pollution is considered as a
serious environmental problem and a threat to the
human health. Toxic gases, such as CO, NH3, and
N2O are the most common air pollutants that can
irritate skin, corroded lung tissue and respiratory
tract and in the worst case, the gasses may be
lethal [1–3]. In order to early detect the presence
of toxic gasses in the atmosphere, it is essential to
develop high performance gas sensors with
enhanced sensitivity able to determine gas
concentrations as low as single parts per million
(ppm). The carbon nanomaterials-based gas
sensors recently arouse as attractive alternative
due to their configuration, which gives sufficient
surface-to-volume ratio, resulting in increased
sensitivity and reduced power consumption [1–3].
Their combination with polymers may result in a
potential gas sensors, as the former one will
provide room temperature working condition,
whereas the last one would account for
outstanding detection sensitivity.
In this work we took advantage of the
polymerization in dispersed media as green
synthesis method to produce for first time
waterborne polymer/GNR nanocomposites.
Graphene nanoribbons (GNR) are narrow strips of
graphene in one dimensional morphology with
extraordinary properties, owing to the large edges
that offer numerous interfacial contact area to the
polymer phase in the composite materials.
Consequently, minor amount of GNR incorporated
within polymer matrix, will not only reinforced
mechanically and thermally the composite

Experimental
Colloidally stable GNRs dispersions (6 g/L) were
prepared by dispersing certain amount of GNRs in
previously dissolved SDS (2.5 wt %) in Milli-Q®,
stirred and sonicated in ice bath for 10 min efficient
time and 70% amplitude. After that, the
dispersions were dialyzed until the conductivity of
the water was not changed. In situ miniemulsion
polymerizations of poly (methyl methacrylatecobutyl acrylate-2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate)
p(MMA/BA/HEMA) with weight ratio 49.5/49.5/1 in
the presence of GNRs were performed in batch
emulsion system. The GNR loading was in a range
of 0-3 wt. %. The formation of the nanocomposite
films was carried out using casting technique.
Certain amount of the hybrid latexes was casted in
moulds and left to dry for 5 days, under
atmospheric conditions (25 ◦C and 50% humidity)
in order to obtain films with thickness of 0.5 mm for
further mechanical and thermal characterization.
In order to investigate the sensing performance,
the hybrid latexes were deposited by means of
drop-coating with 2 µL pipette onto QCM substrate
and dried at room temperature for three days.
Results and Discussion
As determined by QCM measurements, the
GNRs/polymer composites can successfully
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modules and offset yield stress were increased,
along with a minimum drop in the elongation at
brake, owing to the good stress transfer through
the nanocomposites (Figure 3a) [4]. The thermal
properties were also enhanced, presented with the
shifting of Tg towards the higher values, namely for
16 oC for the nanocomposite with 3 wt. % GNRs
due to the formation of covalent bonds between
the both phases polymer and GNR (Figure 3b).

detect CO, NH3 and N2O gases at concentration of
70 ppm, 250 ppm, 500 ppm, 750 ppm and 1000
ppm and the response is stable (Figure 1a,b). With
the incorporation of GNRs into the polymer matrix,
the sensing properties as sensitivity, fast response
and reproducibility were improved. From the
obtained nanocomposites, the 3 wt. % GNRs
composite presented the highest adsorption
capacity, likely due to the largest functionalized
interface GNR/polymer offering numerous
adsorption sites for the gasses.

Figure 3. a) Tensile test measurement results; b) Tan delta
of the obtained nanocomposites.

Figure 1. a) Real-time sensing performance for
nanocomposite with 3 wt. % GNRs to different
concentration of NH3; b) normalized Ef during adsorption to
different concentration of CO, NH3 and N2O.

The novel composite materials have high
possibility for practical gas sensors application
due to the good sensitivity, selectivity, and
reproducibility at ambient working conditions,
along with the low cost, simple preparation, and
excellent mechanical and thermal resistance.

Moreover, the specific morphology observed for
the 3 wt. % nanocomposite of wrapped polymeric
areas within GNRs makes the adsorption sites
more available to the gas molecules (Figure 2b)
versus the morphology of the other
nanocompostes with lower GNR amounts (Figure
2a), where the GNRs are mostly randomly
oriented.
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Besides the good sensitivity and reproducibility, an
important reinforcement is achieved by
incorporation of the GNR into the polymer matrix
with respect to the neat polymer film. The Young’s
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removal ability. We focused on chitosan (CS),
whose amine and hydroxyl groups act as active
sites for trapping mainly anionic molecules, and
graphene oxide (GO), which instead is particularly
effective towards cationic species [4]. To obtain
highly porous adsorbents with a controlled
microstructure, we developed nanocomposite
aerogels by freeze-casting, that is by use ice
crystal growth to template the porous structure [5].
The goal was to investigate the structure-property
relationships of CS/GO aerogels to maximize their
performances focusing on dye uptake capacity
and mechanical properties.

Introduction
Water contamination is among the most critical
concerns of our era. In particular, water pollution
due to the disposal of large amounts of dye‐
bearing wastewater from tannery, textile, paper,
and plastic industries is a serious global issue.
Adsorption of pollutants onto suitable substrates is
considered one of the most feasible and low-cost
approaches for water purification [1]. In this
regard, a great interest exists nowadays in
identifying effective yet environmentally friendly
adsorbent materials. The possibility of removing
different pollutants with the same adsorbent,
known as broad-spectrum removal ability, is a
crucial property since in real conditions many
different contaminants occur simultaneously on a
regular basis [2]. The realization of nanocomposite
or hybrid adsorbents, which bring together the
different functionalities of their constituents,
represents a clever and feasible route for the
development of adsorbents able to remove
several dye molecules, differing among them in
terms of chemistry and charge. The material
selection plays a crucial role, as it has to be carried
out in order to proper combine the adsorption
properties of the starting raw materials [3]. Besides
this aspect, also the microstructure of the
adsorbent itself plays a crucial role in determining
the final performances. In principle, a high
porosity, surface area and water uptake capacity
are all important requisites for a promising system.
The present study fits in this frame, as it is focused
on the realization of nanocomposite adsorbents
exhibiting an effective and broad-spectrum dye

Experimental
Nanocomposite aerogels were obtained by freezecasting of CS/GO colloidal dispersions. Different
freezing protocol were used to template the
aerogel microstructure. At the same time, two
different
crosslinking
procedures
were
investigated, inducing the reaction between CS
and the crosslinking agent before or after the
freezing step. Batch adsorption experiments were
carried out to measure the adsorption capacity of
the aerogels for different pollutant dye molecules.
The dye concentration at the equilibrium was
determined using a spectrophotometer at the
characteristic maximum absorbance wavelength
of each dye. The mechanical behaviour of the
aerogels was investigated by compression tests.
Results and Discussion
When mixing CS and GO, strong electrostatic
interactions set up among the complementary
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handling and recovery after the adsorption
process.

functional groups of the two species, making the
realization of the nanocomposite aerogels not
straightforward. The preparation process has
been thus optimized in terms of CS and GO mixing
procedure, system composition, CS/GO ratio. In
addition, crosslinking conditions and freezing
protocol (see for example Figure 1) were also
tailored, as they sensibly influence the final
structure of the material, in turn dictating its
macroscopic properties.

Figure 2. Adsorption isotherms with methylene blue dye for
optimized and non-optimized CS/GO aerogels. Data for
pristine CS aerogel are reported as reference.
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The obtained results indicated that tailoring the
CS-GO assembly in solution, optimizing the
number of active sites for adsorption, and
controlling the material microstructure are all
crucial aspects necessary to efficiently combine
the ability of chitosan in binding anionic species
and the capacity of GO nanosheets of adsorbing
cationic pollutants. As a result, the optimized
CS/GO nanocomposite aerogel exhibited high
adsorption capacity (>> 100 mg/g) towards
different dye molecules bearing either positive or
negative charge (see for example Figure 2).
In addition, compression tests also highlighted that
the nanocomposite CS/GO aerogels exhibit
improved properties, which is highly attractive
from a practical point of view since facilitate their
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In this work, redox-active catechol-containing
polymer nanoparticles were synthesized through
emulsion polymerization. This synthetic route
allowed us to obtain latexes with a good dispersion
of NPs and with an easily tuneable size. When
these NPs were electrochemically characterized,
we found what it was called an “aging effect”, a
self-crosslinking phenomena that resulted in a
significant increase of the redox potential of such
NPs. This is a unique property of this type of
polymer, which makes it very interesting when
used in electrochemical energy storage
application [4].

Introduction
In the last two decades, organic materials have
gained much interest as good compounds for
electrochemical energy storages applications.
This is due to the fact that lately inorganic
materials currently used in electrochemical
applications severely stress the raw material
supply chain and present environmental issues
related to their scarcity, toxicity (Co, V, Ni, etc.)
and recycling limitation [1]. Organic materials are
flexible, and their redox properties can be tailored
in a straightforward way by adjusting the structure
through the employment of organic synthesis
approaches. In contrast to inorganic materials,
organic compounds are composed of naturally
abundant chemical elements (C, H, N, O, S) and if
properly designed, they can even be generated
from renewable resources with low temperature
procedures (below 200 °C). A widely known issue
when working with organic based electrochemical
energy storages systems is the dissolution of the
active materials into the media. One of the ways to
tackle this problem is the use of cross-linked redox
polymer nanoparticles (RPNs) (e.g. carboxylates,
imides, quinones, etc.) [2]. One interesting
bioinspired group that presents the great
characteristics mentioned before is the catechol
one. Polymers bearing catechol pendants have
proved being promising candidates for aqueous
rechargeable H+, Li-Ion and Post-Li-ion batteries
[3].

Results and Discussion
Synthesis and characterization of different size
catechol based RPNs
Redox-active polymer nanoparticles (RPNs) were
synthesized through emulsion polymerization
employing the biomimetic monomer dopamine
methacrylamide (DMA) as illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Synthesis of catechol based RPNs in aqueous
solution

This method led to the one-pot synthesis of
catechol polymer nanoparticles (NpDMA) in one
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step process, without the need of additional
catechol protection/deprotection steps. Four
different NPs of poly(dopamine methacrylamide)
homopolymers were synthesized by changing the
synthetic conditions (NpDMA-30, NpDMA-60,
NpDMA-100 and NpDMA-165), all of them through
emulsion polymerization except for NpDMA-165
that was synthesized employing the surfactant
free emulsion polymerization (SFEP) technique,
also carried out in a previous work [5]. These NPs
resulted to have different size ranging from 30 nm
to 165 nm.

Figure 3. Performances of Aged and Fresh NpDMA at
different current densities values.

Conclusions
Electrochemical behaviour of modified glassy
carbon electrodes on aged NpDMA
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was performed to study
the aging effect of RPNs in aqueous acidic media.
Differences in the oxidation potentials were
observed in Fig. 2a and were directly related to the
aging of the NPs. Redox potential (E1/2) of fresh
NPs is 0,54 V (blue line), to reversibly form orthoquinone structures (Fig. 2b). After 4 days, redox
potential is shifted towards more positive potential
(light blue curve) as a consequence of the internal
crosslinking formation or “aging effect” as
sketched in Fig. 2c. After one week, the potential
shift is maximum and the redox potential was 0,65
V (green line).

The RPNs having catechol groups were
synthesized through emulsion polymerization. The
aging effect was presented and characterized.
This effect is very promising, the shifting of the
potential could be useful in an aqueous all-polymer
battery. It is known that this type of device is very
safe and cheap but suffers from low voltage
output. The shifting of the potential of the positive
electrode towards higher values, could help to
solve this issue, increasing the voltage output.
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Catechol based RPNs for hybrid Supercapacitors
Fresh and aged NPs were used as electrodes in a
hybrid supercapacitor full-cell. The cells employing
aged NpDMA showed better performances in
terms of specific capacity/capacitance than fresh
NPs (see Figure 3). This improvement might be
related to the higher redox potential of “aged” NPs.
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For the present work, nucleophillic residues at the
model protein bovine serum albumin (BSA) were
functionalized with ATRP initiators, for
consequently grafting chains of poly(N,N’Dimethylaminopropyl acrylamide) (pDMAPAM).
The resulting polymer displays positive charge at
pH below 7, allowing to assemble sulfonated
anionic dyes with activity towards the
photocatalytic oxygen reduction reaction
(photoORR). This reaction yields hydrogen
peroxide, that could be used by peroxidase
enzymes in electron transfer reactions.

Introduction {Style: Arial Narrow 12 bold}
Protein-polymer conjugates (PPCs) have been
gaining attention over the last decade as a
synthetic approach to tune the functionalities of
native or mutant proteins[1]. They are a current
topic of research in biomedicine, biochemical
analysis and biocatalysis. Indeed, the chemical
and structural diversity of the conjugable
polymers makes them to be suitable as a scaffold
for other chemical species. Yet, the synthetic
procedures for the fabrication of these conjugates
remains challenging with the current knowledge
in the field, and so it is the development of
hybrids based on PPCs.
Among the various methods for the synthesis of
PPCs, the most used procedures are the graftingto and the grafting-from approaches. The former
consists on conjugating reactive-ended polymers
with the reactive residues at the protein.
However, this method usually gives low
conjugation yields. The grafting-from approach
deals with this by starting the polymerization over
initiator-grafted proteins, which in combination
with modern controlled radical polymerization
techniques such as atom transfer radical
polymerization (ATRP) increases the grafting
yields[2].
Among the functionalities that the grafted
polymers can impart to the free protein,
supramolecular assembly attracts greatest
attention from the point of view of catalysis: the
polymer allows to integrate chemical catalysts in
the structure of the hybrid by intermolecular
interactions such as electrostatic forces[3].

Experimental
Synthesis of the catalyst
First, the BSA-g-PDMAPAM conjugate was
synthetized in two steps: i) conjugation of the
NHS-functionalized ATRP initiator to the BSA
(Figure 1A) and ii) polymerization of DMAPAM by
ATRP over the BSA-initiator conjugate (Figure
1B). Then, the BSA-g-DMAPAM conjugate was
loaded with the sulfonated dyes by electrostatic
self-assembly and purified by ultracentrifugation
(Figure 1C). The obtained system was tested as
an integrated nanoreactor (INR) for the lightdriven peroxidation of organic compounds.
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PDMAPAM before and after the binding of the
sulfonated dye, anthraquinone sulfonate (SAS).
From the titration curve of the absorbance at 330
nm and the data from the Bradford assay, SASto-BSA molar ratio was estimated to be 250.
Following experiments will attempt to observe
activity towards photoORR from the synthetized
catalyst, and future work will consist on testing
the synthetic process presented here over
different enzymes.

Figure 2. FPLC chromatograms of the free, initiator-bound
and polymer-bound bovine serum albumin

Figure 1. Stepwise synthetic scheme of the catalyst.
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Characterization of the catalyst
The size increments during the synthesis of the
BSA-g-PDMAPAM conjugate were tracked by gel
permeation chromatography (GPC) and gel
electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). In addition, the
conjugation of the ATRP initiator was confirmed
by MALDI-ToF. The INR was characterized by
UV-VIS spectroscopy and protein concentration
was determined by Bradford assay.
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Catalytic characterization
The photooxidation under white light of 3,3',5,5'Tetramethyl benzidine was evaluated at different
concentrations of catalyst and substrate by UVVIS as the increase in the absorbance at 370 nm.
Results and Discussion
Figure 2 displays the GPC chromatograms of the
free protein (BSA), BSA-initiator conjugate and
BSA-g-PDMAPAM. It can be appreciated how the
retention volume decreases with each step,
which correlates with the size increase.
The formation of the INR was confirmed by
measuring the UV-VIS spectra of the BSA-g-
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acrylamide (AA/GOx 600:1, n/n), N,N′methylenebisacrylamide (MBAAm, MBAAm/GOx
400:1, n/n), monoacryloxyethyl phosphate (MAEP,
MAEP/GOx 100:1, 200:1, 400:1, n/n), and
ammonium persulfate (APS, APS/GOx 400:1,
n/n). Then, sucrose (5%, w/v) and DMSO (10%
v/v, 33 × 10−3 M) were added. This mixture was
deoxygenated by bubbling N2 through it for 45 min.
The polymerization reaction started upon addition
of tetramethyl ethylenediamine (TEMED, TEMED/
GOx 200:1, w/w). The reaction was kept under N2
and shaken at room temperature for 2 h. GOx
nanogels were dialyzed against 5 mM Tris pH 7
buffer to remove low-molar mass reagents.

Introduction
The encapsulation of single enzymes within a thin
polymeric nanogel layer emerged recently as an
excellent strategy to protect these enzymes from
denaturation due to external conditions (e.g.,
temperature, pHs, organic solvents). Based on
their tunability, single enzyme nanogels (SENs)
have also given rise to the design of new
nanomaterials with a plethora of new
functionalities and applications [1].
Glucose oxidase (GOx) is an exceptional catalyst,
broadly used in industry and research. Its inherent
glucose-responsiveness has allowed its use as a
fluorescence based biosensor during the last
decades[2]. In this regard, lanthanides have
received tremendous interest as redox fluorescent
probes, providing very low limit of detection (LOD)
[3]. So far, the design of these systems does not
assess the possibility of spatially confining both
enzyme and lanthanide in a nanometric system.
Indeed, it is reasonable that minimizing the
substrate diffusion distance would enhance the
glucose oxidation-fluorescent quenching cascade,
improving the biosensing. Based on this, we
developed a novel strategy for a fluorescent
glucose sensor based on cerium-bearing single
enzyme nanogels.

Cerium-decorated pGOx nanogels (Ce@pGOx)
were synthesized blending 500 µL of pGOx
nanogel solution at 0.2 gL-1 in 5 mM Tris buffer with
0.2 mM of cerium nitrate and incubate for 2h at RT
(shaking). Upon 2 h the excess of cerium was
removed using Sephadex G25 column.
Results and Discussion
The herein proposed biosensor based on pGOx
nanogels is formed by coordination of the
phosphate moieties at SEN surface with Ce3+,
endowing luminescence to the nanogels (Figure
1). The enzymatic reaction with glucose produces
the well-known static quencher, hydrogen
peroxide, which effectively switches off the
luminescence of Ce3+ by oxidizing it to Ce4+.

Experimental
Phosphate-decorated GOx nanogels (pGOx) were
synthesized in one-pot synthesis following a
protocol based on the conditions described before
[4]. GOx enzyme (20 × 10−6 M) was mixed with
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reported fluorescent glucose sensors, the LOD of
this system was considerably low and comparable
with other similar systems [3].
A
0 µM

95 µM
Figure 1. Schematic representation of biohybrid pGOx
nanogels and the cerium coordination.

The Ce-phosphate coordination was evaluated by
comparing the fluorescence Ce@pGOx with the
controls, showing not only higher emission
intensity but also a significant shift in the maximum
emission wavelength (Figure 2). These data
suggest a higher retention of the metal in samples
functionalized with MAEP. We hypothesize that
this increase of the intensity and the peak shift
might result from the phosphate-cerium interaction
as it has been already reported [3].

B

6 nm

Figure 3. Sensitivity evaluation of Ce@pGOx nanogels as
glucose biosensor. A. Photoluminiscence intensity spectra
at various glucose concentration. B. Stern-Volmert plot and
the lineal representation of the curve (inset).
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Figure 2. Photoluminescence spectra of nanogels containing and
non-containing MAEP with cerium, pGOx nanogels without
cerium, and free cerium.

The nanoconfined hybrid pGOx nanogels were
evaluated as a fluorescent biosensor of glucose.
Glucose can be sensitively detected through
catalytic oxidation by GOx. The concomitant byproduct, hydrogen peroxide, quenches the
fluorescent emission of the cerium attached to the
polymeric shell. The smart hybrid nanomaterial
showed sensitivity to changes in the concentration
of glucose, thereby quenching fluorescence as the
hydrogen peroxide is produced. The system
exhibits a good linear correlation in the range from
0.5 to 95 µM with a correlation coefficient (R2) of
0.98. LOD was estimated at 73.77 nM according
to 3σ rule (Figure 3). Compared with other
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(VP), P(MMA-co-IMMA) and P(VP-co-IMMA)
respectively. The copolymers were mixed with
U150 in increasing range of wt %, to produce
polymer electrolytes where the copolymer was
completely dissolved and with increasing
viscosity to obtain solid-like PGEs. The structure
and properties of the polyelectrolytes have been
studied to determine the interactions of polymers
and chloroaluminates, which contribute to
balance the rheology and electrochemistry in
these gel electrolytes [5].

Introduction
Nowadays, the development of aluminium based
batteries is considered of great interest as a
potential alternative to the well-established
lithium ion battery [1]. The replacement of
conventional liquid electrolytes by solid ones is a
common endeavor to all metal secondary
batteries, because the latter are much safer
since they avoid leaks of toxic or corrosive
liquids, and limit or eliminate dendritic growth of
the reduced metal at the anode and the
consequent short circuits. In the literature
dedicated to aluminum secondary batteries, only
a few studies report the use of polymers to
prepare solid electrolytes, including the in-situ
polymerization of acrylamide in a deep eutectic
solvent (DES) [2], and recently the dissolution of
a commercial polymers in uralumina U150
(AlCl3:Urea 1.5:1 in molar ratio) that is
dimensionally stable as result of the strong
interactions between polymer and DES [3,4].

Experimental
Firstly, the synthesis of polymerizable ionic liquid
(IMMA) was carried out [6]. Secondly,
copolymers
were
obtained
by
photopolymerization of a mixture of: Nvinylpyrrolidone (VP) or methyl methacrylate
(MMA) and IMMA previously synthesized at
different molar ratios (Figure 1).

In this work, the strategy developed takes
advantage of the synthesis of copolymers by
UV-irradiation, as alternative for the preparation
of new polymers with tailored-made properties
as a function of structure and ratio of monomers
selected; and the subsequent dissolution of
these copolymers in the liquid electrolyte, which
is far more simple, reproducible and scalable.
For
this
purpose,
imidazolium
bis
(trifluoromethane sulfonyl) imide (TFSI) ionic
liquid monomer (IMMA) has been synthesized
and used to obtain copolymers with methyl
methacrylate (MMA) or 1-vinyl-2-pirrolidone

P(VP-co-IMMA)

P(MMA-co-IMMA)

Figure 1. Chemical structure of copolymer.

Polycationic Gel Electrolytes (PGEs) were
prepared by mixing the copolymers in increasing
range of 5-20 wt.% with U150, in order to obtain
polyelectrolytes where the polymer was
completely dissolved.
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electrolytes develop elastomeric character
associated with the binding ionic species.

Results and Discussion
The structure of PGEs was analyzed by FTIR
and Raman spectroscopies, and their
rheological behaviour and electrochemistry were
studied. Table 1 presents a summary of the
electrolytes obtained, nomenclature employed
including the composition and aggregation state.
Table 1. Nomenclature, composition, aggregation state
and conductivity of the materials.
Material
U150
PVP/U150
P(VP70-co-IMMA30)5/U150
P(VP70-co-IMMA30)10/U150
P(VP70-co-IMMA30)20/U150
PMMA/U150
P(MMA80-co-IMMA20)5/U150
P(MMA80-co-IMMA20)7.5/U150
P(MMA80-co-IMMA20)10/U150
P(MMA69-co-IMMA31)5.9/U150
P(MMA69-co-IMMA31)7.5/U150

103 moles IMMA
in 100 g GPE
0
0
6.0
9.5
12.7
0
5.4
8.1
10.8
8.0
10.1

L
I
L
L
S

103 σ
(S cm-1)
0.76
0.44
0.23
-

I
L
L
G
L
L

0.65
0.25
0.44
0.24

State

Figure 3. Raman spectra of U150, P(MMA80-coIMMA20)7.5/U150, P(MMA69-co-IMMA31)7.5/U150 and
P(MMA69-co-IMMA31)5.9/U150.

Although there is room to improve the
electrochemical activity, the preparation of
tailor-made copolymers with charged groups is
presented as a novel strategy to induce the gel
behavior, whilst maintaining sufficient
electroactivity to make them feasible as
electrolytes for secondary aluminium batteries

The rheology and electrochemical activity of
PGEs were highly dependent on the molar ratio
of charged groups and copolymer content, Table
1.
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The mobility of the holes happens along the
backbone. This reduce the presence of traps,
defects, grain boundaries, all of which are known
to be beneficial to charge transport.[6]
This orientation of the polymer packing can also
play a key role in determining the charge carrier
mobility in OFETs because the π-π stacking
occurs perpendicular to the substrate, contrary to
semicrystalline polymers.[5]
In this work, we study the thermal and structural
behaviour of the IDTBT with different techniques
to know the relationship between the electronic
properties and the structure of the polymer.

Introduction
Organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) based on
solution processable π-conjugated organic
semiconductors are emerging as a promising
candidate for next-generation electronics
applications
such
as
flexible
display
backplanes.[1]
The IDTBT is a conjugated polymer that exhibits
high mobility, easy processing and air stability.
This polymer is made up of indacenodithiophene
(donor part) and benzothiadiazole (acceptor part)
(Figure 1). Previous works shows the IDTBT as an
amorphous polymer with small torsion angle and
planar structure.[2] In contrast to classic, P3HTlike polymers, IDTBT, and all the new generation
of donor-acceptor copolymers yield remarkable
values of charge carrier mobility (µ ≥ 2 cm2 V-1 s1) keeping a high level of structural disorder [1] [3]

Experimental
We have to divide the polymer in two parts. The
crystalline part and the amorphous part. To study
the amorphous part, we use the flash DSC. This is
a powerful technique that allows us to heat and
cool the sample up to 4000 K/s avoiding the
degradation.
To study the crystalline part is used the grazing
incidence wide angle x-ray scattering (GIWAXS).
It uses the synchrotron light and the scattering of
the sample to determine the structure of the
polymer (if it has ordered shapes).
All the samples were dissolved in dichlorobenzene
with a concentration of 10 mg mL-1 and spin
coated at 1000 rpm. The spin coater rotates at a
constant speed and creates a film of uniform
thickness from a few microliters of a solution.[7]

Figure 1. Chemical structure of the pIDTBT (the radicals
are normally alkyl chains with 16 carbons). The black part
is the IDT (donor part) an de acceptor part (BT) is the
blue[4].

Despite its molecular disorder, it is proved that the
high mobility values are associated with a low
torsional angle and the capacity to be very planar
but randomly oriented.[5]
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There are two different parts in the evolution of the
structure. One peak in the in-plane due to the
planarization of the backbone of the polymer and
one peak in the out-of-plane that is defined from
160 Celsius and corresponds to the stacking in the
lateral chains direction. At 280 ºC both peaks and
the pi-pi stacking disappear indicating the melting
of the material. (Figure 3)

Results and Discussion
Using the flash DSC technique, we can elucidate
the Tg of the polymer. Three phenomena can be
distinguished in the Figure 2. At low temperatures
(below 20 Celsius) there are an overshoot due to
the relaxation of the lateral chains. In this case, the
relaxation of the C16 alkyl chains. The second
phenomena occur between -20 and 60 Celsius.
And a third peak at higher temperatures.
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mechanical performance in terms of ductility and
toughness, therefore its direct application
recreating physiological tissues is limited [4].
To overcome these disadvantages, different
strategies are carried out when processing PLA
electrospun fibers, efibers. One of them is the use
of plasticizer such oligomer lactic acid, OLA, as
plasticizer due to its good compatibility and
miscibility [2,3] with PLA.
In this work, we investigated plasticization as a
practical and economic way to decrease the glass
transition temperature of PLA-based electrospun
materials. Therefore, in the present work, a
commercial oligomer based on D,L-lactic acid
have been tested as a promising additive in order
to modulate the Tg of PLA and achieve a good
thermo-responsive shape memory performance of
woven non-woven electrospun PLA mats at a
temperature close to the human body.

Introduction
Among smart materials, shape memory polymers,
SMPs, are capable of recovering their original
shape coming from a temporary shape when
exposed to external stimuli such as temperature,
pH, light [1]. In particular, thermally-activated
shape memory response is achieved when
heating the material up to a switching temperature,
Tsw, which is responsible of shape changing [1].
Usually, both glass transition temperature, Tg, and
melting temperature of the polymer, Tm, can be
used as Tsw. To study shape-memory properties,
termo-mechanical cycles are performed. In
particular, above the Tsw, SMP are able to be
deformed to a temporary shape. Then, the sample
is cooling down below the Tsw to fix the temporary
shape and finally, it is heating up again at Tsw
where polymer chains have enough mobility to
recover its original shape [1]. In particular, for
biomedical applications, the thermally-activated
shape memory behavior have to be achieved at
Tsw closer to the human body temperature [1,2].
Among SMPs used in electrospinning, poly(lacticacid), PLA, remains attractive for its excellent
biocompatibility, biodegradability and low
immunogenicity [2,3]. Furthermore, PLA shows
thermally-activated shape memory behavior at its
Tg, 60 °C [1] nevertheless, the Tg of PLA has to be
modulated to lower values considering it use in
biomedical fields and for this purpose, the use of
plasticizer in PLA matrix is considered one of the
main used strategy [1-3]. On the other hand, PLA
shows some mechanical disadvantages. In
particular, PLA is brittle and shows poor

Experimental
PLA 3051D from Nature Works® pellets and OLA
(Glyplast OLA8) were dried in oven overnight at 60
°C previous to use. Table 1 shows the different
proportions of polymer and plasticizer were used
with a final concentration of 10 wt% in CHCl3:DMF
(4:1). Electrospun fibers mats were prepared with
a Electrospinner Y-flow 2.2.D-XXX in vertical
configuration coupled to coaxial concentric
needles. An electric field of 10 kV and -10 kV were
set. The solvent solution and polymer solution flow
rates were fixed at 0.50 mL/h and 3.5mL/h,
respectively. Each formulation was electrospun for
3h over a metal plane collector covered with
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aluminium foil. The obtained mats were vacuum
dried for 24h in order to remove any solvent
residues.

Finally, the shape memory behavior was studied
at Tsw = 60, 45 and 40 °C. For a Tsw = 60 °C, neat
PLA electrospun fibers showed the capability to
completely fix the temporary form and recover its
original shape at 60 °C with Rr higher than 95 %
and Rf of 90 % in all thermo-mechanical cycles as
showed in Figure 3.

Table 1. Different proportions of polymer and plasticizer.

Sample
PLA
PLA90
PLA80
PLA70

PLA (%)
100
90
80
70

OLA (%)
0
10
20
30

Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows SEM images of the woven nonwoven PLA efibers mats. The morphology of the
efibers is homogeneous and the diameters are
uniformly distributed with an average value of
757±193 for neat PLA and 768±207, 620±121,
476±80 for PLA90, PLA80 and PLA70 efibers,
respectively.

Figure 3. 3D thermo-mechanical cycles performed at 60 °C
for neat PLA.

For Tsw = 45 and 40 °C, only PLA80 and PLA70
efibers properly fix the temporary shape and
recover its original one. In particular, PLA80 with
20 % of OLA showed excellent thermally-activated
shape memory behavior at 45 °C with Rr and Rf
ratios of 100 % and 95 %, respectively, which
ideally represents the best formulation to future
biomedical applications, Figure 4.

Figure 1. SEM images of PLA-based efibers

The addition of OLA decreases the diameters of
the efibers and modulates the Tg of the
electrospun mats as shows the arrow in Figure 2.

Figure 4. 3D thermo-mechanical cycles performed at 45 °C
for PLA80.
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polymers combining 3 MCN and 4 MCAR that
allows us to obtain 12 different colors. Depending
on the number of different polymers used in a
combinatory way, a maximum of 1212
combinations is possible, thus creating a matrix
that is practically impossible to counterfeit.

Introduction
Counterfeiting is a serious problem as the number
of cases increases every day. Only in 2022, this
illegal activity is expected to cause between 1.6
and 2.3 trillion USD in global losses.
Anticounterfeiting techniques typically involve
luminescent security as inks or markers regarding
security papers. [1].
This situation increases the interest in new
methods against counterfeiting. In this way, we
have developed a new chromogenic
anticounterfeiting system, based on papers coated
with 12 different sensory polymers, which in
presence of nitrite anions react and generate
different azo compounds (from colorless or
yellowish to different colors, for example blue or
green among others) [2]. The visual response can
also be registered with the camera of any
smartphone. The final user has only to spray a
nitrite solution and the sensory polymers change
its color.
The sensory polymers are made with
commercially available monomers: 1-vinyl-2pyrrolidone (VP) and methyl methacrylate (MMA).
Moreover, these sensory polymers also contain a
small proportion of monomers with an aromatic
amino group (MCN) and monomers with an
activated ring (MCAR). These sensory monomers
start the azo coupling reaction in presence of the
verification solution (aqueous sodium nitrite).
Optionally, Alkaline solution could be applied to
promote the reaction and to obtain an immediate
response. We have prepared 12 different

Experimental
Polymer synthesis
The polymers were prepared by radical
copolymerization of the different monomers: VP,
MMA, MCN and MCAR in a 49/49/1/1 molar ratio
respectively.
45 mmol of VP, 45 mmol of MMA, 0.94 mmol of
MCN and 0.94 mmol of MCAR were dissolved in
46 mL of DMF, and the resultant solution was
added to a round-bottom pressure flask. Then, 4.6
mmol of AIBN (azobisisobutyronitrile) was added,
and the solution was sonicated for 10 min; after
that, the solution was heated at 60ºC overnight
without stirring. Finally, the solution was cooled
down and dropwise added to 300mL diethyl ether
with stirring
Paper coating and verification
50 µL of a polymer solution (100mg of a sensory
polymer dissolved in 1 mL of acetonitrile) were
deposited on the surface of a filter paper disk (2
cm diameter). Subsequently, the solvent was
evaporated at 60ºC for 5 min.
For the verification process, the polymer-coated
paper was sprayed with aqueous HCl containing
NaNO2 and then an aqueous solution of NaOH
was also pulverized, revealing and evident color
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Concluding Remarks

change (Fig 1). Finally, all colors were
characterized by UV-Vis spectrophotometry,
moreover, the RGB parameters were obtained
through a photograph taken with a smartphone
and using the app “Colorimetric titration” [3].

We have made 12 chromogenic polymers that
have been used as coatings on paper as an
anticounterfeiting system for the preparation of
security labels. Each sensory polymer generates a
specific colour, so we have 12 different colours
that can be combined. Moreover, the end-user can
check the RGB parameters with a smartphone.
Finally, the coating of papers does not change the
mechanical properties of paper significantly and is
water-resistant (water non-soluble). This means
that they can be easily removed from paper with
green solvents as propylene carbonate to recycle
both materials. Finally, the sensory polymer
coating has almost no effect on the mechanical
properties of the starting paper.
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Results and Discussion
Study of the Minimum Required Amount of Nitrite
We have performed a titration study of all
chromogenic polymers with sodium nitrite: Each
paper disk was coated with the sensory polymer
and then, the coated paper disks were dipped in
different NaNO2 acid solutions (0.4, 4, 12, 40, 120,
240 and 400 mg NaNO2/100 mL) and finally,
dipped in aqueous NaOH (1M) (Fig. 2) [4].
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Figure 2. Titration of printed paper disk with the sensory
polymer VP:MMA:MCN2:MCAR4 (molar ratio of
49:49:1:1, respectively), with NaNO2.
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Introduction

describe the synthesis and characterization of a
novel dendritic 2-oxazoline monomer 2-(3,4,5tris(4-dodecyloxybenzyloxy)phenyl)-4,5-dihydro1,3-oxazole) (TAPOx) and its amide precursor N(2-hydroxyethyl)-3,4,5-tris(4dodecyloxybenzyloxy)benzamide (TAPAm). The
2-oxazoline monomer can be subsequently
polymerized in a controlled manner taking
advantage of the “living” character of CROP to
obtain dendronized poly(2-oxazoline)s, that can
be a promising candidate in the preparation of
proton-conducting membranes thanks to the
presence of nitrogen atoms in their inner channel.

Proton transport has been widely studied during
the last decades since it takes place with high
selectivity and efficiency in natural systems. In this
direction, scientists have tried to copy the
observed behavior for designing materials
containing ion transport channels by selfassembly, in which the channels localize the
permeation path and simultaneously protect the
transport process against the environment.
In previous studies, our research group has
focused on the design and synthesis of
dendronized liquid-crystalline polyethers and
polyamines by grafting dendritic side groups into
these polymers, which induce their self-assembly
into columnar structures, thus resulting in the
formation of an inner channel, which contains
polar ether or amine linkages, allowing it to work
as an ion channel |1,2]. Membranes prepared
using the previously synthesized low molecular
weight side-chain liquid-crystalline (SCLC)
polyamines exhibited a remarkable proton
transport, despite their poor mechanical properties
and brittleness. [3,4]

Moreover, the nature of the CROP would let us to
obtain high molecular weight SCLC polymers,
which will enable the preparation of membranes
that should exhibit improved mechanical
properties than the cation exchanges membranes
tested in polymer electrolyte fuel cells with the
previously synthesized SCLC polyethers and
polyamines.
Experimental Methods
Mesogenic group 3,4,5-tris[p-(n-dodecan-1yloxy)benzyloxy]benzoate
(TAPEs)
was
synthesized as previously reported [6].

Furthermore, 2-oxazolines (4,5-dihydro-1,3oxazoles) are five-membered cyclic imino ethers
which can be synthesized by distinct synthetic
routes [5]. Different applications have been
reported for these compounds, among which they
are principally employed to build-up substituted
poly(2-oxazoline)s (PAOx) with a well-defined
structure by living cationic ring-opening
polymerization (CROP) [5]. In this way, we

Different synthetic routes were examined to
establish and optimize the best synthetic pathway
for the obtention of TAPOx. We found that the
simplest synthetic route involves two steps. First
step involves the direct amidation of TAPEs using
sodium methoxide as catalyst to obtain TAPAm
(Figure 1) [7]. The second step consists in the
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was also obtained with a good yield (85 %).
Thermal and mesomorphic studies showed that a
monotropic columnar mesophase was observed
on heating for TAPAm, meanwhile any liquid
crystalline texture was detected in the case of
TAPOx.

dehydrative cyclisation of the amide present in
TAPAm, using 2,3-dichloro-5,6-dicyano-1,4benzoquinone (DDQ) and triphenylphosphine
(PPh3) as oxidizing agents (Figure 1) [8].

Furthermore, we prepared dendronized poly(2oxazoline)s with a higher molecular weight than
the previously synthesized SCLC polyethers and
polyamines due to the nature of the CROP
polymerization. To tune up the polymerization of
TAPOx, different conditions were tested, being the
type of initiator, and temperature the most critical
ones. Regarding the type of initiator, it was
observed that the reaction only proceeds when
methyl p-toluenesulfonate (MeOTs) or methyl
trifluoromethanesulfonate
(MeOTf)
were
employed, while polymerization does not take
place when benzyl bromide was used. On the
other hand, when the polymerization of TAPOx is
carried out at higher temperatures than 120 °C, its
benzylic positions were broken. In all cases, the
obtained
side-chain
acyl-substituted
poly(ethyleneimine)s exhibited a liquid-crystalline
columnar mesophase.

Figure 1. Synthesis of: a) TAPAm and b)TAPOx.

Furthermore,
TAPOx
was
polymerized by CROP (Figure 2).

successfully
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with the curing agent in a ratio of 10:1 and
degassed under vacuum prior to use.
All prepared polymer solutions and the uncured
PDMS mix were spin-coated onto an ITOcoated
PET substrate (ITO/PET, Sigma-Aldrich). The
thickness of each of the spin-coated films was in
the range 20−50 µm, as measured by an
electronic micrometer (Yato, YT-72305, range
0−25 mm, step 0.001 mm). After spin-coating, the
PDMS samples were subjected to curing at 100 °C
for 35 min in a laboratory drying oven.
Charge Measurement. The surface charge was
measured under controlled conditions, namely, a
separation distance of 5 mm, a pressing force of
10 N, and a contact−separation frequency of 1 Hz.
The generated current signals were measured
using a Keithley 6514 electrometer connected to a
PicoScope 5444B PC oscilloscope system in a
Faraday cup circuit. Surface charges, Q (nC),
were calculated from the measured current peaks
using the equation Q = ∫ i dt, where i is the
instantaneous current (nA) and dt is the differential
of time (s). Contact−separation was carried out
using an Instron E1000 material testing machine
to ensure repeatability.

Introduction
Contact electrification (CE), where opposing
surfaces become strongly charged after contact
with one another, is an intriguing and powerful
phenomenon, attributed broadly to friction and
subsequent charge transfer between two
dissimilar materials. In the case of contact
between metal−metal,[1] metal−ceramic,[2] and
ceramic−ceramic[3] interfaces, CE is well
understood to arise from electron transfer.
However, the source of charge remains
ambiguous for organic interfaces (e.g., polymers)
undergoing CE. Commonly, in the energy
harvesting community, CE between two polymers
is rationalized through an electron-transfer
mechanism between the materials, leading to the
establishment of the triboelectric series[4]. Due to
the lack of free electrons in dielectric or
ferroelectric polymer materials, it is unlikely that
electron transfer alone can explain the large
charges and voltages measured from CE.
Herein, the effect of cohesive energy on measured
CE in polymers is discussed. Rigorous
experiments involving contact between a polymer
and another polymer; glass; and liquid metal
demonstrate an equivocal trend where cohesive
energy is broadly inversely proportional to the
measured CE. This study provides a new way to
consider triboelectrification from polymers and
provides guidelines to predict the magnitude and
sign of the generated surface charge from CE.

Results and Discussion
In considering how CE occurs in conventional
mechanical energy harvesting devices, the
interface and motion between materials need to be
understood. Triboelectric generators (TEGs)
operate through four standard modes of motion in
order to harvest energy by CE: (1) lateral sliding
mode;
(2)
free-standing
mode;(3)
contact−separation mode; and (4) single electrode
mode. However, within these four TEG operation
modes, there are two main forces responsible for
charge generation, namely, interfacial friction (for
lateral sliding and free-standing modes and
interfacial adhesion.

Experimental
Polymer Film Preparation. A range of polymers,
namely, PVDF, EVA, PS, PMMA, EC, PC, PET,
and PA66, were dissolved in the appropriate
solvents to obtain solutions.
For the fabrication of the polymer, PDMS,
SYLGARD 184 (Dow) base prepolymer was mixed
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To quantify whether it is more energetically
favorable for these friction and adhesion forces to
lead to bond scission (resulting in material
transfer) or electron transfer, the energy required
for each process can be examined. The first
ionization energy (i.e., the minimum energy
required for electron transfer to occur) for
commonly studied TEG polymers is between 670
and 890 kJ mol−1.This first ionization energy is
notably higher than the homolytic bond
dissociation energy of the C−C bond (360−430 kJ
mol−1, depending on the functional moieties
surrounding the bond).34 However, the first
ionization energy only accounts for the energy of
the addition or removal of an electron from the
polymer. For electron transfer to occur in CE of
polymers, the electron must be (1) removed from
the polymer, (2) tunneled to the surface of a
dissimilar polymer, and (3) subsequently added to
this dissimilar polymeric material. The multiple
steps in this process result in a summation of
energies which have been estimated to be as large
as 1 MJ mol−1 and thus not a practical argument
for CE.
To probe the influence of the cohesive energy of
polymers on a measured charge, films were
produced from 14 different polymer materials and
experimentally studied in the contact− separation
mode of a TEG. Experiments were designed to
minimize the influence of environmental factors.
Polymer films were allowed to equilibrate for at
least 48 h prior to testing, and care was taken to
ensure a near-constant humidity during testing.
The surface charge was measured on both
polymers concurrently and independently The
mode-average cohesive energy density (CED)
and a range of reported CEDs were collated from
the literature and database values. The polymers
were then ordered from the lowest CED (PTFE,
180 J cm−3 ) to the highest CED (PA66, 682 J cm−3
) to produce a matrix (Fig. 1). The measured
surface charge from each pair of polymers was
measured and overlayed onto this matrix as a
color scale (Fig. 1).
This approach showed a general visual
correlation, whereby if CED(polymer B) > CED(polymer A)
- a negative (green) surface charge was measured
and CED(polymer B) < CED(polymer A) - a positive
(purple) surface charge was measured.
Interestingly, a measurable surface charge was

observed for many pairs of identical polymers
(represented as the dotted line in Fig.1.). This
measurement is contrary to many theories of
triboelectric charging that predict no measurable
charge transfer when two identical polymers are
contactseparated. This is a clear indication of
material transfer and heterolytic bond cleavage.

Figure 1. Comparison of cohesive energy and measured
charge from CE
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In this regard, phase change temperatures and
rheological properties are strongly dependent on
the miscibility of paraffin with other bitumen’s
components. Thus, this paper explores the
potential use of binary bituminous binders of a
model bitumen and a selected paraffin wax. The
properties of the resulting wax/bitumen binders
were analysing through steady-state viscous flow
curves, oscillation frequency sweep tests in a
wide temperature range, polarised optical
microscopy and differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC) measurements.

Introduction
The development of bituminous phase-change
materials (PCM) is of great interest in building
applications for thermal energy storage or
thermoregulation. These materials improve the
energy efficiency since they have the capability to
store and release a high amount of heat for a
required temperature range. This work focuses
on the development and characterization of novel
bituminous binders containing paraffin wax for
outdoor applications. Paraffin waxes are one of
the most commonly used organic PCM due to
their high thermal capacity, non-toxicity,
chemically inert, non-corrosiveness or low price.
Moreover, they are very interesting for the
application under study because of their potential
uses in bitumen modification for road and building
applications [1].

Experimental
A paraffin wax with a melting temperature
between 58–60 °C (Panreac-AppliChem, Spain)
and a bitumen with penetration grade within the
range 150/200 were used as base materials to
manufacture the bituminous binders.
Binary blends of bitumen with wax paraffin at
different concentrations were prepared using a
low-shear mixer composed of 50 mm four-bladed
impeller in metal containers at a constant
temperature of 150ºC, for 15 min.
The viscosity measurements were carried out in a
controlled-stress Physica MCR-301 rheometer at
several temperatures using plate-and-plate
geometries and following a strict measurement
protocol to achieve thermal equilibrium
conditions. Oscillation frequency sweep tests, at
a constant amplitude of shear strain in the linear
viscoelasticity range, in a frequency range
comprised between 0.1 and 100 rad/s, were also
carried out. Two techniques were employed to
investigate the morphology and the crystallinity of

The use of bitumen/paraffin binders for the
manufacture of membranes that can be used as
thermal energy storage technologies has
numerous advantages. On the one hand, they
are low-cost materials that would allow the
market to expand. On the other hand, their
easiness of processing by conventional
techniques, availability and versatility make them
optimal. In addition, the black colour of bitumen
allows the material to capture nearly 95% of the
received solar energy resulting in very useful
harvesting solar energy [2]. However, in these
uses, the solid to liquid phase change of the PCM
gives rise to a significant modification of the
macroscopic physical properties that may limit
the potential performance.
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normalised phase change enthalpies and
therefore keeping a good potential for thermal
energy storage.

the samples, optical microscopy and differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC). On the one hand,
microphotographs were taken during the
solidification using crossed polarizers. Then,
image analysis software was used to calculate
the crystallinity percentage. A contrast
adjustment of the black and white image enabled
the calculation of the ratio of crystalline areas
(white areas) over amorphous areas (black
areas). On the other hand, DSC measurements
were carried out using 5–10 mg samples sealed
in hermetic aluminium pans. The sample was
purged with dry nitrogen gas at a flow rate of 50
ml/min, to avoid any condensation of moisture. In
order to provide the same recent thermal history,
all the modified binders were heated for 5 min at
90ºC before measurement. Afterwards, the
samples were cooled to -80°C at 10°C/min, kept
for 5 min at this temperature to reach the
equilibrium, and, finally, heated up to 100°C at
the same rate. The crystallinity at different
temperatures was calculated following the
protocol found herewith [3].

(a)

(b)

Results and Discussion
Figure 1. Optical microphotograph of (a) paraffin wax and
(b) paraffin/bitumen 40/60 blend taken under crosspolarized light.

The obtained results indicate that binary blends
present an intermediate and more complex
rheological behaviour than the pure compounds,
as a consequence of the development of a
multiphasic system in which both phases
contribute to different extents to the bulk
thermomechanical properties depending on the
testing temperature. Thus, the concentration of
paraffin in the blends has a major role in their
properties and in the developed microstructure.
Figure 1 show optical images of pure paraffin wax
and a binary 40/60 paraffin/bitumen blend
obtained under cross-polarised light at 50 °C. As
seen, the appearance of birefringent bright
regions indicates the formation of crystals in the
sample.
In addition, the appearance of a mesophase
region before the melting transition is attributed to
solid-solid transitions of paraffin crystals, having a
significant impact on the thermomechanical
properties of the mixture.
Finally, minor partial compatibility of bitumen
molecules with the paraffin crystals was also
reported, leading to a small reduction of the
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adhesion of conducting polymers to the fabric
substrates is very low and it causes a continuous
exfoliation decreasing the electrical conductivity.
In this context, the electrochemical synthesis of
conductive polymers on fabrics coated with carbon
nanotubes (CNTs) could be an alternative to
prevent exfoliation since polymerization occurs on
CNTs, which can adhere strongly to the fabric by
using compatibilizing agents.

Introduction
The demand for wearable electronic devices has
increased enormously in the last years and an
ideal scenario is the integration of these devices
into textiles, which can result in high flexibility,
wear resistance, and easy integration in clothes.
Wearable electronic devices are indeed used in a
wide variety of applications, including pressure
sensors, photovoltaics, supercapacitors, and
wearable power generator devices. The main
problem in all cases is the need for a power
supply, typically in the form of batteries and
supercapacitors which have to be recharged.
Thermoelectric materials can harvest thermal
energy and transform it into useful electrical
energy, allowing the operation of these devices
without the need for batteries. The thermoelectric
efficiency of a material is given by the
dimensionless figure of merit, ZT = S2σT/κ, where
T is the absolute temperature, and S, σ, and κ are
the Seebeck coefficient, electrical conductivity,
and thermal conductivity, respectively. The
development of wearable flexible thermoelectric
generators (TEGs) has been an active subject of
study in recent years by integrating ceramic-based
thermoelectric generators and printed flexible
thermoelectric devices. However, most TEGs
made from textiles exhibit low flexibility or contain
heavy and toxic metals, limiting their practical use.
For this reason, the use of conducting polymers
represents a nice alternative due to their high
electrical conductivity, flexible nature, and
environmental stability. Nevertheless, the

Experimental
Firstly, the acrylic fabric was covered with MWCNT
using the Layer-by-Layer (LbL) technique by
dipping it into a MWCNT/PDDA dispersion and
subsequently, into a MWCNT/DOC dispersion.
Secondly, PEDOT with different counter ions
(ClO4-, PF6-, BTFMSI-) was synthesized via
electrochemical polymerization onto the fabric
substrate with embedded MWCNT to make it
conductive (see Figure 1). Then, we studied the
thermo-mechanical behaviour of the fabrics
obtained by DMA measurements.

Figure 1. Scheme of the preparation of the thermoelectric
fabric.
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thermoelectric properties with the different
counterions without compromising the mechanical
properties of the fabrics and the improvement of
the adhesion of the PEDOT on those fabrics.

Results and Discussion
The optimization of the preparation of
thermoelectric fabric was carried out firstly
determining the number of bilayers of MWCNT
that are necessary to coat completely the fabric
and make it conductive. Then, we studied the
polymerization time as a function of the electrical
conductivity, Seebeck coefficient and PEDOT
mass deposition. We determined that after 1 hour
the electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient
do not increase significantly and the deposited
mass of PEDOT remains constant. Once we
optimized the conditions for the preparation of the
fabric, we electrodeposited PEDOT in presence of
different counterions and we studied the
thermoelectric properties as a function of the
counterion used. Figure 2 shows that the electrical
conductivity and Seebeck coefficient depend on
the counterion used, being the BTFMSI- the one
with the highest electrical conductivity and
Seebeck coefficient.

Felt
Felt + MWCNT + PEDOT:ClO4
Felt + MWCNT + PEDOT:PF6

Felt + MWCNT
Felt + MWCNT + PEDOT:BTFMSI

Tan (δ)

0.330
0.275
0.220
0.165

Storage modulus (Pa)

Loss modulus (Pa)
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1.0E+07
8.0E+06
6.0E+06
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Figure 3. DMA measurements of the coated acrylic fabrics.
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Figure 2. Thermoelectric properties of the fabrics coated
with PEDOT and different counterions.

Finally, we evaluated the thermo-mechanical
properties of the coated fabrics by DMA. Figure 3
shows that Tan δ of the acrylic fabric increases
when we coated with MWCNT, indicating nonelastic behaviour. However, when we polymerized
PEDOT over the fabric coated with MWCNT, the
values of Tan δ decrease until values like the
pristine fabric, suggesting that we recovered the
original elasticity of the fabric.
In conclusion, the electropolymerization of PEDOT
over coated fabrics with MWCNT gives us a series
of advantages such as the modification of the
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referred to as nanobackpacks (NBPs), are set on
convenient restricted areas of the protein surface
(Figure1).

Introduction
The decoration of biomacromolecules with
polymers is of great technological interest. The
confluence of these two materials raises its added
value due to the convergence of their applications
in a multifunctional single entity [1,2]. Proteins
contribute with their functional and structural
features, such as the catalytic performance or the
ability to interact or recognize structural motifs,
while polymers not only provide an “armour” that
shields the protein from denaturation but also
provides support to attach molecules of interest
with a multitude of purposes [2,3]. For example,
the use of imidazole-bearing polymers are used to
assemble reversely cross-linked enzyme
aggregates, called MOEAs, in presence of metal
cations such as Cu2+ through metal-ligand
coordination chemistry [3]. Hence, the utilization of
orthogonal chemistries as driving force to fabricate
protein-polymer hybrid materials is very promising.
But it is not all rosy in the garden. Hybrid materials
often suffer from diffusional and stability problems
and such issues are mainly caused by the
synthesis and assembly procedure.
Hydrogels have been combined with proteins
through two different strategies. One of them is
based on the entrapment of the enzyme into
macroscopic three-dimensional networks and the
other one consists on the encapsulation of the
enzyme into a thin hydrogel layer, giving rise to the
so-called single enzyme nanogels (SENs) [4,5]. In
both cases, the active site gets restricted causing
diffusion problems. Moreover, both strategies are
unable to control the protein orientation, which
compromises the efficiency of the system. In these
terms, we showcase a chemical toolbox for the
synthesis of anisotropic protein-hydrogel
configurations in which small nanogels, herein

SENs

10-50 nm
Multipoint interaction
No oriented
Diffusion issues
In-situ synthesis

NBPs

10-50 nm
Multipoint interaction
Assymetric configuration
No Diffusion issues
In-situ synthesis

Figure 1. Protein-hydrogel configurations and their main
features. Left: illustration of previous methods based on the
complete encapsulation of the enzyme into a thin hydrogel
layer (SENs). Right: proposed anisotropic protein-hydrogel
configuration (NBPs).

Experimental
The herein presented strategy is based on solidphase synthesis procedures. Butyl-agarose beads
were selected to be the solid phase support. The
butyl groups create a hydrophobic layer highly
favourable for the accommodation of the active
site of the Candida antarctica Lipase B (CalB)
protein. CalB has been chosen not only because
of its known performance in the industry but also
is a highly stable enzyme, providing lots of reaction
possibilities [6]. The active site of CalB will remain
oriented facing the support surface, exposing its
surface for eventual modifications. Another
advantageous point of this hydrophobic support
consists in the controlled release of the enzyme
and the possibility of being reused in several
production cycles.
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polymers.
The success of the protocol is validated using a
wide range of protein/polymer characterization
methodologies such as dynamic light scattering
(DLS), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
(FTIR), Fast protein liquid chromatography
(FPLC),
denatured
polyacrylamide-gel
electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE), Matrix-Assisted
Laser
Desorption-Ionization
Time-of-Flight
spectrometry (MALDI-Tof), atomic force
microscopy (AFM), etc.
All the data are compared against those values
obtained for SENs and other protein-polymer
systems synthesized using standard methods.
Concluding remarks

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of CalB protein
anchored to the support through hydrophobic
interaction (anchoring linker). A banned zone, in which
the chemistry is sterically restricted by the anchoring linkers
and the polymeric brushes, is highlighted in red. The
surface of the protein that is accessible to the external
environment, the modifiable zone, is featured in green.

To conclude, in this work we present the
development of a new strategy to build proteinnanogel hybrids, in which, a polymeric network will
be allocated conveniently confined on the protein
surface. For that, both the synthesis protocol and
the characterization of the hybrids is optimized.
With no doubt, this novel technology will open new
horizons to the applicability of protein-nanogel
hybrid systems.

Once the protein is immobilized, the support
surface is saturated with hydrophobic polymeric
tails, which create a region of the surface of the
protein that is banned for modifications, due to the
steric limitations (banned zone in Figure 2). Next,
the accessible area of CalB is open to be modified.
In a first step, the lysines of the protein are
activated through acryloylation [5]. Thereafter, the
oriented protein modification is performed. In this
case, the growth of confined nanogels on a
restricted surface of the protein is pursued. Finally,
the protein is eluted from the support and fully
characterized.
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Results and Discussion
Several parameters that directly influence the
formation of NBPs are herein assayed: type of
support
(size, porosity,
hydrophobicity);
immobilization loads; preactivation of the protein
with acryloyl groups; several parameters related to
the radical polymerization that takes place on the
surface of the protein (temperature, nature and
concentration of the monomers/initiators buffer
composition); and release protocols (temperature,
solvent composition, etc.). Additionally, solidphase based protocol is applied to the controlled
modification of proteins using preformed
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to predict its final properties based on the type of
substituent and its composition so that the best
substituents that favour the carbon dioxide
diffusion process and maximize the efficiency of
the capture process are selected.

Introduction
Excess carbon dioxide emissions intensify the
greenhouse effect. As a result, one of today’s
biggest challenges is to reduce the amount of
carbon dioxide present in the atmosphere to
maintain the Earth’s average temperature in
values suitable for life. Accordingly, the
environmental absorption of atmospheric CO2
plays a key role. Membrane contactors are
compact systems that employ advanced
membrane with a selective absorbent aqueous
solution, which performs the function of separator,
and facilitates the exchange process by expanding
the contact surface between phases [1].
Polysulfone has been used as a material to
prepare membranes that are used in different
separation processes, such as reverse osmosis,
pervaporation or ultrafiltration, due to its
physicochemical properties such as its
mechanical resistance, thermal and chemical
stability against acids or bases, and their relative
hydrophobicity. These properties are especially
relevant in the processes of absorption of gases
by membranes [2].
It has been shown that the combination of
Polysulfone with different additives improves the
flow of CO2, modifying the morphology and
characteristics of the membrane [3]. In the present
work, dielectric thermal analysis (DETA) is used to
characterize the dielectric properties of a series of
polysulfones with several concentrations of two
additives. The aim is, through the analysis of its
molecular motion and charge transfer mechanism,

Experimental
In this work, a Polysulfone (PSU) from SigmaAldrich with a molecular weight of 35000 Da in the
form of transparent granules, polyethyleneimine
(PEI) (Lupasol G20, BASF) with a molecular
weight of 1300 Da, phenyl isocyanate and benzoyl
chloride (Sigma-Aldrich) with a purity of 99% were
used. All the Polysulfone-based membranes were
prepared by phase inversion under ambient
conditions. Additive 1 refers to PEI modified with
benzoyl chloride, whereas Additive 2 refers to PEI
modified with phenyl isocyanate (Sigma-Aldrich).
The samples were labelled as detailed in Table 1.
Table 1. Label and chemical composition of the samples.

Sample

M0
M1-2%
M1-10%
M2-2%
M2-10%

Composition
PSU with no additive
PSU with 2% of Additive 1
PSU with 10% of Additive 1
PSU with 2% of Additive 2
PSU with 10% of Additive 2

Results and Discussion
The dielectric relaxation spectra are formed by
three different relaxation zones ϒ, β and α with
increasing temperature, as shown in Figure 1. The
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spectra of the modified membranes (M1-2%, M110%, M2-2%, and M2-10%) are more complex
than the corresponding spectrum of the pure PSU
(M0) since the introduction of the PEI creates a
new molecular environment.
The relaxation zone γ appears at low temperatures
between 123 K and 323 K. The modified
membranes M1-2% and M1-10% display similar
behaviour to the M0, while the M2-2% and M210% membranes have a higher loss factor that is
independent of the additive’s concentration.

Figure 2. Modulus of the complex electric conductivity for
the M2-2% at 463K.

All the modified membranes display good
electrical conductivity values, and the M2-2%
membrane (see Figure 2) is the one presenting the
lowest activation energy.
The proton conductivity shows that the conduction
is stable for all membranes over a wide range of
temperatures. Again, it is observed that the
percentage of additive in the membranes M2-2%
and M2-10% barely modifies it, while the
membranes M1-2% and M1-10% exhibit very
different behaviour.
Conclusions
From the obtained results, it can be deduced that
the behaviour of the membranes M1-2% and M110% is closely linked to the composition. In
contrast, in the membranes, M2-2% and M2-10%,
their dielectric and conductive properties do not
depend excessively on the additive percentage.
They are also more porous, thus favouring the
capacity of the membrane to spread the CO2.

Figure 1. Isochronal curves of the imaginary part of the
dielectric permittivity for all the membranes.

The relaxation zone β appears for all membranes
over a temperature range of 173 K to 348 K. In this
zone, two relaxations are observed, the origin of
which may be due to local motions of PSU and
PEI. Moreover, no prominent peaks were
observed, thus indicating a certain homogeneity in
the final structure of the membrane. Only the M12% membrane shows a prominent peak
associated with movements in the PSU main
chain.
The relaxation zone α appears at temperatures
between 393 K and 523 K in all membranes. In this
zone, two relaxations are observed. Both dielectric
relaxations arise from the motion of both the main
chain of PSU and PEI. The M2-2% membrane is
the one showing different behaviour.
Consequently, this would signify that M2-2%
behaves differently in the vicinity of the glass
transition.
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2

reactors have been developed both for industrial
and environmental applications [3], among them
monoliths have a promising application for liquid
phase reaction due to their high geometric surface
area and high void fraction, which provides
accessibility of reactants to the biocatalyst with low
pressure drop.
Besides the selection of the biocatalyst and the
support, a right methodology to anchor both
(bio)materials needs to be defined. For this
particular use, polymers have been conveniently
applied as linkers to avoid the lixiviation of the
catalyst and to guarantee a comfortable
microenvironment to the biomacromolecule.

Introduction
Enzymes are delicate biocatalysts that need to be
stabilized to survive a range of challenging
conditions typically used in industrial processes.
Multiple immobilization methods and materials
have been successfully employed to generate
stabilized biocatalysts. A major advance in the last
decade has been the development of enzyme
encapsulation in ordered mesoporous materials
as SBA-15 [1]. They present very interesting
properties to immobilize biocatalyst: high specific
surface area and pore volume, uniform and
tuneable pore sizes with possibility to create
micropores interconnecting mesopores, and
thermally, mechanically and chemically stability.
In traditional biocatalysts systems batch stirred
tank reactors are the most common method and
rightly so as this is the most widely available type
of reactor. The stirrer is used to provide
mechanical energy required to mix or blend the
reactants in such a way that the desired reaction
or transfer process occurs at the desired rate.
However, in this type of methods the volumetric
productivity is relatively low and the collision of the
enzyme with stirrers and impellers can cause
degradation and attrition of the enzyme. Moreover,
the use of free enzymes in batch reactions suffers
from the limitations of recycling and recovery of the
biocatalyst.
The problems related to using free enzymes can
be reduced significantly if the biocatalyst is
immobilized in structured substrates [2]. In recent
years, a variety of structured catalysts and

Experimental
Fecralloy® monoliths (16-mm diameter and 30mm length) were prepared with different channel
size (Figure 1). The geometric parameters of
different monoliths are summarized in Table 1.
Prior to coating, metallic monoliths were thermally
treated in air during 22 h at 900 °C.

Figure 1. R1, R2, R3 and R4 type monoliths
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Table 1. Geometric parameters of the monoliths employed.

Monolith type
Geometric
surface (cm2)
Hydraulic
diameter (µm)
Void fraction

R1

R2

R3

R4

940

825

540

424

361

475

827

1065

0.78

0.83

0.89

0.91

The adherence of the SBA-15 layers was excellent
(above 95%) and slightly higher at decreasing
monolith channel size. These results could be
related to the different geometrical surface areas
of the four structured substrates used and
consequently to the different coating thicknesses
[3].
0,06

Monoliths were coated by wash-coating with an
aqueous slurry of powder SBA-15 support with
Ludox AS30 colloidal SiO2 as a binder. SBA-15
was synthesised according to the literature using
triblock copolymer EO20PO70EO20 (Pluronics
P123) as an organic template [4]. Finally the
monoliths were calcinated after the last washcoating at 773 K for 2 h with a ramp of 2 K/min.
Characterization of the powder, slurries and
coatings was done by nitrogen adsorption
(texture), laser diffraction (particle size
distribution) and light scattering (zeta potential).
The adherence of the layer was measured by the
ultrasonic test.
Previously described enzyme-polymer hybrids [5]
are loaded into the functionalized monoliths giving
rise to a heterogeneous biocatalyst that is applied
for the efficient and green removal of polyphenolic
compounds.

g

SBA-15

/monolith

0,05
0,04
0,03
R1
R2
R3
R4

0,02
0,01
0
0

1

2
3
4
Coating Number

5

6

Figure 2. Specific load of the different structures substrate
as a function of the coatings number
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Results and Discussion
The SBA-15 presents an isolectric point at pH 4
and a particle size of 2.5 µm. The use of a colloidal
SiO2
produced
appropriate
coatings:
homogeneous and adherent. The viscosity of the
slurry, controlled by the content of catalyst and
additives and the pH, was the determinant
parameter controlling the coating result. Too low
viscosity produced homogeneous and adherent
coatings but with low load. Too high viscosity
produced high load per coating but heterogeneous
and presenting low adherence. The final
formulation of the slurry selected was as follows:
20% catalyst-10% colloidal SiO2 and pH= 7. Figure
2 shows the variation of the mass loaded after
drying in different monoliths versus the number of
coatings. It shows that the increase of mass
loaded is proportional to the number of coatings
and the geometric surface area of the monolith
(Table 1).
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make Na-based batteries (NIBs) suitable
candidates to replace LiBs, particularly when
large-scale energy storage is envisaged [4].

Introduction
The importance of clean and efficient energy
production and storage has enormously grown
over the past decade, primarily driven by concerns
over global warming, dwindling fossil-fuel reserves
and increasing demand for portable electronics,
electric mobility and grid storage systems.
Renewables are the fastest-growing energy
source for electricity generation, with the EU
surpassing the 20% of production share in 2020.
Wide-scale implementation of renewable energy
will demand a sudden growth of inexpensive, safe
and efficient energy storage systems [1]. Batteries
that could function at the power grid level would
help to stabilise electricity pricing and balance the
peak demands by ensuring a steady supply of
energy [2,3]. Nowadays, Li-ion batteries (LiBs)
represent the most widely used technology in this
respect. One of the demanding challenges in this
field is the substitution of conventional liquid
electrolytes based on organic solvents, which are
volatile and hazardous. Solid polymer electrolytes
(SPEs) exhibit appealing properties to replace
liquid electrolytes.
Moreover, research efforts are directed towards
alternative systems to LIBs, because lithium is
expensive and its resources are geographically
constrained.
Sodium
exhibits
suitable
electrochemical properties close to those of
lithium, and it is very abundant. These features

Results and discussion
Here, we offer an overview of our recent
developments on polymer electrolytes for Na-ion
batteries. Polymer electrolytes were prepared
through different techniques, exploiting both
simple casting and UV-curing and using various
additives to improve specific characteristics (e.g.,
RTILs, cellulose derivatives, glymes) [5-7]. In
particular, UV-curing allowed obtaining selfstanding polymer electrolytes with desirable
properties of flexibility, shape retention upon
thermal stress, improved interfacial contact with
the electrodes and ionic conductivity suitable for
practical application.
Electrochemical performances in lab-scale
devices are presented and evaluated by cycling
voltammetry and galvanostatic charge/discharge
cycling exploiting different electrode materials
(prepared by water-based procedures with green
cellulosic binders). The resulting polymer
electrolytes' thermal, mechanical, morphological
and electrochemical properties were thoroughly
investigated. They exhibited excellent ionic
conductivity and a wide electrochemical stability
window, ensuring safe operation at ambient
conditions.
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The best ionic conducting (>1 mS/cm at 25 °C)
polymer electrolytes were used in a lab-scale
sodium cell coupled with nanostructured
electrodes (e.g., different types of hard carbons
obtained by carbonisation of biowaste stream,
TiO2, MX-enes, sodium iron phosphate NFP as
well as high voltage phosphates like NaVPF,
NaMnO2, etc.). The obtained results in terms of
ambient temperature cycling behaviour (stable
specific capacity of about 250 mAh/g at 0.1
mA/cm2 and remarkable overall stability, for a
quasi-solid state Na polymer cell, upon very long
term cycling exceeding 1000 reversible cycles at
0.5 mA/cm2 corresponding to > 5000 h of
continuous operation) demonstrate the promising
prospects of this novel XPE to be implemented in
the next-generation of sodium-based batteries
conceived for large-scale energy storage systems,
such as those connected to photovoltaic and wind
factories.
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Conclusions
Work on Na-ion polymer batteries for moderate
temperature application is at an early stage. Only
lab-scale cells have been demonstrated so far.
Nevertheless, with the appropriate choice and
optimisation of electrode/electrolyte materials (and
a successful combination thereof), the intriguing
characteristics of the newly developed polymer
electrolyte systems here presented postulate the
possibility of their practical implementation in safe,
durable and high energy density secondary Nabased polymer devices conceived for green-grid
storage and operating at ambient temperatures.
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Introduction
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Polyurethanes (PUs) state themselves as a major
family in the plastics global market. They are
indeed relevant materials for a large diversity of
applications such as elastomers, foams,
adhesives, paints, textiles, medical devices…
Poly(oxazolidone)s, i.e. polymers characterized by
cyclic carbamates repeating linkages, emerged as
a new attractive class of PUs owing to their unique
thermal and chemical stabilities. However, these
polymers are commonly prepared by reacting
epoxides with harmful and nasty isocyanates in
harsh conditions. Recently, we developed a novel
sustainable approach toward poly(oxazolidone)s1
by the valorization of renewable carbon sources,
i.e. CO2 and lignin-based monomers2.
Remarkably, the new polymerization manifold
proceeded under catalyst-free conditions at room
temperature and delivered chains with a large
structural diversity and thermal properties tunable
on demand. Now, facile post-polymerization
modification allowed introducing alkylidene
functionalities along the poly(oxazolidone)s
skeleton while the insertion of specific functions
increased their processing capabilities and offered
a route to easily recycle these challenging
polymers.
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(Mn 2000) (PEG2000) or Polycaprolactone diol (Mn
2000) (PCL2000) was investigated in THF using
dibutyltin dilaurate (DBTDL) or 1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene (DBU) as catalyst in a
continuous-flow polymerization set-up (Figure 1).

Introduction
The increasing demand for precision, control and
automation over chemical transformations
together with environmental concerns, led
chemists to explore new approaches to traditional
batch reactions [1]. In this way, continuous-flow
synthesis arises as a robust alternative due to
remarkable advantages such as efficient mixing
and excellent heat transfer, among others.
According to polymerization reactions, narrower
molecular weight distributions with higher endgroup fidelity and reproducibility has been showed
by continuous-flow synthesis comparing to batch
reactions for chain-growth controlled radical and
ionic polymerizations [2]. However, step-growth
polymerization has been investigated to a lesser
extend in continuous-flow reactor with only few
papers regarding polycondensation [3].
Accordingly, polyurethanes are one of the most
important types of commercial polymer,
industrially
synthetized
via
step-growth
polymerization, owing to their versatility and
various applications [4].
Herein, we explored the feasibility and advantages
that continuous-flow chemistry offers for the
synthesis of linear polyurethanes.

Results and Discussion
A previously batch-optimized reaction condition
was tested in a continuous-flow polymerization
reactor. The results showed that comparable
results were obtained according to batch reactions
with similar polymerization rate profile using
DBTDL 0.1 mol-% and DBU 5 mol-% as catalyst.
High conversion levels were obtained confirmed
by the relatively high molecular weight of the
materials (~40 kDa).

Figure 1. Continuous-flow reactor scheme used in this
work.

Experimental Methods
The reaction between an aromatic diisocyanate;
4,4'-Methylene diphenyl diisocyanate (MDI), a
short diol; 1,6-Hexanediol (HDO) and a macrodiol; Polyethylene glycol (Mn 1500) (PEG1500),

To take advantage of the extended possibilities
that this polymerization process offers, an in-line
monitoring ATR-FTIR device was incorporated to
the continuous-flow reactor to check the reaction
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were synthetized in a single preparation bearing
different short to long diol percentage in the chain
by simply varying the flow rate of the monomers in
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Figure 2. Continuous-flow polymerization platform for the
synthesis of linear Polyurethanes with in-line analytics and
composition control.

The versatility of the continuous-flow system was
further confirmed by testing different macro-diols
(PEG1500, PEG2000 and PCL2000) in various
ratios according to the short diol using the same
platform. The results revealed that straight forward
application of the developed system is valid for a
variety of different formulations with expected
results.
Concluding Remarks
In this work, the feasibility to prepare linear
polyurethanes using continuous-flow chemistry
was shown. High conversion level was achieved
using DBTDL and DBU as catalyst which led to
relatively high molecular weight polymer chains.
With this study we first demonstrate the possibility
of synthetizing linear polyurethanes in continuousflow reactor and showed the advantages that this
process offers.
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as model system in order to focus on the interface
effects and to avoid the combined influence of fiber
length and orientation on the composite
properties.

Introduction
Since the viscosity of melted thermoplastics (TP)
is too high, long fiber TP-based composites cannot
be processed by infusion or Resin Transfer
Molding (RTM). Thus, “in-situ” monomer
polymerization after the impregnation of
reinforcements, called reactive matrix processing,
is a relevant option for the manufacturing of
thermoplastic composites [1].
For polyamide 6 (PA6), the system is composed of
ε-caprolactam as monomers, catalyst and
activator, which react within the fibrous
environment
by
anionic
ring-opening
polymerization. In this case, controlling the
chemistry of the fiber surface is crucial because it
influences not only the polymerization and
crystallization processes, but it also controls the
fiber-matrix adhesion and the resulting mechanical
properties. Indeed, the surface of commercial
glass fibers is often coated with a sizing that can
disturb the reaction of anionic PA6. In other cases,
glass surface is typically covered by hydroxyl
groups. However, the -OH groups on the glass
fiber surface inhibit the polymerization process [2].
The objective of this study is to adapt and control
the surface chemistry of glass reinforcements and
the interface interactions in order to promote the
polymerization and crystallization processes of
PA6 and, thus, improve composite properties. This
work was carried out with glass micro-particles
comparable in size to the diameter of glass fibers

Experimental
First, the evolution of the hydroxyl groups surface
density on the glass particles during the complete
silanization sequence, as a function of calcination
time and conditions, was monitored by
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). The
impact of the particles surface chemistry on the
polymerization and crystallization of the PA6
based composites is quantified by differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC). Once the silane
grafting protocol was optimized, different silanebased coupling agents were compared and the
glass particulates surfaces were characterized
using contact angle measurements, TGA, FTIR,
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and
confocal microscopy. Then, glass particulatesanionic PA6 composites synthesis was
investigated by DSC to examine the influence of
the chemical nature of the treatment on the
polymerization/crystallization kinetics. Lastly, the
effect of glass-matrix interfacial adhesion on
mechanical properties have been evaluated by
tensile tests.
Results and Discussion
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The results demonstrate that the competition
between re-hydroxylation and condensation of the
silane on the surface during the grafting process
needs to be carefully balanced in order to maintain
fast polymerization kinetics. Figure 1 shows the
DSC thermograms of the neat resin compared to
the thermograms of the composites synthesized
with the untreated beads and the beads silanized
with 3-(2-aminoethylamino)propyltrimethoxysilane
(AEAPTMS). Two exothermic peaks are visible for
the neat resin and composites with silanized
beads, the first one is related to the ε-caprolactam
polymerization and the second one to PA6 chains
crystallization [3]. On the contrary, no peak
appears for composites with untreated glass
beads, which means that the polymerization has
been totally inhibited. This result shows that the
developed grafting protocol is suitable for the
synthesis of anionic PA6.

Si 2p
C 1s
O 1s
N 1s
Na 1s
Ca 2p3/2
Mg 1s

16.0
35.4
38.6
6.1
1.9
Traces <1%

16.7
41
34.0
2.4
3.7
1.4
Traces <1%

From glass particules-anionic PA6 composites
synthesis in DSC, we show that the treatments
applied to the bead surface are compatible with
the synthesis of polyamide. Unlike untreated
beads, the treated beads allow the polymerization
of the matrix and do not inhibit the reaction.
Moreover, the effect of the interaction at the
particle-matrix
interface
on
the
polymerization/crystallization
kinetics
was
identified. Thus, a glass particle treatment allowing
to reach a synthesis kinetics similar to that of the
neat resin was developed.
Finally, composites with covalent bonds at the
particle-matrix interface exhibit the highest
Young’s modulus combined with highest tensile
yield stress. Compared to other silanes and
untreated glass beads, the best glass-matrix
interfacial interaction has been identified as silane
end-functionalized with the reaction activator
which promotes synthesis kinetics and improves
mechanical properties.
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polyacrylonitrile PAN and polyvinylidene fluoride
PVDF. We use a third material to form a composite
for both polymers.

Introduction
One of the major challenges that currently facing
large cities around the world is related to the air
quality. Atmospheric particulate matter derives
from sources such as primary combustion,
transportation systems, industrial processes,
urban and personal activities, among others [1]. A
strategy to mitigate its impact on human health is
the development of filters that can be used as
cleaning barriers in different applications. In the
last 10 years, numerous experimental studies of
electrospun nanofiber membranes for particulate
matter filtration have been published around the
world [2]. Several studies report nanofiber
membranes with high filtration efficiency and low
pressure drop, but those studies lack the
relevance of the type of membrane material and
its associated surface energy. Functional groups
or the presence of charge modify the interactions
fiber / particulate matter [3], [4].
In this study, we researched the electrospun
nanofiber membranes reported with the highest
filtration performance. Then, we fabricate the
chosen membranes using two different polymers:

Experimental
We prepare PAN and PVDF nanofiber
membranes by electrospinning technique. We use
a design of experiments to stablish suitable
electrospun parameters such as polymer
concentration, needle-tip distance, flow rate and
voltage. We fabricate the composite nanofiber
membranes by modifications from the polymeric
solution. We make contact angle measurements
and filtration tests determining the capture
efficiency, pressure drop and quality factor.
Results and Discussion
Figure 1 displays the pristine PAN and PVDF
membranes, and their achieved composite
structures. This work evaluates the membranes
characteristics and shows that the proposed
composite – membranes change the surface
energy and consequently the filtration
performance. Membranes exhibit high capture
efficiency and low pressure drop.
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Figure 1. SEM images of a) PAN nanofibers – 2000X, b) PAN-composite nanofibers – 2000X, c) PAN-composite nanofibers –
10000X, d) PVDF nanofibers – 2000X, e) PVDF-composite nanofibers – 2000X, f) PVDF-composite nanofibers – 10000X

Wiley, 2019, pp. 197–225.
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Introduction

/

Particle size and particle size distribution (PSD)
are important properties of polymer latexes
because they strongly affect the film formation and
the rheology of the latexes. Thus, controlling the
particle size and the particle size distribution is of
paramount importance during the production of
waterborne polymeric dispersions. Advanced
control strategies (feedback control) require
online/inline measurements of the particle size to
be able to track optimal trajectories or to modify
them as a function of the online/inline
measurements.
PDW spectroscopy, based on photon transport
theory (incorporating multiple scattering), Mie
theory and theory of dependent light scattering,
determines the absorption and scattering
properties of highly turbid samples, what allows a
dilution free particle sizing technique [1].
From the emission and detector fibers, information
about the amplitude and the phase of the wave is
obtained and with this information the photon
density created in the medium can be defined as
in Eq. 1. From this definition the intensity and
phase constants can be achieved, which are the
real and imaginary parts, respectively, of the
combined constant / (Eq 2.) [1].
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Once ´ is calculated, particle diameter (23 ) can
be determined based on Mie theory. Therefore,
the objective of this work is to assess PDW
technique as an inline monitoring sensor of
polymerization processes that yield waterborne
polymeric dispersions; more specifically,
semicontinuous emulsion polymerizations and
waterborne polyurethane (PU) dispersions have
been investigated.
Experimental
All the reactions were carried out in a 1L RC1
reactor, a stirred tank glass reactor equipped with
a jacket, sampling device, nitrogen inlet, feeding
inlets and a stainless-steel anchor stirrer. The
PDW dip probe was inserted in the RC1 reactor as
shown in Figure 1.
Two different processes to obtain waterborne
polymeric dispersions have been analysed. The
first process analysed is a polyacrylate latex
synthesis by seeded semibatch emulsion
polymerization. First, a seed latex was in-situ
formed during 30 minutes and the rest of the
monomers and initiator were fed for 100 minutes,
which was controlled by an automatic control
system (iControl). During the feeding, the reaction
was inline monitored by the PDW probe inserted
in the reactor and samples were also extracted to
evaluate the particle size and the conversion
evolutions, which was after used to compare with
the inline obtained data. When the feeding ended,

(1)

From / , the scattering ( ´ ) and the absorption
( ) coefficients of the particles are obtained
separately, as shown in Eq. 2 [1]:
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the latex was left for 30 minutes for
postpolymerization (Fig. 1.a).
The second process analysed is the synthesis of
a polyurethane waterborne dispersion. This
process has two stages; prepolymer formation and
the PU dispersion process. In the first stage, a
prepolymer was prepared beforehand and its
dispersion in water was analysed with the
mentioned technique. The prepolymer was
dispersed during 60 minutes, where the feeding
lasted for the first 45 minutes (Fig. 1.b).

Figure 1. Analysed reactions. a) Polyacrylate synthesis
process. b) Polyurethane synthesis process

Results and Discussion
In what follows an example of the monitorization of
seed semibatch emulsion polymerization of methyl
methacrylate and n-butyl acrylate is briefly
presented.
During the analysis, scattering ( ´ ) and absorption
( ) coefficients and particle diameter can be
obtained. Fig. 2 presents the evolution along the
polymerization time of the reduced scattering and
absorption coefficients (raw data). As can be seen,
for the highest wavelength (982 nm) the
absorption coefficient is too high and the scattering
coefficient too low and does not change during
reaction. This is due to the high absorption of the
water (the continuous medium) at this wavelength.
Moreover, at the beginning of the reaction, during
the seed formation, both coefficients show high
and non-coherent data. This is due to the low
solids content of the medium at the beginning,
which leads to single scattering and no multiple
scattering conditions. Thus, seed formation cannot
be analysed correctly by PDW inline analysis.
Furthermore, the highest wavelength was not
used for particle diameter calculations. From the
reduced scattering data measured by the other
three wavelengths the particle diameter was
calculated. Furthermore, the inline results were
compared to offline DLS analysis during the
particle growth (Fig. 3). As can be seen, the
evolution of the particle growth was well followed
by PDW Spectroscopy.

Figure 2. Absorption and Reduced scattering coefficients
evolution during reaction at different wavelengths: 638 nm
(green), 778 nm (red), 885 nm (blue) and 982 nm (orange).

Figure 3. Particle diameter evolution analysis by inline and
offline techniques.
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Nylon is the commonly used name for aliphatic
polyamides, a class of polymers characterized by
their excellent mechanical and thermal resistance
thanks to the ability of the amide group to establish
strong hydrogen bonds [1-3]. These polymers can
be obtained by the polymerization of bifunctionalized A-B monomers, like caprolactams
or ω-amino acids, or by the polycondensation of
two monomers bearing a complementary A-A and
B-B bi-functionalization. Commercially available
nylons are generally constituted by monomers
with an even number of carbon atoms in the main
chain (e.g., nylons 6, 6 6, 6 12, 6 10 and 12). The
structure of all these nylons can be described
according to the well-known α/β and γ crystalline
forms. However, nylons having odd numbered
units display intriguing questions that nowadays
are not completely solved. In fact, non-solved
concerns still exist on the thermally induced phase
transition of conventional nylons (e.g., the brill
transition). In this work, a novel nylon 7 10 having
an odd numbered diamine has been synthetized
via interfacial polycondensation [4]. The reaction
was optimized by monitoring yield and molecular
weight while changing synthesis parameters as
organic solvent, stirring system, order and way of
the phase addition and proton acceptor. The
optimized reaction conditions were as follow: An
aqueous solution of the diamine and sodium
hydroxide was prepared in a beaker and mixed
vigorously with the aid of an Ultraturrax
homogenizer. The solution of dichloride in
chloroform was added at once in the beaker,
allowing the contact between the two immiscible
phases. The mixture was stirred for 30 minutes,
and the precipitated polymer was recovered by
filtration and washed successively with water,

ethanol and ethyl ether before drying under
vacuum at 50°C. The obtained polymer was
fractionated by precipitation from a solution of
1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP) with the
consecutive addition of water and the separation
of the fractions.
Table 1. Molecular weight and polydispersity index
values as obtained by GPC analysis.

Fraction
Bulk
1
2
3

Mw
(g.mol-1)
65,000
154,000
62,000
32,000

Mn
(g.mol-1)
24,070
81,000
34,400
21,300

PDI
2.7
1.9
1.8
1.5

Nylon 7 10 was characterized spectroscopically by
1H-NMR (dissolved in TFA - d1) and FT-IR. The
molecular weight was measured by Gel
Permeation Chromatography in HFIP. Values of
Mw, Mn and polydispersity index (PDI) for the
recovered fractions and the as-synthetized (bulk)
polymer are listed in Table 1. Nylon 7 10 was
thermally characterized by Differential Scanning
Calorimetry (DSC), using a four-run protocol. First
heating to 240 °C at 10 °C/min followed by a
cooling at the same rate to -50 °C. The second and
third runs corresponded to the heating of meltcrystallized and quenched samples, respectively.
The resulting DSC traces are represented in
Figure 1. DSC scans revealed a complex fusion
and pointed out a structural polymorphism with a
characteristic melting peak appearing around
191ºC when samples were crystallized from the
melt state. Wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD)
profiles were obtained during heating and cooling
experiments performed with synchrotron radiation
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evaluated for the bulk and the different fractions,
being observed significant differences according
to confinement effects caused by low molecular
weight fractions. Melt crystallization rendered
complex spherulites depending on the
crystallization temperature (Figure 3). Thus,
banded spherulites, spherulites constituted by flat
on lamellae and spherulites displaying mixed
birefringent characteristics were detected.

Figure 1. DSC runs of nylon 7 10. From bottom: First
heating, first cooling, second heating and third heating after
a fast cooling (not shown).

d (nm)

light (Figure 2). Results pointed out that polymers
coming directly from synthesis showed peaks
around 0.440 and 0.373 nm that merged to a
single peak around 0.425 nm. Two points are
noticeable: (i) The presence of reflections normally
attributed to a typical sheet structure of nylons,

0.48
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0.46
0.45
0.44
0.43
0.42
0.41
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0.39
0.38
0.37
0.36
250

200
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100
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0

Temperature (°C)

Figure 2. a) WAXD 3D plot of nylon 7 10 during heating from
25°C to 280°C. b) Evolution of the spacings of main
reflections during the cooling run from the melt. Empty and full
points indicate intuited and well-defined reflections,
respectively. Green colour refers to amorphous peak; Blue,
black and red points refer to the main reflections.
Figure 3. POM micrographs of spherulites isothermally
crystallized at the indicated temperatures and nonisothermally crystallized at a cooling rate of 0.5 ºC/min.
Arrows indicated peculiar mixed spherulites and domains
constituted by flat-on lamellae.
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which is impossible for odd derivatives having an
all trans conformation, and (ii) The thermally
induced
transition
towards
a
Brill
pseudohexagonal structure. More interestingly
two structures seem to be developed during
crystallization from the melt and specifically that
having a reflection around 0.450 nm appears
noticeable for its stability up from high to relatively
low temperatures. Crystallization kinetics was
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5mg of material is used, which is passed to a TA
instruments Q50 equipment with a ramp of 10º
C/min from 25ºC to 950ºC in a neutral nitrogen
atmosphere with drag flow of 60ml/min to
determinate degradation temperatures of the
material. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
7mg samples are weighed to be subjected to 40ºC
up to 3% before the degradation temperature of
each system with a heating ramp of 10ºC/min in a
neutral atmosphere according to the ASTM
D3418-15 standard to determinate Transition
temperatures (tg) and residual heat product of the
total convertion.

Introduction
After testing the mechanical and thermal
behaviour using TGA, DSC and traction test for a
system of diglycer ether of bisphenol A (DER 320)
and TMAB (versalink 740) modified with 5% of tire
rubber we proceed to determinate the effect of the
particles adhesion by adding a third interface in
this case a surfactant (castor oil) in different weight
ratios based on the amount of rubber present from
1:5 to 4:5. For the ratio of 2:5. A considerable
improvement in terms of modulus and maximum
stress at the cost of maximum elongation of the
material can be found.

Analysis of tension and fracture

Experimental

Tensile tests are carried out according to the
ASTM D638-14 standard with 6 type IV specimens
per specific test for direct comparison between
materials with different rigid properties with a head
speed of 50 mm/min from which maximum
elongation, maximum stress and modulus can be
found.
Results and Discussion
Analysis TGA and DSC for surfactant
The reduction of the final Tg as the surfactant is
added as is show in table 1 it’s related to the
increases in the free spaces between the
molecules in the system and phase separation for
incompatibility however the effect of the rubber
and further reaction with the amine must be
present. In addition to this, we can observe that the
curing enthalpies increase with the presence of
surfactant, which could correspond not only to the

Preparation of samples:
DGEBA epoxy resin is used to which rubber is
added and stirred for 1 hour at 100 rpm at a
constant temperature of 60ºC to ensure
dispersion. Next, the total temperature of the
system is increased to the melting point of the
amine TMAB (120ºC) to be worked on and it is
added in 1:1 stoichiometric amounts, ensuring
complete mixing. After adding the amine proceeds
to increase the curing temperature to 160ºC for 4
hours. The procedure is repeated without the initial
addition of rubber for the unmodified samples.
Thermal characterization
Thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) are performed
according to the ASTM E1131-80 standard, where
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however, this value increases for the EpoxyTMAB-C5%-S4 system, possibly due to the high
load of surfactant and the non-uniform dispersion
of particles, which increases the free space within
the polymer and allows it to higher deformations
under load at the fracture point [2]. The elastic
modulus increases with the surfactant load up to
E-TMAB-C5%-S4, possibly due to the
aforementioned. Finally, the surfactant does not
greatly modify the maximum stress above ETMAB-C5%-S2, which could be due to a strong
adherence between the phases, this being the one
that presents an overall improvement in
mechanical properties[2].

change in the crosslinking kinetics but for the
effect of OH groups that catalyse the reaction.
Table 1. DSC analysis for different ratios of surfactantrubber

Samples

Tg (ºC)

∆H enthalpy(J/g)

E-TMAB

151,39

0,292

E-TMAB-C5%

154,75

0,217

E-TMAB-C5%-S1

154,74

0,583

E-TMAB-C5%-S2

153,53

0,575

E-TMAB-C5%-S3

152,40

0,589

E-TMAB-C5%-S4

151,81

0,592

The effect of the surfactant seems to vary with
respect to its quantity as shown in figure 1 and
where comparing values, we realize that for
systems E.TMAB-C5%-S1 and E-TMAB-C5%-S2
This improves the thermal resistance of the
material by increasing it by approximately 5º and
2º C, respectively, which suggests that at these
concentrations the surfactant could be improving
adhesion at the interface [1], which translates into
a late start of degradation while protecting the
rubber from degrading. quickly. For higher ratios
the amount of oil does not seem to have this effect
but actually reduces the thermal resistance.

Figure 2. relations between mechanical properties of the
material.

Conclusions
• The curing kinetics is affected by the presence of
rubber since it directly affects the reaction
mechanism either as a catalyst by providing OH
groups or as a reducer in the global reaction rate
due to the separation into disperse phases.
• The adhesion between the resin phase and the
rubber can be improved with the presence of an
additional phase that is compatible, such as castor
oil, which allows the cavitation of the rubber
particles, causing them to act as load spreaders,
reinforcing the material.
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scanning calorimetry (DSC) and polarize light
optical microscopy (PLOM), respectively.

Introduction
Poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) is a biocompatible and
biodegradable polyester which is widely used in
biomedical applications, such as drug delivery
systems and scaffolds [1]. Moreover, due to its low
Tg and biodegradability, it has been extensively
used to improve the deformability of brittle
biopolymers like polylactide (PLA).
Crystallinity is a key factor in semicrystalline
polymers, since it determines the final thermal and
mechanical
properties
and
also
the
biodegradation rate. Among all the factors that
control the crystallinity and the crystallization
kinetics of polymers, molecular weight (MW) plays
a major role. Variation in molecular weight can
lead to changes in chain-folding, reorganization of
polymer crystals, and crystallization kinetics
because of the influence of end-groups and
entanglements [2].
The effect of MW on the spherulitic nucleation and
growth [2, 3] has been studied for a limited number
of different molecular weight samples, whereas
overall crystallization kinetics [1, 4] has been
investigated for several molecular weight PCL
samples. However, a systematic study in which
overall crystallization, spherulitic nucleation and
growth are investigated for a wide range molecular
weight PCL samples is still lacking [5].
In this work, the effect of PCL´s MW on overall
crystallization kinetic, spherulitic nucleation and
growth kinetics has been analysed by differential

Experimental
Materials
Six synthetic PCL samples with different Mn,
prepared at the University of Mons, were studied.
In addition, four commercial PCL samples were
also analysed. Table 1 summarizes the Mn of each
samples. Commercial samples are indicated in
red.
Table 1. Mn of the studied PCL samples.

Sample
PCL0.48
PCL2.0
PCL2.4
PCL5.6
PCL8.4
PCL9.6
PCL17.4
PCL22.1
PCL34.8
PCL70.5

Mn (g/mol)
475
2000
2400
5600
8400
9576
17397
22100
34845
70502

Methods
Non-isothermal DSC measurements were
performed employing a Perkin Elmer DSC: first
samples were heated to erase the thermal history
to 90 ºC, then cooled down to -40 ºC at 20 ºC/min
and subsequently heated to 90 ºC.
Isothermal DSC measurements were performed
following the next thermal procedure [6]: first
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samples were heated to 30 ºC above their Tm to
erase the thermal history. After that, samples were
cooled down at 60 ºC/min to a preselected Tc to
perform the isothermal scans. The samples were
kept at this Tc for a time long enough to ensure that
crystallization occurs to maximum saturation.
Finally, samples were heated from Tc to 30 ºC
above their Tm at 20 ºC/min.
Spherulitic nucleation and growth kinetics were
studied by PLOM (Olympus BX51). Samples were
first heated to 30 ºC above their Tm and cooled
down at 50 ºC/min to a preselected Tc. While the
isothermal crystallization was performed,
photographs of the spherulites were taken
systematically.

Nucleation and growth kinetics were studied
separately by PLOM. In both cases, a maximum at
a certain MW was observed. Turnbull-Fisher and
Lauritzen-Hoffman equations were applied
respectively to determine the different kinetic
parameters.
The analysis of overall crystallization rate as a
function of Mn also showed a maximum due to the
competition between nucleation and diffusion [5].
The crystallization temperatures needed to reach
a selected crystallization rate were investigated,
observing higher Tc values as MW increased,
though a decrease was observed for the highest
Mns. The data obtained from isothermal DSC
measurements were fitted to Avrami and
Lauritzen-Hoffman equations.
Self-nucleation (SN) studies and successive selfnucleation and annealing (SSA) experiments will
be also carried out in order to perform an accurate
study about the effect of MW on the crystallization
behaviour of PCL.

Results and Discussion
Experimentally determined melting temperatures
(Tm) and extrapolated equilibrium melting
temperatures (Tm0) increase significantly with Mn
of PCL, reaching a saturation of both parameters
for Mn above 5600 g/mol (see Figure 1). The
melting temperature increases about 55 ºC from
the sample with the lowest Mn to the sample with
highest Mn. As it is shown in the plot, the difference
between Tm and Tm0 is about 20 ºC for all the
studied Mn range. For crystallization temperatures
(Tc) a similar trend was observed. However, the
crystallinity degree (Xc) displayed an optimum Mn
value at which Xc reaches a maximum. For higher
Mns, Xc decreases since chain diffusion is
hindered by the increasing density of
entanglements.
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problems in controlling the stereoregularity of the
final polymer. But, subsequently, a computational
and practical study made it possible to solve these
problems synthesizing racemic mixtures of PHB
with a high stereoregularity [4].
In order to study the crystallization, morphology
and thermal properties of the synthetic PHB
obtained previously [4], a comparative study of a
commercial PHB of bacterial origin and the
synthetic PHBs with different molecular weight is
conducted.

Introduction
Polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHAs) are bio-polyesters
of hydroxyalkanoates which are produced by
various microorganisms (such as bacteria) that
are able to store them in their cytoplasm as a
source of energy [1]. The most studied is the
polyhydroxybutirate (PHB), a polymer whose
properties are comparable to polypropylene. It has
good resistance to moisture, excellent barrier
properties to gas, insolubility in water and resistant
to hydrolytic degradation and ultra-violet rays. But
it also has several drawbacks: it is brittle and it
suffers from thermal decomposition at
temperatures just above its melting point, but
these problems can be solved, in part, by
producing blends with other polyesters or by
copolymerizing it with suitable comonomers [2].
Due to these drawbacks, PHB has not been widely
employed from an industrial point of view, as it is
difficult to process. Additionally, its biosynthesis
(by bacteria) is very slow. As a result its cost is
high in comparison with polypropylene. As
biosynthesis is a natural process, it is difficult to
control. For this reason, synthesizing
homopolymers and copolymers of PHAs in the
laboratory would be ideal, in order to be able to
control the molecular weights and tailor their
properties.
Recently, various synthetic routes have been tried
in the laboratory: the most promising involves the
synthesis of PHB via ROP (Ring Opening
Polymeritzation) starting from rac-β-butyrolactone
(β-BL) [3]. This synthesis, although promising, had

Experimental
Materials
Five different PHBs were used in this study: a
bacterial PHB (i.e., R-PHB) supplied by Sigma in
white powder form (without any additives) and four
laboratory synthesized PHB [4]. The molecular
weight of bacterial PHB is 240kDa and its
dispersity is 2.62. Synthetic PHB samples
(racemic R/S) have a dispersity close to 1 and
molecular weights of 8kDa, 38kDa, 100kDa and
120kDa.
Methods
Non-isothermal and isothermal experiments were
conducted. A Perkin Elmer Pyris I DSC equipped
with an Intracooler 2P was employed to
characterize thermal properties. In order to study
the morphology of the samples, a polarized light
optical microscope, Olympus BX51, was used
using thin films of the samples. The nonisothermal experiment consists of a first heating,
cooling and second heating cycles at 20 C/min.
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The isothermal crystallization experiments were
performed, closely following the procedure
suggested by Lorenzo et al. [5], using fresh
aliquots of sample each time to avoid degradation
problems. Moreover, X-ray diffraction experiments
at room temperature (WAXS), were also
conducted.

The isothermal crystallization experiments made it
possible to study the crystallization behaviour of
the samples under study, at different Tc. In all the
cases, the experimental data was fitted to the
Avrami and the Lauritzen and Hoffman theories,
and their differences will be discussed. The
analysis of the results indicate that the bacterial RPHB has a faster overall crystallization kinetics in
comparison with all the racemic PHB samples,
indicating
the
predominant
role
of
stereochemistry.

Results and Discussion
Non-isothermal and Isothermal Experiments
Through the non-isothermal DSC experiments, the
thermal properties of both samples, (see Figure 1)
were determined. The melting point of the bacterial
sample is similar to that reported in the literature
[1]; instead, differences in the melting point of the
various racemic PHBs are noted, which increases
with the molecular weight until it reaches
saturation: therefore the melting temperatures of
the bacterial PHB and the synthetic 120K are very
close. Furthermore, a lower T peak is also
observed before the main melting peak, which has
an enthalpy that decreases with increasing
molecular weight and disappears at high
molecular weight. This peak could be due to
reorganization during heating, which then
subsequently melt and it should also be noted that,
when this peak disappears, there is the presence
of a cold crystallization for the racemic sample with
the highest molecular weight.
II heating
rate: 20°C/min

X-ray diffraction (WAXS) and PLOM experiments
From the analysis of the X-ray diffraction profiles
conducted at room temperature, it was possible to
identify the orthorhombic crystal lattice in all the
samples by assigning Miller indices to each
diffraction peak and comparing with the literature
[6]. PLOM micrographs show the presence of
spherulites in the samples. Bacterial PHB has
banded spherulites, as already found in the
literature [7], while synthetic PHBs are
characterized by the absence of bands in
spherulites, which are, however, even larger.
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Figure 1. Second heating scan DSC at 20°C/min for
bacterial and synthetic PHBs.
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Introduction
The concern about environmental severe crises
caused by fossil sources has driven the
investigation of biodegradable and biobased
polymers. Aliphatic polyesters are developing as
an essential group of biodegradable and
biocompatible polymers for applications in many
diverse fields, including packaging, coating, tissue
engineering, drug delivery process, and many
more. Each of these applications seeks materials
with particular chemical, physical, mechanical,
and degradation properties.
Unfortunately, these kinds of biopolymers do not
usually accomplish all the mechanical
requirements needed for specific application. They
also typically possess a high degree of
crystallinity, limiting their biodegradation rate.
Therefore, to modify these properties,
copolymerization of biobased comonomers has
been studied to obtain versatile copolymers.
With respect to crystallization, there are three main
courses of action in which random copolymers can
crystallize and strongly depends on the molecular
weight, molar ratio, and the chemical structure of
the repeating units involved. [1]
(1) Total inclusion behaviour: It happens when the
two comonomeric units contain very similar
repeating units, therefore, the chains can cocrystallize regardless of the composition in a so
called isomorphic behaviour. In this case, the two
comonomers are miscible in the crystalline state
and thermal and structural properties generally
show a linear dependence on composition.

(2) Inclusion-exclusion behaviour: When the two
homopolymers have similar repeating units but
they do not share a common crystalline structure,
an isodimorphic behaviour of the random
copolymers can result. This group of random
copolymers shows crystallization in the entire
composition range and a pseudo-eutectic
behaviour characterized by a dominant crystalline
structure at each side of the pseudo-eutectic point
or region. Moreover, the unit cell parameters of
both crystalline phases changes with composition,
demonstrating comonomer inclusion. This group
of random copolymers have been studied in detail
in our recent review paper. [1]
(3) Total exclusion behaviour: When the repeating
units of two homopolymers have dissimilar
repeating units, the minor comonomer would be
completely rejected from the crystalline structure
of the major component. Therefore, the transition
temperatures and enthalpies are strongly depress
as the content of comonomer increases and in a
range of copolymer compositions the copolymer
remains completely amorphous.
In the current work, we perform a detailed
isothermal crystallization study of isodimorphic
PBS-ran-PCL copolymers to determine the
nucleation and crystallization kinetics of the
copolyesters and study the influence of
composition on the crystallization kinetics. This
information is very important as it allows tailoring
the properties of random copolymers as well as
their applications. The analysis of the isothermal
crystallization kinetics of PBS-ran-PCL was
performed using differential scanning calorimetry
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both phases are able to crystallize. Taking into
account the WAXS, PLOM and DSC results
presented, if the Tc values are very low (−10 °C or
lower), only the PCL-rich phase can crystallize. If
the Tc values are between −9 and −7 °C, both the
PCL-rich and the PBS-rich phases can crystallize.
Finally, if the Tc temperatures are −6 °C and
above, only the PBS-rich phase can crystallize.
Such remarkable property control allows the
possibility of having a single copolyester with only
PCL crystals, only PBS crystals, or both types of
crystals, thus exhibiting very different thermal
properties. [4]

(DSC), polarized light optical microscopy (PLOM),
and in situ wide angle X-ray scattering (WAXS).
Experimental {Style: Arial Narrow 12 bold}
The random copolyesters have been successfully
synthesized through ring opening polymerization
(ROP) and melt-mixing polycondensation with
Mn=17k-30k. [2]
To study the isothermal crystallization by PLOM
and DSC, the samples were heated to 30 °C
above their melting point to erase their thermal
history, and then were rapidly cooled from the melt
at 60 °C/min to the selected isothermal
crystallization temperature, Tc. Then, the sample
was kept at Tc for an appropriate time. [3]
To study the crystal structure during isothermal
crystallization at the pseudo-eutectic point, the
BS45CL55 sample was examined by in situ WAXS
performed at Synchrotron ALBA radiation facility.

50k

ρnuclei (Nº nuclei/mm3)

t =100 seconds

Results and Discussion
The equilibrium melting temperatures show a very
clear pseudo-eutectic point at a composition of
BS45CL55. To the left of the pseudo-eutectic point
(in a plot of Tm versus CL-unit molar content) only
the PBS-rich phase is able to crystallize, at the
pseudo-eutectic point both PBS-rich and PCL-rich
phases can crystallize and to the right of the
pseudo-eutectic point, only PCL-rich crystals are
formed.
According to the PLOM results, with respect to the
parent homopolymers, any comonomer
incorporation on either side of the pseudo-eutectic
point causes an increase in nucleation density and
nucleation rate, as well as a decrease in spherulitic
growth rate, see Figure 1.
As a result, the overall crystallization rate
determined by DSC was a strong function of
composition and supercooling. For PBS-rich
copolymers, the PBS-rich phase overall
crystallization rate-determining-step was the
spherulitic growth rate. On the other hand, for
PCL-rich copolymers, the nucleation rate (which
was always larger for mirror compositions) gained
more importance in the control of the overall
crystallization rate.
The crystallization of the isodimorphic copolyester
with pseudo-eutectic composition can be tailored
by varying the isothermal crystallization
temperature, depending on which, either one or
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Figure 1. Nuclei density ρ nuclei as a function of
crystallization temperature Tc at 100 seconds for PBS-rich.
The inserted are PLOM micrographs of each composition
that isothermally crystallized at ∆T= 40 °C.
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components were prepared, they were blended
and the properties of the films cast from those
blends were measured. The results from blends
prepared from equal amount of component-1 and
component-2 were analysed by the measurement
of the mechanical properties, water and solvent
resistance, and dynamic mechanical thermal
analysis (DMTA). The film drying condition
remained constant throughout the study, we
adopted 3-days drying at 25 °C with 55% humidity
for RT drying sample. For high temperature
sample, we first dried the film at RT, with the above
mentioned drying conditions and then annealed it
at 60 °C for 17 hours. The evolution of the
crosslinking chemistry was also analysed by FTIR.
Samples were casted on CaF window. The
spectra were recorded in Nicolet iS50
spectrometer.

Introduction
Waterborne two-component binder systems are
already commercially available for a long time as
they were introduced onto the market in the early
1990s. One of the components acts as crosslinker,
in order to produce hard and strong films. Due to
some environmental restrictions, low molecular
weight crosslinkers are under scrutiny. Therefore,
one alternative way to overcome these concerns
would be to change the crosslinking chemistry or
to work with non-oligomeric two-component
systems. In the latter case, the reactive functional
groups would be attached to two different polymer
particles.
We have followed such approach by using the
crosslinking reaction between acetoacetoxy ethyl
methacrylate (AAEMA) and amine functionalities.1
Therefore, component-1 latex was prepared with
AAEMA functionality and component-2 latex with
amine groups in the shell.
The crosslinking in blends of component-1 and
component-2 latexes during the film formation has
been investigated by preparing latexes with 5 wt%
of AAEMA, and following the tensile strength, MEK
double rub test, FTIR spectroscopy, rheological
measurements and water absorption of the films.

Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the comparison of the mechanical
properties as a result of formation of crosslinked
joint in blend films with HMDA and PEI-G20 based
crosslinking systems. It was found that larger
polyethyleimine PEI-G20 based system produced
stronger films both at RT and 60 °C, than linear
HDMA based system. Anyway, in both cases, the
improvement of the mechanical properties occurs
when annealing at 60 °C, being this improvement
more evident for the PEI based system.

Experimental

Stress (MPa)

Waterborne acrylic latexes were obtained by
semibatch emulsion polymerization, including in
the last feeding step, 5 wt% of AAEMA functional
monomer. Component-1 latex was prepared from
this latex by protecting the AAEMA from hydrolysis
with NH4OH and component-2 was prepared by
reacting the AAEMA moieties with long
polyethylene imine (PEI, G20 with an average
molecular weight of 1300 g/mol) or
hexamethyldiamine (HMDA). Once both
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Figure 1. Comparison of the mechanical properties
between shorter chain and longer chain amine systems.
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moieties signals for the PEI based system, which
contains many primary, secondary and tertiary
amines itself. Therefore, and as a first
approximation, the crosslinking chemistry of the
HDMA based system was studied by FTIR. Figure
4 presents the crosslinking reaction that is
supposed to occur during the film formation
between AAEMA functionalized particles
(component-1) and HMDA functionalized particles
(component-2).

The mechanical improvement due to crosslinking
can also be observed in the rheological properties
of the PEI based system (Figure 2). As it can be
seen, both the storage and the loss modulus
increase after annealing the sample at 60ºC for 50
hours. Furthermore, the Tg derived from the Tan
delta increases from 34 °C to 44 °C after
annealing.
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Figure 4. Crosslinking reactions between AAEMA based
functionality and HMDA based functionality.

Tan delta

Modulus (MPa)
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Figure 5 presents the evolution of the FTIR spectra
for component-1 and HDMA containing
component-2 blend during time at room
temperature and also after annealing at 60 °C for
one day. The absorbance of the band at 3336 cm
-1 (related to the primary enamine stretching)
decreases when heating while the absorbance of
the band at 3280 cm-1 (secondary enamine
stretching) increases. The result, clearly confirms
the crosslinking reaction summarized in figure 4.
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Figure 2. DMTA measurements for PEI-G20 based films
dried at RT and after annealing at 60°C.

In order to study the kinetics of the crosslinking for
the PEI based system, the evolution of the moduli
with time was analysed at 60°C. Time sweep tests
were performed for 15 hours at 0.1 Hz frequency
and at 60 °C (Figure 3).
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Figure 5. Evolution of the FTIR spectrum of N-H stretching
region for the HDMA based crosslinking system, with time
and temperature.

Figure 3. Time Sweep at 60°C and 0.1 Hz for PEI based
crosslinking system.

Both moduli increase rapidly for the first 500
minutes, and then the increment slows down,
reaching some kind of plateau after 1000 minutes.
So it could be said that the 17 hours of annealing
that were used to anneal the samples for the
mechanical tests were enough to reach to full
crosslinking of the system with PEI.
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Introduction

Experimental

Acrylonitrile – Butadiene –Styrene (ABS) polymers
include a large family of resins with excellent
chemical, mechanical and thermal properties [1].
These properties are influenced by the structure of
the polymer, which is formed during the grafting
reaction by emulsion polymerization process. In
the reaction, some styrene-acrylonitrile (SAN)
chains can be grafted onto the polybutadiene (PB)
backbone forming occlusions or clusters (internal
grating), which are dispersed in the PB matrix, and
others can be grafted around the PB matrix
(external grafting). In addition, SAN free chains are
formed and therefore, a shell of SAN surrounding
the PB matrix is formed.
The particle morphology is a crucial parameter for
producing high performance latexes, and grafting
of the SAN onto the PB is critical to achieve
effective dispersion and compatibility of both
phases. Therefore, the characterization of the
internal morphology and grafting properties can
help to determine and quantify the compatibility
between both phases.
In order to assess the internal morphology of the
ABS particle, a 3D reconstruction was carried out
using HAADF-STEM electron tomography (ET)
[2,3]. The micrographs obtained by ET allowed the
3D reconstruction of the whole particle, but it was
also analysed quantitatively by segmentation to
determine the volume fractions of each phase,
which were used to calculate the internal grafting
properties of the ABS latex.

Materials
Two ABS latexes, R1 and R2 were used in this
work. R1 latex has a monomodal particle dize
distribution (PSD) with an average around 120nm,
and R2 has a bidomal PSD with a mode centred
at 280 nm and the larger mode at around 400 nm.
For the particle morphology analysis, Osmium
Tetroxide (OsO4) vapour was used to stain the
polymer particles.
Particle Morphology Characterization by HAADFSTEM tomography.
The latex samples analysed by Tomography were
first dialyzed to remove adsorbed species in the
surface of the particles. Then, the polymer latex
was dried in the grids and stained with OsO4 for
one hour. The sample was characterized by
HAADF-STEM electron tomography technique
using Titan 60-300 electron microscope (FEI
Company, Netherlands) operated at acceleration
voltage of 300 kV. Tilt series were acquired
automatically at angles between -70 ° and +70 °
at 2 ° tilt step. Images were taken with a FEI
Tomography 4.0 software in automatic mode.
Grafting Properties determination by HAADFSTEM tomography.
The characterization of the internal grafting
properties involves the determination of the
internal degree of grafting (GD), shown in Eq (1)
and internal grafting efficiency (GE), shown in Eq
(2).
% =

462

· 100

(1)

% =

ℎ

· 100

Grafting Properties determination by HAADFSTEM tomography.
Carrying out the segmentation of the micrographs,
the volume fractions of each phase were
calculated. Using these volumes and applying the
equations mentioned in the experimental section,
the internal GD and GE of each particle were
calculated. The results are shown in Table 1. In
addition, the total GD and GE of both latexes, R1
and R2, measured macroscopically by extraction
using Ultracentrifuge and NMR spectroscopy were
added in Table 1.

(2)

Results and Discussion
Particle Morphology Characterization by HAADFSTEM tomography.
The stained samples were analysed in HAADFSTEM mode in which the PB phase stained with
OsO4 will be visualized bright and the SAN phases
(shell and clusters) dark. Figure 4 presents the 3DSTEM tomographic image at position OZ = 124 of
the particle, where the OZ axis coincides with the
direction of the electron beam, and the OY axis is
the tilting axis. The images clearly show that SAN
copolymer is in the shell and dispersed in small
nano domains in the PB matrix. On the other hand,
with AVIZO software, the segmentations of these
micrographs were made in order to obtain the 3D
reconstruction of the whole particle, shown also in
Figure 4. The particle size could be easily retrieved
from this micrographs, resulting in 128 nm, 277 nm
and 422 nm for R1, R2-S (small population) and
R2-L (large population) polymer particles,
respectively.

Table 1. Internal GD and GE obtained by HAADF-STEM
tomography and total GD and GE obtained by NMR of a)
R1, b) R2-S and c) R2-L polymer particles.

HAADF-STEM

NMR

GDinternal

GEinternal

GDtotal

GEtotal

3.5
4.0

3.1
4.9

60.1

63.2

3.2

6.2

44.8

63.3

R1
R2-S
R2-L

In general terms, these results indicate that the
internal grafting of both latexes, R1 and R2,
constitutes a very small fraction of the total grafting
of the polymer. Therefore, it can be concluded that
there are many more SAN chains grafted around
the matrix of the PB (external grafting), than the
SAN chains grafted in the form of clusters (internal
grafting). On the other hand, it can be observed
that the larger the size of the polymer particle, the
greater the internal GE, which means that as the
particle size increases, the amount of SAN
clusters inside the particle increases. However, no
conclusive relation can be withdrawn between the
internal GD and the particle size of the latex.

a) R1

b) R2S2
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based on monomers) to provide colloidal
stability. For the sake of comparison, a
reference latex was synthesized, using 2% of
SDS conventional surfactant.

Introduction
High solid content waterborne polymer
dispersions are usually produced by
emulsion polymerization using surfactants.
During polymer film formation from the
dispersions, migration of the surfactants
towards the film surfaces occurs, which
affects negatively the performance and the
environment1. Incorporation of charged
moieties to the polymer backbone by
copolymerizing minor amounts of ionic
monomers with the main monomers has
shown to be a good strategy to produce
emulsifier-free latexes2 with excellent
colloidal stability and improved performance.
In this work using this strategy, zwitterionic
monomers were selected to provide stability
to the polymer dispersion. It was expected
that ZM will impart not only colloidal stability,
but as well novel properties and widen the
application possibilities.3 For that aim,
zwitterionic monomer 2-(Methacryloyloxy)
ethyl] dimethyl-(3-sulfopropyl) ammonium
hydroxide (DMAPS) was copolymerized with
methyl methacrylate (MMA) and n-butyl
acrylate (BA) by surfactant-free emulsion
polymerization. The performance of the
produced latexes is studied for coating
applications and compared with a latex
stabilized conventionally.

Result and discussion
The characteristics of the portfolio of
emulsifier-free latexes are presented in Table
1. High monomer conversion was achieved in
all cases. In accordance to the quantity of
coagulum obtained, it may be concluded that
2% of DMAPS is optimal amount. Lower
concentration is not sufficient to provide
stability, whereas at high contents, likely the
important quantity of water-soluble oligomers
are created that affect negatively the stability.
Table 1. Characteristics of the latexes

DMAPS
(%)

Xt
(%)

Coag.
(%)

Dp
(nm)

(g/mol)

0

100

0

243

172,591

0.5

82.3

32

347

191,322

1

100

1.7

280

166,183

2

100

1

275

151,784

3

100

5.5

265

184,737

5

86.1

14.1

237

287,936

Experimental
A seed synthesized by batch emulsion
polymerization of MMA and BA was used to
produce the surfactant-free 50% S.C.
MMA/BA (1:1) latexes by semi continuous
emulsion polymerization, in presence of
different amounts of DMAPS (0.5%- 5%

In all cases linear polymer were obtained,
except for 3% and 5% DMAPS, for which
10% and 31% insoluble fraction as obtained,
likely due to presence of high concentration
of ions in the chains.
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Figure 2. AFM phase image of 2% DMAPS film
cross-section, obtained from dialyzed latex
Figure 1. Tensile properties of 2% DMAPS polymers
and reference polymer

Conclusion remark: DMAPS zwitterionic
monomer, used in as low amount as 2% was
enough to allow emulsifier-free emulsion
polymerization synthesis of MMA/BA latex.
Moreover, it impart colloidal stability and
improved the mechanical properties of the
polymer film.

All latexes formed nice and transparent films,
in which no migration of stabilizing species
happened, because there was no difference
in the films’ water contact angles before and
after water rinsing. The polymer containing
2% DMAPS was studied further. In Fig. 1.
tensile behaviour of this film was compared
with reference polymer. Introduction of
DMAPS improve the mechanical properties
with respect to the reference latex. This effect
increased after latex dialysis, likely because
the water-soluble oligomers were removed.
It was thought that the hard polymer chains
reach in DMAPS, distributed around the
MMA/BA particles to provide stability, formed
a reinforcing network within the polymer film.
It was demonstrated by AFM study of the
polymer film cross-section area, shown in
Fig. 2. Darker honeycomb MMA/BA areas
surrounded by white structures, likely
DMAPS rich polymers may be observed.
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Introduction
of renewable and degradable TPEs have been
obtained (Figure 1). Isobornyl methacrylate has
been selected as a renewable building block to be
incorporated in the outer hard blocks to guarantee
the mechanical properties of the TPEs at high
temperature due to the high glass transition
temperature
of
the
corresponding
homopolymer.[5]

Thermoplastic elastomers (TPEs) are an exciting
class of polymers which show elastomeric
behaviour at low temperatures, like conventional
rubbers, and can be processed and recycled at
higher temperatures like thermoplastics. They
constitute an active field of research and have
found numerous applications in different fields as
wire insulation, footwear, soft-touch materials,
pressure sensitive adhesives, coatings, personal
care products and automotive sector.[1]
TPEs often comprise linear ABA triblock
copolymers with a soft middle block and hard
minority end blocks that phase-separate into hard
nanoscale domains, acting as a physically
crosslinked junctions dispersed in a soft matrix. In
a particular triblock system, the outer as well as
the middle block compositions influence
mechanical, rheological and degradation
behaviour which define the processing and service
temperature.[2] The most common TPEs triblock
ABA copolymers are polystyrene and polydienebased copolymers, such as polystyrene-bpolybutadiene-b-polystyrene (SBS).

Figure 1. Chemical structure of the ABA triblock
copolymers
Results and discussion
The polycarbonates have been obtained by
organocatalytic ring opening (co)polymerization
(ROP) of trimethylene carbonate (TMC) and its
functionalized derivative 3-benzyloxy substituted
TMC. Both cyclic carbonates are obtained from
glycerol, the cheaply available in large volumes
by-product of biodiesel production, and CO2. [6]
ROP
was
carried
out
using
1,8diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene (DBU) / N-N’bis(3,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl)thiourea (TU) as
organocatalyst system [7] and polycarbonate
hydroxyl end-groups have been modified using bromoisobutyryl imidazole to obtain several
macroinitiators. Finally, atom transfer radical
polymerization (ATRP) [8] has been used with
CuBr/PMDETA as a complex catalyst to
synthesize the hard blocks of the triblock
copolymers using isobornyl methacrylate.
Copolymers have been obtained in near
quantitative conversion with narrow molecular

One of the drawbacks of these materials is that
they are based on monomers which are obtained
from fossil resources and are not degradable. [3]
Renewable
environmentally
compatible
alternatives are very attractive and shifting
towards innovative sustainable solutions presents
enormous interest. [4] The aim of this work is the
development of new biodegradable and pHcleavable polycarbonate block copolymers from
renewable
resources.
Poly(isobornyl
methacrylate)-b-poly(trimethylene carbonate)-bpoly(isobornyl methacrylate) (PIBMA-PTMCPIBMA) ABA triblock copolymers as a new class
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weight distribution, well-defined molar mass and
high end group fidelity.
Other ATRP techniques have been investigated to
avoid high concentration Cu(I) in polymeric
materials in biological and microelectronic
applications. Among them, photoinduced ATRP
has emerged as a powerful method as it enables
not only to conduct the polymerization under more
environmentally benign conditions. We carried out
the metal-free photoinduced ATRP of FMA using
0.1 eq of 10-phenylphenothiazine (PTH) as the
organic photocatalyst under UV lamp and visible
LED light.[9]
The thermal and mechanical properties of the ABA
triblock copolymers have been investigated by
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC),
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and dynamical
mechanical properties (DMA).
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experiments yield valuable information on the
comonomer distribution, which is helpful for
understanding the molecular segregation during
crystallization [6].

Introduction
Since firstly synthesized by Natta and coworkers
[1], isotactic polypropylene (iPP) has gained huge
commercial success and wide application.
However, its intrinsic nonpolarity and the lack of
functionality limit some end-uses of iPP. In recent
years, in order to match newly desired properties,
developing novel functionalized iPP has drawn
increasing interest [2-3]. Benefitting from the
invention of efficient catalyst systems and
advanced polymerization techniques, it is possible
to introduce versatile polar functionality into the
polypropylene via the direct copolymerization with
secondary polar co-unit.

In this work, the SSA technique was used to
investigated the microstructure of Poly(propylene4-(7-Octen-1-yl)-N,
N-diphenylaniline).
Additionally,
we
performed
isothermal
crystallization experiments to a series of
copolymers with a wide range of compositions.
The results were fitted with the Avrami and the
Lauritzen and Hoffman crystallization theories.
Experimental
Materials
The neat polypropylene was purchased from
Aldrich with a trade name of 427861. The
copolymers were provided by Prof. Pan and their
synthesis was reported previously [4]

Based on previous works, Shang et al. [4] selected
a homogeneous nonmetallocene catalyst dimethyl
(pyridylamido)Hf(IV) complex, activated with
borate and AliBu3, to successfully copolymerize
propylene
with
4-(7-Octen-1-yl)-N,
Ndiphenylaniline. This novel copolymer exhibits
high thermal stability, outstanding toughness and
excellent optical performance. The crystallization
behaviour of the synthesized copolymers was not
studied in detail.

Table 1. The Characteristic Information of Copolymer Poly
(Propylene-4-(7-Octen-1-yl)-N,N-diphenylaniline (ODPA) )
and Homopolymer Polypropylene.

Sample
PP
OPDA1.1
OPDA1.8
OPDA4.4
OPDA5.6
OPDA6.8

The technique of Successive Self-Nucleation and
Annealing (SSA) is an effective way to thermally
fractionate polymers based on their molecular
segregation during crystallization and annealing
[5-6]. When a comonomer interrupts the linear
crystallizable sequences, the ideal conditions for
SSA thermal fractionation are met. Correct SSA

Incorp.
Mw
(mol %) (KDa)
0
34.0
1.1
59.0
1.8
55.1
4.4
48.3
5.6
41.7
6.8
39.7

D
3.5
3.6
1.7
2.4
3.0
2.1

Tm
Tc (ºC)
(ºC)
157.0 111.0
152.9 111.9
137.1 101.0
135.7 88.3
114.5 40.7
100.2 48.0

Differential Scanning Calorimetry Experiments
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crystallization temperature (Tc). The overall
crystallization rate decreases as OPDA is
incorporated even if not monotonically. For neat
PP, the Avrami index was approximately 3, which
can be interpreted as due to instantaneously
nucleated spherulites. However, it decreased to
values close to 2 in the cases with higher
comonomer incorporation, corresponding to
instantaneously nucleated axialites.

The differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
experiments were performed with a PerkinElmer
DSC 8000 connected to an Intracooler II as
cooling system in a flowing N2 atmosphere (20
mL/min). The self-nucleation and SSA protocols
can be found in ref. [6].
Results and Discussion
Thermal behaviour after SSA treatment
For comparison, the highest Ts,ideal of neat PP was
employed to fractionate all materials (i.e., 165 ºC).
Figure 1a shows the final DSC heating scans after
the applied SSA treatment. For neat PP and the
copolymer OPDA1.1, SSA mainly generates one
or two high temperature fractions, with some tiny
fractions at lower temperatures. However, for
copolymers with higher comonomer incorporation,
multiple melting peaks (a higher number of thermal
fractions) are clearly observed. The melting peaks
of the generated fractions shift to lower
temperatures as comonomer incorporation
increases. The differential area under such fusion
curves can be related to the proportion of lamellae
with different thickness melted within the
temperature interval considered. The ThomsonGibbs equation can be used to establish a
correlation between temperature and lamellar
thickness, as presented in Figure 1b. Obviously,
lamellar thickness decrease as OPDA
incorporation increases.

isok inetics

Figure 2. (a) Experimental overall half-crystallization rates
(1/τ50%), as a function of crystallization temperature. The
solid lines indicate the LH fits.
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Introduction
The polyurethane market is one of the most
important among the polymer industry,
being this family of polymer the sixth most
produced in the world1. Polyurethanes are
principally composed of a polyol and
isocyanates.2,3 Recently, the demand for
bio-based polyols has increased, and since it
is known that the extraction of fossil fuels
pollutes the environment and releases CO2,
it is very important to switch from fossil to
renewable sources, i.e. biomass, agricultural
residues or recycled compounds.4 In this
study, a number of bio-based diols were
explored as potential monomers for the
synthesis of new polyether polyols. The
monomers used were 1,6-hexanediol
(HDO), 1,4-cyclohexanedimethanol (CHDM),
1,5-pentanediol and diethylene glycol
(Figure 1)l. To this end, an acid-base
organocatalyst composed of a nonstoichiometric mixture of me thane sulfonic
acid (MSA) and Piridine was employed while
conditions such as temperature and catalyst
content were investigated. The reaction was
followed through 1H NMR spectroscopy.
The process was then optimised and scaled
up to a larger scale, using a 3L reactor.
Finally, the polymers obtained were
characterized by GPC, 1H NMR, C13 NMR,
TGA and DSC.

Figure 1: Biobased monomers employed in this study and
their possible bio-source

Experimental
1. Preparation of the catalyst mixture
The catalyst was prepared by mixing MSA
and pyridine at a molar ratio of base to acid
of (1:2) at 100 °C for 15 min until obtaining
a transparent and homogeneous solution.
2. Bulk self-condensation of diols using the
catalyst mixture
For the polymerisation of the monomers at
the laboratory scale, 0.05 eq. of previously
prepared catalyst was mixed with 10 g of
bio-based monomer in a 100 mL Schlenk
with a magnetic stirrer under vacuum (10-2
Pa). The sealed reaction was heated with a
silicon bath under different temperature
ramps from 100 to 180ºC.
For the scaling up of the polycondensation,
the reaction was performed in a pilot
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the ether formation. After 96 h, the
molecular weight of the obtained polyether
reaches 1800 g·mol1.

reactor of 3L in which 0.025eq. of the
previously prepared catalyst was mixed with
1kg of the bio-based monomer in the
reactor with mechanic stirrer under vacuum
(10-4 Pa). The reaction was performed with
the optimised temperature ramp of 110130-150°C, raising the temperature each
24h and controlling the polymerisation by
H1-NMR.

To finish, the conditions for the scale up of
the reactions from laboratory scale to a 3 L
batch reactor were optimized. The
temperature ramp was adapted, the
catalyst amount was reduced and the way
of monitoring the reaction was changed
from NMR spectroscopy to measurement of
the viscosity.

3. Purification of the polyether polyols
To purify the obtained polyether, water was
added to the crude at the end of the
reaction before centrifugated. The aqueous
phase containing the catalyst was
eliminated and the remaining polymeric
phase was dried under vacuum for 30 min
at 50°C.
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isotactic polymers with high molecular weight and
low polydispersity. Recently, in our group, we have
developed potassium-based catalysts which are
highly active in the ROP of lactide. Potassium
complexes present several advantages derived
from the abundance, non-toxicity and
biocompatibility of this metal.

Introduction
In the last few decades, the interest in replacing
traditional plastics is rising because of the pollution
produced by the large amount of plastic waste.
Bioplastics appear as an environmentally friendly
option because they can be originated from
renewable sources and they can also be
biodegradable.

Experimental
A potassium oximate was synthesized via the
reaction of the ligand precursor and an appropriate
potassium derivative. To this complex, 18-crown-6
ether was added to obtain the final complex. This
metallic complex was used as catalysts in the ROP
of L-lactide (Figure 2).

Poly-L-lactic acid (PLLA) is a well-known biobased
and biodegradable polymer that can be
synthesized from L-lactide (LLA), a cyclic diester
that can be produced form renewable feedstock,
by Ring-Opening Polymerization (ROP).
Furthermore, PLLA may exhibit advanced
properties such as piezoelectricity through a welldesigned synthesis followed by an adequate
mechanical processing leading to the alignment of
the dipoles present along the polymeric chain in
form of C=O bonds as is showed in Figure 1.
These piezoelectric materials represent a greener
alternative in the field of smart energy as flexible
smart devices.

Figure 2. LLA polymerization catalyzed by potassium
oximate.

The polymerization studies were performed in the
presence or absence of co-initiator. Different
monomer to catalysts ratios were also explored.
All the polymerizations were performed at room
temperature and using toluene as solvent. The
conversion of the polymerization was calculated
by Proton Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (1H NMR)
at different times.

Figure 1. Processing of PLLA polymers.

In order to prepare this kind of polymers, a good
control of the polymerization ROP process is
needed. Metallic complexes can exert a high
stereocontrol over the polymerization to give
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From Table 2, it is easy to notice that increasing
the amount of monomer used in the synthesis, a
higher initial degradation (T5%) and maximum
degradation (Tmax) temperatures were observed
by TGA.

Finally, the resulting PLLA polymers were purified
with dichloromethane/n-hexane and characterized
by 1H NMR, Gel Permeation Chromatography
(GPC) and Mass Spectroscopy (MS). Besides,
their thermal properties were characterized by
Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) and
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC).

From what was observed in the DSC experiment
in Figure 3, PLLA100 exhibited a typical curve of
amorphous polymer while the other three samples
were semicrystalline polymers, highlighting the
crystallinity degree (Xc) of PLLA200. Furthermore,
the glass transition (Tg) and the melting (Tm)
temperatures of the samples were not far off from
the commercial PLLA ones (Tg≈60ºC, Tm≈180ºC).

Results and Discussion
In this work, the influence of the use of crown
ethers as ligands have been explored to tune the
coordination sphere of the catalyst and to achieve
a better control of the ROP of L-lactide. For this
purpose, a potassium oximate derivative bearing
18-crown-6 ether have been synthetized.
Moreover, the influence of the addition BnOH as
co-initiator on the molecular weight and
polydispersity of the polymers have been
investigated.

Table 2. TGA and DSC results.

Ent.
4 (PLLA100)
5 (PLLA200)
6 (PLLA400)
7 (PLLA1000)

The polymerization process was very fast and a
high degree of polymerization was achieved within
minutes (Table 1). The polydispersity values are
moderate to high and a better control of the
polymerization was achieved in the presence of
BnOH.

T5%
(°C)
219
233
270
278

Tmax
(°C)
290
290
313
339

Tg
(°C)
48
54
53
52

Tm
(°C)
160
155
156

Χc
(%)
53
1
6

Remarkably, for the catalysts to monomer ratio
1:1000, high molecular weight was obtained in a
few minutes. This being an important point to
highlight since they showed a molecular weight
high enough to be processed by electrospinning
and thus reaching the goal of producing
piezoelectric polymers.
Figure 3. Example of DSC second heating scans.

Table 1. L-lactide (LLA) polymerization conditions.

Ent.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

[LLA]:[Cat] Conv.
Mn exp.
t (min)
Ð
:[BnOH]
(%)
(Da)
1:100:5
100
1
1603
1,94

1:200:5
1:400:5
1:100:0
1:200:0
1:400:0
1:1000:0

100
33
100
100
85
42

1
1
2
2
2
64

4785
3032
20347
43527
37224
108880
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Table 2 showed the results of the characterization
by DSC and TGA of the polymers which presented
the higher molecular weight, enter 4-7 in Table 1.
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(DMPA) as catalyst, and a lamp UV-365 nm 80
mW/cm2.

Introduction

Results and Discussion

The use of polymers in many areas is well known,
so the production of waste grows every day, as
well as the studies of depolymerization processes
(1). The application of automated techniques
could allow a greater control of the waste and a
better use of the same in the industry.
Reactions in flow systems allow a very good
control of conditions to prepare polymers with
different properties obtained by changes in flows
and times in reactors, obtaining controlled
polymers (2).
In this way, the use of an automated method in
polymerization flow reactions controls several
characteristics (3). Polymers obtained by flow
reactions can be used in drug delivery depending
on the initiator and molecular weight of the
materials (4).

The reaction was optimized by batch conditions
and tested in a continuous flow system (Figure1).
The results showed that comparable conditions
were obtained in both systems using TBD 5% as
catalyst with benzyl alcohol and mPEG5000 as
initiators. Different conditions in flow rates were
studied to obtain diverse molecular weights of
polymers (6,4 kDa – 36 kDa), it was confirmed by
H-RMN spectra.
The total conversions in flow system were near of
70 %, which it was related with equilibrium
between
polymerization-depolymerization
reactions of monomer AOMEC.
Using this system allows different polymers to be
prepared in a few minutes with much less work in
laboratory from the same initial mixture, which can
facilitate work in places with fewer resources.
In order to determine to improve the properties of
the polymers to be used in delivery systems,
functionalization was carried out by click reactions,
which could allow better conditions for the drugs
that can be used in the future.

Experimental Methods
The reaction between the monomer 2allyloxymethyl-2-ethyl-trimethylene carbonate
(AOMEC), methyl polyethylene glycol (Mn 5000)
(mPEG5000), (Mn 2000) (mPEG2000) or benzyl
alcohol was investigated in Acetonitrile, using
1,5,7-triazabicyclo [4.4.0] dec-5-ene (TBD) as
catalyst in a flow system with two independent
pumps.
Polymers obtained were functionalized in batch
with thiol compounds (Benzyl thiol, 3mercaptopropionic acid or 6-mercapto-1-hexanol),
using 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenyl acetophenone
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Fig1: Flow system used for polymer synthesis
Concluding Remarks
This work showed the ease of polycarbonate
(polyAOMEC) synthesis in flow systems by
obtaining relatively high conversions (∼70%) and
molecular weights for this type of reaction. In this
way, it was possible to demonstrate that an
automated flow system allows the preparation of a
wide variety of polymers with different molecular
weights from the same initial mixture of reagents
only by varying the flows that reach the reactor.
References
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Preparation of hydrogels
Stock solutions of 2% w/v of ιC, 1% w/v of κC/LB
and 1% w/v of gelatin were prepared. The amount
of graphene necessary to obtain a concentration
of 0.5% w/v (ιC+GR-0.5%) was added to the iC
solutions. Subsequently, the ιC+GR were applied
ultrasound for 10 min to avoid agglomerations and
to improve dispersion, keeping the vial with
sample inside a water/ice bath to avoid
temperature increases. 0.5 M KCl and 0.5 M CaCl2
were added to each solution to promote gelation
of the carrageenan-based injectable hydrogels.

Introduction
Hydrogels as injectable composites in
pharmaceutical and/or biomedical applications,
have become an important focus of study due to
the attractive characteristics they have and their
close resemblance to the extracellular matrix [1],
e.g., acting as a physical barrier, fluid absorbent,
biocompatibility and the ability to provide
scaffolding [2-3]. The objective of this study was
the development of a new injectable hybrid
hydrogel using physically crosslinked natural
biopolymers and green graphene for tissue repair.
Kappa and iota carrageenan, locust bean gum,
gelatin and graphene obtained from plant biomass
were used for its preparation. The swelling
behaviour, biocompatibility and mechanical
properties of the prepared hydrogel were
evaluated to assess its potential for tissue repair.

Table 1. Composition of the hydrogels.
Sample Code Volume iC (mL) Volume iC/GR (mL)

Experimental

HI

3

0

HI+GR(2-1)
HI+GR(1-2)

2
1

1
2

HI+GR(0-3)

0

3

Results and Discussion

Materials
The kappa carrageenan (κC), iota carrageenan
(ιC) and locust bean gum (LB) were kindly
provided by Ceamsa. Gelatin (G) was obtained
from DifcoTM. Potassium chloride and calcium
chloride were of analytical grade and purchased
from Scharlau. The green graphene powder (GR)
was kindly supplier by GreenTech.

Swelling behaviour
The swelling ratio of hydrogels was investigated,
and the results indicated that the varying the
replaced volume of ιC by ιC+GR (2-1→1-2→0-3),
the water absorption decreases as the volume of
of ιC replaced by ιC+GR increases, i.e., the higher
the amount of graphene in the hydrogel, the lower
its water absorption capacity. Regardless of the
initial concentration of the hydrogel absorbing the
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favourably to RGD include fibroblasts, endothelial
cells, smooth muscle cells, osteoblasts and
chondrocytes [4]. Thus, the addition of gelatin
promotes the cell attachment which is relevant for
the tissue repairing. Therefore, the results indicate
that these injectable hydrogels can support cell
survival and promoting cell adhesion.

most water was HI+GR/2-1 and the lowest water
absorption was HI+GR/0-3, Fig. 1.

24h

48h

HI

Figure 1. Swelling behaviour of freeze-dried hydrogels.

HI+GR(2-1)

Injectability of the hydrogels
The injectability of the hydrogels (HI and HI+GR)
was visually assessed by applying manual shear
force with a syringe needle, Fig.2. It was observed
that upon application of shear force, all prepared
hydrogels flowed through the syringe needle. With
this result, it can be indicated that hydrogels
(HI+GR) may be potential candidates for
applications requiring localized injectivity [3].

Fig. 3 Fluorescence microscopy images obtained after
24/48 h to visualize live/dead staining of 3T3-L1 fibroblasts
cultured into HI and HI+GR(2-1) hydrogels.
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Introduction
The photocurrent generation in hybrid organicaqueous electrolyte devices is coupled to the
reduction of oxygen and/or hydrogen at the hybrid
interface [1,2]. However, the exact physical
mechanisms leading to exciton dissociation and,
thus, to the generation of a measurable
photocurrent are ambiguous so far. In literature,
different hypotheses have been proposed so far
[3,4].
In the scope of this study, we apply our in-house
kinetic Monte-Carlo (kMC) framework [5] to
investigate the influence of different possible
exciton separation processes on photocurrent
generation. We propose five different dissociation
mechanisms and evaluate to what extent they
contribute to a measurable photocurrent.
Furthermore, we discuss the role of illumination
direction and redox rate with respect to exciton
separation statistics and photocurrent generation.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of a simplified organicliquid interface device. The structure is either illuminated
from the ITO (front) or electrolyte side (reverse).

corresponding rate equations. Here, we just briefly
summarize the five implemented exciton
dissociation mechanisms: (1) separation within the
bulk semiconductor; (2) separation mediated by
water-induced interface polarization as suggested
in Ref. [6]; (3) contact-mediated separation; (4)
oxygen trap-mediated separation and (5) particlemediated separation (e.g. via dissolved oxygen) at
the hybrid interface.

Methods
The typical experimental three-electrode
configuration is reduced to a slab device in which
an organic material (P3HT) and the interface area
of the electrolyte (NaCl) are stacked between the
ITO working electrode and the bulk electrolyte, see
Figure 1. The kMC model describes all physical
processes by

Results and Discussion
In the present study, we simulated 5000 exciton
generation events from which approximately 80%
result in subsequent decay. The remaining 20%
are separated into free charges. Figure 2
illustrates the influence of illumination direction
and redox rate on the relative event frequencies of
the different exciton dissociation mechanisms.
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enables an efficient reduction of dissolved oxygen
at the hybrid interface. Simultaneously, the
transport of holes generated by interface
polarization induced dissociation is facilitated by
the higher hole mobility in P3HT.
Acknowledgement
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Figure 2. Statistics of different exciton separation
mechanisms as function of the redox rate for front and
reverse illumination.

The particle-mediated separation mechanism
does not occur at all due the low concentration of
dissolved oxygen. Instead, the mechanism is
outperformed by the considerably more efficient
interface polarization separation process. The
influence of illumination direction is apparent as
the prevailing interface dissociation mechanism is
determined by the interface that coincides with the
illumination direction: For front illumination, 50% of
the dissociation events are contact-related
whereas for reverse illumination 40% of the
dissociation events are related to the interface
polarization mechanism. In contrast to the
interface-related dissociation mechanisms bulk
separation is independent of the illumination
direction which can be rationalized by the
approximately identical generation rate profiles for
front and reverse illumination. Trap-mediated
dissociation is also independent of the illumination
direction due to random distribution of oxygen trap
states.
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With respect to photocurrent generation, we
obtained a negative current density corresponding
to a net hole current over the working electrode
which is consistent with experiments [6]. We found
that the observed current density can be traced
back exclusively to charge carriers generated by
the interface polarization mediated dissociation
mechanism which is linked to a downshift in
HOMO/LUMO level at the polymer-electrolyte
interface. Thus, electrons are strongly localized in
the outermost layer of P3HT. This configuration
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potentially offering multi-responsiveness to
various stimuli to photonic materials for a large
variety of applications but there is a long way to
go before their potential can be fully realized. A
way to achieve dynamic properties is by
combining photonic structures with stimuliresponsive polymeric materials. Among them, the
most suited candidate materials are hydrogels,
i.e. three-dimensional polymer networks that can
change their properties in response to external
stimuli.[6]
In this study, the challenge relies on building a
dynamic polymeric system with infrared response
by incorporating photonically influenced particles
into the polymeric matrix for future application in
smart textiles.

Introduction
The strategy to manage the thermal comfort of
the human body indoors is based on the
installation of heating, ventilation and air
conditioning (HVAC) systems. This type of
system leads to considerable energy waste and
contributes significantly to the energy crisis and
global warming. [1] Energy wasted to maintain
thermal comfort in the empty space of the entire
building can be saved by heating or controlling
the immediate environment around the human
body. Therefore, the control of the microclimate
created between the skin and the textile could
mitigate the energy demand by the HVAC
systems. [2] Energy in the form of heat is
transferred from the human body through
different transmission ways: by conduction (5%),
by convection (15%), by evaporation (20%) and
by radiation mainly by infrared radiation which
concern more than 60%. [2] One of the strategies
to achieve thermo-physiological comfort is
inspired by the concept of photonic structures,
which are materials with a periodic refractive
index.[4] Among the materials with versatile
optical properties silica particles stand out well by
its refractive index depending on the length of the
incident wavelength, with its maximum value
close to η = 2.87 at 9.7 and 23.3 µm. SiO2 is
therefore a material with a broad refractive index,
which is widely used in optical coatings operating
from ultraviolet (UV) to near infrared (NIR).[5]
Many strategies are currently being employed to

Experimental
Thermosensitive
P(NIPAM‐co‐AA)-based
hydrogel composites were synthesized by free
radical photo-polymerization using MBA as
crosslinker and TPO as initiator in the presence
of submicron-sized silica particles. The effect of
the particles on the physicochemical properties,
LCST value and mainly their influence on the
reflection of infrared radiation. Subsequently, the
designed system was applied as a coating for
commercial textiles by dip-coating. The
composite hydrogels and the coated fabrics were
characterised by DSC, SEM, FT-IR.
Results and Discussion
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coated fabrics with P(nipam-co-AA)/SiO2 doubled
the percentage of reflected radiation emitted by
the human body in the range 5-15µm from 12%
to 25% (Figure 2). Work is in progress to adjust
all parameters influencing the coating process.

Figure 1. Effect of the amount of SiO2 particles P(NIPAMco-AA): Reflection (%) of the infrared radiation emitted by
the human body at 34°C between 5-15 µm

Hydrogel composites were prepared in such a
way that they exhibit a controlled modulation of
the reflection of infrared radiation in the mid-far
infrared range (i.e. 5-15µm) by the addition of
SiO2 particles. The effect of the amount of
particles on the physicochemical properties of the
composite hydrogel was investigated. The
incorporation of SiO2 particles in the formulation
does not noticeably modify the physicochemical
properties of the P(NIPAM-co-AA) polymeric
network. The addition of SiO2 within the
thermosensitive cross-linked network affects the
infrared reflection in the range of 5-15 µm [7] . In
order to quantify this effect against the infrared
radiation emitted by the human body, we
investigated it in function of SiO2 loading. The
reflection of infrared radiation as a function of
%wt SiO2 increases initially, reaching its
maximum value of 20% reflection of infrared
radiation emitted by the human body in the range
5-15µm at 20%wt SiO2 (Figure 1). Subsequently,
this reflection percentage decreases with
increasing SiO2 concentration due to the
formation of clusters. According to Bragg's law
[8], they directly influence the reflection of
radiation at the bulk level. The synthesis of the
composite hydrogels was successful and the
formulation was then used as a coating of
commercial PA-6,6 textiles by dip-coating. The
dip-coating process increases the reflection of
infrared radiation from the textile material. As a
first parameter of the coating process, the effect
of the dip-coating time was analyzed. PA-6,6

Figure 2. Dip-coating time effect. Reflection (%) of the
infrared radiation emitted by the human body at 34°C
between 5-15 µm of coated fabrics by P(NIPAM-co-AA)/SiO2
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disciplines. Its applied research center, located in
the city of Berisso, about 60 km from Buenos
Aires, is considered state-of-the-art and wellequipped to serve the industry throughout the
region.
As CONICET is an active shareholder, the
company is continually associated with highlyrecognized national and international research
groups and institutes, entrepreneurs, SMEs and
R&D centers of global companies. Y-TEC has an
open innovation model that enhances and favors
its relationship with technology partners and
complements capacities.
Y-TEC works with technological transfer models
for multiple scenarios. It licenses its technologies
with development plans adapted for specific
market scenarios with a focus on value capture.
Likewise, it provides highly specialized
technology services for the whole industry
through unique service platforms that give
solutions and maintain flexibility and absolute
confidentiality.
Y-TEC has currently 265 employees, 47
laboratories, 12 pilot plants, and over 1,000 units
of equipment in operation. since its creation, it
has patented 33 new technologies, launched
more than 10 technologies in the market, and
entered into over 100 cooperation agreements
with local and international scientific systems and
private companies.
Y-TEC has a current portfolio of more than 50
R&D projects, 12 of which involve the
development of polymeric materials. Polymer
science, from design, synthesis, characterization,
and performance to specific applications

Y-TEC is the most important Research and
Development (R&D) company for the energy
industry in Argentina in spite of its youth. It was
created in 2013 and the shareholding is made up
of 51% by YPF and 49% by CONICET. It
combines the operative experience of YPF and
the scientific capital of the National Council of
Scientific and Technical Research (CONICET).
With an innovative model, unique in the region,
the combination of YPF, the largest energy
company in the country with CONICET, the
primary local institution responsible for the
promotion of science and technology, Y-TEC is
an Innovation company and acts as a bridge
between the scientific and productive sectors.
The main objective of Y-TEC is applied Research
and Development (R&D). It is focused on solving
strategic problems and giving industry
opportunities, related to the execution of highimpact projects. Y-TEC generates and applies
knowledge and offers new technologies and
solutions to the market.
Y-TEC points at today and tomorrow’s energies:
non-conventional energies (Vaca Muerta), mature
fields, renewable energies, generating solutions
for achieving sustainable industry operations.
The company is committed to the country growth
by promoting competitiveness and development
of the energy sector, thus contributing to the
consolidation of a local technological-productive
sector framework, and enhancing specialized
human resources. Y-TEC counts on professional
resources with high technical skills and works in
multidisciplinary teams supported by technical
staff and researchers with expertise in key
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occupies a prominent position in the company.
The generation of high-impact collaborations,
both in the country and abroad, has a central
place for the local and regional productive
development that Y-TEC keeps in agenda for the
next years.
The 12 polymer projects which are now being
developed at Y-TEC aim to:
- develop new additives for unconventional
recovery whose innovative chemistry makes it
more efficient and friendly to the environment
than those currently in use. One of these new
technologies has already been tested and
validated. Massification is currently taking place.
- development of polymers for enhanced oil
recovery in mature conventional wells. There are
two ongoing projects related to the design and
synthesis of polymers to be used in
exceedingly hostile
conditions of
high
temperatures, high pressures, and high H2S.
- use nanometric inorganic systems stabilized
with polymer brushes in oil and gas wells under
hostile conditions.
- use polymeric materials with high mechanical
resistance for drilling operations.
- Hydrophilic tracers stable at harsh conditions
and with capacity of tracing a great number of
layers or wells with bullheading early detection.
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Small-Angle X-Ray Scattering (SAXS)
SAXS measurements were performed at the
BL11 beamline of the Alba synchrotron
(Barcelona, Spain). The observed q range was
4.24×10-3Å-1 ≤ q ≤ 3.52 Å-1. Analysis and fitting
were performed with ATSAS and GNOM software.
UV-Visible Spectroscopy (UV-Vis)
UV-Vis measurements were performed on a
JASCO V-630 instrument at RT with 1.0 cm quartz
cuvettes at 353 nm. Matrix matched calibration
curves were built using a minimum of five standard
solutions in water and a corresponding matrix at
100 µg/ml of final concentration.
MTS Assay
Cell viability was determined by Colorimetric
CellTiter 96® AQueous Non-Radioactive Cell
Proliferation Assay following the manufacture's
protocol (Promega). A cell suspension was
seeded in a 96-well plate at 7,500 cells/cm2 and
incubated for 24 h, followed by the addition of
tested compounds. After 72 hrs the cells were
incubated for 3 h with a mixture of MTS and PMS
(ratio 20:1) and measured directly at 490 nm on
Wallac 1420 Workstation (PerkinElmer).

Introduction
A range of studies has provided evidence for
synthetic polypeptides as an efficient therapeutic
platform for drug conjugation and the delivery of
anticancer drugs or imaging modalities [1]. This
strategy's benefits include increased drug
solubilization, extended systemic circulation, and
the allowance for straightforward surface
modification for active targeting. Recent advances
in NCA-ring opening polymerization (ROP) has
allowed the robust and scalable manufacturing of
polyglutamates (PGA) with variable length and
narrow polydispersity (PDI) [2,3]. Stimuliresponsive linkers allow for the controlled release
of drugs from conjugates, and redox responsive
linkers have shown promise when targeting
mammalian cells/cell compartments characterized
by a highly reductive environment [4]. Our recent
research has focused on treating pediatric
glioblastoma via the development of a CDK4/6
inhibitor conjugated to PGA through a rationally
designed linker that permits sustained release in
the brain.
Experimental Methods
Circular Dichroism (CD)
Spectra were measured in 1 cm quartz cuvette
at RT with a J-1500 spectrometer (JASCO
Corporation) with a constant N2 flow of 2.7 L/min.
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) NMR
measurements were performed on Bruker 300
UltrashieldTM at RT. Spectra were processed and
analyzed using TopSpin software.

Results and Discussion
We generated two PGA-based carriers with
differing architectures (star and linear) by NCAROP using N,N',N"-tris(2-aminoethyl) benzene1,3,5-tricarboxamide and n-butylamine as
initiators. All synthesized polymers displayed a
narrow PDI of < 1.10.
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results can visualize the differences between GBM
and DIPG7 cell lines: the amount of cells in G1/G0
phase (a growth/resting phase - non-dividing
state) for DIPG7 was 68% and GBM - 53% for both
control cells and treated with naked carriers,
demonstrating the higher proliferative status of
GBM cell line. We could not observe a significant
difference between the conjugates with higher and
lower drug loading due to the limitation of the
technique, however all tested conjugates were
highly active to cease a cell cycle (more than 90%
of cells remained in G1/G0 phase for DIPG7 and
around 67% for GBM cell line).
Furthermore, DIPG cell line possess greater
intracellular glutathione levels (indicative of a
highly reductive environment) compared to GBM
cells, which could prompt more significant linker
cleavage, drug release, and therapeutic output.
Therefore, we may consider GSH levels as a
biomarker to select patients that would respond to
our treatment strategy.

We conjugated a selected CDK4/6 inhibitor via
a carbamate bond with a self-immolative redox
responsive linker. After adequate purification
steps, we obtained a family of PGA-based CDK4/6
inhibitor conjugates with a total drug loading (2 to
15%w/w) and a free drug content < 2%w/w. Kinetics
studies confirmed linker responsiveness - we
obtained 60% of drug release with 5mM DTT
(intracellular conditions) in 24 hrs and less than
3% with 10µM DTT (extracellular conditions).
Interestingly, for the conjugates with 15%w/w
drug loading at 6 h the amount of released drug
was below 35%, when the conjugates with lower
drug loading had more than 50% of drug already
released. This lower drug release, can be due to
the more compact and organized structure of
conjugates with higher drug loading, that we
confirmed with CD experiments. The star PGA
conjugate demonstrated a transition in the
secondary structure from random coil to α-helix
upon increasing drug loading; however, linear
PGAs displayed random coils at all drug loading
levels. To elaborate this finding, we performed a
series of SAXS experiments that confirmed the
conformational change for the conjugates with the
highest drug loading, demonstrating the welldefined isosbestic point on the SAXS profile that
can be assigned to a highly organized sphericallike structure (core-shell micelles). Kratky plot
analysis revealed a dominant peak in the middleq region of the graph that indicates changes in
molecular conformation and the presence of a
more organized structure.
We next evaluated our conjugates' biological
activity in patient-derived cell glioblastoma (GBM)
and diffuse intrinsic pontine glioma (DIPG) cell
lines. The results demonstrated lower cytotoxicity
of PGA conjugates compare to free drug due to the
differential internalization mechanisms (diffusion
for free drugs and endocytosis for PGA
conjugates), both PGA conjugates exhibited lower
cytotoxicity than the free form of the CDK4/6
inhibitor. Notably, observed differences in DIPG
cell viability in response to PGA conjugates with
different loading confirmed our previous findings
that drug loading influences conjugate solution
conformation and, therefore, drug bioavailability
over time.
Finally, we performed cell cycle studies to
explore the mechanism of action. The obtained

Concluding Remarks
We successfully synthesized a family of star
and linear PGA-CDK4/6 inhibitor conjugates with
a rationally designed linker that undergoes selfimmolation and cleavage in response to a
reductive environment. Our studies suggest that
drug loading affects conjugate solution
conformation and biological output in patientderived tumor cell lines.
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Introduction

Experimental Methods

Hydrogels are polymeric networks capable of
absorbing large amounts of water. Our
research group has developed a technology
that allows the production of thermosensitive
hydrogels based on vinylcaprolactam (VCL)
[1]. This thermal sensitivity refers to changes
in the behavior of the hydrogel as a function
of temperature. The thermal sensitivity of
these hydrogels is related to a transition
temperature called Volume Phase Transition
Temperature (VPTT), which separates two
different swelling states. Thermosensitive
hydrogels are suitable for culturing cells until
confluence at 37ºC (above the VPTT), and
can promote non-aggressive cell detachment
by simply lowering the temperature of the
medium. Interestingly, detachment can take
place in the form of an integral monolayer,
preserving cell-cell junctions and the
extracellular matrix.

The obtained hydrogels were copolymerized,
using vinylcaprolactam and vinylpyrrolidone,
by mass radical polymerization in a UV curing
chamber, Model CL-1000L. In these
copolymers a mixture of crosslinkers of
dimethacrylate and divinyl type was used.

In this work, we have prepared copolymeric
networks by photopolymerization with a more
hydrophilic vinyl lactam, vinylpyrrolidone
(VP), with the aim of increasing the VPTT in
a controlled way. We have evaluated the
properties of hydrogels, such as their
transparency, thermal sensitivity, and
cytocompatibility. In addition, we are
exploring the suitability of the formulations for
3D printing using stereolithography (SLA).

Cytocompatibility tests were performed by
sterilizing the hydrogels, then seeding C166
endothelial cells on them, transplantation of
these cells, and finally DNA analysis with the
Hoechst reagent.

The photocurable formulation was prepared
using hidroxycyclophenylketone (HCPK) as
the photoinitiator and heating to 40 °C. After
polymerization, hydrogels are swollen and
could be washed thoroughly with distilled
water and finally stored in ethanol/water
70/30 v/v and at 5ºC.
Thermal sensitivity tests were carried out in a
physiological medium. The variation of the
swelling of each each hydrogel with respect
to the temperature was analyzed by
gravimetry.

Results and Discussion
The copolymers were successfully formed by
incorporating VP into the mixture in different
compositions, from 0% to 85% molar VP in
relation to the VCL. Through the thermal
sensitivity tests, we were able to observe that
when we increase the molar ratio of VP in the
mixture, higher values of VPTT are achieved,
from 32ºC in the control hydrogels to values
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In addition, the transparency of the hydrogels
could be modulated by adjusting the
formulation parameters, because it depends
on the composition on the mixture of lactams,
composition of the crosslinkers and
temperature. Furthermore, preliminary SLA
3D printing tests have shown that printable
formulations can be made, which will further
expand the potential applications of these
hydrogels.

close to 100ºC in the hydrogels with 85
molar% VP composition, as shown in Figure
1.
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Figure 1. Thermal sensitivity test of different samples
of VCL-VP copolymers. Swelling is defined as (wt T –
dry wt) / dry wt.

Figure 2 shows the swelling behavior of the
different samples with varying molar% VP, for
three representative temperatures. A clear
influence of the composition can be
appreciated in the different swelling curves
(for a higher amount of VP, a higher swelling
its obtained). In any case, it is noteworthy that
all systems are thermally sensitive.
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Figure 2. Swelling test at different temperatures, for
VCL-VP copolymer at 5, 37 and 65ºC.
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Introduction

The incorporation of thermoresponsive moieties in
amphiphilic block copolymers allows the
preparation of smart nanoparticles in water media
that have been used for different purposes such as
nanocarriers for controlled drug delivery [7].
However, most of them are based on vinylic
polymers, which are non-biodegradable or turn
into toxic compound in vivo, not being suitable to
biomedical
applications.
Therefore,
the
preparation of degradable and biocompatible
thermoresponsive nanocarriers is desired [8].
Herein, we report the synthesis of new
thermoresponsive amphiphilic block copolymers
based on a hydrophilic monomethyl poly(ethylene
glycol) (PEG) block and a degradable
polycarbonate block derived from 2,2bis(hydroxymethyl)propionic acid (bis-MPA)
functionalized with pendant ureido units. Polymers
were able to form self-assemblies that swell when
temperature
was
increased.
Besides,
corresponding homopolycarbonates were also
prepared to initially evaluate their thermoresponse
in aqueous solution.

Thermoresponsive polymers suffer changes in
their physical and/or chemical properties, such as
solubility, due to small variations of temperature.
These polymers can be classified in two
categories according to their solubility in a medium
with respect to temperature: those featured with a
lower critical solution temperature (LCST), which
are soluble below a certain temperature, cloud
point (Tcp), but become insoluble above this
temperature, and those with an upper critical
solution temperature (UCST) that show the
opposite behaviour, are insoluble below Tcp and
soluble above it [1].
UCST polymers in aqueous solution are scarce in
the literature and their UCST behaviour is based
on either electrostatic interactions or hydrogen
bonding between polymeric chains [2]. For
physiological applications, nonionic UCST
polymers, which are entangled with hydrogen
bonds, are more reliable because they are less
sensitive to pH and ionic strength. Some
remarkable examples of nonionic UCST polymers
are
poly(N-acryloyl
glycinamide)
[3],
poly(acrylamide-co-acrylonitrile) [4] or ureido
functionalized polymers [5]. Among them, ureidobased polymers not only show sharp insolublesoluble phase transitions with small hysteresis, but
also the Tcp can be modulated in a wide
temperature range by the introduction of
hydrophobic groups in the polymeric chain [6]. All
these features make ureido groups good
candidate to develop new UCST polymers.

Results and Discussion
Homopolycarbonates and amphiphilic block
copolymers were obtained by ring opening
polymerization (ROP) of either allyl or propargyl
bis-MPA cyclic carbonates, using benzyl alcohol
or PEG 2000 g/mol as initiators, respectively.
Subsequently, the ureido groups were bound to
lateral allyl and propargyl functional groups by
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thiol-ene and thiol-yne chemistries, respectively
(Figure 1).

a)

b)

Figure 3. TEM image of PEG-b-P(MACU) a) and PEG-bP(MPCU) b)

Concluding Remarks
UCST thermoresponse of synthetised ureido
homopolycarbonates was found to be dependent
on the number of ureido groups on the
macromolecule for a given polymerization degree.
Moreover, nanocarriers sensitive to temperature
were formed from degradable amphiphilic block
copolymers.

Figure 1. Homopolycarbonates P(MACU) and P(MPCU)
and amphiphilic block copolymers PEG-b-P(MACU) and
PEG-b-P(MPCU) synthesised

Thermoresponsive behaviour in water of homoand block copolymers was studied by variable
temperature UV-VIS spectroscopy. It was
observed that homopolycarbonate P(MACU) was
not sensitive to temperature from 20 to 90ºC.
However, P(MPCU) with twice as many ureido
units, exhibited a UCST transition at high
temperature (Figure 2). The block copolymers
PEG-b-P(MACU) and PEG-b-P(MPCU) selfassembled into micelles in aqueous media at room
temperature (Figure 3). The size of micelles grew
upon heating as registered by dynamic light
scattering (DLS), what was related with swelling of
micelles when increasing temperature.
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Introduction

Results and Discussion

The rate of mortality in haemodialyzed patients
with hepatic failure is unacceptably and existing
treatments are expensive and not selective
towards bilirubin. To get this aim, an albumin
functionalized material should be developed since
albumin is responsible for the transport of bilirubin
in the organism. Several linkages between the
protein and the matrix can be carried out (covalent,
non-covalent and specific, non-specific) [1] being
the covalent [2] one the preferred to avoid the
possible release of albumin and even the removed
bilirubin.

First, some preliminary experiments were carried
out to determine the best conditions for the
suspension polymerization. A matrix based on
styrene and methyl methacrylate (P(St-co-MMA))
functionalized with glycidyl methacrylate (GMA)
was the first approach. Temperature was varied
between 60 and 85 ºC. The optimum temperature
was 80 ºC because lower temperatures cannot
assure the accurate activity of the initiator and
polymerization process and higher temperatures
resulted in physical problems due to the
evaporation of the monomers. In addition, it was
observed that higher temperatures also meant
higher contents in epoxide group, increasing the
possibility of linking BSA.

Experimental
To achieve the aim, polymeric particles based on
poly(styrene-co-methylmethacrylate)
or
poly(styrene-co-divinylbenzene) were synthesized
by suspension like polymerization. During the
reaction, several functional groups such as
hydroxyl (OH) and/or epoxide rings (ER) were
incorporated to the particles. Once the polymeric
particle was obtained, Bovine Serum Albumin
(BSA) was immobilized through the functional
group of the material directly or by a former
modification, and later used for the bilirubin
removal.

In the case of styrene and divinylbenzene (P(Stco-DVB)), the incorporation of GMA was
significantly reduced with a maximum value of
0.02 mmol epoxide / g particles, reducing the
capacity of BSA immobilization.
To avoid the swelling problems related to the P(Stco-MMA) matrix, some crosslinker were added
during the suspension polymerization. Table 1
shows the maximum immobilized BSA with and
without crosslinking.
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Table 1. Maximum BSA immobilized onto the polymeric
particles

Matrix
St-MMA-OH+ER
St-MMA-OH+ER
crosslinked

BSA immobilized
(mg BSA/ g particle)

2,5
4,2

According to Table 1, the crosslinking of the
particles and significantly affects the later amount
of immobilized protein.
Then, the ability of these particles to remove
bilirubin was checked. Preliminary experiments
were carried out in Phosphate Buffer Solution
(PBS) showing a bilirubin removal capacity about
3 mg bilirubin / g particles. Finally, the BSA
functionalized particles activity was tested in
plasma, demonstrating the key role of the protein
in the particle’s activity: no bilirubin was removed
from plasma in case of particles without BSA.
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uniform, simply and continuous fibres from
polymeric solutions y [3].

Introduction
Recently, materials for stimulating tissue
regeneration have been widely used due to the
limitations that exist as the lack of donors and the
low compatibility of organs with organ receivers.
These materials, known as scaffolds, are devices
developed by tissue engineering. These devices
have been made from polymeric biomaterials as
polycaprolactone (PCL). PCL is a synthetic,
biodegradable polyester with mechanical
properties to maintain its three-dimensional
structure. The disadvantages of PCL are low
biocompatible due to its hydrophobic nature and
slow biodegradability [1]. There are several
strategies to improve the PCL biocompatibility,
such as blending with a natural polymer or
nanoparticles incorporation. Natural polymers
have been widely used as a component of
scaffolds because they exhibit better biological
performance in cell proliferation and differentiation
[2]. Gelatin is highlighted among the natural
polymers due to its relatively easy availability and
low cost. It possesses similar biological properties
as collagen, a fundamental compound of the
extracellular matrix (ECM). One type of
nanoparticle that has been attracted in the
biomedical field is graphene oxide (GO). The GO
has a high Young's modulus, excellent flexibility,
and low cost, which effectively reinforces
nanocomposites. One of the strategies for
regeneration tissue has been obtained
micro/nanofibers that simulate the ECM by
electrosping method. Electrospinning produces

Moreover, it is currently the manufacturing method
that allows the production of membranes with
controllable fiber diameters and porosities. In the
design and manufacture of scaffolds, porosity is
one important criterion. The porosity that forms the
structure allows the diffusion of oxygen and
nutrients necessary for cell survival. The surface
fiber porosity could also allow excellent cell
adhesion, growth, and osseointegration of tissue
scaffolds [4]. The non-solvent induced phase
separation method (NIPS) is one mechanism to
form porosity on fibers. NIPS has been widely
used to produce porous membranes. This
research study the production of gelatin-coated
PCL/GO fibers with porous surface morphology
obtained by the NIPS mechanism and
electrospinning method.
Experimental
A 12.5% w/V solution of PCL in a solvent mixture
(90% CF and 10% DMSO) was prepared, stirred
during 24 hours, and filled into a 10 mL syringe
with a metal needle (20G). After, this solution was
fed into electrospinning. Electrospinning was
carried out at a flow rate of 2 mL/h, a voltage of 20
kV, 16 cm, and collected on a stainless-steel roller.
PCL/GO scaffolds were prepared by mixing the
GO (2% w/w) with PCL in the solvents (90% CF
and 10% DMSO). The solutions were sonicated for
2 hours; The electrospun scaffolds were immersed
in a 2.5% w/V solution of type B gelatin during 2
days to obtain the gelatin coating. The scaffolds
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were morphologically characterized by FE-SEM
images, mechanically by tensile test, and their
performance in hydroxyapatite crystal formation
on their surface was evaluated by bioactivity test.

phosphates due to the interaction between -COOanions and calcium cations. The anionic functional
groups of GO capture calcium cations, which
serve to nucleate hydroxyapatite crystals.

Results and Discussion

In conclusion, the gelatin coating combined with
the GO coating improves the biocompatibility and
bioactivity of the scaffolds; furthermore, the
presence of surface pores decreases the
biodegradation time of the PCL scaffolds.
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However, surface pores decreased Young's
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respectively, compared with non-porous scaffolds.
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Figure 2. SEM-EDX analysis of the behavior of the
nanocomposites to the bioactivity test. a) and b) for PCL/Gt
scaffolds and c) and d) for PCL/Gt/2%GO scaffolds

Figure 2 shows the results obtained in the
bioactivity test of the scaffolds. The presence of
hydroxyapatite was observed on the fibers'
surface after 28 days in SBF immersion. The
gelatine coating induced the nucleation of calcium
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Synthesis of Ac-dPG 8%: dPG (9 kDa) was predried (48 h at 75 °C under vacuum) and
subsequently dissolved in 20 mL of dry
dimethylformamide. The solution was cooled
down on the ice. Triethylamine (2 eq.) was added
to the flask followed by dropwise addition of
acryloyl chloride (1.5 eq.) under argon
atmosphere. The solution was overnight at room
temperature. Ac-dPG 8% was purified by dialysis
(MWCO= 1 kDa) in water for 2 days and stored at
4 °C. Acrylation degree was calculated by 1H NMR
(300 MHz, D2O).
Synthesis of NIPAM-co-MAA NGs: NGs were
synthesized according to previously reported
methodologies.1 In brief, 100 mg of the monomers
(dPG, NIPAM and MAA) and sodium dodecyl
sulfate (1.8 mg) were dissolved in 4 mL of Milli-Q
water.10, 15 and 20% of MAA was evaluated. The
reaction was purged with argon for 30 min and
then transferred to an oil bath at 70 °C. After 15
min, a solution of potassium persulfate (2 mg, 1
mL) was added to initiate the polymerization. The
reaction mixture was stirred for 4 h at 70 °C. The
NGs were purified for 3 days by dialysis against
water (MWCO 50 kDa). The product was
lyophilized and resuspended in PBS (6 or 7.4).

Introduction
Nanogels (NGs) are nano-sized cross-linked
polymer networks that can entrap a high amount
of water. Their inner network allows the
encapsulation of different cargos, which can be
released in response to different environmental
stimuli.1 Herein, we present the design of pHsensitive thermoresponsive NGs for potential
application in antimicrobial delivery. Infectious
diseases are a public health concern since the
overuse of antibiotics gave rise to drug-resistant
bacteria, which produces infections difficult to
eradicate.2 The infection environment exhibits a
rise in blood circulation that increases the local
temperature. In addition, the local pH decrease
due to the bacterial metabolism products.3
Therefore, we expect that the use of NGs that
release the antimicrobials only under infections
conditions could allow optimizing the antimicrobial
use, reducing the bacterial resistance
development. For this purpose, we synthesized Nisopropylacrylamide (NIPAM) copolymerized
methacrylic acid (MAA) NGs, using partially
acrylated dendritic polyglycerol (Ac-dPG) as
cross-linker.
NIPAM-based
NGs
are
thermoresponsive materials since undergo a
volume phase transition when is heated above a
specific temperature (Cloud point temperature;
TCP). Above TCP, NGs shrink allowing the release
of the cargo. The incorporation of the MAA
monomer enables NGs to undergo a volume
phase transition triggered by acidic conditions.

Results and Discussion
Table 1 shows the particle size and zeta potential
(ZP) of NIPAM-co-MAA NGs obtained. It can be
observed that monodispersed size distribution and
that the size increases as higher is MAA%. As was
expected, the ZP is more negative as MAA%
increases. TCP was obtained by measuring the
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normalized transmittance upon heating the
sample. Figure 1 shows that only NIPAM-co-MAA
20% did not show TCP below 48ºC at pH 7.4
(normal conditions), whereas the TCP were 36 ºC
at pH 6 (infection conditions). This result suggest
that NIPAM-co-20 MAA% may release a cargo
only under infection conditions (pH 6 and 38-39
ºC).3 In addition, NIPAM-co-MAA 20% were
investigated by AFM (Figure 2) showing spherical
morphology.
Table 1. Particle size, polydispersity index (PDI) and ZP of
NIPAM-co-MAA NGs
pH 7.4
PDI

ZP (mV)

Figure 2. AFM images of NIPAM-co-MAA20% NGs

NIPAM 100

Size
(nm)
125.3

0.16

-1.27

NIPAM-co-MAA 10%

147.2

0.28

-8.92

NIPAM-co-MAA 15%

143.7

0.15

-10.94

NIPAM-co-MAA 20%

132.5

0.19

-9.54

Small angle X-ray scattering studies have been
performed in Alba synchrotron to confirm the
structure of the NGs, the results are currently
being analysed and will be conveniently
presented.
NIPAM-co-MAA based NGs were obtained using
polyglycerol as cross-linking agent. Among the
different percenters of MAA studied, 20% showed
promising features to be used as stimuli
responsive NGs to deliver antimicrobial only under
infection conditions.

pH 6
PDI

ZP (mV)

NIPAM 100

Size
(nm)
128.1

0.14

-1.68

NIPAM-co-MAA 10%

138.2

0.27

-8.71

NIPAM-co-MAA 15%

120.9

0.15

-9.20

NIPAM-co-MAA 20%

103.2

0.15

-9.02

pH 7.4
80
70
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structural variations of the nanocomposites
monitored as a function of the temperature by
using FTIR-ATR and XRD.

Introduction
Nowadays, there is growing research on porous
biocompatible and biodegradable materials for
medical applications, such as wound dressings or
scaffolds for tissue engineering. The fibrillary
features of these materials can mimic the
morphology of different kind of tissues, facilitating
the cellular development or regeneration of
damaged tissues, either in-situ or ex-situ [1].
Thermoplastic polymers can be produced in the
form of fibers with small diameters by different
processing methods. Among the existing ones,
electrospinning, ES [2], and solution blow
spinning, SBS [3], are very attractive because of
the sub micrometric fiber sizes that can be
obtained. The main advantage of the latter is the
possibility of generating the materials in-situ, with
higher production rates. In the case of materials
intended for medical applications, antibacterial
properties are relevant in order to diminish the risk
of infections or prosthesis rejection, which can be
achieved by the incorporation in the fibers of
nanoparticles (NPs) with antibacterial capabilities,
such as TiO2.

Experimental
Materials
Poly(ethylene oxide), PEO (Mv=100000, powder),
chloroform (purity 99.5%) and acetone (HPLC
purity 99.9%) were supplied by Sigma-Aldrich and
used as received. As the nanofiller, TiO2
nanoparticles coated with β-cyclodextrin (NpCD)
were used. The β-Cyclodextrin (βCD) was
supplied by Wacker as Cavamax W7 (97% purity,
Münich, Germany), and the TiO2 NPs (ρ = 4.26
g·cm−3, 99.5% purity, and 21 nm size) were
supplied by Sigma-Aldrich (batch 718467, St.
Louis, MO, USA). The grafting of the CD to the
NPs was carried out following the protocol
described in [4].
Materials preparation
Solution blow spun PEO/NpCD fibers with
different relative amounts of NPs (0%, 1%, 3%, 5%
and 6% by weight) were produced using an SBS
homemade device, as described in [5]. Firstly, a
10% wt polymer solution was prepared dissolving
PEO in a mixture of acetone and chloroform (50%
by weight) at room temperature. The NPs were
first dispersed in acetone by ultrasound for at least
30 min and then the suspension poured on the
PEO solution. To keep the nanoparticles
homogeneously dispersed in the solution, stirring
was maintained until the blow spun process was

In this work, we describe the preparation of
biomimetic fibrillary materials based on
polyethylene oxide, PEO, filled with cyclodextringrafted TiO2 NPs, by using SBS. The investigation
focuses on the effects of the NP content on the
thermal behavior and material morphology.
Specifically, fibers with different compositions
nanofiller/polymer have been prepared and the
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Intensity (a.u.)

carried out. The projected fibers were deposited
on a rotating drum collector wrapped with
aluminum foil (120 rpm), located at a working
distance of 10 cm from the nozzle. The set-up of
the SBS apparatus was: i) Gas pressure: 4 bar; ii)
feed rate: 0.25 ml·min-1; iii) nozzle of 0.5 inner
diameter.

PEO

PEO-Np3%

PEO-Np6%

Characterization
10

Structural characterization of the materials was
carried out by X-ray diffraction (XRD, Bruker ECO
D8 Advance) and attenuated total reflection
Fourier transformed infrared spectroscopy (ATRFTIR, Shimadzu IRAffinity-1S spectrometer,
equipped with a Golden Gate ATR with diamond
window).
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The XRD diffractograms of the different materials
(Figure 2) and their evolution with the temperature
were also obtained, providing complementary
structural information on the evolution of the fibers
in the presence increasing amount of the CDmodified TiO2 nanoparticles.
1,0

16

Figure 2. XRD difractograms of the PEO fibers containing
different amounts of NpCD.

FTIR spectra were recorded as a function of the
temperature from 30 ºC to 75 ºC (Figure 1). From
the analysis of the whole spectra, information on
the influence of the presence of modified TiO2
nanofiller can be extracted, while selected IR
bands have permitted to monitor the structural
changes occurring in the composites as a function
of the temperature.
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Figure 1. FTIR-ATR spectra as a function of the
temperature of the nanocomposite formed by blow spun
solution of PEO + 3% NpCD.
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ABSTRACT: Glycolipid-conjugates are attractive building blocks for the construction of micro and nanosized confinements
owing to their intrinsic properties and biofunctionality in the body. This kind of conjugates can provide mechanical and functional
characteristics in the construction of biocapsules. Herein, glycolipid-conjugates based on dextran and oleic acid were
synthesized and characterized, containing amide functional groups and a negative zeta potential. This bio-aliphatic derivate
can self-assemble into biocapsules applying Pickering emulsion approach. This organized system was crosslinked and
transferred into water, generating a dispersion stable for several days. According to fluorescence microscopy images, AFM
images and DLS determinations, these three-dimensional architectures were obtained in oil phase, showing a spherical shape
and a high dependency on the Dex-OA conjugate concentration. After dialysis, these structures exhibit a slight change on the
morphological conformation, showing an oval shape with a size range varying from 500 nm to 10 µm and they are negatively
charged, in accordance with fluorescence, SEM, AFM images, DLS analysis and zeta potential determination. Also, dextran
was efficiently encapsulated based on the presence of high fluorescence intensity in the capsules core and biocapsules
provided a stable crosslinked membrane because dextran permeation was not detected even a month after its encapsulation.
This strategy offers a facile method for the formation of novel biocapsules which are potential candidates for being exploited
in diverse fields such as biomedicine, protocell research, tissue engineering, biosensors, electronic devices and microreactors.

can be generated, capsules exhibit remarkable
efficiency encapsulating materials, avoiding
degradation, housing reactions, acting as
protocells, among others. These organized
structures are typically constructed by selfassembly of amphiphilic block copolymers and
more
recently
biomacromolecule/polymer
conjugates formed by grafting hydrophobic or
amphiphilic polymers on to biomacromolecules
like
polypeptides,[15,16] proteins,[8,17]
polysaccharides[9,18] or nucleobases.[19,20]
In this regard, glycolipid-conjugates are desirable
building blocks for the fabrication of arranged
architectures, in view of the fact that they can
provide exceptional stability to emulsion systems

Introduction
The development of compartmentalized
architectures for encapsulating materials (drugs,
[1-3] DNA,[4] proteins,[5] contrast agents, [6,7]
among others), cellular modeling[8-10] and
housing different reactions[11-13] have attracted
the growing interest in wide areas of research.
Recently, polymeric systems have garned
attention owing to their stability, as well as their
versatility because they can be prepared with a
variety of chemistries. Moreover, their permeability
can be finely tuned by incorporating porous
polymer segments into the block copolymer during
synthesis.[14] Among different assemblies that
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assembly process can be induced by a variety of
forces including hydrogen bounding,[30] Van der
Waals forces,[31] electrostatic interactions, [32]
among others. Moreover, the final morphology of
the supramolecular structure as well as the
membrane permeability and stiffness depend on
the geometry of the amphiphile which can vary in
relation with the hydrophilic to hydrophobic block
ratio and the hydrophobic block length.[33] During
the last decades, microcapsules have been
fabricated using different conjugates such as BSAPNIPAAm, [8, 34] Dex-PNIPAAM, [9, 34] HAPNIPAAM, [9] among others. Although, capsules
based on natural materials are desirable for
increasing biocompatibility. To date, capsules
obtained from non-synthetic materials have not
been reported to our best of knowledge.

owing to their high conformational flexibility[21]
and broarder versatility.
In particular, a conjugate obtained from
dextran and oleic acid might provide both
structural and functional blocks which paves a way
for generating advanced assemblies. The
functionalization of biopolymers by utilizing their
active sites is a powerful process for creating
innovative materials with interesting properties.
Therefore, by controlled changing their structure,
it is also possible to modify their physicochemical
characteristics. In this regard, polymers can be
acylated for giving amphiphilic properties to
polysaccharides by connecting alkyl chains to the
backbone. The hydrophilic-lipophilic balance can
be tailored by varying the degree of substitution
(DS), length of the alkyl chain, inserting chains
with terminal ionic groups or linking amphiphilic
polymers. This process modifies the
characteristics of the polymer just as solubility,
ionic strength [21] and resistance against
hydrolytic degradation.[21] Modified polymers
show emulsifying properties which can be
exploited for generating different assemblies, [22]
encapsulating biomaterials,[23] drug delivery
applications,[24] among others. In the past,
various amphiphiles based on polysaccharidefatty acid conjugates have been prepared by
chemical coupling reactions like chitosan-oleic
acid,[25] chitosan-linoleic acid,[26] chitosanlauric acid,[27] gelatin-oleic acid,[28] among
others. However, to our best of knowledge, a
conjugate between dextran and oleic acid
following the same synthetic route that is proposed
in this research has not been reported.

Herein, an approach for obtaining a
nanoconjugate composed of oleic acid and
dextran (Dex-OA) was developed by a facile
EDAC/NHS carbodiimide activation of the
carboxyl group on oleic acid and a subsequent
coupling reaction with the amino groups available
on dextran. The lipophilic property of oleic acid
moieties in the conjugate increased the polymer
affinity to the oily phase; thus, promoting the
spontaneous assembly of conjugates into
biocapsules, via the Pickering emulsion approach.
Also, it is shown that these compartments can
efficiently encapsulate high water soluble
compounds like dextran. These assemblies were
transferred into water after a crosslinking process.
In this phase, architectures are negatively charged
and they show a relative stability over time. These
biopolymer-fatty acid capsules provide a step
towards in diverse fields such as biomedicine,
protocell research, tissue engineering, biosensors,
electronic devices, microreactors and could have
longer impact in disease diagnosis, drug delivery,
tissue engineering and biological detection.

After obtaining the polymer conjugate,
diverse morphologies can be generated by
different processes. One method that is very often
used for getting organized structures is Pickering
emulsion which consists of producing a stable
emulsion, that can be obtained when the grafted
polymer enters in contact with two selective
immiscible liquids. In this dispersion, the conjugate
is localized at the interface between the two
phases, generating a membrane. The driving force
in this process is the reduction of the interfacial
energy between the aqueous and oily phase by
the polymer stabilization.[29] This spontaneous

Experimental
Materials. Dextran (Dex, Mw 40 kDa) and
isopropyl alcohol (C3H8O, ≥ 99.7%), hydrochloric
acid (HCl, 37%), methanol (CH3OH, ≥ 99.7%)
were purchased from Shanghai Sinopharm
Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. Sodium hydroxide
(NaOH, ≥ 97%), was sourced from Shanghai
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for the determination of the zeta potential. The
morphology of the biocapsules was determined
using a scanning electron microscope JSMIT500LV (JEOL, Japan). A drop of 200 uL of the
dispersion was placed on the copper grid and it
was let it to dried at room temperature. Then, it
was examined in the SEM at an accelerating
voltage of 5.0 kV.

Lingfeng Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. Chloroacetic
acid (C2H3ClO2, 98%), ethylene diamine
(C2H8N2,99%) and 2-ethyl-1-hexanol (C8H18O,
99%) were obtained from Shanghai Macklin
Biochemical Co., Ltd. N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)N'-ethyl carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDAC, 99%)
was procured from Shanghai J & K Chemical
Technology Co., Ltd. Ethanol anhydrous (C2H6O,
≥ 99.7%) was acquired from General-Reagent. Nhydroxysuccinimide
(NHS,
98%),
2morpholineethanesulfonic acid (MES, 99%) and
glacial acetic acid (CH3COOH, 99.8%) were
obtained from Shanghai Titan Technology Co, Ltd.
Oleic acid (C18H34O2, ≥ 90%) was received from
Sigma Aldrich. All aqueous solutions were
prepared using type I water (18.2 MΩ) provided by
a Aquapro water purification system (Ever Young,
China).

Synthesis of oleic acid-dextran conjugate
(Dex-OA). Fatty acid-polymer conjugate was
prepared via coupling reaction between the amino
dextran (Dex-NH2) and oleic acid through the
formation of amide linkages. This process was
developed in two parts as it is shown below
because the oleic acid was previously activated
before initiating the reaction with the amino groups
available in the Dex-NH2.
Oleic acid activation. An aliquot of 150 µL of
oleic acid (OA) was dispersed in 30 mL ethanol
60% and 37.5 µL (NaOH 0.1M) were added to
dissolved it completely. Then, 364.45 mg of EDAC
and 291.73 mg of NHS were added to the above
solution and the mixture was placed in an
incubator at 37 ºC for 20 min with a shaking speed
of 100 rpm.

Characterization. Proton nuclear magnetic
resonance (1H-NMR) spectra were recorded using
an Avance III 400 MHz spectrometer (Bruker,
Switzerland) in D2O (δ = 4.79), at room
temperature. In the case of the conjugate, it was
analyzed using a mixture of solvents (D2O :
CD3OD, 50 : 50), CD3OH (δ = 3.31). The chemical
shift was adjusted to D2O. Optical and
fluorescence microscopy was performed on an
inverted fluorescence microscope DMi8 (Leica,
Germany) at ×5, ×10 and ×20 magnifications.
We also took some images on an inverted
fluorescence microscope EVOS M5000 (Thermo
Fisher, USA) at ×4, ×10 and ×20 magnifications.
Images were analyzed using Image J software.
Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) analysis was
performed using an spectrophotometer Nicolet
iS50 (Thermo Fisher, USA). Samples were
analyzed without previous preparation. The FTIR
analysis was carried out at room temperature with
a wavenumber range of 400-4000 cm-1 and a
resolution of 0.5 cm-1. In order to obtain zeta
potential and hydrodynamic diameter studies were
carried out by using a zetasizer Nano-ZS90
(Malvern Instruments, UK) with a 90 ° angle,
equipped with a He-Ne laser (λ = 633 nm, 4 mW)
at 25 °C. In hydrodynamic diameter
measurements, the sample was placed in a
polystyrene cuvette. In addition, in zeta potential
measurements, the sample was placed in a
polycarbonate capillary cell designed specifically

Conjugation reaction. 200 mg of Dex-NH2 were
dissolved in 8 mL ethanol 60% and 250 µL (NaOH
0.1M) were added. This solution was then poured
into the activated oleic acid solution and the
resultant mixture was incubated at 37 ºC for 24
hours with a shaking speed of 100 rpm. The
product was purified by dialysis against ethanol 50
% (MWCO 14 kDa) to remove any unreacted oleic
acid and salts. The resulting dialysates were
lyophilized to obtain fluffy white solids that were
characterized by 1H-NMR, FTIR and zeta
potential. The yield obtained after following the
above procedure was about 62 %.
Fluorescent labelling of Dex-NH2. The amino
dextran was labelled with RITC and FITC following
the same methodology. 5 mL of 150 mM NaCl
were added to 500 mg of Dex-NH2 pre-dissolved
in 10 mL of bicarbonate buffer pH 8.5 followed by
addition of 2 mL of RITC (2 mg/mL in DMSO). The
mixture was stirred at ambient temperature for 3
hours, then dialyzed against Milli-Q water for 3
days, freeze dried and the dry product stored at 4-
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synthesis is the opposite solubilities between two
reagents, the contact between them can be
increased by finding a mixture of solvents and
generating charges in any of the structures. Park
et al., 2015 reported that for increasing the oleic
acid solubility in polar solvents, it can be previously
treated with sodium hydroxide for ensuring the
presence of negative charges.[28] The autors
also found good results using ethanol 60% as a
mixture of solvents for increasing the contact
between gelatin and oleic acid.[28] In this sense,
partially grafted Dex-NH2 with oleic acid can be
sinthesized by a facile EDAC/NHS carbodiimide
activation of the carboxyl group on oleic acid and
a subsequent coupling reaction with the amino
groups available. Also, oleic acid can be
previously treated with sodium hydroxide for
increasing solubility and carboxyl groups can be
activated by using EDAC/NHS. Then, Dex-NH2
dissolved in a basic solution can be added to
carboxylate groups of oleic acid already activated
for initiating the reaction, resulting in the formation
of the Dex-OA conjugate. The presence of the
characteristic functional groups was confirmed by
1H-NMR, FTIR and zeta potential.

8°C. When the polymer was labelled for further
conjugation with oleic acid, the reaction between
the fluorescent dye and the amino dextran was
allowed to proceed only for 5 min.
Preparation of biocapsules. They were prepared
by mixing the aqueous phase with the oil phase (2ethyl-1-hexanol) with a vigorous shaking by hand
for 10s. All samples were prepared at a constant
aqueous/oil volume fraction of 0.06. In practice, 60
µL of Dex-OA (10 mg/mL in water) were mixed
with 1 mL of oil phase. Biocapsules were
crosslinked by adding PEG-bis(N-succinimidyl
succinate) in the oil phase (3 mg/mL) prior to
assembly. The consolidated structure is obtained
by the reaction of the crosslinker with the remnant
primary amino groups in the polymer. Then,
crosslinked capsules were kept static for three
hours at 35 °C to allow sedimentation. Finally,
consolidated capsules were transferred to water
by discarting the upper oil layer, then adding 1.0
mL of 65 % ethanol followed by moderate shaking.
The vial content was dialyzed (MWCO: 1000kDa)
against 65% ethanol for 5 hours, 50% ethanol for
2 hours, 35% ethanol for 2 hours and Milli-Q water
for 2 days. After transfer to water, biocapsules
were left to stand for several days to allow
sedimentation.
Capsules
encapsulating
fluorescent-labelled Dex-NH2 (10 mg/mL) were
prepared following the above procedure with the
addition of the desired cargo to the aqueous DexOA solution before mixing with the oil phase while
maintaining a constant aqueous/oil phase fraction
of 0.06.

1H-NMR

spectra of Dex-OA (Fig.1c)
shows some additional signals in the upfield after
comparing it with the spectra of Dex-NH2. The
signal found at 2.23 ppm is attributed to protons
that are present in carbon twelfth while the peak
found at 1.60 ppm is associated with protons at
carbon thirteenth. The signal at chemical shift of
2.02 ppm is characteristic of protons in carbon
eigthteenth and twenty first, and the nearest signal
at 1.29 ppm corresponds to protons in the
following range of carbons (14-17 and 22-27).
Finally, three protons in carbon twenty eighth are
identified at 0.89 ppm. Besides, the DS obtained
was 0.60 which implies that approximately 77 % of
the available amino groups were substituted with
the oleic acid. This value is higher than those
reported in the modification of some biopolymers
with fatty acids; for instance, gelatin-oleic acid,
[28] chitosan-oleic acid, [25] chitosan-linoleic
acid,[26] chitosan-lauric acid,[27] among others.

Results and Discussion
Synthesis of dextran-oleic acid conjugate
(Dex-OA)
The alkylation of polymers is possible by
different reactions, generating an amphiphilic
superstructure. This modification could extend the
polymer functionality, varying its physicochemical
features.
Grafted
polysaccharides
with
hydrophobic side chains can be developed by
using lipids like fatty acids, cholesterol, bile acids,
among others. These structures can be connected
to a polymer by exploiting terminal reactive
groups. Although, the limitant condition in this

In addition, FTIR analysis (Fig. 1b) shows
some new bands characteristic of an aliphatic
chain (C-H) at 1455, 2925 and 2850 cm-1,
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desirable for the construction of diverse
architectures. In this sense, one method that is
very often used for obtaining organized structures
is Pickering emulsion. In this process, when the
grafted polymer comes in contact with two
selective immiscible liquids, it self-assembles into
desired morphologies and this amphiphilic
structure is located at the interface between two
phases, generating a shell. In this system, the
polar side of the furnished polymer is located
towards the aqueous phase and the non polar side
is oriented towards the oil phase. The driving force
in this process is the reduction of the interfacial
energy between the aqueous phase and the oil
phase due to the stabilization that is provided by
the conjugate. Thus, droplets of aqueous phase
dispersed in the oily phase are obtained. In this
emulsion, water droplets tend to settle over time
due to the difference in densities between two
immiscible liquids.

suggesting the presence of oleic acid side chain in
the Dex-NH2. Moreover, the band found at 1731
cm-1 is attributed to the stretching vibration of
carbonyl group. Similar results were reported by
Zhong et al., 2017, when the oleic acid was grafted
to chitosan.[25] Moreover, zeta potential
decreased from 24 to -17.2 mV (Fig.2), after the
grafting process. During the polymer modification,
amino groups are covalently linked to the oleic
acid, producing a decrease of the positive charges
available on the surface, resulting in a zeta
potential decrease. These findings support 1HNMR results, indicating that oleic acid was
covalently conjugated to Dex-NH2 and the residual
amino groups can be used in a subsequent
crosslinking process, for introducing another
functional molecules or for labeling the polymer.
Owing to the amphiphilic nature of the furnished
Dex-OA conjugate, it provides opened possibilities
to adjust properties of emulsions and fill needs of
different research areas, not only due to the
versatility of the conjugate generated but also
because it is made of biocompatible materials.

According to optical microscopy images
(Fig. 3), droplets showed a spherical construction
with diameters in the range of 0.914-17.084 µm,
at different conjugate concentrations. On one
hand, when the concentration of the conjugate is
below 10 mg/mL, the sedimentation time is faster
and less quantity of droplets were found because
there might not be enough quantity of Dex-OA
conjugate for estabilizing the emulsion. On the
other hand, by using 10 mg/mL of conjugate, it is
possible to obtain high quantity of droplets with an
average size of 3 µm (Fig. 3e). Also, this sample
showed the highest stability through time and the
most uniform size distribution. These results are
consistent, indicating that as the concentration of
amphiphilic nanoconjugate increases, more water
droplets could be stabilized associated with
greater stabilization of the water/oil interface area.
In contrary, when the stabilizant concentration is
higher than 10 mg/mL, bigger confinements, less
uniform and with high sedimentation speed were
found, probably due to the formation of
aggregates. In addition, under fluorescence light,
when the conjugate concentration is different than
10 mg/mL, less spherical confinements can be
found and there are more presence of aggregates.
Therefore, the optimum concentration of the
conjugate was defined at 10 mg/mL. Similarly,
Mukwaya et al., 2020 found that the optimum

Alkyl dextran derivates are emerging as
stabilizers in emulsions and as vehicles for drug
delivery
applications.
For
example,
hydrophobically modified dextran was exploited as
stabilizer in an oil-in-water emulsion for preparing
nanospheres of poly (lactic acid).[35] These
particles stabilized with alkyl dextran derivates
were applied as carrier for drug delivery.[36] Also,
poorly water soluble drugs can be encapsulated in
micelles based on amphiphilic PEG-alkyl dextrans
for oral delivery, improving the absorption
efficiency and bioavailability of Vitamin B12.[24]
Besides, Sun et al., 2010 reported that micelles
based on an amphiphilic dextran derivative
controlled released doxorubicin under a reductive
environment which is a promising system in
cancer therapy.[37]
Structural and morphological characterization
of biocapsules dispersed in oil phase and in
aqueous phase.
Amphiphilic macromolecules have been
extensively used for generating different
assemblies. The combination of polar and
nonpolar sites in its structure make it very
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distinguishes it. These findings are very promising
because the empty space in the core can be used
for transporting drugs, DNA, nanoparticles and
avoiding degradation or contact with the external
enviroment.

concentration of a conjugate (Dex-NH2-PNIPAAm)
for generating capsules dispersed in oil phase was
10 mg/mL.[9]
compartmentalized
Furthermore,
architectures obtained in oil were crosslinked
using PEG-bis (N-succinimidyl succinate) which
can react with remanent primary amine groups in
the conjugate for generating a consolidated
structure. Therefore, the sedimentation process in
oil phase was analyzed in presence and without
presence of crosslinker. In Fig. 4a, it is possible to
observe that non-crosslinked sample settled faster
than crosslinked sample. This might be associated
with the crosslinking reaction that is ocurring in the
medium and the slighty variation in density due to
the addition of crosslinker in the oil phase.
Moreover, results in Fig. 4b are in aggrement with
outcomes just reported because the
hydrodynamic diameter decreased as structures
settled in the bottom of the tube. It is also possible
to observe in this graph that particles generated in
the oil phase have a size range from 35.48 to
425.6 nm and there is not a great difference in
terms of size between non-crosslinked and
crosslinked structures. In consequence, the
sedimentation time for crosslinked samples was
set at three hours because most of architectures
have been settled at this time and according to
previous reports, this is enough time for allowing
the crosslinking reaction to occur. [8,9,34]

Crosslinked capsules were transferred
into water using dyalisis. This process is very
decisive because if the crosslinking process is not
enough effective, capsules will break down. It has
also been observed that in some cases, capsules
shape may vary after this transfer process if the
capsules membrane is not enough rigid.
Therefore, biocapsules were analyzed at a
superficial and internally level to determine any
variation during dialysis process. The aqueous
fluorescence image (Fig. 5a) showed spherical
constructions and high red fluorescence intensity
on the surface. This result indicates that the
crosslinking process was successful because
biocapsules did not collapse during dialysis and
there was no loss of the structural integrity of
biocapsules because they keep the sperical
shape, suggesting that capsules membrane is
enough rigid for supporting this enviroment
change. Fig. 5a is also in agreement with the
outcome found in oil phase (Fig. 4d) reiforcing the
idea that the conjugate is located at the interface
in the water-in-oil emulsion.
Additionally, fluorescence microscopy
images (Fig. 5b, 5c, 5e and 5h) of crosslinked
biocapsules dispersed in aqueous phase showed
spherical constructions with high fluorescence
intensity in the core, demostrating that these
assemblies can be used for encapsulating
compounds that have high solubility in water such
as dextran. Also, these outcomes support
previous results, suggesting that the crosslinking
process was efficient because it avoids
degradation and keep spherical architectures
almost intact. Besides, Fig. 5c was taken a month
after biocapsules synthesis and the fluorescence
intensity continued to be very intense in the core
and very low in surroundings, indicating that these
biocapsules are very stable and can retain the
encapsulat during a long period of time. This again
denotes the efficency of encapsulation and
crosslinking processes.

In addition, AFM image (Fig.4c) of partially
collapsed non-crosslinked capsules dispersed in
oil phase confimed the presence of spherical
architectures with a diameter range from 458 nm
to 958 nm which showed a certain coincidence
with the results generated by DLS. This analysis
also exposed an almost spherical construction
with a height of 200 nm. Besides, spherical hollow
confinements were found in the oil phase by
fluorescence microscopy (Fig. 4d). For this, 10
mg/mL of Dex-OA labelled with rodhamine was
used
for
generating
non-crosslinked
compartments. As a result, high fluorescence
intensity on the shell and low intensity in the
core/surroundings was found, indicating that the
conjugate is mainly located at the interface in the
water-in-oil emulsion, generating the biocapsules
membrane due to the amphiphilic nature that
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Thus, these capsules that were produced
are potential platforms that could encapsulate
substances of pharmaceutical interest and
facilitate their transport to the damage site,
ensuring their delivery without showing leaks over
time. Moreover, they are dispersed in an aqueous
phase which facilitates their application via oral or
intravenous and reduces body rejection, as well as
the majority of vehicles that are generated for
biomedical applications. Besides, they present
suitable size, certain stability over time and
possibly better biocompatibility than architectures
that are made from synthetic materials which are
highly sought features in the biomedical field.

Furthermore, SEM images (Fig.5j and 5k)
of crosslinked biocapsules presented oval
structures with a size range from 400 nm to 1164
nm. These structures are on a porous structure
that might be the polymer which is probably
coming from disassembled architectures. Also,
AFM image of partially colapsed biocapsules
showed the presence of an oval assembly with a
size of 103 nm. Both techniques coincide with an
oval morphology. Therefore, there is a high
possibility that dialysis process caused a slightly
variation in the biocapsules morphology. On the
other hand, in both determinations, sample is dried
and collapsed. Moreover, there is a contact with
the grid surface and water might has a greater
adherence than oil. Consequently, there are
adhesion forces that could influence these
determinations.

Conclusions
In summary, novel biocapsules were
successfully prepared by inducing the selfassembly of Dex-OA conjugate through Pickering
emulsion. Crosslinked and non-crosslinked
architectures dispersed in oil phase showed a
different sedimentation behavior which was used
for establishing the appropiate sedimentation time.
Also, in this phase, fluorescence microscopy
images suggested the presence of the conjugate
at the water-in-oil emulsion interface. Moreover, it
was possible to transfer these assemblies to water
using dialysis without loss of structural integrity.
These confinements are negatively charged and
they are able to encapsulate high water soluble
compounds such a dextran and do not leak over
time. For obtaining this arranged structures, it was
neccesary to insert oleic acid moieties into dextran
backbone for increasing the hydrophobic
interaction with the oil phase. In this regard,
carboxyl groups were introduced in the backbone,
linked by an ether bond. After this, the polymer
was modified with amino groups by a coupling
reaction with 1,2-diaminoethane. Finally, the DexNH2 was conjugated with oleic acid generating an
amide bond, using a coupling reaction and ethanol
60 %. This new furnished conjugate and novel
biocapsules are promising architectures that
provide avenues for the exploitation in a wide
range of applications and adress the interface
between the synthetic and natural materials.

In addition, the sedimentation process in
aqueous phase was monitored by DLS obtaining
Fig. 5m, where it is possible to observe that
hydrodynamic diameter decays with the time and
after 5 days, it remains relatively constant,
probably because most of architectures have
settled to the bottom of the cell. This relative
stability over time might be associated with the
surface charge of structures. In this case,
biocapsules showed a zeta potential of -15.1 ±
5.08 mV which suggests the presence of negative
charges on the surface which might come from
carboxyl groups which were not covalently
attached and they might be located on the surface
of the structure. This negative potential can
provide stability over time, avoiding the formation
of aggregates due to electrostatic repulsion. This
result coincides with the zeta potential (Fig. 2)
obtained by the Dex-OA conjugate dispersed in
the PBS buffer.
Additionally, in Fig.5m is also possible to
observe that biocapsules generated have a
diameter range from 240.4 to 476.1 nm. These
diversity of sizes found under this technique and
the other ones mentioned above can be related to
the fact that a size reduction step or size control
technique were not applied while the assembly
process was carried out which is an aspect that is
sought to be improved in the near future.
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Figure 1. Synthesis and characterization of dextran-oleic acid conjugate. a) Synthetic route for obtaining the conjugate by a
coupling reaction between Dex-NH2 and OA. b) FTIR analysis of Dex-NH2 and Dex-OA c)1H-NMR spectra of Dex-OA in a mixture
of solvents (D2O : CD3OD, 50 : 50), degree of substitution was calculated by comparing the ratio between

= , DS: 0.60.

d)1H-NMR spectra of Dex- NH2 in D2O for comparison.

Figure 2. Zeta potential results of different compounds obtained during the synthesis process. The chemicals were dissolved in
5.0 mM PBS at pH 6.8.
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Figure 3. Optical microscopy images of Pickering emulsions and the respective histograms of the droplet diameter by varying the
concentration of Dex-OA conjugate: a) 2 mg/mL, b) 4 mg/mL, c) 6 mg/mL, d) 8 mg/mL, e) 10 mg/mL and f) 15 mg/mL.

Figure 4. Biocapsules dispersed in oil phase. a) Sedimentation process of non-crosslinked architectures (left cells) and
crosslinked structures (right cells). b) Sedimentation process monitored by dynamic light scattering. c) AFM images of partially
collapsed biocapsules. d) Fluorescence microscopy images of biocapsules generated with 10 mg/mL of Dex-RITC-OA.
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Figure 5. Crosslinked biocapsules dispersed in aqueous phase. a) Fluorescence microscopy image of biocapsules; the
fluorescence was originated from 10 mg/mL Dex-RITC-OA. b) Fluorescence microscopy image of biocapsules with Dex-NH2RITC encapsulated, this image was taken 2 days after synthesis. c) Fluorescence microscopy image of biocapsules with DexNH2-RITC encapsulated, this image was taken 30 days after synthesis. d) Optical micrograph of biocapsules with Dex-NH2-RITC
encapsulated. e) Fluorescence microscopy image of biocapsules with Dex-NH2-RITC encapsulated. f) Transposition of optical
and fluorescence microscopy images of biocapsules with Dex-NH2-RITC encapsulated. g) Optical micrograph of biocapsules
with Dex-NH2-FITC encapsulated. h) Fluorescence microscopy image of biocapsules with Dex-NH2-FITC encapsulated. i)
Transposition of optical and fluorescence microscopy images of biocapsules with Dex-NH2-FITC encapsulated. j) SEM image of
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partially collapsed Dex-OA capsules. k) SEM image of partially collapsed biocapsules, sample was previously covered with a thin
layer of gold. l) AFM image of a biocapsule. m) Sedimentation process monitored by DLS.
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cellulose), it was dissolved in distilled water and
mixed with de cellulose (100 g), resulting in the
final moisture content of 32% (g/g), and then the
solution was slowly added to a sealed bag and
equilibrated for 1 h. A control sample was extruded
without any reagent other than water, resulting in
the final moisture content of 32% (g/g). Then, all
samples were extruded in a single screw extruder
(AX Plastics, Diadema, SP, Brazil) with a screw
diameter of 1.6 cm and a screw length/diameter
ratio (L/D) of 40, with four heating zones and a
matrix of 0.8 cm in diameter. The temperature in
all zones was 100°C and the screw speed was 60
rpm. The modified cellulose extrudates were
collected, placed in an oven, dried to constant
weight at 45°C, ground, and sieved through an 80mesh sieve. The dry mixture was washed three
times with absolute ethanol to remove the
unreacted citric acid. Finally, the washed cellulose
was air-dried at 45°C.

Introduction
Cellulose is a natural glucose homopolymer that
can be obtained from several lignocellulosic
residues [1,2]. Modifications in the cellulose
structure have been largely studied to enhance its
properties. Among all the possible modification
types, chemical crosslinking is one of the most
used technique [3,4]. In the crosslinking process,
intramolecular bonds are formed between the
cellulose chains reinforcing the polymer chain.
Succinic acid (SA) has been used as a
crosslinking agent for cellulose, this renewable
source reagent is listed as GRAS (generally
recognized as safe) by the FDA in the United
States [3,5,4,6,7]. According to He et al. [4],
crosslinked cellulose has new functionalities and
properties., including a more hydrophobic
character. The aim of this study was to produce
crosslinked cellulose by reactive extrusion using
succinic acid as a crosslinking agent and to
determine the Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
spectroscopy profile and water sorption isotherms.

Fourier Transform-Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)
The pulverized and dried samples were then
mixed with potassium bromide and compressed
into tablets. The FT-IR analyses were carried out
with a Shimadzu FT-IR —8300 (Kyoto, Japan),
which has a spectral resolution of 4 cm−1 and a
spectral range of 4000–500 cm−1.

Experimental
Extraction of the Cellulose from Oat Husks
The extraction of the cellulose was made following
the process described by Marim et al. [7].

Results and Discussion
Modification of Cellulose by Reactive Extrusion
Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy
The succinic acid (SA) was used in different
concentrations (0, 5, 12.5 and 20 % - g/ 100 g
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FTIR spectra of cellulose and modified cellulose
with succinic acid are shown in figure 1. It is
possible to see that all modified samples
presented a new important band located at 1730
cm−1. This band can be associated with the C=O
stretching of carbonyl in the ester bonds, which
confirms that esterification using SA occurred.
These results are similar to those presented by
other authors [4,6,10,11,12], who also used SA as
crosslinking agent, they used the FTIR spectra of
the samples between 1720 to 1750 cm−1 to show
the success of esterification. The control and
unmodified cellulose samples presented the same
band near 1720 to 1750 cm−1 lower intensity, and
according to Gil Giraldo et al. [9] it can be
explained by the thermomechanical treatment that
occurs with cellulose during extrusion process, so
it could be attributed to the C=O group from the
opened terminal glucopyranose rings.

Figure 1. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy spectra of
cellulose, control sample and modified cellulose with citric
acid.

The extraction of cellulose from oat hulls using
organic acids was successfully achieved. The FTIR results proved the esterification with CA in all
modified samples with the appearance of the band
near 1730 cm-1. This process can be considered a
promising way to obtain polymer modification,
being an environmentally friendly process.
References
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assessed to determine printability behaviour.
Finally, in vitro cytocompatibility of bioinks were
assessed.

Introduction
Hydrogels are three-dimensional polymer
networks with the ability to hold a large quantity
of water. They are employed in a great variety of
biomedical applications such as 3D scaffolds
mimicking the native extracellular matrix (ECM)
for tissue engineering, or as matrixes for drug
delivery applications because of their swelling
and responsive properties, among others [1].
Polymers constitute the material of choice for the
fabrication of scaffolds through 3D extrusion
printing. However, a limited number of suitable
hydrogels can be formulated as biomaterial
polymer inks (bioinks) and the tuning of their
properties remains a challenge [2]. In this
communication, we show our latest results aimed
to
develop
novel
alginate
hydrogels
functionalized with a bioactive peptide as bioinks
for 3D extrusion printing. As it is well-known,
alginate is often combined with peptides or
modified with cell-binding sequences in order to
promote cell adhesion.
To that aim, a
phosphorylated tri-peptide, Fmoc-FFpY (Fmoc:
Fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl; F: phenylalanine; pY:
phosphorylated tyrosine) was simply incorporated
to the alginate ink, containing microcrystalline
cellulose (MCC), during bioprinting process. The
Fmoc-FFpY peptide has shown ability to promote
cell adhesion and it has antibacterial properties
[3]. We first optimized the composition of the
alginate bioinks to meet the rheological properties
needed for 3D printing. A lab-made extrusion
printer was employed to bioprint scaffolds whose
morphology was further characterized through
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) The
rheological properties of the bioinks were

Experimental
Alginic acid sodium salt of low viscosity (Sigma
Aldrich®, Norway) was dissolved in Phosphate
Buffered Solution (PBS) at a concentration of
14% (w/v) by stirring overnight. Then, the alginate
solution was mixed with the ionic pre-crosslinker,
60 mM CaCl2, at a volumetric ratio alginate:
crosslinker solution of 1.5:1, using the dual
syringe approach. Lately, the final concentration
of the alginate bioinks was adjusted to 8% (w/v)
through dilution with PBS. Microcrystalline
cellulose (MCC) was dispersed in the alginate
solution at a concentration of 40 % (w/v). FmocFFpY (PepMic, China) was dispersed in the
bioink at a concentration of 2 % (w/v). The
rheological properties of alginate-microcrystalline
cellulose bioinks were evaluated with AR‐G2
rheometer (TA instruments®, USA). Bioprinting
experiments were performed using an extrusion
3D Bioprinter that was adapted in our laboratory
from a conventional desktop 3D Printer.
Smoothflow tapered tips of 25G (0.25 mm
diameter) made of polyethylene (Nordson®) were
used for bioprinting experiments. Scanning
Electron Microscopy (SEM) observations were
performed on a Phillips XL30. The in vitro
cytocompatibility of the alginate-MCC-(FmocFFpY) scaffolds was assessed by an MTT assay
with MG-63 cells.
Results and Discussion
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secondary peptide hydrogel network within the
original bioink formulation neither produces any
cytotoxic effect.

The first step in this work was to transform a
common 3D printer into an extrusion 3D
Bioprinter (Figure 1). The bioink is dispensed by
moving the piston of the syringe with a step
motor.

Next, the concentration of alginate and MCC in
the bioink was optimized to 8% (w/v) and to 40%
(w/v), respectively, at which the bioink presents a
shear thinning behavior during the flow sweep
test (Figure 2A). The yield strain, storage
modulus at 1 Hz and the recovery of the alginate
bioink were determined with or without the
addition of MCC (Figure 2B-D). These overall
rheological properties allow the extrusion of the
bioink by the bioprinter.

Concluding remarks
In this work, we developed novel peptide
functionalized alginate hydrogels and we prove
its feasibility to be employed as bioinks for 3D
extrusion bioprinting. The rheological properties
of the alginate based bioinks were assessed. A
thorough discussion of their rheological
properties was performed and related to their
printability in the lab-made 3D extrusion printer.
Finally, ongoing cell adhesion tests will be
presented to show the influence of the FmocFFpY peptide in the biological behavior of the
printed polymer scaffolds
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hydrazides) and diols have been studied and
these moieties incorporated in water-soluble
polymers. The combination of aqueous solutions
of a FPBA bearing polymer and its diol or nitrogen
nucleophile counterparts leads to the formation of
self-healing hydrogels. These dynamic covalent
hydrogels have promising applications in
controlled drug release and other biomedical
applications.2

Introduction
The dynamic stability of imines, oximes and
hydrazones can be greatly improved by the
presence of a boron atom that stabilizes the
formed adduct, allowing the formation of imines
even in aqueous media. Figure 1 illustrates the
reactivity of 2-formylphenylboronic acid (FPBA)
with diols and nitrogen nucleophiles. The reactivity
of FPBA with acyl hydrazides leads to a more
dehydrated adduct, the boron and nitrogen
containing heterocycle benzodiazaborine (DA,
structures 1 and 2).1

Experimental
Materials and methods
NMR measurements were carried in Bruker ARX300, AV-400 and AV-500 spectrometers operating
at 300, 400 and 500MHz for 1H, and chemical
shifts are expressed in parts per million using
tetramethylsylane as internal standard. FTIR
spectra were recorded in a Bruker Vertex 70
spectrometer.
X-Ray
Difrraction
(XRD)
measurements were acquired with an Oxford
Diffraction Xcalibur diffractometer and processed
with Olex2 software. Rheological measurements
have been performed with a Thermo Fisher
HAAKE MARS 40 rheometer.

Figure 1. Reactivity of FPBA with diols and nitrogen
nucleophiles

The depicted interactions can be used to crosslink
polymeric chains if they are added to them,
forming dynamically crosslinked polymer
networks. These materials benefit from the
reversible nature of the chemical bonds which
form the polymer network, acquiring
reprocessability and self-healing properties.

Low molecular weight model systems
The synthesis of benzodiazaborine 1 (R = H, R’ =
CH2CH2CH3), as a representative example, is
described as follows: butyric acid hydrazide (93
mg, 0.91 mmol) was dissolved in DMSO (2 mL) in
a glass vial. FPBA (138 mg, 0.92 mmol) was
added and the reaction was stirred at 100oC for 24
hours. Precipitation of the diazaborine was
induced by the addition of water. The precipitate

In this work, the dynamic interactions of 2formylphenylboronic acid (FPBA) with diols and
nucleophiles
(amines,
hydroxylamines,
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was filtered, washed with water and dried to yield
pure 1 as a white solid (145 mg, 76%). 1H NMR
(400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 8.20 – 8.11 (s, 2H), 7.66
– 7.56 (m, 4H), 7.55 – 7.46 (m, 4H), 2.90 – 2.72
(m, 4H), 1.51 (h, J = 7.4 Hz, 4H), 0.82 (t, J = 7.4
Hz, 6H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 179.17,
151.37, 131.33, 130.24, 130.20, 128.56, 128.42,
32.20, 18.55, 13.12.
HRMS (ESI+): calculated for C22H25B2N4O3 =
[M+H]+ : m/z = 415.2107, found: m/z = 415.2115.
calculated for C22H24B2N4O3Na = [M+Na]+ : m/z =
437.1927, found: m/z = 437.1934.

#

*#

#

#

Water-soluble polymer synthesis
Commercial star-shaped polyethylene glycol
(PEG) with terminal hydroxyl groups has been
functionalized with FPBA, amine, hydroxylamine
and diol groups in order to obtain a family of watersoluble polymers.
Figure 3. Variable temperature NMR spectra of compound
1, showing its interconversion to 2 (R = H, R’ = CH2OCH3).

Results and Discussion

Solutions of the synthesised polymers have been
prepared in aqueous media at controlled pH. The
combination of a solution of FPBA-containing
polymer with solutions of polymers containing
diols or nitrogen nucleophiles leads to the
formation of hydrogels with viscoelastic properties
whose rheological properties are currently being
studied in our laboratories.

Model systems for several of the interactions
depicted in Figure 1 have been prepared. Their
structures have been determined by NMR, FTIR,
mass spectrometry and XRD measurements, an
example of the latter is the crystal structure of a
diazaborine depicted in Figure 2.
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Recently, we have reported amphiphilic LLBCs
composed by a hydrophilic poly(ethylene glycol)
block linked to a bis-MPA based aliphatic
polycarbonate with
covalently coupled
azobenzene units. Hence, light responsive
nanocarriers were successfully obtained [6].
However, the wide variety in the possible
structures of these cyclic carbonates, the ease of
their functionalization and their degradability, lead
the way on enhancing the versatility in the
composition and response of the nanocarrier.
Here we report a synthetic approach for block
copolycarbonates with high versatility in their
functionalisation,
based
on
5-methyl-5allyloxycarbonyl-1,3-dioxan-2-one (MAC) and 5methyl-5-propargyloxycarbonyl-1,3-dioxane-2one (MPC). Allylic and propargylic pendant groups
can be orthogonally functionalised by means of
click reactions to introduce functionality into the
macromolecules. For instance, water-solubility in
one block can be combined with hydrophobic
stimuli-responsive moieties in the other block.

Introduction
Amphiphilic block copolymers are promising
materials for drug delivery due to their ability to
form vesicles and micelles in aqueous solution,
which are able to both encapsulate and transport
drugs [1]. In order to specifically aim the target
tissue, drugs’ release can be controlled if stimuliresponsive moieties sensitive to light or
temperature, among others, are incorporated to
the macromolecular structure [2].
Linear-linear block copolymers (LLBCs) are one of
the simplest strategies for synthetising polymeric
nanocarriers. Among them, polycarbonate-based
copolymers have been studied as potential drug
delivery systems because of their biocompatibility
and degradability in aqueous systems [3]. The use
of cyclic carbonates as monomers and their
subsequent ring opening polymerization (ROP)
provides a high control of molecular mass and
dispersity, when compared with other approaches
[4]. Moreover, those derived from 2,2bis(hydroxymethyl)propionic acid (bis-MPA) are of
special interest to the synthesis of aliphatic
polycarbonates because functionality can be
incorporated onto its carboxyl group. A wide
spectrum of cyclic monomers with different
pendant groups (e.g., allyl, propargyl or azide
groups) have been studied for synthetising
polycarbonates by ROP and, through various
post-polymerization stages, their functionalisation
with stimuli-responsive units has also been
described [5].

Results and Discussion
Bis-MPA acid was used as precursor for the
synthesis of MAC and MPC monomers. Then,
PMACn (e.g. n=13) homopolymer was synthetized
by organocatalyzed ROP of MAC. Resulting
macromolecule was used as macroinitiator for the
polymerization of the second monomer, MPC,
obtaining PMACn-b-PMPCm block copolymer.
PMACn homopolymer was functionalized, through
radical thiol-ene reaction, with either 2-{2-[2-(2mercaptoethoxy)ethoxy]ethoxy}ethanol (TEGSH)
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or a combination of TEGSH and 3-mercapto-1,2propanediol
(DSH)
hydrophilic
chains.
Consequently,
hydrosoluble
and
thermoresponsive polymers that show Low Critical
Solution Temperature (LCST) behaviour were
prepared (Fig 1, Series I). According to the
morphological changes observed at the LCST,
from small micelles to larger aggregates,
homopolymers could be exploited for the
preparation of thermoresponsive nanocarriers.
Besides, they can be used as hydrophilic block for
obtaining amphiphilic block copolymers.
Copolymerization of PMAC homopolymer and
MPC monomer and the subsequent orthogonal
post-polymerization modifications were carried
out. Highly selective 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition
between alkyne pendant groups and organic
azides was first performed to achieve hydrophobic
and light responsive blocks. The subsequent thiolene reaction provided hydrophilicity and
thermoresponsiveness to the block copolymer.
Therefore, the combination of both reactions
finally leaded to the synthesis of thermoresponsive
amphiphilic block copolymers that show selfassembly in water (Fig 1, Series II), and to the
preparation of amphiphilic and potentially thermo
and light-responsive block copolymers (Fig 1,
Series III). Their characterization was carried out
by spectroscopic techniques (IR, NMR) and mass
spectrometry, and that of their self-assemblies
was approached by turbidimetry, TEM and DLS.

Concluding Remarks
Cyclic carbonates derived from bis-MPA are
excellent monomers for the preparation of
orthogonal clickable block copolymers, which are
able to be selectively functionalized with
hydrophilic/hydrophobic
stimuli-responsive
moieties for the preparation of polymeric
nanocarriers. In particular, thermoresponse close
to physiological temperature can be easily
introduced to modulate the properties of
nanocarriers
based
on
degradable
polycarbonates.
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washed with neutral water and dried under
vacuum for 24 hours. An average reaction yield
above 80% was obtained and the degree of
esterification attained was precisely assessed by
1H NMR.

Introduction
One of the treatments for cancer is chemotherapy
but most anticancer drugs have a low therapeutic
index, which causes toxicity complications in the
healthy tissues [1]. To minimize these
complications and improve the effect of the
existing drugs, drug delivery by nanoparticles
have drawn more attention as they are easy to
produce and can also be prepared through
biocompatible polymers [2]. Here, we report the
preparation of polymer nanoparticles derived from
esters of poly(γ-glutamic acid) which could be able
to encapsulate hydrophobic drugs that can be
used as drug delivery systems (DDS) for the
treatment of different tumours. In this work, PGGA
has been modified in order to improve its solubility
in organic solvents and its processing capacity of
this water-soluble polymer. Due to the fact that
most of the anticancer drugs are lipophilic, the
hydrophobic modification of PGGA will enhance
the drug encapsulation [3].

H
N

O

H
N

R-Br
NaHCO3

COOH

O
COOH

H
N
x

O
+ NaBr
COOR

y

R:

PGGA

PGGAHxPhBy

Figure 1. Modification of PGGA with 4-phenylbutyl bromide.

Results and Discussion
Spectroscopic characterization
Figure 2 displays FTIR spectra of PGGA and two
PGGAHxPhBy copolymers with different
compositions. The presence of aromatic groups in
the copolymer can be easily identified by the
absorption bands at 3027 cm-1 corresponding to
Ar-H stretching modes and at 746 and 698 cm-1
corresponding to out of plane Ar-H bending
modes.

Experimental

Transmitance (%)

Esterification of PGGA with 4-phenylbutyl bromide
was carried out in solution of N-methyl-2pyrrolidone (NMP) at 60 ºC in the presence
variable amounts of NaHCO3 [4]. 4-phenylbutyl
bromide was slowly added in the necessary
amount to reach the desired conversion. The
reaction was left to proceed for 48 h until no
evolution was observed in the reaction and the
esterified polymer was recovered by precipitation
in acidified water. After that the polymer was

80

40
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3000

2000

1000
-1

Wavenumber (cm )

Figure 2. Infrared spectra of PGGA, PGGAH54PhB46,
PGGAH3PhB97.
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Further characterization was assessed by 1HNMR, where the degree of modification could be
easily determined by integration of the aromatic
signals that appear at 7.2 ppm and the signal of
main chain CH protons appearing at 4.3 ppm
(Figure 3).

Nanoparticles formation and characterization
Nanoparticles with sizes around 200 nm have
been prepared using the nanoprecipitationdialysis and emulsion/evaporation methods as
revealed by DLS (Figure 5) and SEM (Figure 6).
The resulting nanoparticles were loaded with
Doxorubicin (DOX) and release of the drug was
carried out in two environments (pH ≈4.2 and 7.2)
and as expected, it was released faster at pH 4.2.
20

PGGAH3PhB97
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PGGAH54PhB46

16
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Figure 3. 1H NMR spectra of a) PGGA and b)
PGGAH3PhB97
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Figure 5. Particle size distribution of nanoparticles (DLS)
obtained from PGGAH54PhB46 by dialysis and from
PGGAH3PhB97 by emulsion solvent evaporation.

Thermal properties
The TGA analysis revealed the weight loss
concomitant to degradation is seen to occur
between 200 ºC and 330 ºC. The thermal stability
was observed to be enhanced with the degree of
modification. As shown in Figure 4 and Table 1,
the residual material left at the end of the test was
different but it decreases in most of the cases as
the degree of modification increased.

Figure 6. SEM micrographs PGGAH54PhB46 (left),
PGGAH3PhB97 (right).
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Table 1. Thermal behaviour of PGGAHxPhBy copolymers &
PGGA

Polymers
PGGA
PGGAH89PhB11
PGGAH54PhB46
PGGAH25PhB75
PGGAH3PhB97

aT
d1

/Td2/Td3
(ºC)

299/311
309.2/215.7
303.9/308/240
331
332

2. Hamidi, M., Azadi, A., Rafiei, P., Ashrafi, H., Crit
Rev Ther Drug Carrier Syst (2013), 30, 435–467.

b RW

(%)
31.25
27.53
12.81
4.36
5.4

3. Lanz, A., Martínez de Ilarduya, A., García-Álvarez,
M., Muñoz-Guerra, S., React Funct Polym (2016),
106, 143–152.
4. Kubota, H., Nambu, Y., Endo, T., J. Poly Sci (1993),
31, 2877–2878.

a Maximum rate decomposition temperature. b Remaining
weight at 600 ºC.
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poured into the solution. The reaction was carried
out at room temperature for 24 h. Afterwards, the
solution was filtered, and the precipitate was
washed with cold acetone and dried under
reduced pressure. The modified polymer SPESPirkle (Figure 1) was characterized by FTIR, NMR,
TGA.

Introduction
The therapeutic activity of enantiomeric
compounds is strongly dependent on their spatial
rearrangements, which lead to different
pharmacodynamic
and
pharmacokinetic
properties [1]. One isomer may produce the
desired therapeutic activities, while the other may
be inactive or even produce toxic effects [2]. A
method used to achieve the isomers
discrimination is the post-synthesis separation,
through polymeric membranes. Stereoselective
membranes allow a specific enantiomer to be
adsorbed or diffused into the polymer matrix [3].
Membrane specificity is through chiral recognition
sites, such as chiral selectors immobilized on
polymeric membranes [3]. This research proposal
aims to develop low cost polymeric membranes
with high chiral resolution capacity.

Figure 1. Proposed structure for SPES-Pirkle.

Sorption tests
0.05g of the pure PES and SPES-Pirkle samples
were added to a racemate solution (10 mL, 1.0 ×
10-4 mol.L-1) of the 2,2,2-trifluoro-1-(9-antryl)
ethanol (Pirkle's Alcohol) and 6-methoxy-9-oxo-N(1-phenylethyl)-9H-xanthene-2-carboxamide
(XEADES). At specific time intervals, 150 µL of the
solution was removed and injected into the HPLC.
The sorption selectivity and the amount of
enantiomers sorbed on the membrane can be
calculated from Eqs. 1 and 2, respectively:

Experimental
Chemical modification of Poly(ether-Sulfone)
(PES) the chiral selector
The PES sulfonation (SPES) and functionalization
for insertion of the ethylenediamine group (SPESNH2) was based on methodologies reported by Shi
et al. [4] and Bai et al. [5]. After the chemical
modification of the polymer, the connection of the
Pirkle-type selector from the SPES-NH2 was
performed.
23.2
mg
of
(S)-3,5dinitrobenzoylphenylglycine (Pirkle-type selector)
and 128 mg of o-(Benzotriazol-1-yl) -N, N, N ′, N'tetramethyluronium tetrafluoroborate (TBTU) were
dissolved in 20 mL of dimethylformamide (DMF),
dried, and then 80µL of triethylamine (TEA) was
added to the solution. After 30 min, 1 g of SPESNH2 previously dissolved in DMF was gently
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(

)/

=
=

(

(
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/
)

)
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where Ci and Cf are the initial and final
concentrations of the enantiomers in the solution,
V the solution volume and m the membrane mass.
The percentage retention into the membrane was
calculated by:
% =
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× 100

(3)

Results and Discussion

Figure 3.(a) TGA and DTGA curves for the SPES-Pirkle (b)
DTGA curves for membranes before chemical modification.

The chemical shifts observed for the 1H spectra for
the SPES-Pirkle are: δ 1H NMR (300 MHz, DMSOd6) δ 8.99 – 8.84 (m, 2H), 8.95 – 8.86 (m, 1H),
8.15 (s, 2H), 7.94 (m, 6H), 7.71 (m, 1H), 7.67 (s,
1H), 7.27 – 7.13 (m, 5H), 5.00 (s, 1H), 2.95 (dd,
1H), 2.88 – 2.77 (m, 1H). Figures 2 show the FTIR
spectra for the membranes of pure PES,
sulfonated PES and after modification with the
Pirkle type selector. The main PES bands and the
bands referring to the chiral selector are observed.

Table 1 contains the sorption selectivity of the
SPES-Pirkle membrane and the retention
percentage of the enantiomers of XEADES and
Pirkle's Alcohol. The SPES-Pirkle showed a 3.64
times higher sorption selectivity for the xanthonic
compound compared to Pirkle’s Alcohol. Figure 4
shows the sorbed amount of Pirkle's Alcohol and
XEADES in the SPES-Pirkle membrane.
Table 1. Retention percentage of enantiomers (R,S) –
XEADES and (R,S) – Pirkle’ alcohol and sorption selectivity.
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Figure 2. FTIR spectrum obtained for SPES-Pirkle.
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The TGA and DTGA curves for the membrane are
shown in Figure 3 (a), where the main degradation
peaks are shown, confirming the presence of the
chiral selector in the polymeric membrane. The
DTGA curve for the membranes before chemical
modification and for the Pirkle-type selector is
shown in Figure 3 (b).
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Introduction
Poly(lactic acid) (PLA) is a biobased polyester
widely studied due to the large range of properties
it offers. Since the monomer has two enantiomers,
isotactic or atactic PLAs can be synthetized.
However, its brittle mechanical properties and the
lack of functional moieties are yet a limitation.
The synthesis of triblock copolyesters using softer
polyesters to produce thermoplastic elastomers
has been a widely used strategy to modulate PLA
mechanical properties [1], while the use of
functional co-monomers or initiators has been
exploited to provide PLA with functional groups [2].
In this work, in a first step, we studied the effect of
stereosequences distribution on PLA properties
and then we combined the aforesaid approaches
using an unsaturated macrolactone, globalide
(Gl), to prepare functional triblock copolyesters by
sequential ring-opening polymerization (ROP).

Figure 1. Reaction scheme of triblock copolyesters by ROP.

Results and Discussion
Conversion of PLAs was calculated from 1H NMR.
As shown in Figure 2, the polymer synthetized
from the racemic mixture displayed the greatest
reaction rate. GPC results, also depicted in Figure
2, revealed PDD50LL50 not only reacted faster but
produced the highest Mw PLA among the series.
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A series of PLAs was prepared using varied
amounts of L-lactide (LL) and the racemic mixture
(DD50/LL50 or DL-lactide). The ROP of lactides was
performed in bulk at 180 ºC. 1-4-butanediol was
the initiator and tin (II) 2-ethylhexanoate the
catalyst. The synthesis of triblock copolymers was
performed in two steps (Figure 1). First,
polyglobalide (PGl) was synthetized at 80 ºC by
enzymatic ROP in bulk using Novozyme 435 and
the initiator 1,4-butanediol. Then, PGl acted as
macroinitiator in the ROP of lactides to yield
triblock copolyesters of Mw 40 kg·mol-1. 1H and 13C
NMR, GPC, DSC, TGA and tensile tests were
employed to characterize PLAs and terpolyesters.

Figure 2. Conversion vs time of PLA polymerizations with
different L- and D-lactide enantiomers (bottom-left). Weight
average molecular weight vs L-lactide content (top-right)

The trend for syndiotactic addition was confirmed
by 13C NMR. Spectra of PDD50LL50 and PLL100 in
the carbonyl region are depicted in Figure 3.
Almost octads were distinguished since 17 out of
23 theorical peaks were identified. This confirmed
the catalyst did not promote transesterification
reactions. Otherwise, 128 peaks would be
expected since not only is, si and ii triads, but also
ss triads would be possible.
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The properties of triblock copolymers could be
tuned varying the length of different blocks and the
enantiomeric composition. As shown in Table 1,
the larger PGl block the greater elongation, but the
strength and the modulus decreased. Thus, PGl
delivered plasticity to PLA.
Table 1. Mechanical properties of triblock copolymers.
Triblock
copolymer
1
.
9
6
1

2
.
9
6
1

3
.
9
6
1

4
.m
9
p
6
p
1

5
.
9
6
1

6
.
9
6
1

7
.
9
6
1

(

LL208Gl42LL208
LL104Gl106LL104
DL208Gl42DL208
DL104Gl106DL104

)

Figure 3. 13C NMR spectra in the carbonyl region.

From quantitative analyses, it was concluded that
polymerization did not follow Bernoullian statistics.
The isotactic probability was only about 40%,
instead of the theoretical 50% for PDD50LL50.
Thus, a preference for syndiotactic addition was
revealed from NMR, which could be attributed to
steric hindrance during the addition of the same
enantiomers in the ROP.
Thermal properties and the hydrolytic degradation
were found to be highly stereodependent. Only
PLL100 was semicrystalline (Tm = 176 ºC), while the
glass transition temperature (Tg) increased with
the optical purity of PLAs fitting a linear regression
Tg (ºC) = 62.35 – 0.21·[DD (% mol)], attributed to
a reduction of the free volume. That influenced the
hydrolytic degradation (PBS, 37 ºC, pH 7.4) due to
water had more difficulties to penetrate into the
bulk. After 4.5 months, PLL100 weight loss was
26% while PDD50LL50 reached a 78%, proving the
faster hydrolysis of the racemic polymer.

Tensile
strength
(MPa)
10.0 ± 3.3
4.6 ± 0.5
22.2 ± 4.7
9.1 ± 1.1

Elastic
Modulus
(MPa)
951 ± 66
178 ± 12
1,090 ± 113
381 ± 75

Elongation
at break
(%)
1.3 ± 0.4
250 ± 27
9.2 ± 3.3
330 ± 87

Additionally, triblock copolymers obtained from
DL-lactide degraded faster than the ones obtained
by L-lactide by proteinase K enzyme (Tris·HCl 0.1
M, at pH 7.4 and 37 ºC). This enzyme is known to
degrade PLA owing to the similarity to alanine.
However, it was observed that this enzyme did not
degrade PGl blocks.
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Figure 5. Enzymatic degradation of LL208-Gl42-LL208 and
DL208-Gl42-DL208 by proteinase K.
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photoinitiator [5]. Hydrogels were characterized by
swelling capacity, DSC, FTIR, TGA, stress-strain
and adhesiveness assays, etc. Biological
properties were carried-out in vitro though
hemolysis, antibacterial activity and cellular
viability experiments.
Results and Discussion

Introduction
An ideal dressing to treat wound-healing
should present some general properties such as:
protect the wound from the environment, possess
appropriate hydrophilicity [1,2], biocompatibility,
antimicrobial activity, proper adhesion and
flexibility allowing mobility. One of the most
versatile materials to this end is the use of
dressings based on hydrogels. [3,4]

Swelling measurements were carried out in PBS
(pH 7,4) at 25°C. Results are shown in Figure 1.
50

We report here on the synthesis of hydrogels by
photopolymerization, with improved properties to
aid wound healing and disinfection processes.
These hydrogels have excellent swelling capacity,
good mechanical stability, ductility, adhesiveness
and temperature response properties. In biological
tests, these new materials showed high
biocompatibility and antibacterial activity.
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We synthetized three formulations of hydrogels
containing METAC/NIPAM named as: F1 (25 %
NIPAM, 75% METAC), F2 (50% NIPAM, 50%
METAC) and F3 (75% METAC, 25% NIPAM). A
silsesquioxano (SSO-1) was employed as a
crosslinking agent and nanoparticles of poly(9,9dioctylfluorene-alt-benzothiadiazole) as macro -

Figure 1: Swelling degree from three formulations of
hydrogels in PBS 7.4 at 25°C.

In all cases a high degree of swelling is observed,
being higher for hydrogels with major content of
METAC (ionic monomer).
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We carried out tensile test with the objective of
study the mechanical properties of the new
materials. The formulations with higher content of
NIPAM monomer have Young’s modulus (E)
comparable with those reported in bibliography
[6,7] with decreasing E with increasing ionic
monomer composition [8-10]. These results are
particularly important since suggest that hydrogels
should maintain their mechanical properties during
the time of healing.
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Figure 3: Bacterial inhibition (S. aureus) kinetics for the
three formulations of hydrogels with its corresponding
controls in black squares.

Biological studies were carried out to test the
biocompatibility and inherent antimicrobial activity
of the synthesized materials. To this end, MTT
experiments were performed on eukaryotic cells to
evaluate the biocompatibility of the new materials.
These experiments were accomplished with the
use of human keratinocyte cultures (HaCaT) in the
presence of hydrogels and with the use of silicone
discs of similar dimensions to those of the
polymers experiments as controls wells.
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These experiments suggest that our hydrogels
could aid in the healing process of wounds by
keeping the damaged area free of infection.
Concluding Remarks
In summary, the observed properties of the
synthesized hydrogels suggest that they could be
employed in the fabrication of biocompatible
materials with applications in biomedicine, mainly
in wound-healing and disinfection.
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As shown below, F1 and F2 hydrogels cause a
clear reduction in bacterial activity, so they can be
classified as bactericides, while the F3 formulation
revealed a bacteriostatic effect.
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Role of QK peptide and proteolytic sequences in the promotion
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degradation and vascularization in vivo. In detail,
scaffolds displaying the DRIR and the GTAR on
the outer and inner part of the tube containing the
QK peptide in the inner, both and none of them
were fabricated. Cell colonization and
vascularization was analyzed by histology and
immunohistochemistry (IHC) upon subcutaneous
implantation in Swiss CDR-1 mice with time.

Introduction
The development of three-dimensional (3D)
systems with the capacity to promote and spatiotemporally direct the cell infiltration and
vascularization in biological tissues hold promise
in the area of tissue engineering and regenerative
medicine (TERM). To this purpose, fast (GTAR)
and slow (DRIR) proteolytic sequences sensitive
to uPA (urokinase plasminogen activator) enzyme
and the QK vascular endothelial growth factor
mimetic peptide have been exploited showing their
potential activity for maintaining cell signalization
for colonization [1] and promoting angiogenesis
[2], respectively. Hydrogels based on Elastin-like
recombinamers (ELRs) can be exploited in this
regard, their bioactiveness can be tailored ondemand allowing to genetically encode proteolytic
sequences into their polypeptide backbone as well
as to covalently tether bioactive residues such as
the QK peptide.

Results and Discussion
In vitro studies revealed the pro-angiogenic effect
of QK peptide on endothelial morphology. Coaxial
binary ELR tubular constructs exhibited a marked
increase in cellular colonization and degradation
on the inner and fast degradable ELR tube, when
compared to the outer part with slow cleavage
kinetics. Histology and IHC results of in vivo
studies further showed the QK peptide effect
triggering high vascularization. Combination of
both factors, namely proteolytic sequences and
QK peptide, revealed a synergistic effect over
angiogenesis process in vivo.

Experimental
Concluding Remarks

A pair of ELRs containing either the GTAR or
DRIR sequence was designed and decorated with
the QK pro-angiogenic peptide and click catalystfree crosslinkable domains to produce the
intended hydrogels. In vitro studies allowed to
determine the effect of QK peptide over
endothelial cell morphogenesis, whereas the
elastic modulus of the prepared hydrogels was
evaluated by rheology techniques. Coaxial binary
ELR tubular constructs were designed to assess
the ability of the designed ELRs to guide

ELR hydrogels displaying proteolytic sequences
and decorated with the QK peptide have reported
to enhance colonization and vascularization in
vivo in a pre-designed way. These results pave the
way for developing ELR-based scaffolds for TERM
applications with spatio-temporally controlled
vascularization in the achievement of an optimal
tissue repair.
Acknowledgements
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round bottom flask and stirred at 300 rpm. Then,
14 mL of TEOS were quickly added and the
mixture was allowed to react for 12 h. In order to
eliminate the remaining reactants, nanoparticles
were centrifuged and re-dispersed five times in
distilled water.
For the preparation of the colloidal deposits, a
glass slide was treated with piranha solution and
rinsed with water. Subsequently, it was immersed
in a suspension of NP in ethanol (1% w/v) and
after solvent evaporation, the NP deposits were
obtained on both sides of the slide.
Synthesis nanostructured polymeric films
For MIPs formulation, 3.8 mg of T4 were dissolved
in 0.46 mL of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), then
1.54 mL of ethanol and 400 µL of the functional
monomer, acrylic acid (AA) or methacrylic acid
(MA) were incorporated. The resulting solution
was stored for 24 h in the dark to allow for
monomer-T4 interaction. Subsequently, 400 µL of
the chosen monomer, 500 µL of ethylene glycol
dimethacrylate (EGDMA) used as crosslinker and
9 mg of AIBN (initiator) were added to the mixture.
For the synthesis of the nanostructured films, a
few drops of the polymerization solution were
added to the colloidal deposits and another glass
slide was placed on top of the colloidal deposits.
The polymerization reaction was carried out under
UV radiation at 365 nm for 8 h (Cole Parmer lamp,
I= 2mW cm-2). Then, the formed structure was
immersed in a 5% HF solution for 24 h to dissolve
the NPs and remove the films from the glass
slides.
Finally, the films were washed with distilled water.
T4 was removed from the films by successive
washes with DMSO. To corroborate the washing

Introduction
Molecular imprinting technology is based on the
elaboration of a polymeric material with selective
capacity to adsorb molecules of interest due to the
creation of highly specific sites formed during the
synthesis. [1].
Thyroid hormones have numerous vital functions
in the body as they are involved in the
development of the nervous system and regulate
various metabolic functions. These compounds
are similar in chemical structure to the thyroxine.
The hormone levothyroxine (T4) is usually found
in a healthy adult at levels between 100-200 ng/dL
[2]. These low concentrations determine the
chemical analysis, since they make it difficult to
find efficient methods for detection and
quantification.
Hydrogels with submicrometer pores have a high
surface-to-volume ratio that gives them lower
resistance to mass transfer. Therefore, the
combination of molecular imprinting technology
with nanostructured films offers the possibility of
developing platforms for rapid detection of
hormones at low concentrations.
In the current work, nanostructured MIPs were
synthesized from deposits of SiO2 particles for the
selective binding of T4. The morphological
parameters of the developed materials and their
T4 adsorption capacity were studied.
Experimental
Synthesis of silica nanoparticles colloid deposits
Silica nanoparticles (NP) were synthesized by a
modified Stöber method [3]. Briefly, 200 mL of
ethanol and 22 mL of ammonia were mixed in a
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pH (Table 1.). This response is amplified in the AA
films do to its lower pKa compared with MA (4.26
vs. 4.65).

efficiency, the resulting solutions were analysed
by UV spectrometry. In addition, non-imprinted
polymers (NIPs) were fabricated using a similar
methodology without incorporating the hormone
into the mixture.
Characterization of the obtained materials
The diameter the particles and morphology of the
synthesized materials were observed by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM). The films swelling
ratio was determined gravimetrically by immersing
the obtained materials in phosphate buffers of
different pH (4, 7.4 and 10) for 24 h. The swelling
ratio (SR) was calculated from equation (1).
m ∗ 100/m (1)
SR
m
where ms is the mass of the swollen film at
equilibrium and md the mass of the dried films.
In order to study the adsorption of T4,
approximately 10 mg of dried film (MIP or NIP)
were incubated with 4 mL of a 20 ppm solution of
T4 for 24 h. The remaining concentration of the
hormone was then determined by UV (226 nm).
Recognition capacity (RC) was determined from
equation (2).
RC
C C ∗ V /m (2)
where Ci, Ce are the initial and the final
concentrations of testosterone (mg/mL),
respectively; Vt is the volume of solution (mL), and
m is the mass of the film (g).

Table 1. Swelling ratio of AA and MA films.

pH
AA
MA

Swelling ratio (SR)
4
7,4
10
67.56
151.47
191.31
19.64
75.11
127.92

MIP and NIP T4 adsorption was studied. The
recognition capacity of the AA-based MIPs was
3.62 compared to 2.02 obtained for the NIPs
(Table 2). The EI value (RCmip/RCnip) of 1.8 shows
that the printing process was efficient.
Table 2. RC and EI of AA-based MIP and NIP.

MIP
NIP

RC (mg g-1)
3.62
2.02

EI
1.8
-

Conclusions
In this work, nanostructured films were developed
for the adsorption of thyroid hormone T4. Silica
nanoparticles were synthesized and used to form
colloidal deposits, from which MIPs were obtained.
The recognition capacity obtained for the MIPs
were higher than the NIPs, evidencing an efficient
molecular imprinting process. Moreover, these
values result similar to others reported in the
literature for different hormones [3, 4]. Future work
will evaluate the use of these materials for the
formation of photonic sensors.

Results and Discussion
The synthesized NPs showed a narrow size
distribution (256.9 ± 36.4 nm). The spatial
arrangement of the NPs formed colloidal deposits
with several layer of nanoparticles (Fig. 1A). The
films obtained showed 2 µm-thick porous structure
(Fig. 1.B).
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Figure 1. SEM micrograph of NPs colloidal deposits (A) and
the obtained nanostructured film (B).

The degree of swelling of the films formed by AA
and MA were pH-sensitive increasing at greater
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Synthesis of acrylated crosslinkers
PEG (2000 g/mol) was dried under vacuum.
Triethylamine was dried over molecular sieves
and added to the PEG solution at a ratio of 2 moles
TEA per PEG hydroxyl end group, followed by
acryloyl chloride, which was added dropwise at a
ratio of 3 moles per PEG hydroxyl end group. The
reaction mixture was refluxed under argon for 4 h
and allowed to cool overnight. The solution was
cooled and precipitated in four volumes of hexane.
The hexane was decanted, and the resulting white
diacrylated PEG was dried in vacuum.
dPG (Mw= 9000 g/mol) was dried under high
vacuum at 80 °C for two days. A solution of dPG,
trimethylamine, and dry N,N’-dimethylformamide
was cooled down using an ice bath. Acryloyl
chloride (1.2 eq.) was added dropwise and the
reaction mixture was subsequently stirred for 4 h.
The product was purified by dialysis in water for 72
h. The functionalized dPG was stored in the dark
in a refrigerator at 6-8 °C.
NGs were prepared by a combination of
di(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate
(DEGMA, 46 wt%), oligo ethylene glycol
methacrylate (OEGMA, 51 wt%), and 3 wt% of
dPG (11% acrylation degree). The reagents were
dissolved in distilled water, the mixture was
bubbled with argon for 10 minutes and then stirred
for 15 minutes under an argon atmosphere at 600
rpm, following heating to 78 °C. After reaching 70
°C, the polymerization process was initiated by
adding a catalytic amount of a TMEDA solution
(320 mM). The mixture was stirred for 4 h. After
the reaction, the product was dialyzed for 2 days
in water [4].
Functionalization of the crosslinkers was verified
by proton NMR on a 500 MHz instrument.

Introduction
Tissue engineering aims to regenerate damaged
tissues through biological substitutes that act as
templates for the regeneration process. To this
effect, the development of porous scaffolds that
can mimic the functionality and architecture of the
extracellular matrix is one of the major focuses [1].
Chitosan is a linear polysaccharide obtained by
the chemical deacetylation of chitin, the second
most abundant polysaccharide after cellulose. The
use of chitosan as a biomaterial has received
increasing interest due to its remarkable
properties, including biocompatibility, non-toxicity,
high versatility, and biodegradability, as well as its
antifungal and antibacterial activities [1]. However,
the fabrication of chitosan hydrogels for tissue
engineering often requires a neutralization step to
ensure biocompatibility. To avoid this drawback,
carboxylated chitosan hydrogel scaffolds have
been proposed for their use in tissue regeneration.
In particular, chitosan soft hydrogels have been
successfully used in neural tissue engineering,
exhibiting cell adhesion, cell interaction, cell
survival, and neurite outgrowth [2].
This work studied the preparation of carboxylated
chitosan-based soft hydrogels scaffolds by
crosslinking-induced gelation via thiol−ene click
reactions, using different crosslinking agents, such
as polyethylene glycol (PEG), dendritic
polyglycerol (dPG), and nanogels (NGs) with a
similar composition. The gelation time, hydrogel
swelling, porous structure, and mechanical
properties of the biomaterials were investigated for
their application as scaffolds for nerve
regeneration.
Experimental
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Hydrogels preparation
Carboxymethyl chitosan (Mw= 200 kDa, DD=
90%) solution in PBS buffer was prepared at a
concentration of 4 wt%, and the solution was
filtered with a syringe filter of 0.45 µm. Then, 15
mg of 2-iminothiolane/mL of chitosan solution was
added and stirred for 10 min. The crosslinker
agent solution was prepared at different
concentrations, and mixed with an equal volume
of the thiolated chitosan solution. The mixture was
transferred to a 5 mL syringe mold, and the
precursor mixture was incubated in a water bath at
37 °C until gelation. Finally, hydrogels were rinsed
with water three times and lyophilized.
SEM analysis
Lyophilized hydrogel samples were cut carefully
with a scalpel and mounted into an aluminum mold
using candle wax for posterior SEM observation.
Swelling properties
A known weight of hydrogel was immersed in
excess of water at 37 °C for 1 day. The samples
were removed from the water medium after a
precisely defined period to measure the
absorption rate. For each sample, measurements
were repeated three times. For each sample,
measurements were repeated three times.

In Figure 1, SEM micrograph of hydrogels samples
are shown. The biomaterials exhibit an
interconnected microporous structure, with a
mean pore size that decreases with the
concentration of the crosslinker agents.

Figure 1. SEM micrographs of chitosan hydrogels: a) PEG
and b) dPG

The swelling studies revealed that the water
content at equilibrium is influenced by the
crosslinking degree of the hydrogel and the
hydrophilic nature of the crosslinker. For instance,
hydrogels prepared using PEG exhibited an
increase water uptake due to its hydrophilic
nature.
The thiol−ene click chemistry is a promising
approach to prepare polymeric hydrogels from
natural and synthetic macromonomers. In
addition, hydrogels incorporating functionalized
nanogels could be used to deliver bioactive factors
to enhance the regeneration process. In future
work, the evaluation of the biocompatibility,
proliferation and cell adhesion in the different
materials is proposed using model neuronal cell
lines, such as PC12 (neuronal), human brainderived cells, U373 (astrocytes) or Schwann cells.

Results and Discussion
Chitosan hydrogels were prepared exploring the
use of novel crosslinking agents, in order to
achieve biomaterials with suitable features for soft
tissue regeneration. The hydrogels systems are
summarized in Table 1.
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prepare waterborne coatings for formaldehyde
capture, giving access to efficient indoor air
depolluting materials.[6]

Introduction
Among all the techniques employed to synthesize
functional polymers, the post-polymerization
modification of polymers stands out as very
attractive to furnish other types of functionalities
provided that high conversions can be achieved,
ideally under mild conditions. This allows to obtain
polymers, which cannot be prepared by direct
polymerization of the corresponding functional
monomers.[1] Thanks to the presence of a large
number of reactive primary amino groups, many
polyamines can easily undergo chemical
modification to change their physical and chemical
properties, therefore they can be covalently
coupled to surfaces or to small molecules and
oligomers.[2,3,4,5]
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isocyanates are the CO2-based cyclic
carbonates.[3,4] These species can undergo
aminolysis affording poly(hydroxyurethanes)[5,6]
and poly(oxazolidinones).[7] This opportunity
sprouted interest in further development of these
chemicals in the fields where urethane are most
pervasive - such as foams, coatings, adhesives,
and elastomers.[8,9]
Few researches have investigated the potential
of cyclic carbonates in the field of additive
manufacturing and utilised the well-established
methacrylate[10,11] and thiol-ene[12] chemistries.
This study focuses on the study of activated
CO2-based cyclic carbonates toward their
application in stereolithographic additive
manufacturing by photocuring. These materials
could be further developed not only in bulk objects
but also into hydrogels, recyclable materials, and
foams.

Introduction

Figure 1. Graphical Abstract.

Stereolithographic additive manufacturing has
brought important innovation in the rapid
prototyping and manufacturing sectors.[1] Its
reduced waste production and speed as against
classical manufacturing methods contributed to its
booming in the last decade. Although the reduction
in material usage is undeniable, stereolithographic
inks are most-frequently based on non-renewable
feedstocks
and
generate
unrecyclable
manufacts.[2]
An important part of the stereolithographic
resins available on the market today are urethanebased. This type of resin has favourable
mechanical properties, chemical resistance, and
large variety of available precursors, giving it a
wide span of applicability.[1] However, it is based
on isocyanates, chemicals that caused many of
the worst accidents in the chemical industry and
are at the focus of environmental and safety
regulations. An attractive alternative to
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to study the influence of primary and secondary
hydroxyl groups on the transurethanization
reaction.

Introduction
The isocyanates used in the synthesis of
polyurethanes are increasingly subject to
restrictions under the REACH chemical regulation
due to the recent classification for some of them
(suchas methylene diphenyl diisocyanate (MDI)
and toluene diisocyanate (TDI)) as carcinogenic,
mutagenic and reprotoxic (CMR) [1], [2]. Therefore
there is a growing interest for the development of
sustainable
isocyanate-free
polyurethanes
(NIPU). The most popular NIPUs are
polyhydroxyurethanes (PHU) which can be
synthesized via step-growth polymerisation
(Figure 1) of cyclic carbonate with amine [2]. The
reaction results in the generation of an additional
primary or secondary hydroxyl group in every
repeating motif along the polymer chain [3]. These
hydroxyl groups can participate into hydrogen
bond interactions [4]. Conventional polyurethane
networks cannot be reprocessed due to
permanent cross-links [5]. However, the
incorporation of the hydroxyl group in the NIPU
capable of dynamic exchange within crosslinked
polymers allows the reprocessability of thermosets
[6]. A new concept named vitrimer emerged as an
improvement towards the recyclability of
thermoset. Vitrimer is a new class of polymer
between thermosets and thermoplastics. They
have the ability to be reshaped at high temperature
though associative exchange reactions and are
thus more recyclable, however many of them
require the use of catalysts which limits their
applications [7].
The objective is therefore to design and synthesize
NIPU vitrimers able to undergo catalyzed
transurethanization reactions (exchange reaction
between carbamate and hydroxyl group [8], Figure
2) as a strategy to recycle PHUs. The first step is

O

O
O

O

OH

R
O

R

O

OH

O

+ H2N

NH2

N
H

O

Figure 1. step-growth polymerization of dicyclic carbonate
with diamine to form PHU

Figure 2. Associative transurethanization exchange
reaction based on [9]

Experimental
Methods
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) 1H was
recorded with Bruker Avance DPX 300. The NMR
chemical shifts were reported as δ in parts per
million (ppm) relative to the traces of
nondeuterated solvent (δ = 7.26 for CDCl3).
Reagents
Ethylene Carbonate (CAS: 96-49-1) was
purchased from Fluka. n-Butylamine (99+%, CAS:
109-73-9) was purchased from Acros Organics.
Synthesis of 2-hydroxyethyl N-butylcarbamate
Ethylene carbonate (1 eq) and n-butylamine (2 eq)
were mixed in a 5 mL flask with magnetic stirrer at
ambient temperature during 24h. Then the excess
of amine was evaporated.
Results and Discussion
To understand the effect on the different hydroxyl
groups on transurethanization reaction, two model
compounds will be synthesized: one with primary
hydroxyl group and the other one with secondary
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hydroxyl group. These two model compounds will
be then used to assess the behaviour of primary
and secondary alcohols in transurethanization
reaction with and without catalysts and at different
temperatures. Results will be showed in the
poster.

[3]

[4]

[5]

Figure 3. 1H NMR spectra monitoring of the 2-hydroxyethyl
N-butylcarbamate synthesis

[6]

The first model compound was synthesized: 2hydroxyethyl N-butylcarbamate. After 1 hour, the
1H NMR spectra (Figure 3) showed that the
reaction is complete (no carbonate remaining).
After the amine evaporation, the 2-hydroxyethyl Nbutylcarbamate was isolated as a transparent
liquid.

[7]

Concluding Remarks
The first model compound synthesis is a success
and easy to do. The next results will be showed in
the poster.

[8]
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Abstract
environmental footprint [7]. However, the high
hydrophilicity of these fibres is a major drawback
when impregnated by most often hydrophobic
matrices, conducting to weak bonding at the
interface. Thus, the employ of PHU as the
polymer matrix could be a way to limit
environmental footprint of composites while
enhancing their properties. Nevertheless, PHU
still suffers major drawbacks in terms of
reactivity and viscosity that are problematic in
composite manufacturing process [8].
In this work, we investigate the
opportunities offered by PHU to obtain Fibre
Reinforced Polymeric materials (FRP). First, we
studied the rheological behaviour of potentially
biobased cyclic carbonates with several
polyamines. Then, the mechanical properties of
these different formulations were assessed.
Finally, based on these results, an impregnation
protocol was designed for the best formulations
to achieve a first Flax-PHU unidirectional
composite.

Recent reach regulations updates and
European sustainability goals have pushed
forward the development of innovative solutions
to replace conventional and hazardous
petroleum-based polymers through greener
routes. Among the most versatile and used
polymers, polyurethanes are combining both
petroleum and hazardous issues through the
use of isocyanate precursors classified as
carcinogenic, mutagenic and reprotoxic [1,2].
Over the past ten years, several studies
investigated non-isocyanate polyurethanes
promising opportunities by polyaddition of cyclic
carbonates (obtained by carbonatation of epoxy
functions with supercritical CO2) and polyamines
[3]. Numerous biobased cyclic carbonates can
be obtained by carbonatation of epoxidized
vegetable oils or glycerol-based precursors with
supercritical CO2 [4]. Biobased diamines can be
even obtained from fatty acids, vegetable oils,
sugar derivative…[5].
These new poly(hydroxy)urethanes
(PHU) offer highly tuneable properties, and in
some cases, good mechanical and adhesives
properties [6]. Interestingly, the presence of
hydroxyl groups within the crosslinked PHU
networks could also offer further good adhesion
with natural fibres (NF). Indeed, natural fibres
are a reliable solutions to replace glass fibres
and some non-renewable materials through their
interesting mechanical properties and reduced
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linking. A special emphasis is made on
understanding the effect of CNCs with different

Introduction
Polyurethanes (PU) are an important class of
polymers that can be tailored as elastomers,
thermoplastics, and thermosets and hence have
wide applicability in various fields [1]. However,
the synthesis of PU has become a concern for a
long time due to the use of toxic compounds for
the preparation of the monomers, e.g. the use of
phosgene in preparing diisocyanate. Therefore,
increasing attention has been shown to explore
and develop non-phosgene routes or other
alternative
PU
types.
Non-Isocyanate
Polyurethanes (NIPU), mainly synthesized
through the reaction between cyclic carbonates
and poly/diamines, represents the most suitable
alternative discovered so far, mainly due to its’
sustainable and greener aspects. Moreover, NIPU
based composites are trending at present with its’
highly demanding and emerging applications,
NIPU composites prepared using bio-sourced or
bio-based materials are one fine example of a
prominent area of research, which inspired the
current work described here. Despite being a
promising solution, NIPU and NIPU based
composites still need further improvements in
terms of properties and industrial-scale
production.

aspect ratios (length/width), surface chemistry,
and their dispersion in the polymer matrix, i.e.,
NIPU derived from poly(hydroxyl-urethane)s
(PHU), on the structure and properties of the
biocomposites. Compounding processes will be
privileged in this work in order to establish
morphological/thermo-mechanical mapping of
resulting biocomposites on an industrial scale.
In the preparation of CNCs-based PHU
composites, the main challenges anticipated are,
to have a good dispersion of individual CNC
crystals in the PHU matrix and to increase the
content of CNCs (more than 5 wt.%) without
compromising its good dispersion, aiming to have
novel
formulations
with
enhanced
thermomechanical properties. When considering
applications of NIPU-based composite materials,
there have been limitations in improving the
elastomeric [2] and thermal properties [3], which
are targeted in this work.
Experimental
Polyaddition reactions of di(cyclic carbonates) and
diamines were used to synthesize the PHUs [4].
4,4’-[1,4-butanediylbis(oxymethylene)]bis(1,3dioxolan-2-one) was used as the cyclic carbonate
and 2,2’-(ethylenedioxy)-bis-ethylamine, m- and pxylylenediamine were used as the diamines in the
PHU formulation. 1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7ene was utilized as the catalyst and CNCs from

The objective of this project is to develop solventfree processes for the preparation of novel biocomposites from NIPU and cellulose nanocrystals
(CNCs), exploiting their propensity to establish
interfacial hydrogen bonding and covalent cross-
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wood and tunicates with different aspect ratios
were used in the formulations. The amounts of the
reagents were varied in proportions along with the
reaction temperature and time in order to prepare
a series of composites of different compositions.
The resulting biocomposites were characterized
by using mechanical, thermal, microstructure, and
surface analysis techniques.
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Results and Discussion
It is expected to see an improvement in the
thermomechanical
properties
with
the
incorporation of CNCs due to the reinforcing effect
and the formation of an entangled CNC network in
the PHU polymer matrix. The synthesis and
characterization of the biocomposites are ongoing
and will be presented in detail at the conference.
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The development of sustainable routes to
synthetize polyamines from renewable resources
as monomers for non-isocyanate polyurethanes
(NIPUs) remains an open challenge. Currently,
few studies concerning the synthesis of bio-based
amines are available [1,2], therefore further
research in this area is necessary. A focus on the
potential of abundant natural molecules to be
converted to polyamines in an easy and green
fashion seems promising. Terpenes are
secondary plant metabolites and the principal
constituent of the derived essential oils [3].
Because of their unsaturated nature and variety in
structure, terpenes are interesting staring
materials for biopolymer production. In
accordance with the above-mentioned principles,
we investigated multiple synthetic routes to obtain
diamines from terpenes through oxidation and
amination as main steps. Firstly, Wacker oxidation
[4] was employed to test the reactivity of this class
of compounds under the reaction conditions. The
more promising photochemical Schenck-Ene [5]
reaction was performed to insert a carbonyl
functionality into the examined molecules via an
alkyl hydroperoxyl intermediate. Subsequently,
conversion of the carbonyl moiety to the amine
functionality by catalytic reductive amination [6]
was performed. Furthermore, the functionalization
of the internal double bond via a thiol-ene reaction
to achieve a final diamine is planned.

Figure 1. Proposed pathway from β-pinene to the
correspondent diamine
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generation of CO2 thanks to reactive precursors,
leading to significantly low-density porous
materials. This strategy relies on the selective
reactivity of various nucleophiles with cyclic
carbonates in order to promote either its ringopening, leading to the urethane linkage, or its
decarboxylation, leading to the formation of the
blowing agent (CO2) (Scheme 1). While this study
limited the scope of precursors to amine and thiol
compounds, it opened an avenue to investigate
how other organic nucleophiles can provide
additional means to self-foam NIPUs. The
purpose of this work is to investigate other
candidates to promote the decarboxylation path
of cyclic carbonates and to study the resulting
products properties.

Abstract
Polyurethanes are polymers of high industrial
interest. Polyurethane foams (PUF) in particular
can fulfil a very wide range of applications,
ranging from insulation, filtration or shock
absorption to comfort or cushioning.[1,2] It
explains their use worldwide in many sectors
such as automotive industry, construction or sport
equipment. However, concerns have been risen
regarding the toxicity of isocyanates that are
commonly used for the synthesis of
polyurethanes. European rules (REACH) are
being implemented to restrict the use of
isocyanates in the European Union,[3] thus
putting pressure to develop alternative
technologies for the preparation of polyurethanes.
Non-isocyanate polyurethanes (NIPU) have then
been developed to undertake this challenge,
starting from CO2- based cyclic carbonates and
amine precursors.[4–6] However, isocyanates
being responsible for the self-foaming ability of
polyurethane formulation by reaction with water,
i.e. in-situ generation of CO2 as the blowing
agent, very few viable methods exist to prepare
isocyanate-free self-foaming materials. Indeed,
most reported works imply the use of physical
(e.g. hydrofluorocarbons, supercritical CO2)[7,8]
or external chemical (Momentive, NaHCO3 )[9–
11] blowing agents. Recently, a self-foaming
mean for NIPUs based on cyclic carbonate
decarboxylation has been reported.[12,13] This
proof of concept was the first to promote the
foaming of a NIPU matrix in an analogous way to
conventional polyurethanes, i.e. the in-situ

Scheme 1. Strategy for the self-foaming of NIPU reactive
formulations

We expect to better understand how we can
promote the decarboxylation path of cyclic
carbonate precursors from a variety of functional
groups, ideally originated from bio-resources,
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conditions to be used in a versatile way to design
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Abstract
The fixation of carbon dioxide by carbonation of
oxiranes, oxetanes and polyols represents a very
versatile green chemistry route to synthesize
mono- and polyfunctional cyclic carbonates (CC).
These molecules attract increasing research
interest due to their potential application in the
synthesis of non-isocyanate polyurethanes
(NIPU), which are an emerging class of polymers
that could replace conventional polyurethanes
(PU) manufacture. The latter relies on isocyanate
reactants as indispensable starting materials.
Increasing health and environmental concerns
towards the toxicity of isocyanates make it
necessary to develop more eco-friendly processes
that use environment-friendly and non-hazardous
materials. Among the numerous pathways that
have been proposed, the reaction between CC
and polyamines is shown to be a very promising
route for the synthesis of NIPU thermoplastics and
thermosets. However, CC exhibit a slower reaction
and polymerization rate compared to the
isocyanate route. To address this issue, academic
research has developed cyclic carbonates either
with larger ring sizes or electron-withdrawing
groups (EWG) to enhance the reactivity towards
aminolysis. This contribution presents the
synthesis and reactivity studies towards
aminolysis and polymerization of activated five
membered cyclic carbonates in order to find more
sustainable routes and monomers for the
synthesis of NIPUs.
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transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and proton
magnetic resonance (1H NMR) spectra, the amine
groups of 1,6-hexamethylenediamine (HDA) were
converted to carbamates groups using sodium
methoxide and potassium methoxide as reaction
catalysts [4-7]. These results confirm the
BMCarba6 structure formation.

Abstract
Polyurethanes exhibit a wide range of properties
due to the variety of chemical structures that can
be used in their synthesis [1-3]. Commonly,
polyurethanes are obtained by the polyaddition
reaction between diisocyanates and polyols [1-3].
Considering the current awareness of sustainable
chemistry and environmentally friendly polymer
production, the use of isocyanates is of concern
due to their toxicity that leads to dermal and
respiratory illness [1-3]. As a greener approach,
non-isocyanate polyurethanes are a more
attractive alternative for polyurethane synthesis.
Two main routes are proposed for the NIPU
synthesis: (i) aminolysis of cyclic carbonates by
polyaddition, leading to polyhydroxyurethanes and
(ii) transurethanization or transcarbamatation of
carbamates or carbonates, respectively [1-3]. Due
to the presence of hydroxyl groups in their
structure, the properties of polyhydroxyurethanes
are not comparable with polyurethanes produced
from isocyanates and require harsher synthesis
conditions (high temperatures, pressure, and long
times) [2]. On the other hand, NIPUs synthesized
by transurethanization or transcarbamatation
approaches have potentially equivalent properties
to classical polyurethanes. However, relatively low
molecular weights remain a challenge of this
synthesis route [1, 2]. This project aims at
synthesizing high molecular weight NIPUs through
transurethanization/
transcarbamatation
approaches
using
bis-1,6-hexamethylene
and
bis-1,6carbamate
(BMCarba6)
hexamethylene carbonate (BMCarbo6). The
monomer's synthesis was optimized by catalyst
screening using different spectroscopy and
chromatography techniques. According to Fourier-
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than bulk polymerization [5]. REX has relevant
benefits that could make it competitive compared
to traditional polyurethane synthesis and bring up
new greener perspectives.

Abstract
The great versatility of polyurethanes in industrial
applications lead to the search for green
alternatives to their production, in alignment with
the sustainable development goals and the
European REACH regulations. Polyurethane is
one of the most used materials in daily life as
its applications range from rigid and flexible foams,
to coatings and adhesives [1]. However, it is
synthesized from polyols and isocyanates. The
use of the latter has raised environmental and
health concerns, as isocyanates are classified as
CMR (carcinogenic, mutagenic, and reprotoxic)
[2]. In recent years, new routes for the synthesis of
non-isocyanates polyurethanes (NIPU) have been
reported. One of the best route for the synthesis of
NIPU is the polyaddition of cyclocarbonates and
amines since it avoids the use of isocyanate and
phosgene and the reaction does not release any
volatile component [3]. The challenge of this
project is to study and optimize the main
drawbacks that influence the synthesis of novel
NIPUs between cyclocarbonates and amines. It
has been demonstrated that these limitations are
long reaction times, low reactivity, low molar mass
and the generation of hydrogen bonds [1,4].
The first stage of this project is to study the kinetics
of aminolysis of cyclocarbonates by focusing on
precursors that are highly reactive. The objective
is to reduce the reaction time to implement this
reaction system through a continuous reactive
extrusion, requiring short residence times (REX).
REX of NIPUs is also expected to yield higher
molar mass polymers and lower reaction times
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Non-isocyanate polyurethanes (NIPUs) have recently received much more attention as an
alternative to traditional PUs due to environmental considerations. Particularly, the development
of waterborne NIPUs avoids organic solvent utilization and contributes broader applications
compared with the solvent-based NIPUs. In waterborne NIPUs systems, petroleum-based
surfactants are often added to achieve successful water dispersions. In this study, 2,2,6,6
tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl (TEMPO)-oxidized nanocelluloses with different charge density and
aspect ratio are used as green and effective stabilizers for waterborne NIPU latexes to form
Pickering emulsions. The waterborne NIPUs are synthesized by polyaddition of bis-cyclic
carbonates and diamine Priamines. Through the intermediate wettability nature of
nanocelluloses and their ability to provide steric hindrance preventing particle coalescence [1], a
stable NIPU Pickering emulsion is anticipated. TEMPO-mediated oxidation and mechanical
homogenization will be carried out on wood pulp fibers to produce cellulose nanofibers (CNFs)
with surface C6 primary alcohol groups selectively oxidized to carboxyl groups. Various charge
densities of the formed TEMPO-oxidized cellulose nanofibers (TEMPO-CNFs) will be tuned by
the oxidation process. The effects of charge density of TEMPO-CNFs on the emulsion stability
of waterborne NIPUs will be studied. In addition, acid hydrolysis will be performed on the TEMPOCNFs to produce TEMPO-oxidized cellulose nanocrystals (TEMPO-CNCs). Due to the removal
of the amorphous region, TEMPO-CNCs possess higher crystallinity and a lower aspect ratio
than TEMPO-CNFs [2]. Accordingly, the effects of TEMPO-oxidized nanocelluloses with different
aspect ratios and morphologies on the emulsion stability will also be investigated. The emulsion
particle size and size distribution of the waterborne NIPUs stabilized with TEMPO-oxidized
nanocelluloses will be measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS). The appearance and
morphology of latex particles will be characterized by electron microscopy to assess dispersion
stability. The feasibility of using TEMPO-nanocelluloses as emulsion stabilizers for waterborne
NIPUs will be evaluated.
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industries. Chemical recycling is in general
described as a route to recover the basic or
alternative monomers or building blocks [4].
In this research, various types of non-isocyanate
polyurethanes were synthesized and innovative
routes to chemically recycle them are investigated
and will be reported.

Introduction
Polyurethanes are among the most versatile
plastic materials and are virtually ubiquitous. They
are found in products such as the foams of
mattresses and couches, in building insulation,
and in coatings and paints, to name just a few [1].
Conventionally, polyurethanes are produced in a
reaction relying on isocyanate molecules and
polyols. Although tremendously versatile and
facile, these isocyanate-based materials are
causing severe environmental and regulatory
concerns. Growing evidence supports the
potential health hazards of occupational exposure
to isocyanates, and polyols are mainly derived
from fossil resources. To solve this problem,
numerous research groups have focused on
designing sustainable and safe non-isocyanate
polyurethane (NIPU) systems as the greenest
alternatives to polyurethanes [2].
However, another major concern is the massive
consumption of plastics which resulted in an
increasing amount of waste being disposed by
landfilling during the last years. The urgent
environmental concerns with regard to plastic
pollution and subsequently the enforcement of the
environmental legislation is now pushing the
researchers to pursue the synthesis routes that
facilitate the recycling and upcycling of materials.
Physical recycling, energy recovery, and chemical
recycling are three different pathways to recycling
polyurethanes [3]. Among different methods,
chemical recycling of polymers has experienced
increasing attention from both academia and
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compression test. According to the obtained
results, a mixture selection was made, and the
best ethanol treatment was applied to determine
the properties of the material.

Introduction
Protein-based biomaterials are excellent
candidates for biomedical applications since they
have similar properties to the extracellular
matrix.[1] Silk sericin (SS), a protein present in the
silk cocoon, can be used as biomaterials in the
development of scaffolds for skin regeneration as
it has important properties such as antioxidant
capacity, moisture regulating capacity, biocompat
ibility, and biodegradability.[2] However, SS shows
rather poor mechanical performance, particularly
in wet state.[3] Additionally, dry materials
produced with SS as the only compound, are
brittle and rigid, which is unsuitable for biomedical
applications. SS has polar side chains with
different functional groups, such as amine,
hydroxyl, and carboxyl.[2] Their presence
improves the chemical interactions with other
polymers through treatments or blending, allowing
to produce materials with enhanced structural
stability. Treatments by immersion and solvent
vapor in organic solvents, like ethanol, commonly
are used to induce conformational changes in SS.
On the other hand, cellulose is an attractive natural
polymer for biomedical applications as absorbent
of wound exudates, and for the control of the
release of bioactive compounds.[3]
This work aims to evaluate the effect of different
ethanol treatments on SS scaffolds properties like
water absorption and MTT assay. In addition, SS
and cellulose nanofibrils (CNF) were mixed in
different proportions to produce scaffolds, which
were characterized by SS released and

Experimental Methods
Ethanol treatments: A sericin extract from
defective cocoons (DC) was obtained. For this, DC
were autoclaving for 30 min at 120 °C in distilled
water and the obtained solution was spray dried.
The obtained powder was diluted in distilled water
by autoclaving to prepare an SS aqueous solution
to 2% (w/v). This solution was lyophilized to
elaborate the SS scaffold. Four post treatments
were carried out on the samples: immersed in
absolute ethanol for 5 min (SS/EtOH 5min) and for
1 h (SS/EtOH 1h); and exposition in a saturated
ethanol vapor environment for 1 h (SS/VapEtOH
1h) and for 24 h (SS/VapEtOH 24h).
SS/CNF mixture: Cellulose nanofibril suspension
(CNF) was provided by Forest Product
Development Center (Auburn University,
Alabama, US). SS solution and CNF suspension
were mixed manually, according to preliminary
reports. Five different SS/CNF ratios were used:
SS:100%, CNF: 100%, and SS/CNF: 75/25,
50/50, and 25/75 blends. The suspensions were
poured into a platter with 2 mL vells and were
lyophilized for 48 h.
SS/CNF VapEtOH 24h Scaffold: The SS/CNF
50/50 scaffold was selected and post-treatment
with a saturated ethanol vapor environment for
24 h. The scaffolds were characterized by Fourier
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that the greatest amount of protein released
occurs in the SS scaffold. In the first 6 h, as the
cellulose concentration increases, the sericin
release occurs more slowly. According to
compression results, as the cellulose proportion
increase, a growth in compressive strength is
observed. According to the results found, SS/CNF
50/50 material has both a good controlled release
of protein in the time and mechanical behavior.

transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR), silk
sericin release from the scaffolds, water
absorption capacity, compressive strength, and
cytotoxicity by MTT assay.
Results and Discussion
Ethanol treatments: The percentage of water
absorption is shown in Figure 1. When the
scaffolds are submerged in water, they swell
rapidly in the first hours due to hydrophilic nature
of sericin. After 12 h, the SS scaffold shows a 13%
weight loss due to the partial disintegration of the
material because of the solubility of the material,
and the greater number of amorphous structures
(36.25%). The treated samples showed an
additional gain, the SS/VapEtOH 24h showed a
greater increase compared with the other
samples. The ethanol treatment influences the
sericin structure and results in more stable
materials compared to the control sample.

Figure 2. Percentage of sericin released after immersion in
PBS for different periods of time. The thin bars represent
the standard deviation(n=3)
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The SS/CNF 50/50 VapEtOH 24h scaffold
showed mechanical stability in dry and wet state.
The percentage of release sericin after immersion
in PBS for 24 h was 61.08 ± 14.1, this shows a
more controlled release compared to the SS/CNF
50/50 scaffold (94.03 ± 1.62).
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Concluding Remarks………………………………
In this research, it is evidenced that the ethanol
vapor treatment and SS/CNF mixture favour the
mechanical properties of the elaborated materials
and allow to reduce the release rate of sericin.

Time (h)

Figure 1. Water absorption capacity at different times. The
bars represent the standard deviation (n = 3).

In the MTT assay, the excipients obtained after 24
h from SS and SS/EtOH 5min decrease the cell
viability, 76% and 62%, respectively. While
viability SS/EtOH 1h and SS/VapEtOH 1h
decreased to 70%. SS/VapEtOH 24h showed a
lower decrease in cell viability (20%) after 24 h.
This result suggests that the treated materials in
ethanol immersion present changes in their
microarchitecture and in their physicochemical
properties, which do not favour cell viability.
Therefore, the treatment condition selected for the
following experimentation is an ethanol vapor
environment for 24 h.
SS/CNF mixture: The released SS percentage
from the scaffolds SS/CNF blends at different time
intervals is presented in Figure 2. It is observed
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encapsulation, and release profiles. We have
optimized a methodology to quantify the adhesion
work between the hydrogel and the conjunctiva
using a rheometer. Additionally, we will introduce
some pre-clinic studies, using rabbits as an animal
model, to demonstrate the eye-mucus adhesion of
our materials and their potential benefits as ocular
smart carriers, achieving with them an
improvement on the actual surgical treatments.
Nowadays, when an eye is seriously damaged, it
is necessary to undergo surgery and transplant an
amniotic membrane (AM) around it[5]. The AM
contains several growth factors (GF) that help in
eye recovery. We have extracted such GF and
encapsulated them into our hydrogels. These
novel systems will reduce the cost of the therapy
and will increase patient compliance.

Introduction
Hydrogels are three-dimensional networks,
formed by several polymers, that can retain water
inside themselves.[1] The component polymers
are cross-linked between them by physical or
chemical interactions. The benefit of cross-linking
the chains with physical interactions allow us to
avoid any chemical modification in their structure
and work with already pharmaceutically approved
polymers. This guarantees biocompatibility and
reduces biological risk. Moreover, the polymeric
chains are linked reversibly, wherein in the
presence of an external stimulus (temperature,
pH, mechanical forces), the hydrogel could be
dissolved. During the last years, these materials
have been used in presence of mucus layer for
drug delivery in the eye[2], mouth[3], among
others. The high degree of polymerization, high
molecular weight, and flexible chains are some of
the factors that will help in the interaction between
the vehicle and the mucus. This interaction can
prolong the residence time of the active drug in the
application place. For example, a hydrogel with
good eye-mucoadhesion behaviour will let an
encapsulated drug to be released into the eye
during a certain time. In the current study, we have
investigated the influence that different
Eudragits[4], a widely used polymer in pharmacy,
have on the formulation of such hydrogels and
their potential adhesion to the mucus present in
the eye (Figure 1). Our final goal is to determine
the structure-activity relationship in terms of
hydrogel formulation, matrix stability, protein

Figure 1. Scheme showing the adhesion between the
hydrogel and the conjunctiva mucus. Chemical structure of
the material.

Experimental
Several hydrogels’ formulations were prepared
with the solvent casting technique using different
Eudragits families along with ether- and vinyl-
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based polymers. We used Eudragit RSPO and
Eudragit RL100 as hydrophobic polymers based
on a triblock co-polymer; and Eudragit S100, L100,
and L100-55 as hydrophilic polymers, based on a
diblock copolymer. The final hydrogel candidate
was modified with hyaluronic acid to increase the
mucoadhesion. To determine the matrix stability,
we mimic the eye conditions into a laboratory
scale, dissolving the hydrogel into eye irrigating
solutions, and the obtained aliquots were analyzed
by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). The
release profile of BSA protein and GF were
followed by fluorescence. The adhesion between
the hydrogel and the mucus, presented in the
conjunctiva, was quantified with the help of an
ARES rheometer. Finally, the cytotoxicity of the
materials was analyzed by incubating them with
epithelial conjunctival cells for 72 hours. Finally,
pre-clinical studies took place using rabbits as
animal models.

TAC experiments reported an increase in the
adhesion work between the hydrogels and the
conjunctiva when the materials are swollen. Final
optimization of the material with hyaluronic acid
reported a big jump into the adhesion, achieving
the needed range. These results were
corroborated In-vivo (Figure 3A) guaranteeing that
the hydrogel remains on the surface of the eye.

Figure 3. In-vivo and In-vitro experiments. A) Adhesiveness
analysis of the hydrogel on rabbit conjunctiva. B) Cytotoxicity
assay in conjunctival epithelial cells.

In-vitro cell assays (Figure 3B and 4) demonstrate
that hydrophobic polymers tend to inhibit cell
viability. By contrast, hydrophilic Eudragit seems
to promote cell growth.

Results and Discussion

BSA Release %

We developed several hydrogels based on
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA), polyethylene glycol (PEG), and different
Eudragits (hydrophobic and hydrophilic). The
matrixes were stabilized by physical interactions
which allowed them to be dissolved in presence of
an external stimulus. NMR results demonstrated
that matrix stability can be modified in function of
the selected Eudragit. Hydrophobic Eudragit
reported a more stable matrix along the time.
Besides, the release profile of BSA and GF
corroborated that the release kinetics can be
altered in the function of the Eudragit (Figure 2).
Hydrophobic polymers, allow decreasing the
protein release in comparison to hydrophilic
polymers.

Figure 4. In-vitro results from the incubation of hydrogels
with epithelial conjunctiva cell lines during 72 hours.
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1

to physisorption methods. For these reason,
Copper Catalyzed Alkyne-Azide Cycloaddition
(CuAAC) was selected as the method of choice to
anchor drugs to a polymeric surface.[4] Through
this methodology, the anti-inflammatory drug
indomethacin has been bioconjugated onto PLLA
film, which provide a successful anti-inflamatory
response. The prosperous results of the employed
methodology were analyzed by means of X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), contact angle,
fluorescence microscopy and anti-inflammatory
effects.

Introduction
Titanium (Ti) and its alloys have been
demonstrated over the last decades to play an
important role as inert materials in the field of
orthopedic and dental implants. Nevertheless, with
the widespread use of Ti, implant-associated
rejection issues have arisen. Numerous studies
show that controlling the adsorption of
microorganisms, proteins and bacteria is the most
effective strategy to prevent tissue from becoming
harmful.[1],[2] Among the diverse strategies,
polymeric coatings have proven to be very
effective in preventing tissue infection and
inflammation. Beside their suitable mechanical
properties, polymeric biomaterials present
tailoring surface properties such as surface
chemistry, hydrophilicity, surface energy and
charge
density,
which
ensure
good
biocompatibility with living tissue. Poly(L-lactide)
(PLLA) is selected as promising biodegradable
coating considering that its hydrolytic degradation
does not leave toxic by-products in the body fluid
and offers more benefits to implantable devices
such as bioabsorbability. However, the slow
endothelization represents the main disadvantage
of these biocoatings.[3] Hence, a surface with antiinflammatory property that enhances a faster
endothelization is desirable. There are many
available approaches to couple anti-inflammatory
agents to surface, covalent attachment of
bioactive molecules onto polymer backbone
presents better stability and uniformity compares

Experimental
PLLA was dissolved in chloroform and precipitated
in cold distilled methanol to isolate the product.
Resulting materials were dried and films were
fabricated in a hydraulic hot press. The first step
for surface functionalization was hydrolysis made
by immersion on NaOH solution. After hydrolysis
films were activated with EDC/NHS strategy and
amidated with propargylamine. Finally, previously
modified indomethacin was immobilized onto
adapted PLLA films.
The obtained films were characterized by
colorimetric method, contact angle, XPS,
fluorescence microscopy and anti-inflammatory
test.
Results and Discussion
The first step on the surface modification was a
hydrolysis reaction and its subsequent amidation.
The amidation grade was quantitatively
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could be connected to the increase in
hydrophobicity due to the presence of 1,2,3triazole ring generated through the click reaction
and the aromatics ring presented in both
immobilized substances.
Finally,
anti-inflammatory
effect
of
biofunctionalized PLLA films were proven.
According to anti-inflammatory test (Figure 2),
PLLA-indo films were able to reduce significantly
IL-6 interleukine produced by lipopolysaccharide
(LPS) during 48, 72 and 96h.

determined by a colorimetric method with
Toluidine Blue O (TBO). Approximately 15 % of
the acid groups were successfully amidated with
propargylamine.
Once indomethacin derivative was in hand its
subsequent immobilization on the PLLA surface
was performed. In order to evaluate the success
of the proposed surface modification, the analysis
of surface chemical composition of the PLLA
surfaces were carried out by XPS before and after
different reactions. The XPS spectra (Figure 1)
corresponding to hydrolyzed PLLA films show two
main contributions of C (1s) peak at 285 eV and O
(1s) at 533 eV. After amidation and derivatized
indomethacin click reaction, an increase in the C
(1s) peak can be clearly observed because of the
attachment of more carbon-containing molecules.
Moreover, a small peak can be observed with a
binding energy of 200 eV corresponding to
chloride element of the indomethacin derivative

Figure 2. Anti-inflammatory test of indomethacin derivative
functionalized PLLA film.
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Figure 1. XPS spectra of indomethacin derivative
immobilization on PLLA film

The successful functionalization of PLLA surface
was also corroborated through contact angle
measurements. Hydrophilicity changes induced in
each step were analyzed. The static water contact
angle of untreated PLLA was 111º, which is highly
hydrophobic and difficult for further surface
treatment due to a lack of polar functional groups
on the PLLA surface. The value of the contact
angle decreased significantly to 78º after the
hydrolysis process as a result of the presence of
polar groups (–COOH). Whereas, the covalent
immobilization of anti-inflammatory indomethacin
enhanced contact angle, obtaining 85º. This result
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nanotubes (NANOCYLTM NC7000 series)
purchased from Nanocyl S.A. Ionic liquid Choline
bitartrate was purchased from Sigma Aldrich.

Introduction
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are great
conductive materials that can be incorporated into
a polymer matrix to obtain conducting polymer
composites. The electrical response of a
conductive polymer composite depends on
several factors, such as the amount of the filler and
dispersion. A promising strategy to achieve a good
dispersion of the filler in the polymer matrix is the
use of ionic liquids (IL) [1]. However, the IL may
influence other properties of the material, such as
thermal and mechanical properties.
Aligned PLGA electrospun mats have suitable
properties to be applied in the medical field, due to
PLGA biodegradability and the microstructural
features of the fibers. Studies have shown that
adding conductive filler in these fibers has the
potential of repairing tissues, particularly for those
requiring electrical stimuli [2].
This study aimed to develop aligned
electrospun mats of PLGA with CNTs in different
mass fractions 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75 wt.% and 3% of
IL, and analyze the influence of the IL on thermal
and mechanical properties.

Methods
PLGA solution of 7.4 wt.% was prepared, as
described previously [3]. 3wt.% of IL was
separately solubilized. CNTs were added to the
resulting solution in different mass fractions, 0.25
wt.%, 0.5 wt.% and 0.75 wt.%. The polymer
solution was electrospun by applying an electrical
potential of 18 kV, distance between needle and
collector of 12 cm, and a flow rate of 1 mL/h-1.
Aluminum foil was wrapped around the rotating
drum which was used at a speed of 1750 rpm to
collect the aligned fibers.
Electrospun mats micrographs were obtained
from a Scanning electron Microscope (Jeol JSM6390LV). The samples were coated with gold and
analyzed under a voltage of 10 kV. The fiber
diameters were obtained by Image analysis
software (ImageJ, National Institutes of Health,
Bethesda, MD) by taking 50 measurements.
DSC analyses were performed on a Q23
(from TA Instruments, USA) from 30 to 200 °C with
a heating rate of 10 °C min−1 and nitrogen flow of
60 mL min−1.
The mechanical performances through
tensile tests were performed on an MTS 2/M
electromechanical testing machine at room
temperature. The membranes had an area of 10
mm × 30 mm and a thickness of 0.04 mm. The
mechanical testing was conducted with a constant
crosshead displacement of 5 mm min-1, frequency
of 10 Hz with a load cell of 10N.

Experimental
Material
PLGA (L-lactide and glycolide 82:18)
(Resomer® LG 824 S) from Evonik Industries
(Germany). As solvents, Dichloroethane (DCE)
and Dimethylformamide (DMF), both purchased
from Vetec Química Fina. Multiwalled carbon
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Results and Discussion
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The SEM micrographs of the electrospun mats
and the box chart of the fiber diameter are shown
in Fig. 1. All the mats presented uniform and
beads-free fibers. Furthermore, it can be seen the
preferential direction of the aligned fibers. Also, the
fibers decreased the diameter with higher
amounts of CNTs.
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Figure 2. DSC thermograms of the electrospun mats.
(a) first and (b) second heating curves.
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Figure 1. SEM micrographs of the electrospun mats and
the box chart of the fiber diameter.
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The IL changed significantly the thermal
properties. It was observed an increase in the
molecular mobility of the polymer chain was
observed by the reduction of glass transition (Tg).
Also, it can be observed two endothermic peaks
with the presence of the IL, one Tm peak at about
150 ºC and the other at 155 ºC (Fig.2). It shows
that the IL induces the beginning of two crystalline
phases which melt in different temperatures. In the
second heating run, without the influence of the
electrospinning process, the electrospun PLGA
mat is amorphous. On the other side, all mats with
IL presented peaks of cold crystallization,
indicating that the IL is acting as a nuclei agent.
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Figure 3. Tensile test of the electrospun mats.
Table 1. Mechanical Properties of the electrospun mats.
Samples
PLGA

σ (MPa)
8.23 ± 2.21

Strain (%)
19.69 ± 3.25

PLGA_IL
PLGA_0.25CNT_IL
PLGA_0.5CNT_IL
PLGA_0.75CNT_IL

4.55 ± 0.25
6.41 ± 0.29
6.30 ± 0.83
7.20 ± 0.80

17.00 ± 0.20
19.70 ± 4.10
13.20 ± 4.00
16.25 ± 1.75
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The mechanical resistance was reduced with
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prevented bacterial growth when in contact with a
culture of Staphylococcus aureus and
Pseudomonas aeruginosa. In Figure 1, the effect
of hydrogel that cellulose presents intrinsically
when the exudate simulator solution present in the
affected skin areas comes into contact; this
property favors the healing process, since it
generates adequate humidity conditions to
promote change scenarios without pain, adhesion,
and trauma, allowing the epithelialization process
[5].

Introduction
Epidermolysis bullosa (EB) is part of the group of
skin diseases caused by genetic alterations and is
characterized by the appearance of vesicles after
various minimal trauma [1]. EB has an incidence
of 7.7 cases per million inhabitants in Colombia,
manifesting itself in the first years of life [3]. In
Colombia, the most effective treatment so far is the
protection of wounds with dressings; however,
these are high cost and limited access. Therefore,
this research work aims to evaluate a biomaterial
based on bacterial cellulose as a primary
antibacterial dressing in the treatment of the
disease under study.
Experimental
The biomaterial was made from a symbiotic colony
of bacteria and yeasts (SCOBY), the material
obtained after 15 days of culture was loaded with
a concentrated suspension of silver particles
(AgPs), obtained electrochemically [2]. Finally,
the physical and biological evaluation followed the
methodology proposed in the UNE-EN ISO 137261 standard of 2002 [4].

Figure 8. Dry biomaterial (a) and in contact with
exudate simulator solution (b)
From the above, the material based on cellulose
and AgPs, is shown as a potential biomaterial for
the treatment of EB due to its mechanical,
antibacterial and moisture characteristics favoring
the healing of wounds.

Results and Discussion
Among the most relevant results of the material's
performance are: absorption capacity of 0.037 ±
0.011 g/cm2, water vapor transmission of 853.69
± 235.782 g m-224h-1, water repellency of 0.604
± 0.475 g of water/g of cellulose and maximum
mechanical resistance of 272.5 ± 38.9MPa and
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vivo applications are mainly related to imaging,
drug delivery, photodynamic and photothermal
therapies [3]. The modulation of the cellular activity instead, was rarely explored [3-7]. P3HT NPs
have been employed for the restoration of vision in
a rat model of retinal dystrophy [4], for the modulation of both intracellular Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) and calcium dynamics in HEK-293
cells [5], for the control of the physiological activity
of eye-less animals (Hydra Vulgaris) [6] and recently, for the regulation of the stomatal aperture
of Arabidopsis thaliana plants [7].

Introduction
The control of biological functions is crucial for the
in-depth understanding of physiological/pathogenic processes, as for the development of novel,
ad hoc therapeutic modalities to fight specific diseases. Light-induced cell control is particularly appealing since it offers a better space and time resolution, together with lower invasiveness, with respect to more traditional electrical-based methods.
In this context, exogenous inorganic and organic
semiconducting materials have attracted considerable interest, since they can be employed as photoactive transducers to trigger the biological activity, without any need for viral transfection. In particular, conjugated polymers offer great biocompatibility and stability together with geometrical
adaptability. The conjugated polymer poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) was successfully employed
for the fabrication of planar and micro/nano-structured films for different applications, including
modulation of neural growth [1] and boosting of
both proliferation and tubulogenesis of endothelial
cells [2]. The possibility to employ P3HT and other
conjugated polymer in form of nanoparticles (NPs)
offers the multiple advantages for in vivo applications, like the possibility to employ variable routes
of low invasive administration and their ease of
functionalization to modify their structure to target
specific sites down to the subcellular length scale.
Conjugated polymer NPs-based In vitro and In

Discussion
The objective of the present work is to investigate
the photoinduced coupling mechanism between
living cells and different NPs dispersions based on
the prototypical P3HT and on two medium/low
band-gap conjugated polymers commonly used in
high performance organic solar cells, namely
(Poly[(2,6-(4,8-bis(5-(2-ethylhexyl)thiophen-2-yl)benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b’]dithiophene))-alt-(5,5-(1’,3’-di2-thienyl-5’,7’-bis(2-ethylhexyl)benzo[1’,2’-c:4’,5’c’]dithiophene-4,8-dione)]
(PBDB-T)
and
(Poly[[4,8-bis[(2-ethylhexyl)oxy]benzo[1,2-b:4,5b']dithiophene2,6-diyl][3-fluoro-2-[(2ethylhexyl)carbonyl]thieno[3,4-b]thiophenediyl]]
(PTB7). PBDB-T and PTB7 NPs are characterized by a stronger redlight absorption with respect
to P3HT NPs, which is particularly favorable in
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view of in vivo applications, since red light presents higher penetration within living tissues as
compared to lower visible wavelengths. Firstly, we
characterize the fabricated NPs by a combination
of different techniques (Transmission Electron Microscopy, UV-Vis spectroscopy, Dynamic light
scattering and Kelvin probe force microscopy).
Secondly, we investigate the photoinduced coupling mechanism between the different NPs and
Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs),
a valuable model for the study of the endothelium
function, by means of fluorescence microscopy.
Interestingly, we observe that the illumination of
PBDB-T and PTB7 with red light both modulates
intracellular ROS production and calcium dynamics, more efficiently than in the P3HT case. The
results support the possibility to employ red lightresponsive PBDB-T and PTB7 NPs to regulate on
demand the activity of cells, in a drug-free, touchless, repeatable, and spatio-temporally controlled
manner.
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Gels were synthesized by mixing two separate
solutions of AHA (1 to 2 wt-%) and N,Ocarboxymethyl chitosan or O-carboxymethyl
chitosan (NOCC/OCC, 1 to 3 wt-%) both dissolved
in PBS. Rheological analyses were performed at
25 ⁰C using an ARG2 rheometer. Gelation times
were calculated in oscillatory mode and final
viscosity of the gels was measured at increasing
shear rates. Chemical structure of the different
components and the final hydrogels was analysed
by ATR-FTIR spectroscopy. In addition, hydrogels
were visually characterised by Environmental
Scanning Electron Microscopy (ESEM). Hydrogels
degradation was carried out at physiological
conditions (PBS pH 7.4, at 37 oC) and weight loss
was gravimetrically monitored for 14 days.

Introduction
Osteopenic diseases are those characterized by a
diminishment in bone density and, therefore,
present an increased risk of bone fractures. Not
only these diseases affect a wide range of the
population, but also the numerous conditions that
lead to osteopenia result in tremendous social and
economic consequences [1,2]. Currently approved
medical treatments mainly aim to stop bone loss
and consolidate fractures, rather than producing
an effective regeneration of loss tissue [3].Tissue
engineering approaches are devoted to
overcoming this situation. Hydrogel scaffolds are
being used in different tissue regeneration
approaches. However, its use for bone
regeneration is not that extended because in many
cases it would require to support high load
bearings [4].

For biological analyses, hBM-MSCs in lowglucose DMEM were loaded into NOCC solutions
in Ringer lactate medium (50% glucose, 45%
ringer lactate solution and 5% BSA). Viability of
hBM-MSCs encapsulated within the hydrogels
was evaluated at different time points using a
live/dead staining (L/D, fluorescein diacetate and
propidium iodide dyes).

In this work, we have developed dual-component,
injectable formulations based on polysaccharides
and loaded with bone marrow-derived, human
mesenchymal stem cells (hBM-MSCs), designed
for injection at the bone defect through minimally
invasive techniques, that envisions potential for
promoting bone regeneration in osteopenic
diseases.

Results and Discussion
AHA was obtained by the oxidation reaction
between HA and NaIO4 at various IO4/HA ratios
with yields around 70 %, giving theoretical
oxidation degrees of 25, 50, 75 and 100%.
Molecular weight distributions of AHA revealed a
reduction in its molecular weight (Mw from 33 to
111 kDa, Mw/Mn around 1.7) respect to initial HA
(Mw ~ 800 kDa, given by the supplier) as
previously reported in literature.

Experimental
Aldehyde-functionalized hyaluronic acid (AHA)
was obtained by partial oxidation of hyaluronic
acid (HA, Mw: 800 kDa) using NaIO4 as oxidizing
agent. AHA of different theoretical oxidation
degrees (OD from 25 to 100 %) were obtained.
Molecular weight of AHA was analysed by GPC.
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The injectable system contained HA, as a natural
glycosaminoglycan [5,6], and a water soluble
carboxymethyl chitosan, which improves
mechanical
properties
and
promotes
osteogenesis [5-7]. In this work, after mixing both
components, polymeric crosslinking occurred,
both in presence of hBM-MSCs or not, via Schiff
base reaction among primary amines of
carboxymethyl chitosan and aldehyde groups of
AHA, leading to gel formation in the absence of
any other crosslinking agent, which is usually a
critical factor that affects cell viability [5,6].
Gelation times assessed by oscillatory rheology
were below 2 min (Figure 1A) and the viscosity of
the initial solutions allowed their successful
injection through syringes of 21G, which are
usually employed in orthopaedic treatments.
Covalent crosslinking of resulting hydrogels was
confirmed by ATR-FTIR spectra, that showed the
band at 1650 cm-1 attributed to the stretching
vibration of the C=N bond of the Schiff base
formed.

A

B

Figure 1. A) Storage (G’) and loss (G’’) moduli of 1%
AHA(50% OD) – 3% NOCC formulation measured by
oscillatory rheology. Gelation time was defined as the point
where G’ = G’’.
B) L/D staining of hMSCs encapsulated within 1% AHA –
3% NOCC hydrogel after 14 days of culture.
White bar corresponds to 250 µm.
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In vitro degradation of the hydrogels carried out in
PBS at 37ºC showed progressive and moderate
weight loss of hydrogels attributed to the
reversibility of the Schiff’s base linkages.
However, dimensional stability of hydrogels was
composition dependent.
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Introduction

Experimental Methods

Hyaluronic acid (HA) is a non-sulfated
glycosaminoglycan naturally occurring in the
body. The material is part of the extracellular
matrix (ECM) and can be found in connective
tissues, skin and synovial joint fluids among
others. The polymer is involved in multiples
functions such as cell signalling, tissue
regeneration and matrix organization among
others [1,2]. The polymeric chains can be
modified and crosslinked to form hydrogels while
retain the biocompatibility that characterize the
native HA, improving their physicochemical
properties, tuning the time residence in the
human body and adding new functionalities [3].
The crosslinking step can be done at
physiological conditions expanding the range of
biomedical applications for these materials [4].

HA was modified with thiol groups through the
carboxyl groups using a carbodiimide derivative,
N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N′-ethylcarbodiimide
hydrochloride (EDCI), by a two-step reaction.
Firstly HA (200 mg) was completely dissolved in
deionized water (1% w/v). To start the reaction,
EDCI (290 mg) and 1-Hydroxybenzotriazole
hydrate (HOBt, 200 mg) were added to the
solution to react with HA for 4 h. Then, cystamine
dihydrochloride (290 mg) was added and stirred
for 24 h. After that, the mixture was dialyzed
against deionized water for 24 h (MW cut-off:
3500). Subsequently, in a second step into the
reaction, the pH of the mixture was adjusted to 89 with Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) 1M, and 290mg
of DL-1.4-Dithiothreitol (DTT) was added to the
solution while stirred for 24h. Finally, the mixture
was dialyzed again against deionized water for
48 hours (MW cut-off: 3500). The modification
degree and thiol concentration were evaluated by
1H-NMR using D2O as a solvent (Bruker
AVANCE
IIIHD-400)
ultraviolet-visible
spectroscopy (Lamda 35, Perkin Elmer).

In this work, we modified HA introducing thiol
groups into the backbone according to a method
reported elsewhere [5]. Then, the thiolated-HA
(HA-SH) was crosslinked with Poly(ethylene
glycol)-derivatives (PEG) to form hydrogels [6].
The substitution degree of thiol groups was
evaluated by Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
Spectroscopy (NMR) and Ultraviolet-visible
spectroscopy (UV-Vis). Test tube inverting
method and NMR were employed to evaluate the
hydrogel formation. Hydrogel properties were
characterized by rheological characterization.

The crosslinking reactions occurred between
thiolated-HA and PEG-derivatives containing
acrylates and methacrylate groups through
Michael addition reaction. The reaction occurred
at physiological conditions and was followed by
1H-NMR using D2O solvent (Bruker AVANCE
IIIHD-400). The gel formation was evaluated
using test tube inverting method, while the
viscoelastic properties of the gel were
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further evolution was
methacrylate signals.

characterized using an advanced rheometer (TA
instruments, AR-G2).

observed

for

the

Results and Discussion
Thiol groups were successfully incorporated into
the carboxylic groups in HA chains by an amide
linkage. The substitution degree was confirmed
by 1H-NMR, Figure 1. The signal at δ=2.70 ppm
belongs to the protons into de methylene group in
the cysteamine moieties. The concentration of
the thiol groups in the sample was determined by
the Ellman method using a cysteine standard
curve obtaining values ranging from 15 to 30%.
Figure 3. 1H-NMR (D2O). Sample HA-S: PEGDMA,
Stoichiometry SH:Met 1:1.

Viscoelastic properties of the crosslinked
samples were evaluated by rheology. An
oscillation frequency test was done obtaining a
storage module higher than the loss module for
the entire frequency tested. A storage modulus of
550 Pa was obtained for the sample Samples
HA-SH:PEGDMA 1.5% w/v with stoichiometry
SH:Met 1:1.
Acknowledgements

Figure 1. 1H-NMR (D2O), Sample HA-SH.

Hyaluronic acid-based hydrogels were formed at
physiological conditions trough a Michael addition
reaction between the thiolated-HA and PEGdimethacrylate groups. The gelification was
evaluated through inverted vial tests and no flow
was observed for all samples tested after 4
hours, Figure 2.
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Experimental

Introduction

All macrogels were synthesized by UV photopolymerization at 365 nm and 80mW/cm2.
P(NIPAM-co-MAA) gel contains a 90% of NIPAM,
P(NIPAM-co-MAA-co-DMA) contain 5% and 10%
of the redox monomer vs a 85% or 80% of NIPAM.
Gels were swelled in PBS at pH 5, 7, 9 and 11 at
RT or 37ºC.
For Cyclic voltammetry, 10 mg of sample, 8 mg of
C black and 500 µL of NMP and PVDF polymer
are used to do a layer in the graphite electrode.
The solution used is HClO4 0.1 M.

Stimuli responsive polymers have multiple
potential applications in the biomedical field. There
is large interest in thermoresponsive polymers
such as poly(isopropyl acryl amide) poly(NIPAM)
for drug delivery because of their capacity of
respondehuman body temperature liberating
encapsulated drugs. The final objective is to obtain
a polymeric vehicle, a micro-nanogel that
minimizes the action of the loaded drug in other
tissues, focusing the release in a specific point of
our body. We have focused here in the
development of hydrogels that beside being
temperature responsive can also respond topH ,
redox stimuli and to the presence of, reactive
oxygen species p.

Results and Discussion

The synthesis of responsive P(NIPAM-co-MAA)
and P(NIPAM-co-MAA-co-DMA) macrogels by
photo-polymerization (Scheme 1) was satisfactory
obtaining gels with a robust and consistent
structure and a high swelling rate depending on
the concentration of redox monomer, temperature
and pH.

Other responsiveness can be be given to
PNIPAM
by copolymerization with stimuliresponsive monomers to pH or redox changes. In
this work we investigated the preparation and
properties of multi-responsive hydrogels based on
PNIPAM, as temperature responsive polymer,
Poly(methacrylic acid), PMAA, as pH responsive
polymer, and Poly-dopaminemethacrylamide,
PDMA, as redox sensitive polymer. The polymer
PPEGMA is used to make a non-responsive matrix
to study the redox properties of the DMA gels.
In the case of the redox polymer, PDMA redox
stimuli produced changes in the structure
changing that alters the hydrophilicity of the
polymer. Cyclic Voltammetry is used to control the
redox activity of the hydrogels.2.3
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test the redox responsive behaviour of P(NIPAMco-MAA-co-DMA) gels, hydrated gels at different
pH 72h were introduced into two solutions, first
H2O2 30% 24h at RT or 37ºC and, then Sodium
Ascorbate 50mg/ml 24h at RT or 37ºC.
The results have shown, depending on the pH,
concentration of redox monomer and temperature,
a very small increase in weight of gels. In other
words, the DMA catechol monomer does not seem
to affect significantly the redox responsiveness of
the hydrogel. Controlled PEGMA hydrogels
without PNIPAM, P(PEGMA-co-DMA) gels were
synthesized by the same procedure. In this case a
weight loss due to alower swelling of the hydrogel
after oxidation is clearly observed.

Scheme 1. Cross-linked P(NIPAM-co-MAA-co-DMA)
synthesis by photo-polymerization in Methanol at RT and
365nm UV lamp.

The redox active behaviour of P(NIPAM-co-MAAco-DMA) gels was investigated by cyclic
voltammetry at different pH as shown in Figure 1.
As it can be observed, the CV shows a reversible
redox peak at 0,6 V due to the oxidation/reduction
of the catechol moieties. Depending on the pH this
peak is slightly shifted.

Figure 2. P(NIPAM-co-MAA-co-DMA) swelling results after
72h in PBS, then 24h in H2O2 and 24h in S. Ascorbate
solution.

In this poster presentation, we will discuss the
different results and formulations of the
multiresponsive (thermal, pH and redox)
hydrogels. Future work will involve the search of
new ROS sensitive monomers and the design of
micro-nanogels as drug delivery vehicles using
this polymer formulations.
References

Figure 1. Cyclic Voltammetry of P(NIPAM-co-MAA-coDMA) gels at (a) 5% DMA and (b) 10% DMA.

Next ,we investigated the swelling behaviour of the
hydrogels before and after exposure to an oxidant
to mimic the presence of ROS species. Thus, to
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pro-drug binding and pharmacophore drug
delivery systems.

Introduction
Cyclic polymers, due to lack of end groups and
their ring-shaped structure, present peculiar
physico-chemical properties compared to linear
analogs. The need for new materials for
biomedical applications has increased the interest
in cyclic polymers, where fundamental innovation
in the field of medical chemistry has been
reported. Enhanced Permeability and Retention
effect (EPR) in tumor cells, has put cyclic polymers
under the lens in the development of new selective
anticancer therapies [1]. However, despite recent
efforts in forefront applications of cyclic polymers,
effective and quantitative synthetic pathways for
the development of cyclic polymers remain a
challenging topic. The Electrophilic Zwitterionic
Ring Expansion Polymerization (EZREP) of cyclic
poly(glycidyl phenyl ether), catalyzed by B(C6F5)3,
was reported for the first time in our group in 2014
[2]. Due to its water solubility, biocompatibility and
the presence of active functional groups, cyclic
poly(glycidol) (c-PG) could represent a
breakthrough platform for biomedical purposes.
Herein, the bulk and in solution EZREP of
branched c-PG are reported, following our recent
work on the bulk polymerization of glycidol [3].
Furthermore, in order to progress towards the use
of branched c-PG in biomedical applications,
hydroxyl groups were functionalized with
disuccinimidyl carbonate (DSC), succinic
anhydride (SA) and ibuprofen, a drug very much
used as analgesic, antipyretic and antiinflammatory agent. The obtained functionalized
branched c-PGs are potential intermediates for

Experimental
B(C6F5)3 was purified by sublimation in vacuum
and stored in a glove box. In both polymerizations,
bulk and solution, a [glycidol]0/[cat] = 800 molar
ratio was used.
Polymerizations were performed in a roundbottomed flask equipped with a cooling jacket. 6
mL of glycidol were cooled at 0 ºC. B(C6F5)3 was
weighted in a glove box and added to the system.
The reaction was stirred for 24 h. The polymer was
solubilized in methanol and purified by
precipitation in diethyl ether. In case of solution
polymerization, B(C6F5)3 was added to a solution
of glycidol and 20 mL of toluene. The mixture was
stirred for 24 h and the polymer was decanted. The
polymer was dried at 150 ºC in vacuum before
functionalization.
Succinylated branched cyclic polyglycidol. 50 mg
of polymer was dissolved in DMF. Succinic
anhydride (1 eq per 2 eq OH) was dissolved in
DMF and added to the solution. The mixture was
stirred for 3 h at 60 ºC and precipitated twice in
diethyl ether.
Ibuprofen branched cyclic polyglycidol. 50 mg of
polymer was dissolved in DMF. Ibuprofen, DMAP,
and EDC (1:1:1 eq per 2 eq of OH) were dissolved
in DMF and added to the solution. The mixture was
stirred for 24 h at r.t and precipitated twice in
diethyl ether.
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Figure 2. Mechanism for branched c-PG via EZREP

N,N-disuccinimidyl carbonated branched cyclic
polyglycidol. 50 mg of polymer dissolved in DMF.
DSC and DMAP (1:1 eq per 2 eq of OH) were
dissolved in DMF and added to the solution. The
mixture was stirred for 24 h at r.t and precipitated
twice in diethyl ether.

Functionalization of branched c-PG was
performed by esterification with ibuprofen, SA and
DSC (Figure 3). The First reaction led to the
formation of an ibuprofen derivative of c-PG, with
potential application in the biomedical field. The
reaction with SA led to the formation of
carboxylated c-PG, a valuable platform for
attaching drugs molecules of interest. The reaction
with an excess of DSC led to the formation of a
crosslinked c-PG network insoluble in water but
soluble in basic pH due to the reversible deesterification. With lower amounts of DSC, the
reaction led to the formation of a succinimidyl
carbonate-functionalized c-PG, a versatile
alternative for anchoring polypeptides via the
formation of carbonate groups.

Results and discussion
Taking inspiration from the already described
synthesis of c-poly(glycidyl phenyl ether) [2], c-PG
was synthetized by EZREP in bulk and in solution.
Bulk polymerization product consisted in higher
molar weight chains with a higher PDI compared
to the solution polymerization (Mn  5 kg/mol, PDI
 2 vs Mn  2 kg/mol, PDI  1.5). Glycidol is
soluble in toluene, but over the course of
polymerization a change in solubility causes the
precipitation of the polymer, which can limit its
molecular weight. The results show that bulk
EZREP generate polymers with a larger range of
molecular weights than solution EZREP. Figure 1
shows the fractions generated from both
polymerization systems by means of fractional
precipitation.
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solutions were prepared by dissolving in milli-Q
H2O with constant stirring during 24 h at room
temperature (RT).

Introduction
In recent years, nanotechnology has gained great
importance thanks to the solutions it offers both for
the development of new biomedical applications
and for the improvement of conventional ones. In
particular, the attractive characteristics of
nanofibers make them suitable candidates for a
wide range of applications, such as wound
dressings, drug delivery or tissue engineering [1].
Among the nanofiber fabrication methods,
electrospinning stands out due to its ease of use
and its versatility to make long and consistent
nanofibers [2].
Natural polymers, such as proteins, have great
potential for the creation of nanofibers by
electrospinning due to their physicochemical
properties and their high biocompatibility [3].
However, protein electrospinning is challenged by
intrinsic variations in the complexity of their
structures, molecular weight, surface charge, as
well as ionic, hydrogen and disulphide bonds [4].
The objective of this study is the optimization and
characterization of electrospun nanofibers with a
high content of bovine serum albumin (BSA) as a
model protein.

Electrospinning
The electrospinning setup consisted of a
disposable 2 mL plastic syringe (Becton
Dickinson), which was filled with the polymeric
solutions, coupled to a blunt end stainless steel
hypodermic needle 316 (20 Gauge) (SigmaAldrich) which is connected to the positive output
of a high voltage power supply Series FC
(Glassman High Voltage, Inc). The flow rate was
controlled by means of a syringe infusion pump
KDS 100 Series (KD Scientific). The collector
system consisted of common glass slides
(Normax, Portugal) covered with aluminium foil.
The controllable parameters (flow rate, voltage
and distance to the collector) were optimized for
each solution (Table 1). The process was carried
out at RT and at humidity levels ranging 45-60 %.
Microscopy
Nanofibers were observed and photographed by
using a Leica DMI 3000B inverted microscope in
order to confirm nanofiber structure. After
optimization process, sample of selected fibers
were morphologically characterized by field
emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM)
in a Sigma 300 VP apparatus.

Experimental Methods
Preparation of solutions
Solutions were prepared
at
different
concentrations (5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 wt%) of BSA
(Sigma Aldrich) using 3 wt% polyethylene oxide
(PEO, Fisher Scientific) as copolymer. All

Density and viscosity
Density was determined by weighing 1 ml of
solution. Cannon Fenske viscometers were used
for viscosity determination.
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Morphology and size of nanofibers

Statistical analysis and graphics
Data were statistically analysed by one-way
ANOVA using GraphPad Prism v5. Both
GraphPad Prism v5 and Microsoft Excel were
used for creating the graphs.

All the fabricated mats showed randomly oriented
nanofibers with a uniform surface appearance.
The diameter of nanofibers increased with the
concentration of BSA, being 314±59, 415±79,
645±84, 750±85 and 1187±236 nm for 5, 10, 15,
20 and 25 wt% BSA nanofibers, respectively
(Table 1). These results are consistent with those
by Homaeigohar et al., who obtained 3 wt%
BSA/PCL nanofibers with diameters of 400-500
nm [6].

Results and Discussion
Electrospinning parameters
BSA alone did not produce nanofibers when
electrospinning was attempted, so mixtures with
different polymers, solvents, and electrospinning
parameters were tested. Finally, combination with
3% PEO in milli-Q water using the electrospinning
parameters observed in Table 1 produced
continuous nanofibers. PEO is a highly proteincompatible polymer that has been used previously
with other globular proteins, such as α-lactalbumin
[5].

In conclusion, the BSA/PEO nanofibers made can
offer a starting point for the study of biomedical
applications such as wound dressing, as well as
for the incorporation of other proteins of interest.
Future tests will include EDX analysis, to track
presence and distribution mode of BSA within the
nanofibers, and characterization of biological
properties.

Table 1. Electrospinning parameters for the BSA/PEO
nanofibers

Conc.
PEO
(%wt)

3

Conc.
BSA
(%wt)
5
10
15
20
25

Flow
rate
(ml/h)
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.25
0.25

References

Appl.
Size
Voltage
(nm)
(kV. cm-1)
1.067
314±59
1.067
415±79
1.133
645±84
1.20
750±85
1.20
1187±236
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Density and viscosity of nanofibers
Density and viscosity of electrospun nanofibers
increased with BSA concentration (Table 2).
Viscosity of solutions are important parameters
which determine final fiber diameter and if the
solutions will be electrospun.
Table 2. Density and viscosity of BSA/PEO nanofibers

Conc.
Conc.
PEO (%wt) BSA (%wt)

3

5
10
15
20
25

Density
(g/cm3)

1.046±0.031
1.055±0.028
1.065±0.026
1.075±0.038
1.125±0.024

Viscosity
(cP)
994±12
1107±18
1161±25
1308±17
1526±8
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perform as an alkaline degradable material for
tissue engineering. Magnesium hydroxide
nanoparticles, Mg(OH)2 NPs, have gained
importance for their low toxicity and antimicrobial
activity and are generally used as flame-retardant.
In this work, we prepare PCL-based electrospun
nanofibers with two types of Mg nanoparticles,
MgO and Mg(OH)2 NPs, as potential bioactive
reinforcements by adding 0.5, 1, 5, 10 and 20wt%
respect to the polymer matrix. We study their
morphology, thermal and mechanical properties
and compared with neat PCL electrospun fibers in
order to fabricate a nanoreinforced polymeric
material with enhanced properties [4] for potential
biomedical applications.

Introduction
Recently, electrospinning has gained great
attention as a versatile technique that permit the
fabrication of polymeric fibres at micro and
nanolevel, finding applications in tissue
engineering, biosensors, wound dressing, drug
delivery, membrane, etc.[1]
Originally, electrospinning has found applications
in the biomedical field since fibers with diameters
of nanometers and halls mimic the extracellular
matrix. Indeed, their structure, the high fraction of
surface that allows the interaction with cells, and
the porosity make these woven no-woven fibrous
mats suitable materials for the fabrication of
scaffolds used in tissue engineering. However, the
electrospun mats can find application also in
agriculture and food packaging.
One of the most used polymers as biocompatible
polymeric matrix is poly(ɛ-caprolactone) (PCL),
which is widely used for both biomaterials and
packaging applications [2].
However, its degradation rate and its poor
mechanical properties represent ones of PCL
mayor limitations.
One of the strategies adopted in order to improve
its mechanical behavior and its degradation rate is
the addition of hydrophilic nanofillers [3], for
example the introduction of metal oxide
nanoparticles.
Magnesium oxide nanoparticles, MgO NPs, have
been used as inorganic nanofillers with non-toxic
biological activity, good biocompatibility and

Experimental
Poly(ɛ-caprolactone) (PCL) was kindly supplied by
Perstorp®
Sweden.
Magnesium
Oxide
Nanoparticles (MgO) and Magnesium Hydroxide
Nanoparticles (Mg(OH)2, were supplied by
Nanoshel.
0.5, 1, 5, 10 and 20wt% respect to PCL of both
MgO and Mg(OH)2 NPs were added to the PCL
solution (10wt%). DMF was added in order to
facilitate the electrospinning process in a solvent
mixture of CHCl3:DMF (4:1). Electrospun fiber
mats were prepared in an Electrospinner Y-flow
2.2.D-XXX (Nanotechnology Solutions) in vertical
standard configuration coupled to coaxial
concentric needles. The applied positive and
negative voltages were set at 10 and -10kV and
the flow rate of the polymer solution and the
solvent solution were fixed at 1.0mL/h and
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0.5mL/h, respectively. Each formulation was
electrospun for 3h. The obtained mats were dried
for 24h in a vacuum chamber before testing.
Results and Discussion
Randomly oriented woven no-woven PCL as well
as MgO-PCL and Mg(OH)2-PCL electrospun fiber
mats are obtained and reported in Figure 1.

Figure 1 a) Randomly oriented woven no-woven PCL
electrospun fiber mat, b) electrospun mat of PCL +
Mg(OH)2 10%. C) electrospun mat of PCL + MgO 10%.
Figure 2. Mechanical response for the neat PCL and for the
reinforced PCL-based electrospun fibers.

Randomly oriented nanofibers were successfully
obtained with diameters in the range of 130230nm and narrow distribution of fiber diameter is
obtained with low content of NPs. Thermal
characterization was carried out to evaluate the
properties of the PCL-based electrospun
nanofibers. Both NPs, at all concentrations,
reduce both the onset degradation temperature
T5% and the maximum degradation temperature
Tmax of neat PCL. DSC analysis revealed the high
crystallinity of the electrospun mat. However, it
was observed that the degree of crystallinity (Xc %)
decrease with increasing the content of NPs, from
53% to 50% and 43% for PCL nanofibers
reinforced with MgO and Mg(OH)2, respectively.
XRD analysis were carried out and the crystallinity
index (CI %) has been calculated from the
diffractograms and the values obtained support
the finding of DSC analysis. Finally, the
mechanical characterization was performed by
tensile tests and there is a significant improvement
in tensile properties with the addition of
nanoparticles respect to neat polymer. The results
are shown in figure 2.

In the formulation with MgO it was observed an
improvement on the mechanical response by
adding 0.5wt%, 5wt% and 20wt% of MgO NPs,
while in the formulation with Mg(OH)2 all the
concentrations of nanoparticles significantly
enhanced the mechanical behavior of PCL except
Mg(OH)2 20%. Actually, electrospun nanofibers
with Mg(OH)2 NPs exhibited improved mechanical
properties in comparison to MgO NPs with higher
Young Modulus and tensile strength, which might
be due to the higher and stronger filler-polymer
interactions. Thus, PCL reinforced nanofibers with
Mg-based nanoparticles can be designated as
suitable materials to be used in potential
biomedical applications.
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Experimental

Introduction
Breast cancer represents the most common
invasive tumor in women, with 1 in 8 diagnosed
with breast cancer during their lifetime, and the
second leading cause of cancer-related deaths.
The formulation of conventional drugs with
nanosized carriers may provide a means to
improve breast cancer treatment by improving the
bioavailability and limiting the toxicity of
chemotherapeutic agents. Disease monitoring can
also be afforded by the introduction of porphyrin
groups as part of a novel theranostic approach. By
using two-photon fluorescence lifetime imaging,
Yeh et al. demonstrate that subcellular localization
can be determined based on differences in
porphyrin fluorescence lifetime properties in the
cell membrane and the cytosol.1
In this study, we exploited well-defined
biodegradable polypeptide-based architectures
prepared using controlled polymerization
techniques2,3 to obtain star-shaped polyglutamic
acid (PGA) polymer constructs that self-assemble
to yield stabilized supramolecular nanostructures
with therapeutically-relevant properties.2 We
extended this approach to the design of a novel
polypeptide-based theranostic strategy that
employs porphyrins to provide inherent imaging
capabilities.3 This approach can then be combined
with post-polymerization strategies to conjugate
single agents3 or combinations of agents via
bioresponsive linkers for gradual release in the
tumor environment.

Synthesis of poly(g-benzyl-L- glutmate)
(PBLG):
γ-benzyl-L-glutamate
Ncarboxyanhydride was added to a Schlenk tube
fitted with a stirrer bar and stopper and was then
purged with three cycles of vacuum/Ar and
dissolved in 5 mL of freshly purified DMF. A
macroinitiator with inherent imaging capabilities
was added, and the mixture dissolved in DMSO
and stirred at 4º C for three days in an inert
atmosphere. Finally, the reaction mixture was
poured into a large excess of cold diethyl ether,
and a light pink polymer was isolated.
Deprotection: PBLG was dissolved in TFA in a
round bottom flask fitted with a glass stopper and
a stirrer bar. Next, two equiv. of HBr (48% v/v) per
carboxyl group was added dropwise, and the
mixture stirred for five hours. The solution was
then poured into a large excess of cold
diethylether, and a light green solid was isolated.
Synthesis of conjugates: conditions for coupling
hydrophobic drugs or linkers.5 1 eq. of the polymer
was dissolved in dry DMF in a two necked round
bottom flask fitted with a stirrer bar and a stopper.
The corresponding amount for the desired % of
substitution of the activator of the acid groups
(EDC/NHS or DTMM BF3) was then added in dry
DMF solution. After 30 min, the desired % of
hydrophobic drugs or linker in dry DMF was
added. The mixture was stirred at room
temperature for 24 h in an inert atmosphere.
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Finally, the reaction mixture was poured into a
large excess of cold diethyl ether and a light pink
polymer was isolated.
Results and Discussion
We generated a novel polypeptide-based
theranostic agent employing a versatile and
straightforward methodology2-6. The associated
deprotection steps ensured full removal of
protecting groups without racemization7. We
obtained two different families of polypeptide
derivatives with different porphyrin cores (Pz1 and
Pz2) that displayed intrinsic imaging capabilities.
Pz2 exhibited spontaneous concentration- and
salt-dependent self-assembly activity in organic
and biological media, which allowed the
generation of solutions or gels. The Mw ranged
from 12,500 Da to 16,500 Da with a PDI of 1.1,
and size of 36 units of PGA per arm (See Figure
1). We also demonstrated the intrinsic imaging
capability of Pz2 at 480nm. (See Figure 2)

Figure 3: In vitro cytotoxicity analysis of Pz1 (blue) and Pz2
(green)

To validate their potential as theranostics, we
conjugated
a
chemotherapeutic
agent
(doxorubicin) and a tyrosine kinase inhibitor via
pH-responsive linkers at a synergistic ratio that
allowed adequate drug release kinetics to promote
anti-tumorigenic activity. We are currently
performing cell viability and uptake studies in triple
negative breast cancer cells to evaluate synergy
and imaging potential.
References
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Figure 1: SEC characterization of the different batches of
polymers with branched structure with DP 160 units
estimated by H-NMR.

7.- Conejos-Sanchez, I. (2013) Polymer Chemistry,
4(11), 3182-3186.

Figure 2: Excitation spectra of the different carriers with
porphyrin cores (Pz2 on the right and Pz1 on the left)’

Cell viability assays employing triple negative
breast cancer cell lines demonstrated the absence
of cytotoxicity at the concentrations evaluated for
both systems (See Figure 3).
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NPs
are
promising
for
cancer
nanotheranostics combining diagnosis with
photo-triggered /chemo-therapy.

Introduction
Given the unique ability to convert low-energy
near-infrared (NIR) light to high-energy visible
or ultraviolet light, lanthanide upconverting
nanoparticles (UCNPs) have been revealed
to be desirable platforms to develop
nanomaterials for cancer theranostics.1,2 As
fluorescent labels, UCNPs can emit
fluorescence for diagnosis with NIR irradiation.
Meanwhile, the emitted fluorescence can
activate the photo-sensitizers, proceeding
with photo-dynamic or photo-thermal therapy.
Nevertheless, their limited loading capacity
hinders their application in nanomedicine.
Hence, the nanogel (NG) structure, which is a
highly crosslinked polymer network, attracts
much attention being the candidate to modify
UCNPs. Superior properties from NGs,3 such
as high stability, softness, hydrophilicity,
encapsulation capacity, and cellular uptake,
offer UCNPs more possibility to carry
therapeutic payloads. Herein, yolk-shell NGs,
which consisting UCNPs as yolks and poly(Nisopropyl acrylamide) (PNIPAM)-based
nanogels as shells, were fabricated via an
environment-friendly method. After removing
the cleavable NG interlayers, voids and
aldehyde-functionalized interior surfaces
were formed. In comparison with core-shell
structure, yolk-shell structure lets UCNPs be
movable in the void which offers more contact
with photo-sensitizers to enhance the
therapeutic efficacy.4 The designed yolk-shell

Experimental
β-NaYF4:20% Yb, 2% Er UCNPs were
synthesized via a solvothermal method using
1-octadecene as solvent. The resulting
nanoparticles bearing oleic acid ligands were
dispersed in cyclohexane. By use of specific
surfactant, a very thin SiO2 layer was created
onto the surface of UCNPs for further
obtaining the functionalization of double
carbon-carbon bonds by 3-(trimethoxysilyl)
propyl methacrylate (MPS). Then, a cleavable
PNIPAM nanogel layer crosslinked by
diallyltartramide (DAT) was synthesized on
the surface of UCNPs. It was followed by the
formation of an uncleavable PNIPAM nanogel
layer. Through the degradation of NaIO4 to the
interlayer, the void between yolk and shell
was generated. The products were purified
via dialysis in MiliQ water.
Results ad Discussion
By tuning the synthesis time, UCNPs with
different sizes can be adjusted. At 1 h growth
time of crystallization, UCNPs with 30 nm size
were obtained and exhibited strong upconverted green light emission under the NIR
irradiation, as shown in Fig.1. Subsequently,
the SiO2 coated UCNPs were characterized
by SEM and AFM. Via SEM, the UCNP@SiO2
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nanoparticles with 10-15 nm bigger sizes than
the UCNPs were observed. By AFM analysis
in Modulus mode, it was illustrated that a SiO2
layer in 4-6 nm thickness was formed,
showing a lower modulus value (Fig.2A)
since the SiO2 layer is softer than the UNCP
core. Afterward, UCNP@SiO2 nanoparticles
were modified with MPS to yield
UCNP@SiO2-C=C, which was demonstrated
via FTIR measurement showing the peak at
1638.73 cm-1 (Fig.2B). Besides, the peaks at
805.68 and 1054.87 cm-1 proved the
existence of SiO2 layer. The characterization
of yolk-shell nanoparticles will be completed
shortly and will be conveniently presented.
Further, the encapsulation of photosensitizers
will be achieved to provide the yolk-shell
system with photo-responsive anticancer
ability.
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Figure 1. SEM images (left) of UCNPs and their
emission (right) under NIR irradiation.

Figure 2. A) AFM images with Modulus analysis of
UCNP@SiO2 nanoparticles. B) FTIR spectrum of
UCNP@SiO2-C=C nanoparticles.
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supramolecular systems in which one-pot cascade
reactions can be performed within the same nano/microsystem.
In particular, we are interested in the combination
of superoxide dismutase and catalase enzyme
within the same material in order to transform
hazardous oxygen radicals into oxygen and water.

Introduction
Reactive oxygen species (ROS) participate in a
wide range of biological processes such as cell
growth or cell death [1]. The oxidative stress is
caused by an overdone of the ROS cellular
regulation, and is implicated in several pathologies
along with inflammation and a decreased
environmental pH [2].
Diverse nonenzymatic molecules like vitamins
have been used during the last decades as natural
antioxidant agents [3]. Nevertheless, nowadays
antioxidant enzymes have become the subject
matter of many biomedical projects due to their
efficacy and specificity [4].
Although antioxidant enzymes are not consumed
in the reaction with ROS, their application is limited
considering that enzymes can suffer from
denaturalization and protease degradation in
physiological conditions. For that reason, several
strategies that protect the configuration of the
enzymes have been released in the last years. In
our lab, we are investigating the encapsulation of
enzymes in porous nanogels and/or preformed
polymeric assemblies.
The encapsulation of antioxidant enzymes into
polymeric systems like single-enzyme nanogels
(SENs) or by the layer-by-layer (LbL) technique
have shown good results, increasing the enzyme
stability, avoiding proteolytic degradation and the
effects of organic solvents or changes in pH or
temperature [5,6].
In this project, we aim at combining both the
encapsulation methodologies to rise complex

Experimental
Several catalase single-enzyme nanogels (CATSENs) were synthetized in one step. Catalase was
mixed with N,N-methylenebisacrylamide and
some types of acrylamides (carboxyethyl
acrylamide, N-hydroxyethyl acrylamide or
acrylamide), in presence of monomers with
different functional groups attached. Mixtures
were bubbled with N2 independently. To remove
the excess of reagents, CAT-SENs were dialyzed.
CAT-SENs also were characterized by DLS and
FT-IR.
Results and Discussion
Herein, the antioxidant ability of the synthetized
SENs were studied using several concentrations
(100 – 0.01 µg/ml) and incubating them in a H2O2
solution. The results showed that all nanogels in a
concentration upper of 0.1µg/ml decreased mostly
the H2O2 concentration without effects derived
from the chemical-surface.
Since these nanogels are intended to biomedical
applications, we developed diverse assays in
HeLa cells to study their cytotoxicity, therapeutic
effectiveness and internalization ability.
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It has also proven the wide range of possible
chemical-surface
modifications
of
the
encapsulated enzyme, without affecting their
activity. Moreover, positive-charge CAT-SENs
internalization behaviour suggests endocytosis
processes.

To study the cytotoxicity of the devices, AlamarBlue assay was performed. Three SENs
concentrations (25, 10 and 1 µg/ml) were selected
for this study, guaranteed a total H2O2 removal.
The activity was measured after 24 and 72 h,
showing that none of the concentrations exhibited
cytotoxicity.
Once the biocompatibility of the nanogels was
proven, the therapeutic effectiveness of the CATSENs was studied. These experiments were
performed with a SENs final-concentration of 10
µg/ml, overnight incubated in cells. Then two
stimulus of H2O2 were added over a time period of
24h. Thus, metabolic activity was measured 24, 32
and 48 hours after the first stimulus, proving that
all nanogels help to maintain the cell metabolic
activity. Besides, 48 hours cells with nanogels
keep their density, distribution and shape, in
contrast to the positive control, evincing their
therapeutic efficacy.
Finally, internalization was studied with 24hcultured cells and 10 µg/ml CAT-SENs. After 6
hours incubation, at 37ºC and 4ºC, cells were
analysed by fluorescence microscope. Only
positive-charged nanogels incubated at 37ºC
showed internalization, what suggests that they
are internalized by endocytosis processes (Figure
1).

All these results make the CAT-SENs a promising
strategy in the treatment of diverse diseases.
References
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Figure 1. Scale bar:100 µm. Internalization studies in HeLa
cells. Left: Negative-charged CAT-SENs, Right: positivecharged CAT-SENs. Only green SENs were observed
when the capsules owned a positive charge, what suggests
an endocytosis-internalization mechanism.

Conclusions
In this work, we presented the CAT-SENs
nanoreactors as new and promising systems for
antioxidant-enzymes
encapsulation.
The
biocompatibility and therapeutic effectiveness of
these nanogels have been proven when they are
used in a higher concentration of 10 µg/ml.
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substrate in a lysozyme solution in phosphate
buffer. [4]

Introduction
The abuse of antibiotics has led to an increase of
the bacteria resistance to antibiotics. In addition,
the appearance of pathogens resistant to the
existing drugs contribute to this threat to
healthcare systems.[1] New antimicrobial
strategies must be developed to avoid a rapid
expansion of highly resistant bacteria. In this
respect, nanoparticle-type (NP) systems are very
attractive because they offer many advantages
such as the possibility to harm bacteria in several
ways or the enhancement of membrane
permeability, which would allow to reduce the
antibiotics use.[2]

Results and Discussion
We have previously reported the controlled
crosslinking of PGMA, that led to macromolecular
assemblies with a nanoparticle-type shape. We
have prepared these unusual polymeric
nanoparticles through the controlled crosslinking
of glycidyl methacrylate (GMA) using the
sequential action of homo and heterometallic
aluminium catalysts (Scheme 1).[3]

Experimental
The synthesis of the crosslinked poly(glycidyl
methacrylate) (cPGMA) polymer was performed
by sequential addition of the catalysts over the
GMA monomer in dry toluene (Scheme 1), firstly
at RT for 30 minutes, and secondly at 100°C for
1h.The reaction was quenched by addition of wet
DCM and dried under vacuum at 60°C. [3,4]
The AMP lysozyme was incorporated to cPGMA
by electrostatic self-assembly following two
different procedures in order to prepare (i)
polymeric dispersions, and (ii) polymeric coatings.
The dispersions were obtained by firstly dispersing
the cPGMA in acetone and phosphate buffer
solution followed by addition of the lysozyme. The
polymeric coatings were prepared by drop casting
of a cPGMA solution in acetone on glass
coverslips, and immersion of the dry glass

Scheme 1. Controlled crosslinking of GMA

The antimicrobial lysozyme (Lys) was
electrostatically incorporated to negatively
charged cPGMA macromolecular assemblies. The
resulting material was characterized by infrared
spectroscopy, water contact angle measurements,
AFM (Figure 1) and the staining with the primary
amino specific dye fluorescamine.[4]
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cytotoxicity to human dermal fibroblasts as shown
in 24 h MTT assays. [4]

Figure 1. AFM of bare cPGMA (A) and cPGMA-Lys (B)

cPGMA nanoparticles were successfully loaded
with Lys, the main features are shown in Table 1.
Style
Settings
Particle size cPGMA (DLS, 1550.0 ± 170.0 nm
suspension in water)
Lys size * (pH 7)
4.3 ± 1.0 nm
Zeta potential c-PGMA (pH 7)
−40.0 ± 5.0 mV
Zeta potential Lys** (pH 7)
+6.5 ± 1.0 mV
Lys/c-PGMA ratio
27.3 ± 4.0 mg/g
(suspension)
(97.6% ± 3.4)
Lys/c-PGMA ratio (glass
22.5 ± 1.7 mg/g
substrates)
(95.7% ± 2.3)
Particle size cPGMA (DLS,
1550.0 ± 170.0 nm
suspension in water)
Lys size * (pH 7)
4.3 ± 1.0 nm
Zeta potential c-PGMA (pH 7)
−40.0 ± 5.0 mV

Figure 3. SEM micrographs (scale bar 5 µm) of E. coli and
S. aureus biofilm for cover glass surface (control) and the
cover glass with c-PGMA and Lys-loaded c-PGMA after
biofilm growth for 24 h.

In this work, we have shown the suitability of these
polymeric nanoparticles as antimicrobial agents in
combination with lysozyme. These material
displays
durable
antibacterial
activity,
biocompatibility, and full reloading capacity with
antimicrobial peptides. cPGMA functionalized
materials have potential application as
nanocarriers for anti-infective uses.

Table 1. Properties of cPGMA, Lys and loaded substrates
*cordouan-tech.com ** Henry et al. (2017)
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[7,8]. The capability to modulate the activity of
biological systems is considered a major target in
biomedical technology research [9]. Interestingly,
the synthesis of these fluorescent carbon-based
nanoparticles fully responds to principles of green
and circular chemistry. In fact, they can basically
be obtained from any waste containing carbon,
including hair and nails. [10,11]

Introduction
Optical stimulation of cells offers the possibility to
modulate specific signalling pathways [1],
providing higher spatial and temporal resolution
compared to chemical or pharmacological
stimulation approaches, while also reducing
invasiveness. [2, 3] Since living cells are
transparent to visible light, it is necessary to make
recourse to either optogenetic tools or
functionalisation with photocatalytic, light-sensitive
materials.

Results and Discussion
In the present work nitrogen-doped carbon dots
(N-CDs) were synthesized by one step from
hydrothermal methods, starting from citric acid
and urea.

For the latter approach, the ideal material must
satisfy numerous properties, amongst which
efficiency, biocompatibility and implantability are
some of the most critical ones. [4] The possibility
to employ nanoparticles (NPs) offers multiple
advantages for in-vivo applications, such as the
possibility to employ variable routes of low
invasive administration. In this contest, we started
to explore carbon dots.

Characterization measurements such as TEM,
XRD and FT-IR analysis investigated the nature of
N-CDs, leading to a further understanding of their
properties.
UV-Vis
absorption
and
photoluminescence spectra showed that optical
properties of N-CDs can be tuned over the visible
spectrum by simply changing the ratio between
reagents and reaction conditions.

Discovered by accident in 2004 during the
purification of single walled carbon nanotubes [5],
carbon dots have attracted interest in the latest
years
especially
for
their
interesting
semiconducting and tunable photoluminescence
properties [6]. Considered ‘zero-dimensional
carbon nanoparticles’, they are usually less than
10 nm in diameter. In the biomedical field, they are
rapidly becoming a promising alternative to metalbased quantum dots because of their low toxicity

In particular, we selected N-CDs with absorption
and fluorescence in the visible range to use them
as photoactuators active in this spectral range and
to easily initialize them once internalized with the
cell cytosol.
We first evaluated the cytotoxicity of N-CDs at
different time points in Human Embryonic Kidney
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(HEK-293) cell models. Confocal imaging showed
that N-CDs cross the plasma membrane but not
the nuclear membrane. We provide an in-depth
investigation of their photophysical/ photochemical
behaviour including the capability to generate
changes within the physiological-like environment.
Based on their excellent photoelectrochemical
properties, together with good cytocompatibility,
we propose them as highly tunable
photoactuators, capable to modulate the
intracellular concentration of Reactive Oxygen
Species (ROS) with high specificity and yield.
In fact, recent studies [12,13] demonstrated that
ROS level is unambiguously related to many
physiological and physiopathological conditions,
and such unbalance is intertwined with severe
diseases.The modulation of intracellular ROS
levels requires however tools with high specificity,
spatial and temporal resolution, easily reversible
and active over several order of magnitudes with
high yield and precision.
The efficiency of N-CDs can be controlled thanks
to their dose-response effect to visible light
excitation, while the opportunity to functionalize
them with molecular moieties may provide
excellent targeting capability at the organelles
level. To this goal, we provided a first study of their
effect on ROS signaling and biological pathways
within HEK-293 models.
In conclusion, we will discuss pros and cons of
these use of N-CDs as innovative biotechnological
tools for photostimulation and we will critically
evaluate their perspective use for in-vitro and invivo applications.
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works prove the potential application of such
combination in biomedical field. Thus, new
screening strategies has the potential to improve
early-diagnosis and to guide therapy necessary for
clinical patients recovery.

Introduction
Nowadays, the detection and control of
inflammatory processes caused by plastic
implants (surgical meshes, sutures, surgical
staples, plastic stents, etc.) is unfeasible with
clinical detection standards and the patients are
usually post-intervened. In this sense, the
development of temperature sensing and position
localization of the implanted device can play an
important role. Temperature sensing mesh
material was successfully achieved in our previous
works by the deposition of a coating of poly(Nisopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAAm), covalently
bonded to the polypropylene (PP) yarns.[1-3]
Biomarker-targeting surface-enhanced Raman
scattering
(SERS)
nanoparticles
(NPs)
strategically attached to the plastic surface has the
potential to improve such detection by using, for
example, a miniaturized, non-contact, optoelectro-mechanical Raman probe as that
described by Garai et al.[4] The authors used
SERS NPs flavors for rapid circumferential
scanning of topologically complex surfaces, such
as colon and esophagus, and were able to
produce quantitative images of the relative
concentrations of SERS NPs that were present.

This work reports, for first time, a methodology to
convert a PP surgical mesh complex structure into
a thermosensitive and SERS responsive surface,
by combining surface functionalization with
AuNPs/Raman reporter and a coating of
PNIPAAm hydrogel.
Experimental procedure
Surface functionalization
deposition.

and

PNIPAAm

Isotactic PP mesh for hernia repair with low
surface density (36 g/m2, B Braun Surgical SLU)
was used as substrate for AuNPs covalent
bonding and hydrogel grafting reactions. A method
developed by Bastús et al.[7] was used for the
synthesis of spherical AuNPs, the covalent
immobilization of the AuNPs/CTAB/AA on top of
PP meshes followed the method reported by
Quidant & co-workers[8] and the grafting of
NIPAAm-co-MBA on top of the polymer fibres was
first reported by ours.[1]

In Spain, Álvarez-Puebla & Liz-Marzán[5] were the
first in describe the preparation of AuNPs with
PNIPAAm as shell (Au@PNIPAAm) for SERS tag
applications. More recently, Bodelón et al.[6] were
able to detect three tumor-associated protein
biomarkers (in vitro) by using Au@PNIPAAm
microgels and an excitation laser of 633 nm. Both

SERS analysis
Raman spectra were acquired using a Renishaw
dispersive Raman microscope spectrometer
(InVia Qontor) and WiRE software. The
experiments were performed at a 532 nm and 785
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nm of excitation wavelength and with a nominal
laser power between 1 and 100 mW output power.
The Raman reporter molecule used was 4thiobenzonitrile (TBN), which absorption band at
2230 cm-1 (CN) was used to monitor the SERS
response.

by the presence of the gold material. The size and
distribution of AuNPs coupled to TBN molecules
reporter played a significant role in employing
SERS for their detection. By tuning plasmonic
coupling and nanoparticle surface coverage, the
SERS performance for the ultrasensitive detection
of TBN molecules was optimized.

Results and Discussion

Table 1. SERS intensity of CN absorption band.

The successful functionalization of the biomedical
textile with AuNPs can be seen in Fig. 1 (right).
The reddish colour of PP@AuNPs fibres, after
material cleaning, is an indication of the well
adherence of the particles.

Sample
PP mesh

AuNP
size

PP/TBN
PP@Au/TBN-60
PP@Au/TBN-50
PP-g-PNIPAAm
@Au/TBN-50
PP-g-PNIPAAm
@Au/TBN-50

None
60±0.10
50±0.87

Laser Raman
intensity
(nm)
(a.u.)
532
None
532
7533
532
12540

50±0.87

532

8524

50±0.87

785

33756

Acknowledgements. MINECO-FEDER (RTI2018098951-B-I00) and Agència de Gestió d'Ajuts
Universitaris i de Recerca (2017SGR359) for
financial support. B Braun Surgical S.L.U. for
kindly supply the PP surgical meshes used in the
present work.

Figure 1. Polypropylene mesh before (left) and after (right)
AuNPs covalent bonding.

The SERS analysis evidenced absence of strong
absorption band at 2230 cm-1 from TBN in the
surface of PP/TBN meshes (Table 1). By the other
hand, TBN detection is intensified with AuNP of 50
nm of size, which is better dispersed above the
fibres (SEM, data not shown) than the biggest
ones (60 nm). The presence of PNIPAAm coating
affects the spectroscopy response due to less
accessibility of TBN signal. However, changing the
Raman source (785 nm) a surprisingly high C≡N
intensity is detected (three times of that obtained
with 532 nm). This positive response is due to the
synergist effect of the PNIPAAm chains thermal
response (collapse) and the presence of the Au
metal particles that helps to dissipate such local
heat increase under the IR source.
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The thermosensitive response of the new bilayer
material under controlled temperature ramp was
monitored in a humidity-controlled chamber by
using an infrared camera.
Conclusions
PNIPAAm has shown tremendous promising as a
thermosensitive coating material for biomedical
textiles. Its thermal response is clearly influenced
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Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
Calorimetric curves were obtained using a Pyris 6
DSC (PerkinElmer) utilising samples of between 6
and 8 mg in aluminium pans, with 30 mL·min-1
nitrogen flow and heating/cooling rate of 10
°C·min-1 from 20 to 150 °C.
The PEO relative crystallinity content ( ) was
calculated as the ratio of the sample’s melting
enthalpy (∆ ) divided by the melting enthalpy of
100% crystalline material (∆ ) 203 J·g-1 [4].

Introduction
Fenbendazole (Fen) (methyl N-(6-phenylsulfanyl1H-benzimidazol-2-yl)carbamate) is a broadspectrum anthelmintic with limited application in
oral pharmaceutical dosage forms due to its poor
water solubility [1].
Hot-melt extrusion arises as an excellent
technique to address this challenge. It is capable
of increasing the solubility of poorly water-soluble
drugs by processing the polymeric material until
accomplishing a molecular-level mixing with the
active ingredient [2].
We hypothesised that, depending on the
temperature applied and on the drug content, Fen
could affect the thermal and processing properties
of poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO), which is a nontoxic, synthetic, and hydrophilic polymer [3].
In this context, this work aims to evaluate the
influence of Fen on the processing-related thermal
properties of PEO, by comparing powder mixture
and hot-melt extruded samples using differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) and melt flow index
(MFI) analyses.

Melt-flow index (MFI)
The melt viscosity behaviour of polymeric samples
was assessed before and after extrusion using a
Rosand Melt Flow Indexer with a fixed weight of
2.16 kg. Samples were processed at 80, 100 and
120 °C.
Results and Discussion
Fenbendazole displayed a phase transition at 245
°C followed by decomposition. When processed
with PEO (Table 1), the extrusion process
increases the polymer’s crystalline content, likely
due to the chains’ orientation as they pass through
the die [5]. As we increased Fen concentration in
the powder mixtures, it is seen a progressive
reduction in the PEO melting point as well as a
decrease of fusion enthalpy, whilst extruded
formulations’ crystals demonstrated a more stable
thermal behaviour.

Experimental
Powder mixtures
Fen (5, 10 and 15%) and PEO were accurately
weighted and mixed using a spatula.
Hot-melt extrusion (HME)
The formulations were processed using a Prism
TSE 16 twin-screw co-rotating extruder, L/D 15:1,
at 110 °C and screw speed of 50 rpm.

Figure 1 represents the DSC multicurve
superposition, where it is seen a melting enthalpy
reduction of PEO as we increased the drug
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PEO, a contrasting trend was noticed amongst
powder samples as MFI reduction is influenced
mainly by the drug content and, likely, dispersion.

concentration in powder mixtures; however, the
same phenomenon is less prominent for extruded
samples.
Table 1 Calorimetric data of powder and extruded mixtures.

Extruded mixtures

Powder mixtures

Sample
PEO
PEO 95% +
FEN 5%
PEO 90% +
FEN 10%
PEO 85% +
FEN 15%
PEO
PEO 95% +
FEN 5%
PEO 90% +
FEN 10%
PEO 85% +
FEN 15%

Tm
[°C]
65

∆Hm
[J·g-1]
197

Xc
[%]
97

Tc
[°C]
37

64

158

77

40

63

144

70

40

61

114

56

37

65

203

100

39

64

196

96

41

63

178

87

40

63

167

82

40

Figure 2 Melt flow index of powder (P) and extruded mixtures
(E).

In our understanding, the effect of increasing Fen
content over PEO causes the crystallinity to
decrease, but this effect was reduced by the
extrusion process. Additionally, Fen may act as a
plasticiser agent mainly at lower concentrations
improving PEO’s viscosity.
Overall, this work has demonstrated the positive
effects that Fen has on PEO thermal and
processing properties, which will lead to further
studies producing other solid dispersions aiming to
arise as a solution for Fen’s poor water solubility.
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Introduction

Experimental

Nowadays, we live in a technological society, in
which electronic devices are constantly
demanded. New additive manufacturing (AM)
technologies allow the manufacture of that
devices, with a high freedom in their design,
customisable and at a reasonable cost. One of the
most common AM techniques is Fusion
Deposition Modelling (FDM)[1], which builds the
objects by selectively deposition of melted
thermoplastic polymer in a predetermined path,
layer by layer [2]. The applications of FDM
technology are limited by the properties (electrical
and mechanical) of the available materials. The
design of new conducting polymer composites
(CPC) using biopolymers has been the objective
of several research works[3,4], although the
electrical conductivity obtained is either low or the
materials are difficult to scale at industrial level.
The main goal of this work is to obtain a 3D
filament with high electrical conductivity and
industrially scalable based on polylactic acid
(PLA)[5] and multi-walled carbon nanotubes
(MWCNT). For this, the electrical conductivity
should be maximised with low quantity of MWCNT
and the polymer composite, in filament form, must
be suitable for 3D printing. Therefore, the electrical
threshold of the composites was determined. At
the same time, the tensile properties, the
crystallization behaviour and the viscoelastic
parameters were controlled in order to obtain a
printable material.

Materials and preparation of composites
The polymer matrix selected was PLA 4043D
[3](Nature works) with a melting point 145-1600C.
MWCNT (Nanocyl)[6] were used as conducting
nanofiller. To improve the nanofiller dispersion in
polymer matrix, a PLA-MWCNT (80/20 %wt/%wt)
masterbatch was firstly prepared by solventcasting method with acetone and dichloromethane
(DCM). The combination of the two solvents
produced a desirable plasticizer effect in the PLA.
The PLA/MWCNT masterbatch was diluted with
raw PLA by melt-blending in a Minilab Haake
Rheomex CTW5 (Thermo Scientific) at 210ºC and
40rpm to obtain nanocomposites with different
nanofiller amounts (Table 1). Previously, PLAMWCNT and raw PLA were dried at oven at 60ºC
overnight.
Table 1. Formulation of PLA/MWCNT composites

Composite
CNT2
CNT4
CNT4.5
CNT5
CNT5.5
CNT6
CNT8
CNT10
CNT15
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PLA MWCNT
(%wt) (%wt)
98
2
96
4
95.5
4.5
95
5
94.5
5.5
94
6
92
8
90
10
85
15

mathematically calculated (Inset of figure 2) and
the best linear fit (R2=0.99) was found for 5.00 wt
% MWCNT, which is the minimum quantity of
nanofiller needed for the formation of a conductive
path through the polymeric matrix.

To characterize the physical properties of the
materials, different samples were obtained by
injection moulding at 210oC and 800bar during 6
seconds with a post-pressure of 500bar during 3
seconds.
Characterization techniques
The composites morphology was studied by
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) (JEOL JSM7200 F, 10 kV). The electrical conductivity (σ) of
samples was measured (LORESTA-GP Mitsubishi
Chemical, MCP-T610) by the 4-point method.
Besides, Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)
(DSC 2020 TA instruments), uniaxial tensile tests
(Instron 5566), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA
4000-Perkin-Elmer) and rheological tests (ARES
TA Instruments) were used to study the
viscoelastic behaviour and thermal properties of
new composites.

Figure 2. Electrical Threshold PLA/MWCNT composite

To improve conductivity/CNT content ratio, the
next step should be the addition of a plasticizer
additive, to increase the nanofiller dispersion and
optimise the mechanical properties of materials.

Results and Discussion
The SEM micrographs of the samples (Figure 2)
shows an acceptable dispersion of nanofillers into
the polymer matrix. This result validates the twostep process selected to prepare the composites.

In summary, a conducting polymer composite with
enhanced physical properties and remarkable
scalability has been obtained.
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The CNT incorporation had negligible effect on the
thermal properties of PLA. Only slight changes in
melting and crystalization temperatures were
observed from DSC thermograms. However, the
material viscosity, measured at 210ºC, increased
proportionally to the nanotube content. Figure 2
display the electrical conductivity as function of
MWCNT amount for different composites. The
maximum conductivity was 3.99 S/cm obtained
with 15 wt% CNT. The electrical Threshold was
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melt-processing in order to ultimately understand
the influence on the piezoelectric response of
PLLA.
Rheological measurements with help of rheotens
test for melt-drawn fibers in combination with
wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) and
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) can help to
generate the necessary knowledge to study the
conditions of oriented structures out of melt.
The objective of this work is to enhance molecular
chain orientation by elongation rate and
supercooling of melt-drawn PLLA fibers. The
individual and combined influence of elongation
rate and supercooling on the degree of orientation
will be examined.

Introduction
Poly (L-lactic acid) (PLLA) is a biodegradable,
biocompatible electroactive and optically active
polymer, which is already applied in particular
biomedical applications using its piezoelectric
properties.[1, 2] Both, crystalline and amorphous
molecular chain orientation lead to piezoelectric
response of PLLA. High orientation of amorphous
and crystalline structures has been already
obtained by solid stretching of amorphous
compression molded films [3] or melt-spun
fibers [4] above glass transition temperature
followed by fast cooling. The molecular chain
orientation is generated by post-drawing, what
limits the fabrication of films or fibers with
molecular chain orientation directly out of melt.
A one step-process from polymer melt would
facilitate the production of oriented molecular
structures for fabrication processes such as
fused filament fabrication (FFF) or melt-spinning.

Experimental
The PLLA with an L-isomer content higher
than 99 % was purchased from Total Corbion PLA
(trade name L175). The rheological experiments
were performed with a capillary rheometer
(GÖTTFERT 25) with a rheotens unit using a
capillary of 25 mm length and 2 mm diameter. The
distance between capillary and wheel was
120 mm. The crystallinity of the samples were
examined by DSC 2920 (TA Instruments).
Pellets were subjected to 185 °C for 10 minutes to
erase thermal and mechanical history. Thereafter,
it was supercooled at a rate of 1 °C/min followed
immediately by melt elongation like illustrated in
Figure 1. The supercooling ∆Tsup is defined as the
difference between melt temperature and pull-out
temperature ∆Tpull.

Melt processing like melt-shearing or
melt-elongation is able to induce an orientation of
molecular chains. However, the preservation of
the achieved orientation is challenging due to fast
relaxation of molecular chains in melt-state.[5, 6]
Slowing down the chain relaxation by
supercooling, high pressure or fast cooling has
shown to lead to higher chain orientation and in
some cases to induced crystallization.[7, 8]
Therefore, it has to be further understood how
supercooling, elongation rate and molecular
weight influences the molecular chain orientation,
crystallization and crystal orientation while
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Figure 1. Rheotens temperature protocol with
supercooling <Tsup.
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In this study the elongation rate and relaxation
were the main factors analyzed affecting the final
orientation of molecular chains melt-drawn fibers.
Under isothermal conditions, the orientation
induced by elongation flow opposes to the
relaxation occurring in the polymer melt. The
Brownian motion tend to randomize the orientation
of chain segments. The obtained degree of
orientation and stretching of the molecular chains
depends on the balance of these two opposite
factors. The elongation rate necessary to obtain
a considerable stretching of the molecular chains
is described by the following equation Eq. (1):
>
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Figure 2. Heat flow of low (top) and high (bottom)
elongation rate of different supercoolings.

In conclusion, the orientation increases with the
elongation rate independent of the supercooling
and the supercooling itself increases its impact
with the elongation rate. Therefore, combining
high elongation rate and supercooling induces the
highest molecular chain orientation.

(1)

,where is the relaxation time of the polymer.[5]
In Figure 2 heat flow curves obtained by DSC of
fibers drawn at low (top) and high (bottom)
elongation rates with different supercooling ∆Tsup
are depicted. All drawn fibers are amorphous,
wherefore the cold-crystallization can be used as
an indicator for the degree of orientation. Applying
low elongation rates of 0.2 s-1 the supercooling
shows no effect on the heat flow curve. The
cold-crystallization and the melt peaks are on a
similar level (see Figure 2, top). Increasing the
elongation rate to 66 s-1 leads to a shift of the
cold-crystallization onset and peak temperature
towards lower temperature either with or without
supercooling. High molecular chain orientation
facilitates the formation of nuclei initiating the
cold-crystallization already at lower temperatures.
At constant high elongation rate even higher
supercooling shows a further shift of
cold-crystallization onset temperature towards
lower temperatures. This can be explained by a
reduction of relaxation behavior of the oriented
chains due to supercooling. The chain orientation

Results and Discussion
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methylbenzoyl) phosphine oxide (TPO) as
photoinitator. The composites were formulated as
described in Arias-Ferreiro et al6. A fixed quantity
of the crosslinker (15 wt.%) and photoinitiator (4
wt.%) were added to the monomer. The
concentration of PANI varied between 0 and 3.5
wt.%. PANI-L was added at the maximum filler
concentration in order to analyze the best
capacitive response and printability of the acrylic
resin. The nomenclature and composition of the
samples are presented in Table 1.

Introduction
Additive manufacturing or 3D printing technologies
are becoming important in the industry due to the
new production models that establish the
paradigms of Industry 4.0. In this context, digital
light processing (DLP) is considered one of the
most
important
Additive
Manufacturing
technologies available nowadays. This method is
based on the layer-by-layer solidification of a liquid
photosensitive resin via UV-light exposure[1].
Likewise, the use of 3D printing technologies in the
electronics has great potential since it allows the
integration of devices, with different electronic
functions, in the process of manufacturing.
However, for photopolymerization-based 3D
printing techniques the number of UV curable
materials suitable for the fabrication of sensors
and actuators is still scarce[2].
The aim of this work is the development of a novel
photocurable printed piezocapacitive sensor made
of an eco-friendly resin, suitable for DLP, using
polyaniline (PANI) modified with lignin (PANI-L) as
filler.

Table 1. Nomenclature for acrylic composites

Sample Filler type Filler content (wt.%)
T4P0
PANI
0
T4L04
Lignin
0.4
T4P1
PANI
1
T4P2
PANI
2
T4P35
PANI
3.5
T4PL35 PANI-L
3.5

The liquid formulations were sonicated during 30
min and stirred in a Vortex mixer just before their
use. Then, the formulations were cured with a 3D
printer (SLASH PLUS, UNIZ) employing LCD vat
polymerization. The printer settings were adjusted
based on the filler content.

Experimental
PANI or PANI-L was incorporated as filler into an
in-house formulated resin compounded by
Ethyleneglycolphenylether acrylate (EGPEA) as
monomer, 1, 6-hexanediol diacrylate (HDODA) as
crosslinker,
and
Diphenyl
(2,4,6-tri-

Results and Discussion
The physical-chemical characterization of the 3D
printing resin developed was carried. A clear
increase in viscosity was observed with increasing
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application, the piezocapacitive response of the
sample with lignin is still valid, in addition to being
more environmentally friendly.
Based on the versatility and excellent response of
the developed materials and considering the
potential in the area of 3D printed electronics, a
prototype sensor matrix was developed using
PANI-L as filler (see Figure 1). This prototype
sensor demonstrated high reproducibility and
performance.

PANI concentration in the rheological study. The
presence of PANI disturbed the normal flow of the
polymer; consequently, the viscosity of the
formulation augmented from 0.005 Pa s to 0.022
Pa s at 10 s-1 (PANI from 0 to 3.5wt.%). When
PANI-L was employed, this value diminished to
0.011 Pa.s. So, the presence of lignin in the filler
(PANI-L) decreased the viscosity of the resin.
The morphological differences were evaluated by
SEM. As the content of PANI augmented,
micropores appeared and the original smooth
surface of the pristine acrylic resin became rough
due to the increasing agglomeration of PANI
clusters[3]. However, this tendency is reverted in
the composites that used PANI-L as filler, which
suggests better dispersion and integration of PANI
clusters within the acrylic resin.
UV-Visible spectroscopy was employed to
calculate the absorptivity of the fillers. The lower
absorptivity of PANI-L (5.1 l g-1cm-1) respect PANI
(8.8 l g-1 cm) at 405 nm, decrease the UV-block
effect, and improve the processability of the resin.
To evaluate the practical application of the printed
films, mechanical uniaxial tensile tests till rupture
were performed. The tensile strength and the
elongation at break, neatly decreased as the
amount of PANI increase, reducing ductility (both
parameters decreased around 50% for 3.5 wt.%
PANI compared to pristine acrylic resin). When
PANI-L was added, the elongation at break
increased with respect to T4P35 (∼24%). This
outcome can be related to the improved dispersion
observed by SEM.
To measure the capacitive response, the dielectric
constant (ε') of new resins was measured. At 1
kHz, ε' clearly increased with PANI content (ε'=
7.1±0.3 for T4P0 and ε'= 32.8±0.1 for T4P35), but
decreased more than half when using PANI-L (ε'=
12.2±0.8 for T4PL35) instead of PANI. These
high-dielectric properties of the printed composites
are ideal for the fabrication of sensors and flexible
electronic devices.
The piezocapacitive response of the samples,
measuring as a function of the applied pressure,
are characterized by an excellent linearity and
good sensitivity over the wide range of forces from
1 N to 100 N. PANI-L samples showed a decrease
in sensitivity compared to the PANI compound.
However, for low-medium pressures range

Figure. 1 Piezocapacitive sensor operation, detecting the

movement of a human walk and monitoring it.

In summary, this study showed that it is possible
to develop high dielectric constant polymer
composites from PANI-L/acrylic resins, allowing
an environmental friendlier solvent-free approach
for printed electronics and functional materials.
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bis(2,4,4-trimethylpentyl)phosphinate
(IL-PTMPP)
(Sigma
Aldrich),
trihexyltetradecylphosphonium dicyanamide (ILP-DCA) (IoLiTec-Ionic Liquid Technologies
GmbH)
and
1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium
dicyanamide (IL-I-DCA) (Sigma Aldrich). As
reference, two amines have been used:
2,2'-dimethyl-4,4'-methylenebis(cyclohexylamine)
(Aradur), commercially sold as ARADUR 2954,
(Huntsman) and 4,4’-diaminodiphenyl sulfone
(DDS) (Sigma Aldrich). The poly(ε-caprolactone)
(PCL) was the Capa 6800 (80000 g/mol)
(Ingevity).

Introduction
On account of the recent concern about
sustainable materials, new curing agents are
being studied for epoxy resins with the aim of
replacing the traditional volatile and toxic ones.
Ionic liquids (IL) are promising candidates to fulfill
this objective as a number of imidazolium [1] and
phosphonium [2] ionic liquids have shown the
ability to cure the epoxy, even without the
presence of any conventional agents.
One of the main drawbacks of epoxy resins for
certain applications is their fragility and poor
impact strength. Hence, it is common to prepare
epoxy-thermoplastic
blends,
one
such
thermoplastic being the poly(ε-caprolactone)
(PCL). This polymer is a biodegradable
thermoplastic, thus, besides improving the
properties, the addition of PCL implies a step
towards sustainability. Regarding the adhesive
properties of epoxy resins, the reduction of
crosslink density [3] and the increase in toughness
[4] caused by the addition of a thermoplastic could
imply an improvement in the lap shear strength.
In this work, the adhesive, mechanical and thermal
properties of epoxy/IL and epoxy/PCL/IL blends
have been studied.

Preparation of samples
To prepare the amine or ionic liquid cured
samples, both epoxy and the IL or the amine are
mixed together, poured into moulds or lap shear
substrates and cured applying the appropriate
curing protocol for each ionic liquid.
For the preparation of epoxy/PCL samples, the
epoxy and the PCL are blended by mechanical
stirring at 100 °C. Then, the curing agent is added,
the mix is poured into moulds or lap shear
substrates and they are cured. For this system the
IL concentration was set at 10 phr.
Methods
The mechanical properties of the systems were
studied by flexural and impact tests. The
adherence was analysed by lap shear tests using
aluminium substrates.

Experimental
Materials
The epoxy resin was a diglycidyl ether of bisphenol
A (DGEBA) (Nazza, Eurotex). Three different ionic
liquids were used: Trihexyltetradecylphosphonium
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Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) and
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) tests were
also carried out.
In order to study the morphology, scanning
electron microscope has been used.
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The results of the lap shear tests of epoxy resin
cured with the three different ionic liquids as well
as the results of the samples cured with the
amines are shown in Figure 1. For the IL-P-TMPP,
as the concentration of ionic liquid increases, the
lap shear strength decreases owing to the
lubricant properties of ionic liquids. However, the
use of the IL-P-TMPP as curing agent led to
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shear strength values than those obtained by the
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additional increase of IL do not have any effect.
For IL-P-DCA, there is no clear trend, being the
optimum concentration between 3-4 phr. The
addition of PCL (Figure 2) increases the lap shear
strength. This effect could be caused by an
increase in flexibility of the samples.
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Figure 3. Impact strength of epoxy/PCL/IL samples.
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Figure 3 shows an increase in the impact strength
of the samples with the PCL content, owing to an
improvement in toughness with the addition of the
thermoplastic. However, as expected, a decrease
in the flexural modulus was observed with the
introduction of PCL, presumably related to a
decrease in crosslink density caused by the
presence of PCL.
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matrix. Nanocomposites were obtained by
extrusion in a Collin ZK 25 twin-screw
extruder in different concentrations.

Introduction
The incorporation of carbon (nano)particles
into polymer matrixes is a well-known
methodology
to
promote
electrical
conductivity in polymeric materials. The
rationale behind this strategy is based on the
formation of percolated network of
(nano)particles capable to produce an
electrically conductive pathway for the
transport of the electrons. Obviously, this
effect is affected by the nature and the
concentration of the filler or the polymer
matrix. More interestingly, the properties of
the final product also depend on the
processing method.

3D printed specimens were produced in a
Domotek Pellet Extruder printer, where the
printing velocities were varied, and a Fused
Filament Fabrication (FFF) 3D printer.
Conductivity tests were carried out in a
Keithley 6487 picoammeter in volumetric
form using 70 mm diameter samples. In order
to assess the effect of the processing method
on the electrical behaviour of the
nanocomposites, samples for electrical
conductivity measurements were also
obtained by compression moulding, using a
Collin P200E hydraulic press, and by
injection moulding using a Battenfeld BA 230
injection machine.

Generally, this strategy has been
successfully applied for compression
moulded parts using single and multiwalled
carbon nanotubes or graphene as fillers [12]. However, the application of such strategy
to extrusion or injection moulding is limited.

Results and Discussions
In order to avoid printing problems detected
in previous works [3], we selected a screwdriven direct extrusion printer instead of a
conventional fused filament fabrication (FFF)
process. Using this technology, we were able
to accurately print different forms as shown in
Figure 1.

In this work, we analyse the electrical
performance of 3D printed parts, using
polyester based multiwalled carbon nanotube
(MWCNT) nanocomposites as feedstock
materials. The work focuses on the
relationship between the processing method
and the conditions employed, the internal
microstructure of the nanocomposites, and
their electrical properties.

Experimental
In order to produce the polymer/MWCNT
nanocomposites, polybutylene succinate-coadipate (PBSA) was selected as the polymer

Figure 1: 3D printed PBSA/MWCNT parts.
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Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
was employed to observe the different
samples’ microstructure and compare them
with the conductivity tests’ results. Some of
the images obtained by TEM can be seen in
Figure 2.

However, samples printed using the FFF
technique were also produced so that a
comparison between the two methods could
be done.
The specimens were electrically tested and
compared with compression moulded and
injection moulded parts. Results are
summarized in Table 1.

a)

b)

Table 1: Conductivity measurements for samples
obtained by compression moulding, 3D printing and
injection moulding.

Processing Method

CNT (%wt)
0.5
1
Compression
Moulding
2
4
0.5
1
Material
Extrusion
2
4
3D
Printing
0.5
1
FFF
2
4
0.5
1
Injection Moulding
2
4

σ (S/cm)
2 x10-6
5 x10-6
1 x10-5
1 x10-5
3 x10-13
4 x10-13
2 x10-6
1 x10-5
1 x10-12
1 x10-12
2 x10-6
7 x10-6
1 x10-12
3 x10-12
6 x10-12
8 x10-12

c)

Figure 2: TEM images of a) compression moulded, b)
injection moulded, and c) 3D printed samples, with
0.5% CNT concentration in weight.

When analysing the TEM images, a clear
difference in CNT dispersion was observed,
which was concluded to be directly correlated
to the electric conductivities of the samples.
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The results show a clear effect of the
processing method on the final conductivity
of the nanocomposites. The electrical
conductivity decreases, and the electrical
percolation threshold moves to higher
MWCNT concentrations in both types of 3D
printed parts when compared to compression
moulded ones. This is due to the shearing
resulting from the printing process.
Furthermore, the injection moulded parts
show an even lower electrical conductivities
and
higher
percolation
threshold
concentrations due to the high shear force
suffered by the material during the injection
process.
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Introduction
Historically polymeric materials have been divided
into
thermoplastic
and
thermosets.
Thermoplastics are non-crosslinked polymers that
can be processed and recycled but have relatively
poor mechanical resistance. In contrast,
thermosets have a chemically crosslinked network
structure and cannot be reshaped or reprocessed
once synthesized, but they have very good
mechanical properties.[1] In between these two
distinct classes of polymer materials lie covalent
adaptable networks (CANs). CANs are polymer
materials that contain dynamic bonds that allow
them to be reprocessed and even recycled despite
having an initially crosslinked structure.[1] The
chemistry behind covalent adaptable networks is
dependent on a number of distinct mechanistic
pathways that lead to different rheological
behaviour of the polymer.[2] CANs can be
distinguished by three different mechanistic
pathways, dissociative reactions, associative
reactions
and
a
mixture
of
both;
dissociative/associative reactions.
In associative reactions, Figure 1, there is a free
functional group (yellow) present in the polymer
chain, which reacts with the active motif (greenblue). The consequence of this reaction is the
formation of a new active motif (green-yellow) and
a new functional group is created. In this situation,
the polymer chain suffers a relaxation.

Figure 1. Representation of an associative reaction.

Although the production of associative CANs has
been widely reported on the lab scale, most
synthetic routes processes are difficult to scale up.
In this work, we report the synthesis of vinylogous
urethanes produced by a scalable suspension
polymerization route[3].

Figure 2. Schematic representation of vinylogous
urethane.[3]

Experimental
In order to obtain vinylogous urethane based
vitrimers, a nitroxide mediated suspension
polymerization is carried out. The reaction has two
phases: an organic phase and an aqueous phase
as is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Phases of the nitroxide mediated suspension
polymerization and the components.

Polyvinyl alcohol
(Mowiol 4-88)
Figure 4. Film obtained by using hot-press at 300 bar
during 15 min at 140ºC.

Sodium nitrite
(NaNO2)

With this type of sample SAOS experiments can
be carried out. In Figure 5, an example of SAOS
experiments with the material obtained is shown.

Distilled water

Butyl methacrylate
(BMA)

106

G' (Pa) G'' (Pa)

Organic phase

Acetoacetoxyethyl
methacrylate
(AAEMA)
Tris(2-ethylamino)
amine (TREN)
Dispolreg 007

10

106

G' (5% strain)
G'' (5% strain)
η* (5% strain)
G' (10% strain)
G'' (10% strain)
η* (10% strain)

5

105

104

104
103

After the reaction the vitrimer powder is filtered to
obtain a polymer powder as shown below.

103
10-2

10-1

100

101

102
102

f (Hz)

Figure 5. Frequency sweep test at 120ºC at different strains
for the sample shown above.

Future work will be dedicated to determining the
stress relaxation behaviour of these materials and
the influence of the polymer network structure.

Figure 3. One of the powders obtained following the
reaction above.

Once the powder was obtained, a rheological
characterization based on SAOS (Small Amplitude
Oscillatory Shear) can be performed. Thermal
characteristics of polymers are analysed by DMTA
(Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis) and TGA
(Thermogravimetric analysis).
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Results and Discussion
Following the suspension polymerization a
crosslinked polymer powder was obtained and
dried. The powder was processed into a
transparent film using a hot-press at a pressure of
300 bar during 15 minutes at 140ºC. In Figure 4,
the film obtained by using the hot press is shown.
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Introduction
dose. Then, the previously mentioned rheological
and printability characteristics were studied
again.

3D printing is an emerging technology used in
biomedical applications such as tissue
engineering and regenerative medicine [1].
Recently, this technology is gaining the attention
of the pharmaceutical industry as well. This
opens a myriad of possibilities that go from
controlled release of the active pharmaceutical
ingredient (API), the formulation of short-run
medicines and even the potential for printing the
formulation on-site at the pharmacies or hospitals
[2].
One of the greatest challenges of using 3D
printing for making pharmaceutical formulations is
the election of the material to be used as ink. The
selected material must meet several
requirements such as biocompatibility, good
rheological properties and non-cytotoxic effects
[3]. Thus, the purpose of this study was to
determine the adequacy of using poly(vinyl
alcohol) (PVA) as excipient and its capacity of
incorporating the API, atenolol, for 3D printing.

Results and Discussion
The experimental results, in figure 1, showed that
the two inks with the lowest concentrations of
PVA (10% and 20%) had a behaviour similar to
Newtonian fluids, so they were discarded for 3D
printing. In contrast, the highest concentrations
(30% and 40%) showed shear thinning behaviour
making them useful for 3D printing.

Experimental methods
In this study, PVA (MW:31000-50000 Da)
hydrogels were prepared at different
concentrations (10%, 20%, 30% and 40% w/v).
The best protocol for dissolving the PVA and
preparing the inks was established. The obtained
inks were rheologically characterized, and their
printing properties determined. Then, the
structure and morphology of the printed 3Dtablets were studied. The ink that showed the
best properties was selected for incorporating the
API, 50% (w/v) of atenolol in order to reach the
therapeutic

Figure 1. Viscosity measurement PVA inks.

Hydrogels of 30% (w/v) of PVA were the inks with
the most promising concentration of polymer, as
they presented good rheological and printing
properties (120 KPa pressure and 2 mm/s speed)
using less quantity of excipient.
After incorporation of atenolol, the rheological
properties changed (Figure 2). The viscosity of
the ink with the API slightly increased compared
to that of the ink without the API. This increase in
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viscosity caused a need of modification in the
printing parameters (150 KPa pressure and 2
mm/s speed).
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Figure 2.Viscosity measurement of atenolol containing PVA
ink.

Once the active principle was incorporated, 8 mm
diameter and 2 mm height pills were obtained by 3D
printing. They presented good morphological
characteristics, which makes us think that this
excipient could be a good candidate to be used in
future studies of 3D printing by the
pharmaceutical industry.
A)

B)

Figure 3.3D-printed tablets using A) PVA inks B) Atenolol
containing PVA ink.
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Photoacids that undergo proton dissociation upon
irradiation avoid the permanent presence of a
strong acid into the system. In literature
metastable photoacids (mPAHs) are able to
reversibly change the pH of a solution upon
irradiation with appropriate wavelength, usually
UV or even visible light. [4] [5]
Herein we explored the use of reversible
photoacids as catalysts that trigger faster
transcarbamoylation exchange reactions into
crosslinked polyurethane networks; the acid
release is triggered by visible light; the release of
an acid species into the network catalyses a faster
exchange reaction of the urethane bonds in
presence of free alcohol groups.

Introduction
Classic thermosets are permanently crosslinked
materials suitable for a wide variety of applications
that require high dimensional stability and great
mechanical strength. Nevertheless, their static
structure hampers the opportunity to reprocess,
recycle or reshape this class of materials. In order
to overcome this limitation, adding dynamic
crosslinks into the polymer networks can be an
alternative for these materials to exhibit
malleability and faster stress relaxation when the
dynamic crosslinks are activated. [1]. One of the
leading strategies in order to speed up the
dynamicity of these novel materials have been the
introduction of catalysts in combination with high
temperatures. [2] Abovementioned strategy has
been applied in polyurethanes, one of the most
widely used family of polymers in thermoset
market.
Recently it has been demonstrated that the
dynamic behaviour of polyurethanes is highly
dependent on the nature of the catalyst used, the
ratio urethane/free alcohol group into the network
and the nature of the isocyanate (aromatic vs
aliphatic). It has been demonstrated that the stress
relaxation of the aromatic polyurethane networks
is way faster if a strong acid like paratoluensulfonic
acid (PTSA) was added into the polymer. [3]
However this strong acid is permanently present
into the network and eventually could lead to
permanent deformation and damage through cold
flow (creep).

Experimental
The crosslinked polyurethane network was
synthesized according to a previously reported
procedure [3].
In order to compare the effect of the metastable
photoacids as catalysts into the network, a
material without any catalyst, a material containing
PTSA as catalyst, a material containing the
photoacid 1 (mPAH-1) and one containing the
photoacid 2 (mPAH-2) were prepared. The
materials containing the mPAH-1 the mPAH-2
were prepared as following: mPAH-1 was
dissolved in anhydrous THF and an aliquot of the
solution was added to the mixture to obtain 5 mol%
of the photoacid. mPAH-2 was dissolved in
anhydrous CHCl3 and an aliquot of the solution
was added to the mixture to obtain 5 mol% of the
photoacid.
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Results and Discussion

A

Polyurethane crosslinked films without any
catalyst, with 2% mol of PTSA, and with 5% mol
mPAH-1 and 2 were prepared and stressrelaxation measurements were carried out in order
to check the dynamicity of the urethane bonds
before and after irradiation, at 120ºC (Figure 2A).
The results showed that after irradiating the
materials containing the photoacids, a faster
stress relaxation was obtained. Upon irradiation of
these systems, a higher amount of proton
concentration was obtained, proving to be
selectively active for the catalysis of
transcarbamoylation reactions between the free
alcohol group and the urethane bond into the
network. The associative dynamic exchange
reactions speed up the drop in moduli and shorter
relaxation times were obtained. Stress relaxation
measurements were performed using both
catalysts mPAH-1 and mPAH-2; however only the
results with mPAH-2, which showed higher
solubility in organic solvents, are here reported.
The studies with mPAH-1 are still ongoing.
Once proved the catalytic effectiveness of the
mPAH-2 in associative urethane exchange
reactions, we preceded investigating the
reversibility of the system. After the first irradiation
the materials were kept in the dark for 5 days, then
stress relaxation measurements were repeated
and then the material was irradiated a second
time. Therefore the material was irradiated 2 times
and the measurements were performed
immediately after irradiation and after 5 days from
each irradiation (Fig. 2B).
Overall, immediately irradiated materials showed
faster stress relaxation times than films irradiated
several days before, confirming the reversible
activation of the dynamic covalent chemistry by
acidic catalysis within the polyurethane network.
N

B

Figure 2. Stress-relaxation measurements for crosslinked
aromatic polyurethanes measured at 120 °C. Fig. 2(A)
Stress relaxation analysis for no catalyst, 2 mol% PTSA
catalysed aromatic PU sample, 5 mol% mPAH2 catalysed
aromatic PU sample, before and after irradiation, performed
at 120 °C. Fig. 2 (B) Stress-relaxation analysis for 5 mol %
mPAH2 catalysed aromatic PU samples after 1 and 2
irradiations, and after 5 days from the 1st and the 2nd
irradiation, performed at 120 °C.
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strength between printed layers and is therefore
essential to achieving structural integrity. The aim
of this work is to compare the printing behaviour
of two co-polyesters, with particular attention to
how the different glass transition temperatures
and rheological properties can influence their
processability, with reference to the measured
weld times and final mechanical properties.

Introduction
Additive manufacturing techniques have become
increasingly important over recent decades given
the possibility of obtaining products without
geometric limits in a relatively short time [1].
Among the different technologies, MaterialExtrusion 3D printing (MatEx) is the cheapest and
most accessible. At the moment, the most used
material and the one which guarantees the
greatest efficiency is polylactide (PLA). However,
its poor thermal stability, limits the maximum-use
temperature and consequently the possible
application [2]. Current studies are therefore
aimed at high-performance materials that can
guarantee wide ranges of processability and, at
the same time, good thermal and mechanical
properties of the final products. Recently, copolyesters have been proposed as a highperformance substitute for PLA and ABS.
Eastman AmphoraTM offers two copolyesters,
commercially named HT and NGEN. With a glass
transition temperature of 85 °C, NGEN is
satisfactory for prototyping but lacks the
temperature resistance required for high
performance applications, e.g., in the aerospace
sector. On the other hand, HT filament
incorporates a contrasting comonomer that
demonstrates superior durability, dimensional
stability, toughness, and high temperature
resistance having a glass transition temperature
of 110 °C. The glass transition temperature
represents a fundamental property for an
amorphous polymer because time above Tg is
strictly correlated to the quantity of material that
can inter-diffuse between adjacent layers
following their deposition [3]. This interdiffusion or
“welding” process is key to building up interfacial

Experimental
This study compares the behavior of two copolyesters
feedstock
materials,
named
commercially as NGEN and HT, respectively.
NGEN, with a Mw of about 19000 g/mol, is a
copolyester which include typical monomers such
as dimethyl terephthalate (DMT) and dimethyl
isophthalate (DMI), while the dia- lcohol unit can
include ethylene glycol (EG) and 1,4cyclohexanedimethanol (CHDM). HT, on the
other hand, possesses a Mw of about 18000 g/
mol and the constituent comonomers are CHDM
and 2,2,4,4-Tetra- methyl-1,3-cyclobutanediol
(TMCD), The structures of the monomers
composing the different repeat units are shown in
Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Structures of the comonomers constituting the
NGEN and HT copolyesters.
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The materials were first characterized thermally
and rheologically. Subsequently, self-supporting
square tube consisting of single layers of material
deposited one on top of the other, with a layer
height of 0.2 mm, were printed at different
processing conditions (nozzle temperature and
print speed). To evaluate the weld time,
temperature history was measured by using a
micro-thermocouple placed directly on the plate
of the printer, in correspondence with the material
deposition area. Samples were then subjected to
a tensile test (ASTMD1938) to determine the
strength of the weld as a function of the printing
conditions.

Figure 2. Weld strength as a function of the weld time to the
power 1⁄4 for NGEN and HT for all analyzed printing
conditions. Lines joining the data serve to guide the eyes.

Results and Discussion
To understand this counter-intuitive behavior, we
employ an established continuum polymer
modeling approach to predict the degree of
interdiffusion achieved at solidification, as well as
any residual anisotropy that may be trapped in
the weld region. Our modeling suggests that it is
the increased stiffness (and therefore reduced
extensibility) of the HT polymers that mitigates
residual anisotropy and therefore any effect
increased anisotropy may have on weld strength,
in agreement with our measurements across a
range of printing conditions.

Through rheological characterization and in-situ
temperature measurements, we show that HT
exhibits longer polymer relaxation times and
decreased weld times, compared to NGEN. For
both materials, the weld strength decreases as
the printing speed increases, with a less marked
decrease at higher nozzle temperatures. Despite
the difference in weld time the two materials, the
weld strength values are very similar to each
other. In this respect, Figure 2 shows the weld
strength normalized with respect to the value of
compression molded specimen, as a function of
weld time for all the considered printed conditions
for the two materials. For both copolyesters, the
bond strength between the layers increases as
the weld time increases. It can also be noted that,
despite the lower weld times for HT, the reduction
of weld strength is comparable to that of NGEN,
which has weld times almost three times larger.
For both materials we observe that the weld
strength is proportional to the weld time to the
power 1⁄4, as is seen in the literature [4],
suggesting that strength can be attributed to
molecular properties (entanglement network).
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continuous fibre-reinforced thermosetting matrix.
Consequently, it is essential to evaluate the
interactions between the thermoplastic binder and
the thermosetting matrix, in order to define
systems that provide the optimum compromise
between processability and performance of the
final product.
The main objective of this work is the selection of
the optimum thermoplastic binders for a certain
FRPC (continuous carbon fibre-reinforced epoxy
composite) to satisfactorily obtain 3D-printed
preforms. In particular, to investigate experimental
techniques that allow determining the level of
miscibility/compatibility between thermoplastic
and thermosetting polymers, to ensure an
adequate performance of the FRPC obtained by
the proposed manufacturing process.

Introduction
Fibre-reinforced polymer composites (FRPC) are
being widely used in the transport sector because
of their excellent properties and because they are
lightweight (1). A key stage in the manufacturing
process of FRPC is the preforming of continuous
fibre reinforcements, which makes it possible to
achieve high fibre percentages while facilitating
processing. However, the fabrication of these
preforms requires many steps, equipment, and
tooling. Moreover, the geometries that can be
achieved are limited. An innovative alternative for
manufacturing FRPC preforms is the employment
of an additive process based on Fused Deposition
Modelling (FDM), i.e., printing preforms with
complex geometries by 3D printing (1). This
implies that continuous fibres must be coated with
a thermoplastic binder with a double purpose: a)
to allow the fibres to be printed, and b) to allow the
good adhesion level between the printed filaments
to attain a structurally stable 3D-shaped preform.
In a posterior step, these preforms would be
impregnated with thermosetting resins through
vacuum infusion processes or RTM (Resin
Transfer Moulding) to obtain the ultimate FRPC.
One of the main challenges of this manufacturing
alternative is that the presence of the
thermoplastic binder should not interfere in the
adhesion/load transmission between the
thermosetting matrix and the fibres. Therefore, the
binder must, ideally, be dissolved into the
thermosetting matrix during the infusion process,
so that the final part obtained is still a traditional

Experimental
The thermosetting polymer used as the matrix of
the FRPC was an epoxy (DGEBA/DGBF) resin,
RESOLTECH 1800/1805. The pre-selected set of
thermoplastic binders was as follows:
Polycarbonate (PC), polycaprolactone-based
polyurethane
(TPUPCL),
ester-based
polyurethane (TPU5996), polyoxyethylene (POE),
styrene-Acrylonitrile
(SAN),
ether-based
polyurethane (TPU3660), polyamide (PA6), high
/medium/low molecular weight polycaprolactones
(PCL3/PCL2/PCL1), styrene-ethylene-butadienestyrene (SEBS), and styrene-butadiene-styrene
(SBS).
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thermoplastic binder, in accordance with the HSPs
results. The results obtained for the HSPs, and the
interfacial tension were verified by solubility tests.

To evaluate the miscibility/compatibility of the
different thermoplastic binder/thermosetting matrix
pairs, the following experimental techniques have
been used: (i) calculation of Hansen solubility
parameters (HSPs), following the theory of
intermolecular forces based on the surface tension
energy of Hansen (2). (ii) Interfacial tension
calculation by contact angle measurements, and
(iii) solubility tests carried out both visually and by
means of optical microscopy (OM).

Table 1. HSPs of the epoxy resin and a set of thermoplastic
binders.
Binder
Thermoplastic

Epoxy
PC
TPUPCl
TPU 5696
POE
SAN
TPU 3660
PA 6
PCL 3
PCL 2
SEBS
PCL 1
SBS

Results and Discussion
Hansen divides the solubility parameter into three
contributions: i) nonpolar or dispersion bonds ( ),
ii) polar or dipole-dipole bonds ( ), and iii)
hydrogen bridge bonds ( ). The values
corresponding to these contributions for each
studied thermoplastic binder are depicted in Table
1, as well as the solubility ratio (RED) (2). The
lower the RED is, the higher the compatibility
between the solvent and the solute, in this case,
the epoxy resin and the corresponding binder. In
Figure 1, the corresponding HSPs have been
plotted. It can be seen that while some binders
(PC, POE, etc.) fall within the reactivity radius of
the ‘’epoxy’’ resin. SBS is a clear example of
intermolecular incompatibility between the
solvent-solute pair.

19,7
19,5
18,8
18,1
19,4
17,6
17,7
16,9
18,1
17,7
17,6
18,3
18,3

9,8
9,8
9,1
9,8
6,5
10,1
9,8
8,8
5,3
5,5
3,2
6,3
2,2

7,7
7,7
7,7
7,7
6,5
3,8
9,4
11,4
7,3
7,2
6,2
9
4,6

0,05
0,22
0,45
0,47
0,53
0,56
0,82
0,84
0,88
0,95
0,99
0,99

Table 2. Interfacial tension ( ) measured by the contact
angle technique of different epoxy resin/thermoplasticbinder pairs.
Thermoplastic Binder
Epoxy
PC
TPU-PCl
POE
TPU 5696
PCL3
TPU 3660
SEBS
PCL 2
PCL 1
SAN
SBS
PA 6

Surface Tension
⁄
0,09
0,91
1,07
1,83
2,09
2,1
2,43
2,71
2,88
3,69
4,11
9,36
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Figure 1. Positional relationship in the HSP space between
the different binders and the thermosetting polymer.

Table 2 shows the values of the interfacial tension
( ) corresponding to the different epoxy
resin/thermoplastic binder pairs obtained by
values
means of the equation proposed in (3).
lower than one are susceptible to present a good
compatibility. Therefore, PC is the best performing
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literature that have incorporated this kind of
particles to polyamides [6, 7].
In this study, blends of PA410 and a Paraloid have
been prepared using different processing methods
and the effect of the processing on the impact
strength of the material has been evaluated.

Introduction
Polyamides are one of the most widely used
families of engineering polymers due to their good
mechanical and thermal properties; their
applications include the electrical, electronics and
automobile industries [1, 2]. Polyamides include a
broad range of materials depending on the
monomers used for their production. In many
cases, commercial polyamides are obtained by
condensation reactions between diamines and
dicarboxylic acids, and a significant effort has
been made to obtain these monomers from
renewable resources. Dicarboxylic acids, for
instance, can be obtained from plant oils, thus
enabling the production of bio-polyamides [3]. The
bio-PA410 used in this study is produced from
sebacic acid derived from castor oil, thus,
achieving a polyamide with a renewable carbon
content of about 70% and properties comparable
to its nearest competitors, i.e., PA6 and PA66.
Similar to traditional polyamides, bio-polyamides
also have outstanding mechanical properties [4],
but the impact strength is still their main weakness.
One of the best-known strategies to improve the
toughness of polymeric materials with low impact
strength —either because they are brittle or
because they are notch sensitive— is blending
them with elastomeric materials [5]. In this sense,
core-shell type impact modifiers represent a
promising alternative. They are made up of an
elastomeric core covered by a rigid shell, which
can contain reactive groups able to react with the
polymer matrix. One of the advantages of these
impact modifiers is the independent particle size
control [6], which is unaffected by the processing
stage. For that reason, there are various studies in

Experimental
The PA410 used was EcoPaXX® Q150-D (DSM).
The impact modifier used was a Paraloid EXLTM
2314 (Dow), made up of an n-butyl acrylate core
and a rigid shell of polymethyl methacrylate
(PMMA) grafted with glycidyl methacrylate (GMA).
70/30 PA410/Paraloid blends were obtained by
melt mixing, using two different extruder-kneaders
that differed in their L/D ratio: 1) a Collin ZK 25T
SCD 15 Teach-Line corotating twin-screw
extruder-kneader, with a diameter and length-todiameter ratio of the screws of 25 and 18 mm,
respectively, and 2) a Collin ZK25 corotating twin
screw extruder-kneader, with a diameter and
length-to-diameter ratio of the screws of 25 and 30
mm, respectively. In both cases, the extrusion
process was carried out at 260ºC and using a
screw rotation speed of 200 rpm. After extrusion,
the extruded material was pelletized and properly
dried before obtaining impact specimens (ASTM
D-256) by injection moulding at 260ºC and a
mould temperature of 30ºC for their subsequent
mechanical characterization.
Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the impact resistance values of the
pure PA410 and of the PA410/Paraloid 70/30
blend, obtained by using the two different
extruders mentioned in the previous section. As
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Several measurements are intended to be
conducted in order to measure that degradation of
the matrix. In that sense, Melt Flow Index (MFI)
and molecular weight measurements (by means of
gel permeation chromatography or GPC) are
being considered, as well as viscosimetry. The
results obtained from those analysis are expected
to shed light on this study of the effect of the
processing stage on the matrix properties and,
consequently, on the impact properties of these
PA410/Paraloid blends.

can be seen, the blend processed in the extruder
with a lower L/D ratio (e.g. under moderate shear
stress conditions) showed impact strength values
over the super-toughness line (843±3 J/m). On the
contrary, even if the one processed in the extruder
with a higher L/D ratio (e.g. under higher shear
stress conditions) also showed improved
toughness with respect to the pure material
(159±18 J/m), the results were far from supertoughness.
1000
Moderate
shear rate

Impact strength (J/m)

900
800

Conclusions

PA410/Paraloid
70/30
blends

700

The processing method has a dramatic effect on
the impact properties of PA410/Paraloid blends:
moderate shear stress conditions in extrusion lead
to super-toughness of the blend, whereas
excessive shear stress prevents us from attaining
super-toughness. After observing no differences in
the morphology of the blends by SEM, it is
concluded that the explanation must lie in the
matrix properties: MFI, GPC and viscosimetry
measurements are intended to be performed so as
to evaluate a possible degradation in the matrix as
a result of an excessive shear stress experienced.

600
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400
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shear rate

200
100
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0

Figure 1. Impact resistance of pure PA410 and
PA410/Paraloid 70/30 blends processed under moderate
and high shear stress conditions.

The difference in toughness between both blends
(which are equivalent in composition but have
undergone different processing conditions) is
probably due to 1) differences in the blend
morphology, including differences in dispersed
particle size and/or distribution of the impact
modifier (dispersion, interparticle distance, etc.) or
2) a further degradation of the polymer matrix
(PA410) as a consequence of an excessive shear
stress applied, in the case of the blend processed
in the extruder with a higher L/D ratio.
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Morphology of the blends was analysed by SEM,
and no significant differences were observed. This
was an expected result, given that the most
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monitored through dynamic rheological tests and
the impact of the NCO:OH:NH2 molar ratio on the
shear strength on polyethylene terephthalate
glycol (PETG) was also assessed.

Introduction
Polyurethane adhesives synthesized from
sustainable feedstocks have emerged as feasible
alternatives to conventional synthetic benchmarks
[1]. Nevertheless, the likely occurrence of
unwanted and/or poorly controlled side reactions,
mainly during the curing process, and their impact
on their ultimate performance, remains in the
spotlight of the scientific community [2]. Therefore,
although some thermal activation mechanisms or
the incorporation of additional cure initiators have
been envisaged for the accomplishment of proper
control of the curing process [3], over the recent
decades, UV radiation technique has experienced
a tremendous expansion in the adhesive field
owing to their advantages, including high
production efficiency, low energy consumption,
fast
curing,
and
environment-friendly
characteristics [4].
In a previous study [2], castor oil-based
polyurethane adhesives were suitably formulated,
thus achieving unique adhesion properties.
However, aimed at promoting a higher control over
the photo-triggered curing procedure, hydroxyl
groups-bearing castor oil has been utterly
replaced by 1,5-pentanediol, whose reactive
functional groups were protected by photolabile 6nitroveratryloxycarbonyl group (Nvoc). Therefore,
in this research, polyurethane adhesives were
synthesized from different mixtures of 4,4’methylenediphenyl diisocyanate (MDI), Nvoccadaverine
(Nvoc-CAD),
and Nvoc-1,5pentanediol (Nvoc-PD). The photoinduced curing
process of the as-prepared bioadhesives was

Experimental
Photo-curable polyurethane adhesives were
formulated
from
4,4’-methylenediphenyl
diisocyanate, cadaverine (1,5-pentanediamine),
and
1,5-pentanediol,
using
6nitroveratryloxycarbonyl as the -OH/-NH2
protecting group and acetone as the adhesive
carrier. Upon synthesis of the Nvoc-protected
reagents, according to the process detailed
elsewhere [2], different reagents proportions and
acetone contents were considered for the
preparation of a series of UV-light curable
polyurethanes, pursuing the assessment of the
influence of both acetone content and
NCO:OH:NH2 molar ratios on the so-prepared
adhesives ultimate performance.
All reactants, solvents, and additional chemicals
were provided by Sigma-Aldrich (Darmstadt,
Germany). Therefore, UV curing of the MDI-based
adhesives was monitored through small amplitude
oscillatory time sweeps (SAOS) while irradiating
the reagents blends with an irradiation intensity of
180 mW/cm2 for 1 h. Furthermore, upon
completion of the curing process, the ensuing
debonding resistance of the as-prepared
formulations was evaluated on polyethylene
terephthalate glycol (PETG), following the
standard mechanical test ASTM D1002 for the
determination of the single-lap shear adhesion
strength.
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Results and Discussion
Tensile Strength (MPa)

7

According to the results, the proper control of the
UV light-triggered curing process, along with the
optimum 96% acetone content have been
corroborated.
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Figure 1. Influence of the NCO:OH molar ratio on the time
evolution of the viscoelastic moduli
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Figure 2. Single-lap adhesion strength values as a function
of the (a) NCO:OH and (b) NH2:OH molar ratios

On the other hand, all photo-cured PU adhesives
seem to developed a fully cured supramolecular
network within the first 25 min of UV-irradiation
(180 mW/cm2), hence noticing an increase in the
viscoelastic moduli of around 5 order of magnitude
(Figure 1). In this regard, although the modification
of the NCO:OH molar ratio appears to exhibit a
negligible influence on the viscoelastic response
throughout the UV-curing process, their adhesive
behaviors seem to heavily rely on the reagents
proportions, thus achieving the unrivaled adhesion
strength value of around 6.5 MPa, along with the
concomitant substrate failure of the adhesive joint
when applying an NCO:OH molar ratio of 2.6
(Figure 2a).
Additionally, the raise in the Nvoc-cadaverine
content from 0.2 up to 0.5 entailed a significant
increase in the developed shear strength values
from 0.38 to 6.5 MPa, due to the favored urea
content within the photocured polymer structure.
Nonetheless, as a consequence of the trade-off
between the urethane-urea synthesis, by raising
the NH2:OH molar ratio above 5, the lower
production of urethane linkages may hamper the
formation of a highly resistant three-dimensional
structure, thereby revealing a lessened
mechanical response, which barely accomplished
0.95 MPa besides a failure purely cohesive.
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temperature of 175°C. Figure 1 show the setup
used for the glycolysis.

Introduction
Many materials that exist are made of plastic or
some of its derivatives; one of them is the
Polyurethane (PU), which is one of the most used
plastic materials in the world [1]. In the world
market, PU foams is expected to raise up to USD
74,240 million by 2021 and this will have an annual
growth rate of 8.4% up to 2027 [2]. Due to its
extensive production, PU generates a large
amount of waste throughout the planet; this has
become an important environmental problem to be
handled [3].

Figure 1. Setup for the glycolysis reaction.

The properties of PU foams can be manipulated
from the reagents used to develop their synthesis
[3]. Therefore, the glycolysis process allows the
recovery of flexible and rigid PU foams, obtaining
polyols and the other products that are going to be
used in the manufacturing process of them.

Results and Discussion
The FTIR was measured among other parameters
to determine the progress of the reaction for 3
hours. The spectrum can be seen in Figure 2,
observing the decrease in the intensity of the
characteristic groups of the polyurethane (1703 1740 cm-1) with the advance of the reaction,
obtained a conversion of 0.742.

Experimental Methods
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Intensidad (U.A.)

Flexible and rigid PU foams go under different
tests where they get synthesized and it’s subjected
to Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
(FTIR), Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA),
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and
mechanical test. This allows us to know the
characteristic of the foams formulated for a later
comparison with the foams developed with the
products obtained by glycolysis.
The main conditions in the glycolysis process for
flexible PU foams, consist of a 1.5:1 ratio of
(diethylene glycol) DEG: PU, 1.3% by weight of
KOH (Catalyst) with respect to DEG and reaction
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Figure 2. FTIR for FTIR for glycolysis reaction.
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2000

After the reaction with rigid foams, the formation of
a single phase is evident, while the products
obtained with flexibles foams were evident,
showing formation of two phases. The upper
phase is rich in polyols, which was purified and
characterized. Figure 3 show the FTIR spectrum
obtained for the virgin polyol (Poliol V) and the
polyol purified (Poliol R) from glycolysis with the
flexible PU foam.
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Figure 4. Thermogram of the pure foam.
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The developed flexible foam contained 132.73 g of
polyol and the amount of polyol obtained from the
post-purification glycolysis process is 124.77 g,
obtaining a polyol recovery of 94.00%.

Figure 5. Thermogram for 25% substitution.

The thermograms indicate similarity of the
degradation events, having for the original foam
the event A at 289.33°C and the event B at
378.89°C, while in the foam with 25% substitution
these events occurred at 298.16°C and 380°C
respectively.

The pure flexible polyol and purified were
characterized by Gel Permeation Chromatography
(GPC), obtaining an average molecular weight
(Mw) of 2000 and 2093 respectively. Additionally,
the water content was determined for both polyols
by the Karl Fisher method, obtaining a water
percentage of 0.1 and 0.16 respectively.

Final Comments
The study carried out shows an efficient method
for the recovery of PU foams by glycolysis, where
the flexible foams developed with 25% substitution
of the original polyol present characteristic similar
to the initial foam.

The purified polyol is used to generate flexible PU
foams by substituting 25 and 50% of the original
polyol in the formulation. The compression test for
the pure foam and substituted with 25% of the
polyol, indicate that the force necessary to
compress the original foam was 19.13 N and the
substituted foam was 24.4 N.
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This work is part of a study aimed at determining
the effect of using GTR on the mechanical
performance and healing efficiency of rubber
compounds [2,4]. This work specifically studied
the effect of GTR network breakage on the
mechanical and healing properties. For that
purpose, Horikx diagrams and the methodology
of the Design of Experiments (DoE) were used.
Results allowed identifying which characteristics
enhance both mechanical performance and
reparability.

Introduction
Self-healing materials exhibit the ability to heal
themselves and thus, extend their useful life.
Developments of self-healing rubbers started with
the pioneering work of Cordier et al. in 2008 [1]
and it continues up to date. Despite all the
research taking place and positive proof-ofconcepts, results are still far from satisfactory
when thinking about extrapolation them to real life
applications. Healing requires chain mobility and,
therefore, reaching good reparability and good
mechanical performance is a challenge [2].

Experimental

The inclusion of fillers can be considered as a
good approach for improving the overall
mechanical performance of self-healing rubbers.
It is noteworthy the use of ground tyre rubber
(GTR), i.e., product resulting from tyre rubber
waste downsizing processes, as reinforcement
for self-healing rubbers. Hernández et al. [2]
designed a sustainable styrene-butadiene rubber
(SBR) compounds filled with GTR and in
presence of a coupling agent, resulting in a
significant improvement of mechanical strength
without an adverse affection in the healing
efficiency. Note the importance of achieving an
adequate interfacial adhesion between the GTR
and the rubber matrix, due to the use of a
coupling agent.

Two types of GTR from trucks in shape of powder
with different morphologies were used: (a) GTR
obtained by cryogenic grinding technology (GTRCryo), which has a smooth surface and; (b) GTR
by water jet grinding (GTR-WJ) with a porous
surface. Both GTRs have a particle size ≤0.4mm
(40mesh sieve).
Devulcanized
products
with
different
characteristics were obtained through thermomechanical
technique.
Devulcanization
processes was carried out in an internal mixer
(Haake, model Rheomix 3000p).
Devulcanized
products
(dGTR)
were
characterized in terms of network density and
breakage selectivity. Network density was
measured through crosslink density ( ) which
was calculated using the Flory–Rehner equation
and, due to the presence of fillers in the GTR, the
Kraus correction was applied. On the other hand,

As an alternative to the above-mentioned
approach, the integration of the GTR can be
improved by breaking its cross-linked structure
[3].
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breakage selectivity was determined through
Horikx plots [6].

(b)
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80
Sol fraction (%)

Table 1 shows the formulation of self-healing
compounds.
Table 1 SBR compounds recipes in phr (parts per hundred
parts of rubber).
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Figure 1 Horikx plots of devulcanized products of (a) GTRCryo and; (b) GTR-WJ. The average process temperature
is given for each sample.

Regarding self-healing composites, mechanical
properties were characterised by uniaxial tensile
testing on a universal mechanical testing
machine (Instron, model 2530-416). On the other
hand, healing efficiency ( ) was calculated by
Eq. (7):
(%) =

With the samples obtained and by means of a
DoE, the influence of the following factors on
mechanical properties and healing efficiency was
determined:
• Reinforcement concentration;
• Specific surface area;
• Devulcanization;
• Network break selectivity and;
• Network break degree.
It was concluded that the incorporation of tyre
rubber into self-healing rubber matrices has a
beneficial effect on both mechanical properties
and healing efficiency, being the specific surface
area and the network break degree the significant
factors.

(1)

·

where
and
are the property of
interest of the healed and pristine specimen
respectively.
A two level full factorial experimental design was
selected. Tensile strength and healing efficiency
were chosen as experimental responses.
Results and Discussion
Devulcanized
products
with
different
characteristics were obtained for each of the
selected GTRs. Figure 1 shows the Horikx plots
with the samples chosen for further study by
DoE.
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Minilab). The extrusion was carried out at 180 ºC
with a screw speed of 100 rpm. Then, films of 5*5
cm were obtained by compression moulding at
180 ºC under 100 bar pressure. The prepared
blend samples are shown in Table 1.

Introduction
Most of polymers used in food industry are
petroleum-based non-biodegradable polymers
such as polyethylene (PE) or polypropylene (PP).
These materials are cheap and have good
mechanical and barrier properties [1]. However,
only a part of this plastic waste can be recycled,
and the rest is incinerated or ended up in landfill
or natural environment, which have a dramatic
impact on the environment and our health.
To solve this problem, nowadays bio-degradable
polymers such as polylactic acid (PLA), or Ecovio
(PLA-polybutylene adipate (PBAT) blends) are
becoming an attractive alternative in in food
packaging [2]. Another challenge in food industry
is to improve food safety, preserve the quality of
the packaged food and extend its shelf life.
Active packaging with additional properties like
antioxidant or antimicrobial activity offers a
unique approach to addressing these demands
[1]. In this work, we develop compostable active
systems based on PLA and Ecovio films with
acetyl tributyl citrate (ATBC) as plasticizer,
reinforced with antimicrobial microparticles.

Table 1. Composition of the prepared blends.

Characterization
The blends were characterized by conventional
techniques such as differential scanning
calorimetry and thermogravimetric analysis. The
mechanical properties were also studied.
The toxicity of the AS020P particles were
measured by hemotoxicity assay as described in
previous articles [3].
Antimicrobial properties of the AS020P particles
were studied following a standard broth dilution
method according to the Clinical Laboratory
Standards Institute (CLSI) to determine the
minimum inhibition concentrations (MICs) [4]
against the bacteria S. aureus.
Antimicrobial properties of the films were studied
by the standard method E2149-13a (Standard
Test Method for Determining the Antimicrobial
Activity of Antimicrobial Agents Under Dynamic
Contact Conditions) of the American Society for
Testing and Materials (ASTM) [5].
The degradation of the materials were
determined following the UNE-EN ISO 20200
standard under compost conditions [6]. To obtain
more information about the degradation process
Raman microscopy was complementary used.
The device used was CRM-Alpha 300 RA WITec
equipped with a laser Nd:YAG (50mW max
power at 532 nm).

Experimental
Materials
The materials used in this study were PLA
(ErcrosBIO® LL 652), PLA/PBAT blend (45/55)
(Ecovio® F blend C2224) obtained from BASF,
ATBC (Mn = 402 g/mol, 98%, Sigma-Aldrich) and
activated
and
grounded
sodium
hexametaphosphate microparticles (AS020P)
with a diameter between 8.5 and 44.3 µm.
Sample preparation
Polymer/ATBC/particles composite blends were
obtained by melt mixing with a co-rotation twinscrew miniextruder (Thermo Scientific HAAKE
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observed after 24 h incubation; left: bacterial growth
after 24 incubation in contact with PCA film.

Results and Discussion
The degradation rate of the samples under
compost conditions is represented in Figure 1A. It
is clearly observed that the PLA based samples
(PCA and PSA) degrade faster than the Ecovio
blends. After 45 days more than 80% weight loss
is appreciated while 70 or 50% weight loss was
observed for ESA and ECA sample, respectively.
This was ascribed to the incorporation of PBAT
into the films, which present a slower degradation
process than PLA [7]. The antimicrobial AS020P
particles have also an effect on the degradation
process of Ecovio blends. As in previous
publications the incorporation of antimicrobial
particles such as Ag-nano particles produces a
retardation on the degradation rate [8]. This
study was assisted by Raman Confocal
Microscopy to analyse the evolution and
degradation of the polymer structures in films
taken out from the compost at different periods
(Figure 1B).
The hemotoxicity study of the micro-particles
confirmed that the particles do not damage
human red blood cells, no hemolysis was
observed at concentrations as high as 10 mg/mL.
Then, the particles are not toxic at the
concentration used in the films. The antimicrobial
properties of the particles were carried out by the
determination of MIC values against the bacteria
S. aureus and Listeria innocua. The MIC values
obtained were 1250 µg/mL and 10000 µg/mL,
respectively. The results showed that the
particles have high activity against S. aureus and
moderate activity against Listeria.

The antimicrobial properties of the films were
then, studied against S. aureus (Figure 1). The
results summarized in Table 2 (Figure 1C),
showed the percentage of bacterial reduction for
all films tested containing the antimicrobial
particles. It was demonstrated the antimicrobial
activity of the polymeric blends, which seems to
be affected by the type of polymer matrix. Films
based on Ecovio (ECA) exhibit better properties
probably because the diffusion and dissolution of
the particles through the polymer is favoured.
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devulcanization processes, and iii) deficiencies in
the revulcanization process.

Introduction

Therefore, the main objective of this work is to
optimize the devulcanization processes by
characterizing the structural variations produced
throughout the recycling process and thus
establish the relationship between the processing
parameters and the structure of the devulcanized
material, it is necessary to achieve high levels of
quality (high degree of devulcanization combined
with high selectivity). For this purpose, double
quantum coherence nuclear magnetic resonance
(1H DQ-NMR) will be used on ELTp devulcanized
by a thermo-mechanical process.

Devulcanization is a step forward in the
recycling of end-of-life rubber powder (ELTp)
through the breaking of the cross-linking structure
present in rubber by thermo-mechanical,
chemical, ultrasound, microwave, and biological
treatments to obtain materials with the capacity to
be reprocessed and revulcanized [1]. Although all
processes have their advantages and
disadvantages, currently thermo-mechanical
processes are the most advanced approach to be
exploited on an industrial scale because they allow
the continuous use [2] of the synergy between
thermal energy and high shear forces to break the
sulphur bonds formed during vulcanization while
trying to reduce the chain scission and
degradation processes [3].

Experimental
The objective of this task was to perform the
random devulcanization of ELTp rubber powder
and bitumen added ELTp (RAR-X), each sample
was introduced until reaching a filling factor of 70%
of the total volume of the internal mixer chamber
(HAAKE-RHEOMIX). The treatment was carried
out at a temperature of 200°C and the speed of
the rotors (bambury type) was 80 rpm. The time
was varied between 0, 15, and 30 minutes to study
the influence of time on the degree of
devulcanization and structure of the elastomeric
network.

Despite the developments achieved and the
efforts made in recent years in this field, the ELTp
rubber devulcanization processes have not
increased the scientific-technical progress
necessary to reach the degree of devulcanization
and selectivity (ratio between crosslinking
breakage and chain cleavage) required to be
applied to increase rubber content in products with
demanding technical requirements and high
added value [4]. The main reasons for this
scenario can be identified and grouped into three
different levels: i) deficiencies in structural
characterization,
ii)
difficulties
in
the

The structural characterization of ELTp and RARX samples was performed in two steps: 1) sol
fraction content determination by solvent
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extraction and 2) non-extractable fraction (spatial
distribution, defects, chain loops, and
entanglements) analysis by 1H DQ-NMR.

ELTp
ELTp 15min
ELTp 30min

a)

Results and Discussion
It is observed that the non-elastically active
fraction in the ELTp and RAR-X samples
increased with treatment time, which means that
the elastically active component (cross-linked
network, filler network, filler-rubber interactions,
etc.) decreases with thermo-mechanical
processing time due to high shear stresses and
temperature during treatment.
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Figure 2. Residual dipolar coupling distributions of a) ELTp
and b) RAR-X samples.

Figure 1. Non-elastic fraction after thermo-mechanical
treatments.
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colours. Recycled PET flakes were processed to
obtain three types of materials: flakes (not
modified) recycled post-consumer opaque PET
(denoted F-r-OPET), homogenized recycled postconsumer opaque PET (denoted r-OPET-hom),
reactive extruded recycled post-consumer opaque
PET (denoted REx-r-OPET).

Introduction
Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) is one of the
most widely used thermoplastic polymers of the
polyester family. Opaque PET, obtained as PET
filled with mineral nanoparticles, protects the
content from UV radiation, minimises gas
permeation, saves weight and brings a glossy
white aspect to the bottles when other pigments
are not used. However, its recyclability is
nowadays an issue: the recycling channels are
well established for transparent PET, the presence
of opaque PET in the household wastes weakens
the existing recycling channels. Many initiatives
are launched in Europe to turn waste into
resources, as one key to a more circular economy.
In this work, the mechanical properties of recycled
opaque PET collected from household wastes
have been studied. A previous work focus on the
fatigue life of opaque PET blended with
polypropylene [1]. Recently, Candal et al. has
demonstrated that recycled opaque PET can be
regenerated by chain extension using Joncryl [2].
As a consequence, the tensile properties of socalled reactive extruded r-OPET are increased.
Our work aims to analyse its fatigue life and to
correlate the lifespan to the fracture morphology.

Methods
Tensile tests following ISO 527-1 and ISO 527-2
standards were performed, in a thermoregulated
room at 23 °C, using an electromechanical tensile
test device Instron 5500R equipped with a 5 kN
load cell. A displacement speed of 5 mm.min-1 was
applied.
In uniaxial fatigue tests, the stress or strain has
oscillated about the same mean stress (strain).
The tests were performed following the ISO
13003:2003 standard, in a load-control mode on a
servo-hydraulic fatigue machine, Schenck
retrofitted Instron equipped with a 40 kN load cell.
All the specimens were loaded by a 5 Hz
sinusoidal waveform at a constant loading
amplitude based on tensile tests data.
The morphology of cryo-fractured and fatigue
fractured surfaces of samples was analysed by
Inspect F50 field emission gun SEM operated at
5–10 kV. To allow backscattered observations,
samples were previously carbon-coated (Leica
EM ACE200 coater).

Experimental
Materials
Post-consumer opaque PET from opaque bottles,
referred as r-OPET, was supplied by Suez RV
Plastiques Atlantique (Bayonne, France) under
the trade name Floreal in form of flakes of different

Results and Discussion
The ultimate tensile strength was extracted from
the strain-stress curves, and taken as the
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Microscope analysis made for low fatigue load did
not show obvious differences between the
materials. The morphology does not change
compared to samples without any fatigue load.
However, for high fatigue load rate, differences are
highlighted, in particular to the material fibrillation.

maximum stress recorded during the tensile test.
The tensile modulus, to respect the ISO 527
standard, has been calculated for a deformation
between 0.0005 and 0.0025.

REx-r-OPET

(a)

r-OPET-hom

(b)

Figure 1. (a) Ultimate tensile strength (b) Tensile modulus

The homogenous r-OPET indicates a lower UTS
than for REx-r-OPET and F-r-OPET, however, by
considering the standard deviation, the results are
comparable. The reactive extruded r-OPET has a
slightly higher tensile modulus than the other
materials.
From fatigue tests, the number of loading cycles to
cause failure is recorded for a given %UTS, which
allowed to draw an S-N curve. It is plotted with the
cyclic stress (S) against the cycles to failure (N) on
a logarithmic scale.

F-r-OPET
Figure 3. SEM images of fractured surfaces during T-T
stressed at 95 %UTS

The presence of TiO2 particles is observed inside
huge cavities. Particles act as stress
concentrators, helping in the void formation at
multiple sites and promoting the fracture process.
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Figure 2. Fatigue life with S-N curves

The fatigue limit can be correlated to ultimate
tensile strength. Improvement of fatigue life for
reactive extruded r-OPET compared to
homogeneous r-OPET was noted by higher
lifetime for the same fatigue load rates and higher
fatigue limits.
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NADES are utilized as lubricant in slippery
surfaces[4].

Introduction
High water and oil repellent surfaces have gained
great importance due to its specific properties
such as self-cleaning, anti-icing, and antibiofouling. Nowadays, two main types of surfaces
inspired by Nature are known: superhydrophobic
surfaces based on the Lotus leaf and slippery
lubricated surfaces (LIS) mimic from the pitcher
plant. The unique properties of this type of surface
are related to the combination of a particular
surface structure with low surface energy
materials [1].
In our research on materials with extreme liquid
repellency, the main objective of this work is to
create an oleophobic liquid infuse surface. This
ambitious purpose requires surfaces with certain
properties, including I) a morphology as re-entrant
as possible to enable oleophobicity II) a porous
structure to attain lubricant infiltration III) a smooth
topography[2].
Another challenge of this work is to use
biodegradable and renowable materials for both,
the polymer substrate and the lubricant. To this
purpose, natural deep eutectic solvents (NADES)
are going to be evaluated as an alternative to
conventional lubricants. These solvents have
attracted considerable attention because of their
physical and chemical properties, such as
favourable stability, non-flammability and strong
solubility for diverse compounds. These properties
have made them to be used mainly as solvents for
chemicals extraction or in organic chemistry[3].
However, there are few references in which

Experimental
Several polymer films including polylactic acid
(PLA) and poly(ethylene oxide), were prepared by
hot compression molding using a COLLIN P 200P
press. In order to develop the topography required,
swelling and coagulation (S/C) processes with
solvents were performed. This treatment consists
of the immersion of the films in different solvents,
thus varying the morphologies of the obtained
surfaces. The influence of the different chosen
solvents and the time of immersion on the final
morphology of the surfaces have been elucidated
combining scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
and optical profilometry.
The DES solvents employed were synthesized by
mixing and heating different hydrogen bond donor
(HBD) and acceptor (HBA) at 80 ºC until a liquid
solution was formed. Most of them, natural
products such as citric acid, betaine hydrochloride,
lactic acid or sorbitol. The mixtures were
characterized using FTIR-ATR, DSC and TGA.
Finally, by a 24h immersion step of the obtained
surface into the lubricant, the DES will infuse into
the porous surface. The wettability behaviour of
the resulting LIS was evaluated using a
conventional drop shape tensiometer (Attension
Theta optical tensiometer).
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Results and Discussion
The significance of the roughness parameters on
wettability and slippery behaviour were critically
evaluated combined the qualitative SEM images
and quantitative topographic results by optical
profilometry. An example of SEM images of a
polymer surface modified obtained after the S/C
processes is included in Figure 1.

2. E. Afonso, A. Martínez-Gómez, P. Tiemblo, N.
García, Industrially viable method for producing allpolymer hydrophobic surfaces apt for slippery
liquid-infused substrates, Applied Surface Science.
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Figure 1.- SEM image of a polymer film fracture after being
treated with solvents (S/C treatment)

Figure 1 shows an example of a porous PEO
surface obtained after S/C treatments and which
has been used as the substrate to infuse the DES
lubricant.
Conclusions
This work has shown how to prepare oleophobic
infused surfaces, while accomplishing the Green
Chemistry criteria. Polymer substrates were
prepared by swelling/coagulation processes and
DES solvents were used as lubricants.
The results showed that this method is very
promising for the preparation of slippery surfaces
without fluorinated species.
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systems studied was a commercial pMDI, and the
NCO/OH ratio was maintained constant in all BIOPUR’s (equal to 1.2). The BIO-PUR samples
preparation was carried out mixing previously
dried components and curing them at 120ºC for
1h. BIO-PUR systems with at least 30% of
renewable carbon content were synthesised.

Introduction
Nowadays Liquid Composite Moulding (LCM) is
not a completely competitive alternative for
structural parts manufacturing, because of their
limited production capacity [1].This is the reason
why, resins with fast cure and low viscosity are
gaining attention, among them thermoset
polyurethanes (PUR) are of particular interest.
The advantages offered by PUR-based
technology over other alternatives are their high
fatigue resistance, high toughness, low viscosity
and fast cure [2]. However, the commonly used
PUR’s for structural applications have some
environmentally drawbacks, such as their
components petrochemical origin.
Therefore, the interest in PUR’s based on
renewable resources (BIO-PUR) has skyrocketed.
Actually, wide variety of biobased polyols, which
are derivative of vegetable oils, are available in the
market [3]. However, there is not a specific
formulation for high performance BIO-PURs
suitable for LCM processes. The BIO-PUR
characteristics, such as reactivity, viscosity and
final properties, are directly subjected to
components nature, so the biobased polyol
selection is critical [4]. For this reason, the aim of
this work was to study the effect of commercial
biobased polyols characteristics (OH index,
functionality and equivalent weight) in the BIOPUR performance (manufacturability, final
properties).

Results and Discussion
The biobased polyols characteristics clearly
influenced the reactivity of the BIO-PUR systems.
The curing of the BIO-PUR systems was analysed
by rheological and calorimetric tests. As it can be
seen in the DSC thermograms a wide variety of
curing reactions rates was observed (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Dynamic DSC thermograms (─) and degree of
cure evolution during the cure reaction (••••).

BIO-PUR systems with IOH values higher than 200
mgKOH g-1 showed fast cures (from BIO-PUR4 to
BIO-PUR7), interesting for LCM processes.
Conversely, BIO-PUR with IOH lower than 100 mg
KOH g-1 (from BIO-PUR1 to BIO-PUR3) exhibit
significantly slower curing reactions.

Experimental

In terms of final properties, BIO-PUR1, BIO-PUR2
and BIO-PUR3 presented high flexibility whereas
the polyols with higher content are rigid at room
temperature (Figure 2).

Different BIO-PUR systems were synthesized
from different renewable sourced polyols with
different values of renewable content, hydroxyl
index (IOH), functionality, equivalent weight and
viscosity. The isocyanate used for all the BIO-PUR
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Results showed that the biobased polyols
chemical structure (IOH, functionality and
equivalent weight) has a direct relationship with
final resin properties and that it is possible to
obtain a formulation suitable for structural
composites IOH > 200 mgKOH g-1.
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Figure 2. BIO-PUR’s plates cured 1h at 120ºC.

Supporting these results, the tan δ and E’ curves
from DMA experiments for the BIO-PURs with low
IOH (Figure 3), showed Tg values below room
temperature. These three systems could have
lower crosslinking density. These flexible BIOPUR could be interesting for different applications
but there are nor suitable for structural composite
applications where a high rigidity is needed.
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Figure 3. DMA of different flexible BIO-PUR systems.
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For BIO-PUR’s with IOH > 200 mgKOH g-1 the Tg
shifts significantly to higher temperatures (Figure
4). Higher OH group content in the polyol results
in higher urethane groups density, thus generating
a more crosslinked network, which results in a
decrease of the structure mobility.
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Figure 4. DMA of different rigid BIO-PUR systems. Storage
modulus (─) and loss factor (••••).
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diluted toluene solutions at different enzyme
concentrations (300%, 100%, 50% and 10% w/w)
and at two different temperatures (70 ºC, 55 ºC).
Characterization of PMLs and the compounds of
cyclodepolymerization were carried out by 1Hand 13C-NMR, GPC, MALDI-TOF and
electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESIMS).

Introduction
Macrolides or macrolactones (MLs) are
macrocyclic esters containing 12 or more carbon
atoms which are used in field of fragrances due
to their musky odour. Most of them are biobased
and can be polymerized to give aliphatic
polyesters with similar properties to high- or lowdensity polyethylene, depending on its chemical
structure and molecular weight [1]. Due to their
low ring strains, these MLs are difficult to
polymerize by ring opening polymerization (ROP)
assisted by metallic or organometallic catalysts
being enzymatic polymerization a frequently used
method.
In this work we demonstrate that these MLs can
be polymerized to polymacrolactones (PMLs) and
for the first time depolymerized using enzymes to
give macrocyclic oligoesters (MCOs), mainly
cyclic monomer and dimer that could be further
polymerized. This methodology gives an
opportunity to chemically recycling these green
aliphatic polyesters [2].

Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the synthetic pathway for the
preparation of PMLs by enzymatic ROP as well
as their chemical recycling to MCOs by
enzymatic cyclodepolymerization (eCDP).

Figure 1. Enzymatic polymerization to PMLs and their
cyclodepolymerization.

Experimental
PMLs were obtained in high yields with high
molecular weights. Figure 2 shows 1H NMR
spectra of synthesized PMLs with peak
assignments. Chemical recycling of these PMLs
was carried out in toluene solutions at tree
different polymer concentrations, four different
enzyme concentrations and three different
temperatures to check their effect on the kinetics
of the reaction. As an example, Figure 3 depicts
the GPC chromatograms of P6HDL and the
products of e-CDP at different reaction times.

Synthesis of PMLs and their enzymatic
cyclodepolymerization
Three MLs, pentadecalactone (PDL), globalide
(Gl), and 6-hexadecenlactone (6HDL) were
polymerized in bulk by enzymatic polymerization
at 80-100 ºC under inert atmosphere using a
biocatalyst
N435 (immobilized Candida
antarctica lipase B (CALB)) in a glass reactor
vessel equipped with a magnetic stirrer.
Cyclodepolymerizations were carried out in high
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spectra were carried out to support the cyclic
structure of the formed oligomers.
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Figure 4. 13C NMR spectrum of PPDL after 48 h of e-CDP
in the OCH2 region (70 ºC, 300% CALB).

Figure 2. 1H NMR spectra of synthesized PMLs.

As a representative example, Figure 5 shows the
spectrum of MCOs recovered at the end of the
cyclodepolymerization of PPDL. The main signals
observed could be assigned to cyclic oligomers of
different sizes ionized with sodium, ammonium or
proton ions.

As it can be observed P6HDL displayed a broad
GPC curve at low retention times, which reduced
in intensity with time of reaction. New signals
appeared in the chromatogram at higher retention
times that could be assigned to cyclic monomer
and other cyclic oligomeric species (dimer,
trimer). After 3 hours of reaction P6HDL was
almost quantitatively depolymerized to c(6HDL)x
cyclic oligomers, being the cyclic monomer the
predominant species at difference with the e-CDP
of both PGl and PPDL, where the cyclic dimer
was the predominantly observed. It can be
inferred then, that the presence of a cis double
bond in the repeating unit of P6HDL favours its
ring-closing by intramolecular transesterification.
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Figure 5. MALDI-TOFF Mass spectrum of PPDL after 48 h
of e-CDP (70 ºC, 300% CALB).
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Enzymatic polymerization a energetic study of
MCOs is currently under investigation.
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SimaPro 9.0.0.30. Data were obtained from
Ecoinvent database. Based on the inventory data,
environmental impacts were evaluated according
to the Hierarchist version of ReCiPe 2016.

Introduction
By-products such as skin remnant from bovine
leather tanning industry have emerged as a
potential resource for moving towards more
sustainable productive systems. To estimate to
which extent these alternatives could benefit the
system, the environmental assessment is a
valuable tool to evaluate alternative and
sustainable sources of biomaterials. In this
context, scaffolds play an important role, since
they constitute the 3D platforms that provide
growing surfaces for cells. In this regard, collagen,
is an attractive resource for the formation of
scaffolds, and its combination with other
biopolymers, such as chitosan, can be a strategy
to achieve the required properties, such as
mechanical properties and porosity [1].

For scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis,
samples were coated under vacuum with gold in
an argon atmosphere. All samples were examined
using an accelerating voltage of 10 kV.
Compression tests were performed using a
Texture Analyzer equipped with a 50 kg load cell,
using an aluminium cylinder of 50 mm diameter
(P/50). The crosshead speed was set at 1 mm·s−1
and the activation force was 5 g. All samples were
tested at room temperature and load was applied
until the specimen was compressed to 80% of its
original height.
Results and Discussion
In this work, collagen was obtained from the
trimmings and the splitting-derived by-products.
Regarding collagen extraction, only mechanical
pretreatments were used, avoiding the use of
chemicals and bringing environmental and
economic benefits, since lower amounts of
resources (materials, energy, time) were
employed. In the analysis, the use of acetic acid
(0.5 M) in the scaffolds preparation process, as
well as the distilled water production procedure,
were considered. As shown in Table 1, results
showed that terrestrial ecotoxicity, global warming,
and ionizing radiation caused low environmental
damage in the collagen production process,
whereas the other categories minimally
contributed to the overall environmental burden.

Experimental Methods
Bovine collagen was supplied by Ekolber SL. Low
molecular weight (LMW) and high molecular
weight (HMW) chitosans with a degree of
deacetylation higher than 75% were provided by
Sigma-Aldrich.
The treatment followed to obtain native collagen
was described in a previous work [2]. Collagen
scaffolds with 30 wt % HMW or LMW chitosan (on
collagen dry basis) were prepared by freezedrying and cylinder-shaped chitosan/collagen
samples were obtained.
The environmental analysis was carried out
according to ISO 14040 guidelines and
recommendations. The software used was
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Table 1. Impact category values related to collagen
scaffolds.

Impact category

Impact value

Global warming
Stratospheric ozone depletion
Ionizing radiation
Terrestrial acidification
Freshwater eutrophication
Marine eutrophication
Terrestrial ecotoxicity
Freshwater ecotoxicity
Marine ecotoxicity
Human carcinogenic toxicity
Land use
Mineral resource scarcity
Fossil resource scarcity
Water consumption

0.7730 kg CO2 eq
4.09·10-7 kg CFC11 eq
0.4080 kBq Co-60 eq
0.0048 kg SO2 eq
0.0003 kg P eq
3.32·10-5 kg N eq
0.8840 kg 1,4-DCB
0.0105 kg 1,4-DCB
0.0146 kg 1,4-DCB
0.0233 kg 1,4-DCB
0.0211 m2a crop eq
0.0007 kg Cu eq
0.2350 kg oil eq
0.0086 m3

that hydrated scaffolds preserved their size under
compression. In this regard, scaffolds showed no
difference after the four sweeps carried out (Figure
2). Similar results were found for HMW.

Since homogenous microporosity is an essential
attribute for scaffolds in tissue engineering
applications, SEM analysis was carried out in
order to analyse the scaffolds morphology. As can
be observed in Figure 1, collagen scaffolds had an
evenly distributed three-dimensional reticular pore
structure.

Figure 2. Compression stress - strain curves for hydrated
collagen scaffolds with LMW chitosan.

Concluding Remarks
The environmental assessment showed that
mechanical stirring and freeze-drying were the
processes with a higher environmental load;
scaling up could notably reduce those impacts.
Regarding mechanical behaviour of collagen
scaffolds with chitosan, the prevalence of size and
shape under compression may be explained by
the interactions between both biopolymers.
Finally, the scaffold morphology presented smaller
and more homogenously distributed pores for the
scaffolds with LMW chitosan.

Figure 1. SEM images of collagen scaffolds with HMW
chitosan and LMW chitosan at a magnification of x50.

LMW presented a more homogeneous distribution
and greater regularity of the pore size as
compared to HMW. These results would be
indicative of the fact that lower molecular weight
facilitated the interactions of chitosan with
collagen chains, leading to smaller pores. These
findings suggest that chitosan/collagen scaffolds
have an ideal pore distribution and uniform density
for cellular growth in tissue engineering
applications.
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Protein-based conductive materials are gaining
attention as alternative components of electronic
devices for value-added applications. In this
regard, SPI films for molecular electronic devices
have been modelled as one-dimensional solidstate conductors because it is known that
biological functions of proteins are dependent on
their structure in a fundamental way. During
processing, SPI denatures and refolds through
intermolecular interactions, causing a major
exposition of some amino acid residues, affecting
charge distribution and electron transport
properties.

in a Faraday cage at room temperature with lownoise triax cables. Two point measurements were
carried performing linear scans from -20 V to 20 V.
The conductivity (resistivity) of SPI films was
measured by using a four-point collinear probe.
Attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform
infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy was used to
identify the characteristic functional groups of SPI
films. Measurements were performed with a
Nicolet Nexus FTIR spectrometer equipped with a
MKII Golden Gate accessory (Specac) with a
diamond crystal as ATR element at a nominal
incidence angle of 45° with a ZnSe lens.
Measurements were recorded in the 4000-750 cm1 region, using 32 scans at a resolution of 4 cm-1.

Experimental Methods

Results and Discussion

Soy protein isolate (SPI), PROFAM 974, with 90 %
protein on a dry basis, was supplied by ADM
Protein Specialties Division (Netherlands). SPI
has 5 % moisture, 4 % fat, and 5 % ash and its
isoelectric point is 4.6. Glycerol, with a purity of
99.01 % (Panreac, Spain), was used as
plasticizer.
SPI pellets were placed between two aluminum
sheets using a caver laboratory press (Specac,
Spain), previously heated at 120 °C. The pellets
were pressed at 80 bar for 2 min to obtain
compression-molded films. All samples were
conditioned in an ACS Sunrise 700V bio-chamber
at 25 °C and 50 % relative humidity for 48 h before
testing.
Electrical properties were measured by a Keithley
4200-SCS equipment for semiconductors analysis

In order to analyze the effect of film structure on
electrical conductivity, electron transport across
SPI monolayer films was studied using solid-state
protein-based molecular junctions with a current
intensity-voltage (I-V) method, and results are
shown in Figure 1a. As can be seen, SPI films
showed a pinched hysteretic shape and, thus,
behaved like memristors since I-V dependence in
the range from −20 V to +20 V was nonlinear, the
basis of functional electronic devices. In relation to
the electrical resistance and conductivity, the
values obtained at room temperature were 1.011
103 Ω m and 9.889 10-4 S/m, respectively,
characteristic values of electrical semiconductor
materials, such as silicon, and above the values of
other well-known natural materials with
satisfactory conductive properties [1]. The
fundamental mechanism of electron transport

Introduction
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(electron motion) via proteins is less understood
than electron transfer (electron flow) due to the
fact that electron transport measurements are not
carried out in solution and, thus, there is no ionic
charge in the medium surrounding the protein to
screen charging as the electron moves across the
protein. In this work, SPI films were measured
between electronically conducting electrodes. This
type of junction can be thought as a donor-bridgeacceptor junction; the driving force of the transport
is the electrical potential difference. The potential
that the electron encounters when transported
through the protein is affected by amino acid
residues and their spatial arrangement. The effect
of secondary structure on electronic transport has
been experimentally demonstrated with molecular
junctions [2].

20

Figure 1. Current intensity-voltage (I-V) curves
(inset: SPI film flexibility).
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(mechanical, morphological, and thermal) of such
immiscible blends [5].
Compatibilization should accomplish: (i) the
reduction of the interfacial tension between the
immiscible phases, (ii) the stabilization to a fine
and homogenous morphology, and (iii) the
enhancement of the adhesion between phases [5].
For such purposes, this project focuses on the
compatibilization strategies of model and recycled
blends to promote the development of upgraded
materials to be used in different applications, such
as packaging or automotive parts.

Introduction
Plastics are unique materials that have improved
our daily lives because of their useful
characteristics. However, the global production of
such materials has been doubled since the 1960s,
creating a major environmental problem [1]. Most
of this extensive production is for single-use
plastics, which generate at least 25.8 million tons
of residue [1,2], where just the third part is
collected to be recycled, leaving the rest of the
valuable material in landfills or to incinerate.
Different strategies have been adopted. For
instance, in Europe, many initiatives regarding
recycling have been implemented. From chemical
to mechanical recycling and thermal recovery [3].
Mechanical recycling is nowadays one of the most
cost-effective techniques for recycling. However,
one of the main problems within mechanical
recycling relays in the separation step, since the
similar properties of most common polymers,
makes difficult the sorting step [2].
Polypropylene (PP) and Polyethylene (PE), are
present as feedstock materials for the recycling
process and due to their similar properties, it is
very common to have them into the final material.
When non-miscible polymers are blended they
tend to separate in different phases creating a
strong dependence on the final properties of the
resulting material [4], which normally are poor
compared with neat polymers.
Different compatibilization strategies are being
investigated to improve the general properties

Experimental
Polypropylene (PP) and polyethylene (PE) were
used as a matrix and dispersed phase. A fumed
silica from CABOT with hydrophobic character
(PHO) was also used. Different compatibilizers
were used to study the mechanical and
morphological characteristics of the compatibilized
blends. Finally, commercial recycled Purpolen PP70 (a PP/PE recycled blend) was characterized
and compatibilized following the same approach
as the model blends. Melt compounding was
performed in a co-rotating twin-screw extruder for
the blend production, additionally, injection
molding was used to obtain both tensile and
impact specimens. Further characterization
through SEM, DSC, and Instron universal machine
was performed.
Results and Discussion
Model blends were fabricated to have a better
understanding of the system, a wide range of
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Figure 2. : Mechanical behavior of compatibilized recycled
Purpolen PP blends with different types of compatibilizers.

Concluding Remarks

1,0

In the present work, it was possible to enhance the
mechanical characteristics of both model and
recycled PP/PE blends by using different types of
compatibilizers. The value of ductility for model
blends was improved by around ~45% and for
recycled blends by around ~400%. The isothermal
crystallization kinetics together with the
morphological analysis in SEM was performed.
The resulting materials present attractive
properties for applications in packaging and
automotive parts.
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compositions was blended (100/0; 70/30; 50/50;
30/70, and 100/0). The results show potential in
the 70/30 composition for the implementation of
the compatibilization. By using different
compatibilizers it was possible to enhance the
ductility of the blends by around 30 to 50%, without
sacrificing significantly the other properties (i.e.,
Young’s modulus). Yet the inclusion of
nanoparticles to the compatibilized blend was
successful in the way that the ductility was just
affected in a low proportion <10%. Additional
characteristics such as permeability can be
enhanced by the addition of nanoparticles.
Isothermal crystallization kinetics of the different
blends, with compatibilizers and nanoparticles,
was also studied. Figure 1 shows the overall
crystallization rate of the second phase (PE). It
was noticed that the matrix (PP), the
compatibilizer, and the nanoparticles have a
nucleating effect on the PE crystalline phase.
PE
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Figure 1. Overall crystallization kinetics of the second
phase PE and the change with nanoparticles and
compatibilizers
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(e.g., batch to batch variation of post-consumer
recycled blends).

Introduction
The molecular structure of a polymer largely
determines the final material properties. For this
reason, an important issue is the characterization
of the variability of its molecular structure.
Mechanically recycled polymers are very
heterogeneous, due to problems in sorting and to
the possible partial degradation or change in the
structure of the polymer chain (chain scission,
crosslinking etc.). In reprocessing of recycled
materials, it is necessary to know their composition
in detail [1]. Differential Scanning Calorimetry
(DSC) is the perfect candidate for this purpose as
it is robust, easy to implement, and quickly
produces accurate results. Molecular segregation
using DSC for the gradual fractionation, in
accordance with crystallizability have been
described in the literature for several types of
polymers. A particular thermal protocol known as
Successive Self-nucleation and Annealing (SSA)
can be performed via DSC [2]. The molecular
segregation in SSA is accomplished by several
non-isothermal and isothermal stages and it will
result in the fractionation of the materials in the last
heating run [2]. Fast crystallization behaviour of
polyolefins allows to carry out measurements on
the polyolefin blends at high heating / cooling
rates. High scanning rates in the SSA protocol can
reduce the thermal fractionation time, taking into
consideration the need to compensate for the
increment in heating rates by reducing the sample
mass [3]. Sufficient reduction of the measurement
time allows to use this method in quality control

Experimental
Five post-consumer recycled polyolefin blends
(PCR) from Borealis Polyolefine GmbH were
examined. Neat grades of high-density
polyethylene
(PE),
heterophasic
and
homopolymer polypropylene (PP) were also used
as reference materials.
The DSC measurements are performed on a TA
Instruments DSC 250 equipped with RCS cooling.
The original thermal history was first removed by
heating the sample well above the melting region
(200°C for 5 minutes). The sample is then cooled
to 20 °C at a rate of 30° C/min to generate a
standard crystalline state. Successive selfnucleation and annealing is then applied to ensure
molecular segregation. For PCR, each isothermal
treatment step had a duration of 5 minutes (i.e.,
fractionation time). Two temperatures were
selected for each phase, PP and PE. Ts,Ideal, is the
highest temperature at which the phase does not
anneal but is self-nucleated and Ts,1, a
temperature 7.5°C (i.e., fractionation window)
below Ts,Ideal for the PP phase and 5°C for the PE
phase. After each isothermal treatment, the
material is cooled to 20°C and the effect of the
annealing steps on the melting pattern is finally
revealed by heating at a selected rate to 200°C.
Results and Discussion
Figure 1 compares the melting of the 5 PCR
materials with different PE and PP contents after
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the technique to be easily implemented in PCR
quality control.
Table 1. Results of the composition calculations from the
single-fraction protocol (at 30 °C/min heating/cooling rate).
Material

PP [%]

HDPE [%] LDPE + others [%]

PCR 1

83.5

5.7

10.8

PCR 2

71.8

3.4

24.8

PCR3

58.0

16.0

29.0

PCR 4

39.9

30.0

30.1

PCR 5

36.5

26.8

36.7
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Figure 1. Fractionation output run results for the investigated
materials.

Comparable results are obtained. Similarly, results
collected at different measurement rates remain
essentially unchanged. This is possible thanks to
the concept of mass compensation. Concerning
the comparison with the industry-standard
analytical
Temperature
Rising
Elution
Fractionation (TREF) method, the results were
showed some small but meaningful difference.
The origin of this difference depends on the
composition of the blend which is considered.
Conclusions
The DSC technique with optimized fast SSA
protocol provides a very sensitive tool for detecting
small changes in the molecular structure of PCR.
The experimental time for SSA is short enough for
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alcohol) on the carboxylic acids. Then, the
resulting monomer (PrI) was polymerized by
radical polymerization, leading clickable polymer
derived from itaconic acid (PPrI) (Figure 1).

Introduction
In the last years, antimicrobial peptides have
inspired the synthesis of novel antimicrobial
polymers with potent efficiency for the treatment
of microbial infections. These polymers are
typically amphiphilic cationic structures able to
attach to negatively charged bacterial
membranes and, then, insert into them through
the hydrophobic parts disrupting the cytoplasmic
membrane [1]. This action is rapid and makes
relatively difficult for the bacteria to develop
resistance. However, the cationic polymers are
most based on non-degradable backbones,
which limit their application in clinical uses as
they can be accumulated in the body and exert
long term toxicity. Biodegradability is also an
important and desired property for many
biomedical applications. On this basis, itaconic
acid (IA) is a very promising biobased building
block to prepare biodegradable polymers.
Here, we proposed a new versatile method to
modify IA by incorporating pendant alkyne groups
leading to clickable IA derivative that can be
polymerized. This new approach can be used to
further functionalize the IA-biobased polymers by
CuAAC click chemistry. The facile and efficient
reaction will allow the incorporation of bioactive
azolium group to provide antimicrobial activity [2].
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Figure 1. Synthesis of antibacterial biobased polymer.

Subsequently bioactive 2-(4-methylthiazol-5yl)ethanol azide was incorporated into the PPrI
polymer by CuAAC click chemistry. N-alkylating
reactions of the thiazole and triazole groups with
methyl iodide or butyl iodide provide the
corresponding cationic antimicrobial polymers
with pendant azolium groups, PTzTrMe and
PTzTrBu, respectively [2].
Characterization
The synthesized polymers were characterized by
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and size
exclusion chromatography (SEC).
Biological studies

Experimental
Synthesis of antimicrobial cationic polymers
(PTzTrMe and PTzTrBu)
Briefly, IA was chemically modified by
incorporating clickable alkyne groups (propargylic
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To evaluate the toxicity of the cationic polymers
derived from itaconic acid, hemolysis test was
performed on human eukaryotic cells. The
polymers exhibit very low hemolysis, with
hemolysis percentages well below 50% for the
highest concentration tested viz. 10000 µg/mL.
Therefore, these cationic copolymers derived
from biobased itaconic acid are promising
antibacterial polymers as they exhibit excellent
activity against Gram-positive bacteria and
negligible hemolysis.
Biodegradation test was performed following a
standard method for determining aerobic
biodegradation of polymeric materials in soil, by
measuring the carbon dioxide evolved by the
microorganisms as a function of time. The
biobased polymers were able to degrade rapidly
in soil, in less than 60 days.

The antibacterial activity of the cationic polymers
was tested following a standard broth dilution
method according to the Clinical Laboratory
Standards Institute (CLSI) to determine the
minimum inhibition concentrations (MICs) [3].
Hemolysis studies were carried out as described
previously on human red blood cells [4].
Biodegradation
Biodegradation test of these cationic polymers
was performed following the ASTM D-5988-18
standard by American Society for Testing &
Materials [5].
Results and Discussion
PTTI polymer with azole and thiazole groups was
successfully synthesized and characterized by
NMR and SEC (Mn=7,100 g/mol and
Mw/Mn=1.59). Subsequent N-alkylation reactions
with methyl or butyl iodides provide the
corresponding cationic polymers methylated
PTzTrMe and butylated PTzTrBu, respectively.
Then, the antimicrobial properties of the polymers
were tested against different Gram positive and
Gram negative bacteria, including resistant
strains, Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus
aureus (MRSA). Table 1 summarized the MIC
values obtained both polymers against the tested
bacteria.
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4. Alvarez-Paino, M., Munoz-Bonilla, A., LopezFabal, F., Gomez-Garces, J. L., Heuts, J. P.
Fernandez-Garcia, M. (2015) Biomacromolecules,
16, 295-303.
5. ASTM D5988, Standard Test Method for
Determining Aerobic Biodegradation of Plastic
Materials in Soil, ASTM International, West
Conshohocken, PA, 2018
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and Non-Reversing heat flow (NR-HF)
respectively. Moreover, TM-DSC studies done on
numerous PE materials showed how choosing an
adequate modulation program, different
crystallizing species can be found and separated,
as in a fractionation experiment [4]. Thus, in our
work TM-DSC has been used to establish
methods to analyze the composition of recycled
grades, individuating the PE fraction and the
amount of LDPE within the latter.

Introduction
A large share of the current post-consumer plastic
waste is represented by a mixture of several types
of polyethylene (PE) and isotactic-polypropylene
(i-PP). When mechanically recycled, this complex
waste stream leads to products with suboptimal
mechanical properties, hence not suitable for highvalue applications. This is also due to the
immiscibility of PE and i-PP, that display phase
separation when blended [1]. Although
compatibilization could upgrade the performance
of these recyclates, a detailed knowledge of the
composition of the blend to be compatibilized is
required. Among other techniques, differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) is a fast and easy
procedure that allows quantification of PE and iPP fraction within recyclates [2]. However, the PE
fraction is often a blend of Low-density PE (LDPE),
Linear Low-density PE (LLDPE) and High-density
PE (HDPE), whose melting peaks overlap, making
not possible to quantify them based on the DSC
alone. In this context, Temperature-modulated
DSC (TM-DSC), where a periodic modulation is
superimposed on the linear heating rate, might
allow differentiation of the PE components within
the recyclates, since it provides new insights on
the thermal behavior of different PE
microstructures [3]. Specifically, in TM-DSC the
total heat flow splits into two components, one
linked to the sample’s heat capacity and one to
irreversible phenomena, indicated as Reversing

Experimental
TM-DSC was carried out on 29 commercial virgin
PEs, including HDPE, LDPE and LLDPE, with
densities between 960-862 kg/m3, with the aim of
testing a wide range of microstructures. Then, a
total of 24 blends were prepared by selecting virgin
HDPE, LDPE and LLDPE and mixing them with iPP of three types: homopolymer (PP-H), block
copolymer (PP-B) and random copolymer (PP-R),
aiming to match the composition of actual
recyclates. These blends were subjected to TMDSC and used to develop the compositional
analysis methods.
Results and Discussion
From the results of the standard DSC analysis of
virgin PE materials, a correlation between the
melting temperature (Tm) of each grade and its
own density was found, where an increase of the
Tm occurs as the density increases. Specifically, a
linear trend was present for grades with Tm above
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120°C. The latter might be used as a calibration
curve to predict the density of the PE fraction
within the recyclates, since its direct measurement
is not possible. Moreover, the NR-HF traces
indicated the presence of broad exotherms
occurring for PE grades with lower crystallinity, as
LDPE, likely due to phenomena of crystal
reorganization, allowing differentiation of these
materials from HDPE grades. Indeed, only
endothermic peaks were found in the NR-HF of the
HDPE materials. To quantify the amount of PE
fraction in the recyclates, the standard DSC
analysis of the prepared PE/i-PP model blends
was considered. A low temperature tail of the i-PP
melting peak was found to overlap with the melting
peak of the PE fraction. The amount of melting
enthalpy belonging to the i-PP phase in the low
temperature range was estimated through a
statistical evaluation and subtracted from the
overall enthalpy, thus obtaining the PE content in
the blend by calculating the ratio of the corrected
enthalpy and the one estimated for a 100% PE
material. Results from this method were found to
be in good agreement with the actual PE content
in the blends. Finally, the study of the NR-HF
traces of the model blends prepared allowed to
differentiate the LDPE contribution from the HDPE
one. By integrating these traces, a linear
correlation was established between the enthalpy
up to 113°C and the LDPE content in the blends,
which is promising as a calibration curve to
determine the amount of LDPE within the
recyclates, as can be appreciated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Values of the Non-Reversing Enthalpy calculated
up to 113°C reported for different LDPE amounts present in
the prepared model blends.
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Experimental
Introduction

Neutralized chitosan films (CS) were immersed in
an ethanolic solution of CT or BZ in a weight ratio
of 1:2 (CS:CHO) and kept in a shaking bath at 60
°C for 24 h. Samples were washed tree times with
ethanol and stored in an amber glass desiccator at
23 °C until use. The incorporation of aldehydes to
chitosan films, measured as degree of substitution
(DS, %), was estimated with the C/N ratio
determined by elemental analysis [4]. Formation of
imine bond was assessed by ATR-FTIR
spectroscopy. The stimuli-responsive capacity of
the new dynamic films was tested by immersing
the films in buffered aqueous solution at pH 4 and
7. The release of the aldehydes was monitored
and quantified by gas chromatography and
elemental analysis. The antifungal activity of
aldehyde-imine-chitosan films (CSCT and CSBZ)
was evaluated in vitro against Penicillium
expansum and Botrytis cinerea for 7 days at 26 ºC.

Dynamic polymers offer new possibilities in
polymer chemistry to create functional materials
with unique properties. In this framework, the
concept of component exchange in reversible
polymers allows the development of polymers
consisting on a static molecular skeleton
decorated with dynamic chain substituents that
can be decorporated under an external trigger.
These polymers can be formed as films or
coatings giving rise to materials with new functions
[1-3]. In this work, antifungal films based on
chitosan and active molecules were synthetized
via Schiff base (imine) formation. The imine
hydrolysis in acidic medium favoured the release
of active molecules to the surrounding
environment. With this purpose, two naturally
occurring volatile aldehydes with proved antifungal
activity were chosen, that is, a α,β-unsaturated
aldehyde, citral, or 3,7-dimethyl-2,6-octadienal
(CT) and an aromatic aldehyde, benzaldehyde
(BZ). Chitosan in the form of neutralized film was
chosen as the backbone polymer due to the
presence of primary amino groups is its structure
which allows reversible covalent attachment of
aldehydes via Schiff base or imine (C=N)
formation. Hydrolysis of the imine-bond and
release of the aldehydes was also studied together
with the antifungal properties of the responsive
films.

Results and Discussion
Formation of the imine bond (C=N) was confirmed
by ATR-FTIR by means of a spectral band
appearing around 1640 cm-1 and accompanying a
concomitant loss of intensity of the band
corresponding to the amino group (-NH2) of
chitosan at 1582 cm-1. The amount of CT and
BZ covalently attached to chitosan films
given as % DS is shown in Table 1, it is also
displayed this value for films after being immersed
in aqueous solution buffered at pH 4 for 1 week.
The DS value indicated a high incorporation of
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7 the inhibition was very low. CSCT films did not
inhibited the growth of the mould at pH 7, when the
film was in contact with an aqueous solution
buffered at pH 4, some inhibition could be
observed compared with the control, however the
mould growth similarly to the control; that result is
in agreement with the above results where a low
release of citral from the film was observed.
Citral and benzaldehyde have been covalently
attached to primary amine groups of neutralized
chitosan films forming Schiff bases. Hydrolysis of
imine bond when films were in contact with water
triggered the release of the aldehyde; but mostly
under acidic pH. The extent of the release was
considerable for the system to be effective.
Besides the pH of the media, the extent of the
release was affected by the chemical structure of
the aldehyde. The dynamic system developed was
effective against different microorganisms tested.

aldehydes in the films. After the modified films
were subjected to pH 4, the DS values
experienced a considerable reduction for BZimine-CS film. The release of CT at pH 4 was
much lower compared with that of BZ. The 2,3double bond in CT could react with amino groups
of CS, acting as a crosslinker, and therefore,
compromising its release.
Table 1. Substitution degree (%) of responsive films

Films

Substitution
degree (%)
57.2 ± 1.3e
49.1 ± 2.3d
36.2 ± 1.0b
43.4 ± 0.3c
35.2 ± 1.0b
1.6 ± 0.4a

CSCT
CSCT pH7-1 week
CSCT pH4-1 week
CSBZ
CSBZ pH7-1 week
CSBZ pH4-1 week

The amount of the aldehyde released was
measured for 72 h at pH 7 and 4, being 13 and 25
ng/mL·gfilm for CSCT, and 147 and 400 ng/mL·gfilm
for CSBZ, respectively. These results support that
CT could be acting as a crosslinker since it is
roughly released even at acidic pH. The antifungal
activity of the films modified with CT or BZ against
P. expansum and B. cinerea is shown in Table 2 a
& b.

This study shows that Schiff base chemistry has
been applied in the design of pH stimuliresponsive antifungal films. This work could be
extended to other antimicrobial volatile and nonvolatile molecules to obtain release systems
capable of liberating the agent in response to an
external stimulus. Developed materials could be
used in the design of active packages for
postharvest products.

Table 2. In vitro antifungal activity of imine-chitosan films
after 7 days of incubation at 26 ºC against P. expansum.
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Film
Control

CSCT
CSBZ

pH
7
4
7
4

Mould colony Ø
(cm)
5.4 ± 0.1b
5.1 ± 0.1b
4.8 ± 0.3a
4.8 ± 0.1a
-
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Table 2b. In vitro antifungal activity of imine-chitosan films
after 7 days of incubation at 26 ºC against B. cinerea

Film
Control
CSCT
CSBZ

pH
7
4
7
4

2. F. García; M. Smulders. (2016) J. Polym. Sci., Part
A: Polym. Chem., 54, 3551.

Mould colony Ø
(cm)
5.5 ± 0b
5.5 ± 0.1b
4.3 ± 0.8a
4.8 ± 0.1ab
-

3. Y. Liu; J. M. Lehn; A. K. H. Hirsch. (2017) Acc.
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4.

CSBZ films totally inhibited the growth of the
mould when were exposed at pH 4, however at pH
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strength [1]. The biocidal activity and solubility
are reduced in neutral pH conditions, which limit
their use in many applications. Therefore,
chemical modifications of chitosan are aimed to
produce derivatives with enhanced properties for
widen its applications.
In this work we propose a new approach to
chemically modify chitosan by incorporation of
thiazolium groups derived from vitamin B1 as
potent antibacterial functionalities.

Introduction
Polymers are one of the most widely used
materials in people’s day-to-day life due to its
excellent properties, such as low cost, light
weight, good mechanical properties and thermal
and chemical stability. However, in the last years
plastic waste is becoming a serious problem for
its tremendous impact on the environment.
Current strategies for plastic waste management
imply recycling and incineration, but an important
volume ends up in landfill or natural environment.
To meet the increasing demand for sustainability
and environmental safety, a growing number of
investigations have been directed towards
development of biobased and biodegradable
polymers, such as polysaccharides, replacing
petroleum-based polymers in many applications
including biomedicine (bioresorbable sutures,
stents and prosthesis), food packaging and
agricultural uses, among others. Chitin is one of
the most abundant biopolymer in nature, typically
found in the exoskeletons of many crustaceans,
insects, fungi or algae. Chitin is a linear
biopolymer containing N-acetyl-D-glucosamine
units linked through β-1,4 glycosidic bonds; it is
the poly(β-N-acetyl-glucosamine). The partial or
complete deacetylation of chitin leads to chitosan
(CS) with inherent antimicrobial activity. The
chitosan has primary amino groups that provide a
positive charge under acidic pH and then,
moderate antimicrobial properties. These
antimicrobial properties of chitosan and its
derivatives depend on numerous factors including
structural
properties and
environmental
conditions such as pH, temperature or ionic

Experimental
Synthesis of 4-(2-(4-methylthiazol-5-yl)ethoxy)-4oxobutanoic acid (TZSC).
The synthesis of TZSC (Figure 1) was performed
by reaction of commercially available 5-(2hydroxyethyl)-4-methylthiazole and succinic
anhydride as the most commonly used reaction
to introduce the carboxylic acid groups.

Figure 1. Chemical structure of the carboxylic acid TZSC

This reaction was performed following two
approaches. In a first approach, the reaction was
catalyzed with triethylamine and 4-(N,Ndimethylamino)pyridine (DMAP), whereas in a
second approach the reaction was carried
through lipase-catalyzed acylation.
Modification of chitosan with thiazolium groups
(CS-TZSC)
The synthesized carboxylic acid containing
thiazole moieties was then introduced into the
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instance, it is clearly observed the band at 1720
cm-1 corresponding to the new amide groups.

amine groups of chitosan. For this purpose, 1ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide/Nhydroxysuccinimide (EDC/NHS) coupling system
was used. Finally, the alkyl iodides (methyl and
butyl) were employed for the N-alkylation reaction
of the nitrogen of the thiazole ring to obtain the
cationic chitosan derivative (Figure 2).

Transmitance (a.u)

CS
CS-TZSC

Figure 2. Chitosan modified with thiazolium groups, CS-TZSC-R
(R: methyl and butyl).
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Characterization
All the synthesized products, the carboxylic acid
TZSC and the modified chitosan were
characterized by nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) and Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR).
The chitosan derivative was also characterized
by zeta potential, differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC), thermogravimetric analysis and X-ray
diffraction.
Antimicrobial properties
The antibacterial activity of the chitosan modified
with thiazolium groups in comparison with original
chitosan was tested following a standard broth
dilution method according to the Clinical
Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI) [2] to
determine the minimum inhibition concentrations
(MICs) against Gram-positive and Gram-negative
bacteria.

-1

1720 cm

3500

3000

2500 2000 1500
-1
Wavenumber (cm )

1000

500

Figure 3. FTIR spectroscopy of chitosan (CS), chitosan modified
with TZSC (CS-TZSC).

Then, the thiazole groups were transformed into
thiazolium groups by N-alkylation reaction with
methyl or butyl iodide. The resulting polymers,
CS-TZSC-Me
or
CS-TZSC-Bu,
present
permanent cationic groups and is expected to
have enhanced antimicrobial activity.
The cationic CS-TZSC-R biopolymer was
characterized by different techniques that
confirmed the success of the modification.
Likewise, the antimicrobial evaluation of the
modified chitosan showed an enhanced
antimicrobial activity in comparison with chitosan.
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Results and Discussion
In a first step the carboxylic acid containing
thiazole groups was successfully prepared by
lipase-catalyzed acylation and by using
triethylamine/DMAP catalysts systems. This
carboxylic acid, TZSC, was subsequently
attached into the amine groups at the C2 position
of chitosan by N-acylation via EDC/NHS
chemistry. The carboxylic acid TZSC also favours
the dissolution of chitosan [3]. Figure 3 shows the
FTIR spectra of the modified and original
chitosans. In the spectrum of the modified
chitosan appear new bands as a result of the
incorporation of TZSC carboxylic acid. For
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purity of 90% and a surface area of 250-300m2/g1. A random ethylene copolymer incorporating a
monomer, maleic anhydride (FUSABOND M603
by Down Chemical, density 0,94 g/cm3, MFI 25
g/10 min) was used as a compatibilizer.

Introduction
In the last years, obtaining new conducting
polymeric composites with appropriate electrical
properties for designing sensor or electronical
devices is an issue for researchers. In addition, the
applications
in
which
bio-based
and
biodegradable polymer materials are used, have
an added value for companies in order to obtain
greener composites. in order.
The aim of this work is to obtain green conducting
polymer composites for electromagnetic
interference (EMI) shielding applications. In the
literature appears some few works [1,2] relating
with conducting polymers based on polymer
blends filled with CNT, but any of them face a high
density polyethylene (HDPE), poly (3hydroxybutyrate-co-3-hydroxyvalerate
(PHBV)
blend with multiwalled carbon nanotubes (CNT)
has been studied for this purpose.

Preparation of composites
Table 1 shows the composite formulations.
Table 1. Composites with same HDPE/PHBV ratio

Composite
HDPE
PHBV
HDPE/PHBV
M1
M2
M3
M1*
M2*

PE
PHBV MWCNT
(%wt) (%wt) (%wt)
100
100
50
50
46.25 46.25
7.5
47.50 47.50
5
48.50 48.50
3
46.00 46.00
7.5
47.25 47.25
5

MAPE
(%wt)
0.5
0.5

Before extrusion PHBV was dried in an oven at
80ºC for 4 h. Then the different composites were
extruded using a miniextruder (Minilab
HaakeRheomex CTW5, Thermo Scientific at
190ºC, 40 rpm for 3 min). The extrusion was
performed in two steps: firstly, HDPE/CNT
masterbach was diluted with HDPE and secondly,
PHBV was incorporated into the HDPE/CNT
blend. The compatibilizer was added in the second
step too. Circular and prismatic specimens were
injection moulded (Haake MiniJet Pro injection
molding machine Thermo Scientific) at 190ºC and
800 bar for 10 s, for the different tests.

Experimental
Materials
PHBV (NaturePlast PHI 002 supplied by
Natureplast, density 1,23 g/cm3, MFI 10 g/10 min
at 190ºC and 2,16 kg) and HDPE (25055E
supplied by Down Chemical Iberica, S.L., density
0,955 g/cm3, MFI 25 g/10 min at at 190ºC and 2,16
kg) were used in this study. A masterbach namely
Plasticyl HDPE1501 (Nanocyl, S.A., Sambervile,
Belgium) was used too. MWCNTs included in the
masterbach in a 15%wt, have an average
diameter of 9,5 nm, a length of 1,5 µm, a carbon
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Characterization techniques
The morphology of composites was evaluated
using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) (JEOL
JSM-7200 F, 10 kV). Thermal measurements were
carried out with a differencial scanning calorimeter
(DSC 7-Perkin Elmer, nitrogen atmosphere).
Electrical conductivity was calculated from the
electrical resistance data by the four-probe
method (LORESTA-GP, Mitsubishi Chemical,
MCP-T610)
Results and Discussion
The morphological analysis shows CNTs are
dispersed in HDPE matrix (Figure 1). Composites
with grafted PE show a better adhesion between
the two phases.
The thermal properties indicate the incompatibility
of the matrices due to the appearance of a double
peak in the thermogram (Figure 2). The nucleant
effect of nanotubes in PE matrix is observed too.

Figure 2. DSC thermograms for HDPE, PHBV and
composites (second heating scan)
Table 2. Conductivity values of composites

Composite
M1
M2
M3
M1*
M2*

Conductivity
S.cm-1
5,29.10-2
1,52.10-4
1,31.10-7
1,12.10-1
5,11.10-2
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The aim of the work was to evaluate the action of
a protic ionic liquid such as
2hidroxyethylammonium acetate (2-HEEA) in the
hydrolysis reaction of polylactide. Optimum
conversion parameters and kinetics,
and
subsequent recovery into calcium lactate was
evaluated.

Introduction
Plastics have now been around for a relatively long
time and become a major contributor to living
standards of humans. Plastics have given the
opportunity to develop many important
applications in, for example, the medical and
packaging sectors [1]. With the increasing
population in the world, the demand for more
plastics is growing, which has resulted in an
unmanageable issue with the plastic waste that is
produced [2]. It can be treated in different ways but
commonly it is sent to incineration for energy
recovery, contributing to climate changes through
emissions of CO2. Most preferably the plastic is
recycled mechanically or reused. Mechanical
recycling is preferred but when the materials get
too degraded, something else needs to be done to
keep the polymers in a loop [3]. However, waste
management streams are occasionally not
capable of handling the waste streams properly,
for example if there are commingled plastics
present in the stream [4]. Chemical recycling is
one method that may solve this issue; however,
the method is potentially complicated and
expensive as it is right now. It is also common to
use traditional solvents that are unsustainable and
toxic. So new approaches are necessary to make
the methods cheaper, less complicated, and
introduce greener and non-toxic solvents [5]. One
approach to make it cheaper is to make the system
circular, and one potential candidate for this is to
use an ionic liquids (IL) as catalysts for the
reaction.

Experimental
The experiment performed was a hydrolysis
process of granulated PLA 2003D (Ingeo, USA)
using the PIL 2-HEEA as the catalyst for the
system. Different conditions were evaluated by a
structured statistical design of experiment.
Conversion was determined by differential
gravimetric method.
A kinetic model was performed by locking all
parameters to a specific amount and changing the
reaction time ranging from 0.5 hours to 3 hours.
The depolymerisation was assumed to be a first
order reaction, and so the calculated Arrhenius
curve was based on that assumption to retrieve
the activation energy for the process.
The best result from the experimental design for
the conversion was later used in the proceeding
cycle experiments. The 2-HEEA was recovered by
washing the precipitant with water during vacuum
filtration. The recovered 2-HEEA was put into a
new reactor, and new granulated PLA and water
was additionally added to the system
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equipment the results may differ from the
calculated values presented here.

Results and Discussion
The conversion was calculated using equation 1.
= (1 − (

) ∙ 100%

The system permitted to perform up to 3
conversion cycles with the same 2-HEEA, with
recovery rates around 60 %wt. For further cycles,
regeneration of 2HEEA was necessary and
provided similar rates of recovery.

(1)

Two different conditions achieved approximately
total conversion, which are shown in Table 1.
Results from the design of experiment at lower
temperatures was not significantly close to the
results achieved at 140 °C. Another consideration
could be the reaction time for these systems. If the
reaction time was longer than 3 hours, it might
have produced a higher conversion at lower
temperatures. However, this should be considered
if the total energy demand is lower than performing
the experiment at a higher temperature for a
shorter reaction time, and these calculations has
not been performed.
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Table 1. Best results from the experimental design

2-HEEA (g)

Conv.
(%)

6

2.5

99

6

1.5

99

T (°C)

H2O (g)

140
140

4.

5.

Based on the results, the system containing less
2-HEEA was the one that was used later to
perform cycles of the hydrolysis process, based on
a sustainable perspective of using least amount of
materials as possible. The conversion at these
specific points was achieved probably because of
the high temperature.
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The activation energy was then calculated to 112.3
kJ/mol for the hydrolysis process and the A-value
was calculated to 1.4 x 1014 s-1.
The results are strictly based on experimental
results, meaning that specifically for these
conditions, with this specific PLA, with the
equipment used. So, in systems with different
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related with operating conditions and are harmful
to the environment.[3]. So, the new testing was
focus to the use of ionic liquids as catalysts.

Introduction
Poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) is a
semicrystalline thermoplastic that has been mostly
used in different applications such as textile fibres
or packaging. In 2016, the demand of PET for
packaging was over 21.6 million metric tons. This
means an enormous consumption of PET which
produces a large quantity of wastes [1]. So, it is
very important to achieve a circular economy
through recycling most PET wastes by an
aftertreatment in which it is produced new polymer
raw chemicals. Those polymers would be used for
building blocks of new PET or alternative products.
Thus, it is possible to achieve a reduction of nonrenewable resources and minimize wastes
volume.

Ionic liquids enable mild reaction conditions and
are less environmental hazardous. The main
problem is that the vast majority are commercial
ionic liquids that have a higher price. [4]
The aim of this project was to explore the effect of
a protic ionic liquid such as
2hidroxyethylammonium acetate (2-HEEA) as
catalyst for the glycolysis reaction of PET.
Optimum conversion parameters and kinetics,
and subsequent recovery into BHET was
evaluated.
Experimental
The experiment consists in a glycolysis reaction of
post-consumer PET (Aguas Danone, S.A., Spain)
employing ethylene glycol (EG) as a solvent and
an ionic liquid (IL), (2-hidroxyethylammonium
acetate, 2HEEA) which is composed of acetic acid
and ethanol amide, as a catalyst. During the
experiments, PET mass and reaction time were
constants, whose fixed values were 2 g and 1 h 30
min, respectively. The variables were the
temperature (160-170-180 ºC) and the quantities
of EG (6-8-10 g) and IL (1-2-3 g). A statistical
design of experiments was performed to maximise
the conversion of PET and further recovery of

PET depolymerization can be achieved mainly by
three different methods: hydrolysis, methanolysis
and glycolysis. The chosen method for this work
was glycolysis. The glycolysis reaction, which is a
transesterification process employs ethylene
glycol in excess, in order to obtain the monomer
bis-2-hydroxyethyl terephthalate (BHET)[2].
One of the most important issues to carry out the
reaction is using a proper catalyst because the
reaction rate without a catalyst is very slow. The
most typical catalysts were metal acetates, solid
acids or metal oxides. Those have problems
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recovery degree is quite lower comparing
to 180 ⁰C.

BHET. The followed procedure after samples
preparation and reaction was to manually
separate PET that hadn’t reacted from BHET that
had been produced. Unreacted PET was cleaned
with water and was put in the oven at 60 ºC. BHET
was solved in EG and IL mixture, so it was cooled
at 5 ⁰C in order to reduce temperature and get
BHET precipitated. BHET was separated by a
filtration from the EG and IL mixture and cleaned
with water. The BHET recovered was put in an
oven to evaporate water and let only BHET mass
in order to calculate BHET recovery degree.
The EG and IL mixture was mostly recovered in
order to reuse it in other reactions.

•

Ionic liquid. There are two different
tendencies. If the focus it is on increasing
conversion degree, it’s inversely
proportional to the amount of ionic liquid.
But if the focus is on increasing recovery
degree, is directly proportional to the
amount of ionic liquid. For this reason, the
chosen amount of 2HEEA was 2 g,
because it is the middle value.
• Ethylene glycol. Both conversion degree
and recovery degree increase when the
amount of ethylene glycol decreases.
Thus, it has been set 6 g of ethylene
glycol.
As a conclusion, in the chosen working
conditions, complete reaction has been achieved
and it has been found an optimum work point.

Results and Discussion
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Figure 2. Main effects plot for BHET recovery degree

In order to find an optimum point that could be on
both statistical main effects plots (Figures 1,2), it
has been selected with 180 ⁰C, an ethylene glycol
mass of 6 g and an ionic liquid mass of 2 g. This
point reached 100% conversion degree and
73,98% recovery degree. This one has been
chosen by different reasons:
• Temperature. It is the variable which has
more influence on the results of the
reaction. It is possible to achieve a total
conversion using 170 ⁰C, but the BHET
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In this work we explore the depolymerisation of
both aromatic and aliphatic PUs by means of
alcoholysis and aminolysis in the presence of
different organocatalysts. Our main goal is to
deeper our understanding of the effect of reaction
conditions on the depolymerisation of PUs. Thus,
different organocatalysts were investigated,
mainly comparing the efficiency of classical
organic base e.i. TBD with thermally stable ionic
salts such as TBD:MSA, while various
nucleophiles and temperatures were evaluated.

Introduction
Polyurethane (PU) is a very important family of
polymers which can be processed as elastomeric
materials, rigid or flexible foam, for very diverse
applications [1]. Flexible PUs are materials of
choice for insulation panels, wheels, tires and
synthetic fibres, rigid foams are converted into
electronic components for consumer goods,
automotive, or construction industries and
elastomeric PUs are preferred for adhesives,
surface coatings or sealants. The various
combinations of polyols and isocyanates
originates the myriad of distinctive possible PU
structures which results in such large range of
applications. Consequently, with a global
production reaching 20 million tons in 2019, PU
ranks as the 6th most produced polymer in the
world. For environmental and economic reasons,
the end-of-life management of this family of
polymer is critical.

Experimental

First, two model polyurethanes were synthesised
employing Isophorone diisocyanate (IPDI) and
Toluene diisocyanate TDI isocyanates along with
1,8-octanediol to obtain aliphatic and aromatic
PUs, respectively. These polymers were
characterised by means of 1H -NMR and FTIR.
The depolymerisation reactions were carried out
employing alcohols (ethylene glycol), amines
(ethylene diamine and hexamethylene diamine)
and aminoalcohols (ethanolamine and 2(methylamino)ethanol). The nature of the obtained
products and the reaction rate (kinetics) were
followed by means of 1H -NMR. The reactions
were optimised in terms of temperature, catalyst
type and load and a commercial-like PU foam was
synthesised and depolymerised in order to prove

Despite of the numerous examples investigated in
literature about chemical recycling of commodity
polymers, the depolymerisation of PU remains
largely underexplored. Only few examples are
available in literature, which includes alcoholysis
[2], ammonolysis and aminolysis reactions, and
most of these reported cases show side reactions
and/or are limited to the lone recovery of the polyol
[3] [4].
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the viability of our methodology on crosslinked
PUs.

Concluding Remarks

In this project, the selective cleavage PUs has
been studied for the first time. Different
depolymerisation systems were investigated to
understand the effect of the catalyst and
nucleophile nature. Alcoholysis provides low
degradation yields and mixture of products difficult
to isolate or characterise while aminolysis
provides good to excellent yields and a selective
depolymerisation
reaction.
Hexamethylene
diamine was able to efficiently depolymerise PUs
independently of their aromatic or aliphatic nature.
Also, the selective C-O bond of urethane group
breakage by secondary amines was assessed for
the first time opening the avenue for better
controlled depolymerisation of polyurethanes.

Results and Discussion

The results showed that alcoholysis was not able
to depolymerise the aliphatic or aromatic PUs at
low temperatures. In contrast, aminolysis was
proven as an effective way to depolymerise both
aromatic and aliphatic PUs, but, as it could be
expected, reaction rates were much faster while
depolymerising aromatic PUs. The effect of
different catalysts including TBD, DBU, TBD:MSA
and DBU:BA on the depolymerisation kinetics was
compared with no significative differences in the
product rates but a clear advantage for the acidbase mixtures in terms of stability and recycling.
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Finally, we investigated the depolymerisation
reaction in the presence of aminoalcohols which
showed similar behaviour as amines and similar
reaction rates. However, while primary amines
were indifferently breaking the C-O and C-N bonds
of the urethane group, secondary amines such as
2-(methylamino)ethanol selectively dissociated
the C-O bond, allowing a controlled
depolymerisation reaction which leads to the
obtaining of substituted urea’s which have been
reported as very useful monomers for self-healing
materials.
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[10],

we exploited the reaction between thiols and
5-membered cyclic carbonates (5CCs) for the insitu formation of CO2 as a blowing agent. This
concept is structured by Hard-Soft Acid-Base
(HSAB) theory. There are possibly two
electrophilic sites in cyclic carbonates subjected to
attack: (a) methylene carbons or (b) carbonyl
carbons.[11] Soft nucleophiles (for example, thiols)
undergo methylene attack, whereas carbonyl
attack occurs with hard nucleophiles (amines).
However, in the case of 6-membered cyclic
carbonates (6CCs), this situation is not the same;
in fact, no reaction occurs between 6CCs and
thiols, but rather 6CCs react with less nucleophilic
alcohols and form polycarbonates.
Herein, we set out to create a new feasible
approach that exploits the orthogonal reactivity of
thiols towards cyclic carbonates for the formation
of self-blown PC foams.

Introduction
The demand for polymeric foams or expanded
polymers is rapidly increasing for many industrial
and household applications primarily due to their
feasible weight reduction with good thermal
insulation and excellent energy absorption
properties, depending on their cell structure. In
principle, a polymer foam is a two-phase system
containing polymer and so-called blowing agent,
intended to achieve bubble nucleation and cell
structure formation.[1] Historically, the foaming of
polyurethanes (PU), the earliest and today most
mature methodologies, goes back to the early
1940s.[2] Isocyanate precursors in PU formulation
have the ability to form gaseous CO2 in the
presence of water. However, raising public health
awareness and new restrictive measures against
highly toxic isocyanates forces the foam industry
to seek novel approaches to design isocyanatefree foams.[2]
Polycarbonates (PCs) are a promising class of
materials for sustainability due to their diverse
characteristics. Indeed, monomeric precursors to
PCs can be derived from natural and renewable
sources, and along with this synthetic versatility,
PCs can be degraded into non-toxic compounds.[3-

Experimental Methods
Self-blowing PC foams: a thiol, a polyol and
ethylene carbonate were homogeneously mixed
with bis(6-membered cyclic carbonate) at 70 °C.
After adding an organobase catalyst, the reactive
formulation was continued to heat for 4 hours.

5]

Results and Discussion

There have been numerous studies investigating
the production of PC foams by physical foaming
processes, including batch foaming[6] and
extrusion[7], and injection moulding[8], which
requires the use of exogenous blowing agents.
However, to our knowledge, no study has been
conducted on the production of PC foams without
requiring the addition of external foaming agents.
Aliphatic cyclic carbonates are a diverse and
widely
used
monomer
toolbox
for
[9]
polycarbonates. Inspired by Detrembleur et al.

Polymer chains have to provide an adequate
cross-linking degree to reach a certain viscosity
level to construct CO2 self-blowing PC foams with
dimensional stability. Toward that goal, we added
the polyol as a macroinitiator and chain extender
to anticipate the ring-opening polymerization
(ROP) of 6CCs alongside the hydroxythioethers
formed by the decarboxylative S-alkylation of the
thiol with ethylene carbonate (5CC). The
optimized stoichiometric formulation for balancing
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Figure 1. PC formulation and SEM characterization of selfblown foams made from R1SH, R2OH and cyclic carbonates.
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Homogeneous microcellular PC foams with opencell morphology were easily obtained under
ambient conditions as a proof of concept (Figure
1). Depending on the type of polyol, foam densities
range from 0.170 gcm-3 to 438 gcm-3 with a pore
size of 0.59 ± 0.08 mm and 0.45 ± 0.05,
respectively.

11. P. Tundo, L. Rossi, A. Loris, Org. Chem. 2005, 70
(6), 2219–2224.

Concluding Remarks
Herein, we have described a general strategy for
preparation of microcellular self-blown PC foams
by employing the orthogonal reactivity of thiols
towards cyclic carbonates, which has not been
explored.
This novel PC foam process includes a high
content of polyols that can be produced directly
from natural sources. The cyclic carbonates are
prepared by sustainable synthetic methods. This
could create a great opportunity for construction of
bio-based PC foams with various properties.
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Different dual catalysts were prepared by mixing
MSA and 4-Dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP),
Pyridine, N-Methylimidazole (NMI), 1,8Diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene
(DBU),
Diazabicyclo[4.3.0]non-5- ene (DBN), Nicotinic
acid (Nic.acid) or Nicotinamide (Nic.amide) at
molar ratios of base to acid from (1:1) to (1:3) at
100 °C for 15 min until obtaining a transparent and
homogeneous solution.

Introduction
In the last decade, catalytic systems involving fully
organic compound has been studied in the aim of
replacing toxic and/or rare metal-based catalysts.
Among them, organic acid-base mixtures have
demonstrated their efficiency to catalyse both
polymerization and depolymerization reactions
due to their high thermal resistance. [1][2] In
particular, non-equimolar mixtures of methane
acid
(MSA)
and
1,5,7sulfonic
triazabicyclo[4.4.0]dec-5-ene (TBD) have been
screened for the self-condensation of aliphatic
diols into polyether polyols, revealing that the nonstoichiometric mixture TBD:MSA (1:3) can
catalyse reactions at operative temperature up to
200 °C. [3]

Bulk Self-condensation of 1,6-Hexandiol using
Catalyst Mixtures
The different acid-base complexes were tested in
the self-condensation of 1,6-hexanediol. For that,
0.05 eq. of previously prepared catalyst is mixed
with 4 g (33.9 mmol) of 1,6-hexanediol in a 25 mL
Schlenk tube with a magnetic stirrer. The sealed
reaction vessel was submerged into a preheated
oil bath at 130 °C – 160°C – 180°C (72 h) under
vacuum, varying the temperature.

Although TBD:MSA (1:3) is a suitable alternative
to organometallic catalysts, TBD is a very
expensive compound, arduous to find in large
quantities from common commercial providers. To
make the whole process more affordable, and with
the aim of adapting the organocatalytic
polycondensation to larger production scales, the
use of more economic molecules was investigated
to replace TBD. Different organic bases were
explored for the synthesis of acid-base mixtures,
in association with MSA.

Results and Discussion
The polycondensation of 1,6-hexanediol to
synthesize the corresponding polyether polyol is
studied in the presence of different acid-base
mixtures as catalyst. The already well-established
mixtures synthesized from MSA and TBD (i.e.
TBD:MSA) was attempted to be replaced by a
more economical alternative. On this purpose
different organic bases were investigated to
replace TBD, such as DMAP, Pyridine, NMI, DBN
and DBU. All experiments were conducted in bulk
for 72 h under vacuum with a three-step

Experimental
Preparation of the catalyst mixtures
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temperature range of 130 °C (24 h), 160 °C (24 h)
and 180 °C (24 h). Pyridine:MSA (1:2) has
demonstrated the best performances for
catalysing the polycondensation reaction. (Table
1.) It is a low-cost component, (around 41.3 €/kg)
commercially available in industrial quantities.
Although it apparently completes all requirements
for industrial up-scaling, pyridine is a toxic
component, causing severe eye, nose, and throat
irritations, with a penetrating and nauseating
odour, and highly flammable.
Thus, less toxic derivatives of pyridine have been
investigated as a suitable option for catalysing the
polycondensation reaction. Two molecules
presenting a similar structure were tested:
Nicotinic acid (Nic.Acid) and nicotinamide
(Nic.Amide). Nic.Acid:MSA (1:2) overpassed the
standard established with TBD, although the final
molecular weight of the polymer obtained is lower
than what was obtained with the mixture based on
pyridine. (Table 1.)
The acid-base mixtures which have demonstrated
the best performances were explored in different
ratios, namely mixtures based on DMAP, NMI,
Pyridine and Nic. Acid. These four molecules were
investigated in mixtures (1:1) and (1:3) with MSA
for catalysing the polycondensation of 1,6hexanediol. As a general observation for all
catalysts, (1:1) mixtures are less efficient than
(1:2) and (1:3). For the non-stoichiometric
mixtures, Nic.Acid:MSA and pyridine:MSA(1:3)
performed the best.

Figure 1. Thermogravimetric analysis of pyridine, MSA, and
Pyridine:MSA mixtures ((1:1), (1:2), and (1:3))

Conclusion
In this work, we demonstrate the ability of various
common organic bases to replace TBD in the
formation of efficient acid-base organocatalyst
together with MSA. The different mixtures were
fully characterised, exhibiting high thermal stability
in various cases. The possibility to make the whole
process more affordable is a key point in the study
of adapting the process to larger production
scales.

The different acid-base organocatalysts were
characterized to corroborate the actual complex
formation and evaluate their thermal stability, i.e.
1H-NMR
spectroscopy,
thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA), and Density Functional Theory
(DFT). In particular, the thermal analyses reveal
that Pyridine:MSA mixtures are thermally stable
up to 200 °C. (Figure 1.)
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techniques to (re)mouId vitrimers. Moreover, for
the exchange reaction to be efficient, many
vitrimers rely on external catalysts.
In this work, we present the synthesis of a dual
dynamic bond network that combines the catalyst
free exchange reactions of vinylogous urethane
and aromatic disulfide functional groups.

Introduction
A key requirement for a transition towards a
circular economy is the development of more
sustainable materials with a longer useful
lifespan. The problem today is that many polymer
materials that are long-lasting lack the ability to
be reprocessed without degrading the material
itself. This is because commonly used
crosslinked polymers, known as thermosets,
have a rigid network of chemically crosslinked
chains which cannot be deformed without
permanent damage to the network. An attractive
chemical strategy to introduce plasticity in crosslinked polymer networks, trying to solve the
recyclability issue of thermosets, is provided by
the insertion of exchangeable chemical bonds,
leading to dynamic cross-links and to the so
called "covalent adaptable networks" or CANs. A
specific sub-group of materials, part of the CANs
family, are the so called “Vitrimers” that base their
exchangeable bonds on an associative nature.1

Experimental
3-bromopropylamine hydrobromide, triethylamine,
di-tert-butyldicarbonate,
1,1′-(1,4phenylene)bis[1,3-butanedione]
Bis(4hydroxyphenyl)disulfide,
Potassium
carbonate,
trifluoroacetic
acid
(TFA)
dichloromethane(DCM),
dimethylformamide
(DMF) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and
used as received.
Synthesis of bis[4-(3aminopropoxy)phenyl]disulfide
Bis[4-(3-aminopropoxy)phenyl]disulfide
was
synthesized in a three step process shown in
Scheme
1.
First,
tert-butyl
3bromopropylcarbamate was synthesized from the
reaction
between
bromopropylamine
hydrobromide and di-tert-butyl dicarbonate. This
molecule was then reacted with bis(4hydroxyphenyl) to give a protected form of the
disulfide monomer. In the final step the protecting
group was removed using trifluoracetic acid to give
bis[4-(3-aminopropoxy)phenyl]disulfide .

Vitrimers behave as classical thermosets at low
temperatures, without significant creep. Only
when heated, network reorganisation will take
place, resulting in a controlled macroscopic flow
without risking structural damage. Thermal
reprocessing can even effectively repair defects,
reminiscent to how classical materials such as
metal or glass can be processed.2 These unique
rheological properties made vitrimers ideally
positioned to improve the sustainability of
polymer materials.
Despite the apparent promise of such materials,
the development of practically useful vitrimers
has proven challenging. In most cases, the extent
of flow at high temperatures has not been
sufficient to use conventional processing
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Scheme 1 Preparation of bis[4-(3aminopropoxy)phenyl]disulfide

substitued product from the mono-substitued one.
After deprotection, this amine-functionalized
disulfide was then used to react with a bis
acetoacetate to obtain the vinylogous urethanes
containing the aromatic disulfide group.
Future work, supported by computational data, will
focus on the effect of different functionalization on
the aromatic rings of the disulfide.For example, the
presence of electron withdrawing group (EWG) in
orto-para position, following reported literature,3,4
decrease the bond dissociation energy. For
comparative sakes, also electron donating group
(EDG) that will increase the bond dissociation
energy, will be introduced.

Synthesis of 1,4-Bis(hydroxymethyl) cyclohexane
bis acetoacetate
1,4-Bis(hydroxymethyl)
cyclohexane
bis
acetoacetate was prepared from 1,4 cyclohexane
dimethanol and tert -butyl acetoacetate in xylene.
The tert - butanol was removed by distillation
during the reaction. The resulting crude product
crystallized upon cooling with ice and consisted of
a 28:72 mixture of the cis - and trans -isomers, as
indicated by the singlets at 4.08 ppm for the cis isomer and 3.97 ppm for the trans-isomer.
Recrystallization of the crude product in
isopropanol yielded 72% of white crystals, which
consisted of 92% of the trans -acetoacetate. White
solid, yield: 72%

1. Huang, S.; Kong, X.; Xiong, Y.; Zhang, X.;
Chen, H. An overview of dynamic covalent
bonds in polymer material and their
application. Eur. Polym. 1. 2020, 141,
110094.

Vitrimer synthesis
Deprotected
disulfide
and
1,4cyclohexanedimethanol bisacetoacetate were
mixed in a vial and heated in an oil bath. The
procedure allowed to obtain a material, that after a
hot-press and a postcure steps, was
homogeneous.

2. Montarnal, D.; Capelot, M.; Leibler, L. Silicalike malleable materials from permanent
organic networks. Science (New York, N.Y.)
2011, 334, 965-968.
3. J. M. Matxain, J. M. Asua and F. Ruipérez,
Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 18, 1758-1770
(2016), doi: 10.1039/C5CP06660C

Results and Discussion
Since vinylogous urethanes are formed using an
acetoacetate moiety and a primary amine,
insertion of primary amines in the disulfide
structure has to be performed. Starting from bis(4hydroxyphenyl) disulfide it is not possible to
perform a nucleophilic substitution (SN2) to
bromopropylcarbamate, since the basic conditions
will induce the intermolecular reaction of the latter.
A protection step of the amine group is then
necessary. The protecting groups of choice for
amine group protection are usually tertbutyloxycarbonyl (Boc) or 9-fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl (Fmoc). In this case, tertbutyloxycarbonyl (Boc) was selected and the
reaction was performed with triethylamine in DCM.

4. Cuminet,. F.; Caillol, S.; Dantras, E.; Ladmiral,
V.; Neighbouring group participation and
internal catalysis effects on exchangeable
covalent bonds: application to the thriving field
on vitrimer chemistry. Macromolecules, 2021,
54, 3927-3961.

Thanks to this step, nucleophilic substitution
reaction
between
the
tert-butyl
3bromopropylcarbamate and bis(4-hydroxyphenyl)
disulfide was performed. Column chromatography
allowed for the separatation of the final di-
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Abstract:
Anaerobic digestion is one of the most widely used alternatives to produce electrical and thermal green energy from the
treatment of organic waste. However, in the relationship between raw material and profitability, it is shown that the
geomembrane liner is the most reliable option to manufacture the material, due to its properties (physical and chemical) and
mechanical resistance. Unfortunately, many of the commercial geomembranes do not perform as required in terms of
thickness, durability, resistance to degradation, and environmental sustainability. Therefore, in this project it is proposed to
improve conventional geomembranes with a combination of polymers from recycled polymer and polylactic acid (PLA) and
SiO2 particles as reinforcement. This work includes, from the chemical and mechanical characterization in the laboratory to
the simulation of molecular interactions between the materials used.

hand, polyolefins use due to their properties in
resistance to fracture, flexibility and chemically
inert are especially useful in reactors [12].

Introduction
Biodigesters use has increased as an alternative
for energy generation and cogeneration, for
sustainable development. [1-2]. This study will
focus on the tubular-type biodigester suitable for
handling high temperatures and volumes [3].
Those bioreactors are composed by an elastic bag
made from polymers which provide a hermetic
design and relatively moisture resistant [4].
However, material design has been changing until
manufacture of polymeric geomembranes
generally composed of flexible polypropylene,
polyvinyl chloride to improve physical and thermal
properties [5]. However, despite the improvements
by geomembranes, problems with their durability,
hard mechanical conditions and degradability
generated by the work environment [6-7].

Furthermore, layers combinations with reinforcing
material and polymer produce large changes in
material properties [13-14]. On the other hand,
Huang et al 2018, use compounds based on SiO2
nanoparitucules, where it has presented molecular
interactions to improve their mechanical
resistance [15-16]. From problematic presented
and solution examples this study will focus on
geomembrane design from polymers and
reinforcement material combination to improve
mechanical, thermal, and chemical properties,
seeking materials use adherence.
Experimental Methods
The experimental program (show in table 1) is
based on the Taguchi design, from orthogonal
arrangements we want to analyse the combination
of polymeric materials (recycled plastic and lowand high-density polyethylene) and synthetic
reinforcements (glass) and particles (SiO2 and
nickel).

Multilayer extrusion to optimize the manufacturing
performance process and to improve
characteristics such moisture resistance, oxygen
barrier and mechanical resistance, through the
combination of different resins and particles
adhesion as reinforcement [8- 9]. Among polymers
used is butylene polysuccinate and polylactic acid
(PLA), as revealed by Tiphaine Messin et al., study
whereby means of crystals reorientation in
amorphous phase improved vapor, moisture, and
gas barrier properties [10-11]. Likewise,
commercially common polymers are used to
obtain improvements in mechanical properties,
especially, high temperatures manage and
excellent adhesion between layers, which
facilitates their manufacture. [8]. On the other

Table 1. geomembrane tests
Materials

Test
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Non-Reinforced
Thermoplastic

Reinforced
Material

Thickness

ASTM D638

ASTM D751

Tensile
properties

ASTM D882

ASTM D751

moisture

ASTM D570

ASTM D570

FTIR

ASTM E168

DSC

ASTM D3418

ASTM E168
ASTM D3418

Regarding to polymer characterization, the FTIR
technique was used with the objective to know the
principal functional group, by discuss the principal
bonds that participate on molecular dynamic. On
the other hand, to evaluate the interaction between
SiO2 nanoparticles with different polymers was
evaluated by Gibbs free energy through the
software Discovery Studio Visualizer.
Figure 2. FTIR for PLA

Results and Discussion

The table 2, resume the principal groups that could
have bonds with the SiO2 nanoparticles.

Results of DSC characterization show on Fig.1,
where it can see two principal polymers, mostly
made up of high-density polyethylene (131.64°C),
followed by smaller amounts of polypropylene
(163.70°C).

Table 2. Functional groups on nylon, PVP and PLA.

The result about molecular dynamics of the
polymers and SiO2 nanoparticles interaction
showing in the figure 3 to 6:

Figure1. DSC for polymer recycled

On the other hand, Fig.1 shows the FTIR test
where it was determined that, according to the
libraries, it has a 70% coincidence with
Polyvinylidene chloride 70.06 Hummel, 68.54 with
Atactic polystyrene, 63, 65% with polypropylene,
along with other polystyrene incidences.

Figure 4. Nylon interaction SiO2 nanoparticles

Figure 5. Acrylic acid interaction SiO2 nanoparticles

Fig. 1. FTIR for polymer recycled

The glass nanoparticles were characterized with
FTIR where absorption points were identified in
the peaks of 3400 cm-1, 1700 cm-1, 1000 cm-1, 750
cm-1, 470 cm-1-. Where a 76% coincidence was
found with the compound silicic acid boric acid
sodium salt, together with traces of
aluminosilicates. The polymers studied was
characterized by FTIR like show on the figure 3,
with the final purpose to identify the principal
functional groups.

Figure 6. Polyvinyl interaction SiO2 nanoparticles

Looking the bonds between the different polymers,
the interaction with polyvinyl present the higher
force between the oxygen and carbon bonds with
a distance 0.402 A, and the ionic force between
nitrogen and oxygen present a distance of 0.471
A, for that PVP is the chosen polymer.
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Introduction
Water-soluble cellulose derivatives are available
via a controlled modification of the cellulose
hydroxyl groups, being methylcellulose (MC),
hydroxypropyl cellulose (HPC), and sodium
carboxymethyl cellulose (NaCMC) some of the
most relevant ones [1]. These biodegradable
cellulose derivatives are extensively used in food
industry, cosmetics, medicine, water treatment,
gels and adhesives. In order to obtain hybrid
materials with specific functional responses,
cellulose derivatives have been reinforced with
nanoparticles as varied as graphene oxide,
bentonite, attapulgite, ZnO or carbon nanotubes
among others. However, few works have been
focused on magnetic nanocomposites. Among all
of the magnetic nanoparticles, iron oxides such
as cobalt ferrite (CoFe2O4) display outstanding
properties as they present a high saturation
magnetization, small coercivity and low toxicity. In
this sense, the combination of the magnetic
properties of cobalt ferrite together with the
inherent electroactive properties of cellulose may
open novel avenues for the development of
environmentally benign multifunctional materials
[2].
The rheological properties of cellulose
derivatives, characterized by a shear thinning
behaviour when dissolved in water, facilitates its
processability via screen printing technology.
Additionally, screen printing results a cost
effective approach in which samples with desired
shapes could be accurately fabricated onto
mechanically flexible substrates [3]. Accordingly,
the aim of this work is to fabricate and
characterize nanocomposite films based on MC,
HPC and NaCMC as a matrix and CoFe2O4 as a

magnetic filler, prepared by doctor blade casting
[1]. Furthermore, the printability of the solutions
comprising 50 wt % was evaluated in a screen
printing process.
Experimental
Freestanding films of three cellulose
derivative/CoFe2O4
nanocomposites
with
nanoparticle concentrations from 5 to 50 wt %
were fabricated by a doctor blade technique. MC,
HPC and NaCMC and CoFe2O4 spherical
nanoparticles (35 − 55 nm) were used as
received. The first step involves nanoparticle
dispersion and cellulose derivatives dissolution in
water. Then, dispersed nanoparticles were
incorporated into the cellulose derivative solution
and the resulting mixture was mechanically
stirred for 1 h. Finally, the mixtures were
deposited with the doctor blade technique onto
clean glass substrates, allowing water
evaporation at room temperature. Magnetic inks
for screen-printing were prepared following the
same method using solutions of a 50 wt % of
CoFe2O4. The inks were printed onto three
different cellulosic papers.
Results and Discussion
Physico-chemical characterization of the
fabricated films was performed. In Fourier
transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, no band
displacement is observed upon the addition of
cobalt ferrite for all of the three hosting matrices,
suggesting that no intermolecular interactions
between MC−HPC−NaCMC and CoFe2O4 exists.
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processing of magnetically active materials based
on renewable materials and aqueous systems.

Furthermore, in SEM images randomly
distributed nanoparticles were observed.
Mechanical properties of the materials have been
evaluated by uniaxial tensile testing. Neat MC
and NaCMC present a semibrittle behaviour
characterized by Young´s modulus of 2620 ± 390
and 1120 ± 140 MPa and elongation at break of
5.4 ± 1.2 and 2.3 ± 0.9%, respectively. On the
contrary, neat HPC shows a semiductile behavior
with a modulus of 600 ± 40 MPa and an
elongation at break of 12.9 ± 3.6%.
The magnetic properties at room temperature of
the fabricated materials have been investigated
using a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) to
explore the potential of such materials for
magnetic applications. Figure 1a depicts
measured hysteresis loops for HPC/ CoFe2O4 for
all of studied compositions. The magnetization
increases linearly with the applied magnetic field
until saturation at ~27.0 emu g−1 for
nanocomposites containing 50 wt % of
nanoparticles (for comparison, the Ms of pure
CoFe2O4 at 1.5 T of applied magnetic field is ∼53
emu g−1) with coercivity values of ∼0.25 T. The
magnetic properties of the different printed
patterns with the same size of 1.17 cm2 of printed
area, onto the three cellulosic substrates were
also evaluated. All three systems present
coercivity values of nearly 0.22 T similarly to
previously results. The hysteresis curves,
represented in Figure 1b, suggest that, in spite of
the applied shear stress by the squeegee upon
screen-printing, CoFe2O4 nanoparticles remain
randomly distributed on the surface of the
cellulosic substrates. The largest Ms reached is of
0.024 emu (0.021 emu cm−2) when the most
porous substrate is used.

Figure 1. a) Hysteresis loops for HPC/CoFe2O4 films and a
photograph of all of the studied compositions. b) Hysteresis
loops for the prints on three different substrates and a
photograph of the screen printed pattern.
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Concluding Remarks
The large amount of cobalt ferrite nanoparticles
incorporated allows fabricating patterns onto
cellulosic substrates having micron-sized pores
which show enough magnetization saturation to
be used in magnetic sensor applications.
Interestingly, taking advantage of the inherent
design flexibility of screen printing process, which
allows obtaining 2D patterns with tuneable
shapes, we provide a strategy for the rapid
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the h-BN treatments

for which four different silane agents were used
carrying different molecular or macromolecular
groups: octadecyl group (Si-C18), propyl amine
group (Si-NH2), polystyrene chain (Si-PS) and
PMMA chain (Si-PMMA). The structures of those
four different grafting agents are reported in
Table 1. Grafted h-BN were introduced in a
PMMA/PA6 blend by melt processing to
investigate the influence of functionalization on
localization of the ceramic particles. The
morphology
of
the
polymer
blend
nanocomposites was characterized by SEM.

Introduction : Polymers are thermally insulating
materials, which limits their use in some specific
fields such as the electronics industry. One way
to improve the thermal conductivity of polymers
is the introduction of a ceramic filler, in particular
hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN), which has
recently gained much attention due to its high
thermal conductivity and low electrical
conductivity [1]. Moreover, by localizing h-BN
platelets in one phase or at the interface of a
polymer blend, the thermal conductivity can be
improved [2]. This localization can be guided by
a chemical modification of the h-BN. In this work
it is proposed to evaluate the impact of the
chemical modification of h-BN for their use in
PMMA/PA6 polymer blend.

Results and Discussion :

Experimental : Different methods to modify hBN particles and improve their affinity with
polymers are proposed. The modification was
performed in two steps: (1) a first hydroxylation
step for which three different routes were used:
calcination, acidic treatment and ball-milling
using gallic acid. And (2) a second grafting step
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Figure 2 : TGA graphs of h-BN and grafted BNO

Table1. Symbols

The modified h-BN samples after
hydroxylation and silane agents grafting were
characterized by TGA (figure 2). A weight loss
was noted for the four grafting agents in
comparison to ungrafted h-BN and therefore
proves the succesful grafting on h-BN sheets.
The hydroxylation and grafting steps were also
caracterized by FTIR. Py GC/MS was also used
to prove the successful grafting with Si-C18 and
Si-PMMA groups. Sedimentation tests in water
were performed to evaluate the surface
modification of h-BN.

Name
h-BN
BNO
BNOCal
Si-C18
Si-NH2
Si-PMMA
Si-PS

BNOCal/SiC18
BNOCal/SiNH2

Hence, in order to orientate the boron nitride
platelets at the interface of the co-continous
PMMA/PA6,
BNOCal/Si-PMMA
were
incorporated at melt state in a PMMA/PA6 blend.
Indeed, it is expected that the PMMA chains
grafted at the edge of the h-BN particles will
allow to improve its affinity with the PMMA matrix
[3]. The micrograph of the polymer blend
nanocomposite containing BNOCal/Si-PMMA
(Figure 3), shows no evolution of the localization
of the functionalized BN that stay in the PA6
phase. However, an evolution in the morphology
of the nanocomposite is observed. Other works
are under investigation to improve this
localization.

BNOCal/Si-PS

BNOCal/SiPMMA

Sample
Hexagonal boron nitride
Hydroxylated boron nitride
Hydroxylated boron nitride obtained
by calcination
Trimethoxyoctadecylsilane
3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane
poly(methylemethacrylate-co-3(triethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate)
poly(styrene-co-3(triethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate)
Calcinated boron nitrid grafted with
trimethoxyoctadecylsilane grafting
agent
Calcinated boron nitrid grafted with 3aminopropyletriethoxysilane grafting
agent
Calcinated boron nitrid grafted with
poly(styrene-co-3(triethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate)
Calcinated boron nitrid grafted with
poly(methylemethacrylate-co-3(triethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate)
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Figure 3 : SEM image of a) PMMA-PA6-hBN 8%wt(longitudinal section), b) PMMA-PA6-BNOCal/Si-PMMA
8%wt- (longitudinal section).
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Introduction
Polymeric nano and microparticles with core-shell
structure have attracted much attention in many
fields such as biomedicine,[1] catalysis,[2]
electronics,[3]
photoluminescence,[4]
and
environment.[5] The diameter of these particles
ranges from several nanometers to several
micrometers depending on the application.
Moreover, the possibility to functionalize their
core plays a significant role in the
abovementioned applications, e.g for drug
delivery, to be able to transport a compound
inside the nanoparticle. For this reason, synthesis
of polymeric nanoparticles of different sizes with
tunable core is of great importance.[6]
Hence, to offer a great variety of nanoparticles
and find a general synthetic path for core-shell
nanoparticles, we report on the synthesis of
different size nanoparticles with a replaceable
group in the core, as depicted in Figure 1. Three
different emulsion polymerization processes were
studied in order to compare the effectiveness of
each. As main monomers, 2-Hydroxyethyl
Methacrylate (HEMA) and pentafluorophenyl
methacrylate (PFMA) were chosen. On the one
hand, HEMA is a monomer widely used in
biomedical applications because it provides great
biocompatibility. On the other hand, PFMA due to
its lipophilic nature will be located mostly in the
core of the nanoparticle and will provide leaving
groups, which offers the possibility of tuning the
core with functionalities.
Finally, it will be determined which of the
synthetic processes is the most effective for this
objective; for this, the structure, the swelling ratio
in different solvents and the hydrolytic
degradation of all the formulations will be studied.

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the preparation of coreshell nanoparticles.

Experimental
Poly(HEMA/PFMA) were synthesized by a batch
process and semi-continuous process in (a) an
oil‐in‐water
(O/W)
microemulsion,
(b)
conventional emulsion and (c) semi-continuous
emulsion system stabilized by the surfactant
sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS). Potassium
persulfate (KPS) was used as an initiator at a
concentration of 2 wt% of the total weight. The
experiment was carried out in a 50‐mL three‐
necked round‐bottomed flask, equipped with a
mechanical
stirrer,
reflux
condenser,
thermometer, and gas inlet. Different amounts of
HEMA and PFMA were added depending on the
formulation. Additionally, the cross-linker N,N'Methylenebisacrylamide (BIS) and SDS were
dissolved in water at 70 °C and purged with
nitrogen for at least 30 min. Polymerization was
initiated with KPS and carried out for 6 h under a
nitrogen stream and constant stirring at 250 rpm.
Finally, the dispersion was purified by dialysis
against deionized water for 1 week, using a
Spectra-Por membrane with a cut-off of 10000
Da. Characterization was performed by dynamic
light scattering (DLS), ζ-potential, fourier
transform infrared spectrometer, fluorine-19
nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy,
hydrogen-1 nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy and small angle X-ray scattering.
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structure of the nanoparticles, the results are
currently being analysed and will be conveniently
presented.

Results and Discussion
Particle sizes of poly(HEMA/PFMA) nanoparticles
were determined by DLS and are shown in Figure
2. A tendency is observed in the average particle
size of poly(HEMA/PFMA)) nanoparticles in
deionized water: by increasing the amount of
pHEMA, the particle diameter increases
progressively, which may be due to the fact that
pHEMA is the most hydrophilic part and therefore
it swells easier in water. Moreover, it can be
observe that semi-batch emulsion polymerization
possess a wider range of sizes compared to the
other two processes.

Figure 3. Surface zeta potential in 10 mM NaCl deionized
water.

In conclusion, three emulsion polymerization
processes have been exposed and compared.
Semi-batch emulsion polymerization appears to
be the process that shows the largest range of
sizes. However, microemulsion polymerization is
the process that suffers the least from hydrolytic
degradation in the entire range of formulations.
Acknowledgements
Figure 2. Average particle size measurement using DLS
measured in deionized water.
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On the other hand, the surface zeta potential
(Figure 3) indicates the hydrolytic degradation of
the compounds. The hydrolysis of the activated
ester in the presence of water generates
methacrylic acid moieties, influencing the
polymer-associated charge [7]. It can be
observed that formulations with less HEMA are
the most influenced by hydrolysis; semi-batch
and conventional emulsion polymerization being
the most affected. However, microemulsion
polymerization is the process that suffers the
least from hydrolytic degradation probably
because this process synthesize nanoparticles
with greater stability, due to the large amount of
stabilizer that is used. For formulations with a
higher amount than 40 wbm% HEMA, hydrolysis
does not have as much effect, presumably
because pPFMA is more effectively located in the
core.
Small angle X-ray scattering studies have been
performed in Alba synchrotron to confirm the
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1

thermogravimetric analysis-TGA and differential
scanning calorimetry-DSC. The variation of the
real and imaginary impedance with frequency has
been studied and the capacitive behaviour of the
films with Nyquist plots

Introduction
In recent years the reduced graphene oxide-rGO
has been a cause for the development of new
technologies in electronic field, particularly in the
area of nanocomposites for electromagnetic
interference shielding, water purification,
capacitive and electrostatic paint and sensing
[1,2].

This study shows the electrical impedance
characteristic
of
PVDF/PMMA/rGO
nanocomposite films and correlated thermal
properties.

Poly (vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF), PVDF is the
most popular piezoelectric and ferroelectric
polymer. It is well known that the best piezoelectric
properties are correlated with the molecular
structure of the polymer, which control crystalline
phase formation, and its orientation [3]. The
addition of rGO can strongly affect the polar β- and
γ-phases formation, responsible for the
piezoelectric effect. In this work, the polar
crystalline PVDF phase was favoured by the
presence of rGO, as well by the blending with poly
(methyl
methacrylate)
(PMMA),
thermodynamically miscible with PVDF over a
wide range of compositions [4]. Moreover, it has
been published the addition of PMMA tends to
promote crystallization in β-phase [5]. In our study
the effect of the blending route in the crystallization
was analysed.

Experimental
Materials and chemicals
PVDF (Mw=275.000) and PMMA (Mw=120.000)
was purchased from Sigma Aldrich.
Sample preparation
The obtained rGO was completely synthesized via
a modified Hummer method involves three steps:
graphite oxidation or intercalation, exfoliation and
thermal reduction.
The polymers were dissolved in N,N
dimethylacetamide (DMAC). This mixture was
rigorously stirred on a magnetic stirrer for 24 h at
room temperature. The rGO was added in
dispersion (using and ultrasonic cleaning device
for 1 h), and dissolved in the blend solution and
stirred on magnetic stirrer for 2h. Blend solution
were precipitated in methanol subsequently
filtered and dried under vacuum for 12h and 60ºC.

The dispersion status of reduced graphene oxide
(rGO) within polymer blends was examined by
scanning
electron
microscopy-SEM
on
cryofractured surface (liquid nitrogen). Thermal
properties
were
investigated
through
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The DSC test results (Figure 2) indicate that the
PVDF crystal phase formation required at least
50%wt of PVDF, and higher PVDF concentration
increased the melting temperature and got
narrower the peak.

DMS Xplore 15 microcompounder of DMS
corporate was used to melt blend PVDF with
PMMA. The temperatures for three zones on the
extruder and the die were set to 210ºC, 200ºC and
200 ºC, respectively. Pure PVDF and Pure PMMA
were also extruded through the twin-screw
extruder in order to keep the thermo-mechanical
history the same for all samples to be analysed.
The concentrations of the blends are listed in
Table 1.
The films were produced through hot pressing on
Fontijne presses TP400 (200ºC and 120kN)
Table 1. Compositions of the blends prepared

Blend

PVDF/PMMA

Concentration
(wt%)
100/0, 70/30,
50/50, 30/70,
0/100

Nanoreinforced
(wt%)
0
0.5

Figure 2. DSC analysis of 0/100, 30/70, 50/50, 70/30 and
100/0 PVDF/PMMA blends.
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with different Tg latexes were synthesized by semibatch emulsion polymerization. A ratio of 49/49/2
of MMA/BA/MAA was chosen for the low Tg latex
and 98/2 of MMA/MAA for high Tg one. Once both
latexes were synthesized, a 30/70 blend of soft
and hard latex was made by mechanical stirring.
This blend had a MFFT of 67.7 °C, well above
room temperature.

Introduction
Waterborne latex binders require the
occurrence of water evaporation, particle
deformation and particles interdiffusion before a
continuous and homogenous film is obtained from
them.[1] For these steps to happen, the film
formation temperature must be above the Tg of the
polymers, which makes difficult to obtain hard films
at room temperature.[1, 2]
Addition of coalescing aids (CA) has been
adopted as an effective solution to act as
temporary plasticizers of the polymer chains
during film formation. CAs create unoccupied
space for polymer chains in order to reduce both
the Tg of the polymer and subsequently their
minimum film formation temperature (MFFT). [1]
However, these CAs are emitted from the film
during film formation, and its release rate affect the
film formation efficiency and the properties of the
film left behind. The CA emission from interior
architectural coatings has been studied in the
literature, and it has been concluded that it is
controlled by two physical processes; evaporation
and diffusion.[3,4] Fu et al. reported that the blend
of latexes with low and high Tg particles creates a
continuous pathway for facilitating CA release
during film formation.[5]
Consequently, in this study, the selection of
soft Tg (7 °C) and hard Tg (107 °C) polymer phases
was done to produce blends, hybrids and block
copolymer with 30(soft) / 70 (hard) ratio of both
polymer phases. Two CAs (Texanol and Butyl
diglycol (BDG)) were added separately to such
latexes and their release along time was
monitored, as well as the final mechanical
properties of the films.

Synthesis of hybrid polymer particles
The soft/hard ratio of 30/70 was also selected
to synthesize the hybrid latex via semi-batch
emulsion polymerization. Lower Tg phase was
synthesized first and used as seed to grow with the
higher Tg phase.
Synthesis of block copolymer particles
The block copolymer (ratio 30/70) was
synthesized with 2-Cyano-2-propyl benzodithioate; CPBD) as RAFT agent. First hard block
of ‘PMMA polymer’ was synthesized via batch
miniemulsion polymerization. The soft second
block copolymer was synthesized by seeded
semi-batch emulsion polymerization, using the
first block polymer latex as seed. GPC
measurements of both blocks confirmed the
block copolymer structure, with an average
molecular weight of 39,000 g/mol for the first
block and 46,000 g/mol for the block copolymer.
Addition of CAs to the latexes
10 wt% based on latex content of Texanol or
BDG were added to the different latexes (blends,
hybrids and block copolymers), in order to study
the effect of different hydrophilicity of the CAs on
their release, the MFFT of the films and their final
mechanical properties.
Results and Discussion
All latexes had conversions over 99%, particle
sizes in the range 95 - 144 nm, and average solids
content of 33 %. The MFFT of the films was first
measured (Table 1). “Visual MFFT” and
“Mechanical MFFT” are reported as the MFFT

Experimental
Synthesis and blends of latexes with single Tg
Poly (methyl methacrylate / butyl acrylate/
methacrylic acid) (P(MMA/BA/MAA)) copolymers
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presenting harder properties, while the film
produced with the block copolymer and Texanol as
CA produced much softer films.

found visually and the one in which the scratch
with a spatula encounters a continuous film and
not a powdery one. It can be justified as a
consequence of a completely honeycomb
structure of particles deformed but without
interdiffusion between each particle below the
“Mechanical MFFT”. No differences are found
between the both MFFTs in the case of the films
without CAs. On the other hand, the MFFT is
reduced and in some cases, a difference is found
between the Visual (lower) and the Mechanical
(higher) MFFT when the CAs are added to the
latexes.

Figure 2. Tensile properties of blend, hybrid and
block copolymer films with 10 wt% CAs addition

Table 1. Summary the results for the MFFT measurements

Conclusions
In conclusion, lower MFFTs were obtained for
all latexes with CAs addition, even if the time
needed for film formation was increased. The
quantification of CAs remaining in the different
films was also carried out, and it was seen that
Texanol was eliminated faster from the films than
BDG. On the other hand, higher hydrophilicity and
slower evaporation rate of BDG in these films
enables blend and hybrid films to be formed at RT.
The films formed from the Hybrid 30/70 presented
higher mechanical properties than their
corresponding Blend and block copolymer films.

The evolution of the fraction of coalescing aids
remaining in the different latex films at room
temperature was measured by GC (Figure 1).
Texanol was faster released from the films than
BDG. On the other hand, block copolymer latex
films showed a faster CA release both for Texanol
and BDG.
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Figure 1. Evolution of the fraction of coalescing aids
remaining in the films of ratio (30/70) latexes with
(a) 10%Texanol and (b) 10%BDG.

In any case, just the films produced with BDG
plasticizer produced a continuous film of Blend
(30/70) and Hybrid (30/70) latexes at room
temperature, probably due to the longer quantity
of BDG remaining in the film. On the other hand,
both Texanol and BDG allowed to produce a
continuous film out of 30/70 block copolymer latex.
The mechanical properties of these four films were
tested (Figure 2). Hybrid (30/70) film was the one
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its reinforcing with some nanoparticles such as
nanoclays or nanocrystals.

Introduction
Food packaging plastic demand, along with the
general plastic demand, is increasing everyday.
The advantages of the use of plastics are wellknown: a reduction in the weight and cost
products, easy manufacture and high production,
etc. [1]. Nonetheless, and although the most
common plastics used in food packaging,
polyethylene (PE), polypropylene (PP) and
polyethylene terephthalate (PET), are all of them
completely recyclable, the recyclability tax is not
enough to avoid its impact in the environment:
through controlled and uncontrolled landfill or in
the case of energy recover that enhances the
production of climatic change gases.

Besides, this reinforcement could be obtained
through different technologies, it is necessary that
the new material could be processed, and have to
pass at least the requirements specified in the EU
regulation 1935/2004 for food contact materials. In
this work, 2 and 4% nanoclays reinforced PLA
nanocomposites were tested under migration to
confirm its suitability to pass the EU regulation.
Afterwards, its processing and mechanical
performance will be analysed by means of a
product simulation. Finally, a life cycle assessment
(LCA) of the materials will be performed
considering its final use as compostable in order
to assure the sustainability of these materials
against the common used.

EU has made an effort to reduce or avoid these
single use plastics. Nonetheless, these kind of
plastics are necessary in our society. Thus,
another solution is required to avoid a higher
environmental impact. In this sense, biobased and
biodegradable plastics have attracted the attention
due to its biodegradable capacities [2].
Biodegradable plastics can be compostable under
certain conditions obtaining a revalorised residue
while avoiding the plastics environmental
disadvantages. One of the most promising
candidates for food packaging is polylactic acid
(PLA). However, PLA shows lower barrier
properties in comparison with common used
plastic. It is necessary to improve these properties
to be used in the food industry. It can be done by

Experimental Methods
Bentonite nanoclays (Sigma Aldrich, Spain) were
used as reinforcement for PLA (PLA Ingeos
Biopolymer 3251D, Nature Works, The
Netherlands) were previously produced by means
of a masterbatch compounding method and
transformed using a injection mould equipment.
Films produced for the migration test were
obtained through a hot-press equipment (Fortjine,
Neetherlands). Migration essay was performed
following the EU 10/2011 regulation for plastics.
Samples were tested in acetic acid (Simulant B)
and at 20ºC for 10 days (conditions for refrigerated
materials). The mechanical performance and LCA
were performed in a food tray product using the
SolidWorks software. The digital mock-up of the
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Conclusions

food tray was prepared taking a commercial one
as a reference.

PLA nanocomposites passed one of the main
requirements for the food packaging industry.
Moreover, the analysis of the mechanical
performance and LCA demonstrated its suitability
to be used for this industry in a real product.

Results and Discussion
The migration test showed that all the materials
will pass this requirement of the EU regulation.
The digital mock-up prepared from a commercial
food tray is shown in Figure 1:
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Figure 1. Digital mock-up from the commercial food tray.

Mechanical assessment was evaluated using the
analysis package and introducing the mechanical
properties of the prepared materials. A force of 1kg
was applied in the bottom of the food tray while the
subjection was applied in the shorter lateral faces
of the tray. Results were given in safety factor and
deformation. An example of the results obtained in
deformation, the force direction (blue arrows) and
subjections (green arrows) are shown in Figure 2:

Figure 1. Deformation results obtained from the software
simulation.

The mechanical assessment showed the
suitability of all the studied materials to replace in
terms of mechanical performance the commonly
used PE, PP and PLA. Moreover, the
environmental testing demonstrated the
sustainability of these materials, still when no
recycling was considered for PLA materials.
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be competitive towards other common plastics
used in food packaging. To achieve it,
nanomaterials as nanoclays can play a major role.
Nanoclays reinforcement has shown improvement
in barrier properties at low contents when they are
correctly dispersed and exfoliated or intercalated
in some degree [3]. Ensure this effect is difficult in
direct melting systems and increasing the steps in
the process or modify the processability
equipment will increase dramatically the cost of
the product being unsustainable for the market.

Introduction
Plastic industry is essential in food packaging. Its
use and application have a major role in the
current industry and also in the innovation and
development of this field. Its lightness and easy
processability, allowing to obtain a large variety of
forms and products, has made them
indispensable. The food packaging sector
consumed around the 8.2 million tonnes of the
consumed plastic in Europe (51.2 million tonnes)
in 2018 that represents around 16% of the total
demand, which is increasing annually [1].
Nonetheless, a huge part of these plastics is nonbiobased and no biodegradable and while they
have generally a high recyclability, it is not usually
done due to incorrect recovery or the incapacity of
the recycling plants to process all the material. In
Europe, with a post consumed plastics recovery of
29.1 million tonnes, around the 25% of the
collected plastics ended in controlled landfills [2].
Besides, as these materials are no biodegradable,
they will last millions of years there. One of the
proposed solutions, is the use of biobased and
biodegradable polymers.

In this work a two steps process for the
nanocomposites compounding is proposed using
a masterbatch-based technology. This technology
is commonly applied for colorants and other
additives and does not represent a significant
impact in the cost and sustainability of the product.
Moreover, the materials were processed into thinlayer trays to be considered as packaging for fresh
food.
Experimental Methods
Nanocomposites materials using bentonite
nanoclays (Sigma Aldrich, Spain) and PLA (PLA
Ingeos Biopolymer 3251D, NatureWorks, The
Netherlands) were produced preparing a
masterbatch compound with a 22%wt of
nanoclays in a Brabender® plastograph mixing
machine (Duisburg, Germany) at 195ºC and
45rpm. Afterwards, the required quantity of the
masterbatch for produce 2, 4 and 8%wt
nanocomposites was added to PLA and later
compounded in a Gelimat Kinetic Mixer (New

However, as biobased and biodegradable are one
interesting option in the field, its properties and
production capacities are still far from the common
plastics. One the most promising biopolymer is
PLA (polylactic acid), which shows a good
mechanical performance and processability and
its production capacity has been growing
unstoppable for the last years. Nevertheless, the
barrier properties of PLA need to be improved to
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nanoreinforced composites presented higher
tensile properties and inclusive a mechanical
reinforcing effect which is directly related with an
exfoliated effect. In the DSC, the presence of the
nanoclays shifted the glass transition temperature
to higher temperatures and reduced the
crystallinites of the polymer matrix.

Jersey, USA). For comparison, 4wt%
nancomposite was directly obtained by means of
the Brabender® plastograph mixing machine.
The composites were characterised by means of
X-ray diffraction (XRD), Differential Scanning
Calorimetry (DSC), Thermogravimetrical analysis
(TGA) and tensile testing. Finally, the material was
processed by thermoforming applying vacuum.

Thin layer trays were obtained by thermoforming
obtaining thickness close to 100µm that can be
considered optimal for food packaging.

Results and Discussion

Intensity (a.u.)

The composites were correctly prepared and its
dispersion efficiency in the masterbatch sample
was analysed by means of XRD:

Figure 2. Sample of composite processed in the shape of
food trays.

Concluding remarks
Masterbatch process showed a better dispersion
effect of the nanoclays in PLA nanocomposites.
Moreover, the inclusion of an additional step in the
manufacture process do not produce any negative
effect in the resulting material. The material has
enough fluidity to be processed by thermoforming
to produce trays for food contact.

PLA+4N%Direct
PLA+4N%Masterbatch
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Figure 1. XRD pattern of 4% nanocomposite prepared
through direct and masterbatch technologies

Figure 1 shows a reduction of the nanoclays
intensity peaks (around 6º) and a clearly reduction
of the PLA crystallinity (15ºC) when the
masterbatch methodology is applied. It is
expected an intercalated and exfoliated materials
which loss the ordered structure in nanoclays and
the correct dispersion of platelets could inhibit
crystal growing in PLA. The results agreed with the
observed in the mechanical and thermal
characterization. Besides, the addition of the
masterbatch step did not produce a negative effect
in the thermal stability of the material analysed by
TGA.
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hotplate at 40 °C, the reaction was carried out at
200 °C for 4h under dynamic vacuum. Finally, the
membranes were hot-pressed at 160 °C with 5 Nm
torque.
For the second route, first lithium chloride and
indium chloride were weighted (molar ratio 3:1)
and dissolved in deionized water. The water was
evaporated at 60 °C using rotary evaporator and
the sample was subsequently dried under vacuum
at 200 °C for 4h. The as-prepared lithium indium
chloride was grinded in mortar and dispersed in
toluene (1 g/ml). Styrene-ethylene-butylenestyrene (SEBS) polymer solution in toluene (15%)
was added with different polymer content in
composition. The mixtures were poured on Teflon
plates and left dry on the hotplate at 40 °C,
overnight at 50 °C under dynamic vacuum and
hot-pressed at 160 °C with 5 Nm torque to obtain
blend hybrid solid electrolytes.
Membranes preparation were carried out under
inert Ar or N2 atmosphere.

Introduction
The recent progress in developing the suitable
material for all solid-state lithium metal batteries
(ASSBs), in which the flammable liquid electrolyte
is substituted with inorganic, polymer or hybrid
electrolyte, presents promising solutions in the
energy storage field. A great interest in solid
hybrid electrolytes (based on blends or physical
mixtures) have led to overcome the limitations of
both material family (inorganic and polymer
electrolytes). However, combining inorganic
electrolyte and polymer matrix still faces many
challenges, like good integration of components,
processing, scalability, etc. [1]. Here, we study two
synthetic routes (in situ synthesis of Li3InCl6 and
pre-synthetized Li3InCl6) to develop hybrid
electrolytes based on polymers (such as SEBS,
HNBR, etc.) and Li3InCl6 electrolytes. Moreover,
we study the effect of the synthetic routes on the
mechanical and electrochemical properties.
Experimental
For Li3InCl6 in-situ synthesis, lithium chloride and
indium chloride were weighted (molar ratio 3:1)
and dissolved in deionized water. The water was
evaporated at 60 °C using rotary evaporator and
dried overnight at 40 °C under vacuum.
Subsequently, Li3InCl6·xH2O was grinded in
mortar, dispersed in toluene (1 g/ml) and mixed
with styrene-ethylene-butylene-styrene (SEBS)
polymer solution in toluene (15%) with different
polymer content in the composition. The mixture
was poured on Teflon plate and left dry on the

Figure 1. Hybrid composite electrolyte membrane.

Results and Discussion
The obtained solid-state electrolytes presented
excellent mechanical and ionic conductivity
properties (≥ 10-4 mS/cm) at room temperature.
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This study suggests the importance of the
synthetic route and provide a design strategy for
scalable production of ASSBs.
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Introduction

Experimental

Control of the morphology in multiphase polymer
systems is a key parameter to tailor the final
properties of the product. Different studies in
thermoplastic polymer blends clearly have shown
that the phase separation processes can be used
as a tool to create well dispersed nanoparticles in
3D, potentially resulting in more effective
percolation as compared to a monophasic system
[1][2]. The addition of nanoparticles to thermosetbased polymer blends may be also to be an
interesting route to obtain microstructured
thermosets through thermodynamic phaseseparation and self-assembly, although size and
shape of the morphologies obtained (from matrixdomain to cocontinuous), and subsequently the
distribution of the nanoparticles, are limited.
Interesting polyhedral continuous structures with
very low modifier contents can be accomplished in
thermoplastic (TP) blends by using preformed
polymer latexes [3], but this approach is not
applicable
to
thermoset-based
blend
nanocomposites, in which morphologies are
modulated by reaction-induced phase separation
processes and phase-inverted structures require
high amounts of TP modifier. In this work, we
follow a different approach. Thermoset-based
blends have been prepared by mixing a TP
polymer (PMMA or PSU) with an immiscible but
reactive bicomponent system (epoxy and
aminosiloxane), both components gradually interdiffuse as curing progresses. In order to facilitate
the formation of interconnected percolated
networks to enhance the electrical, thermal, and
mechanical properties synergistically, functional
bidimensional nanoparticles (graphene and
MXenes) were added to thermoset/TP blends.
Hybrid-filler three-dimensional systems were
formed with polyhedral epoxy domains with
TP/rGO concentrated at the interfaces.

DGEBA-based resin and a synthesized
aminosiloxane oligomer were used as thermoset
monomers. Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)
and polysulfone (PSU) have been used as TP
modifiers. Reduced graphene oxide (rGO) and
MXene flakes were obtained in our laboratory form
graphite and MAX phases, respectively.
Thermoset-based blend nanocomposites were
prepared in two steps. First, the corresponding
nanofiller (rGO or MXenes) was dispersed into the
epoxy precursor (via solvent and stirring with
sonication) or into the TP modifier. In the last case,
coprecipitation from homogeneous solutions was
used to prepare TP/nanoparticle blends. These
blends were then dispersed in DGEBA.
In the second step, the formulations were cured
with a perfunctionalized aminosiloxane through
reactive compatibilization.
Results and Discussion
Polyhedral epoxy domains with TP/rGO
concentrated at the interfaces were obtained. The
morphology of the nanocomposites has been
analysed and interpreted. Figure 1 shows an
example of the morphology generated when a low
content of PMMA is added.
The final morphology may be easily customised
modifying the curing temperature, rGO or MXene
content or its degree of functionalization. The
architectures obtained in this work have been
observed previously in nanocomposites obtained
from polymer microspheres or latexes but not for
in-situ polymerized thermosets.
Mechanical and functional evaluation (electric
conductivity) of the nanocomposites have been
done. The best performance in both the
mechanical properties and the conductivity has
been obtained when TP continuous morphologies
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were obtained, in which the nanoparticles were
embedded in the TP-rich phase or at the interface
creating a percolated network.
Depending on the location of the nanoparticle and
the degree of interconnectivity, the final properties
of the material can vary considerably. By tailoring
polymer-nanoparticle interactions, selective
localisation of rGO or MXene at the interface of cocontinuous morphology was obtained and
consequently an enhance of the electrical
conductivity at a low percolation threshold.

Figure 1. Morphology (SEM) of DGEBA/PAMS with 0,5 %
rGO without PMMA (top) and with low content of PMMA
(bottom).
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polyethylene and syndiotactic polypropylene (PEb-sPP). The two crystallizable PE and sPP
components have been epitaxially crystallized on
two different crystalline substrates, that is, crystals
of p-terphenyl (3Ph) and benzoic acid (BA) [5].

Introduction
Crystallization and phase separation in the melt in
semicrystalline block copolymers (BCPs) compete
in defining the final solid-state structure and
morphology [1]. Different morphologies are
possible depending on the composition of the
BCP, the crystallization and glass transition
temperatures of blocks and the order-disorder
transition temperature. Various structures are
obtained depending on which process between
crystallization and phase separation occurs first. In
crystalline-crystalline block copolymers the
crystallization of the first block may define the final
morphology or be modified by the subsequent
crystallization of the other block [2].
BCPs containing blocks based on crystallizable
stereoregular polyolefin have been synthesized
only recently thanks to the development of metalbased insertion polymerization methods able to
ensure a high stereochemical control in living
olefin polymerization [3]. The presence of a
crystallizable component can be exploited for
controlling the final morphology through the control
of crystallization and orientation of the crystals.
Epitaxial crystallization on suitable crystalline
substrates represents a method to obtain ordered
morphologies in thin polymer films by inducing
preferred orientations of crystals. [4]. Driving
crystallization of specific polymorphic forms of
polymers is of interest to tailor material’s
properties. In this work we report a study of the
structure and morphology of crystalline-crystalline
BCP composed of blocks of crystallizable

Experimental
Materials
The sample of PE-b-sPP has been prepared with
a living organometallic catalyst, bis[N-(3-tertbutylsalicylidene)-2,3,4,5,6-pentafluoroanilinato]titanium(IV)
dichloride,
activated
with
methylalumoxane (MAO) [6]. The sample PE-bsPP has a total molecular mass Mn = 22000 with
Mw/Mn = 1.2, 16 wt% of PE, evaluated from 13C
NMR spectrum, and PE volume fraction fPE= 18%,
Methods
Calorimetric measurements (DSC-822 Mettler
Toledo) were performed under flowing N2 at
heating and cooling rates of 10°C/min. X-ray
powder diffraction profiles were obtained with Nifiltered CuKα radiation with X-Pert diffractometer
(by Panalytical). Thin films (thickness lower than
50 nm) of PE-b-sPP sample have been epitaxially
crystallized onto crystals of p-terphenyl (3Ph) or
benzoic acid (BA) and then carbon-coated under
vacuum in an EMITECH K950X evaporator. To
improve contrast, the thin films were decorated
with gold nanoparticles by vacuum evaporation
and condensation. Transmission electron
microscope (TEM) images in bright field mode
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were taken in a FEI TECNAI G2 200kV S-TWIN
microscope (electron source with LaB6 emitter).

TEM morphology of epitaxially crystallized films
Epitaxial crystallization of PE-b-sPP copolymer
onto the (001) surface of 3Ph should give a single
orientation of sPP lamellae [7] and a double
orientation of PE lamellae [8]. A single orientation
of PE lamellae is expected by crystallization onto
the (001) face of BA [9]. The TEM images of Figure
1 show that a single orientation is, instead,
observed on both substrates, revealing the
sequence of crystallization events. The sPP block
crystallizes first onto 3Ph defining the overall
morphology and PE crystallizes after in the
confined inter-lamellar sPP regions. Instead, PE
block crystallizes first onto BA defining the overall
morphology and sPP crystallizes after in the
confined inter-lamellar PE regions. These data
show that epitaxial crystallization on suitable
substrates offers a mean to produce oriented
nanostructures and morphologies of BCP
depending on the BCP composition and on the
substrates.

Results and Discussion
Structural and thermal characterization
The X-ray diffraction profiles show that in both asprepared and melt-crystallized samples of PE-bsPP the sPP block crystallizes in the stable form I
and the PE block crystallizes in the orthorhombic
form. The DSC heating curves reveal that crystals
of PE and sPP melt at different temperatures, at
124 °C and 137 °C, respectively. The two blocks
crystallize from the melt by cooling at controlled
rate (10 °C/min) almost simultaneously and only
one exothermic peak is observed in the DSC
cooling curve. However, diffraction profiles
recorded during cooling have demonstrated that
the longer sPP block crystallizes first.
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These nanoparticles are expected to be used in
further applications like biological fluorescence
labelling and in optoelectronics.

Introduction
Research on zinc oxide (ZnO) quantum dots has
received considerable interest due to their
photoluminescent properties and nanoscale
size.[1] Being an inexpensive material and
environmentally friendly makes them an attractive
option for their applications in the biological
field.[1]

Experimental
Synthesis of homopolymers and block
copolymers. The polymers were synthesized by
RAFT polymerization, at 70 °C, using CDTPA as
RAFT agent and ACVA as thermal initiator.
Different ratios of RAFT agent/monomer and
different reaction times were set in order to obtain
polymers and block copolymers of different
molecular weight.

However, and despite the biotechnological
interest of ZnO QDs, very few studies have been
conducted using polymers for their synthesis and
stabilization.[2] The combination of well-defined
polymers with inorganic nanoparticles allow to
obtain nanohybrids with an advanced level of
architectures that makes them particularly
attractive for the fabrication of devices with
optical, mechanical or electronic properties
susceptible to advanced applications in
biomedicine, catalysis, photonics, energy storage
and conversion systems.[3] Therefore, the aim of
this work focuses on the synthesis of fluorescent
ZnO@QDs, using different polymers with
hydroxyl groups as ligands in order to obtain
stable particles in the nanoscale. Well-defined
hydroxylated polymers and block copolymers
were synthesized by RAFT polymerization in
order to establish the influence of the molecular
weight and architecture on the colloidal and
photophysical properties of the ZnO@QDs. In
addition, organosilanes were used, alone and in
combination with the hydroxylated polymers to
improve their colloidal stability in aqueous and
organic media.

Synthesis of fluorescent zinc oxide quantum dots.
The synthesis of the QDs was achieved via solgel method,[4] at 30 °C in an ultrasonic bath,
using zinc acetate as the precursor reagent in
ethanol, KOH for the basic medium of the
reaction and polymers and silanes for the surface
modification. An illustrative example of the
reaction is displayed in Scheme 1.
Characterization. The chemical structures of the
polymers were monitored by NMR (Bruker 400)
and FTIR (Perkin-Elmer Spectrum Two).
Molecular weight and dispersity by size exclusion
chromatography (SEC) in DMF. Size and
morphology by dynamic light scattering (DLS) in
a Zetasizer Nano ZS and transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) in a JEOL JEM 2100. The
characterization and optical properties were
carried out by UV-Vis (NanoDrop One) and
fluorescence spectroscopy (Perkin Elmer FL6500
spectrophotometer).
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of block copolymers and ZnO QDs
nanohybrids.

Results and Discussion
RAFT polymerization resulted in polymers and
amphiphilic block copolymers with low dispersity.
A great improvement of the emitted fluorescence
intensity was observed in the polymer-coated
ZnO QDs with respect to those uncoated, as
illustrated in Figure 1A.
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) (Figure 1B)
reveals the important effect of the capping in the
formation of ZnO QDs. With polymer coating in all
the cases, the hydrodynamic size was under 6
nm, whereas large aggregates were observed in
the bare ZnO QDs. The nanoscale size of the
coated quantum dots was confirmed by the
transmission electron microscopy (Figure 1C),
where particles around 3 and 4 nm of diameter
were observed.
In addition to impart colloidal stability,
hydroxylated polymers enhanced the Quantum
Yield (QY) of fluorescence; some of the polymer
properties as molecular weight, hydrophobic/
hydrophilic balance and architecture exhibited an
important role on the photophysical properties of
the ZnO@QDs as can be observed in Figure 1D.
Finally, the use of organosilanes in combination
with the hydroxylated polymers resulted in a great
improvement of the water stability without
detriment of fluorescence over long period of
time.

Figure 1. (A) Absorbance (dashed lines) and emission
fluorescence (λexc = 365 nm) (solid lines) bands of coated
and non-coated ZnO quantum dots. (B) DLS number mean
size distribution curves for EtOH dispersions of polymer
coated ZnO QDs. (C) TEM images corresponding to
polymer coated ZnO QDs. (D) Fluorescence quantum yield
(ФF) (λexc = 365 nm) of non-coated and polymer coated
QDs.
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has been used natural rubber (NR), dicumyl
peroxide (DCP) as vulcanization agent and other
ingredients to accelerate vulcanization process.

Introduction
Elasticity in rubber materials depends on different
molecular parameters that define the network
structure. Crosslinks and entanglements have an
effect that is already considered in different ways
in the diverse rubber elasticity theories. Different
experimental approaches to characterize those
parameters are mechanical tests, swelling
experiments and more recently double quantum
nuclear magnetic resonance (1H DQ-NMR). The
analysis of those experiments is based on different
assumptions and theoretical approaches,
reducing the consistence of the so-obtained
results.

The set of compounds prepared includes 5
compounds that increase its DCP fraction from 1
phr to 3 phr (see Table 1Table 1. Rubber recipes.) to
observe differences in the molecular structure of
the vulcanized compounds without variations due
to the elastomeric matrix.
Table 1. Rubber recipes.

NR (phr)

100
100
100
100
100

The main purpose of this work is to unify for the
first time those approaches in order to work under
just one physical framework as independent as
possible from the experiments. This will lead us to
a new methodology for the analysis that allows to
combine those experimental techniques for a
better quantification of structural parameters as
crosslink and entanglement density. Moreover, it
could set the effect of other important parameters
as network defects (dangling chain ends and
loops) and spatial distribution of crosslinks (not
considered in the rubber elasticity theories) in the
physical properties of rubber materials [1].

DCP (phr)
1
1.5
2
2.5
3

Once the optimum vulcanization time (t95) is
calculated for each compound, the samples are
vulcanized that time at 160 ºC.
Then the compounds have been characterized
using a combination of experimental techniques.
Attending to the nature of these compounds the
experimental techniques used were tensile tests
and 1H DQ-NMR experiments.
1H

DQ-NMR experiment provides information
about the spatial distribution of crosslinks, the
heterogeneity of the molecular network structure
and the fraction of defects. With the combination
of the data of NMR experiment and the tensile test

Experimental
Rubber samples are prepared in two rollers mixing
mill attending to a particular recipe. For this work it
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it is possible to obtain information about the
crosslink density, the diameter of the potential tube
that depends on the entanglement contribution
and the mobility of crosslinks that depends on
these two factors mentioned above.
Results and Discussion
Crosslink density increases with the amount of
DCP, as expected. This is due to the presence of
an increasing crosslinking probability during the
vulcanization process, caused for the amount of
DCP added. It is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 2. Variation of microstructure factor.

Finally, the new methodology could be used to
characterize filled compounds. Filled rubbers need
more parameters and effects to take into
consideration to be quantitatively characterized,
such as filler-rubber interactions or Payne effect. It
could be also possible to evaluate the processes
of devulcanization on recycled rubber compounds
[3].

Figure 1. Crosslink density as a function of DCP fraction.

The authors acknowledge financial support
coming from National Research Council (CSIC)
and the call Garantía Juvenil CAM 2019
(Ref.37631) for FMS.

Microstructure factor [2] is defined as the mobility
of the crosslinks and the two classical limits to this
factor are 1 for the affine model (maximum
restrictions to the movement) and 0.5 for the
phantom model (no restrictions to mobility and free
crosslink movement). This factor can be computed
easily:

Where

√
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(1)

(2)
Where
is the molecular weight between two
consecutive crosslinks and
is the molecular
weight analogous to entanglements.
In Figure 2 it is shown the variation between
microstructure factor and the relationship between
entanglement density and the crosslink density, it
can be observed a clear correlation between the
two classical limits already mentioned.
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Introduction
Motivated by the promise of low-cost production of
conformable electronic devices, e.g., organic solar
cells (OSCs), organic light-emitting diodes
(OLEDs), thermoelectric modules, and organic
electrochemical transistors (OECTs), etc.,
semiconducting polymers are attracting great
interest from both academic and industrial sectors.
In the present work, a combination of fast scanning
chip calorimetry (FSC) and x-ray scattering
techniques was employed to investigate the
crystallization kinetics of semiconducting PFO thin
films from two different initial states, namely an
isotropic melt state and a semi-ordered liquid
crystalline state. The additional influence of the
different initial states on the resulting structure of
the thin films was also investigated via different
microscopy techniques and corelated to the photophysical properties of the material. The work
points out the importance of the crystallization
mechanism on the thin-film properties of
semiconducting polymers and encourages further
research to develop a deeper understanding of
structure-function relations in these materials.

constant flow rate. The STARe software was used
to analyse the data. The thermal protocols
essentially consisted in recording heat flow rates
during heating of the sample crystallised at a given
temperature for different times. The selected
heating and cooling rates for FSC used were 4,000
K/s. WAXS experiments were conducted at the
BL11 NCD-SWEET beamline at ALBA
Synchrotron Radiation Facility (Spain). The thin
films were typically exposed for 1–5 s to an X-ray
beam at an incidence angle of 0.121 with a
wavelength of 0.998 Å to ensure surface
sensitivity.
Results and Discussion
Once we established the temperature
conditions for our crystallization experiments,
we investigated the kinetics from the disordered
isotropic (IS) and the ordered liquid crystalline
nematic states (LC). in Figure 1, plots of relative
crystallinity versus time and their respective fits to
the Avrami equation are shown. Table 1 lists the
experimentally determined value which is
proportional to the relative crystallization rate
taken at 20% (1/τ20%) and the inverse of the
induction time (1/to). Interestingly, when
comparing at the same Tc when crystallizing from
an isotropic melt state to that when crystallizing
from a liquid crystalline state, 1/to (seen in Table 1)
is larger when the initial crystallization state is that
of a liquid crystal, indicating nucleation is faster,
meaning that the presence of the liquid crystal can
act as a precursor from which the crystallites can
directly grow from. Because polymer
crystallization usually proceeds by nucleation and
growth, it can be readily modelled with the Avrami
theory, which describes the free growth of objects
from random nucleation centres. The model yields
the expression below (Eq 1.).[2] The Avrami index

Experimental
FSC experiments were performed on a MettlerToledo Flash DSC 2+ device connected to a
Huber TC-100 intracooler, permitting scans of up
to 40,000 K/s. The MultiSTAR UFS1 chip sensors
were conditioned and corrected before use
according to the FSC 2+ specifications. A drop of
glucose was deposited directly on the reference
part on the backside of the chip after a PFO thin
film was deposited by spin coating (2000 rpm, 60
s) from 10 mg/mL solutions in THF onto the FSC
chip sensors. Finally, the glucose drop is removed
with water. [1] Measurements were carried out
under a nitrogen atmosphere, with an 80 mL/min
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(n) provides information on the mechanism of
nucleation and growth processes and k is a rate
constant.
1 − 𝑉 𝑐 (𝑡 − 𝑡0 ) = exp(−𝑘(𝑡 − 𝑡0 )𝑛 )

(WAXS) was used to further investigate
crystallization kinetics of pre-ordered and
disordered PFO from both an isotropic melt and
liquid crystalline state. The kinetics were followed
by measuring the relative crystallinity from the
peak increase at q = 15 nm−1, indexed to the
crystalline plane [530]. [4] Our results agree well
with those from FSC results for both crystallization
protocols. However, k1/n is significantly different for
the two techniques, due to the shape of the sample
or because only one direction of the crystal growth
has been analysed.
Having established that preexisting molecular
order influences the crystallization kinetics, we
analyzed if the distinct kinetics result in
morphological
differences.
Thus,
AFM
measurements were performed on two fully
crystallized samples on FSC sensors. The
crystallized isotropic sample, in the 200 nm range,
has round small sized domains resembling
axialites whereas in the crystallized liquid
crystalline state sample domains are a mixed
morphology of rods and small axialites. These
results coincide with the dimensionality of crystal
growth from Avrami analysis.

(1)

IS
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0.6
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82 ºC
85 ºC
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0.0
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Figure 1. FSC melting curves respect to the time after the
isothermal crystallization at different temperatures and their
corresponding Avrami fittings, respectively for each state.

Fittings to the Avrami equation and resulting
parameters are given in Table 1. As Tc increases
the overall crystallization rate (k1/n) becomes
slower, the same trend is reflected on the
experimentally obtained values as Tc increases.
Table 1. Avrami parameters
Tc
(ºC)

State

1/to
(min-1)

80
80
82
82
85
85

IS
LC
IS
LC
IS
LC

0.63
0.86
0.48
2.0
0.46
2.2

1/τ20%
exp
(min−1)
0.17
0.22
0.08
0.16
0.05
0.09

k1/n
(min−1)

n

0.07
0.06
0.02
0.04
0.01
0.02

1.7
1.1
1.1
1.0
1.0
0.99

Figure 2. AFM-height from an isotropic melt state (left) and
crystallized from a liquid crystalline state (right) at 80 ºC.

Overall, the study encourages and demonstrates
the importance of investigating the ordering of
polymer molecules during crystallization from
different states.

The initial presence of the mesophase can cause
the crystallites to grow following Ostwald’s rule of
stages. The rule states that during the process of
crystallization a less stable crystallite is first
formed and the system will evolve through
intermediates to the most stable species.
However, these sites are used and saturated with
time, inhibiting diffusion and resulting in longer
crystallization times.[3]
Motivated by findings during FSC experiments,
real-time synchrotron wide angle X-ray scattering
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(PS). In this work, we have extended that model to
the case of DSC traces. Moreover, applying smallangle neutron scattering (SANS) on isotopically
labelled samples, we have characterized the TCF
in the system, further reducing the number of free
parameters involved to 3 (independent on
concentration and temperature).

Introduction
Being the main component of tire formulation,
Styrene-Butadiene Rubber (SBR) is the synthetic
polymer with highest production worldwide. A
possible route to optimize the dynamical
behaviour of a system in relationship with the
traction versus rolling resistance compromise
needed for tire applications is by mixing an
elastomer with a compound with higher glasstransition temperature (Tg). Such material is
categorized as a binary mixture with dynamic
asymmetry. In mixtures, the self-concentration
(SC) ingredient is believed to be the main reason
for the dynamic asymmetry retained by the
components, while thermally driven concentration
fluctuations (CF) are thought to be behind the
usually observed broad distribution of mobilities
[1]. Broad-band dielectric spectroscopy (BDS) is a
rather popular technique that allows determining
the relaxation behaviour, while Differential
Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) is the widest used
technique to corroborate miscibility in polymer
blends. We proposed a model to describe the
effects of blending on the equilibrium α-relaxation
as monitored by BDS [2], based on the
combination of SC and TCF. The systems
investigated were blends of SBR and polystyrene

Experimental section
In collaboration with the Michelin company, at the
CFM we have performed a study on the structure,
thermodynamics and dynamics of protonated
styrene-butadiene rubber (hSBR, 28% weight of
styrene) mixed with low molecular weight
deuterated polystyrene (dPS). Blends of different
compositions were prepared (20, 40, 50, 70% in
weight of dPS, wPS) and investigated by combining
diverse experimental techniques including DSC,
BDS and SANS.
Results and Discussion
We have first done a full characterization of the
BDS results. Once we had a good description of
the response of the neat components, we have
focused on the modelling of the α−relaxation in
the blends with a very limited number of free
parameters: the self-concentration of both
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component ΦselfSBR and ΦselfPS describing the local
composition in each region, and the width σ of the
distributions of concentration associated to the
spontaneous fluctuations. Usually, the values of σ
are obtained from fitting the BDS experimental
results; but in the present approach we obtained
the σ values using the SANS experiments, that
provide direct insight on the TCF. As the width σ
of TCF depends on the considered length scale ξ,
we have explored different values of ξ and we
found that considering ξc = 25Å the BDS results
are very well described. Assuming this length
scale and using the corresponding σ values for
each composition, we obtained the ΦselfSBR and
ΦselfPS values, which allowed a good description of
the BDS results (Fig.1).

Segmental Heat Capacity (J/K/g)

agreement between calculated and experimental
sets of data is found.
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Figure 2. Segmental heat capacity for SBR/PS blends:
80SBR/20PS, 60SBR/40PS, 50SBR/50PS, and
30SBR/70PS. Solid lines stand for the output of the model.
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We have investigated the thermodynamic,
dynamic and structural properties of blends of
SBR and PS-oligomers, applying three
techniques, BDS, DSC and SANS. We have
reproduced very well the experimental data not
only of BDS, but also the DSC traces using only
three free parameters: the self-concentration of
the component (ΦselfSBR, ΦselfPS) and the relevant
length scale of the segmental relaxation (ξc). We
have deduced ξc≈ 2.5 nm from the comparison of
SANS and dielectric results. This value is the
same for the dynamics of the α-relaxation and the
loss of equilibrium at the glass transition and in
good agreement with other results of polymers and
low molecular glass-forming systems. A close ξc
value was found also in a previous work on a
similar system [3].
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Figure 1. Dielectric loss tangent as function of frequency for
SBR/PS blends at 260K. Solid lines are the model
description.

We then extended the model to reproduce the
DSC traces, basing us on the same assumptions
and parametrization used for BDS. In addition, we
needed a description of the DSC curves for the
neat polymers, which was based on three
parameters characteristic for each component: the
temperature at the inflection point (Tg), the width of
the glass transition range (W) and the heat
capacity jump at Tg (∆Cpg). Finally, the BDS and
DSC were connected for each component through
the characteristic time of the dielectric
α−relaxation at the corresponding calorimetric Tg.
By assuming that this connection remains valid in
the blends, the DSC modelling of the blends was
obtained using the same values of ΦselfSBR ΦselfPS
and σ as for BDS. Thus, no additional free
parameters were considered. The resulting curves
are shown in Fig. 2, where an overall excellent
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provides an effective route to obtain CANs from
commercially existing monomers with a highly
homogeneous crosslinked structure with uniform
properties and performance. The analysis of these
dielectric relaxation spectra allows an in depth
analysing the rearrangement reaction of these
CANs.

Introduction
Covalent adaptable networks (CANs) involve
structures with reversible dynamic crosslinks that,
under the specific stimulus, can be remoulded,
reprocessed or self-repaired and encompass a
promising approach in the contemporary polymer
science field [1]. CANs are considered as the
flagship materials of modern polymer chemistry
establishing a new paradigm that comprises
traditional knowledge of thermoplastic and
thermosetting materials [2]. The development of
CANs shows promise for improving the lifetime
and circularity of polymers, self-healing and
applications ranging from polymer electrolytes to
stimuli-responsive biomaterials or adhesives [3].
The two basic considerations of CAN polymers,
the reversible crosslinking chemistry and the
network formation, govern the relaxation
behaviour of these polymers, which were studied
by dielectric thermal broadband spectroscopy
(DBS). This technique allows a systematic
evaluation of the dielectric spectrum, with special
attention to the dynamic exchange reaction that is
the key of such materials. Thus, the aim of this
study is to analyse the dielectric behaviour of
different CANs based on poly(thiouretane)s
(PTUs) and poly(thioethers) (PTEs), which have
dissimilar structures involving different monomeric
unit types, crosslinking agents or catalyst types
and concentration. These materials are obtained
from isocyanates and thiols and epoxy and thiols,
respectively, by reactions based on click
chemistry, in which by-reactions are avoided. It

Experimental
Materials
CANs based on PTUs were prepared from
hexamethylene
diisocyanate
(HDI)
and
trimethylolpropane
tris(3-mercaptopropionate)
(S3), together with both Lewis acid and base
generator catalysts. Dibutyltin dilaurate (DBTDL)
was used as a Lewis acid catalyst while the base
generator from the salt of 1,8-diazabicyclo(5.4.0)
undec-7-ene (DBU) was considered as basic
catalyst. Thioethers were based on diglycidyl ether
of Bisphenol A (DGEBA) with the same trithiol (S3)
and catalysed by Tin (II) 2-ethylhexanoate
(SnOct2).
Methods
The dielectric spectra were obtained using an
Alpha mainframe frequency analyser in
conjunction with a Novocontrol Concept 40 active
cell. The analyses were carried out under
isothermal conditions from -150ºC to 250 ºC by
increasing steps of 10 ºC in the frequency range
from 10-2 to 106 Hz, all of them under an inert
atmosphere and using liquid nitrogen as a coolant.
The dielectric spectra were analysed using the
Havriliak-Negami (HN) function. The Charlesworth
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reaction named as α*-relaxation, respectively.
Finally, the ionic conductivity and the ions
accumulation at electrode-sample interfaces, lead
to the so-called “electrode polarization” effect,
overlapped
with
the
high-temperature
conductivity.

method was applied to convolute overlapped
dielectric relaxations.
Results and Discussion
As the reversible crosslinking reactions govern the
dynamics of the networks, the dielectric relaxation
behaviour of the three studied polymers has been
analysed. Figure 1 shows the dielectric relaxation
spectra plotted in terms of the imaginary part of the
complex permittivity (ε″) in a wide range of
temperatures and frequencies (as 3D surface
plots).

Figure 2. Isochrones of M’’ at 100 Hz as a function of
temperature for PTUs with different catalysts and PTE
CANs.

To avoid the conductivity contribution, the
imaginary part of the electrical modulus is plotted
in Figure 2, which shows the isochronal dielectric
relaxation spectra at the frequency of 100 Hz from
-150ºC to 200ºC. The low- (γ and β) and hightemperature (α and α*) relaxations display notable
differences, showing the significant contribution of
the monomer unit and the catalyst type on the
molecular dynamics. All the relaxations of S3-HDIBGDBU-0.05 polymer appear at a lower
temperature than the two other polymers,
indicating differences in dynamic equilibrium
between the crosslinking density and kinetics
because both effects depend on the temperature.
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Introduction
Nowadays, the materials most used in flexible
bioelectronic devices are hydrogels which
present an important disadvantage: their
conductivity properties change in time as a
consequence of water evaporation. In this
context, iongels present themselves as an
attractive alternative. Iongels are soft solid
materials comprised of a polymeric network
swollen by an ionic liquid (IL). Iongels are
known for their high ionic conductivity, high
mechanical resistance and flexibility.
The main drawback of iongels and their use in
bioelectronics devices has been the absence of
biocompatibility among both the polymeric
matrices and conventional ILs. Choline based
salts have been used to design biocompatible
ILs, employing amino acids or carboxylic acids
as anions. Iongels employing these types of ILs
have previously shown great potential for their
use in bioelectronics.
The use of biopolymers is a common strategy
to assure matrix biocompatibility. Gelatin has
been previously used as the iongels’ matrix,
obtaining materials with poor mechanical
properties. To improve them, gelatin can be
crosslinked with several molecules, such as
tannic acid or other phenolic compounds. [1]
The hydroxyls and aromatic rings of phenolic
compounds can interact with the gelatin's side
chains of protein amino acid, leading to both
chemical and physical interactions.

In this work, we study the synthesis and
characterization of gelatin and phenolic compounds
based iongels, employing non-toxic Cholinum
based LIs, and their potential application in
bioelectronic devices.
Experimental
The ILs employed were cholinium acetate, glycolate
and lactate ([Ch][Ac], [Ch][Gly] and [Ch][Lac]) and
they were synthetized using an established method
[2].
Iongels were prepared with 10 wt% of gelatin
concentration, variable content of phenolic
compounds (5, 10 and 20 %wt based on gelatin).
The compounds were dissolved in a 50/50 water/IL
mixture for 60 min at 90 ºC. The resulting liquid
mixture was poured into silicone moulds and left at
room temperature until gelation.
The iongels were characterized by FTIR, DMTA and
mechanical essays. The ionic conductivity was
measured by electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS). Several electromyography
(EMG) and electrocardiograms (ECG) of tannic
acid-based iongels as electrodes were performed
on different body parts.
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Results and Discussion
All the iongels resulted easily manipulated and did
not present IL lixiviation.
FTIR spectra showed peak shifts, attributed to the
bending and stretching of NH groups, probably by
the interaction between the phenolic compounds
and the gelatin’s amine primary amines.

The DMTA essays of tannic acid-containing
iongels showed a small reduction of the storage
modulus with temperature, but did not present
a transition of elastic solid to viscous liquid, with
could mean the formation of the iongels is the
consequence of a dual reaction system: i)
covalent bonding between the gelatin and
tannic acid, and ii) h-bonding between the
gelatin and tannic acid and between the gelatin
itself.
Mechanical essays showed the iongels have an
elastic behaviour, with a stretch up to 225 % of
its original length. The Young’s modulus
seemed to be defined by the IL employed, and
varied from 11.3 to 28.9 kPa.

Figure 2. EMGs of iongels with tannic acid at 20 %wt
and two different ILs ([Ch][Lac] and [Ch][Ac]) for self
induced quadricep movement. Shaded zones indicate
muscle contractions.

Conclusions
The gelatin-phenolic compound iongels presented
good mechanical and ionic conductivity properties
and are great candidates to be used as body
sensors in bioelectronic devices.
Figure 1. Ionic conductivity as a function of the
temperature of iongels with different phenolic
compounds at 20 %wt.
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The ionic conductivity of the iongels did not
seem to be affected by the content of the
phenolic compound. In general, they all exhibit
high ionic conductivity values (between 4
mS*cm-1 and up to 60 mS*cm-1), in
concordance with the expected values for
bioelectronic applications (see Figure 1). The
iongels showed excellent performance when
used as electrodes in EMG (see Figure 2), ECG
and muscle stimulation. Moreover, they
presented better resolution than the standard
medical electrode used, allowing a better
resolution of the signals.
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Experimental

Introduction

In this work, the photocurable conductive ink has
been prepared by mixing Clevios PH1000
PEDOT:PSS aqueous solution with commercial
3Dresyn CDP-WS, Fine Turner FT2, ethylene
glycol and poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate
(PEGDA) of different molecular weights. Then,
the mixture has been photocured in the Phrozen
Sonic Mini 3D printer, at a wavelength of 405 nm
and light intensity of 2 mW/cm2, leading to a layer
by layer built material (see Figure 1). The
resulting structure is a 3D matrix with
PEDOT:PSS molecules trapped across the
crosslinked points.

Conductive polymers (CPs) such as poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) or polypyrrole
(PPy) have become of great interest in
bioelectronics (i.e, biosensors or electronic skin)
due to their high electrical conductivity,
biocompatibility and soft nature comparable with
human tissue.[1,2] However, the majority of the
current devices made of PEDOT are rigid thin
films, two-dimensional systems and possess
uncontrollable geometries and architectures that
lead to poor mechanical and electronic/ionic
properties.[3] These drawbacks can be overcome
by additive manufacturing (AM) of CPs, which
has emerged as a powerful tool for the design
and fabrication of three dimensional
bioelectrodes.
In this work, 3D hydrogels composed of PEDOT
conducting polymer have been synthetized by
digital light processing (DLP). Thus, a conductive
ink was developed and photopolymerized by DLP
printing technique to obtain 3D objects. The effect
on the ink formulation onto the electrical and
mechanical characterization of the obtained
hydrogels and dry materials has been made.
Finally, their use as electrodes for successful
electrocardiography
(ECG)
and
electromyography (EMG) recordings has been
proved.

Figure 1. Scheme of the synthesis of conductive hydrogels.
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Finally, these hydrogels have been used as
cutaneous bioelectrodes for electrocardiography
recordings (Figure 3), whose signals are
comparable to those of medical electrodes.
Moreover, PQRST waveforms, physiological
signals that provide valuable information for
diagnosis and rehabilitation, can be detected.

Results and Discussion
Different 3D printing tests of the photocurable
conductive ink based on Clevios PH1000
PEDOT:PSS were carried out. First of all,
photopolymerization reaction kinetics were
determined by following the FTIR spectra at
different times of irradiation. Results reveal that
all the samples reach full conversion within 15
seconds, which demonstrates that this reaction is
very fast and the ink could be photocured with
commercial 3D printers.

A

The
obtained
materials
after
photopolymerizations are hydrogels capable of
swell water. Furthermore, due to the presence of
PEDOT;PSS they possess high electrical
conductivity (Figure 2) in its wet state. It can be
seen that by tuning the formulations the
conductivity increases up to 10-2 S/cm. As a
comparison, the sample containing no PEDOT
has very low electrical conductivity value (10-5
S/cm), which is related with ionic conductivity.
The mechanical properties of hydrogels in their
wet state were also tested through tensile test
experiments. All the samples have a similar
Young´s Modulus value of 2 MPa, comparable of
that of the human skin.

Conductivity (S/cm)

A

100
-1

10

Figure 3. A) Scheme of ECG performed. B) ECG performed
with medical electrode and synthetized hydrogel.
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The goals of the present work can be summarized
as follows: a) Preparation of antibacterial
hydrogels based on g-PGA and displaying
different morphologies, b) Evaluation of release
characteristics and bactericide activity according
to the morphology of the hydrogel (i.e., from bulk
or from electrospun nanofibers), crosslinking
degree, and specific properties of loaded drugs
(i.e., hydrophilicity and molecular weight).

Introduction
Poly(g-glutamic acid) (g-PGA) is an homopolymer
that is found in the nature. It was first discovered
as a capsule of Bacillus anthracis. g-PGA is
biocompatible, enzymatically degradable, nonimmunogenic and has reactive carboxylic acid
side groups, which appear ideal for both
functionalization and hydrogel preparation [1].
Tajima and Sukigara [2] worked on the mechanical
and antibacterial properties of non-woven g-PGA
using oxazoline as a crosslinking agent. These 3D
networks showed a swelling-controlled drug
release. Wang et al. [3] investigated on the
processing conditions required to prepare uniform
g-PGA nanofibers with a smooth morphology,
which were then crosslinked using cystamine to
amidate the carboxyl groups of g-PGA.
Furthermore, the disulphide bonds provided by the
cystamine crosslinking agent were appropriate for
having a reduction-responsiveness and being
easily decomposed under physiological conditions
using non-toxic reductants such as L-cysteine [4].
Chlorhexidine (CHX) and polyhexamethylene
biguanide (PHMB) are usually employed as
biocides in both home and hospital settings for
disinfection. These compounds therefore have
been selected in this work as examples of
hydrophilic compounds, as well as low (CHX) and
moderate (PHMB) molecular weight compounds.
CHX and PHMB are characterized by the
presence of easily protonated secondary amines
(biguanide groups) which are highly effective
against microorganisms [5].

Experimental
Electrospinning of g-PGA nanofibers. g-PGA
powder was dissolved into TFA (concentration
varying from 3 to 13 wt-%) under magnetic stirring
for 72 h. The electrospinning system consisted of
a 10 mL syringe having a stainless steel needle
with an inner diameter of 0.8 mm, a KDS100
infusion syringe pump to control the mass-flow
rate (from 0.5 to 5 mL·h−1), and a high voltage
power supply from 10 to 30 kV. A thin aluminum
foil (10 cm × 10 cm) was used as a conductive
plate, being this collector grounded and
horizontally positioned at distances between 1525 cm from the needle tip. Diameters of
electrospun fibers were measured with the
SmartTiff software (Carl Zeiss SMT, Ltd.) from
SEM images.
Preparation of hydrogels from electrospun g-PGA
nanofibers. g-PGA electrospun fibers were
collected for 8 h on the aluminum foil. This was
then cut into squared 1 cm2 pieces, and the fiber
scaffolds were peeled off the substrates.
Cystamine, as previously indicated was used to
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react with the carboxyl groups of g-PGA through
EDC coupling. Briefly, 7-10 layer pieces of g-PGA
nanofibrous mats (1.17 mg) were stacked and
then the borders of the set sealed by heating in a
Kofler plate. The set was subsequently immersed
into an ethanol solution of EDC (740 mg in 1 mL)
for 6 h in order to activate the carboxyl groups of
g-PGA [3]. Then, sets were immersed into a
cystamine methanol/ethanol 35:65 solution with a
concentration of 280 mg/mL for 6 h at 70 °C. The
obtained samples were maintained in distilled
water for 48 h to remove any remaining compound
in the nonwoven fibers. To reduce the hydrogel
crosslinking density to theoretical values of 75% or
50%, 555 or 370 mg of EDC and 210 or 140 mg of
cystamine were used, respectively.

rate was slightly dependent on the theoretical
crosslinking degree and logically decreased when
it increased. 4) A practically complete release
was found for both drugs using a PBS/ethanol
mixture since saturation problems could be
avoided and also due to swelling effect caused by
ethanol. In this case, the release rate was found to
be slightly higher for CHX. Figures 1c and 1d
clearly demonstrated that the retained drug after
PBS exposure could be completely released by a
simple change of the medium. Specifically, after
24-96 h of exposure to PBS, the release increased
from 40% to 100% for CHX and from 80% to 92%
for PHMB when ethanol was added to the medium.
a)
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Drug loading. The highly hydrophilic CHX and
PHMB drugs were loaded by immersion during 24
h of the selected hydrogel (~25 mg) into a
PBS/ethanol (90:10 v/v) solution containing 6.2
w/v-% of CHX and 1.5 w/v-% of PHMB. Note that
a lower percentage of PHMB was employed due
to its higher ratio of active biguanide groups.
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Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the relative release in the PBS
medium of CHX and PHMB from electrospun
hydrogels having theoretical crosslinking degrees
of 100, 75 and 50%. Several points deserve
attention:

b)
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Figure 1. Relative release percentages of CHX (a) and
PHMB (b) from electrospun hydrogels in PBS medium. Twostep releasse of CHX (c) and PHMB (d) from electrospun
hydrogels with a theoretical crosslinking degree of 50%. The
first step was performed in PBS and the second one in the
PBS-Ethanol medium.

1) Both hydrophilic drugs can be released to the
hydrophilic PBS medium. 2) PHMB has a greater
burst effect than CHX and has also a higher
release rate. Differences are highly significant and
indicate a clearly higher difficulty of the larger
PHMB molecules to be encapsulated into the
nanofibers of the hydrogel, and even higher affinity
with the PBS release medium due to its higher
hydrophilicity. In fact, encapsulation capacities
around 230% and 50% were determined for CHX
and PHMB, respectively, for the 100% crosslinked
hydrogels. Note also that highly different
saturation levels were reached during the release.
Specifically, values of 25% and 52% were found
after 96 h of exposure for CHX and PHMB loaded
samples with the higher theoretical crosslinking
degree, respectively. 3) In all cases, the release
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Lignin used was Indulin AT (MeadWestvaco,
USA). Acetic anhydride, castor oil and pyridine
were obtained from Merck (Finland).
Methods
Microwave-assisted acetylation
The microwave-assisted acetylation was
accomplished by using a Monowave 300
microwave synthesis reactor (Anton Paar,
Austria). Briefly, Indulin AT (2 g) was added in a
30 cm3 glass container with acetic anhydride (10
mL). The program followed consisted of a fast
increase of temperature up to the desired values
(130, 140, 150 and 160ºC), maintained for 10 min
under agitation. The microwave-based acetylated
lignins (MALs) were precipitated and washed with
distilled water, after which drying in an oven was
performed at 40ºC for two days. The samples were
labelled as MAL followed by the synthesis
temperature.
Chemical acetylation
By the sake of comparison, traditional chemical
acetylation by using acetic anhydride/pyridine
mixture (1:1 wt ratio) at room temperature for 48 h
was also performed. Indulin AT (2 g) were put into
contact with the reacting mixture (48 mL). The
same washing and drying process than to MALs
was applied. The sample was labelled as CAL.
Preparation of oleogels
Oleogels were simply prepared by mixing the
acetylated lignins and castor oil for 3 h under

Introduction
The search for biobased materials able to act as
structural components of oily systems has been
deeply investigated during the last decade [1].
From the food to the cosmetic and lubricant
industries, the ability to generate networks able to
withstand oil leakage has been very useful. Hence,
biomaterials such as cellulose derivatives, natural
waxes, mono- and di-acyl glycerols and silica
nanoparticles have been widely utilised as oilstructuring systems [1]. These materials represent
outstanding alternatives, however, they may
compete with other industrial applications, raising
costs. Thus, the search for residual lignins has
also become of great interest [2]. Lignin, being the
second most abundant biopolymer on Earth, is
only used in a 2 wt% for high-added valuable
purposes, boosting its possibilities for other
industrial uses. On the other hand,
incompatibilities coming from the difference in
hydrophobicity between biopolymers and oils may
be arisen. Thus, biopolymers frequently undergo
chemical modifications which make hydrophobic
behaviour to be enhanced. In this study, lignin has
been chosen as biopolymer for oil-structuring
whereas microwave-acetylation was selected as
the chemical process able to tune the biopolymer
hydrophobicity to make it more suitable for oil
thickening purposes.
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mechanical stirring. Samples were named as O
followed by the acetylated lignin acronyms.
Acetylated lignin and oleogels characterization
Acetylated lignins were characterized by 31P NMR
using a NMR Spectrometer AV III 400 (Bruker,
USA). Both viscoelastic and viscous flow
properties of oleogels were obtained in a MCR 302
rheometer (Anton Paar, Austria).by performing
frequency and shear rate sweeps, in the ranges
0.03-100 rad/s and 0.01-100 s-1, respectively.

viscoelastic functions were considered (Figure
1b), where again significant differences were
observed when comparing OMALs processed at
low temperatures and OCAL, and again
highlighting MALs ability for oil structuring in a
superior way when acetylation was carried out at
160ºC. Overall, lignin acetylation increased the
compatibility with castor oil for oleogelation
purposes, being the microwave-asssisted
acetylation protocol more suitable than the
traditional chemical process.

Results and Discussion

 (mPa·s)

Table 1 includes the hydroxyl groups content as a
function of the applied temperature in the
acetylation process. As can be seen, the chemical
acetylation results in the lowest hydroxyl groups
concentration, while increasing processing
temperature in MALs also leads to lower values.
Nonetheless, the microwave-acetylation process
turned out to be much more suitable for preparing
oleogels, showing enhanced rheological
properties (Figure 1).

Indulin AT
MAL 130
MAL 140
MAL 150
MAL 160
CAL

104

a)

G', G'' (Pa)

10-2

mmol/g of lignin
Phenolic
OH
3.60
0.80
0.60
0.50
0.40
0.20

105

103

Table 1. Hydroxyl groups main concentration in acetylated
lignins obtained through 31P NMR.

Sample

OMAL130
OMAL140
OMAL150
OMAL160
OCAL

10-1

100

· (s-1)

101

102

103

102

Aliphatic OH Total OH
2.50
0.70
0.50
0.40
0.20
0.10

b)

6.50
1.90
1.60
1.35
1.00
0.70

10-1

100

101

102

 (rad/s)

Figure 1. a) Viscous flow and b) Viscoelastic functions of
acetylated lignin-based oleogels. (Filled symbols indicate
G’ and hollow ones G’’).
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Figure 1a depicts the viscous flow behaviour of the
oily systems, where it can be seen that the lowest
values were obtained by OCAL at low shear rates.
Furthermore, viscosity initially decreases by
increasing the temperature in the microwaveassisted acetylation protocol, resulting in softer
gels, tending to the viscosity values shown by the
chemically acetylated lignin-based oleogel.
However, more structured systems were obtained
by increasing processing temperatures to 150 and
160ºC, with higher viscosity values at low shear
rates and much more pronounced shear-thinning
character, which is especially relevant for OMAL160. These findings were also observed when
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